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PLUTARCH (Plutarchus), ca. aD 45-120, 
was born at Chaeronea in Boeotia in cen- 

tral Greece, studied philosophy at Athens, 
and, after coming to Rome as a teacher 
in philosophy, was given consular rank by 

the emperor Trajan and a procuratorship in 

Greece by Hadrian. He was married and 

the father of one daughter and four sons. 

He appears as a man of kindly charac- 

ter and independent thought, studious and 

learned. 

Plutarch wrote on many subjects. Most 

popular have always been the 46 Parallel 
Lives, biographies planned to be ethical ex 

amples in pairs (in each pair, one Gree 

figure and one similar Roman), though tl 
last four lives are single. All are invalual 

sources of our knowledge of the lives 

characters of Greek and Roman statesn 

soldiers and orators. Plutarch’s many c 

varied extant works, about 60 in nur 

are known as Moralia or Moral Essays. 
are of high literary value, besides be 
great use to people interested in p 

phy, ethics and religion. 

The Loeb Classical Library editic 

Moralia is in sixteen volumes, vol] 
having two parts. Volume XVI is 

hensive Index. 
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PREFACE 

THE following are the manuscripts used for the edi- 
tion of the six essays in this volume and the sigla 

that refer to them : 

A =Parisinus Graecus 1671 (Bibliotheque Nationale, 
Paris)—a.p. 1296. 

B =Parisinus Graecus 1675 (Bibliothéque Nationale, 
Paris)—15th century. 

I, = Parisinus Graecus 1672 (Bibliothéque Nationale, 
Paris)—written shortly after a.p. 1302. 

F =Parisinus Graecus 1957 (Bibliotheque Nationale, 
Paris)—written at the end of the 11th century. 

J =Ambrosianus 881 - C 195 inf. (Biblioteca Am- 
brosiana, Milan)—13th century. 

X = Marcianus Graecus 250 (Biblioteca Nazionale di 
S. Marco, Venice)—the first part (containing the 
De Stoicorum Repugnaniiis) written in the 11th 
century, the second part (containing the Pla- 
tonicae Quaestiones) written in the 14th century. 

d=Laurentianus 56, 2 (Biblioteca Laurenziana, 
Florence)—15th century. 

e=Laurentianus 70, 5 (Biblioteca Laurenziana, 
Florence)—14th century. 

f = Laurent. Ashburnham. 1441 (not 1444 as in Hubert- 
Drexler, Morala vi/1, pp. xv1 and xx) (Biblioteca 
Laurenziana, Florence)—16th century. 
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g =Vaticanus Palatinus 170 (Bibliotheca Apostolica 
Vaticana, Rome)—15th century. 

m =Parisinus Graecus 1042 (Bibliotheque Nationale, 

Paris)—16th century. | 
n=Vaticanus Graecus 1676 (Bibliotheca Apostolica 

Vaticana, Rome)—14th century (cf. Codices 
Vaticant Graect : Codices 1485-1683 rec. C. Gian- 
nelli [1950], pp. 441-443). 

r=Leiden B.P.G. 59 (Bibliotheek der Rijksuniver- 
siteit, Leiden)—16th century (see p. 150, n. 
in the Introduction to the De dn. Proc. in T1- 
maeo). 

t = Urbino-Vaticanus Graecus 100 (Bibliotheca Apo- 
stolica Vaticana, Rome)—a.p. 1402. 

u = Urbino-Vaticanus Graecus 99 (Bibliotheca Apo- 
stolica Vaticana, Rome)—15th century. 

v =Vindobonensis Philos. Graec. 46 (Nationalbiblio- 
thek, Vienna)—15th century. 

z =Vindobonensis Suppl. Graec. 23 (Nationalbiblio- 
thek, Vienna)—15th century. 

a =Ambrosianus 859 - C 126 inf. (Biblioteca Am- 
brosiana, Milan)—finished in a.p. 1295 (ef. 
A. Turyn, Dated Greek Manuscripts of the Thir- 
teenth and Fourteenth Centuries in the Libraries of 
Italy [University of Illinois Press, 1972] i, pp. 81- 
87). 

8 =Vaticanus Graecus 1013 (Bibliotheca Apostolica 
Vaticana, Rome)—14th century. 

y =Vaticanus Graecus 139 (Bibliotheca Apostolica 
Vaticana, Rome)—-written shortly after a.p. 
1296. 

6=Vaticanus Reginensis (Codices Graeci Reginae 
Suecorum) 80 (Bibliotheca Apostolica Vaticana, 
Rome)—15th century. 
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« =Codex Matritensis Griego 4690 (Biblioteca Nacio- 
nal, Madrid)—14th century. 

Bonon. =Codex Graecus Bononiensis Bibliothecae 
Universitatis 3635 (Biblioteca Universitaria, 
Bologna)—14th century. 

C.C.C. 99=Codex Oxoniensis Collegii Corporis 

Christi 99 (Corpus Christi College, Oxford)— 
15th century. 

iiscor. 72 =Codex Griego 2-I-12 de El Escorial (Real 
Biblioteca de El] Escorial)—15th and 16th cen- 
turies (ff. '75'-87:, which contain the De An. Proc. 
in Timaeo, were written in the 16th century). 

Escor. T-11-5 =Codex Griego T.11.5 de E] Escorial 
(Real Biblioteca de El Escorial)—16th century. 

Laurent. C. S. 180 =Laurentianus, Conventi Sop- 
pressi 180 (Biblioteca Laurenziana, Florence)— 
15th century. 

Tolet. 51, 5 =Toletanus 51, 5 (Libreria del Cabildo 
Toledano, Toledo)—15th century. 

Voss. 16 =Codex Graecus Vossianus Misc. 16 (1) = 
Vossianus P 223 (Bibliotheek der Rijksuni- 
versiteit, Leiden)—15th century. 

In such matters as accent, breathing, crasis, elision 
and spelling I have followed without regard to the 
manuscripts the usage explained in the Introduction 
to the De Face (L.C.L. Moralha xii, pp. 27-28). 

The readings of the Aldine edition I have taken 
from a copy that is now in the library of The Institute 
for Advanced Study (Princeton, New Jersey) and 
that has on the title-page the inscription in ink, 
—: Donati Jannoctii :—Ex Bibliotheca Jo. Huralti 
Borstallerii : Jannoctii dono ; and from the margins 
of this copy I have cited the corrections or con- 
jectures which in a note at the end of the volume 
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(pp. 1010 f.) @ written in the same ink as the inscrip- 
tion on the title-page are ascribed to Leonicus and 
Donatus Polus. : | 

For the editions and other works to which there is 
frequent reference in the apparatus criticus and notes 
the following abbreviations or short titles are 
used : 

Amyot =Les cuvres morales et philosophiques de 
Plutarque, translatées de Grec en Francois par 
Messire Jacques Amyot,.. . corrigées et aug- 
mentées en ceste presente édition en plusieurs 
passages suivant son exemplaire, Paris, Claude 
Morel, 1618.° 

Andresen, Logos und Nomos =Carl Andresen, Logos 
und Nomos: Die Polemik des Kelsos wider das 
Christentum, Berlin, 1935. 

Armstrong, Later Greek . . . Philosophy =The Cam- 
bridge History of Later Greek and Early Medieval 

Philosophy, edited by A. H. Armstrong, Cam- 
bridge, 1967. 

Babut, Plutarque de la Vertu Ethique = Plutarque de la 
Vertu Ethique : Introduction, texte, traduction et 
commentaire par Danie] Babut, Paris, 1969 (Biblio- 

théque de la Faculté des Lettres de Lyon XV). 
¢ It is the same note as that quoted by Rt. Aulotte (Amyot 

et Plutarque {Genéve, 1965], p. 180) from the end (p. 877) 
of the Basiliensis in the Bibliotheque Nationale (J. 693), the 
title-page of which, he says, bears the inscription Donato 
Giannotti. 

> This definitive edition has been compared with the first 
edition, Les wuvres morales et meslées de Plutarque.. ., 
Paris, Michel de Vascosin, 1572, and with @uvres Morales 
et Mélées de Plutarque traduites du Grec par Jacques Amyot 
avec des Notes et Observations de MM. Brotier et Vaul- 
villiers, Paris, Cussac, 1784-1787=Tomes XIII-XXII of 
(uvres de Plutarque ..., 25 vols., 1783-1805, 

x 
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Babut, Plutarque et le Stoicusme = Daniel Babut, Plu- 
tarque et le Stoicisme, Paris, 1969 (Publications 
de l'Université de Lyon). 

Basiliensis = Plutarcht Chaeronet Moralhia Opuscula .. ., 
Basiliae ex Officina Frobeniana per H. F'robenium 
et N. Episcopium, 1542. 

Benseler, De Hiatu =G. E. Benseler, De Hiatu in 
Scriptoribus Graecis, Pars 1: De Hiatu in Oratori- 
bus Atticis et Historicis Graecis Libri Duo, Friber- 
gae, 1841. 

Bernardakis = Plutarcht Chaeronensis Moralia recogno- 
vit Gregorius N. Bernardakis, Lipsiae, 1888- 
1896 (Bibliotheca Teubneriana). 

Bidez-Cumont, Les Mages Hellénisés =Joseph Bidez 
et Franz Cumont, Les Mages Hellénisés, 2 vol- 
umes, Paris, 1938. 

Bolkestein, Adversaria =Hendrik Bolkestein, Adver- 
saria Critica et Exegetica ad Plutarch Quaes- 
tionum Convivalium Librum Primum et Secundum, 
Amstelodami, 1946. 

Bonhéffer, Epictet und die Stoa=Adolf Bonhdffer, 
Epictet und die Stoa: Untersuchungen zur stoischen 
Philosophie, Stuttgart, 1890. 

Bonhoffer, Die Ethik . . .=Adolf Bonhdffer, Die 
Ethtk des Stoikers Epictet, Stuttgart, 1894. 

Bréhier, Chrysippe =Emile Bréhier, Chrysippe et l’an- 
cten stoicisme, Paris, 1951 (nouvelle édition revue). 

Bréhier, Théorie des Incorporels =Kmile Bréhier, La 
Théorie des Incorporels dans l’ancien Stoicisme, 
Paris, 1928 (deuxiéme édition). This was origin- 
ally published in 1908 as a “ Thése pour le doc- 
torat.”” It was reprinted in 1962. 

Burkert, Weisheit und Wissenschaft =Walter Burkert, 
Weishert und Wissenschaft : Studien zu Pythagoras, 
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Philolaos und Platon, Nirnberg, 1962 (Erlanger 
Beitrage zur Sprach- und Kunstwissenschaft X). 
There is an English edition, “ translated with 
revisions,’ Lore and Science in Ancient Pytha- 
goreanism (Harvard University Press, 1972) ; 
but this appeared too late to permit the use of it 
instead of the German original. 

Cherniss, Aristotle’s Criticism of Plato . . . =Harold 
Cherniss, Aristotie’s Criticism of Plato and the 
Academy, Vol. I, Baltimore, 1944. 

Cherniss, Crit. Presoc. Phil. =Harold Cherniss, Aris- 
totle’s Criticism of Presocratic Philosophy, Balti- 
more, 1935. 

Cherniss, 7'he Riddle =Harold Cherniss, The Riddle 
of the Early Academy, Berkeley/Los Angeles, 1945. 

Cornford, Plato’s Cosmology =Plato’s Cosmology : The 
Timaeus of Plato translated with a running com- 
mentary by Francis Macdonald Cornford, 
London/New York, 1937. 

Diels-Kranz, Frag. Vorsok.®=Die Fragmente der 
Vorsokrattker, Griechisch und Deutsch von Her- 
mann Diels, 6. verbesserte Auflage hrsg. von 
Walther Kranz, 3 volumes, Berlin, 1951-1952 

(later ‘‘ editions *’ are unaltered reprints of this). 
Doring, Megariker=Die Megariker, Kommentierte 

Sammlung der Testimonien . . . vorgelegt von 
Klaus Déring, Amsterdam, 1972 (Studien zur an- 
tiken Philosophie 2). 

Diibner =Plutarcht Chaeronensis Scripta Morala. 
Graece et Latine ed. Fr. Dibner, Paris, 1841. 

Dyroff, Die Ethik der alien Stoa = Adolf Dyroft, Die 
Ethik der alten Stoa, Berlin, 1897 (Berliner 
Studien fiir classische Philologie u. Archaeologie, 
N.F. 2ter Band). 
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Dyroff, Programm Wiirzburg, 1896 =Adolf Dyroff, 
Ueber die Anlage der stoischen Biicherkataloge, Pro- 
gramm des K. Neuen Gymnasiums zu Wiirz- 
burg fiir das Studienjahr 1895/96, Wiirzburg, 
1896. 

Elorduy, Sozzalphilosophe =Eleuterio Elorduy, Die 
Sozialphilosophie der Stoa, Grafenhainichen, 1936 
( =Philologus, Supplementband XXVIII, 3). 

Emperius, Op. Philol. =Adolpht Emperi Opuseula 
Philologica et Historica Amicorum Studio Collecta 
edidit F. G. Schneidewin, Géttingen, 1847. 

Festa, Stovct Anticht =I Frammenti degh Stoict Antichi or- 
dinati, tradotti e annotati da Nicola Festa, Vol. 
Ie Vol. II, Bari, 1932-1935. 

Giesen, De Plutarchi . . . Disputationibus =Carolus 
Giesen, De Plutarcht contra Stoicos Disputation:- 
bus, Monasterii Sage Peres 1889 (Diss. 
Miinster). 

Goldschmidt, Le systéme stoicien = Victor Goldschmidt, 
Le systéme stoicien et l'idée de temps, Paris, 1953 

(Seconde édition revue et augmentée, Paris, 
1969). 

Gould, The Philosophy of Chrysippus =Josiah B. 
Gould, The Philosophy of Chrysippus, Leiden, 
1970 (Philosophia Antiqua XVII). 

Grilli, Jl problema della vita contemplativa = Alberto 
Grilli, Jl problema della vita contemplativa nel 
mondo Greco-Romano, Milan/Rome, 1953 (Uni- 
versita di Milano, Facolta di Lettere e Filosofia, 

Serie prima: Filologia e Letterature Classiche). 
Grumach, Physis und Agathon=Ernst Grumach, 

Physis und Agathon in der alten Stoa, Berlin, 1932 
(Problemata 6). 

H. C.=the present editor. 
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Hahn, “ De Plutarchi Moralium Codicibus ” = 
Victor Hahn, “‘ De Plutarchi Moralium Codici- 
bus Quaestiones Selectae,” Académie Polonaise : 
Rozprawy Akadema Umiejetnosci, Wydzial Filo- 
logiczny, Serya ii, Tom xxvi (1906), pp. 43- 
128. 

Hartman, De Avondzon des Heidendoms =J. J. Hart- 
man, De Avondzon des Heidendoms : Het Leven 
en Werken van den Wize van Chaeronea, 2 vol- 
umes, Leiden, 1910. 

Hartman, De Plutarche =J. J. Hartman, De Plutarcho 
Scriptore et Philosopho, Lugduni-Batavorum, 
1916. 

Heath, Aristarchus of Samos =Sir Thomas Heath, 
Aristarchus of Samos, The Ancient Copernicus, Ox- 
ford, 1913. 

Heath, [story =Sir Thomas Heath, 4 History of 
Greek Mathematics, 2 volumes, Oxford, 1921. 

Heath, Manual =Sir Thomas L. Heath, 4 Manual of 
Greek Mathematics, Oxford, 1931. 

Helmer, De An. Proc. =Joseph Helmer, Zu Plutarchs 
‘* De antmae procreatione in Timaeo’”’: Ein Beitrag 
sum Versténdnis des Platon-Deuters Plutarch, 
Wirzburg, 1937 (Diss. Miinchen). 

Hirzel, Untersuchungen =Rudolf Hirzel, Untersuch- 
ungen gu Cicero's philosophischen Schriften, 3 
volumes, Leipzig, 1877-1883. 

Holtorf, Plutarchi Chaeronensis studia ... =Herbertus 
Holtorf, Plutarcht Chaeronensis studia in Platone 
explicando posita, Stralesundiae, 1913 (Diss. 
Greifswald). 

Hubert-Drexler, Moralia vi/1 =Plutarcht Moral Vol. 
VI Fase. 1 recensuit et emendavit C. Hubertt, 
additamentum ad editionem correctiorem col- 
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legit H. Drexler, Lipsiae, 1959 (Bibliotheca 
Teubneriana). 

Hutten =Plutarcht Chaeronensis quae supersunt omnia 
. . opera Joannis Georgi Hutten, Tubingae, 

1791-1804. 

Jagu, Zénon =Amand Jagu, Zénon de Citttum : Son 
Role dans létablissement de la Morale stoicienne, 
Paris, 1946. 

Joly, Le théme . . . des genres de vie =Robert Joly, 
Le Théme Philosophique des Genres de Vie dans 
l’Antiquité Classique, Bruxelles, 1956 (Académie 
Royale de Belgique, Mémoires de la Classe des 
Lettres, Tome XXIX, fase. 3). 

Jones, Platonism of Plutarch =Roger Miller Jones, 
The Platonism of Plutarch, Menasha (Wisconsin), 
1916 (Diss. Chicago). References are to this edi- 
tion, in which the pagination differs somewhat 
from that of the edition of 1915. 

Kaltwasser =Plutarchs moralische Abhandlungen aus 
dem Griechischen tibersetzt von Joh. Fried. Sal. 
Kaltwasser, Frankfurt am Main, 1783-1800 = 
Plutarchs moralisch-philosophische Werke iiber- 
setzt von J. F. S. Kaltwasser, Vienna/Prague, 
1796 ff. 

Kilb, Ethische Grundbegriffe=Georg Kilb, Ethische 
Grundbegriffe der alten Stoa und thre Uebertragung 
durch Cicero im dritten Buch de finibus bonorum et 
malorum, Freiburg im Breisgau, 1939 (Diss. Frei- 
burg i.Br.). 

Kolfhaus, Plutarcht De Comm. Not. =Otto Kolfhaus, 
Plutarcht De Communibus Notitus Librum Genut- 
num esse demonstratur, Marpurgi Cattorum, 1907 
(Diss. Marburg). 

Kramer, Arete=Hans Joachim Kramer, Arete bei 
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Platon und Aristoteles : Zum Wesen und sur Ge- 
schichte der platonischen -Oniologie, Heidelberg, 
1959 (Abhandlungen der Heidelberger Aka- 
demie der Wissenschaften, Phil:-Hist. K1., 
1959, 6). 

Kramer, Getstmetaphystk=Hans Joachim Krimer, 
Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphystk : Untersuch- 
ungen zur Geschichte des Platonismus zwischen 
Platon und Plotin, Amsterdam, 1964. 

Krimer, Platontsmus =Hans Joachim Krimer, Plato- 
msmus und hellenistische Philosophie, Berlin/New 
York, 1971. 

L.C.L. =The Loeb Classical Library. 
Latzarus, Idées Religeeuses =Bernard Latzarus, Les 

Idées Religieuses de Plutarque, Paris, 1920. 
Madvig, Adversartia Critica =Jo. Nic. Madvigii Ad- 

versaria Critica ad Scriptores Graecos et Latinos, 3 
volumes, Hauniae, 1871-1884 (Vol. I: Ad Scrip- 
tores Graecos). 

Mates, Store Logic =Benson Mates, Stozc Logic, Ber- 
keley/Los Angeles, 1953. | 

Maurommates =[]\ouvrdpyov trepi ris ev Tipaiw yvyxo- 
yovias, €kd6vTos Kal Els THY apyaiay ouveyetay atro- 
Kataotnaavtos “Avdpéov A. Mavpopyparouv Kop- 
Kupaiov, Athens, 1848. 

Merlan, Platontsm to Neoplatonism =Philip Merlan, 
From Platonism to Neoplatonism, second edition, 
revised, The Hague, 1960. The later “ edi- 
tions’ are merely reprints of this; the first 
edition was published in 1953. 

Moutsopoulos, La Musique .. . de Platon =Evanghélos 
Moutsopoulos, La Musique dans UCkuvre de 
Platon, Paris, 1959. 

B. Miller (1870) =Berthold Miiller, “ Eine Blatter- 
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vertauschung bei Plutarch,” Hermes iv (1870), 
pp. 390-403. 

B. Miiller (1871) =Berthold Miiller, “* Zu Plutarch 
mrept wuyoyovias, Hermes v (1871), p. 154. 

B. Miiller (1873) =Berthold Miiller, Plutarch iiber die 
Seelenschépfung im Timaeus, Gymnasium zu St. 
Elisabet, Bericht iiber das Schuljahr 1872-1873, 
Breslau, 1873. 

Nogarola =Platonicae Plutarcht Cherone: Quaestiones. 
Ludovicus Nogarola Comes Veronensis vertebat, 
Venetiis apud Vincentium Valgrisium, 1552. 

Pearson, Fragments =A. C. Pearson, The Fragments 
of Zeno and Cleanthes nith Introduction and Ex- 
planatory Notes, London, 1891. 

Pohlenz, Moralia i=Plutarcht Moralia, Vol. I re- 
censuerunt et emendaverunt W. R. Patonf et 
I. Wegehaupt7. Praefationem scr. M. Pohlenz, 
Lipsiae, 1925 (Bibliotheca Teubneriana). 

Pohlenz, Morala vi/2 =Plutarcht Morala, Vol. VI, 
Fase. 2 recensuit et emendavit M. Pohlenz, 
Lipsiae, 1952 (Bibliotheca Teubneriana). 

Pohlenz-Westman, Moralia vi/2 =Plutarcht Moralia, 
Vol. VI, Fase. 2 recensuit et emendavit M. Poh- 
lenz. Editio altera quam curavit addendisque in- 
struxit R. Westman, Lipsiae, 1959 (Bibliotheca 
Teubneriana). 

Pohlenz, Grundfragen =Max Pohlenz, Grundfragen 
der stotschen Philosophie, Gottingen, 1940 (Ab- 
handlungen der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften 
zu Gottingen, Phil.-Hist. K1., Dritte Folge Nr. 26). 

Pohlenz, Stoa =Max Pohlenz, Die Stoa: Geschichte 
einer geistigen Bewegung, 2 volumes, Gottingen, 
1948-1949 (ii =2. Band: Erlduterungen, 4. Auf- 
lage, Zitatkorrekturen, bibliographische Nach- 
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trige und ein Stellenregister von H.-Th. Jo- 
hann, 1972). 

Pohlenz, Zenon und Chrysipp =M. Pohlenz, Zenon und 
Chrysipp, Gottingen, 1938 (Nachrichten von der 
Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Géttingen, 
Phil.-Hist. Kl., Fachgruppe I, Neue Folge: 
Band II, Nr. 9) =Max Pohlenz, Kleine Schriften 
i,spp7t 1-38. 

Problems in Stoicism =Problems in Stoicism edited by 
A. A. Long, London, 1971. 

R.-E. =Paulys Realencyclopddie der classischen Alter- 
tumsnissenschaft ..., Stuttgart, 1894-1972. 

Rasmus, Prog. 1872 =Eduardus Rasmus, De Plutarch 
Libro qua inscribitur De Communibus Notitis Com- 
mentatio, Programm des [’riedrichs-Gymnasiums 
zu Frankfurt a.O. fiir das Schuljahr 1871-1872, 
Frankfurt a.O., 1872. 

Rasmus, Prog. 1880 =Eduardus Rasmus, Jn Plutarch 
librum qut inscribttur De Stoicorum Repugnantis 
Coniecturae, Jahres-Bericht iiber das vereinigte 
alt- und neustiidtische Gymnasium zu Branden- 
burg von Ostern 1879 bis Ostern 1880, Branden- 
burg a.d.H., 1880. 

Reiske =Plutarcht Chaeronensis, Quae Supersunt, Om- 
nia, Graece et Latine .. . Io. lacobus Reiske, 
Lipsiae, 1774-1782 (Vols. VI-X [1777-1778] : 
Opera Moralta et Philosophica). 

Rieth, Grundbegriffe =Otto Rieth, Grundbegriffe der 
stoischen Ethik : Eine tradttionsgeschichtliche Un- 
tersuchung, Berlin, 1933 (Problemata 9). 

Robin, Pyrrhon = Léon Robin, Pyrrhon et le Scepticitsme 
Grec, Paris, 1944. 

S.V.F'. =Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta collegit loannes 
ab Arnim, 3 volumes, Lipsiae, 1903-1905. 
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Sambursky, Physics of the Stowcs =S. Sambursky, Phy- 
sics of the Stowcs, London, 1959. 

Schifer, Ezn friihmittelstoisches System =Maximilian 
Schiifer, Kin friihmttelstorsches System der Ethik 
bet Cicero, Munich, 1934. 

Schmekel, Philosophie der mittleren Stoa =A. Schmekel, 
Die Philosophie der mittleren Stoa in threm ge- 
schichtlichen Zusammenhange dargestellt, Berlin, 
1892. 

Schroeter, Plutarchs Stellung sur Skepsis =Johannes 
Schroeter, Plutarchs Stellung zur Skepsis, Greifs- 
wald, 1911 (Diss. Kénigsberg). 

Stephanus =Plutarcht Chaeronensis quae extant opera 
cum Latina interpretatione . . . excudebat Henr. 
Stephanus, Geneva, 1572. 

Taylor, Commentary on Plato’s Timaeus =A. EK. Tay- 
lor, 4 Commentary on Plato’s Timaeus, Oxford, 
1928. ; 

Thévenaz, L’Ame du Monde=Pierre Thévenaz, 
DL’ Ame du Monde, le Devenir et la Matiére chez 
Plutarque avec une traduction du traité ‘‘ De la 
Genese del’ Ame dans le Timée”’ (1*¢ partie), Paris, 
1938. 

Treu, Lampriascatalog =Max Treu, Der sogenannte 
Lampriascatalog der Plutarchschriften, Walden- 
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INTRODUCTION 

PiuTarcu’s criticism of Stoic doctrine in his extant 
philosophical essays is not confined to those the 
titles of which declare them to be polemics against 
the Stoics,? and this was probably true also of the 
works now lost ®; but the very titles listed in the 
Catalogue of Lamprias expressly designate eight 
works as directed against the Stoics and a ninth as 
dealing with both Stoics and Epicureans. This last, 

* So e.g. the Quomodo Quis ... Sentiat Profectus and 
the De Virtute Morali are essentially anti-Stoic polemics, 
much of the De Facie is devoted to the refutation of Stoic 
theories, and even in the Platonic exegesis of the De An. 
Proc. in Timaeo occasion is found for express criticism of 
Stoic doctrine (1015 s-c). An elaborate study of Plutarch’s 
acquaintance with Stoics and Stoic writings and of his con- 
sistently critical opposition to Stoic doctrine has been made 
by D. Babut in his book, Plutarque et le Stoicisme (Paris, 
1969). This opposition, extreme as it was in fundamental 
issues, did not imply disagreement with every Stoic attitude 
and tenet; and Babut’s account of it wants some qualifica- 
tion with more allowance made for the distinction between 
polemic and doctrinal contexts (cf. A. A. Long, Class. Rev., 
N.S. xxii [1972], p. 28). 

> So e.g. No. 45 of the Catalogue of Lamprias, Iepi ris 
eis éxatepov emyepnoews, probably contained the retort to 
Chrysippus to which Plutarch refers in 1036 B infra (see 
note a there); and what Cicero says in De Oratore iii, 65 
(S.V.F. ii, frag. 291) and i, 83 (cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 95, 30-31) 
shows that No. 86, Ei dper? 4 pyropixy, must have dealt with 
this Stoic thesis. 
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Selections and Refutations of Stoics and Epicureans 
(No. 148), is lost ; and of the other eight there are 
extant only two and what is called a conspectus of 
a third : On Stoic Self-Contradictions (No. 76), Against 
the Stowcs on Common Conceptions (No. 77), and 
Conspectus of the Essay, “‘ The Stoics Talk More 
Paradoxically than the Poets ”’ (No. 79). 

The purpose of the first of these three is simply 
to convict the Stoics and especially Chrysippus of 
as many express self-contradictions and implied 
inconsistencies as possible, to make Chrysippus 
appear to be “ a man who says absolutely anything 
that may come into his head’’®; and, although in 

* Of the other five, the subject of No. 154 (Against the 
Stoics on What is in our Control) and of the corresponding 
essay against Epicurus (No. 133), which is also lost, is 
touched upon in De Stoic. Repug. 1045 n-r, 1050 c, and 1056 
c-p (cf. De An. Proc. in Timaeo 1015 s-c and De Sollertia 
Animalium 964 c). No. 59 (Against Chrysippus on Justice) 
may be the work to which Plutarch refers in De Stoic. Repug. 
1040 p (see note é¢ there), and No. 78 (Against the Stoics on 
Common Haperience) has been thought to be intended by 
Plutarch’s apparent promise in De Comm. Not. 1073 p (see 
note f there). Of Nos. 149 and 152 even the meaning of the 
titles is uncertain. The former, Alrviat t&v mepipepopevwy 
Lrwikav, May mean not “ Explanations of Current Stoic 
Doctrines’? (Sandbach) but “‘ Reasons Why the Stoics 
Vacillate’’ (cf. Galba vi, 2 [1055 c-p]); and the latter, 
Against Chrysippus on the First Consequent, probably had 
to do not with the “ derivation of ethics from ofxetwots”’ 
(Babut, Plutarque et le Stoicisme, p. 67, n. 4) but with the 
controversy. about valid inference (cf. Sextus, Adv. Math. 
viii, 112-117 ; Cicero, Acad. Prior. ii, 143 and ii, 95-98 with 
Plutarch’s assertion [De Comm. Not. 1059 p-£] that the 
dialectic of Chrysippus subverts the preconception of proof 
and destroys its own principles). 

» Chapter 28 sub finem (1047 B); cf. chapter 14 init. 
(1039 p), where Chrysippus is said to be least concerned to 
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the course of doing this Plutarch cannot refrain 
from criticism of Stoic doctrine itself, he repeatedly 
protests that this is not his present purpose and 
emphasizes the limited scope to which he professes 
to confine himself.¢ His purpose and procedure 
were probably similar to this in the corresponding 
essay now lost, On Epicurean Self-Contradictions 
(No. 129), where he may also have used the Stoics 
to belabour the Epicureans as he here uses the latter 
to belabour the Stoics.2 To refute a speech or 
statement by alleging that it contains self-contra- 
dictions or is contradicted by the speaker's own 
action was a procedure that had been recommended 
by manuals of rhetoric and debate* and one to 
which according to Sextus (Adv. Math. i, 281) even 
the leading philosophers were vulnerable. The 
Stoics, however, would be especially sensitive to 
such a polemic, since they proudly maintained that 

avoid self-contradiction and inconsistency when he is dis- 
puting others ; and on Chrysippus’ unconcern about contra- 
dicting himself and his ‘‘ sophistical ’’ methods of defending 
his statements cf. Galen, De Placitis Hippoc. et Plat. iv, 4 
(p. 351, 3-7 [Mueller] =S.V.F. iii, p. 116, 12-16 and pp. 351, 
14-352, 14 [Mueller]). 

® Cf. 1042 ¥ (rovrwy . . . addpev, ort 5€ poayeTar . . . Tis 
ovK av ouodroyjceev;), 1046 E (chap. 26 sub finem), 1049 3B 
(od yap € Te uw KaA@S GAAG Goa TpOs EavTods Siaddpws A€yovaw 
eferacat povov mpoxertat), 1049 F (domep Hudv ado Tt viv mpar- 
TOVTWY 7 Tas EvavTias avTod Pwras Kal UroAjpbers mapaTieuevwr), 
1051 8 (. . . od to mapdvros eati Adyou 70 Cnreiv: adrdos b€.. . 
paxopevov Tu trove? Kal TH Adyw Kai TH ed). 

> ¢.g. in 1033 c, 1034 c (chap. 6), 1043 B, 1045 B-F (chap. 
23), 1046 © (chap. 26 sub jfinem), 1050 c, 1052 3B (chap. 38 
sub finem). 

¢ Cf. [Aristotle], Rhet. ad Alexandrum 1430 a 14-22 and 
Aristotle, Soph. Elench. 174 b 19-23. 
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their philosophy was a completely coherent and 
thoroughly consistent system? and that this con- 
sistency, moreover, must manifest itself in the life 
of the true Stoic.? 

It is with this last point that Plutarch begins his 
polemic. Emphasizing the necessity for a philoso- 
pher’s life to be in accord with his theory (chap. 1), 
he tries to show that the Stoics in their practice 
contradict their own doctrines about the relation of 
the philosopher to society. Either they abstained 
from politics, about which they wrote so much, and 
lived a life which by their own admission is more in 
accord with the Epicurean ideal than with their own 
(chap. 2) or, if they went into politics, acted in- 
consistently with their own assertions about actual 
states, laws, and statesmen (chap. 3). Moreover, 
in their treatment of their native countries they 
differed from one another’ or were irrationally 
inconsistent (chap. 4). The prescriptions of Chrysip- 
pus for the political behaviour of the sage amount 
to an admission that the Stoic theories are impracti- 
cable (chap. 5), and in regard to religious insti- 
tutions and ceremonies the contradiction between 

* See note a on 1033 a infra and cf. M. Pohlenz, Hermes, 
Ixxiv (1939), p. 7; I. G. Kidd, Class. Quart., N.S. v (1955), 
p. 187,n.4; A. A. Long, Problems in Stoicism, pp. 102-103. 

® See besides note e on 1033 B infra Epictetus, Diss. 1, iv 
(14-16) and 11, xix (13-28) and HLncheiridion, chap. 49. 

¢ That Chrysippus acted differently from Zeno and 
Cleanthes, for which a work by Antipater is cited, Plutarch 
treats as by the way, saying zapefow, though the implication 
is that, since not all could have acted rightly, one or another 
must have acted inconsistently with Stoic doctrine. The main 
point, however, is the irrational inconsistency in the be- 
haviour of Zeno and Cleanthes, who insisted upon remaining 
loyal in name only to countries that they had deserted in fact. 
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the doctrine and the practice of the Stoics is even 
greater than that for which they criticize the Epi- 
cureans (chap. 6). 

So far Plutarch has kept to a single subject, 
though without having developed it as logically as 
he might have done *; but now (chap. 7) without 
any form of transition he abruptly charges Zeno 
with contradicting himself on the subject of the 
unity or distinct plurality of the virtues and Chrysip- 
pus too with contradicting himself by attacking 
Ariston’s position and yet defending that definition 
of Zeno’s which comes to the same thing, as does 
that given by Cleanthes also. The subject of this 
chapter ® might reasonably suggest that it was to 
be the beginning of a section devoted to self- 
contradictions in ethics. It is no such thing, however, 
for it is followed immediately and again without 
formal transition by the charge (chap. 8) that Zeno 
in writing against Plato, refuting sophisms, and re- 
commending the study of dialectic implicitly con- 
tradicted his own argument that it is unnecessary 

* ‘The material of chapter 4 belongs logically at the end 
of chapter 2 in continuation of of ye Kai ras attGv KatéA\umov 
matpioas . . . (1033 ©), and that of chapter 5 immediately 
after chapter 3. ‘The material of chapter 5 might have been 
used in chapter 20 or that of chapter 20 to develop chapter 5, 
though Plutarch’s purposes in the two are different: here 
to show that the Stoic theories are by their own admission 
impracticable and in chapter 20 to convict Chrysippus of 
self-contradiction. 

> It is not, as Pohlenz says it is (Hermes, lxxiv [1939], 
. 8), the exposure of ‘* Lehrdifferenzen zwischen den 

Schulhauptern’”’ but the explicit self-contradiction of Zeno 
and the implicit one of Chrysippus in attacking Ariston for 
espousing that one of Zeno’s contradictory positions which 
both he and Cleanthes adopt. 
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to hear both sides of a controversy before rendering 
a verdict; and this in turn is followed by two 
long chapters formally unconnected with each 
other or with what precedes and follows them and 
attacking Chrysippus first (chap. 9) for contradicting 
himself about the order in which logic, ethics, and 
physics and its consummation, theology, should be 
studied and then (chap. 10) for arguing both sides 
of a question in a way that contradicts his prescrip- 
tions for doing so.¢ Then there is an abrupt return to 
an ethical theme (chap. 11), the inconsistencies result- 
ing from the Stoic doctrine of “ right action,” right 
action being what the law prescribes but of which 
only the sage is capable and wrong what it prohibits 
but what all others than the sage cannot avoid doing. 

Had Plutarch intended to arrange his material 
by subject, chapter 9 would certainly not have been 
placed between chapters 8 and 10 or any of chapters 
8-10 between 7 and 11; but before chapter 7 the 
subjects of 8 and 10 would have been treated in 
sequence,” and before this the methodical confusion 
charged to Chrysippus in chapter 9 would have been 
used as an introduction to explain why the inconsis- 
tent procedure of the Stoics makes it difficult to 
present in logical order and without repetition or 
overlapping all their contradictory statements and 
inconsistencies of doctrine. As it is, chapter 7. 

though its subject is unconnected with that of chap- 

* For criticism of the prescriptions themselves Plutarch 
refers to “ other writings ’’ (1036 a-s and page 438, note a). 

> According to this criterion the material of chapters 24 
and 29 should have been used to develop the criticism in 
these chapters or the theme of chapters 14-16, their connexion 
with which was observed by von Arnim (S.J”/. i, p. xt). 
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ters 1-6, is like chapter 6 concerned with an express 
self-contradiction of Zeno’s; and so is chapter 8, 
which is connected with chapter 7 in this way and in 
this way only. Chapter 9 turns to Chrysippus, who 
in it and in chapter 10 is alone the object of attack.¢ 

The sequence of thought connecting chapters 11, 
12, and 13 is clear.?- Chapter 11, beginning abruptly, 
as has been said, with the doctrine of right action 

as prescribed and wrong as prohibited and developing 
the contradiction between this and the doctrine 
that the action of the sage is always right and that 
of the base always wrong, leads to the citation in 
chapter 12 of the work by Chrysippus on right 
actions for the contention that to the base nothing 
is serviceable, appropriate, or congenial, which he 
is then accused of contradicting by repeatedly 
asserting that from the moment of birth all have a 
natural “ congeniality ’’ to themselves, their mem- 

¢ Three works by Chrysippus are quoted in chapter 9 
(“On Ways of Living,” ‘* On the Gods,” and ‘ Physical 
Propositions ”’), and a fourth is paraphrased (‘‘ On Use of 
Discourse’). Two quotations from the last of these, one 
from the first, and one from the third are given in chapter 10, 
which begins with a quotation from an unnamed work by 
Chrysippus and cites but without quotation or explicit para- 
phrase six books composed by him ‘ against common 
experience.” 

» ‘This seems to have been recognized by Pohlenz (//ermes, 
Ixxiv [1939], p. 10) but not by Sandbach (Class. Quart., 
xxxiv [1940], p. 21), who divided chapters 12-22 from 
chapters 7-11, apparently because chapter 12 has no particle 
connecting it with the preceding chapter. In taking chapters 
12-22 as a well defined “ section’? with chapters 14-16 as a 
‘“‘ digression”’ he says “there is connexion between the 
majority of chapters’’; but in fact of the six chapters of 
this “* section ” that follow the “ digression,” four (17, 18, 
19, 20) begin without any connecting particle. 
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bers, and their offspring but which is expressly said 
at the beginning of chapter 13 to be a consequence of 
the fundamental Stoic principle that there is no 
difference of degree either in vice or in virtue, a 
principle adhered to by Chrysippus but contradicted, 
Plutarch contends, by many of his other statements 
and arguments. 

From these  self-contradictions imputed to 
Chrysippus Plutarch at the beginning of chapter 14 
makes a formal transition by saying that Chrysippus 
acts this way in many places but when disputing 
others is least concerned to avoid self-contradiction 
and inconsistency. Of this he then gives four 
examples: Chrysippus attacks Plato for saying that 
one who does not know how to live had better not 
be alive, but he praises Antisthenes and Tyrtaeus 
for saying what amounts to the same thing and 
blames Theognis for not having said it (chap. 14) ; 
he censures the Platonic Cephalus for holding the 
fear of divine chastisement to be a deterrent from 
injustice, and yet he asserts that this is the purpose 
for which the gods chastise the wicked (chap. 15 
[1040 a-c]); he denounces Plato for calling good 
other things besides justice, saying that all the vir- 
tues are annihilated by those whe do not hold that 
only the fair is good, but then in criticizing Aristotle 
maintains that the other virtues can exist as goods 
even though justice is annihilated by those who 
treat pleasure as a goal, a position which, moreover, 
contradicts his own assertion of the unity of the 
virtues (chap. 15 [1040 c—1041 B])*; and on the 

@ In chapter 27 Chrysippus is said to have contradicted this 
in another way by saying that the good man is not always 
being courageous or the base man cowardly or intemperate. 
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ground that injustice exists only in relation to another 
than oneself he rejects as absurd Plato’s notion of 
injustice within the individual soul, but elsewhere 
he argues that the wrongdoer does himself injustice 
too and so does he to whom injustice is done (chap. 
16). 
th chapters have been commonly regarded as 

a digression by which the sequence from chapter 13 
to chapter 17 is interrupted. According to Pohlenz 
chapter 17, beginning with the designation of the 
next theme as tov mepi ayaf@v Kai Kkakadv dAdoyov, 
carries on precisely from the point where in chapters 
11-13 the discussion had reached the proposition 
povov To KaAdov ayabov.” Yet it is this very proposi- 
tion with regard to which in the second and larger 
part of chapter 15 (1040 c—1041 B) Chrysippus is 

* According to von Arnim (S. V.F. i, p. x1) chapters 14-16 
(and 24 and 29 too) were taken by Plutarch from a second 
source and inserted into the organized primary source that 
he used for chapters 11-30; and Pohlenz argued that this 
‘“second source”? was Plutarch’s own work, Against 
Chrysippus on Justice, or unused material that he had col- 
lected for it (Hermes, Ixxiv [1939], pp. 10-11 and 13). Sand- 
bach, accepting this as the source of chapters 15-16 but con- 
tending that the quotations in chapter 14 must have come 
from an hypothetical ‘‘ formless collection of inconsistencies 
in the works of Chrysippus,”’ the source according to him of 
most of the material that by selection and arrangement 
Plutarch transformed into the present essay, held that the 
digression thus ‘involves the calculated conjunction of 
elements from two sources’ and that Plutarch inserted it 
here into “ the longest continuous section of the essay ”’ 
(i.e. chaps. 12-22) “‘ for variety’s sake,”’ the literary structure 
of the whole essay being ‘‘ an alternation between incon- 
sistencies heaped up without arrangement and inconsistencies 
gathered under a head” (Class. Quart., xxxiv [1940], 
pp. 21-23). 

> Pohlenz, op. cit. (see the preceding note), p. 11. 
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accused of having contradicted himself in his criti- 
cisms of Plato and Aristotle, and here this accusation 
is begun (1040 c) with a quotation already used in 
chapter 13 (1038 pb) to convict him of contradicting 
himself in another way about this same proposition.¢ 
So, if it is upon this that the theme of chapter 17 
is supposed to follow, chapter 17 should have been 
said to carry on not from chapter 13 but from chapter 
15. It carries on, however, by returning to the sub- 
ject of chapter 14, beginning with citations from the 
IIporpertixa of Chrysippus,® the work which in 
chapter 14 is alone quoted and paraphrased.° There 

* The repetition of the quotation itself was adduced by 
Pohlenz as support for his theory about the source of 
chapters 14-16 (see p. 377, n. a supra), but he did not observe 
that the proposition in question is immediately connected 
with it in chapter 13 (1038 p: dAX’ etzep udvov To Kadov ayabov 
eorw . . .) or that it is at all involved in chapter 15 (cf. 
1040 p and 1041 a). 

> Comparison of 1041 © with 1048 8B and De Comm. Not. 
1060 pb proves that by the IIporperrixa and ra mepi 70d Ipo- 
tpemecar Plutarch means the same work. 

¢ This Sandbach adduced in support of his contention that 
the quotations in chapter 14 were taken not from the source 
of chapters 15-16 but from his hypothetical ‘ collection of 
inconsistencies ”’ (see p. 377, n. a supra). In that collection, 
he conjectured, the quotations appeared in the order in which 
the compiler had excerpted them as he read through one 
book after another, and this is why in Plutarch’s essay there 
are cases of adjacent inconsistencies based on quotations 
from the same work, ¢.g. on zepi Biwv 8’ in chapters 9 and 10 
and on ’H@ixa Znryyara s’ in chapters 26 and 27. Both 
chapters 9-and 10, however, contain quotations from the 
mept Adyou Xpijcews and the ®uaixai Oécers as well as from the 
mept Biwy ; and Sandbach’s hypothesis does not explain why 
all three works are quoted in these successive chapters but a 
quotation from the ®varxait @écers is the basis of chapter 29, 
though it is not mentioned elsewhere in this essay, and the 
wept Biwy is next quoted in chapter 20 and is then the first 
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Chrysippus was accused of criticizing a dictum of 
Plato’s on the ground that it would require us to die 
whereas even for the base it is more advantageous 
to remain alive, virtue by itself being no reason for 
our living or vice for our departing this life, and then 
of contradicting himself by subscribing to statements 
of others that imply exactly what he censured Plato 
for saying, that for the vicious and stupid not being 
alive is more advantageous than living. Now in 
chapter 17 he is accused of the same kind of contra- 
diction in his general statements about his own 
doctrine of goods and evils, which in the same work 
he said is most consistent with living and yet again 
both there and elsewhere said transcends human 
nature because it abstracts us from living as from 
something of no concern to us. The connexion with 
chapter 14 becomes specific in chapter 18, which 
begins with the attempt to reveal a contradiction 
between this doctrine of good and. evil and the 
assertion that even for the foolish and vicious it 
is more advantageous to remain alive than not to 
do so. Chapters 14-16, then, containing as they do 

the continuation of the theme of chapter 13 and the 
introduction of that continued in chapter 17-18, 
despite their common purpose of exemplifying the 
special unconcern of Chrysippus about contradicting 
himself in his criticism of others,* are no more than 

of Chrysippus’ works mentioned by title in chapter 30. In 
chapter 30 a passage of the IIpotpenrixa already used in 
chapter 17 is again paraphrased (see page 533 and notes a 
and b there); and chapter 22 is based upon this work, 
though it is not mentioned in the interval between chapters 
17 and 22, 

* To treat here from this special point of view part of the 
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some other sections of the essay an intrusion into 
an otherwise organized sequence of thought or a 
digression from it.¢ 

Chapter 18 continues with the argument (1042 
c-E) that in defending Chrysippus against the 
charge of contradicting his doctrine of goods and 
evils by holding it to be better to live a fool than not 
to remain alive the Stoics contradict themselves 
further, for according to this defence the criterion 
that he says makes it proper for the unhappy fool 
to continue living and the happy sage sometimes to 
commit suicide is not goods and evils at all but the 
intermediates or so-called indifferents, though none 
of these but only good and evil is an object of choice 

theme of chapter 13 and then others in the same way mav 
have been suggested to Plutarch by his own remark made 
shortly atter the first mention in chapter 13 (1038 np) of the 
proposition pdvov to Kadcv ayabov, “. . . for I would not 
give the impression of cavilling at words, although Chiysip- 
pus attacks Plato and the rest tooth and nail in this way 
(1038 F). 

« [t is strange, however, that Plutarch did not put the 
second part of chapter 15 (1040 c—1041 8) immediately after 
chapter 13 and chapter 14 immediately before chapter 17. 
Chapter 16, Chrysippus’ self-contradictory criticism of Plato 
concerning injustice, follows naturally upon the end of 
chapter 15, his alleged self-contradiction concerning justice. 
The first part of chapter 15 (1040 a-c), however, is related to 
what precedes and follows it by nothing but its being another 
example of Chrysippus’ self-contradictory criticism of a 
Platonic passage and possibly by its being based upon two 
of the works of his that are quoted and paraphrased in the 
second part of chapter 15 and chapter 16; and it cannot be 
said to anticipate chapter 35 or to be continued by it, for, 
though the subject there also is divine chastisement, the 
context and argument as well as the statements of Chrysippus 
used and the books from which they are drawn are all 
entirely different from those here and unrelated to them. 
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and of avoidance. ‘This contradiction in the relation 
of the sage to things good, evil, and indifferent 
suggests that in chapter 19 of the sage unaware of 
the presence of goods and the absence of evils, 
though these are asserted to be entirely different 
and all perceptible, and then that in chapter 20 of 
the tranquil, retiring, and unofficious sage who yet 
engages in politics, seeks profit, and takes precautions 
against being defrauded®; and this is followed in 
chapter 21 by the charge that Chrysippus has the 
sage admit into his city nothing for the purpose of 
pleasure or beauty and yet in his teleological ex- 
planations ascribes this very purpose to providence, 
extolling her for providing what he censtres men 
for not forgoing. Here Chrysippus is expressly 
accused of deriding nature and legislating in compe- 
tition with the lawgiver of the universe (1044 c) and 
by implication in making the sage do so of contra- 
dicting the Stoic doctrine that the sage is in perfect 
accord with nature and providence.” 

Chapter 22, which has been regarded as the 

¢ Yor the relation of chapter 20 to chapter 5 see p. 373, 
n. a supra, 

®’ Two works by Chrysippus are paraphrased or quoted in 
this chapter, the zrepi TloAcretas, which is mentioned here thrice 
and not elsewhere in this essay, and the zepi Dicews, which 
is mentioned here twice and is cited also in chapters 20 and 
92. This chapter begins by citing the former work and 
quoting from it part of a passage from Euripides, with an 
adaptation of which the chapter also ends. The lines 
quoted at the beginning of this chapter had already been 
quoted in the preceding chapter (1043 ©), where they were 
said to have been praised by Chrysippus in many places ; 
and it may have been the quotation of them there that called 
to Plutarch’s mind the passage of the wept ToAcredas with which 
he begins chapter 21. 
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beginning of an unarranged collection of miscella- 
neous inconsistencies, accuses Chrysippus of con- 
tradictory statements about using the behaviour of 
irrational animals as a paradigm for human conduct. 
For one of these statements his I[Jpotpemtixa is 
cited and for the other the fifth book of his zepi 
Picews. The latter had been quoted in the pre- 
ceding chapter also (1044 p), and it may have been 
this and the references in that chapter to irrational 
animals in Chrysippus’ teleological explanations 
that led Plutarch next to the apparently unrelated 
theme of chapter 22. The material of this chapter 
is itself related, however, to that of the preceding 
chapters, for it comes from contexts concerned with 
certain actions treated by Chrysippus as being in 
themselves neither good nor evil but “ indifferent ”’ 4 
but Plutarch uses this material to show that Chrysip- 
pus at different times passed contradictory judg- 
ments on the relevance of the same evidence. 

With this chapter 23 is connected in similar fashion. 
Inasmuch as it purports to show that Chrysippus 
contradicted his own criticism of the Epicureans, it 
might have been used as another example in ad- 
dition to the four adduced to support the charge made 
in the first sentence of chapter 14; but here too as 
in chapter 22 it is with regard to “ indifferents ” 
that Plutarch professes to find him contradicting 
his own doctrine of the non-existence of the un- 

¢ The actions mentioned in the [Iporpemrixa cited in this 
chapter by Plutarch were treated by Chrysippus é& 7@ Tepl 
adiaddpwv rom (S.V.F. iii, frags. 745-745). So Sandbach’s 
statement (Class. Quart., XXXIV [1940], p. 21) that chapter 
22 ‘does not belong to the rozos zepi pies Kal KOK, 
while true of the use to which Plutarch here puts his material, 
is not true of the material itself or its original context. 
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caused and spontaneous, on the basis of which he 
criticized the Epicurean assertion of an adventitious 
force and uncaused motion manifesting itself in the 
ease of indistinguishable alternatives.¢ 

On the other hand, it is because chapter 22 does 
accuse Chrysippus of inconsistency in his treatment 
of evidence and chapter 23 of contradicting his own 
criticism of other philosophers that it is psychologi- 
cally appropriate for this to be followed by chapter 
24, for the accusation here, though the particular 
occasion of it, Chrysippus’ advocacy of dialectic as 
advocated by Plato and Aristotle and others, would 
have provided a logica! development of the criticism 
in chapters 8 and 10,° is not of self-contradiction in 
statements or doctrines but of inconsistency in 
appealing for support in one matter to the authority 
of those whose treatment of the most important 
matters is otherwise stigmatized as self-contradictory 
and mistaken. 
Without any formal transition Plutarch next in 

chapter 25 accuses Chrysippus of contradicting his 
own assertion that spiteful joy (émyaipexakia) is 
non-existent because joy is impossible for the base.°¢ 

@ For the kind of aé:adopa with regard to which Chrysippus 
is accused of contradicting his own doctrine see note ¢ on 
1045 ¥ infra. The statements concerning these, not so 
accessible according to Plutarch as the frequent and familiar 
assertions of the doctrine against the Epicureans, for which 
no specific work is cited, are quoted from two works by 
Chrysippus, the zepi rod Auxalew, which is cited by title only 
here and in chapter 33, and the sixth book of the zepi Ka6y- 
kovtos, the seventh book of which is cited in chapter 30. 

® See p. 374, n. b supra. 
¢ Because of this Pohlenz said (Hermes, Ixxiv [1939], 

p. il) that the tenor of chapter 25 is the same as that of 
chapter 12. 
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For this, however, the ground was the Stoic doctrine 
that the base are always thoroughly unhappy 
(cf. S.V.F. iii, frag. 671); and with this and its 
comp!ement, the good are always thoroughly happy, 
was connected Chrysippus’ contention that momen- 
tary happiness does not differ in kind or degree 
from enduring happiness and so is as much an 
object of choice as is the latter (cf. S.V.F. iii, p. 14, 
8-13), which is the doctrine that in chapter 26 he is 
next accused of contradicting. In chapter 27 he 
is charged with contradicting in another way this 
same Stoic doctrine that the good are always 
thoroughly happy and the base unhappy, for this 
was said to follow from the imperfection of the latter 
in partaking of no virtue and the perfection of the 
former in lacking none, every action of the good 
being perfect and because perfect performed in 
accordance with all the virtues 2%; and this Plutarch 
here contends is contradicted by Chrysippus when 
he says that the good man is not always being 
courageous or the base man cowardly or intemperate. 
So chapters 25, 26, and 27 are connected with one 
another by the context of the Chrysippean argu- 
ments to which they all refer.? They have still 
another characteristic in common, however. The 
charge in chapter 27 that Chrysippus contradicts 

* Cf. Stobaeus, Eel. ii, 7, 118 (p. 98, 14-17 [Wachsmuth], 
the sentence that precedes S.V.F. iii, p. 14, 8-13 [Av 6. . .] 
and should not have been omitted by von Arnim there) and 
S.V.F. iii, frag. 557 with Plutarch’s sentence here, 1046 r= 
S.V.F. iii, p. 73, 32-34. 

® Sandbach thought that chapters 26 and 27 are adjacent 
to each other because “ being based on quotations from the 
same work,” ’H@ina Znrnuata s’, the one followed the other 
in Plutarch’s source (see p. 378, n. ¢ supra). 
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the Stoic doctrine of the unity of the virtues and 
their implication of one another is related to that in 
chapter 15, contradiction of the same doctrine in his 

criticism of Aristotle*; Chrysippus’ thesis, the 
subject of chapter 26, that happiness does not de- 
pend upon temporal duration, flatly gainsays Ari- 
stotle’s assertion that for happiness a brief time will 
not suffice but a complete life is required ®; and 
his contention in chapter 25 that émyaipexaxia as 
a kind of joy is non-existent also denies what Ari- 
stotle had asserted. This characteristic common 
to chapters 25-27 is the only discernible link between 
them and chapter 28. Here Chrysippus is charged 
with reckless inconsistency not in anything related 
to ethical doctrines 4 but for requiring attention to 

@ See 1041 a-b and p. 376, n. a supra; and for the differ- 
ence, often disregarded, between the Aristotelian and the 
Stoic versions of the dvyraxodovdia taév dapetav cf. R. A. 
Gauthier et J. Y. Jolif, L’Ethique a Nicomaque ii, pp. 558- 
559 ad 1145 a 1-2. 

>» Aristotle, Hth. Nic. 1098 a 18-20 and 1100 a 4—1101la 
91; cf. R. Beutler und W. Theiler, Plotins Schriften iii b 
(Hamburg, 1964), pp. 465-466 on Linn. 1, v and A. Graeser, 
Plotinus and the Stoics (Leiden, 1972), pp. 59-60. 

¢ Aristotle, th. Nic. 1107 a 9-10 and 1108 b 1-6; ef. 
Rhetoric 1386 b 34—1387 a 3. Aristotle seems to have been 
the first to use the noun (i. Dirlmeier, Aristoteles > Magna 
Moralia, p. 303 ad p. 32, 14). 

4 Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxiv [1940], p. 22) said that 
chapters 24 and 28 “ certainly seem out of place among 
others devoted to ethical doctrines ’’ ; and he explained their 
appearance here by observing that the books cited in both 
chapters belong to the 7@Kds témos and supposing that 
Plutarch simply followed the order of the quotations in his 
hypothetical source, a collection of inconsistencies excerpted 
book by book (see p. 378, n. ¢ supra). It is presumably the 
wept ‘Pytopexjs of Chrysippus that is quoted and paraphrased 
in chapter 28; and, since this work had already been cited 
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be given to the disposition and delivery of a speech 
and yet recommending that obscurities and even 
solecisms be disregarded, a recommendation which, 
though this is not mentioned here, is a clear rejection 
of Aristotle’s canon of style.¢ So the four self- 
contradictions in chapters 25-28 all exemplify that 
opposition to Aristotle on the part of Chrysippus 
which in chapter 24 was said to be inconsistent with 
his appeal to the authority of Aristotle and of Plato 
for the purpose of supporting a thesis of his own ; 
and, though it is not said why they are placed 
directly after chapter 24, that this was the reason 
is strongly suggested by the nature of chapter 29, 
which follows them. 

In this chapter a statement of Plato’s criticized by 
Chrysippus as an example of mistakes that should be 
avoided by reticence concerning scientific matters 

in chapter 5 and is cited nowhere else in this essay, Plut- 
arch’s use of it in chapter 28 is not plausibly explained by the 
hypothesis of Sandbach. 

¢ Cf. Aristotle, Rhetoric 1404 b 1-3 (dpicdw Aékews apery 
cadfj elva . . .) and 1404 b 35-87; 1407 a 19 (Zor: 8 dpyn 
ths AéEews TO EAAnvilew) with 1407 b 18-20 (éru 5€ moet coAot- 
kilew . . .) and Soph. Blench. 165 b 20-21 (coroxilew =7H 
Aéfer BapBapilev). So éAAnvopds and cadijveca were treated by 
Theophrastus as primary requisites of style, whether or not 
he called them dperai Aé~ews (cf. for the two sides of this 
controversy G. M. A. Grube, 7..4.P.4., Ixxsiii [1952], pp. 
180-181 and G. Kennedy, The Art of Persuasion in Greece 
[Princeton, 1963], pp. 274-275), and were later named the 
first two of the five dperai Adyou by the pupil of Chrysippus, 
Diogenes of Babylon, who also specified as vices BapBapiopes 
and godokiopos (S.V.F. iii, p. 214, 11-22), which he custiC 
guished from each other (cf. H. M. Hubbell, The Rhetorica 
of Philodemus [New Haven, 1920] p. 295, n. 4). In defend- 
ing solecisms Chrysippus was apparently following the ex- 
ample of Zeno (¢f. S. V.F. i, frag. 81). 
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is made the occasion of charging Chrysippus with 
violating in his own practice the very principle of 
his criticism of Plato and therewith committing a 
gross error that is refuted by specialists, whereas the 
statement of Plato’s that he attacks had the support 
of competent authorities. This chapter is joined 
to chapter 28 by a connecting particle and so was 
meant to be taken with what precedes it,? and its 
affinity with chapter 24 is apparent. It has been 
observed that, as was the case there, the particular 
occasion here, Chrysippus in practice contradicting 
his criticism of Plato, could have been used to develop 
the theme of chapters 8 and 10 or of chapters 14-16 ° ; 

but, as was the case there, so here the gravamen of 
Plutarch’s charge is not self-contradiction in state- 

@ Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxiv [1940], p. 21, n. 1) 
observed that of chapters 23-30, which he called * miscel- 
Janeous inconsistencies,” chapter 29 alone begins with a 
connecting particle; but he offered no explanation of this. 
He said that this chapter “ clearly does not come from the 
source-book ’’ and for this statement merely referred to 
Pohlenz (Hermes, Ixxiv [1939], pp. 11-12 and 32), who de- 
clared it to be beyond doubt that Plutarch had here con- 
densed his own expositions in Quaest. Conviv. 698 a—700 B 
and 732 yr. The latter of these two passages contains the 
calculation by Chrysippus and the refutation of it by Hip- 
parchus used in this chapter; and the former discusses 
Vlato’s assertion that liquid nourishment goes to the lungs 
and gives in support of it quotations from the same phy- 
sicians and poets named in this chapter, but of its opponents 
it names besides the speaker, Nicias the physician, only 
KXrasistratus and does not mention Chrysippus or any Stoic. 
It is therefore beyond doubt that this chapter 29, in which 
Plutarch quotes the ®vaixai Ogcers of Chrysippus on the 
subject, is not just a condensation of the exposition in Quaest. 
Conviv., though for that and for this chapter Plutarch may 
have used a single source containing the materials of both. 

> See supra p. 383, n. 6 and p. 374, n. 6. 
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ments or doctrines but inconsistency in the attitude 
of Chrysippus to expert authority in general and the 
authority of Plato and Aristotle in particular.* It is 
not, then, just a collection of ‘‘ miscellaneous incon- 
sistencies heaped up without arrangement ”’ that 
chapters 22-29 contain, for a sequence of thought 
is discernible from the first through the last of these 
chapters, and the dominant theme is the inconsistency 
of Chrysippus in his treatment of evidence and 
authority. | 

Chapter 30 begins a new theme and a new sequence 
of thought. It begins with a bon mot of “ earlier 
times ’’ about the difficulty that Zeno created by 
“ promoting "’ some “ indifferents “’ and so making 
them in fact neither good nor indifferent, goes on to 
show that Chrysippus increased the difficulty by his 
self-contradictions about this ‘ promoted ”’ class, 
and then says that with these contradictions he 
consequently infected not only virtue but providence 
as well. This is the transition to the main theme of 
the new “ section,” to which all the preceding part 
of chapter 30 is the introduction.? 

* Of whom and their followers he is reported in chapter 
I4 to have said ‘‘ one would be willing even to go wrong 
with so many men of such stature as these’ (1046 a). In 
the light of this there would be an additional sting in Plut- 
arch’s remark at the end of Quaest. Conviv. vii, 1 about the 
opponents of Plato’s theory, od ée: mpos diAdccodov Sdfn Kat 
duvayer mpa@tov amavbadicacba wept mpayyatos adyAov .. . 
(700 8), if, as Babut suggests (Plutarque et le Stoicisme, 
p. 52, n. 5), it applies to Chrysippus and the quotation from 
the Mvaixait Ogoecs in 1047 c rather than to Nicias in the 
Quaest. Conviv. 

’ In chapters 18, 22, and 23 Plutarch had already used 
for other arguments material drawn from contexts that 
dealt with the indifferents and in chapters 17 and 20 several 
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This main theme is begun by the argument that 
what Chrysippus said of the “‘ promoted indifferents, ” 
as it would make virtue petty and stupid to busy 
itself about them, would make the gods ridiculous, 
since these are the subjects of their oracles and the 
things they are thought to bestow on men in ac- 
cordance with providence (chap. 30 [1048 B-c]). 
The gods would have to bestow these gifts, moreover, 
upon men who put them to pernicious use, for 
according to the Stoic demonstration they are 
proved not to be good by the fact that they are put 
to bad use by the stupid and virtue, which alone is 
good and beneficial, is according to the Stoics not 
given by god but an object of free choice ; and from 
this it follows that the gods either will not benefit 
man or cannot do so, a difficulty for the Stoics made 
glaringly explicit by the contradictory statements 
of Chrysippus that the state of man is utterly wret- 
ched and vicious and that it is ordered by divine 

of the very passages that for a different purpose and once 
with a different interpretation are paraphrased in chapter 30 
(see the references in the notes on 1047 E—1048 B infra) ; 
and it was apparently this latter fact that led both Sandbach 
and Pohlenz to take chapter 30 with what precedes it as part 
of what they call the unarranged miscellaneous inconsist- 
encies in chapters 22-30. Yet Pohlenz himself said (Hermes, 
Ixxiv [1939], p. 12, parag. 2) that the subsequent unbroken - 
sequence begins with 6:0 7t@v evavtwwydtwy tovTwv od povov 
THY apeTHny aAAd Kai THY mpovoray avarémAnxev (1048 B). This is 
within chapter 30, however, and clearly connects what pre- 
cedes it with what follows. What precedes it certainly goes 
back to the very beginning of the chapter, the origin of 
these contradictions in Zeno’s ‘‘ promoted ”’ class; and what 
follows it continues uninterrupted with ém 8€ waddov . . 
davepwrepor, the first sentence of chapter 31. The modern 
division of chapters at this point is misleading. 
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providence in the best possible fashion (chap. 31). 
This self-contradiction is developed in the next six 
chapters. Chrysippus is said always to give the 
gods epithets that are humane but to ascribe to them 
deeds that are barbarously cruel (chap. 32), to make 
divinity induce the vices that pervert man to his 
ruin but to say that divinity cannot be accessory to 
anything shameful (chap. 33) and yet to insist that 
nothing at all—and so not shameful acts and vices 
either—can occur otherwise than in conformity with 
providence and the reason of Zeus (chap. 34), and 
then to assert that of vice, which originates in ac- 
cordance with the reason of Zeus, there is divine 
chastisement and to intensify the contradiction by 
saying that vice is not useless for the universe as a 
whole and so in effect not only that the injurious is 
not useless but that Zeus chastises that which is 
itself blameless and for the useless or useful existence 
of which he is himself to blame (chap. 35). In this 
there is further self-contradiction, for, as Plutarch 
continues (chap. 36),? Chrysippus in another passage 
says that the gods oppose some wrongful acts, 
suggesting by this that wrong actions are not all 
equally wrong,’ and that the complete abolition of 

¢ The implications of this are compared unfavourably 
here with the desire of Epicurus “‘ not to leave vice free from 
blame’; see ¢nfra 1050 c and note ¢ there with the refer- 
ences to 1045 s-c in chapter 23, where what is here called 
the device of Epicurus for liberating volition is said to have 
been criticized by Chrysippus who contradicted his own 
criticism of it. 

> Chapter 36 is a continuation of chapter 35 and should 
not have been separated from it. Here too as in the case of 
chapters 30 and 31 the modern division into chapters is 
misleading. 

¢ See page 557, note a infra. 
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vice is neither possible nor good, whereby his own 
attempt to abolish it by philosophizing becomes an 
act in conflict with his own doctrine and with god.¢ 
Moreover, by admitting that there are besides vice 
and its chastisements “ dreadful accidents’ and 
‘inconvenient things that happen to the virtuous ”’ ? 
he contradicts his thesis that there is nothing repre- 
hensible in the universe and by accounting for them 
as he does imputes to divinity negligence or in- 
competence and acknowledges necessity beyond 
the control of providence and events that are not in 
conformity with divine reason (chap. 37). 

Thus far Chrysippus has been accused of contra- 
dicting his own doctrine that all things are ordered 
by the providence of beneficent divinity, but now 
he is charged with impugning his own evidence for 
the doctrine itself. Against those who deny provi- 
dence he is said to have defended its existence by 
appealing to the common conception of divinity as 
beneficent (chap. 38 [1051 p-£]) but by what he 
says of the gods himself to controvert this same 
common conception, for according to it the gods are 
animate beings not only beneficent but also blessed 

2 Cf. the charge in chapter 21 (1044 c) that Chrysippus 
legislates “ in competition with the lawgiver of the universe.”’ 

> These are mentioned in the passages of Chrysippus from 
the wept Oedv and the wepi Dicews cited in chapter 35 for the 
question of vice and its chastisement (1050 © [zo7ré pév ra 
Svcxpnota cupBaive dyot rots ayabois| and 1050 F [ra Seva 
ovpntpatal). When in chapter 37 Plutarch takes up the 
question of these “* accidents ”’ (cf. ta rovadra cupmrwpara in 
1051 ¢), he uses for Chrysippus’ explanation a passage from 
his wept Odoias and does not mention as relevant to it the 
clause, «ar? dAAnv éxovaodvy mws mpds ta OAa olxovopiay, in 
another of the passages that he quoted in chapter 35 (see 
note 4 on 1050 % infra). 
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and. indestructible ? and he denies to all the gods 
except Zeus, z.e. the universe,” indestructibility and 
self-sufficiency and therewith blessedness too (chaps. 
38-40). 
What follows is not unrelated to this self-contra- 

diction, not an abrupt transition to what has been 
called * a miscellany of unconnected inconsistencies 
in physics. In chapters 38-40 it was emphasized 
that according to Chrysippus except for Zeus, the 
universe, all the gods including the sun and the moon 
arise out of fire, require nourishment from without, 
and are absorbed again into fire, save for which there 
is nothing indestructible in them. It is implied 
that Chrysippus conforms with the common con- 
ception in conceiving the gods to be animate but 
that he holds them to be so only in so far as they are 
igneous, and this becomes explicit in chapter 41. 
Here he is said to have explained the process of 
animation as the subtilization and etherealization of 
air, the sun being animate as the igneous product 
of vaporous exhalations, and to have identified the 
soul with fire, the universe when thoroughly fiery 
in the “ eepyrosis ’’ being its own soul, but to have 
contradicted himself in this by asserting that the 
vital spirit of the foetus becomes soul when at birth 

¢ }‘or this Plutarch here quotes Antipater of Tarsus (1051 
r-F and 1052 B). In De Comm. Not. 1075 & (chap. 32 init.) 
he ascribes it to the Stoics generally. 

> In the “‘ diacosmesis ’’ Zeus is the body of the universe 
and providence is his soul; in the ‘* eepyrosis ”’ this body is 
etherealized and ‘“* completely absorbed ”’ by the soul (1052 
c in chap. 39 [7 8€ rod Kdopou Yuy} ... adbferar.. . expe av 
eis avTiy e€avadwon TH vAnv] and De Comm. Not. 1077 p-§ 
[chap. 36 sub finem)]). 

¢ Cf. Pohlenz (Hermes, lxxiv [1939], pp. 12-13) and Sand- 
bach (Class. Quart., xxxiv [1940], p. 21). 
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it is chilled—and so condensed—by air (1052 r— 
1053 c), which is itself contradicted by his professed 
evidence for the generation of soul, the resemblance 
of offspring to parents (1035 c-p). This alleged 
contradiction of ascribing animation to chilling air 
instead of kindling fire leads to the further charge 
in chapters 42 and 43 that Chrysippus contradicts 
himself and Stoic doctrine in regard to the nature of 
air in relation to fire and especially in making air, 
which is said to be primarily cold because the oppo- 
site of fire and which should be inert matter, the 
habitude or power that produces the cohesion, 
shape, and character of bodies. 

In chapters 38-40 it was said that according to 
Chrysippus Zeus or the universe alone of the gods 
is indestructible and self-sufficient because it alone 
requires no nourishment but is sustained by the 
interchange of its cwn parts and grows by absorbing 
its own matter. There Plutarch argued (chap. 39) 
that these statements contradict one another. In 
chapters 44-45 he returns to this indestructibility 
of the universe but now to show that Chrysippus 
accounts for it in another way that contradicts his 
own enunciations of both physical and theological 
principles. According to this account the universe 

* It has been argued that these chapters 44-45 must have 
been written earlier than chapters 8-15 of De Facie and these 
in turn earlier than chapters 26-28 of De Defectu Orac. 
(H. Girgemanns, Untersuchungen zu Plutarchs Dialog De 
facie in orbe lunae [Heidelberg, 1970], pp. 111-116, especially 
p- 112); but this argument is inconclusive at least in so 
far as it concerns chapters 44-45 of this essay. In these 
Plutarch’s purpose is only to show that a particular explana- 
tion given by Chrysippus is inconipatible with other prin- 
ciples that he maintains and not to refute directly any of 
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is indestructible because in the infinite void it occupies 
the middle, which it is accidental to its substance 
always to have occupied. With this explanation, 
Plutarch argues, Chrysippus not only contradicts 
the argument used against Epicurus that in an 
infinite there are no limits and no middle and no 
differences of direction but also by saying that the 
universe would be dissolved if it were not in the 
middle implies that its parts would move away from 
the whole structure to the centre of space and so 
contradicts his own contention that in a void there 
is no differentiation to cause bodies to move in any 
direction and his doctrine of the cohesiveness of 
the whole, whereby the parts of the universe 
naturally move to the centre of the whole substance 
and not of space (chap. 44); and moreover with 
these statements he contradicts not only his physical 
theory but his doctrine of god and _ providence, 
leaving them as the cause of trivialities only and 
making that which is most important, the preserva- 
tion of the universe, the work of accident and not of 
destiny and providence (chap. 45). 

With his theory of destiny, Plutarch continues,? 

these or to propose a different hypothesis, as is the purpose 
of the other two passages, in which moreover both Stoic 
and Aristotelian doctrines are criticized together. Con- 
sequently Plutarch might have had at his disposal all the 
material of chapters 8-15 of De Facie and chapters 26-28 of 
De Defectu Orac. or even have already written one or both 
of these two essays and yet from this material and these 
arguments have selected as pertinent to his purpose for 
chapters 44-45 of this essay only what he does here use to 
prove that Chrysippus contradicts himself (cf. also Babut, 
Plutarque et le Stoicisme, p. 129). 

@ Since importance has been attached to the presence or 
absence of connecting particles (see p. 375, n. 6 supra), it 
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his theory of possibilities is also in conflict (chap. 46), 
and so is his way of exempting destiny from responsi- 
bility for the error and injury resulting from the 
false mental images caused by it (chap. 47). Accord- 
ing to the former many events not in accordance with 
destiny are possible ; but then, Plutarch contends, 
either destiny is not the all-prevailing force that 
Chrysippus says she is or, if she is, what is possible 
will often be impossible and everything true will be 
necessary and everything false impossible (chap. +46). 
According to the latter the assent to false mental 
images, which is necessary for action, is not deter- 

mined by destiny, which is a predisposing and not a 
sufficient cause. This, Plutarch maintains, contra- 

dicts Chrysippus’ assertion that even the slightest 
event is in conformity with destiny, which unlike a 
predisposing cause brooks no impediment and so 
should determine assent also, just as his assertion 
that of particular motions there are many impedi- 
ments but of the universal motion none at all con- 
tradicts his doctrine that the latter motion extends 
to all the former; but moreover his device does not 
achieve its purpose, for destiny, which is the reason 

of Zeus, in not causing assent but causing false 
mental images in order to prompt action must know 
either that contrary to Stoic doctrine the mental 

should be observed that chapter +46 46 begins with such a 
particle connecting it with chapter 45, as that is connected 
by such a particle with chapter 44 and chapter 47 is with 
chapter 46. 

¢ Plutarch here uses against Chrysippus doctrines for 
which he quoted him in chapter 34, where without reference 
to the question of mental image, assent, and action the 
contradiction in the doctrine of all-pervading providence 
and divine inculpability had been developed. 
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image without assent suffices or that, as Chrysippus 
insists, the action can follow only upon assent to the 

image and so in either case is by intention responsible 
for the erroneous behaviour that ensues upon the 
presentation of the image (chap. +7). 

As this analysis shows, the essay, which like some 
others ends without any epilogue or formal con- 
clusion,? is neither a mere congeries of alleged 

contradictions nor a combination of some well 
organized sections and others that are logically un- 
connected with these and are themselves unorganized 
accumulations of miscellaneous material. It has 
seemed to be so only because it was not organized 
according to the topical disposition expected by 
modern critics. Because it does not conform to their 
preconceived notion of a proper design they have 
disregarded the sequences of thought and association 
of ideas that lead from one argument to the next ? 
even in the apparently unorganized sections and give 
the whole essay a continuity seldom interrupted,° 
though the several connexions themselves differ 
from one another, being sometimes the nature of the 
material used or its provenience, sometimes the 
context of the Stoic doctrines or arguments them- 

¢ So eg. do De Comm. Not. and De Iside. Concerning 
the absence of the epilogue in lather literature cf. B. A. van 
Groningen, La composition littéraire archaique grecque? 
(Amsterdam, 1960), pp. 70-76 and 255. 

» ‘Yoo little attention has been given to the réle of this 
phenomenon in Greek literature; but cf. W. J. Verdenius, 
‘association des idées comme principe de composition 
dans Hiomére, Hésiode, Théognis,” Rev. Htudes Grecques, 
Ixxili (1960), pp. 345-361. 

¢ Such interruptions or entirely unconnected beginnings 
occur at chapter 11 and chapter 30. 
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selves, sometimes the particular use to which these 
are put by Plutarch, and sometimes only a suggestive 
term or reference. 

In so far, then, as hypotheses about the source of 
the essay rest, as do those of von Arnim and Pohlenz, 
upon the assumption that it consists in part of 
organized sections and in part of unorganized mis- 
cellanies they are all without foundation. So is the 
argument that Plutarch’s source must have been an 
Academic polemic or collection composed in the time 
of Antipater because no later Stoic is mentioned by 
name in the essay and after the first few chapters 
Chrysippus is almost the only Stoie quoted, para- 
phrased, and attacked. In Plutarch’s time Chrysip- 
pus was the recognized authority for Stoic doctrine ; 
and among the Stoics themselves, as Epictetus makes 
clear, erudition meant knowledge of the older Stoics 
and particularly of the works of Chrysippus, “ the 
great benefactor who points the way.” If this 
supreme authority of the school could be convicted 
of self-contradiction, there was no need for Plutarch 
to trouble himself about his followers, for they 
would themselves be involved in his conviction. It 
is gratuitous also to suppose that the source of this 
essay must have been a collection of inconsistencies 

¢ For this reason von Arnim (S.V.F. i, pp. x1-xiv) sug- 
gested that the source of this essay and of De Comm. Not. 
also was Clitomachus, who compiled the arguments of 
Carneades. Both Pohlenz and Sandbach thought that in 
this von Arnim had gone beyond the evidence (Hermes, 
Ixxiv [1939], p. 32 and Class. Quart., xxxiv [1940], p. 24). 

® Epictetus, Diss. 1, iv, 28-32 and x, 10 and cf..1, iv, 6-9 
and xvii, 13-18; 11, xvii, 40 and xix, 5-10; 111, ii, 13-16 and 
xxi, 7; Iv, ix, 6; Babut, Plutaryue et le Stoicisme, pp. 17- 
18; J. B. Gould, The Philosophy of Chrysippus, pp. 12-14. 
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made from the works of Chrysippus by some earlier 
compiler because Plutarch could not himself have 
collected all the passages from the books of Chrysip- 
pus that he cites here. It has been shown that 
Plutarch even in his other works evinces knowledge 
of the writings of Chrysippus much more extensive 
and intimate than had generally been acknowledged? 
and that in this essay itself he often gives clear 
evidence of knowing the larger contexts from which 
his quotations and paraphrases have been taken, 
knowledge that he could not have got from a mere 
‘formless collection of inconsistencies.’’¢ More- 
over, the comparisons with lpicurean doctrine that 
appear in this essay would not have been contained 
in such a compilation of passages made from the 
writings of Chrysippus ; and the assumption of such 
a compilation as the source of this essay would in 
consistency require the further assumption of another 
such compilation as the source of the parallel essay, 
On Epicurean Self-Contradictions (No. 129). Such a 
multiplication of hypotheses is neither plausible nor 
necessary. 

It is known that Plutarch kept ‘“ note-books ” 

@ Sandbach, Class. Quart., xxxiv (1940), pp. 20 and 25 
(SEL, SU TCD» ssh, MB). 

> Cf. Babut, Plutarque et le Stoicisme, pp. 225-238. 
¢ Cf. Babut, Plutarque et le Stoicisme, pp. 28-33 (1.4. 

p- 29, notes land 35..p.,32, nv); Plutarch in; this essay 
frequently gives the number of the book that he is citing. 
It has been observed in other connexions that he seems to do 
this only when he has direct access to the work (C. P. Jones, 
Plutarch and Rome {[Oxford, 1971], p. 83). For the wide 
range of Plutarch’s reading and his own knowledge of the 
primary historical sources that he cites cf. J. R. Hamilton, 
Plutarch, Alexander: A Commentary (Oxford, 1969), pp. 
xliii-xlvi with his references to other studies of the subject. 
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(d7ropv7jpara), to which he had recourse for relevant 
material when he wished to compose an essay on a 
particular subject.* In such form probably from the 
time when he was a student in Athens he must have 
kept quotations taken from the books that he read 
and résumés of passages with comments of his own 
perhaps and those that he had heard in the Academy. 
Among the books thus read and excerpted were 
certainly Stoic and Epicurean works and the Aca- 
demic polemics against them, and from these entries 
in his note-books he might have selected the excerpts 
to be used in the present essay. It is more probable, 
however, that there was an intermediate stage, for 
he composed a work entitled Selections and Refutations 
of Stoics and Epicureans (No. 148). Yor this he must 
certainly have collected from his note-books all the 
relevant excerpts and refutations, arranging them in 
some order and perhaps supplementing them ; and 
it is reasonable to suppose that this compilation was 
the immediate source from which he took material 
to be used in his special polemics against Stoics and 
Kpicureans, among them both the present essay and 
its Epicurean counterpart (No. 129)’ and the De 

* Cf. De Tranquillitate 464 ¥ and De Cohibenda Tia 
457 p-E. On the implications of these passages ¢f. H. Martin, 
(rreek, Roman, and Byzantine Studies, x (1969), pp. 69-70 
and J. Hani, Plutarque : Consolation a Apollonios (Paris, 
1972), pp. 41-42; and see also supra p. 4, n. b in the 
Introduction to the Plaionic Questions. 

» The contrary suggestion made by Babut (Plutarque et 
le Stoicisme, p. 33, n. 6), that these two essays were simply 
combined and rearranged to produce No. 148, is more than 
improbabie. It does not do justice to the general title 
exdoyal Kai éAeyyou and it leaves out of account entirely the 
existence of the taouvjpara and the relation to them of all 
three essays. 
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Communibus Notitizs also. This would explain why in 
this last work and in the present essay many of the 
same passages of Chrysippus are quoted or para- 
phrased but often to a different extent or in a different 
fashion ® and how Plutarch can indicate that they 
have been selected as alone relevant to his purpose 
from a larger context known to him while others are 
being purposely “ passed over,’ how traditional 
Academic arguments against the Stoics can appear 
along with passages excerpted from Chrysippus by 
Plutarch himself, why in the present essay there are 
frequent comparisons with Epicurean doctrines and 
attitudes, and how it is that many of the passages or 
doctrines referred to in these essays appear sporadi- 
cally and for different purposes in other writings of 
Plutarch. 

The occurrence of such passages with variations in 
different essays, if their immediate source was a 
compilation of Plutarch’s own, either the Selections 
and Refutations of Stores and Epicureans or his note- 
books or both, cannot be used to establish a relative 
chronology of the essays in which they appear. So 
there is no cogency in the argument that Plutarch 
was an old man when he composed the two polemics 
against the Stoics because chapter 29 of the present 

essay must be a condensation of Quaest. Conviv. 

698 a—700 B and 732 F and De Comm. Not. 1082 a 

® Cf. eg. the statement of the contradiction in De Stoic. 
Repug. 1038 a-s, which is concise to the point of obscurity, 
and the fuller and therefore clearer exposition of the context 
in De Comm. Not. 1068 ¥ (cf. Babut, Plutargue et le Stoicisme, 
p. 27, n. 2); and, on the other hand, the much more com- 
pendious statement in De Comm. Not. 1084 p-£ (chap. 46) 
of the contradiction developed in De Stoic. Repug. 1052 E— 
1053 pv (chap. 41). 
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(chap. 42) must have been written after 392 B @ or in 
the argument of Gérgemann’s that chapters 44-45 of 
the present essay must have been written before the 
De Facie and the De Defectu Orac.’ Even that the 
present essay antedated the De Communibus Notitiis 
is only a plausible inference from the general im- 
pression made by the two works and cannot be 
supported by any decisive evidence.° On the other 
hand, it is certain that even apart from the Selections 
and Refutations of Stoics and Epicureans there were 
essays earlier than the present one in which Plutarch 
openly opposed Stoic doctrine or attacked Chrysippus, 
for in this one he refers at least twice to such earlier 
polemics himself.¢ 

His treatment of Stoicism especially in the present 

¢ This argument of Pohlenz’s (Hermes, Ixxiv [1939], 
pp. 32-33) is rejected by Ziegler (R.-H. xxi/1 [1951], col. 
760, 6-19) and by Babut (Plutarque et le Stoicisme, p. 52, 
n. 5); see also p. 387, n. a supra and note e on De Comm. 
Not. 1082 a infra. There is, however, no more cogency in 
Babut’s contention (loc. cit.) that De Primo Frigido 946 c 
must have been written later than De Stoic. Repug. 1052 r— 
1053 c and De Comm. Not. 1084 D-£ or in the arguments by 
which he attempts to prove that De Stoic. Repug. must ante- 
date the De Virtute Morali (Plutarque et le Stoicisme, pp. 49- 
50 and Plutarque de la Vertu Ethique, pp. 81-83). 

> See p. 393, n. a supra. 
¢ What Pohlenz thought to be such (Hermes, Ixxiv [1939], 

pp. 17-18) is inconclusive, as Babut has shown (Plutarque 
et le Stoicisme, p. 51, n. 13; ef. Ziegler, R.-E£. xxi/1 [1951], 
col. 759, 35-46); and Babut’s own suggestion (p. 51) that 
De Comm, Not. 1070 F (chap. 25 sub finem) may be a discreet 
allusion to De Stoic. Repug. is no more convincing than 
Pohlenz’s assertion (op. cit., p. 7, n. 3) that De Comm. Not. 
1062 r “ weist auf den Eingang von Stoic. Repug. zuriick.”’ 

4 See infra 1036 8 and 1040 p and supra p. 369, n. b and 
p. 570, n. a. 
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essay and in the De Communibus Notts has fre- 
quently been severely censured. C. Giesen in his 
dissertation of 1889, De Plutarcht contra Stoicos 
Disputationibus, tried to prove that the Stoics were 
for the most part not guilty of the self-contradictions 
with which they are charged in these essays: and 

he concluded (pp. 111-112) that Plutarch like a 
malicious judge cleaves to the words and perverts 
their meaning and that consequently what he says 
about the Stoics apart from his quotations of their 
own words cannot be used to interpret their philo- 
sophy unless it is confirmed by independent and 
reliable evidence. This conclusion was approved by 
Ziegler (ft.-L£. xxi/1 [1951], col. 756, 2-36), for whom 
the critique of the Stoics in the present essay is 
“ lacking in scientific earnestness ” and characterized 
by “ litigious prejudice,” “ genuine misunderstand- 
ing of the opponent’s train of thought,” and “ super- 
ficial literalness "’ ; and it is echoed by R. H. Barrow 
(Plutarch and His Times | London, 1967], p. 105), who 
calls the essay “a most valuable storehouse of 
quotations from Stoic writers ’’ but as a criticism of 
Stoicism “almost useless” because of Plutarch’s 
“ obtuse literalness ” and his “ inability to under- 
stand Stoicism.”’ Seven years earlier and apparently 
unknown to Barrow quite a different conclusion had 
been reached by G. Verbeke, who of Plutarch’s 
evidence about Stoicism and Epicureanism wrote : 
‘‘ wherever his reports can be controlled by evidence 
from other sources, their accuracy will generally be 
apparent. Wherever the exact account is a matter 
of guesswork Plutarch is giving his personal inter- 
pretations, drawing inferences or concentrating on 
the explanation of a term with a view to criticizing 
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the doctrines he recounts ; and quite often it will be 
apparent that these interpretations and criticisms 
miss the real meaning of the doctrine considered. 
But all this does not weaken the incontestable value 
of the numerous pieces of information that our 
author gives us about the Stoics and Epicureans.”’ 4 
This estimate of Verbeke’s is quoted with approval 
by Babut (Plutarque et le Stotcisme, p. 266), who goes 
much further and, calling Giesen’s conclusion 
arbitrary and unjust, says that an objective examina- 
tion of the texts can find Plutarch treating his 
adversaries unjustly only a few times and never 
ignorantly, incompetently, or in bad faith. Yet 
Babut himself admits that at least sometimes 
Plutarch does treat his adversaries unjustly, while 
Giesen at the other extreme before pronouncing his 
severe censure of Plutarch concedes to him (op. cit., 
p. 111) a large area in which the Stoics did contradict 
themselves or expressed themselves in terms ap- 
parently inconsistent with the strict implication of 
their principles; and these complementary con- 
cessions of the apologist and the prosecutor tend to 
vindicate the earlier and more measured judgment 
of R. Volkmann (Philosophie des Plutarch, p. 30) that 
the self-contradictions imputed in this essay to the 
Stoics and especially to Chrysippus are sometimes 
palpable but that Plutarch took a one-sided view of 
many statements which detached from their context 

* Aristotle and Plato in the Mid-Fourth Century edited 
by I. Diiring and G. E. L. Owen (Goteborg, 1960), pp. 246- 
247. Verbeke in this article is intent upon vindicating what 
Plutarch reports—or Verbeke thinks he reports---about 
Aristotle, and it is to support this thesis that he appeals to 
the accuracy of Vlutarch’s evidence concerning the Stoics 
and Epicureans. 
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in the Stoic system he misused for his polemic. A 
polemic the present essay was meant to be, not an 
exposition of the Stoic system or an exegesis to 
reconcile the apparently inconsistent statements of 
Chrysippus. Plutarch’s purpose in writing it was 
to convince others that, as he certainly himself sin- 
cerely believed, the Stoics and especially Chrysippus 
habitually contradicted themselves and their own 
principles ; and, if to this end he took advantage of 
every opportunity that he recognized even in their 
obiter dicta, careless expressions, and unclear formu- 
lations,? it does not follow that he was either un- 
familiar with the works of theirs in which these 
occurred or ignorant of their systematic philosophy 
and incapable of understanding what was intended 
by it. 

The harshest critic of his treatment of the Stoics 
here seems nevertheless to have had complete 
confidence in the accuracy of his quotations.° Yet 
many of the passages that had been taken for 
quotations are not quotations but paraphrases ? ; 

and paraphrase may always involve interpretation to 
some extent, even if it be unintentional interpreta- 

@ For the ease with which the successive theses of the 
Stoic system, when isolated and detached from the unifying 
continuity of it, can be made literally inconipatible with one 
another cf. V. Goldschmidt in Les Stoiciens (Paris, Bibl. de 
la Pléiade, 1962), pp. 90-91. 

>’ Chrysippus was notorious for his careless, involved, 
repetitious,.and obscure writing: cf. Diogenes Laertius, 
vil, 180: and x, 27.:)..S. Vif. dig frags. 26, 28, 29,. 286,00 
902. 

¢ Cf. Giesen (op. cié., p. 112): “. . . praeter ipsorum 
Stoicorum verba ab eo allata, quorum videlicet summa est 
fides atque auctoritas,...” 

@ Uf, Pohlenz, Termes, lxxiv (1939), pp. 15-17. 
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tion. Moreover, as can be established in a case 
subject to verification, Plutarch, though he often 
quotes the text of Plato accurately, sometimes sub- 
stitutes for the original term a different one of his 
own and sometimes abridges the original text, 
omitting words that may have seemed to him to be 
irrelevant to the purpose of his quotation or less 
innocently something that would have embarrassed 
his interpretation but the omission of which in any 
case affects the original implication and connexion 
of what is quoted. Most of his quotations of the 
Stoics cannot now be compared with the original 
texts from which they were taken. They may be 
accurate and in default of evidence to the contrary 
must be accepted as such; but it is always possible 
that they may not be so ® and, even if accurate so far 
as they go, may be incomplete and in any case that 
in their original context they might have been seen 
to have a significance or nuance which has been 
obscured or obliterated by their isolation. Like 
Plutarch’s paraphrases and interpretations his quota- 
tions of the Stoics as of others must each be judged 
for itself both in the context of his own purpose in 
using it and in comparison with all other available 
and relevant evidence. The only general conclusion 
likely to be valid for his treatment of the Stoics is the 
unspectacular one recently drawn in another case : 

@ See supra p. 139, n. a in the Introduction to the De An. 
Proc. in Timaeo with the references there. 

® Babut himself (Plutarque et le Stoicisme, p. 283, n. 1) 
acknowledges Plutarch’s ‘* maniere, peu scrupuleuse, de 
citer’ and his “ autonomie par rapport & ses sources.” 
Cases of his altering the words of the author whom he cites 
have been observed in another connexion by H. Martin 
(A.J.P., Ixxxii [1961], pp. 165-166). 
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“sometimes Plutarch is a reliable reporter of Em- 
pedocles ; sometimes he is not.” @ 
A Latin translation of the present essay by 

Edward Henryson with an appendix containing 
emendations of the text was published in 1555, the 
same year in which Cornarius published his transla- 
tion of it.2 The most recent translation known to me 
is the French by E. Bréhier revised and published 
with introduction and brief notes by V. Goldschmidt 
in Les Stoictens (Paris, Bibl. de la Pléiade, 1962), 
pp. 87-134 and pp. 1261-1264. There is also an 
unpublished dissertation by Hans Deike, Plutarch De 
Stoicorum Repugnantus 1-10: Beitrage su eimem kriti- 
schen Kommentar (Diss. Gottingen, 1963), which I 
have been unable to procure but some notion of 
which may be got from the comments made by Babut, 
Plutarque et le Stoicisme, p. 24, n. 4 and p. 266, n. 3. 

Of the essay, which is No. 76 in the Catalogue of 
Lamprias and No. 66 in the Planudean order, the text 
here printed is based upon F XgdvzaABynEB. 
These mss. have been collated afresh from photostats, 
and their readings except for those of n are fully 
reported in the apparatus.© Those of n, of Toletanus 

Wy. ’P. Hershbell, 4.J-P., xcil (1971), p, 183 1H Dis aeisere, 
‘** Plutarch as a Source for Empedocles Re-examined,”’ ibzd., 
pp. 156-184. 

> It is the translation by Cornarius that was reprinted by 
Stephanus in his edition of 1572. Tor Henryson’s (Lugduni 
apud G. Rouillium, 1555), which I have not myself seen, cf. 
R. Aulotte, Amyot et Plutarque (Geneve, 1965), p. 186, 
n. 2:and p. 336. 

¢ The advisability of rereading these mss. and giving a 
new report of their readings was impressed upon me by the 
discrepancies between the apparatus of the new Teubner 
edition (Pohlenz, Aforalia vi/2 [1952] and Pohlenz -Westman, 
Moralia vi/2 {1959]) and an unpublished collation previously 
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51, 5% and other descendants of y and f, and of 
Vat. Reg. 80 are included only where they are of 
some special interest. 

I in its present state begins at the top of the first 
folio with the words aAd’ oiyerat 6 Adyos (1039 c of 
this essay), over the initial a of which there is a later 
rubricated A and above which there is a later 
inscription, scarcely legible but unrelated to the title 
of the essay. It seems, therefore, that the ms. 
originally contained the whole of this essay and 
possibly aiso three others preceding it, since in the 
margin against the beginning of the next essay there 
is written, though in a hand not that of the scribe’s, 
Adyos e’. With this loss may be connected the large 
omission after the sixth folio, for following the last 
words there, tozrov ov Sidwor (1044 c), and without 
indication of a lacuna the first words of the next folio 
are dvadepev, 7 emeAevoT7iKy) dvvajus (1045 B). 

That the ultimate source of F and X was the same 
is most strikingly shown by the fact that in the 
original hands of both there is in the margin at 1047 E 
a scholium on Plato’s statement criticized by Chrysip- 
pus in 1047 c. Of X folios 148-149, beginning tay 
TowovTwY aToTov pev ovv (1045 B) and ending ry 
pyntepixny dpi- (1047 a), are written in a later hand 
(X*) and were apparently a replacement from a 
different source for pages lost from X after the ms. 
had been corrected by two hands,’ which are not 

made by F. H. Sandbach and by him most generously put 
at my disposal. 

* Yor the readings of this ms. I depend upon the collation 
by G. B. A. Fletcher, Class. Quart., xxi (1927), pp. 166-176. 

> Cf. Pohlenz, Moralia i, p. xx; Pohlenz-Westman, 
Moralia vi/2, p. 224. In four cases, one of these being a 
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clearly distinguishable from each other and so are 
indiscriminately designated X*. A hand similar to 
that of the original X but not identical with it wrote 
folios 153, beginning oAov tHv Teyvdv (1050 a) and 
ending etre zroumoas ov- (1051 a), and 160, beginning 
-yv at ovyxatabéces yiveofat A€yovrar and ending 
with the end of the essay and the beginning of Plan. 
No. 8. 

The three ss. d, v, z all pass immediately from the 
words Xpvouros €v ois (1052 £) to Tod xpnornpiov 
x.7.A. of De Defectu Oraculorum 412 c. Moreover, the 
passage ols 6 codos (1044.c) ... KaTa TO E€As akwAUTWS 
(1050 c) is omitted by v and z (where a large part of 
f. 175 v and all of f. 176 are left empty) and in d is 
written (from qozep avrwopoberav in 1044 c) by 
a different hand copying from a different source, 
which was identified by Sandbach as Laurentianus 
80, 5. The defective archetype of these three mss. 
was itself descended, however, from the ultimate 

common ancestor of I° and X, from which descent 
some good readings have been preserved by this 
group. 

Tor g a similar independent descent from the 
common Byzantine archetype was postulated by 
Pohlenz.¢ He was criticized for this by Sandbach,? 
who maintained that g derives from a manuscript 
copied from X after it had been corrected by X* and 

correction, X4 has what would otherwise be a unique reading 
of B. In ten cases X4 disagrees with B, however: three of 
these are unique mistakes of B, four are unique mistakes 
of \4, and one is a mistake which X* shares with g, y, n, 
and E.. 

* Hermes, Ixxiv (1939), p. 6; Moralia vi/2 (1952), p 
’ Class: Ress, NS. iv (1954), p, 250: ef. "Claas, caves 

xxxv (1941), p. 115. 
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that its testimony is valuable only for the section 
(1045 B—1047 a) where the original X is missing,” 
although he admitted that elsewhere two unique 
readings of g are clearly correct. Pohlenz made the 
most of this admission when in reply he argued at 
more length ° that g derives not from X but from a 
twin of X which was also the source of X® for those 
corrections of X with which g agrees. The greater 
plausibility of Pohlenz’s postulate is supported not 
only by the good readings of g upon which he insists 
but also by at least a dozen other places and among 
these especially by four, where, though X is perfectly 
legible and intelligible, g left empty spaces, as if 
unable to read the text from which he was copying : 
1041 a: Aey vac. 4 onr&s -g! (A€yovros ontws -g?; 
Neyer pyt@s -X); 1044 D: odxavam vac. 3 -g (ovK 
avaTadw -X); 1055 Fr: mv vac. 8 adroredcis -g 
(orow adtoteA@s -X); 1056 a: x vac. 3 dora -g 
(hevdods e€aorat -X). 

Such a source of X* and g might also account for 
the relation of B to X and g in this essay. B can have 
been copied neither from X before or after correction 
nor from g ©; and yet against all other mss. B agrees 
with X g 30 times, with X3 g 38 times, with X? alone 
7 times, and with g alone thrice, though it should be 
observed that in 40 of these passages the evidence of 
d v z is wanting and in 13 others F is not extant. 

* Paton had argued that in Plan. No. 68 g was copied 
directly from X after its correction by X% (Plutarchi Pythici 
Dialogi Tres rec. Guil. R. Paton, Berlin 1893, pp. xvi- 
XVII). 

a wie, v/3 (1955), pp. 115-117=Pohlenz-Westman, 
Moralia vi/2 (1959), pp. 225-226. 

¢ Among many passages cf. especially 1033 B, 1033 f&, 
1041 8, 1042 B, 1049 B, 1053 £, 1055 c. 
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Where the evidence of d v z is available B agrees 
against all other mss. with X g d v z 9 times,? with 

X° ¢ d v z twice, with X (not g) d v z thrice,? with 
g z twice, and with g d once; but in 15 of these 
passages the evidence of F is missing. Against all 
other mss. B agrees with F X g d v z thrice and with 
F X g 10 times, 9 of which are passages not preserved 
indvz.° Itis probable that, if the whole essay were 
preserved in F, d, v, and z, the figures for the agree- 

ment of B X g and B X® g against all other mss. 
would be smaller than they are, though still not 
insignificant ?; but it is also probable that the agree- 

ment of B with Planudean mss. and without support 
of F, d, v, or z would be less frequent than it is, for 
it is now very infrequent when F, X, g, d, v, and z 
are all present. When they are present, B agrees 
with E against them only half a dozen times. It is 
certain that this essay in B was not copied from E, 
which more than a dozen times omits words or 
phrases preserved by B and other mss., though one 
omission there is common to E and B and to them 
alone (1041 p), one of the two readings in which they 
agree against all other mss. The original of EK seems 

2 In one further case with X gd v (not z). 
> In one of these three cases (1036 4) X} was changed by 

X3 to agree with g against Bd v z. 
¢ In one of these (1048 ©) X and F and in another (1053 £) 

F were later changed to disagree with B g and B X g re- 
spectively. In two places, one of which is missing in F, 
B agrees with d v z and in another with z alone against all 
other Mss. 

@ See e.g. these passages where in the presence of F d v z 
words are preserved by X g B or X? g¢ B only: 1040 B (7a), 
1043 & (Ajuntpos . . . vdpnxdov), 104-4 B (Set and mapards 7 
vdpnxydov), 1050 p (xat), 1051 § (ypadouevev Kat Aeyouévwy), 
1052 c (odv). 
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to have been a corrected copy of y,* whereas the 
distinctively Planudean readings of B tend rather to 

be those of a or of A. 

® See e.g. 1035 a and Bs, 1038 F, 1039 a, 1044 a, 1057 a. 
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(1033) EPI 
STOQIKQN ENANTIQMATON! 

Hpdrov a&i& tHv ta&v Soypdtwv opodoyiav 
ev tois Btots Pewpetobar- det yap ody oUTWs TOV 
e¢/ > > , ? \ / \ \ B pytopa Kat Atoxivny tadto dbéyyecbar Kai Tov 

/ e \ 4 a / ~ / , 

VOMOV Ws TOV Biov TOU pirooogou T@ Aoyw ovp- 
dwvov elvar. o yap Aoyos Tod puoodgou vO_os 
avbaipeTos Kal loLds eoTLV, EL y€ 67” 7) TaLduav Kal 
edpnoroytav® eveka bogeys aAX’ Epyov a€tov oTrovdys 
Ths pweyloTns, Womep eat, yyotvTat piAdocodiayr. 

1 X, g, F (subscription in margin), Catalogue of Lam- 
prias; IIJEPI omitted by the rest; évayriovxpévwy -v. 

2 $1) -omitted by B. 
. edpeotoyiar ater). oy es eupeciasaies -B. 

2 The Stoics caiphasides ihe eoheredse and internal con- 
sistency of their system: Diogenes Laertius, vii, 40; Sex- 
tus, Adv. Math. vii, 17-19 ; Cicero, De Finibus iii, 74 with iv, 
53 and v, 83. Cf. Goldschmidt, Le systéme stoicien, pp. 60-67. 

> Plato, Laches 188 c-r (cf. Plutarch, 4dv Colotem 1117 
E). Zeno the Stoic was praised on this very account in the 
honorary decree recorded by Diogenes Laertius, vii, 10-11 
(S.V.F. i, p. 7, 26-27): . . . mapadecypa Tov idiov Biov éxbeis 
atacw axddrovboy dvra Tots Adyous ols dreA€yeToO. . . . 

©‘ Aeschines, In Ctesiphontem 16. 
@ Of. the statement in Maxime cum Princ. Philos. Dis- 

serendum 779 8 that of Adyou Tov piAooddwy, if inscribed in the 
minds of political leaders, vow Sivauw Aapfavovow and in 
Ad Principem Ineruditum 780 c the identification of the 
vouos that should rule the ruler as éuuyos ay ev atT@ Adyos. 
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ON STOIC 
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS 

1. In the first place I require that the consistency of 
men’s doctrines * be observed in their way of living, 
for it is even more necessary that the philosopher’s 
life be in accord with his theory ® than that the 
orator’s language, as Aeschines says,° be identical 
with that of the law. The reason is that the philo- 
sopher’s theory is a law freely chosen for his own,?— 
at least. it is if they believe philosophy to be not a 
game of verbal ingenuity played for the sake of 
glory but, as it really is, an activity worthy of the 
utmost earnestness.° 

e (Ff. Cicero, Pro Murena 62: ‘‘ haec (scil. Stoic doctrines) 
. M. Cato... adripuit neque disputandi causa, ut magna 

pars, sed ita vivendi.’’ The Stoics themselves insisted that 
philosophy is the art of life (cf. Plutarch, Quaest. Conviv. 
613 8B), the practice of virtuous living, and not mere in- 
tellectual virtuosity or erudition: S.W.F. ii, frag. 35 and 
iii, frags. 202 and 598; Seneca, frag. 17 (in Lactantius, 
Ditin. Inst. iii, 15, 1) ; Mirsonwis Rufus, frags. iii (p. 9, 13- 
16; p. 10, 6-7; p. 12, 11-19 [Hense]), iv (p. 19, 6-14 [Hense}), 
and vi; Epictetus, Diss. IT, ii, x (6-16), xv (8-13), xxiv 
(78-83) ‘and Iv, iv (8-18), viii (4-20). For the connexion of 
Bewpia and mpagis in S. V. oii, frag. 202 see also Diogenes 
Laertius, vii, 126 and 130 and: Seneca, De Otie v, 1 and 8 
and vii (interpreted differently by Grilli, Jl problema della 
vita contemplativa, pp. 96-102 and pp. 252-257 and by Joly, 
Le theme... des genres de vie, pp. 143-147). 
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C 

PLUTARCH’S MORALIA 

2. *Eset toivuy modda pev ws ev dAlyous’ adbte’ 
Zjveove ToMa de Krcavdee mAciora O€ Xpuoimm 
VEypapLreva* Tuyxaves Tepl Trohretas: Kal Tob dp- 
xeoGar Kat apyew Kal duxdlew Kal pyTopeve ev 
dé Tots Bios oddevds eorw edpety ov oTpaTnyiay, 
od vopobeciav, o} mapodov eis BovAnv, od suvnyo- 
play emi duxaotav, ov oTparetay b7rép maTpioos, ov 
mpecfelav,” otK émidoaw add’ ém Edvys wormep 
Twos AwToo yevoapevor' oxolfjs TOV TaVTA Biov ov 
Bpaxvv ada TrOpLLH KD YEVO[LEVOY Supyayov ev Ao- 
yous kat BuBXtors Kat TEPLTATOLS, ovK adndAov ort 
Tois ud eTtépwv ypadopévors Kai Aeyopevois paGdA- 
1X, 2g, d, Vv, 23 Adyous -a, A, B, y, E, B (cf. 1036 B infra). 

? a -E. * Knedvb =F; 4 yeypappeva -omitted by X, g. 
5 wapa-d. ° mpds Biav-g. * yevaodpevor AwTod -B. 

6 1033 s-c=S.V.F. i, frag. 27 (p. 11, 5-15) and frag. 262 
(p. 61, 7-9). Zeno of Citium (ca. 336-262/1) after long study 
in Athens founded there (ca. 300) the school later called 
Stoic. He was succeeded as head by his pupil, Cleanthes of 
Assos (331-232) ; and he in turn was succeeded by his pupil, 
Chrysippus of Soli (ca. 280-206), who was called the “* second 
founder ” of the school. On the lives of these men see Poh- 
lenz, Stoa i, pp. 22-30 and ii, pp. 14-18 and 232; Verbeke, 
Kleanthes, pp. 22-27 and 50-68. 

> For Zeno’s terseness cf. Diogenes Laertius, vii, 18 and 
20; Cicero, De Natura Deorum ii, 20; Pearson, Fragments, 
pp. 32-35. In contrast to this see for the prolixity of Chrysip- 
pus: Diogenes Laertius, vii, 180; S.V.F. ii, frags. 27 and 
883. 

¢ e.g., there were the zoXdireia and the Tept vOpLOv | by Zeno, 
and by Cleanthes a zoXttixds, mepi VOL; mept Tov duxalew, 
and rept BaoiAelas (Diogenes Laertius, vii, 4 and 175; Pear- 
son, Fragments, pp. 29-30 ; Verbeke, Kr leanthes, pp. 87- 
89); and Plutarch himself later in this essay cites “ by title ”’ 
works of Chrysippus Trepl vopov (1037 F), mepi modctetas (10-44 
Band p), and zepi rod Suxalev (1045 p, 1049 &). 

4 Cf. Adv. Colotem 1126 F, where similar language is 
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2. Well then,? it happens that Zeno, his conciseness 
considered,® himself wrote quite a bit, Cleanthes 
much, and Chrysippus a very great deal about 
government, ruling and being ruled, and judging and 
pleading cases °; and yet in the career of none of 
them can there be found any military command or 
legislation or attendance in council or advocacy at 
the bar or military service in defence of country or 
diplomatic mission or public benefaction,? but in a 
foreign land they tasted the lotus of leisure ¢ and 
spent all their lives, and very long lives too, with 
talk and books and strolling in the schools. Con- 
sequently it is not unevident % that they lived con- 
sistently 7 with the writings and sayings of others 

used against the Epicureans but not, of course, to argue that 
their civic inactivity is inconsistent with their doctrine. 

¢ 7.e. leisure, the taste of which affected them as if it had 
been the lotus of Odyssey ix, 94-97; cf. Leutsch, Corpus 
Paroem. Graec., ii, p. 515, 2-4 with note and add Lucian, 
De Saltatione 3-4; Anth. Pal. xv, 12, 8. 

f This was technical terminology in Stoic logic (Sextus, 
Pyrrh. Hyp. ii, 140-143 and Adv. Math. viii, 310-3143 ef. 
Mates, Stoic Logic, pp. 61-63) and is probably used here 
with intentional irony. 

9 Here again an ironical twist is given to a Stoic term. 
See S.V.F. i, frag. 179, where according to Stobacus (el. 
ii, p. 75, 11-12 [Wachsmuth]) the zédos was defined by 
Zeno as ro dpodoyoupevws Civ but according to Diogenes 
Laertius (vii, 87) as 76 duodoyoupévws 7H dvce Cv (so Cle- 
anthes and Chrysippus [S.V.F. i, frag. 552 and iii, frags. 
4 and 5]; cf. Stobaeus, Hcl. ii, p. 76, 1-8 [Wachsmuth] and 
Plutarch, De Comm. Not. 1060 pv). For the simple 6jo- 
Aoyoupevws Civ=Kar aperny Cqv=xara daw Civ cf. Stobaeus, 
fcl. ii, p. 77, 16-19 (S. VF’. iii, frag. 16); for car’ éemornyny 
Oporoyoupevws Civ cf. 1036 a infra (S.V.I". ii, frag. 127). 
See Pearson, Fragments, pp. 162-163 (no. 120); Bréhier, 
Chrysippe, pp. 220-223; Pohlenz, Stoa i, pp. 116-118 and 
ii, pp. 67-68 and 235. 
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(1033) Aov 7 Tots bp adrav" oporoyoupevens® elnoar, 7) iv 
‘Extxoupos 1 NOVXlav emaivel Kal ‘lepavupos € ev Tav- 
TN TO Trapamay kataPuacayTes. avTos yoov" Xpu- 
ounmos® Ev TH TeTapTy Trept Biwy ovdev olerau Tov" 
oxoAactiKdv Biov Tob noovikod Siadépew: adras S€ 
mapabricouar tas Ades: ‘doo’ dé vrroAauBa- 

D vovor pirocopors emBadrew” udAdwora tov cyoXa-~ 
OTLKOV _Biov am’ apyfs Ti pou doxodat Otapapta- 
vel, vmovoovvTes Staywyhns Tivos? evexev deity"? 
tobto trovetv 7 aAXdov twos ToUTwW TapamAyalou™ 
kat Tov OdAov Biov ovTw mws dveAKUcat: TotTo 8 
€oTiv, av cages” Fecop Fj, nNOd€ws* Ov yap de? Aav- 
dees THv dvmovotav av’ta@v, moAA@Y pev capers 
TovTo Aeyovtwv otk oXdlywv 8 adyAdtepov.”’ tis 
ov pahov ev TO oxohaotiKG Biw TOUT. KaTE- 
ynpacev 7) Xpiourmos Kal KAcav6ns Kal Acoyévns 
kat Lyvwv Kat Avtimatpos, of ye Kal Tas abTav 

KE xatéXirov matpidas ovdev eyKadodvtes GAN’ Orws 

1 avrov -£. 2 Turnebus ; duodoyoupevors -MSS. 
3 odv -B. 
4 Xpvoirmos -omitted by v1; 6 Xpvourmos -g, d, Z. 

5 tov oxoAaotiKov . . . padtora -omitted by A and added 
by A? in margin. 

8 Goous -& 3 tots -d3; daov -v. 
, emBadeiv -d, z. 

Tl -X, ie ov TL (or ov Tt) -d, Vy, Z, Gs A}, B, vy, i 3 OovTOL 

ors B, Tele SiS: 
® Omitted by Al, superscript by A?®. 

10 Omitted by g. 11 +0070 mapamAjotoy -f. 

* aodgdis -X, g. 13 GdnAwrTepov -£. 
14 roUTw Biw -g, 7, B. 18 Zrvewv Kat Avoyévyns- d, V, Z 

¢ Frag. 426 (Usener, Epicurea, p. 284). 
> Frag. 11 (F. Wehrli, Die Schule des Aristoteles, x, p. 13 

and pp. 30-31.) 
¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 702. On Ways of Living by Chrysip- 
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rather than with their own, since their lives were 
passed altogether in that tranquillity which is com- 
mended by Epicurus * and Hieronymus.’ Chrysippus 
himself at least in his fourth book on Ways of Living 
thinks that the scholastic life is no different from the 
life of pleasure. I shall quote him verbatim ¢: “ All 
who suppose that the scholastic life is especially 
incumbent upon philosophers seem to me to make a 
serious mistake from the beginning by presuming 
that one should engage in this for the sake of some 
activity or some other similar purpose and drag out 
one’s whole life in some such fashion—which, if 
accurately examined, means ‘pleasantly, for we 
ought not to miss their underlying meaning, since 
many make this assertion openly and not a few more 
obscurely.” @ Who, then, grew old in this scholastic 
life if not Chrysippus and Cleanthes and Diogenes 
and Zeno and Antipater? They even forsook their 
own countries @ not because they had any grievance / 

pus as a polemic against the work with the same title by 
Epicurus (Usener, Hpicurea, pp. 94-96) see Joly, Le théme 
... des genres de vie, pp. 141 and 144. 

4 The former are the Epicureans, the latter the Peri- 
patetics (cf. Zeller, Phil. Griech. iii, i, p. 54, n. 13; Joly, 
op. cit., p. 142). 

¢ Cf. De Exilio 605 z. For Zeno of Citium, Cleanthes of 
Assos, and Chrysippus of Soli see p. 414, n. @ supra and 
the references there. Diogenes of Babylon (i.e. Seleucia, 
cf. S.V.F. iii, p. 210, 2-18) studied under Chrysippus, suc- 
ceeded another of his pupils, Zeno of Tarsus (S.J’.F. iii, 
p. 209), as head of the school, and was succeeded in turn 
by his own pupil, Antipater of Tarsus (S.V.F. iii, p. 244, 
2-7 and p. 245, 24-34). On their lives see Pohlenz, Stoa i, 
pp. 180-181 and ii, pp. 91-92. The Zeno named by Plutareh 
here between Diogenes and Antipater is probably Zeno of 
Tarsus (cf. H. von Arnim, R.-H#. v [1903], col. 773, 52-66). 

t Cf. Plato, Crito 50 c 9-p 1. 
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> e ie >’ a“ > \ a (1033) Kad jnovyiay ev TH “Oidelw* Kat ent Zworfipos 
, \ : ~ 4 cxoAalovres Kat didodroyobvres*® Sidywow; *Api- 

/ ~ , \ A oToKpéewv yotv o Xpvoinmov palytyns Kat olketos 
eiKova yadKkyv avactnAwoas éréypae tOd€ TO 
> lal 

eAeyetov 
A 4 ‘4 > 

Tov vevvov” Xpvoirmov ApioroKpéwr avebnke, 
n~ b ) oe ~ 

Tov “Akadypeikav’ otpayyaXidwr’ Komiba. 
~ 3 > 

TovT ovv 0 Xpvoirmos, 0 yépwv, 0 diAdcodos, 6 
\ “A 

tov BaotAKov Kat toAitiKov émawadv Biov, Tov de® 
x 4 >) A 97 ~ ¢ Aq iA axodaatixov oddev otoxevos ToD NdoviKOD' Sdiade- 

ak ” ‘te , ; 7] a 9 
3. “Oot ye pnv® moditela wzpociacw étu waAdov 

1 Salmasius ; #diar-X 3 Siw -g3 Addou-d, v, z, a, A, PB, 
y, Es 7Selw -B. 2 dirtccopobrres -V, Z. 

3 A. Wilhelm; zov véov -X, g}, d, v, al 3 rdvde veov -z, A, 
By B, B(Se superscript aie ae de), 

4 Wilamowitz ; dxadnyaxav -£ 3 dkadnpraxdv -all other 
MSS. 5 —ilwy -X,.g3; —ayadilwyr -d, V, Z. 

6 S¢ omitted by X, zg. 
? nyepovxod -g (ASovqs -Z? in margin). " 
8 H.C. after suggestion by Sandbach ; ye d\An -X(—n\), 
> ye pny ddda atta@v -d, v, 23 8 aAAoe adradv -a, A, B, y, i oe | , Y 
B. ® Leonicus ; émiudAdov -MSS. ; id 

¢ zis otv . . . Sedywow=S8.V.F. i, frag. 27 (p. 11, 15-19) 
and iii, p. 210, 19-23. Diogenes Laertius (vii, 184) reports 
that Hermippus spoke of Chrysippus as év 7® ’Ovdetw cyodAd- 
Covra (cf. Piutarch, De Hxilio 605 a and Athenaeus, 336 e= 
Alexis, frag. 25 [ii, p. 306, Kock]). The significance of Cape 
Zoster (cf. Strabo, ix, 1, 21 [c. 398]; Pausanias, i, 31, 1). in 
this context remains obscure, no evidence having been found 
to support Madvig’s ‘ad quod philosophos aestivare et 
otiare solitos apparet”’ (Adversaria Critica i, p. 143); but 
the emendations thus far proposed have no_ plausibility. 
With this passage in particular and with Plutarch’s charge 
in this chapter generally cf. Dio Chrysostom, Oratio xxx 
(=xivii [von Arnim]), 2-3 and Seneca, De Otio vi, 4-5 and 
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but in order to pass the time tranquilly lecturing and 
conversing in the Odeum and at Zoster. Aristocreon 
at any rate, the pupil and kinsman of Chrysippus, set 
up the latter’s likeness in bronze and inscribed the 
following distich : 

Of uncle Chrysippus Aristocreon this likeness erected : 
The knots the Academy tied the cleaver, Chrysippus, 

dissected. ° 

So that’s Chrysippus, the elder, the philosopher, the 
one who commends the life of king and statesman 
and thinks the scholastic life no ditferent from the 
life of pleasure. 

3. As many as do enter government,’ however, are 
viii; for Chrysippus’ own epigrammatic apology for re- 
fraining from politics cf. S.V.F. iii, frag. 694. See Grilli, 
Il problema della vita contemplativa, pp. 90-99. 

> *Apiotoxpewy yotv .. . xomida=8.V.F. ii, frag. 3b and 
Inscripliones Graecae Metricae ed. Th. Preger (Lipsiae, 
1891), 160 on p. 127. Aristocreon, who with his brother had 
been educated by their maternal uncle Chrysippus (Diogenes 
Laertius, vii, 185) and to whom the latter had dedicated at 
least nine of his works (ibid., 196, 197, and 202), himself 
wrote a book entitled ai Xovaimmou radai (S.V.F. ii, frag. 12). 
For his distich and the later decrees honouring him (/G II?, 
785 and 786) see A. Wilhelm, Flermes, xxxv (19090), pp. 669- 
670 and ’E¢.’ Apy., 1901, cols. 50-58 (cf. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, 
v [1936], pp. 427-428). For other references to a statue of 
Chrysippus in Athens see S.V.F., ii, frags. 1 (p. 2, 5-7) and 
3a and iii, frag. 158 and cf. V. Poulsen, Les portraits grecs 
(Copenhague, 1954), no. 46 on pp. 70-71; Gisela M. A. 
Richter, Catalogue of Greek Sculptures in the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art (Cambridge, Mass., 1954), no. 188 on 
pp. 97-98 and The Portraits of the Greeks (London, 1965), 
li, pp. 190-194. 

¢ As Zeno, Cleanthes, and Chrysippus advised (S.V./". i, 
frag. 271 and iii, frag. 697). On the participation of Stoics 
in government see M. van Straaten, Panétius (Amsterdam, 
1946), pp. 204-208; Pohlenz, Stoa i, pp. 25-26, 139-140, 
and pp. 284-286. 
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F 
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? ~ if A ~ / 

evavTiovvTal’ Tots avT@y Soypact’ Kal yap apyovar 
4 ? \ : 

Kat duxalovar Kal ovpPovrevovat Kal vopobeTovar 
\ / ~ / : nm 

Kat KoAalovot Kal Tyn@ow ws ToAcwr peVv” obadv 
> a / aA \ 4 ~ 3 

ev ais toAurevovTat BovAevT@y Oe Kal SikaoT@yv aet 
~ / ~ \ ~ 

Tov dayyavovtTwy otpaTynya@v dé TOV yYELtpoTovou- 
pévwv vow b€ TOV KAevabévous xai AvKovpyou 

\ / eA / eS 

Kat LOAwvos, ovs davrAovs Kat avontous yeyovevat* 
7 4 

Aéyovow. WoTe Kal TOAITEVOMEVOL WAYOVTAL. 
> > ~ ~ 

4. Kat pnv “Avtimatpos ev T& rept tHs K2e- 
avOous* Kat Xpucimmov diadopads totdpynKev ort 
Liyvwv Kat KreavOns od« n0éAnoav’ ’AOnvatos yevé- 

~ / ~ ¢ 

afar, yn SdEwot Tas adt@v matpidas aduKety. Ott 
Js a > ~ > , 

pev, €6 KAAS odToL, Xpvatmos o}K opbAs émoin- 
/ 4 

cev® eyypadeis els THY ToAiTELavy mapeicbw- oA- 
v 

nv de paxynv Kal mapadoyov exer TO TA OWpaTa 
¢ \ > 

Kal Tovs Plovs ovUTwW paKpay amokevwoartas Ta 
“~ na isd Bd \ 

ovouata Tats TaTpiow TyHpElv, WoTEP EL TLS THV 
vapeTnv amoAutwv éetépa’ de avl@v* Kat ovvava- 

> A 

TAVOMEVOS KAL TALdoTOLOUpLEVOS €€ ETEPAS® LL) GVY- 
7 > a \ ~ A 

ypadoito yapov’® ows adiKetvy un SoKH” THY TpoO- 
TEpay. 

1 gvavriodra: -d, V, Z. 
2 wev -\, By d, V¥,.24:-D5, omitted, by: as Al By vee 

3 yeyoveévar omitted by g. 4 KAeavOov -B. 
> odk 70éAncav omitted by g (7BovAovro in margin). 

: eroinoev ovK plas -g. ; 
7 éraipa -d, v, z, g*(ac Superscript). 

8 Guvwr -£. ® €raipas -d, V, Z. 
10 yaa -A%o changed to w), £ ; vOjLov -B. 

11 So0xoin -\*(oln Over ety [?] erased), g. 

© Cf SVE. ii, frags 624-627) 509, G12 era. 
Diogenes of Babylon, frag. 117 (S.V.F. iii, pp. 241, 35-242, 
4 [text uncertain]); Cicero, De Officiis iii, 16.  Plutareh 
wrote separate biographies of Lycurgus and Solon, who as 
the traditional authors of the Spartan and the Athenian 
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contradicting their own doctrines still more sharply, 
for in holding administrative and judicial offices, in 
acting as councillors and legislators, and in meting 
out punishments and rewards they imply that they 
are taking part in the government of genuine states 
and that those really are councillors and judges who 
are at any time so designated by lot, those really 
generals who are at any time so elected, and those 
really laws which were instituted by Cleisthenes, 
Lycurgus, and Solon, men whom they declare to have 

been base and stupid. So when they take part in 
government they are inconsistent too. 

4. Moreover, Antipater in his book on the dif- 
ference between Cleanthes and Chrysippus ? has 
reported that Zeno and Cleanthes declined to be- 
come Athenians lest they appear to wrong their own 
countries. If they did well in this, Chrysippus did 
not do right in having himself naturalized. But let 
that pass. There is, however, a violent and irrational 
inconsistency in their preserving their names for 
their countries when they had removed their persons 
and their careers so far from home. It is as if a man 
who had abandoned his wife and was living and 
sleeping with another woman and begetting children 
on her should refrain from contracting marriage with 
her for fear that he might appear to wrong the former 
woman. 
constitutions respectively are often mentioned together (é.g. 
by Plato in Republic 599 v-£, Phaedrus 258 B-c, and Laws 
858 « and by Aristotle in Politics 1273 b 30-34); and to 
Cleisthenes (cf. Aristotle, Politics 1275 b 34-37, 1319 hb 
19-22, and Ath. Pol. xx, 1—xxii, 1) he refers as the author of 
the Athenian constitution established after the expulsion of 
the Peisistratidae (Pericles iii, 2 (153 c-p]). 

> Antipater, frag. 66 (S.V.F’. iii, p. 257, 23-26). 
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1034 , : f 2 x Bat ( ® 5. Xpvourmos de wadw év 7H Epi ‘Pytopirfs s ey € we 1 \ , 2 N ypagpwv ovTws pyTopevcew" Kal ToATedoecbau” Tov 
\ e \ ~ / v b) la lol cofov ws Kat Tov mAovTOV ovTos ayalod Kal THs 

/ \ a , a A 
d0€ys Kat THs vyvelas dpuodoye? Tovs Adyous adtav* 
> / 

aveEodous eivat Kal amoditevTous Kal Ta Sdypara 
a U > , A a 

TALS XpeLats avappoora Kal Tats mpakeow. 
i: 7 4 Se 74 ) ¢e A a) a 4 3 . Ete doypa Lyvwvos earw epa Gedv py ot- 

A ¢ A \ \ ~ 

KodoLEtV: Lepov yap pin woAAOb détov Kal aytov ovK 
Y ? 

EoTW oiKodopwy 8 epyov Kat Bavavowv ovdev éott 
~ f ¢e a 9 ~ = 

moAAob aftov. ot d€ Tair emawwobvTes ws eb Exov- 
Ta pvobvTa prev EV lepois avaBaivovar 6° eis aKpd- 
moAw mpooKuvotat b€ Ta €On Kal oTEdavotat’ TOUS 

C vaovs, otkodduwv ovtas epya Kat Pavatowr av- 
Opwitrwv. elta tovs “Emkoupeiovs éAéyyecBar bo- 

oe , '- eae \ x 6 sy Kovot Gvovras Geois, adrot dé uadAdov® éedéyxovrat 
> ant n~ ~ A 

Qvovtes emi TOV Bwyav Kat THY lepOv, a pyr’ el- 
3 ? a aA ~ 

vat pT olKodopetobar Geiv akvodaw. 
1 pnropevew sph th erasure), d, v, z 

Toh reveoba -X, g, d, v, z, Aldine, Basil. 
avrod -a, A, B. y, E. 4 ri -E, 
otepavotar dé -X(with 8é erased), v, z 

6 waddov éxeivwy -X, d, v, z, B. 
7 un? <ayua> -van ‘Herwerden, Manem., xxxvii (1909), p. 
8. 

oO pn 

21 

¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 698. Cf. O. Luschnat, Philologus, cii 
(1958), p. 187. 

> 8. V.F. i, frag. 264 (p. 61, 31-34). See also the passages 
of Clement, Theodoret, and Epiphanius included by von 
Arnim in this fragment and the passage of Origen in frag- 
ment 965. Cf. Pearson, Fragments, p. 200 and Festa, 
Stoici Antichi i, p. 22. Clement purports to quote Zeno 
verbatim, but the xai dyov in his last clause (p. 377, 6 
[Stahlin]) spoils the syilogism that Zeno evidently intended 
and shows that he misunderstood the «ai before dyvov in the 
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5. Chrysippus, again, by writing in his treatise on 
Rhetoric that the sage will speak in public and 
participate in government just as if he considered 
wealth to be a good and reputation and health like- 
wise admits that the Stoic theories are impracticable 
and antisocial and their doctrines unfit for use and 
action.? 

6. Moreover, it is a doctrine of Zeno’s not to build 
temples of the gods, because a temple not worth 
much is also not sacred and no work of builders or 
mechanics is worth much.2 The Stoics, while 
applauding this as correct,° attend the mysteries in 
temples, go up to the Acropolis, do reverence to 
statues, and place wreaths upon the shrines, though 
these are works of builders and mechanics. Yet they 
think that the Epicureans are confuted by the fact 
that they sacrifice to the gods,¢ whereas they are 
themselves worse confuted by sacrificing at altars and 
temples which they hold do not exist and should not 
be built. 

preceding clause, as do also those modern scholars like van 
Herwerden, Castiglioni, and Westman who propose to 
emend in one way or another the text of Plutarch here. 

¢ eg. Seneca, frag. 120 (in Lactantius, Divin. Inst. ii, 
2, 14). 

¢ Concerning Epicurean participation in conventional 
religious ritual (Usener, E’picurea, frags. 13, 169, 386-387), 
the charge that this was inconsistent and hypocritical 
(Plutarch, Non Posse Suaviter Vivi 1102 s-c and Adv. 
Colotem 1112 c; Cicero, De Natura Deorum i, 85 and 123 
and iii, 3), and Epicurean retorts upon the Stoics (Philo- 
demus, De Pietate 9-19 [pp. 75-86, Gomperz, cf. Usener, 
Epicurea, p. Ixxii]) see A. J. Festugiére, Epicure et ses 
dieux? (Paris, 1968), pp. 86-100; W. Schmid, Rhein. Mus., 
N.F. xciv (1951), pp. 133-139 and pp. 152-154; L. Perelli, 
Riv. Filologia ... Classica, N.S. xxxiii (1955), pp. 38-52. 
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(1034) 7. “Aperas 6 Zivwv arodAeimer mdelovas Kata 
§ Nate ie c aera @ / > 
tapopas, womep o IlAdtwv, oiov dpovnow av- 

/ : 

dpetav aowdpoatynv dikaoovvyny, ws aywpiotous 
\ 7 e / \ \ / > / 

pev ovaas etépas d€ Kat diadepovcas adAAjAwv. 
maAw dé opilopievos avTaov exdoTny THY pev av 
dpetav dyna eivar ppovnow (ev Uropevereous THY 
d€ cwdhpootvyyv dpovycw ev a.ipeTeous Tv O° iOiws 
Acyopevny dpovnow ppovnoww eV evepynTéous® THY 
€ Oucaroovyny ppovnow € ev ATOVEUNTEOLS, ws play 

ovaay apeTiy Tais d€ mpos Ta TpaypaTa cyécect 
D kata’ tas evepyeias duadepew Soxotoav.® ov 

povov dé 6 Zihvwv epi Tatra haivetar adT@ paxo- 
abe \ \8 , 5 / \ > 

pevos,’ adAAa Kat Xpvourmos “Apiotwvu pev éey- 
KaA@y OTe pds apeTns oxeoes eXeye tas adXas 
eivar” Zinvwve d€ avvynyopa@v ovtws opilouevw Tav 
> ~ ¢ / 3 \ (4 ? cy? *) 

apet@v exaoTynv. o de KAeavOns ev ‘Yropvyipact 
1 Kai Svaddpous -N(Over erasure), g. 
2 dixatoovrny owppoovyny ~2. 
3 A, Vathe Ae dpovnaw eivar -all other mss. . 

‘ Pohiens (Hermes, Ixxiv [1939], p. 8, n. 2): <év dropeve- 
Téos THY Se Gwppoovyny Ppovnaw> ev atpetéos -Kuester ; ; Sf. 
Hirzel, Untersuchungen il, p. 99, n. 2 (on p. 100); év ev 
Epynreots a (€v prefixed in margin), deorr. ; zeorr.' gq. A, B, 

, Bs evepynréns -X, g, Vv. ys n, Tolet. 51, 5. 
's Kal “g: 6 So0xovcas -b. 
i pax opevos auT@ -Benseler(to avoid hiatus). 
8 xai o -d. 9 édeye ayéaets elvat tas aAAas -E. 

¢ *Aperas . . . dvapepev Sonatas 26017 ae i, frag 200% 
cf. Pearson, Fragments, pp. 173-175. If in referring to 
Plato here Plutarch had a single passage in mind, it was 
probably Republic IV (427 e—435 B and 441 c—444 a); 
but cf. especially Laws 963 c 5—964 B 7. 

® Cf. Plutarch, De Virtute Morali 441 a (S.V.F. i, frag. 
201) and De Fortuna 97 ¥. 

¢ The term évepynréa seems not to occur elsewhere ; but 
for such a definition of ¢pdvyas in the specific sense cf. 
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7. Zeno, like Plato, admits ¢ a plurality of specifi- 
cally different virtues, namely prudence, courage, 

sobriety, justice, which he takes to be inseparable 

but yet distinct and different from one another. On 
the other hand, when defining each one of them, he 
says® that courage is prudence <in things to be 
endured, sobriety is prudence in things to be chosen, 
prudence in the specific sense is prudence) in things 
to be performed,* and justice is prudence in things 
to be distributed, the implication being that virtue 
is really single but in its operations appears to vary 
with its relations to its objects. Not only does Zeno 
manifestly contradict himself on this subject ; but 

Chrysippus does so too, arraigning Ariston for as- 
serting that virtue is single and the rest are its rela- 
tive states and yet defending Zeno for defining each 
of the virtues in this way.? Cleanthes too in his 

S.V.F. i, pp. 85, 38-86, 1 and 86, 12-13 and iil, p. 63, 23-24 
and 39. 

¢ od povoy 8€... exaornv=S. V.F. iii, frag. 258 (Chrysip- 
pus) and i, frag. 373 (Ariston). [or the latter’s doctrine 
referred to here see also S. V.F’. i, frags. 374 and 375 (= Plut- 
arch, De Virtute Morali 440 re—441 a); and for the attack 
upon it by Chrysippus see S. V.F. iii, frag. 259. Chrysippus 
objected to Ariston’s placing the multitude of virtues év 77 
mpos 7 oxeoe. instead of recognizing that they are dis- 
tinguished by qualities of their own (cf. S.V.F. iii, p. 60, 
3-4). It has been asserted that this objection is consistent 
with defence of Zeno’s definitions (Giesen, De Plutarchi... 
Disputationibus, pp. 84-85), but the very point of Plutarch’s 
argument is that these definitions reduce the various virtues 
to the zpds ti mws éyovra which Ariston asserts them to be 
(cf. De Virtute Morali 440 e—441 a) and which by Stoic 
doctrine cannot be xara d:adopar (cf. S.V.F. ii, pp. 132, 37- 
39 and 133, 1-2). Cf. Galen’s criticism of Chrysippus, De 
Placitis Hippocratis et Platonis vii, 2, 596-600=pp. 592, 
2-596, 3 (Mueller). For Ariston of Chios, pupil of Zeno, 
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A > x 

(1034) DvaotKots Eetzrwv ore Any’ Updos 6 TOVvOS eoTL, KaV 
¢ A > ] nn wn fe 4 4 > A 4 

ucavos ev TH puxh yévntat mpos TO emitedety Ta 
> tA a 

emipaddovta, iayvs Kadeirat Kal Kpatos ETLPEPEL 
‘ / “coe an) \ 7 \ \ , e 

Kata Acéw “7 8 iayds atrn Kal TO Kpdtos, Sta 
\ 2» \2 a o 39 / Ae , 

prev emt’ toils avetow EMLMEVETEOLS EYYEVYNTAL, 
> , , 9 er gh 9 Sige 3 é , 
eyKpaTrera eoTw, oTav 5 emt Tols vmopevetéots, 
> / 

EK avdpeia: mepi tas afias 5é dixaocdvn: mepi de® 
\ C.F Aer , 7 ‘ , om) TAS alpéoets Kal EKKAicEts’ Gwdpoovvy. 

8. Ilpos tov etrovra 
\ U 4 ~ 

pnde® duxny duxadons, mpiv audw" ptdov axovons” 
> aN e ke , / \ r / ve avtédeyev 6 LZivwv towovtTw Twi Adyw xpupevos 

ayn ~*(A erased). 
ev -d, Véz,i B. 
Hirzel (Untersuchungen ii, p. 97, n. 2) 3 émdavéow -Mss. 
ev prevereors -N13 ev eupeveréous -X 
van Herwerden (Lectiones Rheno-Traiectinae [1882], 

p. 121), Iesta (Stoic? Antichi ii, p. 124, n. e); év -Mss. 
6 $¢ -omitted altogether by a, A, B, y, E and written after 

aipécecs instead in d, v, z. 
7 éyxAlces -g, Aldine, Basil. ; éeyxAncets -z, (éx— [?]) d, v. 
8 undé -Basil., Pseudo-Phocylides; pyre -g, Lucian, Ca- 

lum. non tem. credendum 8 : prdevi -all other Mss., Aldine. 
® mss. (dv dudw -B), Pseudo-Phocylides, Lucian (loc. cit.) ; 

apdoiv -[Plato], Demodocus 383 c 1, Corpus Paroem. Graec., | 
p- 759, 14-15; dv audoty -Aristophanes, Wasps 725 (see | 
Schol. ad loc.). | 

10 Grovoes -£. 

ao fF © PO = 

see H. von Arnim, #.-#. ii (1896), cols. 957, 10-959, 11; 
Pohlenz, Stoa i, pp. 27-28, pp. 122-123, p. 163 and ii, pp. 16- 
17, p. 70, p. 72; J. Moreau, Rev. it. Anciennes, | (1948), 
pp. 27-48. 
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Physical Treatises, after saying that tension is 
impact of fire ® and that, if in the soul it becomes 
adequate for the accomplishment of what is incum- 
bent, it is called strength and power, continues in so 
many words: “ This strength and power, when 
present in the case of things manifestly to be adhered 
to, is continence and, when in the case of things that 
are to be endured, is courage; concerned with 

deserts it is justice, and concerned with choices and 
avoidances it is sobriety.” ° 

8. Against him who said 

Nor give your verdict till you’ve heard both sides 4 

Zeno asserted the contrary with an argument some- 

* 6 dé KredvOns . . . cwhpoctvy=S.V.F. i, frag. 563 (Pear- 
son, Fragments, pp. 301-302; Festa, Stoici Antichi, ii, pp. 
123-124). See Verbeke, Kleanthes, pp. 221-224. 

® For the Stoic principle of rdvos see S.V.F. i, frags. 497, 
513, 514, 563 (p. 129, 3-5: Stobaeus, Fel. ii, pp. 62, 24-63, 
1 [Wachsmuth]) and ii, frags. 441, 444 (Plutarch, De Comm. 
Not. 1085 p), 447, 451, 546, 766, 876; Pearson, Fragments, 
pp. 45, 253-254, and 267; Pohlenz, Stoa i, pp. 74-75 and 
147-148 (cf. Edelstein, 4.J.P., Ixxii [1951], p. 428); Sam- 
bursky, Physics of the Stoics, pp. 5 and 29-33. With aAny7 
mupos cf. on lines 10-11 of the Hymn to Zeus (S.V.F. i, 
p. 122, 6-7) Pearson, Fragments, p. 277; Pohlenz, Hermes, 
ixxv (1940), p. 120 and Stfoa ii, pp. 62-63 (contra: Verbeke, 
Kleanthes, pp. 244-245; Zuntz, H.S.C.P., Ixiii [1958], 
pp. 294-295). 

‘In S.V.F. ili, frag. 295 eupeverda are correlated with 
cwdhpoatvn, and éyxpaveca is not mentioned. For aéia in the 
definition of justice see S.V.F. iii, p. 30, 21-24 and p. 63, 
27-28. 

¢ Pseudo-Phocylides, 87 (Theognis ... Ps.-Phocylides... 
iterum ed. D. Young [1971], p. 102; Th. Bergk, Poetae Lyrici 
Graeci, ii [1882], p. 93); Hesiod, frag. 271 (Rzach)=338 
(Merkelbach-West) ; Leutsch, Corpus Paroemiographorum 
Graecorum, ii, p. 759, 14-15. 
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a 4 ¢# 3 > / e / > / > > 4 

cit amederev 0 TpOTEpOS KlTTWY, OVK aKOVOTEOV 
a \ A 

tov deutépou A€yovtos (mépas yap €xes TO Cytov- 
” > ’ oF ¢ ‘ 5 Ke > > pevov), eit ovK arredecEev (dprovov yap’ ws ef pnd 

baynKovoe KAnOGeis 1 trakovcas ETEpeTCEV’). FTOL 
Site Vom A > Dewy 4 ? > f ” 

5° amederEev 1) odK améder€ev*: ovK aKovoTéov dpa 
tot deutépou Aéyovtos.’” Tottov S€ tov Adyov épw- 
THOaS atTos avTéypade’ prev tpos tHv [lAatwvos 

4 ” \ / \ \ \ TloAitetav eAve d€ codicpata, Kal tTHv diadeKTiKHY 
~ A / 

Ws TovTO Tovety Svvapevyny exeAeve TapadapPa- 
A , , ne 30 2 , 

vey Tovs pabytds. Kaito. 7° améder€e TAatwv 
“a > ] 3 / \ > ~ / > 3 / 

nq otvK amédeke ta ev TH IlodAutela, Kar’ ovdé- 
22 OF > be aE , ae ‘ , 

tepov 6 Hv avayKaiov avttypadew adda mavtTws 
TEpiTTOV Kal paTaiov. TO d avTo Kal® TEpl TV 
codispdtwyv €oTw ElTely. 

9. ‘O Xpvoimmos olerar detv TOV AoyiK@v 7pa- 
Tov akpodabar tovs véous devTEpov b€ TOV HOiKaV 
peta O€ TadtTa TOV dPvaikav ws av Tédos® b€ Tov- 

10 \ es ea Dy 12 7 + , 
tois’® tov mept Bedv"* dyov™ Eaxatov wapadapuBa- 
ve. modAAaxod d5€ TovTwWY br’ adTod eyomerwr, 
apKkéce. tapabéobar Ta Ev TH TETAPTW TeEpi Biwy 
€xovra Kata A€Ew"* ovTws: “ mpwtov pev obv doxKet 

1 Guowov yap -\(over erasure); dpowrv yap .. . } ovK 
ameder€ev -omitted by d. 

érepérticev -a”, A, B, y, E. 
3 §’ -omitted by B. 
4-7 ovk anédectev -written twice in v. 
5 avréypaype -Stephanus. 
6 «{ -B, Turnebus. 
7 § -X, g,d,v, 2; omitted by all other ass. 
8 kai -omitted by a, A, B, y, E. 
9 Pohlenz (//ermes, Ixxiv [1939], p.9,n. 1); dcadrws -Mss. 

10 TOUTOLS -omitted by vs ie 

tov bedy -B. 

Aoywv == 

13 Kara A€~w ExovTa -g. 
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thing like this¢: The second speaker must not be 
heard whether the former speaker proved his case 
(for then the inquiry is at an end) or did not prove it 
(for that is tantamount to his not having appeared 
when summoned or to having responded to the 
summons with mere gibberish); but either he 
proved his case or he did not prove it; therefore, 
the second speaker must not be heard. After he had 
propounded this argument, however, he continued to 
write against Plato’s Republic,’ to refute sophisms, 
and to bid his pupils learn dialectic on the ground 
that it enables one to do this.¢ Yet either Plato 
proved or did not prove what is in the Republic, and 
either way it was not necessary but was utterly 
superfluous and vain to write against it. The same 
thing can be said about sophisms also. 

9. Chrysippus thinks that young men should hear 
lectures on logic first, on ethics next, and after that 
on physics and should get theology last as the 
termination for these studies. He says this in many 
places, but it will suffice to quote the statement in 
the fourth book on Ways of Living, which runs word 
for word as follows?: ‘‘ Now I believe in the first 

¢ §.V.F.i, frag. 78. See Pearson, Fragments, pp. 80-81 ; 
and Testa, Stoict 4ntichi i, pp. 115-116, who takes this to 
be a fragment, and the only one preserved, of the work 
"EAeyxyo. S00 (Diogenes Laertius, vii, 4 [cf. Pearson, op. cit., 
p- 28]). Weische (Cicero und die Neue Akademie, pp. 77-78) 
assumes that Zeno’s argument was directed against the 
* antilogistic method ” of Arcesilaus, for which see note a 
on 1036 a infra. 

o S.V.F. i, frag. 260. See Festa, Stoici Antichi i, p. 14. 
¢ §.V.F. i, frag. 50; ef. Diogenes Laertius, vii, 25 and 

47-48, 
¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 42. 
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(1035) pou KATG TA opbas UTO TOV apxYaiwy etpn eva. Tpia 
yevn TOV rob pirooodou Jewpynyatwv elvat, TO bev 
hoyika Ta O 70uKa TO. be puoucd” elra TovUTwV 
dety tatreaOa®? mpadr 70. pev Ta. Aoyura, devTepa de 
Ta Oka tpita d€ Ta dvoid: Ta&V Sé dvoikdv 

Beéoyatos elvat 6 mepi TOv Oedv Adyos: 610 Kal 
TeXETAS mpoonyopevoay” TAS TOUTOU Tapasodets. - 
aAAa Todtov ye? Tov Acyor, ov eayaTov pyar dety 
TaTrecOat, (ov) mept Oedv, fer mpoTarret kal 
mpoexriOnar TaVTOS nOiKod Cythwaros: ovTE yap rept 
teA@v ovrTeE rept Suxaroovyns OUTE TEpL ayabay Kal 
KaK@v ovre TEplL Yaplov Kal mrauSorpodias OUTE TrEpt 
vOMOU KaL mrohiretas paiverat 70 TApaTrav pbey- 
yopmevos, el pn, Kabdmep of ta Uyndiopata Tats 

5A 9 4 / 3 \ id moAcaw elapépovres tpoypagpovow “Ayabyv Tuyny, 
ovTws Kal’ avtos mpoypawere Tov Ala, tv Eiuap- 
pevyv, thv Ipovorav, 76 ovvexeofar pid dSuvaper 

1 7a 8€ dvoid, . . . devtepa dé 7a HOixa -omitted by g. 
2 Seiv tarrecbar -X, d, v, z, Bs deiv mporarrecBar -a; Set 

mpotatrecba -A, B, y, LH. 
- Bernardakis A 1053 © infra); nyopevcay -Mss. (which | 

despite Plutarch’s later paraphrase may be right, cf. Plato, ) 
Laws 950 E 1-2 and Kaibel, Epigrammata Craeca, no. 258, 7). | 

4 rovrou -X, £3 ToUTWY -all other Mss. ; 
> ye -omitted by z3 ydp -d, v. 
<rov> -Reiske. 7 «ai -omitted by y, E. 

¢ This tripartition of philosophy was frequently ascribed 
to Plato: Cicero, Acad. Post. i, 19; Apuleius, De Platone 
i, 3; Aristocles in Eusebius, Praep. Hvang. xi, 3, 6 (and 
Kusebius himself, 767d. xi, 1, 1); Diogenes Laertius, iii, 56 ; 
Hippolytus, Refutatio i, 18, 2; Augustine, Civ, Dei viii, 4. 
Sextus Empiricus, econ, lee! Plato its originator only 
by implication (Suvduer.) and ascribes its explicit formulation 
before the Stoics to Xenocrates and the Peripatetics (Adv. 
Math. vii, 16; cf. R. Heinze, Xenokrates, pp. 1-2 and frag. 1). 
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place, conformably with the correct statements of the 
ancients, that the philosopher's speculations are of 
three kinds, logical, ethical, and physical*; then 

that of these the logical must be put first, the ethical 
second, and the physical third ® ; and that of physical 
speculations theology must be last, which is why its 
transmission has also been called ‘confirmation.’”’ ¢ 
Yet this very doctrine, theology, which he says must 
be put last he habitually puts first and makes the 
preface to every ethical inquiry, for it is plain to see 
that, be the subject goals or justice or good and evil 
or marriage and child-rearing or law and government, 
he makes no remark about it at all unless in the same 
fashion in which the movers of public decrees prefix 
the phrase “ Good Tortune ”’ 4 he has prefixed Zeus, 
Destiny, Providence, and the statement that the 
universe, being one and finite, is held together by a 

» Cf. Sextus Empiricus, Adv. Math. vii, 22-23 and 
Diogenes Laertius, vii, 39-40, where at the end, however, 
both Chrysippus and Zeno are cited for the order: logic, 
physics, ethics. See on this discrepancy Sextus, Pyrrh. Hyp. 
ii, 13 and Adv. Math. vii, 20-21; Pearson, Fragments, 
pp. 55-57; Pohlenz, Stoa i, pp. 33-34; Goldschmidt, Le 
systéme stoicien, pp. 61-67. 

¢ Cf. S.V.F. ii, frag. 1008. The untranslatable original 
means that vederai, the word for religious “ rites’ or “ in- 
itiatory mysteries,’ is equivalent to reXeutaia, “ final,’ from 
wéAos,.. end” or “ goal.’’ Cf. Plutarch; Quaest., Conviv. 
718 pb (. .. tiv von Kal aldvov dvaw, Hs Bea téAos eati pido- 
cogpias olov énomreia teAerHs) and De Iside 382 v-E (chap. 
77 sub finem with Reiske’s emendation); and Plato, 
Phaedrus 249 c 6-8 and 250 B 5-c 6, where, however, teAe77 
is connected rather with réAeov, “* perfect.” 

4 Cf. W. Larfeld, Handbuch der griechischen Epigraphik 
i (Leipzig, 1907), pp. 437-438 and ii/2 (Leipzig, 1902), pp. 
592-593. 
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1 odevi -X3, gy B. 
: ouypabéera -Cobet (Novae Lectiones, pe S1IS}s ohh 

Bévra (?). 3 éx -omitted by d, v, 
4 wédopev te -Basil. ; peMopev (wéAAowev -X*[or Over era- 

sure], 2, B; péAAwpev -d)? Epwte-MSs., Aldine : péAdopev dpbas 
TL -Pohlenz ; ; cf. Castiglioni, Gnomon, xxvi (1954), pp. 83- 
84. o éy “omitted by AD Bis 

6 <q> -Leonicus. 7 ert =a, Ny By ys Ee 
8 Hrasure between o and e - 
® ovdev -y. 

10 » -omitted by d, v, z 
11 6y -\3(6 over erasure), g, B. 
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single power,?—-none of which can carry any con- 
viction for anyone who has not been thoroughly 
steeped in physical theory. Hear what he says 
about this in the third book on the Gods ?: “ It is 
not possible to discover any other beginning of 
justice or any source for it other than that from 
Zeus and from the universal nature,° for thence 
everything of the kind must have its beginning if we 
are going to have anything to say about good and 
evil.’ Again in his Physical Propositions he says ¢ : 
“For there is no other or more suitable way of 
approaching the theory of good and evil or the 
virtues or happiness (than) from the universal nature 
and from the dispensation of the universe.”’ And 
further on once more: “ For the theory of good and 
evil must be connected with these, since good and 
evil have no better beginning or point of reference 
and physical speculation is to be undertaken for no 
other purpose than for the discrimination of good 
and evil.” According to Chrysippus, then, physical 
theory turns out to be “ at once before and behind ”’ ¢ 
ethics, or rather the whirligig of the arrangement is 
utterly bewildering if the former must be placed 
after the latter, no part of which can be grasped 

¢ §.V.F. ii, frag. 30; ef. ii, frag. 234 and E. Elorduy, 
Die Sozialphilosophie der Stoa, pp. 1-4. 

e Said. dil, frag..326. 
¢ Cf. 1050 a-p infra (S.V.F. ii, frag. 937) and S.V.F. i, 

frag. 555 and ii, frags. 599 and 1076. Identified with Zeus, 
Destiny, and Necessity, the universal nature is essentially 
the creative fire, wip rexvixdv (cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. T74, 1133, 
and 1134). 

4 §.V.F. iii, frag. 68 (p. 17, 3-11); ef. Cicero, De Finibus 
iii, 73 (S.V.F. iii, frag. 282). 

¢ Iliad i, 343; cf. Quaest. Romanae 279 c and An Seni 
Respublica Gerenda Sit 788 &. 
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without it ; and the inconsistency is obvious in the 
man who, while asserting that physics is the begin- 
ning of the theory about good and evil, still orders it 
to be taught not before but after the latter. Still, 
Chrysippus, it may be said, in the treatise on Use af 
Discourse has written® that one taking up logic as 
the first subject i is not to abstain altogether from the 
rest but is to take such part of them also as oppor- 
tunity offers. If anyone say this, his assertion wiil be 
true but will confirm the accusation, for Chrysippus 
is at odds with himself in here ordering theology to 
be taken up as last and terminal, on the ground that 
for this reason it is called “‘ confirmation ”’ also,? and 
elsewhere again saying that part of this too should 
be taken along with the first subjects. In fact, there 
is nothing left of the arrangement, if in all subjects 
part of all will have to be taken ; ; but, what is more, 
after having taken theology to be the beginning of 
the theory of good and evil, his order is not that 
people begin with the former and thence proceed to 
take up ethical theory but that in taking up the 
latter they take such part of the former as oppor- 
tunity offers and then pass to the former from the 
latter, though to the latter he says there is no 
beginning at all or any access apart from the former. 

10. He says * that he does not absolutely reject 
the practice of arguing the opposite sides of a 
question, but he recommends that this be used 

¢ §.V.F. ii, frag. 53 (p. 20, 10-14) and cf. ii, frag. 41. 
> See note ¢ on 1035 a-z supra. 
© +O mpos tavavria . . . avrais Aé~feow etpyxev=S.V.F. ii, 

frag. 197. 

dao -£. 
11 sovTw -X, Z 3 ovrw -all other Mss. 

10 
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1 Kal cuvepyov .. . 6 BovAovrar -omitted by g. 
2 é€pyalopéevas -g, z, B. 
3 H.C. (cf. S. VE. ii, p.15, 25 and-p. 16, 7-9; Wytten- 

bach’s revision of Xylander’s version: ‘“ eosque quasi 
sepimento munire”’); Karaotiyilew -X, g, d, V, 23 Kata- 
ototxilew -all other Mss.; xKatacdadrilew -Pohlenz (llermes, 
Ixxiv [1939], p.9, n. 2); ra ev adrH ororxevoiv, Kal Katacro.xilew 
-Bourgeaud et Roussel, Rev. Ktudes Greeques, Ixxxii (1969), 
pp., 11-75: 

dypu -d, Vv, Z. 
ev Tats “Es d, B. 

eipnka -g. 
aromos -X, £3 arozov -all other mss. 

>7 Ye > / z, ais 
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¢ Arcesilaus and his circle in the Academy (cf. Adv. 
Colotem 1120 c). Arcesilaus (316/15-241/40) succeeded 
Crates of Athens as head of the Academy, the “‘ middle ”’ 
Academy as it was later called because of the sceptical turn 
that he gave to it: ’Apxeaidaos ... 6 Tis péons >Axadnyeias 
Katapéas, mp@Tos emoxwv Tas amopdoes bia Tas evavTioTHTAS 
Tov AOywv. mpa@Tos S€ Kal els ExadTepov emexeipnoe . . . (Dio- 
genes Laertius, iv, 28). See also Sextus, Pyrrh. Hyp. i, 
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cautiously as it is in the court-room not by way of 
putting the case for them but by way of destroying 
their plausibility. ‘‘ For,” he says, “ while that 
practice is incumbent upon those who in all matters 
observe suspension of judgment? and is conducive 
to their purpose, it is, on the contrary, incumbent 
upon those who inculcate knowledge in accordance 
with which we shall live consistently ® to instruct 
their pupils in the principles and to fortify them from 
beginning to end by destroying the plausibility of the 
opposite arguments, just as is done in the court-room 
too, when an opportunity arises to mention them 
also.”’ This he has said in so many words. Now, 
that it is monstrous of him to believe it necessary for 
philosophers to state the opposite argument without 
220 and 232-234; Cicero, Acad. Post. i, 45-46 and Acad. 
Prior. ii, 15, 59, 67, and 103-104, De Finibus ii, 2, and De 
Oratore iii, 67-68 with P. Couissin, Rev. de Philologie, 3 Sér. 
xi (1937), pp. 401-403. Couissin had already shown (Rev. 
Etudes Grecques, xlii [1929], pp. 373-397) how Arcesilaus 
intended his emxetpnous eis Exdrepov to issue in the with- 
holding of assent from each of the opposite theses, the éroy7 
nept mavtwv Which he developed out of Zeno’s own theory in 
his polemics against Zeno (cf. Cicero, Acad. Prior. ii, 76- 
78 and Sextus, Adv. Math. vii, 150-158). Weische, while 
adopting Couissin’s explanation, has recently attempted to 
derive from Peripatetic practice the method of Arcesilaus, 
who before entering the Academy was a pupil of Theo- 
phrastus (Cicero und die Neue Akademie, pp. 13-26, 50-54, 
68-82, 104-111). In the present passage, the source of which 
may be the IIpos 76 ’ApxeotAdou pebddrov (S.V.F. ii, p. 8, 20), 
Chrysippus probably meant his remark about the method of 
Arcesilaus ironically: ‘‘a method appropriate to an ir- 
responsible purpose ’’?; what Plutarch—or the Academics— 
professed to think of Chrysippus’ relation to the work of 
Arcesilaus and what the Stoics thought of it can be seen from 
1037 a infra and from De Comm. Not. 1059 B respectively. 

> See note g on 1033 c supra. 
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¢.In the Catalogue of Lamprias numbers 45 and 156, 
neither of which is extant, are entitled respectively [epi ris 
els Exdtepov émyepnoews BibAia € and Ei maou ovvyyopyréov. 
Pohlenz has suggested (Hermes, Ixxiv [1939], p. 9) that it is 
one of these to which Plutarch here refers. See also number 
198: Ilepi r&v cuvnyopovyTwr. 

> 67. 8 adros .. . SuaBadAew Bovdropéevois=S.V.F. ii, frag. 
32: 

¢ Iliad vi, 407. Cf. Cicero, Acad. Prior. ii, 87-88 where 
the Stoics are said to complain ‘ ab eo [scil. Chrysippo] 
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putting the case for it but after the fashion of 
barristers maltreating it like contenders for victory 
and not strivers after the truth, this retort has been 
made to him in other writings?; but that he has 
himself in not a few but in many places © maintained 
arguments the opposite of those which he approves 
and has done so with such vigour, zeal, and con- 
tentiousness that to discern his opinion is not within 
the competence of everyone,—this surely is what 
the Stoics themselves mean by their admiration of 
the man’s cleverness and by their belief that Car- 
neades says nothing original but attacks the argu- 
ments of Chrysippus by basing himself upon those to 
the contrary which Chrysippus devised and that in the 
aside which Carneades often utters, “‘ Hapless thou 
art and thy strength will destroy thee,’ ¢ he refers 
to Chrysippus as giving to those who wish to upset and 
discredit his doctrines large means with which to 

armatum esse Carneaden.”” In De Comm. Not. 1059 & 
Carneades’ simile of the self-devouring octopus is applied to 
the dialectic of Chrysippus, of whom the Stoics had just 
been said (1059 B-c) to boast that his replies to the arguments 
of Arcesilaus had providentially forestalled those of Car- 
neades. In a sense different from that here imputed by the 
Stoics to Carneades’ use of Jliad vi, 407 the latter is said 
(Diogenes Laertius, iv, 62) to have acknowledged that he 
owed all his suecess to the works which Chrysippus had 
composed for him to refute, for this is the meaning of his 
verse, ef 7} yap Hv Xpvaunzos, otk av Hv eyw, a parody of that 
other famous tribute to Chrysippus, e¢ yu yap Fv Xpvaurmos, 
ovK av qv Lroa (Diogenes Laertius, vii, 183). For a good 
general account of Carneades (ca. 214/13-129/28), called 
the founder of the “ third’ Academy, see Robin, Pyrrhon, 
pp. 71-129; cf. also B. Wisniewski, Harneades Fragmente - 
Text und Kommentar, Wroclaw/Warszawa/Krakéw, 1970 
(Archiwum Filologiczne, xxiv), which is inadequate, how- 
ever, and to be used with caution. 
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® mi 8€ tots Kata oureias . . . padraxwrepov=S8.V.F. ) 
ii, frag. 109 (p. 33, 31-37). - Cf. Cicero, Acad. Prior) uyie | 
and 87 (S.V.F. ii, p. 34, 8-21) and especially “‘ ipsum sibi | 
respondentem inferiorem fuisse”’ of § 87 with Plutarch’s | 
evdeeaTEpos yeyovev abrod . .. paraxatepov. Besides Adyou 
mapa Tas ovvnbetas a’ (S. V.F’. ii, p. 6, 14), probably concerned 
with violations of linguistic usage and so irrelevant here, 
Diogenes Laertius (vii, 198=S.V.F. ii, p. 8, 22-23) lists 
among the writings of Chrysippus a work in six books xara 
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attack him. On the subject of his publications 
against common experience @ they go so far in their 
vainglory and boastfulness as to assert that the 
arguments of all the Academics together rolled into 
one are not worth comparing with those that Chrysip- 
pus composed to discredit the senses. While that is 
another sign of the ignorance or the self-conceit of 
those who say so, this is true, that, when later he 
desired to speak on the side of common experience 
and the senses, he fell short of his own achievement 
and the second treatise was feebler than the first. 
So he is in conflict with himself ®: while prescribing 
that the opposite side always be cited along with an 
indictment of its falsity and without putting the case 
for it, yet he is more clever as a prosecutor than as a 
defender of his own doctrines ; and, while exhorting 

others to beware of arguments for opposite sides of a 
question on the ground that they divert the appre- 
hension,° yet he does himself more eagerly construct 
arguments that destroy apprehension than argu- 

Ths ovvyfeias and another in seven zepi (inép -Cobet) ris 
curnfeias and before this (vii, 183) cites Sotion as stating 
that Chrysippus was associated with Arcesilaus and Lacydes 
in the Academy &’ jy airiav Kal Kata THs cuvnbeias Kal iTEp 
aiths emexeipnoe (a story rejected by Bréhier, Chrysippe, p. 
11; but see von Arnim, £.-E. iii [1899], col. 2502, 43 fi. 
and Pohlenz, Stoa i, p. 29). For ouv#Gea in this semi- 
technical sense in which it was attacked by the Sceptics and 
the Academics and defended by the Stoics see Epictetus, 
Diss. 1, xxvii, 15-21 and A. Bonhéffer, Epictet und die Stoa, 
pp. 8 and 129-130. 

» wor adrov €auT® pdxecOar .. . SuvapiKwrépwv epwrnudrwv 
(1036 © infra)=S.V.F. ii, frag. 270. 

* For the role of xaraAnyus in Stoic epistemology see 
Cicero, Acad. Post. i, 40-42 and Acad. Prior. ii, 145; Sextus, 
Adv. Math. vii, 151-152 and viii, 397-399. 
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1036 Jes \ > los / p Meee ee ma 9 (1036) refevta tous avaipobvTas. Kaitou avros’ oTt TobT 
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of ~ ~ nw > 7 

vevTat TADTA, Kal bo Tov Meyapucav EPOTN LAT WV 
TEPLO TI [LEVOL Kal tm addAwv meroveny Kau Ouvapi- 
KW@TEPwV epuTnparoy. fr Toews av ouv" muloiny 
TOV UTWIK@V El TA Meyapuca epwTnpara Ouvapue 
KwTEpO. voutCovory elvat TOv tro Xpusiz TOV KOTO 

| 

THIS cuvnbetas ev c€ PiPAious yeypappevwy. 7 
i} TOUTO Tap: avTou Xpvoinmov d<t muvbdveobar ; 

oxoTe. yap ola mept tot Meyapixot Adyou ye- 
> ~ \ / / cf 10 «6 el ypapev ev TH rept Adyou Xprhocws ovtTws*’: “ otdov 
/ \ 9 \ A / / \ Te oupPéBnke Kat emt Tod UtTirAawvos oyou Kat 

1 gdros -Bernardakis ; advo -g ; omitted by other ss. 
2 évavtiov -A1(, . . ous -X3), 
3 Jrodexréov -X%(e1 over ex erased), g, d, v. 
4 <ra> -Pohlenz; ampoo<aK7eov> -Reiske ; m™poa<eTea> 

-Wyttenbach (assuming tzodexréov instead of the correct 
vmodetxtéov preceding). 5 Kal 7 -d, V, Z. 

6 X2(last © Over erasure eur, 1S mepromaadevras (si: arene 
abevras 7) -all other mss. 7 Reiske; ovdé -MSS. 

Kar thy -&4, d, v, Zz, B; fone -erased by X%, omitted by 
g i THY -omitted by Cee Wes Mee 

ody -omitted by A, B, y, E. 
10 odros ct over erasure), g, omitted by z 

* Hdéws av. . ypayutrar 8.3 Pil?) it; frit 109 (pp. 33, | 
58-34, 2):3' efe. VE. ii, p. 8, 22 and note a on 1036 c supra. 
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ments that confirm it. That he does fear this very 
thing, however, he clearly shows himself in the 
fourth book on Ways of Living, where he writes as 
follows: “ The opposite arguments and the plausi- 
bilities on opposite sides are to be exhibited not at 
random but with care lest the hearers be diverted by 
them and actually lose hold of their apprehensions 
because they cannot understand the solutions ade- 
quately and have their apprehensions insecurely, 
since the very people who apprehend in accordance 
with common experience both sensible objects and the 
other things that depend on the senses easily give 
these up when diverted by the dialectical ques- 
tions of the Megarians or by others more numer- 
ous and more cogent.’ Well then, I should like to 
have the Stoics tell me whether they consider the 
Megarian questions to be more cogent than those 
against common experience which Chrysippus com- 
posed in six books.“ Or should this question be put 
to Chrysippus himself? For look at the kind of 

. things he has written about the Megarian reasoning 
in his treatise on Use of Discourse, to wit °: “‘ Some- 
thing of the kind has happened also in the case of 
Stilpo’s reasoning and that of Menedemus,° for, 

°S.V.F. ii, frag. 271 and Doéring, Afegariker, frag. 
186. 

° Stilpo (ca. 380-300), third head of the Megarian school, 
was in Athens about 320. Zeno studied with him for a while 
(cf. Diogenes Laertius, ii, 114 and 120; vii, 2 and 24; and 
S.V.F. i, frag. 11); and so also did Menedemus of Eretria 
(ca. 339/37-—265/63), founder of the Eretrian school and 
statesman, who for political reasons later became a bitter 
enemy of Persaeus, the pupil of Zeno. On Stilpo see Kk. 
Praechter, &.-., Zweite Reihe iii/2 (1929), cols. 2525, 23- 
2533, 20; and on Menedemus see K. von Fritz, 7?.-/7. xv/1 
(1931), cols. 787, 54-794, 8. 
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EveoOnoU' apodpa yap Emi codia ‘yevomevwv 
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adta@v evdogwv, viv eis dvetdos attadv 6 ddyos 
4 ~ . ~ 
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> ats | / oy , > 
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exovrTas Opws dddias fu Twas TEptoTmMdowow aT 

~ rr b) \ 4 ~ / 4 THs KatadAnpews atdros b€, TooadTa PiPAia ypadwv 
KaTa THS ovvnbeias, ols 6 Te avedpes® mpooeOynkKas, 
e , , r \ 3 4 3 brepBaréobat diAdotipovpevos tov “ApxeaiAaov, ov- 
déva TOV EevTvyxavovTwy emitapakew mpoacdoKn- 
cas; ovde yap yudots ypHrat Tots Kata THS*® avV- 

, > , > A iA ’ / A 

nOeias emtyeipnuaow, adda wonep ev Sikn peta 
maGous’ twos cuverimacywv pwpodoyety te ToA- 
Adkis A€yer Kal KevoKoTeiv.” iva Tolvuy pnd avTip- 
pyow amoArinn tod Tavavria A€yew, ev pev Tals 

A / ~ i £6 b, \ @Mvoixais Odcect tattTa yéeypadev: “ €otar dé Kal 
KatadapuBdvovtdas Tt mpos TavayTia emiyeipety THY 
evotoav auvynyopiayv movovpévous® mote 6 ovdETE- 

w 
1 Tov -£. 
2 Wyitenbach (but conjecturing 7d pev . . . 70 8€ for 

Tay pev... Tv b€)3 Taxvrepov -X1, d, v, 2; maxyvrepov -X? 
and all other mss. (cf. Apelt, Philologus, Ixii [1903], p. 287 : 
TOV ev TaxUTEpov THY 8’.. .). 5 eudavas -g. 

4H. C.; épya -mss.; efra -Reiske. 
5 E33 6ére av evpos -23 7 avedpa -X}, d, v3 Twa vetipa -X%, 

@3 7. avedpes -a, A, B, y, Bs: ef tu avetpes -Turnebus; rw’ 

avatpoovra -Apelt (Philologus, lxii [1903], pp. 287-288). 
6 zs -omitted by a, A, B, y, E. 
7 Badous -Pohlenz, thus giving precisely the wrong sense, 

‘‘ serenity ”’ or “ placidity ” (cf. L. and S., Addenda, p. 2056 
s.v. Babds; F. Zucker, Philologus, xciii [1938/39], pp. 34 
and 44); for pera maovs here cf. Plutarch, Brutus xxxiv, 
2=999 F. 

8 xavoxoreiv -g!, corrected with e superscribed over a. 
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though they had become very highly esteemed for 
skill, their reasoning has now redounded to their 
disgrace, some parts of it being considered clumsy 
and others manifest sophistry. What, my dear 
sir, these arguments, which you deride and for their 
glaring defectiveness call the disgrace of their pro- 
pounders, these you still fear may divert people from 
their apprehension but that you would yourself 
disturb any of your readers by writing against 
common experience so many books,? where in your 
ambition to outdo Arcesilaus you added whatever you 
had invented, this you did not expect? Of course 
not, for it is not merely the dialectical arguments 
against common experience that he employs either, 
but as if carried away by emotion in a law-suit he 
frequently exclaims with a kind of passion that it 
talks nonsense and is idle chatter. Then, to leave no 
possibility of denying that he contradicts himself, he 
has in his Physical Propositions written this ¢: “ Even 
when they have a definite apprehension it will be 

. possible to argue to the contrary by making out such 
a case as the subject permits and sometimes to state 

* Cf. Cicero, Acad. Prior. ii, 75, where Stilpo, Diodorus, 
and Alexinus are called ‘‘ minutos .. . quorum sunt contorta 
et aculeata quaedam oodicuara,”’ and Diogenes Laertius, ii, 
120 where Stilpo’s dialogues are called “ frigid.”’ In 6 Adyos 
mepiterpamra: there is a double pun: upon the argument 
called zepitpo7y, “* reversal,” and upon their “‘ reasoning ”’ 
which was the reason for their “ reputation.” 

» adros Sé, Tocatra BiBAla ypddwv . . . Kevoxonetv=N. V1. 
ii, frag. 109 (p. 34, 2-7). The subject of pwpodroyetv and 
Kevoxo7ety (for which cf. Kéms and Acme, i [1945], p. 324) 
is, as Amyot saw, cuv7Oecav. Sidr, frag. 128. 

9 A3(ovs over erasure), g ; motovpevos -d, Vv, Z, a, Al{s 
changed to y) ; mrovovpevor -B, y, KH, B 
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C LAA. > a \ 10 4 r , et > aAN’ exetvo. prev ovd€tepov KatadapuBavorvtes ets 

EKATEPOV” emLXEetpotaw, Ws el TL’ KaTaANTTOV €c- 
8 oo” ” / "A / , e A 

TW oUTWS av povws H padiora KaTadnypw EeauTis 
\ > J / 4 f e ~ Thv adAnfevav Tapexovoay. ov d€, 0 KaTNYOpav 

EKEVwV, avTOS TE’ TavavTia ypadwy ols KaTadap- 

Pavers rept’? THs ovvnbeias ETépous TE" TOTO TroL- 
A 3 , 

ely PETA GUVNVYOPLAS TPOTPETTOMEVOS, EV AXPHOTOLS 
~ “ ~ lan , / 

kat BAaBepots opodoye’s TH Tod Adyou duvaper 
VA e \ A / 4 @ xpwpevos 70 diAotiutas veavievecUar. 

1 X(s possibly added by X3), g, E, Aldine, Basil. ; xara- 
Aap Bavovra -all other mss. 

2 Rh. M. Jones (cf. evoicay supra); ovta -MSS. 9 
3 X3(4 over erasure), g, E; advais -all other mss. (ad7” 

-a, A, y). 
4 Pohlenz (cf. Hermes, Ixxiv [1939], p. 9, n. 2)3 ouvy- 

yevetav -MSS. 
5 Emperius (Op. Philol., p. 340); 8é -mss.; deleted by 

Bernardakis. 
6 érepov -X, g, d. 
7 ef 7 -Meziriac (** si quid possit pereipi’’ -Xylander’s 

translation) ; éore -Mss. 
8 gorw . . . mapéxouvcay -omitted by E with 1} lines blank, 
® re -omitted by E. 
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the possibilities on either side, though they have an 
apprehension of neither ”’ ; and yet in his treatise on 
the Use of Discourse, after having said that the 
faculty of reason must not be used for inappropriate 
ends just as weapons must not either, he has added 
this statement ¢: “ It must be used for the discovery 
of truths and for their organization, not for the 
opposite ends, though this is what many people do.” 
By “ many people ” he probably means those who 
suspend judgment. They frame arguments on 
either side, however, without having an apprehension 
of either, their notion being that, if anything is 
apprehensible, only or especially in this way would 
the truth yield an apprehension of itself¢; but you 
who denounce them, when on the subject of common 
experience you write the opposite to what you 
apprehend and exhort others to do this with a show 
of making out a case, you do yourself confess that 
from ambition you are showing off by using the 
faculty of reason in ways unprofitable and harmful. 

¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 129. 
® See note a on 1036 a supra. 
¢ Cf. Cicero, Acad. Prior. ii, 7 (“‘. . . neque nostrae dis- 

putationes quicquam aliud agunt nisi ut in utramque partem 
dicendo eliciant . . . aliquid quod aut verum sit ...’’) and 
Tusc. Disp. ii, 9 (“. . . in contrarias partis disserendi.. . 
quod aliter non posset quid in quaque re veri simile esset 
inveniri ...’’), which resemble more closely the reason here 
imputed by Plutarch to the Academics in defence of their 
method than do such passages as De Primo Frigido 955 c, 
De Defectu Orac. 431 a, and Quaest. Conviv. 700 8 (Schroeter, 
Plutarchs Steliung zur Skepsis, pp. 40-41; cf. De Lacy, 
Class. Journ., xlix [1953/54], pp. 82-85). 

10 zapa -d, z.- 
11 +e -omitted by E; 8é -z. 
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Neyer prev . . . KAesns -omitted by g 
<...> -added by Meziriac. 
ey se. Ay Wi H's Ge pu} -all other mss.; [Sé] -Turnebus ; 

Kat 7 -Reiske ; 3 ye pn -Wyttenbach. 
® mpoarager. Er. -X, £, A, V, Z a, Bs; apoordfed tu -A, B, 

y, E. 10 rapadnyu -g, at 

1 xarépya -X(corrected with @w superscript -X*). 
2 dvvara -B. 3 dvOpwros -omitted by d, v, z. 
: py -omitted by E. 
> 70 p71) -d, v. 
6 
7 

8 

* 8. VF. iii, frags 520. -Cf.. Pohienz, Stoa-ii, pia 
and Kidd, Class. Quart., N.S. v (1955), p. 193, n. 10, both 
of whom cite S.V.F. iii, frag. 519 against Plutarch’s argu- 
ment in this chapter. For the relation of voyos and caropOwpa 
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11. Right action, they say,* is what law prescribes 
and wrong what it prohibits ; that is why the law has 
many prohibitions for the base but no prescriptions, 
for they are incapable of right action. And who does 
not know, then, that for one incapable of right action 
it is impossible not to go wrong? So they reduce the 
law to the inconsistency of prescribing what people 
are incapable of doing and prohibiting what they 
cannot avoid, for the man who cannot be sober cannot 
help being intemperate and the man who cannot be 
sensible cannot help being foolish. Yet they them- 
selves say ® that those who pronounce a prohibition 
say one thing, prohibit another, and prescribe a 
third : for example, he who says “ do not steal ”’ says 
just this, “ do not steal,’’ but he prohibits (stealing 
and prescribes) not stealing. The law, then, would 
not be prohibiting the base anything without also 
prescribing. Furthermore, they say* that the 
physician’s prescription to his pupil to cut and 
cauterize is given with ellipsis of the phrase “in due 
time and measure ”’ and the musician’s to play the 
lyre and sing with ellipsis of the phrase “ in tune and 
in time ” ; that is why the pupils who have performed 
see 1041 a-B infra (S.V.F. iii, frag. 297) and S.V.F. iii, 
frag. 502 ; and besides these for xaropAwua, which, as being 
not merely “‘ appropriate ’’ but also motivated by right inten- 
tion, is possible only for the sage, since such intention 
implies integral virtue, which is the result of having appre- 
hended the laws of life as a whole, see S.V.F. iii, frags. 11, 
13, 494, 498, 500 (cf. Festugieére, Class. Phil., xviii [1953], 
p. 238, n. 2), 501, and 517; van Straaten, Panétius, pp. 195- 
197; Kidd, Class. Quart., N.S. v (1955), pp. 186-187. 

> S.V.F. ii, frag. 171. Cf. Mates, Stoic Logic, p. 11, n. 6. 
© Kal Tov latpov ... mpoordypata Toatr’ etvac=S.V.F. iii, 

frag. 521. Of this only tov tarpov . . . od« dp9ads esolnoay is 
a paraphrase of what the Stoics said and so a “‘ fragment.” 
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Ta paAniuv -X1, g. 
2 ws -omitted by z, deleted by Meziriac and Reiske; 

transposed after yap -H. (Sycs ; retained by Pohlenz, who with 
lig pgs changes yap to pev. 

3 dpbds otk -£- 4 av -X\3%(x erased), g. 
5 uésov . . . KatopOwua -Madvig (Adversaria Critica i, 

p. 667); Kardp8wyua mpoordtrwy ov péoov (wéowy -X, g, d; 
péya -2) -MSS. 

6 Nylander ; péya -Mss. 7 za -omitted by g. 
8 atrod -n, KE. ® @ -£. 

10 xxdors (twice) -Turnebus 3 éyxAuais -MSS. 
ALE. Cas: Ka Be evAdBeva> -von Arnim; <ddopuys yap éorv 

eldos: 7 8 cone Been Kat aurov> -Pohlenz. 
12. X, E; ddoyos -g3 Kal evAoyos -d, v, a, A, y, B: nat 7 

evAoyos -B, Z 

* The Stoic sage, being infallible (cf. e.g. S.V.F. iii, frag. 
548), knows that the non-wise cannot perform right action ; 
and so he would not prescribe it. What he prescribes and 
holds a servant responsible for, therefore, can only be “ in- 
termediate’ actions. For this term and concept in Stoic 
ethics cf. S. V.F. i, frag. 231 and iii, frags. 494, 496, 498, 515, 
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inartistically and poorly are chastised, for “ cor- 
rectly ’’ was implied in the prescription and they 
performed incorrectly. Well then, the sage also in 
prescribing some word or action to his servant whom 
he chastises if it is not performed at the right time 
and as it should be is clearly prescribing intermediate 
action and not right action ¢ ; but, if sages prescribe 
intermediate actions to the base, what prevents the 
contents of the law too from being prescriptions of 
that kind? What is more, he holds,® as he has written 
in his treatise on Law, that impulse in man is reason 
prescriptive of action for him. Well then, repulsion 
is prohibitive reason and so is avoidance <¢, at least 
when it is rational (for it is opposite to conation) ; 
and caution is according to him) rational avoidance.° 

522; Hirzel, Untersuchungen, ii, p. 45, n. 1 (on p. 46); and 
Bonhoffer, Die Ethik .. ., PP. 208-212. 

> i.e. Chrysippus does. xai piv... 4 evAaBodvrar= 8. WF, 
iii, frag. 175 (though the “‘ fragment” is really only % 
ope) . . . Tod moveiv). Plutarch, having just proved that 
contrary to the Stoic assertion the law on Stoic principles 
can contain positive prescriptions for the base, now proceeds 
in similar fashion to show that it can contain prohibitions 
for the sage, although the Stoics deny this too (cf. S.V.F. 
lii, frags. 519 and 590). 

¢ For this Stoic definition of caution (edAaBeva) cf. S. VF. 
iii, frags. 275 (p. 67, 42-43), 431 (p. 105, 18-19), 432 (p. 105, 
29), 411, and 438 (p. 107, 10-14). In the last two places fear 
is defined as irrational avoidance, so that the avoidance 
which Plutarch here says is prohibitive reason must be 
limited to that which is evAoyos. That it is prohibitive 
would follow from the fact that, avoidance being the con- 
trary of conation (dpeéis, of. Simplicius, in Epicteti Ench. 
i, 1=8a [p. 17, 2-4, Schweighaeuser =p. 4, 25-28, Diibner]) 
and conation rational impulse or a species of it (S. VF. iil, 
p. 115, 38-39 and p. 40, 8-9), impulse itself, as has just been 
said, is according to Chrysippus Adyos mpootatixds. ‘The 
Stoics used dpyij—and so also ddopyxj—in wider and nar- 
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B ovdev €OTL XpnouLov KAT avrovs. KaL env ove 
OlKELov ovdE AppdoTTOV ovdeV® clvar TH havAw dyaiv 
> , «6 A b>) \9 \ ~ \ > / > / 

ev tovTois: “‘ KaTa TAUTA’ dE TH pev aoTeiw adrdo- 

1 dmrayopeuTiKos €ariv -E. 

: oood -F. 

3 Kal €repov . . . 6 Tod cofod -omitted by d. 
4 dmayopeutiKos Tots aodpois tod moety -g (cf. Pohlenz- ; 

Westman, Jforalia vi/2, pp. 225-226 and p. 230). | 
> @ moveiv -B. 

8 tov padrov -X »g,d,v,z,B; trav davawy -all other mss. 
? mepl -d, v, z ies 1068 a infra); tv -all other mss. ; 

Tp TOV -Reiske. 

© ovdev -omitted by B 
® xaTa Tava (Taira -d, v, z)-\, g, B3; Kaz’ adra -all other 

MSS. 

rower senses (cf. S.V.F. iii, frag. 169), and it is only as 
occurring in rational animals (cf. Tob avOpwrov in Plutarch’s 
citation of Chrysippus here) that it is defined as ddyos 
TpOOTATLKOS KTA. 

@ Cf. Cicero, Tusc. Disp. iv, 13=S8.V.F. iii, p. 107, 11-12. 
o> Cf. S.V.F. iii, frags. 316, 613, and 614. 
¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 674 (p. 168, 27-36). Cf. De Comm. Not. 

1068 a-c and Seneca, Epistle ix, 14 (both quoted in S.V.F. 
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And consequently caution is prohibitive reason for 
the sage, since to be cautious is characteristic of 

sages and not of the base.* If, then, the sage’s 
reason is one thing and the law another, the caution 
that sages have is reason in conflict with law ; but, 
if law is nothing other than the sage’s reason,? it 
turns out that law does prohibit sages from doing 
things of which they are cautious. 

12. Chrysippus says ° that to the base nothing is 
serviceable and that there is nothing for which the 
base man has any use or need. After stating this in 
the first book concerning Right Actions he says later 
on that both utility and gratification extend to the 
intermediates,? none of which according to the Stoics 
is serviceable. Moreover, that nothing is either 

congenial ¢ or appropriate to the base man he states 
in these words: “ As nothing is repugnant to the 

iii, frag. 674) and Shorey’s concise explanation with his 
references in Class. Phil., vi (1911), pp. 477-478. 

¢ Cf. De Comm. Not. 1068 ©. For 7a péoa, “ inter- 
mediates,” see the references in note a, page 450 supra, and 
for edypnotia ef. evxpnoros in De Comm. Not. 1066 8, 1068 a, 
1070 a; edypnorjpara in Cicero, De Finibus iii, 69; and 
Porphyry, De Abstinentia iii, 20 (p. 210, 6-7 [Nauck]) : 
.. . <7O> THs Whereas, Hv evxpnoriay obro. A€éyovaw,.. . 

¢ For the Stoic theory of ofxeiwars and its terminology see 
the concise note by M. H. Fisch in A.J.P., lviii (1937), 
pp. 149-150, the excursus by Grumach, Physis und Agathon, 
pp. 76-77, the articles by C. O. Brink in Phronesis, i (1955/ 
1956), pp. 123-145 (especially pp. 123-124 and 139-144) and 
H.S.C.P. \xiii (1958), pp. 193-198, and those by S. G. 
Pembroke in Problems in Stoicism ed. A. A. Long (London, 
1971), pp. 114-149 and by G. B. Kerferd in Bulletin of the 
John Rylands University Library, lv, No. 1 (1972), pp. 177- 
196. With S.V.F. iii, frag. 178 compare the theory of A. N. 
Whitehead summarized by Morton White, The Age of 
Analysis (Boston, 1955), p. 87. 
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panre Karctay KAKLGS 7 apapriay apaptias vTEp- 
/ dae) A 

é€xovoay <ivat pT apeTay aperijs 7 karoplwow 
KaTophacews: os’ ye dnow ev 7TH Tpitw Tept 
Dicews: “dorep TH Ak mpoorKer cepvdvecbat 
Pe ie e as \ ans ; \9 / A / ’ 

ep avTm® TE Kal TO Piw Kai” péya Ppovety Kat, ec 
1 O¢€ satonted by g (the preceding pev Superscript above 

doreiy). 2 olketov ovdev -£. 
5 v7) Ata -Reiske; (Siw -d, v, 2; ¢(Sda -all other sss. (du- 

ouK@ Kal 7HOK®d (dla -Z) 3 <7a> tira -. G. Bury (cf. RK. West- 
man, Acta Acad. Aes Hum., xxiv, 2 [1959], pp. 3-4; 
but for droxvatew without object sce 1043 u infra and 
Moralia 628 c and 961 c). 

4 wxewoacba -Z 3 wKeimoat -d, V, Z. 
5 adbtovs -d, Vv. 6 Pohlenz ; «ai -MSS. 
7 6s-d,v,zZ3 6s... Dicews -omitted by g3; os -all other 

MSS. 
8M eziriac én’ avT®@ -MSS. 
9 Kal Lonitted by g, B. 

* S.Vi Fi, frag179. 
> S.V.F. ii, frag. 724; of. Cicero, De Nat. Deorum ii, 129. 
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decent man, in the same way nothing is congenial to 
the base, since the latter property is good and the 
former bad.’”’ Why then again in every book of 
physics, yes and of morals too, does he keep writing 
ad nauseam that from the moment of birth we have 
a natural congeniality to ourselves, to our members, 
and to our own offspring?@ In the first book con- 
cerning Justice he says ® that even the beasts have 
been endowed with congeniality to their offspring in 
proportion to its need, except in the case of fishes, 
for their spawn is nourished of itself. Yet there is 
neither sensation in subjects for which no object is 
sensible nor congeniality in those to which nothing 
is congenial, for congeniality seems to be sensation 
or perception of what is congenial.¢ 

13. This doctrine is a consequence, however, of 
their fundamental principles; and Chrysippus, 
though he has written much to the contrary, clearly 
adheres to the proposition that there is no greater 
and less either in vice and wrong-doing or in virtue 
and right action.¢ In fact, he says in the third book 
concerning Nature ®: “ As it befits Zeus to glory in 
himself and in his way of life and to be haughty and, 

Oy: Porphyry, De Abstinentia iii, 19 (p. 209, 9-5 
[Nauck]) : Tots dé ovfev & ear aicOnrov, ovTws 5€ ovde adAAGT prov 

. Kal yap oikenwoews maons Kal addoTpiwcews apxn To aioba- 
veobac. See also S. G. Pembroke in Problems in Stoicism, 
p. 118; and for the term ayriAndus cf. O. Luschnat, Pro- 
legomena ii (1953), pp. 32-33. 

4 Cf. S.V.F. iii, frags. 595, 527-529, and 531-533. From 
this it follows that there can be nothing bad about the good 
man (and so nothing repugnant) and nothing good about 
the base (and so nothing congenial). 

¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 526. Cf. De Comm. Not. 1076 a-B; 
Stobaeus, Hel. ii, pp. 98, 14-99, 2 (Wachsmuth); S.V.F. 
iii, frag. 764. 
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 bipauxety -a, A, B, y, E, Bs davyeiv te -n. 
2 ryv -omitted by we B, Yr KE. 
3 TavuTt 7a -X, ee B; = TavTa Ta -d, Ves TavuTa -Z 3 3 TavTt “dy A, 

y, E; ravro -B. 

4 adris -X*(s added in erasure), g, d, v, 2; adrq -all other 
SS. 

5: Tédos -y, ni, 44, Tolet. 51,: 5. 
6 gitav -X, Zz, EK (cf. 1040 c infra); adrdv -a, A, Bs ys B; 

avTo “8; d, v3 aura -Stephanus (cf. 1043 B afra: é& 7@ 
rept trav Av avta aipeTady). 

7 Reiske (cf. 1040 c infra); évrws -X 3 dvrwy -all other 
MSS. 

8 Kal Kaha -2. 
9 xadov Kal ayabov -X, g. 
° ayabov -omitted by g. 
11 girnv -X%, g, Zz, Es adrq (or adri) -all other mss. 
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if it must be said, to carry his head high and plume 
himself and boast, since he lives in a way worth 
boasting about, so does this befit all good men, since 
they are in no wise surpassed by Zeus.” Yet again 
in the third book concerning Justice he says himself @ 
that justice is annulled by those who set up pleasure 
as a goal but not by those who call it only a good. 
Here is his statement verbatim: “ For, if it is held 
to be a good but not a goal and if the fair too is 
among the things that are of themselves objects of 
choice, we could perhaps preserve justice by main- 
taining that the fair and just is a greater good than 
pleasure.” If, however, only the fair is good, the 
man who declares pleasure to be good errs, to be 
sure, but errs less than the one who makes it a goal 
as well, for the latter annuls justice but the former 
preserves it and by the doctrine of the latter society 
is over and done for but the former Jeaves room for 
goodness and humaneness.* Further, while I pass 
over his remark in the treatise on Zeus that “ the 

* What follows is repeated in 1040 c infra; and the 
words of Chrysippus are paraphrased in De Comm. Not. 
1070 p. The three passages are given by von Arnim as 
S.V.F. iii, frag. 23 (p. 8, 10-21). 

> As the Stoics maintained: cf. 1039 c and S.V.F. iii, 
frags. 30-32. 

¢ Cf. Cicero, De Officiis iii, 118 (‘‘ Iustitia vacillat vel 
iacet potius omnesque eae virtutes quae in communitate 
cernuntur et in societate generis humani.. .”) and Acad. 
Prior. ii, 140 (S.V.F. iii, p. 7, 37-ff.¥. According to the 
Stoics ypnordorys and evxowwvyoia are Subdivisions of 8:xaro- 
ovvn (S.V.F. iii, frag. 264) and so would be involved in its 
annulment. 
= — ee  —eeeeeeEeEeeeeeeeeeeeeeSeSSESSeSFSFSsSess 

12 $é -omitted by a, A. 
13 Wyttenbach; 6 7 -\, g,d,v,z; @ 87 -a, A, B, y, EB; 

& 87 -b. 14 éy 7@ -omitted by FE. 
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aKovoa, TOU Ta Tpia Téecoapa [un|* etvar TeAEwWs”: 
\ > / / ¢ A ~ iA > —rwa" éudaiver pvypiav 6 61a TMV TovovTwy én- 

a > A a heaee] / a 

aueEly TLVaS EyXELpaY Kal eyKapualev.’** Opota 6 
Ww f & ] lan! / “~ 

ElpnTa ToUTOLS Ev TH TPiTW TEDL Hedy: “ ete yap 
> ) \ ¢¢ \ > / BU ee / \13 otpat”’ dyat ‘‘ Tous emratveus’” adAoTtpiwceabat kata 
1 Guparwv -£. 2 aiKpos -a- 
3 ev 7H -omiited by B. 4 Wyttenbach ; olxefov -Mss. 
5 gore Ta <p> . . . -H. C.3 dort ta mpoevexPevra (mpoa- 

vexOévra -2) -MSS.3; eoti Tw’ amompoaybév7a -Pohlenz (llermes, 
Ixxiv [1939], p. 10,n.1); but the examples given are actions 
KaTa Tas aperas and so cannot be dmompoayGévra (cf. S. VF. 
iii, p. 29, 31-38). For the meaning of zpoeveybévra here see 
Plutarch, Pelopidas 289 a and Aristotle, Categories 4a 12. 

§ ofov -omitted by y, n, FE, Tolet. 51, 5. 
7 & vac. 4 watws -d, V, Zz. 
8 [...] -deleted by Wyttenbach. 
® Aéyovtos -Wilamowitz: teAdws <te> -Pohlenz. 

10 siya -X, 23 Tiva (Or twa) -all other mss. 
11 eéyeapudtew -X*(e. over erasure), g, 33 eyKwpialwy -all 

other mss. 
12 eraivous ... cupPawovtTwmv -omitted by y and added at 

foot of column but with omission of «ara. 
13 kara -omitted by y (see preceding note on ézaivous), n, 

BK, Tolet. 51, 5. 

¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 226. Cf. Cicero, De Finibus iii, 48 
(S.V.F. iii, p. 142, 19-20); and for the sense in which this 
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virtues wax and expand ”’ *—for I would not give the 
impression of cavilling at words, although Chrysippus 
attacks Plato and the rest tooth and nail in this 
way—, yet by his injunction not to praise every act 
performed in accordance with virtue he indicates that 
there is some difference in right actions. This is 
what he says in the treatise on Zeus®: “ For, 
although deeds done in accordance with the virtues 
are congenial, even among these there are those that 
are not) cited as examples, such as courageously 
extending one’s finger and continently abstaining 
from an old crone with one foot in the grave and 
hearing without precipitate assent that three is 
exactly four © ;—one who undertakes to praise and 
eulogize people by means of such examples gives 
evidence of a kind of insipidity.”” A similar state- 
ment is made in the third book on the Gods. “ For 
furthermore I think,” he says,@ “* that there would be 

was meant cf. Seneca, /pistle Ixxiv, 28. For the meta- 
phorical use of d:afatvw see Plutarch’s reference to another 
statement by Chrysippus (S.V.F. ii, p. 32, 14-15) and 
Plutarch himself, De Vitando Aere Alieno 829 ¥. 
ee ill, frag.’ 211. 
° dmpomrwaia is the disposition of withholding assent until 

a clear apprehension is present but only so long (S.V.F. ii, 
frags. 130 and 131 [p. 39, 22-23 and p. 40, 9-16]). The 
present example must be a case of withholding assent which, 
though right, recuires no more exertion of this virtue than 
the abstention from an old crone requires of éyxpdreva. Such 
would be deliberate reserve of assent when presented with a 
statement so obviously false that in De Comm. Not. 1078 a it 
is given as an extreme example of the inconceivable. 

¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 212. In De Comm. Not. 1061 a this 
quotation and that immediately preceding it are conflated 
and paraphrased. Since it is a paraphrase, there is no 
justification for the many attempts to emend the language 
of the present passage to conform to it. 
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a, A, B; Y> EF; xaprepas tropeivac -X, g, d, v, z, B (pro- 
bably a gloss i in the common archetype). 

2 KaTiyopov adrov -£. 
3 ay -deleted by Meziriac ; ExaaTov vac;).2+E; 
4 Kai péya péeyrorov -d, 23 Kai péyoTov ra Kat omitted) 

a 

5 Ogov -n. 
6 rH <. . .> dvdpeiws -Castiglioni (Gnomon, xxvi [1954], 

p. 81) after Babee: bef. Sextus, wdde. Math. ix, 153- 154) ; 
7 avdpeiws -d, v, 2, a, A, B, y, K, Tolet. 51,53 10 avdpetws 
-X %(o and s over erasures), g, B,n; lacuna first ‘indicated by 
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repugnance in praising what comes about in such 
ways as incidental results of virtue, for example 
abstaining from an old crone with one foot in the 
grave and enduring the bite of a fly.’ Whom else 
does he wait for, then, to denounce his own doctrines? 
If one who praises these actions is insipid, surely he 
would be far more insipid who supposes each of them 
to be right action in a high, nay the highest degree.? 
For, if to bear the bite of a fly courageously and 
soberly to abstain from the old crone is equal to the 
<courageous endurance of scalpel and cautery and 
the sober abstention from Lais or Phryne), it makes 
no difference, I think, whether the good man is 
praised for those actions or for these. Furthermore, 
in the second book on Friendship in explaining that 
not all wrong actions should be taken as grounds for 
dissolving friendships he has used these words ?: 

For it is fitting that some be passed over entirely, 
that some receive slight attention and others still 
more, and that some be judged to merit complete 
dissolution of friendship.’’ What is more than this, 
he says in the same work that we shall have converse 
with some men to a greater extent and with others 
to a lesser with the result that some are more our 
friends and others less so and that as this kind of 
variation has a wide range (for some deserve friend- 

° Cf. De Comm. Not. 1060 £-F and with this S.V.F. iii, 
frags. 528 and 599 (p. 142, 1-6 and 10-12). 

Pr S..4 fin, trag. 124. 

Wyttenbach; cf. Madvig, Adversaria Critica i, pp. 667- 
668. Similar lacuna in De Comm. Not. 1060 F. 

7 év -omitted by d, v, z. 
8 em ro -b. 
® elvar dirous -d, Vv, Z. 
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4 \ aN = 

d€ yapTov ceuvov, To de ceuvov Kaddv.”’ ovrot be 
ot Adyou paxovTat mpos EKElvoV’ EiTE yap Tay aya- 

\ 

fov émawerov® €oTl, Kal TO GwHpovws atrooxéalat 
“a ’ \ ~ THS ypaos émrawveTov av ein: elTE Cu) KAL TOUT emraL- 

, 90.1 \ 1 ” ~ 10 9 \ ” \ 
veTov, ovde KaAOoV av Ein) TGV’ ayabov ovTE GEmVOV 

” , . 211 =» ey a OL. ae er 
ovTe yapTov, add’ oixeTat 6 Aoyos. mas** yap otov 

D re 76 prev addAovus aro THY TOLOVTwWY ETatvety yv- 
? a 

xpov elvat 70 6 abrov’” emt Tots ToLo’TOLS YaipeLy 
Kal oeuviveotar wy KaTayéAacTov; 

~ a ? A 

14. [loAAayod pév® tovotrds €otw, ev d€ Tats 
/ / a 

mpos €Tépous avtiAoyiats yKioTa ppovTiter’’ tod 

yap -omitted by B. 
Meziriac ; rovavrys -MSS. 
rovavTns -d, V, 23 Tooavrois -a. 
<...> -added by Meziriac. 
év ToUTw -£. 
7 -omitted by d, v, z. 
tod Kadod -X1(corrected by erasure), a, Al(corrected by No © ®P &© tt 

Ay. 
8 dyabov -d, V, 2. 
® émawereéov -a, A, B, y, N. 

10 etre ¢. . .> wav -H. C. after Pohlenz: efre <rod7’ otKx 
érawverov, ovxéeri> wav (cf. Xylander’s version: “sive non 
meretur [scil. laudem], non omne bonum honorabile.. .’’) ; 
ein etre av -X%(etre added in margin), g3; «in wav -all other 
MSS, 
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ship of one degree and others of another) some will 
also be held to merit one degree of confidence and 
the like and others another). This is important, for 
what has he done here but maintain that in these 
things too there are great differences? Moreover, in 
the treatise on the lair to demonstrate that only the 
fair is good he has employed arguments like this ¢: 
‘““ What is good is chosen, what is chosen is approved, 
what is approved is admired, what is admired is fair ”’ 
and again “‘ what is good is gratifying, what is 
gratifying is grand, what is grand is fair.’’ These 
arguments, however, are in conflict with that other,® 
for either everything good is admired, in which case 
sober abstention from the old crone would be ad- 
mired as well, or <this is not admired as well, in 
which case it would not be true either that) every- 
thing good <is fair) or grand or gratifying and 
nothing is left of the argument. How, in fact, can 
it be insipid to praise others for such things and yet 
not ridiculous to make them reason for one’s own 
gratification and glorification ? 

14. There are many places where he acts this way, 
but it is when disputing others that he is least con- 

2 §. VF. iii, frag. 29 (p. 9, 24-28); of. S.V.F. iii, frag. 
37 (p. 11, 5-22). 

> i.e. the one reported in 1038 r—1039 a supra. 

1 In F the text of this essay begins here (cf. Pohlenz- 
Westman, Moralia vi/2, p. 11). 

12 +s -Wyttenbach and Kaltwasser ; iaws -™ss. 
13 ofovrar -d, v, z (conjectured by Meziriac). 
Mt uev obv -X*(otv added superscript), g. 
15 adrov -X4(v over erasure), g, a*(v added superscript), A, 

B, Ys jk bB 3 auto -F, d, Vy, Z. 

16 nev <odv> -Meziriac. 
es ppovrilew -F, X (final y erased -X%), a. 
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i Twa pahiov Teas mpoTpeperau’ 1» TO prdocopeiv: 
od” yap €ote un Cava prrocogeiv ovde pa moAvy 
xXpovov emlijoavta Kak@s Kat azeipws’ dpdvipov 
yeveoOa.”’ Kat mpoeMfwy dé dyow Ott Kai Tots 

iz , / ? A “~ > \ iA pavdots abner pevew ev TO Cv: cia, Kara, Aegwv: 
‘3 Tp@Tov yap 7 ape) purads ovdev €OTL 7pOS TO 
chy npas, ovTws 6 ovdE 7 KaKia ovder e€ €or! ™pos 
TO Octv Huds ameéva.”’ Kat pny ovx ETEepa det 

/ “A a iA \ ¢e A BiprAta SrerAjoar Tod Xpvoimmov tHv mpos avtov 
evoetkvupievous’ waxynv, add’ év adrois® rovToLs ToTE 
pev Tod “Avticbévovs éerrawav mpopépetar”® to deiv 
K7ao0at vodv 7 Bpoxov Kat tod Tuptaiov ro 

mpiv apeths meAaca Téppacw 7 Saratov 

Tay) -d, Ze 

paxecba -A, y, n, Tolet. 51, 5. 
py -omitted by I*! but added superscript by f°. 
mpoutpesev -X°(v added superscript in ligature and epev 

over erasure), £3 apotpéyerar -F (er added superscript) 
and all other mss. 

ot yap .. . diAooodety -omitted by g. 
py -d, v, 23 ppv -all other mss. 
pabvpws -g. 
evderxvupevou -d, v, Z 
€avtois -I*, a, A(erasure before adrois -.\*). 

_ Tpoapeperat “Vs Zs yy Ms K, Tolet. 51, 5: daiverau -g. 

Qo wo = 

Py 

omen nm 

_ o 

| 
2 Clitophon 408 a 4-7. 
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cerned to avoid self-contradiction and inconsistency. 
Anyway, in the books on Exhortation where he 

attacks Plato for saying that one who has not learned 
or does not know how to live had better not be alive ¢ 
he has the following statement word for word °: 
“Such an assertion is self-contradictory and also 
least effective as exhortation. For in the first place 
by indicating that it is best for us not to be alive and 
in a sense requiring us to die it would exhort us to 
do something other than philosophize, for it is not 
possible to philosophize without being alive nor 
possible either to have become prudent without 
having survived a long time in vice and ignorance.’ 
Further on he also says that even the base ought to 
remain alive, and then in so many words: “ For in 
the first place virtue all by itself is no reason for our 
living, and so neither is vice any reason why we need 
to depart this life.” And now for an exhibition of 
Chrysippus in conflict with himself there is no need 
to go through other books; here in these books 
themselves © he now quotes with approval the saying 
of Antisthenes that one needs to get intelligence or 
a halter ¢ and that of Tyrtaeus, 

Ere reaching the narrow divide ‘twixt virtuous living and 
dying ° 

> S.V.F. iii, frag. 761; cf. R. Westman, H’ranos, lix (1961), 
pp. 89-100. 

¢ S.V.F’. iii, frag. 167. 
4 Antisthenes, frag. 121 (Mullach, Frag. Philos. Graec. 

ii, p. 292)=67 (Caizzi). Substantially the same remark is 
ascribed to Diogenes of Sinope (Diogenes Laertius, vi, 24 
and /pistle xxviii, 6) and to Crates the Cynic (Gnomologium 
Vaticanum 386). 

¢ Tyrtaeus, frag. 11 (Diehl, Anth. Lyr. Graec., fase. 13, 
p. 18)=frag. 14 (Bergk, Poetae Lyr. Graec., ii*, p. 20). 
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pr (Katrou TU TavTa Bovrerar dq Aodv" aAXo many ¢ OTt 
pre cy) Cay Avaitehéorepov € eat Tov CY Tots KaKots 

Kal Gvorrots ; ) mote d€ Tov Hdoyny éemavopbovpe- 
vos ‘‘ovK edeu”’ Pyalv “ etrretv ‘xpy) meviny ¢edvyovta’ 
padrov® dé 

xpn KaKLaV pevyovra. Kal €S Pabunirea TOvTOV 
pimtety Kat metpa@v, Kupve, car’ 7AiBatwv.”’ 

tt ovv aAdo éo€erev av* tovety 4 TabTa mpooTay- 
para’ Kal doypata mapeyypadew attos éTépwv de 

, > r / LIA / VG 3 - r ~ oe ypapovtwy e€areiperv, LAatwv pév® éveaddy ott 
~ nn ~ A 43 “ \ \ “~ > / Tov Kaxa@s Chv kat apalds ro pn Civ arrodeixvuct 

/ Avoirehéatepov Ocdyvids dé ovpPovrAevwv Kata- 
, \ , e i. eae Pa Kpnpvilew Kal Katamovrilew eavrov' Urep Tob gu- 

yet" Tv KoKaY 5 eo ae fev yap anes 
Ort Tovs pi] vobv ExovTas «ts Bpoxov ouvipAavvev, 
<atrov)"® adros eeyev etrdvtTa pndev elvar TH 
Kaktav 7pos TO Ek TOD Chv nuads amraAAaTTew. 

"Ev d€ tots mpos atrov IlAatwva epi A- 
/ Ox > > a ? LAA 3 | A A 6 ~ Kavoovryns evbvs €€ apyfs evaddeTa™” 7H mrEpi Oe@v 

1 +/ -omitted by g. 
2 Bovrerar H Ti SyAot -N (rae OVer erasure and 7 ri added 

at end of line), Si Bovrerar SHAow -1° ‘(corrected to 8yAodv 
FS). 3 uadrov . . pevyovra a -omitted by B. 

" av -omitted by g 3 Seigevev av -y, n, E, Tolet. 51, 5. 
5 KReiske (cf. Hartman, De pA p. 605); apaypara 

-MSS. 8 wev -omitted by d, v, z 
KaTaxpnpvilew € éavtov Kai Karanovrilew -H. 

8 imepduyetvy -X\ (rod -added by X* superscript before era- 
sure over du); umép tod amoduyety -g. 

9 *Avricbévnv -X1(? [’Avricdévy with y Over erasure -X*}), 
g, 8, Bs; ’Avricfdver -v. 

10 ¢airov> -Bernardakis after Reiske (atrtos <atrov>). 
1 evadAatretar-2&3 evdAAata-A, y, Tolet. 51,53 évdddarre-n. 

* Theognis, 175-176 (Theognis . . . iterum ed. D. Young 
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(though what do these intend to show except that 
not being alive is for the vicious and stupid more ad- 
vantageous than living ?), and again he says in cor- 
rection of Theognis*: “he ought not to have said 

‘ From want you must flee’ but rather 
From vice you must flee, oh my friend, though headlong 

you plunge in the motion 
Down cliffs sharp and sheer or below the yawning abyss of 

the ocean.”’ | 

So what would he apparently be doing but himself 
writing in the same prescriptions and doctrines that 
he erases when others write them, objecting to Plato 
for showing that not to be alive is more advantageous 
than to be living viciously and ignorantly but advising 
Theognis to plunge over a precipice or to drown him- 
self in order to flee vice? In fact, by praising Anti- 
sthenes for trying to force to the halter those who have 
no intelligence he was censuring himself) for saying 
that vice is no reason for us to take leave of life. 

15. At the very beginning of the books concerning 
Justice directed against Plato himself? he pounces 
[1971], p. 12= Bergk, Poetae Lyr. Graec., ii*, pp. 134-135). In 
the mss. of Theognis line 175 begins #v 81 xp7 instead of yp) 
mevinv, as it does in all the testimonia, and line 176 has the 
form metpéwv instead of aezpav. Plutarch quotes the 
couplet again in De Comm. Not. 1069 p (but with peyaxyrea 
instead of Baluxyrea) and refers to it in De Virtute Morali 
450 a and possibly in De Superstitione 164 r—165 a. For 
the Stoic technique of ézavépfwors of which the “ correc- 
tion’ here is an example, cf. Dyroff, Die Ethik der alten 
Stoa, pp. 305-307. 

’ S.V_F. iii, frag. 313. For reference to the same title 
see De Comm. Not. 1070 r-F (S.V.F. iii, frag. 455). In 
1040 p infra the work is referred to succinctly by the phrase, 
ev tots mpos IIAdrwva (so also in 1041 c), and there is certainly 
distinguished from 7a zepi Acxacocdvns (1040 c), of which von 
Arnim (S. V.F. iii, p. 195, 34) thought it may have been a part. 
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C rotow™ 5° otpavdbey péy’ ermjAace wHpya Kpoviwy, 
\ e ~ \ / > / / 15 \ / Aywov Ouot Kat Aowuwdv: aroP~POuvGovar™ dé aol: 

TadTa dno. Tovs Yeovds ovetv, OWS THV TOVY- 
A x , 16 im \17 5 / , pav KoAalopévwwy’ ot Aowrou"’ Tapadetypact ToUTALS 

tav BeopoBw -X}, PF, a!; dedv doBw -B. 

evdsdBAnrov €or. -N 3; ddudBAnrov ect -£. 
Kat -omitted by d, z 
e€dyew -Diibner; <zapéxovra> -Reiske (but after dvr- 

mumtovoas) 3 e€dyovte -d, 2; eEdyovra -all other uss.3; e€ay<ew 
Exrovra -Bernardakis. 

TreproT@aoopuey -X3(oo over erasure), £. 
roo -X, F, E; omitted by all other mss. 
Kaxooxodoyeiv -d, Z. 
THe, 2, Bis omitted by all other mss. 
TOU -omitted by A, B; y nN, Tolet. Sauer, Ei 

10 Eorw KEL Nip eel a, ¥ ; EOTLW EL =V5 B; €OTL KEL 

all other mss. 
11 Nedoovtres -X, g, I*!, al(second o added superscript -F%, 

a*)i-ds Vs Zs B 
12 +ouri -d, V, Z 
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upon the argument about the gods and says that 
Cephalus was wrong in trying to make fear of the 
gods a deterrent from injustice ¢ and that the argu- 
ment about divine chastisements is easily discredited 
and, <as it produces) many distractions and conflict- 
ing plausibilities,® is an inducement in the opposite 
direction, being in fact no different from the Bogy 

and Hobgoblin with which women try to keep little 
children from mischief. Yet, having thus disparaged 
Plato’s words, in other places again he praises and 
frequently quotes these lines of Euripides ¢ : 

In fact there are, though one deride the words, 
Zeus and the gods, who mark our mortal woes ; 

and similarly in the first book concerning Justice 4 
he quotes these verses of Hesiod’s,¢ 

Zeus from the heavens inflicted a grievous calamity on 
them, 

Plague and famine at once; and the populace utterly 
perished, 

and then says that the gods do these things in order 
that from the chastisement of the wicked the rest of 

* Plato, Republic 330 p—331 Bn. Cf. Shorey’s note ad 
loc., Republic (L.C.L.) i, p. 16, n. a. 

>’ Cf. 1036 D supra... ovoe <Ta> Tpos Tavavria muava add’ 
evAaBoupevous 7) Kat mEeptomracbévrTes Um avTav. . . 

e¢ Frag. 991 (Nauck, Tag. Graec. Frag.?, p. 679). 
* i. Pei, frag. 1175. 
e Works and Days 242-243. The mss. of Hesiod have 

exnyaye instead of émpAage in line 242. 

3 mpoeveyxdpevos -E, Tolet. 51, 53 apoceveyxdpevos -all 
other Mss. 

14 zoigw -a*(v added superscript), A, y, n, E, Tolet. 51, 5; 
totc. -all other Mss. 

15 Grodbwvovbova. -X(o after vy erased -X*), F 3; dzodBivovar 
-A, B, y, n, E, Tolet. 51, 5. 

16 Kodalopevwy THY movnpay -£g. 17 of moAdoi -B. 
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eoTw ayalov amoAimwyev. a pev ovv pnTéov UiEep 
TlAdtwrvos év aAAows yéypamtat mpos atrov: ev- 

1 erevmeyv = 

2 ayabdv -d(conjectured by Wyttenbach and implied by 
the versions of Xylander and Amyot); raya@ov -all other 
MSS. 

3 eipnxev -X1(p erased -X4), F. 
: ayabot -A#*, B, y n, FE, B; ayabovs -X, £> F, d, Vs Gs, 

~“ ; ayabtjs -Z. 
einer -£ 3 dmodecTopevous -X, F, d, v, z, a, Al; 

daroAevrropevou ~A as 8, BB. 
§ dvros -d, V, 2(conjectured by Reiske, cf. 1038 D supra); 

évrwy -N3 dvrws -all other mss. 

: Tots -d, Met 

8 rept ris -X3, g, d, v, Zz, E, Bs epi re -X1, F, a3 wepi 
TE THS -A, ae Vs Ne Tolet. 5125. 

® apos IlAatrwva -d, Vv, 23 epi TlAatwvos -X*%(os over 
erasure), 2: 7repi Ty hee -F, a, A, B, y, n, E, B. 

10 gyabdv Soxodvtos -g. 
11 od povov ... } THY vylevav -omitted by g 
12 GAAwy 7 -N. 
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mankind may take warning and be less inclined to 
attempt any similar misdeed. Again in the books 
concerning Justice ¢ after suggesting that for those 
who regard pleasure as a good but not a goal it is 
possible to preserve justice as well he has affirmed 
this position © and said in so many words: “ For, if 
it is held to be a good and not a goal and if the fair 
too is among the things that are of themselves objects 
of choice, we could perhaps preserve Justice by 
maintaining that the fair and just is a greater good 
than pleasure.”” This is what he says there about 
pleasure; but in the books against Plato’®’ he 
denounces him for appearing to hold that health is 
good @ and says that not only justice but magn- 
animity too and sobriety and all the other virtues 
are annulled if we hold that pleasure or health or 
anything else that is not fair is good. Now, for what 
is to be said in Plato’s defence, that rejoinder has 
been given elsewhere ®; but here is manifest the 

® §.V.F. iii, frag. 23 (p. 8, 10-16). Cf. 1038 p supra and 
note a there. 

’ Plutarch’s argument here requires him to maintain that 
Chrysippus took the position himself and did not merely 
suggest it as a possibility for others. So the phrase, Geis 
rovro, must not be excised as Westman has suggested it 
might be (Pohlenz-Westman, Moralia vi/2, p. 230). 

¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 157. For the books referred to see 
note 6 on 1040 a supra. 

¢ Cf. Lysis 218 E—219 a, Gorgias 452 a-s and 504 c, 
Republic 357 c, Laws 631 c and 661 a-p (where Plato’s posi- 
tion is fully stated). 

¢ Presumably in a work now lost, which Pohlenz suggests 
may have been the essay ti xara [Adtwva téAos or the epi 
dixacoovvns mpos Xpvoirmov, numbers 221 and 59 respectively 
in the Catalogue of Lamprias. Babut (Plutarque et le 
Stoicisme, p. 33) holds that the reference must be to number 
59; cf. also Sandbach, Class. Quart., xxxiv (1940), p. 22. 
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, 3 bas ee , Sn? ¢ # $n: Sib 
yobv Kal apeotas” ecojevas: €i0 ExaoTny €€ ovopa- 
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1 évradd’ 4 -14(a superscript and 8’ inserted by F*). 
2 vrobetrat -a, A(?). 
- Tovs ~ -A*, B, Vat. Reg. 80; 76 -E3; 7od -all other ss. 
4 tov -d, Wea. 

5 <dyabor> -added by Reiske (before 76 «adov) and trans- 
ferred here by Bernardakis (cf. 1041 4a infra). 

6 gmoAurovtos -\*(70 Over erasure), g, B. 
7 dnoXiry -g, E 

8 aires -d. 
® zéXos (not -ous) ovens -£. 

” Kewlvet -X (erasure after «), g, A*(final v hardly erased), 
B, y, E, B. 

eae -2. 
2 dpeoras -\*(eor Over erasure), B; dperas -all other mss. 

¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 24 (p. 8, 22-37). Pohlenz is mistaken 
in saying (Hermes, Ixxiv [1939], p. 10, n. 2) that in what 
follows Plutarch only gives with greater exactness what in 
1040 c supra he said with reference to the wept Accacoadvns 
of Chrysippus; but he is nevertheless right in denying that 
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inconsistency of his accuser, who in one place asserts 
that justice is preserved if it be assumed that along 
with the fair pleasure too is good but elsewhere 
again charges with annihilation of all the virtues 
those who do not hold that only the fair is (good). 
In order to leave his self-contradictions not even a 
plea of defence, when writing against Aristotle con- 
cerning Justice he declares? him to be wrong in 
asserting that, if pleasure is a goal, justice is an- 
nulled and along with justice each of the other 
virtues also.® This is wrong according to him because, 
while justice is in truth annulled by them (who so 
treat pleasure °), nothing prevents the other virtues 
from existing, since they would at any rate be good 
and approved @ even though not per se objects of 
choice ; and then he gives each of them by name. 
It is better, however, to repeat his own words: 

from this passage the existence of a separate monograph, 
mept Atxavoavvns mpos *AprororéAny, can be inferred. 

> Aristotle, frag. 86 (Rose). Rose took the sentence to be 
a “‘ fragment ’”’ of Aristotle’s De Justitia. So it is assumed 
to be by W. D. Ross (Aristotelis Fragmenta Selecta [Oxford, 
1955], pp. 98-99) and by P. Moraux (Le Dialogue “ Sur la 
Justice’ [Louvain/Paris, 1957], p. 58), although E. Bignone 
had argued for the Protrepticus (1 Aristotele Perduto 
[Iirenze, 1936], i, p. 373) and R. Walzer had printed the 
sentence as frag. 17 of that work (Aristotelis Dialogorum 
Fragmenta [Firenze, 1934], pp. 61-62). With the notion 
that along with justice each of the other virtues also is 
annulled cf. Eth. Nic. 1130 a 8-9 (atr7 pév obv 7 Sixaoovvy 
ov pepos apeTas GAN’ GAn apery eorw...) and P. Moraux, op. 
om. pe 115. 

© i.e, the atrdv, which Reiske wished to ‘“* emend ”’ 
because it has no antecedent, refers to those who hold 
pleasure to be a goal. Cf. nar’ adrovs in the quotation from 
Chrysippus immediately below (1040 F). 

* For the term dpeords cf. 1039 c supra and S.V.F. iii, 
p. 22, 13-16 and p. 49, 42-44. 
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dous ovans ot° macav apeTHy aveu THs SuKatoatvys 
cw@lecbar vopiler; Pavpactn yap 7 e€ovaia zrepi 
TOV avT@y mpayyatwrv diareyopevov & TiBnow 
avtos éykada@v *ApiototéAes Tair dvarpeiy mad 
ITAdrwrvos KarnyopobvTa. KQL pay ev Tats meEpt 
Aixkavoovvns ‘Amrodetfeat Aeyet pytas’? ore “ ray 
Kar opFwpo Kal evvounLa Kal Sucarompayn pd EOTU 
TO dé ye KaT’ éyKpdrevay 7 Kapreptav 7 ppovnor 
) avopetav T par TOMEVOV Karophupd € EOTLY* WOTE KAL 
duccrompayn ya. i TOS ouv ois amroAeime” dpo- 
vnow Kal avdpeiavy Kat eyKpaterav ovK atrodEizen 

1 rovovTov -£y Z. 
2 ratrTa mavra -d, Vv, Z; tadra -omitted by g. 
3 avadépecOa -Basil.; dvadaivecba (—ddvecbar -1) -Mss., 

Aldine. 
; THY peev dvb petay -d, V, Z. 
ravrars X*%(1 inserted), g, KE, B33 zavras -all other mss. 

<xakias> -added by Meziriac. 
Tav apictwv -l'*(va7 made from er), a, Vv, Z, a?)vor Over a & m& 
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“ For, while pleasure is indicated as a goal in such a 
theory, that does not, I think, have all this kind of 
implication. That is why it must be stated that 
neither is any of the virtues an object of choice per se 
nor any of the vices an object of avoidance but all 
these must be referred to the aim one has assumed. 
Nothing in their theory, however, would prevent 
courage, prudence, continence, endurance, and the 
virtues similar to these from being classified as goods 
and the contrary <vices) from being objects of 
avoidance.’ Now, who has ever been more reckless 
in argument than this man? He has lodged com- 
plaints against two of the best philosophers, against 
the one for annulling all virtue by not maintaining 
that only the fair is good and against the other for 
not believing that all virtue save justice is preserved 
if pleasure is a goal. The arrogance he displays is in 
fact amazing when, the same subject being under 
discussion, what he affirms himself in objecting to 
Aristotle he in turn denies in denouncing Plato. 
Moreover, in the Demonstrations concerning Justice 

he says expressly @: “ Every right action is a lawful 
act and an act of justice; but what is done in 
accordance with continence or endurance or prudence 
or courage is right action ; consequently it is also an 
act of justice.”” How, then, can he deny justice to 
those to whom he grants prudence and courage and 

¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 297. For the terminology cf. S.V.F. 
iii, frag. 502. 

erasure), A, B, y, E, B; epi trav Gpetav -X*(mepi added 
superscript, w and erw Over erasures), g. 

8 giroaddo -X*(o1 Over erasure), g. 
ov madcav.. . duxacoavyns -omitted by X and g. 

10 Rey vac. 4 ontads -g13 A€yovros ontws -Z. 1! amoAelwon -d. 
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~ ¢ f P) 

Topavopety aitiov Kat BAamTovTa Tap akiav eav- 
“~ a 3 

Tov. ev prev Tots mpos lAatwva Tair’ etpnKe tepi 
~ \ > / / \ \ e A $ A 

Tob THY adikiay A€yecGbar px mpos EavTov adda 
pj 5) 

mpos etepov’ ‘ot yap Kat tolav adiKot OvK EtaL 
IQA ¢€ by 10 7 > / / odd€ ol) adiKou” GvveoTHKacW eK TAELOVWY TOLOU- 

, » A Twv Tavavtia Aeyovtwv, Kal adAdAws THs adiKias 
5) / ¢ \ AapBavopevns ws av ev mAEtoot mpos EavTovs’ Ov- 

1 atrdv doa -F%ai7av in margin), Basil.; adrdv door 
-X3(w made from o [?], o. over erasure), &; avdrov doa -d, V. 
Zz ; a Tov doa -I"t, a, A, 8, yn, B, Aldine; trav dco -E. 

2 elpnyévars -omitted by g. 
3 Dyroff (Programm Wiirzburg, 1896, p. 51); dcadfopa 

-mss. (mistakenly defended by Gossage, /./1.S., Ixxvi [1956], 
p. 118 against Pohlenz). 4 oUBev duct 

5 ois -omitted by \}(added by X? in margin). 
“ I. ‘ | -omitted ay 2s Kat Kpoverr raparra -X", F 3 Kat 

Kpover Kal TAPATTEL -X* and all other mss. 3 KaL <ouy>Kpover 

Kal TAPATTEL -Reiske ; 5 Kal <ouy>Kpover [raparres} -Pohlenz. 

?. Be -E; - yap -all ee MSS, 

8 addo -y, Nn. ® ywopuevov -g, B. 
10 ¢, ..> added by H. C.; od (Wyttenbach) yap xa7’ idiav 

aduKot éof avOpwrrot ovd' ot aikeis -Pohlenz (revising his con- 
jecture in Ffermes, Ixxiv [1939], pp. 14-15). 

Il gdrtas -d 3 adtovs -V, Z. 
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continence, when whatever right actions they per- 
form with the virtues just mentioned they zpso facto 
perform justly as well ? 

16. Since Plato had said of injustice that, being 
discord of the soul and intestine strife, it does not 
lose its force within those who themselves harbour 
it either but sets the wicked man at variance with 
himself,* Chrysippus objects and says that to speak 
of doing oneself injustice is absurd, for injustice 
exists in relation to another and not to oneself ° ; 
but this he forgot, and later in the Demonstrations 
concerning Justice he says that the wrong-doer is 
wronged by himself and does himself injustice when- 
ever he wrongs another, for he has become a cause of 

transgression for himself and is injuring himself un- 
deservedly.¢ In the books against Plato this is what 
he has said concerning injustice as a term used in 
relation not to oneself but to another’: “ For 
isolated individuals (are not unjust nor are) unjust 
men composites of several such individuals con- 
tradicting one another, injustice being understood 
anyhow as obtaining in the case of several persons so 

° Republic 351 p—352 a (... édv... ev evi eyyévnra 
ddikia, U@Vv wy amoAEl THY aurijs dvvapiv Roy sagt dua 70 oTa- 
ovdLew Kal dtadépecbar . . . Kal ev ee evotioa Tavra Tatra 
momoe . . . oTaovdlovra Kai odx CuovoodvTa adtov EavT@ . . .) 3 
and, on the contrary, for justice in the soul cf. Republic 441 
p—443 B and 586 r. 

> S.V.F. iii, frag. 288 (p. 70, 30-36). Cf. Aristotle, Eth. Nic. 
ene" b 25-27, 1130 a 10-13 and a 32-b 5, 11388 a 4-b 13. 

° S.V.F. iii, frag. 289 (p. 71, 5-9). 
¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 288 (pp. 70, 37 ai; 4). Cf. Plutarch, 

De Defectu Orac. 423 pv (od yap ™pos avTov ovde wépos avTod 
xpiiais cote Sixacoavvns . . . aAAd mpos adXous) and Aristotle, 
Eth, Nie. 1138 a 19-20 (dei év mAcloow dvdyKn elvar 76 SiKarov 
Kal TO GouKoV). 
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LO a > a 6. e + 7 \ e A 10 nn \ aducet eketvov" 6 apa’ Kal ovtwobdv adikadv Kat 
¢ 4 b | a 3 

EAUTOV GOLKEL. 
7 c¢ 1 eee / ~ 4 TaXdw TO apapTnua Tov PAaupa- 

> / A > TWVY €OTL, KAL TAS apapTdvwy Tap EeavTov auap- 
/ A #7 9 e ¢ / / ¢ 4 A raver’ 7as ap oO apaptavwy BrAdwre: éavTov Tapa 
4 .¢7 > \ a 1 9 a e¢ 2 999 ” Thv afiav’ et d€ TobTO, Kal abiKet EauTov.’”® Ett 

\ “ > , ¢ \ / Kat ovtws ‘6 Bramtopevos bh érépou éavTov BAda- 
‘ \ \ .eI e \ , 10 ~ MTEL Kal Tapa Thy akiay é€avtov BAdmTet"’: TobTO 

1 Exwow -2, B, E, B (omitting the preceding otrws). 
: dvriretvovTos - 
3 zOv mAnaioy Exn ah 
* rovovTous . . . Adyous -d, Vv, Z3 TovovTos . . . Adyors -all 

other Mss. 
5 gor. -d, V, 23 ora -all other mss. 

8 éxeivos -d. 
7 6 dpa -g, d, v, 23 dv dpa -all other mss. 
8 was 6 -B. 
® mas duaptravwy .. . ddikel éav7dv (omitting wap’ é€avrov... 

6 dyapravwr) -g but with BAamre . . . ddixet €avrov dotted and 
the whole text from map’ éavrov dpapraves repeated without 
omission. 

10 os rages heer -omitted by E and B. 

6 SV Tea, pire 289 (p. 1 71, 10-21). 
> The argument assumes that one can aid or abet one’s 

own wrong-doing (by “ giving assent” to it [?]), and the 
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disposed to one another and no such condition per- 
taining to the individual save in so far as he stands in 
such relation to his neighbours.’’ In the Demon- 
strations, however, he has propounded arguments 
like the following concerning the unjust man’s doing 
injustice to himself as well?: “ The law prohibits 
one from becoming accessory to a trangression ; and 
to do injustice is a trangression. Now, he who 
has become his own accessory in doing injustice 
transgresses in regard to himself; and he who 
transgresses in regard to an individual also does that 
individual injustice. Therefore, he who does anyone 
at all injustice does himself injustice too.”’> Again 
he argues: “ Wrong action is a kind of injury, and 
everyone in doing wrong does wrong in violation of 
himself. Therefore, every wrong-doer injures him- 
self undeservedly ; and, if so, he also does himself 
injustice.’’° Furthermore he argues as follows: 
“ He who is injured by another injures himself and 
injures himself undeservedly. This, however, is to 

conclusion, €avrov aduxet, depends upon the ambiguity of 
eis (“in regard to’”’ and “ against’’); but, whatever the 
context in which Chrysippus used the argument, nothing in 
its formulation justifies Pohlenz’s assertion (Hermes, Ixxiv 
[1939], p. 15) that it has to do with the Stoic theory of man 
as a member of a social organism, injury to any member of 
which is injury to all, including the member doing the 
injury. oh , 

¢ Cf. S.V.F. iii, frag. 626 (... Kowa... tav davrdv Ta 
kaka. 6 6... Tov BAdmTovTa Kai é€avtTov BAarrev) and with 
this Marcus Aurelius, vii, 13; but the argument of Chry- 
sippus here quoted seems rather to be that by the very act 
of doing wrong one makes oneself worse and so injures one- 
self: cf. Musonius Rufus, xii (p. 65, 7-10 [Hense]) and Cle- 
ment, Paedagogus ii, 10, 100 (p. 217, 5-8 [Stahlin]) ; Epic- 
tetus, Diss. 1v, v, 10: Marcus Aurelius, ix, 4 with viii, 55. 
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F mpos jpds, & mapa tov Oedv altrotpeba, uadtota® 
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> / 8 3 Le 29 =» > ~ > 

atopatvopevos. adda wa yd” apynots 4 TOD Tav- 
z Nylander ; dpa Oixarovpevos -MSS. 
2 épa -\3, g3 op@ -all other mss. 

a iortabeenatt AL By 9%5.1y:i Bis BD. 
4 amovoias -g, A, Vv, Z, Be 

> ddoxovts -d 3 daoxovte 7a -V, Z 
6 uddktora -omitted by g. 
7 xowats -omitted by E. 
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ound oN eed, Ve Zs Bs pA -all other mss. 

‘ eanlene (Herniet, Ixxiv [1939], p. 18) thought this an 
Academic parody which Plutarch found in his source and 
mistakenly took for Chrysippus’ own reascning. Never- 
theless, since the Stoics held that the sage is not subject to 
unjust treatment or injury (1044 a infra=S8.V.F. iii, frag. 
579; cf. ibid. frags. 578, 567, 587, and 588), Chrysippus 
may have argued that anyone who is injured or unjustly 
treated is always accessory to that treatment if only because 
his nature invites it or makes it possible. 

> S.V.F. iii, frag. 69 (p. 17, 12-15). On the éuduror 
mpodAnisecs, inbred (not “‘ innate ’’) preconceptions, see H. von 
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do injustice. Therefore, everyone who is done in- 
justice by anyone at all does himself injustice.’’ 4 

17. He says that the doctrine of goods and evils 
proposed and approved by himself is most consistent 
with life and most closely coincides with the inbred 
preconceptions. This is what he has said in the third 
book of his Exhortations ®; but in the first he says 

that this doctrine abstracts a man frorn all else as 
being of no concern to us and contributing nothing 
to happiness.¢ So consider the way in which he is 
consistent with himself, declaring most consistent 
with life and the common preconceptions the doctrine 
that abstracts us from living and health and painless- 
ness and soundness of the senses and asserts that 
these things which we beg of the gods are of no 
concern to us.? Lest there be any denying that he 

Arnim, 9.-H. iii (1899), cols. 2507-2508 ; F. H. Sandbach, 
Class. Quart., xxiv (1930), pp. 44-51; Pohlenz, Grund- 
fragen, pp. 82-99 (especially pp. 88-93 on this passage) and 
Stoa i, pp. 56-59 and ii, pp. 33-35 ; Goldschmidt, Le systéeme 
stoicien, pp. 159-162. The interpretation of these precon- 
ceptions as a priori knowledge, which Grumach tried to 
revive (Physis und Agathon, pp. 72-76; cf. Rieth, Grund- 
begriffe, pp. 187-190), has been defended again with no more 
success by C, Tibiletti (Atti della Accademia... di Torino, 
Cl. di Scienze Morali, \xxxviii [1953/54], pp. 104-115). 

¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 189 (pp. $3, 36-34, 2); cf. 1048 a-B 
infra and De Comm. Not. 1060 pv-r. Dyroff maintained 
(Die Ethik der alten Stoa, p..114, n. 3) that what in these 
passages is ascribed to Chrysippus is proved by comparison 
with Cicero’s De Finibus iv, 68 (S.V.F. iii, frag. 27 [p. 9, 
12-17]) to have been the doctrine of Ariston which Chrysippus 
did not accept but in his work on Exhortations merely cited 
along with others as effective protreptic themes. See the 
next note infra. 

@ See the precisely contrary statement of Chrysippus cited 
1047 & infra (S.V.F. ili, frag. 138). 
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Touvartia -d, V, Z. 
ottws -Vat. Reg. 80. 
mAdopa -d, V, Z 
dropaivew -d, z. 
TO sags Bs y» Ns ToletyiSh, 5: 
67t A. C. vrevtwy -d, V, Z. 

7 waddov 7 <p> Brody -W yttenbach (implied in versions of 
Xylander and Amyot) ; paAdov 7 Bodv -mss. (7 Brody [lacking 
padArov and py] -De Comm. Not. 1064 E); paddrov 7 Brodv 
-Stephanus (1620). 

8 <¢xai> -added by H. C. from De Comm. Not. 1064 ¥. 
® -av -X3, g, A?; omitted by all other mss. (t@v dAAwv 

-De Comm. Not. 1064 £). 
10 Avoiredes Tois appoow -g. 
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contradicts himself, however, here is what he has said 
in the third book concerning Justice*: “ That is 
why also because of its exceeding sublimity and 
beauty what we say seems like fiction and not on the 
level of man and human nature.’ Is there, then, 
any way for one to acknowledge more clearly that 
one is contradicting oneself than this man’s assertion 
that that is consistent with life and most closely 
coincides with the inbred preconceptions which be- 
cause of its excess he says seems to be fiction and a 
formulation transcending man and human nature ? 

18. He declares that vice is the essence of un- 
happiness, stoutly maintaining in every book of 
physics and of morals the proposition that to live 
viciously is the same as to live unhappily 8; but in 
the third book concerning Nature,* after having 
remarked that to live a fool is better than <not) to 
be alive even if one is never going to be sensible, he 

adds the statement, “‘ for to human beings goods 
are of such a nature that in a way even) evils have 
the advantage over intermediates.’ Now, though he 
has elsewhere said that for fools nothing is advan- 
tageous,* he here says that there is advantage in 

* SV. til, frag. 545. 
> §.V.F. iii, frag. 55 (p. 14, 17-20). 
¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 760 (p. 188, 21-25). ‘The passage recurs 

in De Comm. Not. 1064 ©. For a defence of Chrysippus 
against Plutarch’s charge of self-contradiction there and in 
the present chapter see Bonhdéffer, Die Ethik ..., pp. 190- 
192 and pp. 227-228 ; and cf. Rieth, Grundbegriffe, pp. 112- 
113, and O. Luschnat, Philologus, cii (1958), pp. 187-188 
and p. 210. 

4 Not in S.V.F. Cf, however, 1038 a supra (rots davdAars 
ovdev elvar ypjoysov) with page 453, note c; De Comm. Not. 
1068 pb; Seneca, De Beneficiis v, xii, 3 and 5-7; and S.V.F. 
iii, frag. 587. 
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(1042) pnor Avovredety TO appovans chy, adinut. tov 8 
ava peoov Acyomevav Tapa Tots UTwixois® pre 

7 

KaK@v Gvrwy pT ayabar, ta Kaka mpoTepetv 
re b \ A / \ ~ \ wl 5B \ éywv ovdev ado réyer TANY THY pn KaK@v" Ta 

\ A a 

KAKQ TpOTEpEety KaL TO KaKOdatovEtY Avo.TEAEOTE- 
Ss ~ \ A ~ 

pov elvat ToU py Kakodatpovely, Kal TOU KaKodat- 
a 3 e A A \ 

prove” ddvowreheatepov Hyetrau’ TO [Ly KaKOOaLLO- 
vetv" el 6 ddvowreAcorepov, Kal BAaBepwrepov* TO 
Ln) KaKodaupovety apa PAaBeparepov TOU KaKodat- 

/ / 

povewv.” BovAdpevos ovv TAUT AY ETmmLAEALVELY THY 
” 

C atomiav émaAéyer wept TOV Kax@v- “ éott 8 ov’ 
~ ~ > \ e ? > Ko A TavTa mpotepobvTa adda o Adyos, pe® od Prodv 

? / ~ A beta 7 3 / 99 ~ emiparre. wardov Kai €t adpoves ecoucba.” mpa- 
> \ Tov jev ovv Ta KaKa KaKiay Aéyer” Kal TA [ET- 

, , ” > 207 ¢ \ / + 9 
éyovta Kkakias aAXo 8 odvdév: 7 b€ Kaxia AoyiKov 
3 lad \ / e / > \ ~ 4 coTt padov dé Adyos NuapTHEvos: ovdev oby €TE- 
pov €ore To peta Adyou Bioty appovas ovTas 7 TO 
jer Kkaktas Prodv. emevta’ To Body adpovas 
ovtas fiotv €ott KaKkodaipovas OvTas.’* mpos Ti 

Ss Al: ~ ~ A / \ 

OUV TPOTEPEL TOUTO THY ava pEcoVv; ov yap 7Tpds 

1 Srwixots -X\3(added in margin), g; omitted by all other 
MSS. (mapa rots <vac. 4> -B; map’ atrois -A?, Vat. Reg. 80; 
Tapa TOV -E). 

: Tov Kaka@v py -X (corrected by X3)3 7t&v py Kaddy -a. 
3 xal Tod Kaxodaipovety - ; Kai -B; omitted by all other 

Me | (X and g omit kai rob Kak. GX. Hy. TO 47) KaKOdammorely). 
4 wyetro -d, V, Zz. 
P dBraBepwrepov - -B. 
6 tO wy KaKodaoveiy apa BAaBepwrepov Tod KaKkoday.ovety 

-E; omitted by B; kai xaxodayovety -all other mss. (ef 
Castiglioni, Gnomon, xxvi [1954], p. 83). 

7 €atw ov -g. 
8 Aevyew -F, X}(final » erased -X5), a, A, B, y, n eo Ta 

KaKG, KaKiaV een, EK, B. 
9 Aoyiny -g- 
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living foolishly ; but I let that pass. Since, however, 
what the Stoics call intermediates are neither evil nor 
good,* in saying that evils have the advantage he 
says nothing else than that evils have the advantage 
over what are not evils and to be unhappy is more 
advantageous than not to be unhappy, that is he 
holds that not to be unhappy is more disadvantageous 
than to be unhappy and, if more disadvantageous, 
more injurious also and therefore that not to be 
unhappy is more injurious than to be unhappy.’ In 
his desire, then, to mitigate this absurdity he adds 
this statement on the subject of evils ¢: “ It is not 
these that have the advantage but reason, and it is 

incumbent upon us rather to be alive with reason 
even if we are to be fools.’”’ Now in the first place he 
asserts that evils are vice and what partakes of vice 
and are nothing else ¢ ; but vice is rational or rather 
is reason gone astray,® and consequently to be alive 
with reason as fools is nothing else than to be alive 
with vice. In the next place to be alive as fools is 
to be alive as unhappy wretches. In what respect, 
then, does this have the advantage over inter- 
mediates? Tor surely it is not in respect of being 

a §.V.F. iii, frag. 760 (p. 188, 26-27). 
» Cf. De Comm. Not. 1064 F. 
¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 760 (p. 188, 28-33). 
¢ For this and the corresponding definition of goods cf. 

S.V.F, iii, frags. 70 (p. 17, 17-20) and 76 (p. 19, 23-24 and 
30-32) with iii, p. 154, 6 and p. 165, 21. 

¢ Cf. Plutarch, De Virtute Morali 441 c-p and 446 r— 
447 a (S. VF, iti, frag. 459). 

10 erei -d, V, Z. 
11 Body cate KaKxodaiuovas ovtas -omitted in text but added 

in margin -X. 
12 srporepeiv -£. 
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(1042) ye ro’ evdaovety dyoer” mpoTepetv TO” KaKkodat- 
jLovety. aX’ ovde ohws, daoiv, olerar Geiv Xpo- 

D ownzos ovte povny ev TH Piw Tots ayabots our’ 
eLaywynv Tois KaKots TapapeTpeiy aAAG Tots pe- 
cous KaTa vow: d10 Kal Tots evdarpovodar ylyve- 
Tal MOTE KabjKov efayew €avTovs Kal pevew abies 
ev TO Civ Tots KaKodatpovotar « elta Ti TovTov" 
peildv cor UmevavTiopa, TpOS alpeow Kal guy, 
€l Tots em’ akpov evdarpovobow amovoia® TaY 
adta¢dpwrv' adiotacba® trav ayabav mapdvtTwv 
KabnKer; Kaitou THv adtapdpwy ovdev aipeTov ov- 
dé pevKTov, GAAG Lovo aipetov Tayabov™ Kat povov 
PEVKTOV HYOUVTAL TO KaKOV. WoTEe ovpPaiver™ Kar 
aUTOUS pL)" TpOos Ta alpeTa pyNdEe TpOS TA hevKTA 

EK tovs t@v mpakewv 7 riBecBau™ oyiapovs, aX’ €Te- 
pay oroxalopevous: a pte Pevyovot unl aipoiv- 
i mpos TavTa Kat Chv Kat amobvicKen. 

1 apdos ye To -Meziriac ; apoaiero -F, d, v, z, a, A, B, y, 
n, B; mpoojce: 76 -XN*(yKec 7d -over erasure), 3 mpods Ti TO 

2 dyoe -Emperius (Op. Philol., p. 340); ¢dyoi -uss. (pact 
-Vat. Reg. 80). 

3 +9 -Meziriac 3; Tov -MSS. TouTou TL Tee 

> mpos -d, v, Z- amovotav -\*, g. 
7 rav adiaddpwv -X%, x: Tod (7adv -d, Vv, z) dSuadidnnee -all 
a MSS. 

8 adicracba -Meziriac (implied in versions of Xylander and 
Amyot) ; émtoracOa -Mss. 

® xairo. -X3, g, Bs; Kat ro -all other mss. 
10 Gyabov To aipetov -a, A, B, y, n, Ee. 

nyoovTo -d, Vv, Z 

12 guPaive -F’, X, g, d, v, 23 cupPaivew -all other mss. 
13 undé -d, V, Z (Kal atrovs poe -d). 

yiveoBar -2. 

4 

6 

¢ §.V.F, iii, frag. 759 (where this statement of Chrysippus 
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happy that he would say being unhappy has the 
advantage. But Chrysippus, they say, thinks? that 
the standard of measurement for remaining alive or 
taking leave of life should be not at all goods for the 
former and evils for the latter but for both the inter- 
mediates conforming with nature,? which is why it 
sometimes becomes proper both for the happy to 
commit suicide and for the unhappy again to con- 
tinue living. Why then, what self-contradiction in 
respect of choice and avoidance is greater than this, 
that for those who are in the highest degree happy 
it is proper to withdraw from the goods they have 
because they lack things that are indifferent ? Yet 
they (the Stoics) hold that of indifferent things none 
is an object of choice or of avoidance but that good 
is alone an object of choice and evil alone an object 
of avoidance. Consequently it turns out that by 
their own assertions they make their practical calcu- 
lations not with regard to the objects of choice nor 
yet with regard to the objects of avoidance but the 
aim of their endeavour in living and in dying is other 
things, which they neither avoid nor choose. 

as given in De Comm. Not. 1063 p is printed also). With 
what follows here cf. the whole of De Comm. Not., chap. 11 
(1063 c—1064 c) and Cicero, De Finibus iii, 60-61 (S. VF. 
iii, frag. 763). 

’ With tots pécos kata dvaw here cf. in De Comm. Not. 
1063 D rots kata dvow kai mapa dvow and in 1060 x and 
1068 a 7a xara dvow. In the similar passage of Stobaeus 
(S.}.F. iii, frag. 758 [p. 188, 4]) the phrase used is roZs 
KafyKovo. Kal Tots mapa TO KabfKov. On ra adiadopa xara 
dvow and mapa dvow cf. De Comm. Not. 1060 n-p (S. V7.4’. iii, 
frag. 146) and S.V.F. i, frag. 191 and iii, frags. 140-143. 
They are in the technical Stoic terminology the zponypéva and 
arotponyueva respectively, for which see page 529, note a 
infra. 
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r > \ \ \ lo 

(1042) 19. Tayala mpos ta Kaka tiv macav éxew dia- 
hopav oporoyet Xpvoummos. Kal avayKalov €or 
et TO jeev eoxaTws Trove KaKkooaipovas edOds* ois 

> 

av Tmaph Ta 6 em axkpov evdaiovas. alia@yta 8 
evar tayala Kai’ Ta Kaka Pyow, ev TH TpOTEpw 
wept TéXous tadrta ypadwv: ‘' ort pev yap aicOnra 
€oTt Tayaba Kal Ta KaKG Kal ToUTOLS eKzroLEet’ A€- 
yew’ ov yap ovov Ta° maby €otw atobynTa uv Tots 
elocow, olov A’7n Kai PoBos Kal Ta wapaTAyota, 

F adda Kai KAoT AS Kal poryelas Kai THY Opoiwv €oTw 
> , \ , 6 >? , \ , \ 

atobécbar kat Kaforov® adpoovyyns Kat detAtas Kat 
dAAwy otk oAlywv KaKki@v' obb€ pdvov xapads Kal 
evepyect@v Kat GdAAwy moAAav Katopfwdcewr* 
> \ 9 / Wai , \ A a 
adda Kat® dpovicews Kal avdpelas Kat TOV AoiTa@V 
apetav.”’ TovtTwv Thy pev GAAnv atoriav apdpev,”® 
¢ \ , S \ \ , ll \ 
OTL O€ paxEeTat Tots TEpi TOV diaAEAnbora™” codov 
Tis otK av dpodoyyceev; atobynTrot yap ovtos’” Ta- 
yabob Kal peyadny mpos TO KaKov dtadopav™ éexov- 

\ > , , 14 Za > <i 
1043 tos, tov €x davdAov yevouevov™ omovdatov ayvoetv 

ToUTO Kal THs apeTHs px) atofdveobat Tapovons 

ciiprevera, -F, X, &, G, Vs %. as A. 
evOvds -omitted by g. 3 rayaba kai -omitted by g. 
etomroret -B. 5 7a -B; dvra -all other ss. 
KkaboAov -Reiske ; yap GAov -Mss. 
KaKOv -£. 
Karoplw@oecwy 2K jug, Bix Karoplwoeas -all other Mss. 
kai -A? (?), B, vy. Ds Tolet. 51, 5, E; omitted by all other 

id oP 
Cn © @OrxA GD & Dw 

. 

pa da@pev -N. 
dieAnAvOora -g, d, v, 

1 yap évtos -Meziriac wie by Xylander’s version) ; 
qTapovrTos -MSS. 

18 7 Stagdopav mpos TO kakov -d, V, Z 
4 vevouevov -X*(first € made from is {3 ywopevov -all 

ti MSS. (czrovdatov yivouevov -B). 
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19. Chrysippus admits that good things are entirely 
different from evil, and it must be so if by the 
presence of the Jatter men are straightway made 
utterly unhappy and by that of the former happy in 
the highest degree *; but good and evil things are 
perceptible, he says, writing as follows in the first 
book of the two concerning the Goal®: “‘ For even 
with the following one has enough to assert that good 
and evil things are perceptible. For not only are the 
affections along with their species, that is to say 
grief and fear and the like, perceptible but also it is 
possible to perceive theft and adultery and similar 
things and, in general, folly and cowardice and not. a 
few other vices and not only joy and benefactions and 
many other right activities but also prudence and 
courage and the rest of the virtues.”’ Let us pass 
over whatever else is absurd in this statement ; but 
who would not admit that it is in conflict with the 
assertions made about the man who is a sage without 
being aware of it? ¢ For, if good is perceptible and 
far different from evil, how is it not the utmost 
absurdity that one have changed from being base to 
being good without knowing it and without per- 

¢ For the Stoic formulation of the causal relation of good 
and evil to happiness and unhappiness respectively cf. S. VF. 
iii, frags. 106, 107, and 113. 

eer 8 i, trae, Boo. 21, 2i-5t)s cf. Da Comm. Jot. 
1062 c. 

¢ From the maximum of ethical “ progress,’’ which being 
still not good is therefore evil, to the virtue and wisdom of 
the sage the change is instantaneous (cf. Plutarch, Stoicos 
Absurdiora Poetis Dicere 1058 B) and so may be unper- 
ceived by the subject of it (cf. S. V.F. iii, frags. 540 and 541). 
For the objection to this Stoic doctrine raised by Plutarch 
in what follows here see also his Quomodo Quis ... Sentiat 
Profectus 75 c-r and De Comm. Not. 1062 B-r. 
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\ wv aft ? TOV atoyioToy €L TadTa Tis avT éKelvwv KTHOd- 

¢€ 

evos eautov A€An Oe. 
/ / / 20. Mia ovvraéis 7 wept? Biwy rérrapa BiBrila: 

, > ~ , 

TOUTWY EV T@ TETAPTW A€yeL TOV GOpoY ampdypova 
> » 19 , oe 

T €lvyat Kal (OvoTpaypova® Kal Ta adTOU* mpaTTEW. 
Y Ayre / = B €ort’ dé 7) A€Ets adr: ‘ oluar yap éywye Tov dpo- 

\ + > > 

Viov Kal aTpaypova €lvat Kal oAvyompdaypova® Kal 
A / , nn > 

TQ QUTOU TPATTELY, OMOiws THS T avTOTpayias Kal 
~ > ” 

THs OAvyompaypoavrvns aoTteiwy ovTwy.” Ta oe 
~ “~ > ~ 

Opoia oyedov ev TH TEpt THY Av avdTa alpeTa@v 
eipnKe TavTas Tats AéEeou “TH yap ovte haivetar 
e \ \ e / ; > / / \ > \ 

0 KaTa THY Hovyiav Plos axivduvov TL Kat acgares 
Exew, OV Tavy THY TOAADY duvapévwy TOvTO GuV- 

a \ ran > \ - ety.” oTt pev TH’ “Emixovpw THVv mpovotay avat- 
~ A “a P. ~ \ A pobyTt dua TiS ampaypoatvns THs mept Tov Geov 

av7@ -Sandbach ; adr@ -Mss. 
mapa. -d. 
SiompdypLova. -V 3 dAvyorpaypova -Reiske. 
Kal Tadra, autoo -F} (rad cancelled), d, v,z 
€ott S€ % A€~is . . . Kal Ta avTOD mpatTew -omitted by g 

and K. 
d » Auyompdypova -d ; iS:ompaypova -Pohlenz. 
7 nev <obdv> 7 -Meziriac (but cf. 1039 p supra). 

on - © pp 

S.V 2) ii drag. 708. 
‘ » Por idvompdypova cf. Hesychius, s.1. iSvompayet: Schol. 

in Euripidis Medeam 217 (ii, p. 157, 21 [Schwartz]); S. VF. 
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ceiving the presence of virtue but thinking that vice 
is residing in him? Either no one who has all the 
virtues can be ignorant of the fact or disbelieve it, or 
else the difference between virtue and vice, between 
happiness and unhappiness, and between the fairest 
life and the ugliest is minute and scarcely discernible 
at all if anyone has acquired the former in place of 
the latter without noticing it. 

20. The work on Ways of Living is a single treatise 
in four books. In the fourth of these he says @ that 
the sage is unmeddlesome and retiring ° and minds 
his own business. These are his words: “ For J 
think that the prudent man is unmeddlesome and 
unofficious and that he minds his own business, 
minding one’s own business ¢ and unofficiousness 
being alike matters of decency.” In the work con- 
cerning Objects of Choice Per Se, he has said very 
nearly the same thing in these words @: “ For in fact 
there seems to be something secure and certain 
about the life of tranquillity, though most men are 
not really able to perceive this.’’ For Epicurus this 
is clearly not out of keeping, since he by the doctrine 
that god does not meddle does away with provi- 

iii, p. 245, 31-32. There is no more reason to change this to 
oAvyoTpaypova as Reiske did or oAvyoTpaypova. in the direct 

quotation to is:ompaypova as Pohlenz, does than there is to 
- change aodov in Pintaren's paraphrase to ¢pdvyov or the 

latter in the direct quotation to aoddv. 
¢ Cf. otxevompayia in Plato’s Republic 434 c, where in 

contrast to zoAumpaypootrvyn (434 B 9) it defines d:xacocdvn. 
This by Proclus (In Rempublicam i, p. 23, 3-8 and p. 220, 
5-8) is called 76 adrompayeiv and avrompayia (cf. lamblichus, 
De Mysteriis, p. 187, 13-14 [Parthey]). In the pseudo- 
Platonic Definitions (411 ©) cwdpoovvn=adtrompayia kata pv- 
ou Vv. 

¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 704. 
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ovK amadet’ dfAdv eotw: GAN’ adtos 6 Xpvowrmos 
> A , \ , —_: \ \ 
ev TO TPWTW TEPL Biwy BactAeiav® te Tov codov 

/ ae s 4 , / 5.39 
exovoiws avadéeecbar* Ayer ypnuaTilopevov am 
auTys* Kav avtos Paoidevew pr SUVATAL, CvpPLOd- 
cetat Pactdet Kat atpatevcetar peta’ Bacidews, 
otos Av “lddv@upaos® 6 UKvOns 7° Acvcwv 6 Ilov- 
TiKOS. Trapabjcopa: b€° Kal TavTHY abTod Thy did- 
AeKTov, OTws €lO@pev ef kabarep ex viTns Kal 
braTns yiyverat avpdwvov ovtws opodoyet Bios 
avopos Kal ampaypootvyy atpovpevov Kai dAvyo- 
Tpaypoavvyny’® eira cuvimmalopéevov UKvas Kai Ta 
tov ev Boaotopw tupavyvwv mpattovtos €€ otacd7- 
Tiwos avayKnys: “ott yap’’ dyot “‘ kai otpatevoetat 

1 dndéec -X*(second a made from o), g, Vat. Reg. 80°; 
amodet -all other Mss. 3; dzwéet -Basil. 

* Baatréws -d ; Pacidav -v. 
3 éxovoiws -omitted by g. 
4 Kronenberg (Mnemosyne, lii [1924], p. 104) and implied 

in the versions of Xylander and Amyot; dvadéyecPa -X, g, 
B ; avéxecbar -all other Mss. 

5 wera -omitted by A'(added superscript -A?); «ara -d, z. 
6 "[SavOupoos -Xylander (cf. C.1.G. ii, pp. 1lla and 

113a); éavOdpaos -F{ddav superscript -f*): stdavOnpaos -g, 
d (v changed to i), v3; ddafvpaos -)3: ddarbupaos -X? (dda 
over erasure) and all other mss. (ef. 1043 p infra, De Comm. 
No i 1061 p, and Reg. et Imp. Apophthegmata 174 £). 

ee -omitted by g. 
8 -omitted by I, d, v, z (wapa@yoopev -d, v, z), a, A, 

B, y; 
$ rohunpaypootin -F, n. 

* j.e. Chrysippus cannot consistently identity tranquillity 
with the good life as Epicurus can (ef. 1033 c supra), for 
the latter, unlike the former, ascribing it in its most perfect 
form to the gods sees and asserts that this precludes the pos- 
sibility of providence and of all divine intervention in human 
affairs and natural processes (Fpicurus, K. A. i and Epistles 
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dence *; but Chrysippus himself in the first book on 
Ways of Living says ¥ that the sage will voluntarily 
assume kingship and make a profit from it and, if he 
cannot reign himself, will dwell with a king and go 
campaigning with a king of the kind that Idanthyrsus 
the Scythian was or Leuco of Pontus.* I shall cite 
this too in his own language, in order that we may 
know whether as the highest and lowest tones pro- 
duce concord so there is consistency @ in the life of a 
man who chooses to be unmeddlesome and unofficious 
and then from some necessity or other goes riding 
with Scythians and minding the business of the 
tyrants in the Bosporus : “ For,” says he, “ holding 
fast to this let us again consider the proposition that 

i, 76-77 and ii, 97; Cicero, De Nat. Deorum i, 51-56; 
[Plutarch], De Placitis 881 a-p= Dow. Graeci, p. 300, 4-16). 
This Epicurean doctrine and the Stoic opposition to it are 
played off against each other in chap. 38 znfra (1051 p-r 
and 1052 8) and in De Comm. Not., chap. 32 (1075 E-F). See 
also Plutarch’s references to the Epicurean doctrine in 
Pyrrhus, chap. 20 (395 n-F); De Defectu Orac. 420 28; Non 
Posse Suaviter Vivi 1100 re—1101 c, 1103 Dp; Adv. Colotem 
React mw 1193 4, 1194 £, 1195_c. 

o S.V.F. iii, frag. 691 (p. 173, 23-36); of. De Comm. Not. 
1061 b. 

¢ Yor Idanthyrsus, king of the Scythians when they were 
attacked by Darius (514 B.c.), see Herodotus, iv, 76, 120, 
126-127 and F. Jacoby, F. Gr. Hist. I A, p. 102 (3 F 174) 
and III C, p. 616 (715 F 11); for Leuco, ruler of Bosporus 
and Theodosia and many neighbouring Scythian tribes and 
friend of the Athenians (ca. 393-348 B.c.), see KE. H. Minns, 
Scythians and C'reeks (Cambridge, 1913), pp. 556-557 and 
574-576; Geyer, R.-E. xii, 2 (1925), cols. 2279-2282; and 
H. Volkmann, Der Kleine Pauly, iii (1969), p. 599, col. 1, 
7-32. The two appear together among the examples of good 
kings named by Dio Chrysostom, Oratio ii, 77. 

¢ Yor the intended irony of duodoye? here cf. the notes on 
1033 a and 1033 ¢ supra, 
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1 SuvaTta@v -£, Vy Z. 
2 émoxepoueda -g, alo changed to w -a’), Tolet. 51, 5; 

emoxeseueba -d. 
3 tapamAnjo.ov -B, n, Vat. Reg. 80. 

? 70«ou -d, bi € , e , e 5 Cf. 1043 c supra; ddabjpow -g; ddabdpow -B; ddav- 
Ovpow -all other MBS. 

§ wordyepa -X1; év ordyepa -a, A, B, y, n, I, Tolet. 51, 5. 
7 dptorotéAny -g 3 after dptororéAns half a line left blank 

in E. 
8 §€ -omitted by ds Ay Bs Ys Ms K, Tolet. 1, 5: 
® fevoxpatnv -X (final vy erased -X*), g, d, v, z, B, n. 

* Kal... yeyovorwy is explicative; for the significance of 
the phrase in explaining the Stoic theory of ethical progress 
cf. O. Luschnat, Philologus, cii (1958), pp. 202-203. 

’ Concerning the motive here alleged cf. W. Kroll, R.-F. 
x (1919), col. 1675, 62 ff. in his article (/b/d., cols. 167-4, 67- 
1726, 7) on Callisthenes (ca. 370-327), Aristotle’s grand- 
nephew, who was executed by Alexander and whose story is 
told by Plutarch in his lerander, chaps. 52-55 (694 =2— 
696 ©). See further L. Pearson, The Lost [listories of Alex- 
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he will go campaigning and dwell with princes, since 
we have maintained this too for reasons much like 
the very considerations which have caused some not 
even to suspect it.’’ After a bit he adds: “ and not 
only with those who have made some progress by 
having been engaged in certain kinds of discipline 
and habituation,¢ for example at the courts of Leuco 
and Idanthyrsus.’’ Some arraign Callisthenes for 
having sailed to Alexander in the hope of restoring 
Olynthus 8 as Aristotle restored Stagira ¢ and praise 
Ephorus and Xenocrates and Menedemus for having 
declined Alexander's invitation? ; but Chrysippus 
thrusts the sage headlong into Panticapaeum and the 

ander the Great (New York, 1960), pp. 22-49. Olynthus 
had been taken and utterly destroyed by Philip II of 
Macedon in 348 B.c. (ef Demosthenes, Oratio ix, 26; 
Diodorus Siculus, xvi, 53, 2-3; Dionysius Hal., Ad Am- 
maeum i, 10=p. 269, 8-11 [Usener-Radermacher]; and 
[Plutarch], Vitae X Oratorum $45 p-£). 

¢ Cf. Plutarch’s Alexander, chap. 7 (668 a), Non Posse 
Suaviter Vivi 1097 s, and Adv. Colotem 1126 r; Diogenes 
Laertius, v, 4; I. Diiring, Aristotle in the Ancient Bio- 
graphical Tradition (Géteborg, 1957), pp. 290-294; and 
O. Gigon, Vita Aristotelis Marciana (Berlin, 1962), pp. 56- 
57, where the evidence for the destruction of Stagira by 
Philip II in 349 s.c. and for Aristotle’s rdle in the restoration 
of his native city is discussed. 

@ Similar stories are told of Xenocrates by Plutarch in his 
Alexander, chap. 8 (668 £), De Alexandri... Virtute, 331 5 
and 333 B, Reg. et Imp. Apophthegmata 181 v-£, Adv. 
Colotem 1126 p (cf. also Cicero, Tusc. Disp. v, 91; Diogenes 
Laertius, iv, 8-9; Stobaeus, Anth. iii, 5, 10 [p. 258, 6-9, 
Hense]). The Menedemus mentioned here is not the Eretrian 
(1036 ¥ supra) but Plato’s associate from Pyrrha, mentioned 
again by Plutarch in Adv. Colotem 1126 c-p (cf. K. von 
Fritz, R.-H. xv/1 [1931], col. 788, 19-53). On the inclusion 
here of Ephorus of Cyme, the historian (ca. 405-330 B.c.), 
cf. F. Jacoby, I’. Gr. Hist. If C, p. 36, 9-16. 
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(1043) 
PLUTARCH’S MORALIA 

Tra.Lov abet Kal THY KUO é } 5: 1p e E C Kal THV viayv epnutav. oTt yap €p- 

yaolas’ EVEKA KQL XPNMATLGLLOU TAUTA TrOLEL Kal 

mpoded9 Awe TPES d7oF€mevos appolovras pa-~ 

Avora" TO coh@ Xpnwatvopovs, TOV a.7r0 Baotheias 

kai tov a6 pidov KaL TpiTOV em TOUTOLS TOV amo 
cogiotetas. Kaito toAAayod ev amoxvaier® TabT’ 
ETALVOV 

emret TL (det) Bporotae Any dveiv povor,” 
Anuntpos axtis twHpatos 8 ddpnydov;* 

ev" b€ TOUS TEpl Dvaews Aeyet TOV coger, eu THY 

peylorny ovotav amoBador,° Opaxpanv pay exBeBan- 
Kévar Od€ew. ovTw 6° adrov dpas e€Kel Kal oy- 
Kwoas evTadda maXdw ets pucbapviav KataBadre 
Kal cod.oteiay’’* Kal yap aitjioew Kal mpodAnpe- 
afar To pwev edOds apxouévov TO d€ ypovouv TA 
pabntrn ducABovros, omep evyvwpoveotepov e«ivat, 

1 yap épyacias -Reiske (implied in the versions of Xylander 
and Amyot); aap’ é€pyacias -F1, X13; wep epyacias -X4, g, 
B; Tapepyacias -F2 and all other mss. 

2 ws padora -g£. 
3 droxvaies -X*(aie. Over erasure), g, A’, B, y, E, B; 

amoxvicat -I*, d, v, Zz, a, Al. 
4 <8e7> added by Leonicus (cf. 1044 8 infra and Quomodo 

A ——— Poetas Audire Debeat 36 F). 
& povwy -d, vs Z, Ds 

§ Anuntpos aie 110 [LAT OS (zapatos -Diibner) & ddpnydou 
(s8poxoov -g) -X? (added in margin), g, B; omitted by all 
other mss. here (cf. 1044 B and ¥F infra and Quomodo Adu- 
lescens ... 36 F). 

7 év -*(superscript over of cancelled), \%(over erasure), 
and all other mss. 8 «{ -omitted by d, v, z 

° amoBdhor -X3(X over erasure), g, a%(A over erasure), 
Wg: Bs Y nN, E: 3 atroBaAAou -F, as hg Z 5 amoBaArer -B. 

10 els -omitted by me s €is i KQL O. cared -d, v, z 

watt VP. iii, =e 691 o 174, 1-2), of, ‘De Cosa Ry 
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Scythian wilderness “ in order to make a profit, for 
that the purpose intended is trade and profit he has 
made clear even before this ® by prescribing three 
sources of profit particularly appropriate to the sage : 
kingship, friends, and, third after these, lecturing. 
Yet in place after place he praises ad nauseam the 
verses : 

For what need mortals save two things alone, 
Demeter’s grain and draughts of water clear ? ¢ 

and in the books concerning Nature he says @ that 
the sage, if he should lose the greatest fortune, 
would reckon his loss at a single drachma. After 
having thus exalted and inflated him there, however, 
he here reduces him again to wage-earning and 
schoolmastering, for he says that the sage will both 
demand a fee and collect it in advance, in some cases 
at the beginning of the pupil’s term and in others 
after some time has elapsed, the latter being the 

1061 p(S. VF. iii, p. 174, 3-9) 5 but neither of these passages 
is a “‘ fragment ’’ of Chrysippus (cf. Pohlenz, /Termes, Ixxiv 
[1939], p. 16). Panticapaeum, at the N.E. corner of the 
Taurian Chersonese, had been founded by Miletus and con- 
quered by the Bosporian rulers, who made it their ‘‘ Euro- 
pean capital” (¢f. Strabo, vii, 4, 4-5 [309-311] and xi, 2, 5 
and 10 [494, 495]). For the phrases, ém xedadjyv &bet and 
THhv XKvba@v epnuiay, see Leutsch, Corpus Paroem. Graec. ii, 
p. 412 (no. 64 fadd Plato, Republic 553 w 8]) and p. 208 (no. 
66 {add Aeschylus, Prom. Vinct. 1-2]). 

o S.V.F. iii, frag. 693; cf. 1047 F infra and S.V.F. iii, 
frag. 686. 

¢ The first two of five lines by Euripides (frag. 892 
{Nauck, Trag. Graec. l’rag.”, p. 646]), the second and third 
of which are freely reproduced at 1044 ¥ infra. Aulus Gellius 
(vr, xvi, 6-7) says of the lines *“* quibus saepissime Chrysippus 
philosophus usus ” (S. V.F. iii, p. 177, 19-28). 

4 calito. moMaxod pev .. . Sdfew=S.V.F, iii, frag. 153 ; 
cf. 1048 B infra (ev S€ +B tpirw mepi Ducews . . .). 
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PLUTARCH’S MORALIA 

(1043) dno, aodaddorepov S€ 76 mpoAapBavewv, ws ad«- 
KnpaTA TOD TOTOU' emidEexoevov. Aéyet SE OUTWS" 
‘‘ elompattovrat® dé Tov puobdov od mavras*® of voov 
EXOVTES woadTws aA’ adAAws (Hy TO) mA Gos" 
ws av 0 Kalpos PEpn> ovK eTrayyeAXOpevow® Trou 
oew ayabovs Kal TAT ev eviauT@ ocov’ 6€ map 
€avTovs’ TatTa TowmoEewv Tmpos TOV acuppwrybévTa 

1044 Xpovoy.”’ Kau maAuw mpoeNarv ‘““r6v TE KaLpOV 
clean, moTepov €evOds det Tov puobov AapBavew 
ap.a. TH mpoooda Kkalarrep mAetous TETOUT AGU 1) 
Kal ypdovov abtots diddvat, TOD TOTOV® TOUTOU UGA- 
Rov Kat adukjpata™ ETOEXOPLEVOU dof avros i av" 
elvat ebyvwpoveaTepon. a Kat Tas 1 Xpynpeatov 
KaTappovn7ns™ 6 aodds, bro ovyypagny én a.p- 
yupiw THY apETHV Trapad.ovs KdV ual Tapasg TO 
tabdpiov’” elompatTwv ws TeTOLNKWS" Ta Tap av- 
sik 7) BAaBys Kpeittwv, Pvdratropevos py adixnO7 

* Tporou -g°(p added superscript). 
éxmpatrovra -F, X, g, d, v, z, a 

: Emperius (Op. Philol., p. 340) ; mavres -MSS. 
4 dAAws <i 70> ARGOS bed Bury ; ddAws 7AnGos -g}, d, 

Ris Bes - dAAws vac. 6 -E; dAAws 7hiBos -all other mss. 

5 enayyeAAdpevar -E3 erayyeAopevwy (éeraye - 3 dmayye -d, 
V; Z) - -all other ss. 

§ 60a -E. 
7 Shorey (Class. Phil., xi [1916], p. 465 and xiii [1918], 

p- 413) ; 3 mpos €avTous -MSS. 
° mpoodw -X%(erasure after mpo), £ 
® zpdmou -£°(p added SINE OE 

40 adicyparos “2, V, Z 
a dv -omitted by g. 
" dyvepovearépov -d, Vv, z 
13 as av ein -X%, g, B. 
ae Katappovnrhy oa Nig Ds 
15 +4 pucOdpuov -F(so also at the end of this sentence) ; 

Tov pucbdptov -a. 
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more courteous procedure but collection in advance 
the more certain, since the situation admits of 
fraudulent practices. His statement runs as follows ¢: 
“ Those who are intelligent do not exact their fee of 
all in the same manner but, otherwise <than the) 
majority, as occasion requires, promising not to pro- 
duce virtuous men and that too within a year ® but 
so far as in them lies to produce these results at the 
time agreed upon.” Further on he says again: “ He 
will know what is the appropriate time, whether he 
should take his fee straightway upon the entrance 
of his pupils, as has been the practice of a majority, 
or should also grant them time, the latter being a 
situation which is more open to fraudulent practices, 
to be sure, but which would seem to be more 
courteous.” How is the sage, then, either disdainful 
of wealth, contracting as he does to transmit virtue 
for money and, even if he does not transmit it, 
exacting his pittance on the ground that he has done 
what in him lies, or superior to injury, taking pre- 

¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 701. See Headlam’s note in Herodas, 
The Mimes and Fragments ed. A. D. Knox (Cambridge, 
1922), pp. 123-124. The injunctions of Chrysippus are com- 
pared by L. Edelstein (Bull. Hist. Medicine, xxx [1956], 
p. 402, n. 20= Ancient Medicine [ Baltimore, 1967], p. 330, 
n. 20) with the recommendations for physicians in the Hip- 
pocratic Precepts 4 and 6 (ix, pp. 254-258 [Littré}). 

» Such professions are ridiculed or castigated by Isocra- 
tes, Adv. Sophistas 3-6 and by Plato in Huthydemus 273 
p-£, Protagoras 319 a, Laches 186 c, Republic 518 s. 

16 us memounxws -omitted by d, v, 23 ws wemonKas.. . 
Kpeitrwv -omitted by y, n, F, Tolet. 51, 5. 

1” zap avtov -Reiske; epi adrov -Mss. (wepi defended by 
kKolfhaus, Plutarchi De Comm. Not., p. 56; but cf. 1043 Fr 
supra [mpos for map| and De Comm. Not. 1071 a: 7a aap’ 
€QAUTOV TFOLEtV}. 
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B 

PLUTARCH’S MORALIA 

mepl TO puobdprov ; GOLKELTAL yap ovdels Ha) PAraz- 
Tomevos: Ofev pur adiketoBar Tov codov év aMors 
atopnvapevos evtatla dnow aducnuata Tov TOTOV" 
ae 

By oe 7@ Tept LlodAureias ovddev noovajs 
eEveKa, mpage ob5é mapacKevacedbat” pyar TOUS 
TroAtras Kat Tov Kvpumidnv enawet TatTa mpodpe- 
popevos” 

émel TL Oet* Bporotot mAnv dvety provoy,” 
Anjuntpos axths muwpatos 8 ddpynxoov;° 

7 LSL7 > \ / Niven > A \ elTa puKpov"’ amo TovTwY mpoeADwr* emaivet Tov 
Avoyévn® To atdotoyv amotpiBopevov ev pavep@'? Kat 
éyovTa mpos Tovs Tapovtas: ‘‘eie Kati Tov Atpov"® 
ovTws atoTtpipacba THs yaoTpos youvaynv.” Ti’ 
otv é€xer Adyov év tots attois émawely TOV €K- 

/ 12 4 ¢ \ ¢ \ \ ¢ Ail Baddovta™ rHv ydovnv aya Kat Tov ydovAs eveka 
TOLAUTA TMPATTOVTA KAL TOLAUTNS ATTOMEVOV at- 
axpoupyias; ypaysas Ttoivuy év tots tept Dicews 
e 13 \ “A v8 e / ic / >] , 6Tt™ zoAAa TOV Cow evexa KaAAous 7) Pats EVVOXE 
didokadotca Kal yaipovoa TH ToiKtAia Kat Adyov 

* ddixypara tov tomov -Wyttenbach ; adiknua me (or adr 
poate) & dromov -F1, X, g, d,v,z, B; addenpa re (Or adixnpatc) Tov 
toTrov -F?, a, A, 8, y,n, E(a superscript between 7 and ov). 

2 rapacKxevacacba -g, B, n, B. 
3 mpodepomevor -E. 
4 8e¢ -X3%(superscript), g, B; omitted by all other mss. 

(cf 1043 E supra). 5 povwy -d, V, Z. 
§ ropatos 8 ddpnxdou (ddpoyoou -g) -\*(in margin), g, B 

omitted by all other mss. (cf. 1043 © supra). 
eira KaTa@ puKpov -£. 

8 repreADwy -d 3 dceAOwv deo ae superscript over 81). 
: dioyevny - -X1(final y erased /-X2), gy diwsgeip- 

10 ey rH havep@ -H. 11 Rowpov -a. 
32 éxBaddvra =), V5: 13 67, -z, B 3 ws 6re -all other mss. 
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cautions as he does against being defrauded of his 
pittance? No one is defrauded without being 
injured. Chrysippus, who on that ground elsewhere 
declared the sage not to be subject to fraud,? here 
says that the situation admits of fraudulent practices. 

21. In his work on Commonwealth he says ” that 
the citizens will not do or contrive anything for the 
purpose of pleasure; and he praises Euripides, 
quoting these verses of his : 

lor what need mortals save two things alone, 
Demeter’s grain and draughts of water clear ? ¢ 

Then a little further on he praises Diogenes for | 

saying to the bystanders as he masturbated in public, 
“ Would that I could thus rub the hunger too out of 
my belly.’’ @ Now, what sense does it make to praise 
in the same work at once the man who repudiates 
pleasure and the man who for the sake of pleasure 
does things like this and engages in such obscenity ? 
Furthermore, after he had written in the books con- 
cerning Nature’ that beauty is the purpose for 
which many of the animals have been produced by 
nature, since she loves the beautiful and delights in 

¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 579; cf. ibid. frag. 578 and note a on 
1041 E supra. 

> S.V.F. iii, frag. 706 (p. 177, 9-18). 
¢ See 1043 © supra and note ¢ there. 
4 Cf. Diogenes Laertius, vi, 46 and 69. Diogenes of 

Sinope, the Cynic (ca. 400-325 B.c.), used ‘* shamelessness ”’ 
for didactic purposes (cf. K. von Fritz, Philologus, Suppl. 
xviii/2 [1926], pp. 45-49); and Plutarch here misinterprets 
both the lesson intended by the anecdote and the motive of 
Chrysippus in citing it (cf. Elorduy, Soztalphilosophie, p. 148, 
no 26S). 

* S. Vif. ii, frag: 1163 (p. 334, 19-23). Cf. Cicero, De 
Finibus iii, 18 (S.V.F. ii, frag. 1166). 
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(1044) emrevmmeny Tmapadoyarrarov" WS 0 TAWS EvEKOL Tijs ov- 
pas® yéyove dia TO KaMos avris, avis ev TH rept 
Iloduretas VEaViKaS® ,emereripnKe TOS TAWS Tpe- 
povat Kat andovas, womep* avTiwopobeTav TH TOD 
KOopov vopobeTyn Kat THs PUcews KaTayeAdy duro- 
KaAovons mEpi TA TOLADTA THY Cawy ois® 6 aodds 
ev TH TOAEL TOTOV Od Sidwor. TAs* yap ovK dTo- 
Tov eycahety Tots Tpepovaw é. yervOoay ETALVEL 

D THY mpovotay ; €v ev ovv 7 TELTTO TEPL Dcews, 
etre OTL Ot KOpEts EUXpHOTWS eLumvilovow nas 
Kal ot pwes eTrLoTpEepovaly Huds pn) apeAds Exacta 
TiHévar diroxadreiv S€ tHv dvow TH ToiKiria xal- 
povoay eikds €ott, Tadta Kata AéEw eipynKe: “‘ yé- 
voito 8 av pddtota TovTou® eudaois él THs KEep- 
Kou Tov Taw.” evTatla yap empaiver TO Caov 
VEYOVEVAL EVEKA THS KEpKOU Kal OUK avaTadw,” TO 

\12 ete Se ¢ On ; {8° dppeve yevopeva” ovtws 7 BAAvs avvyKodAov- 

A mapadoywrara -2. 2 iepas -d. 
P TUPAVLKDS a 4 (rup over erasure). 

4 @omep . . . axwAvtws (1050 c infra) written in d by a 
different hand. 

5 ofs . . . dxwAvtrws (1050 c infra) missing from v and z 
(in z a large part of f. 175v and all of f. 176 have been left 
blank). 

6 was... pndev Tod érépov (1045 B infra) missing from F, 
where the words filled one folio now lost (ef. “Pohlenz- 
Weenie Moralia vi/2, p. 11). 

7 éyxadetv .. . vac. 11 (apparently erased at end of line) 
- povay &: 
8 a yevy@oav emanvel -a°l-, Xylander ; ayewds (ayevds -n, 

Vat. Reg. 80) av éraw7 Gcitasvel -Tolet. 51, 51, Vat. Reg. 80) 
-all other mss. ® robTo Bi 

10 +a@ (followed by erasure in next line) -X ; rads (with s 
erased) -a; taw (followed by erasure) -A; rac -all other 
MSS. 11 ovxavam vac. 3 -g. 

12 ¢§’> -added by Wyttenbach. 
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diversity, and had appended a most irrational argu- 
ment, namely that the peacock’s tail on account of 
its beauty is the purpose for which the peacock has 
come to be, in his work on Commonwealth * again he 
has vehemently censured people who keep peacocks 
and nightingales. It is as if he were legislating in 
competition with the lawgiver of the universe and 
deriding nature for bestowing her love of the beauti- 
ful upon animals of a kind to which the sage denies 
room in his city. Is it not clearly absurd to object to 
those who keep the creatures that he praises pro- 
vidence for creating? Well, in the fifth book con- 
cerning Nature® after having said that bugs are 
useful in waking us up and mice in making us 
attentive about putting things away carefully ° and 
that nature probably loves the beautiful as she 
delights in diversity he has stated the following in so 
many words: “ The tail of the peacock would be an 
especially impressive example of this, for here nature 
makes it evident that the creature has come to be 
for the sake of the tail and not contrariwise, (and) 
the existence of the male, which had this origin, 

¢ This passage is missing from S.V.F., but see 1044 pD-r 
infra (S.V.F. iii, frag. 714). 

> §.V.F. ii, frag. 1163 (p. 334, 24-31). 
¢ Cf. 8S. V.F. ii, frag. 1152 from Porphyry’s De Abstinentia 

iii, 20 (pp. 209, 15-210, 2 [Nauck]) and the following 
criticism of such teleology (pp. 210, 4-211, 7 [Nauck]), all 
drawn by Porphyry from Plutarch (frag. 145= Moralia vii, 
pp. 171, 20-173, 18 [Bernardakis]=frag. 193, 59-101 [Sand- 
bach]), who had at least part of the critique from Car- 
neades (cf. p. 210, 2-4 [Nauck] =p. 172, 9-11 [Bernardakis] = 
frag. 193, 71-73 [Sandbach]). 

18 yevouevw -a'( yev changed to yiv); ywouevov -g 3 ywwo- 
pévy -all other mss. 
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(1044) Oniev. 2 ev d€ TO mEpl TloAureias, ely ore eye 
yus eopev TOU Kal TOUS KOTIP@VAS Curypagety, per 
oXiyov Ta yewpyiKa pyor KadAorriCewv® Twas ava- 
devdpact® Kal pLuppivas “‘ Kal Taws Kal TEpLoTEpas 

EK tpé€povot Kal mépdixas tva KakKaBilwouw* adtois 
Kat andovas.”’ ndéws 6° av adtod tufoluny ti dpo- 
vet mept peAuitT@v Kat pédiTos: Hv pev yap aKo- 
Aovlov 7° Tods Kopers EdypHOTWs TO Tas pEXTTAS 
axpyoTws pavat yeyovevat: et d€ TaUTALS TOTOV eV 
TH mode Sidwot, Ota Ti THY POS aKonY Kat Oyu" 
eTLTEPTOV aTrEtpyet TOUS TOAITas; KaGdAov dé Wo- 
TEp O° TOvS aLVOELTVOUS pEUPOLEVOS OTL XYP@VTaL 
Tpayynpact Kal olvw Kat osots TOV 6° Emi TATA KeE- 
KAnKOTA Kal TATA TapEegKEvacpEVoY” ETTALVaV aTo- 
TOS €OTW OUTWS 6 THY pEV’” TpOVvOoLaY eyKwpLalwy 

F iy@is Kat dpvidas Kat péAt Kat olvov TapacKevaca- 
oav eyaddy dé Tols pL Tapameprovat TabTa “nd 
dpKovpevous AnpnTpos AKTH * mespact & ddpnxo- 
ous,*” a7rep TapEaTe Kal TEPUKEY 1 mpas Tpepew obddeva 
moretobat Adyov Eouke TOD TavarTia A€yew EavTO. 

1 # OfAUSs cuvnKoAOvOnKev -Pohlenz; 7 se ovrnkorovenkev 
-Emperius (Op. Philol., p. 340) 5 7 (3) -X) @nAvdodv (BnAv yoo 
“hy HRKorovOnKev pcolupined) -g) -MSS. 

2 KadAwmite -al(final »y added superscript). 
avavdevdpaot -a, 1% y- 
kaxkaBal wow yin, EB; KaxxaPalovory -Toletii§),3* 
ro -\ (corrected to 7H -X*), g. 
7H -g 3 omitted by all other mss. 
Sypev -E(over erasure) 3 7épywv -all other Mss. 
é -omitted by Bp. 

.. évov -\ (over erasure) ; wapackevacdpevoy -g. 
10 ev -omitted by g and Tolet. Ly ees 
MW aKris XN1(s erased -X4). 
12 réuaci te Bdpyxdors (d8poxdars -g) -MsS. (cf. 1043 E and 

1044 B supra). 
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implied the existence of the female.”’* Yet in his 
work on Commonwealth ° he says that we are almost 
at the point of painting pictures on the privies too 
and a little later that some people embellish their 
farm-lands with tree-climbing vines and myrtles 
‘and they keep peacocks and doves and partridges 
for their cackling and nightingales.”’ I should like 
to have asked him what he thinks about bees and 
honey, for it would have been consistent with the 
assertion that the existence of bugs is useful to say 
that that of bees is useless ; and, if he gives room in 
his city to the latter, for what reason does he debar 
the citizens from the things that are pleasing to eye 
and ear? To put it generally : as the man is absurd 
who rebukes his table-companions for taking desserts 
and wine and relishes but praises the host who has 
had these things prepared and has invited guests to 
share them just so does he seem to have no scruple 
about contradicting himself who extols providence 
for having provided fishes and birds and honey and 
wine © but objects to those who do not forgo these 
things and content themselves with Demeter’s grain 
and draughts of water clear, things ready to hand and 
our natural sustenance. 

¢ The last clause is meant to forestall the objection that, 
since the hen does not have the beautiful tail, the tail cannot 
be the purpose for which the fowl exists: the existence of 
the female being necessarily involved in the existence of the 
male, the final cause of the cock’s existence would be that of 
the hen’s as well. 

> S.V.F. iii, frag. 714. 
° 6 THY mpovoltav .. . Tapacxevacacav='5. J)’. 1". il, frag. 1160. 
¢ Plutarch here adapts to his prose sentence the second 

and third lines of Euripides, frag. 892. See 1043 © (with 
note c there) and 1044 B supra. 
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(1044) 22. Kat pny ev TO . y TOV [potpemrixay, 
elmWMVv OTL KAL TO pntpaow 7 Ovyatpaow 7 adeA- 
dais’ ovyyevéobar Kat To dayety te? Kat mpoedOeiv 
> A A AM , hee ee 2\7 / 770 Aexoos n Gavarou mpos tepov addyws diaBe- 

1045 BAnrat, KaL pos Ta” Onpia gat decy amoBAerew 

Kal Tots tm eKelvwv yeyvopeevors Texpaipectar TO 
pnoev atotrov puynde Tapa pvow clvar TOV TovwovTwr: 
EUKalpws yap mpos Tatra yiyveoOat Tas TOV aAAwv 
Cwwv mapabéces els TO pTE ovyytyvopeva pte 
VEVVO@VTA nT evatrobvijaKovTa® €V TOUS lepots put- 

aivew To Oeiov. ev d€ TH wéjurtw mddAw Tepi Dv- 
4 “A A 3 4 \ € / > cews déyer KaAdS peV atrayopevew Tov ‘Hoiodoy ets 

TrOTapOvs Kal Kpyvas ovpeiy ert b€ udrXrAov ader- 
TEoV' elvan Tob mpos Bw pvov ovpety 7 apidpupa Beod- 
[1 yap elvan" pos Aoyov, El KUVES Kal OVvoL TOUTO 

B zrototou Kat mardapea VATA, pL pydepiay emoTpopny 
und emAoytopov € eXovTa rept Ta" TOLOUTOD. aro 
Tov plev’’ ovv TO €EKE peEV evKOLpoV elmrety THY 
tov addoywv" Caowyv dmobewmpnow™ evratba 8’ azo 
doyou.” 

1 Lacuna indicated by Xylander; <zpitw> -added by 
Rasmus (Prog. 1880, p. 8). 2 adeAdais 7 Ouvyatpaoww -g. 

3 zu <rav azecpynuevwy> -Nylander; but cf. Thucydides, 
ii, 74 (. . . qv te moLpev . . .) and Theopompus in Athenaeus, 
xii, 517 e (. . . od pdvov adrovs év 7TH péow 71 TroLodvTas GAN’ 
ovoe TACxXOVTAS). 

4 Emperius (Op. Philol., p. 340), cf. Wyttenbach, Index, 
SoU. dex 5 Aéxous -MSS. 

® Kal mpos 7a X°(mpos added superscript), g, B; Kati ra 
eu other mss., Aldine; éi ra -Basil. $ amofvioKovta -g. 

7 adexréov -A ©'T-(in margin), E, Vat. Reg. 80; dvax- 
Teov -X, g ; avexteov -all other mss. 

° yap evar ssa 3 Tapeivar -MSS. 
® sav... opi -(1047 «a infra) -missing in X? (=ff. 148- 

149) and soled by another hand (X‘). 
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22. Moreover, in the ¢. . .) book of his Exhorta- 
tions * after stating that cohabitation with mothers 
or daughters or sisters, eating certain things, and 
going directly from childbed or death-bed to a holy 
place have been condemned without reason he says 
that we must look to the beasts and from their 
behaviour infer that no such act is extraordinary or 
unnatural, since here it is apposite to cite the case of 
the other animals as evidence against the divinity’s 
being polluted by their coupling, giving birth, or 
dying in holy places.? On the other hand, in the 
fifth book concerning Nature ¢ he states that Hesiod’s 
prohibition ¢ against urinating into rivers and 
fountains is good but all the more must one refrain 
from urinating against an altar or the shrine of a 
god, for, if dogs and asses and little children do it, 
that is not relevant, since they are without any 
regard or understanding for such things. It is extra- 
ordinary then @ to say in the former case that it is 
apposite to consider the example of the irrational 
animals but in the latter that it is irrelevant. 

*S. V.F. iit, frag. 753; of. S.V.F. iii, frags. 743-752 and 
i, frags. 253-256. 

> Cf. Herodotus, ii, 64. For the irrational animals as the 
criterion of “‘ natural”? behaviour cf. Plutarch, De Amore 
Prolis 493 s-r. The notion was satirized by Aristophanes in 
Clouds 1427-1429 and Birds 757-768. 

Fmey ff. tii, frag. T54, 4 Works and Days 757-758. 
¢ The pev odv here is “ corrective,” the dromov being 

echoed from drozov in the assertion of Chrysippus (1045 a 
supra). ‘The inconsistency here criticized is “ resolved ”’ by 
A. Dyroff (Die Ethik der alten Stoa, p. 373) but not so 
satisfactorily as he appears to believe. 

10 wev -omitted by eg. 11 ddAwy -g. 
12 Grobedpyow -F 3; drolypiwow -all other mss. 

13 Gao Adyou -Hutten ; dmdAoyov -Mss. amo Adyou 3 damoAoyov 
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(1045) 23. Tod carnvayrdacba doxobvtes' bm0 TOV €€w- 
fev aiti@v tals 6ppats amoAvow mropilew eviot TOV 
dirocddwv emedevoTiKhy Twa Kivyow év TO Hye- 
[LOVLK® KaTaoKevag ovo, Em TOV amapadddnrev® 
padvora. yeyvopevny exdnAov: orav yap dveiv taov 
Suvapeveny KaL oprolens eXOVTWY Jarepov 1) AaBeiv 
avayKn, pede pas aitias emt Oarepov ayovons TH 
punoev” Too ETE POV diadepe,* 7 emehevorixn) Su- 

C vapus adrn? Tis puyis éerixAvow® &€€ adtHs AaBotca 
duexose THY AToplav. mpos TovTous’ 6 Xpvoimmos 
avTiAéywv, ws Bralopévous® TO avaitiw® tHhv” dv- 
ow, ev ToAXots TapaTiOynot TOV aoTpayadov Kal TOV 
Cuyov Kai todAAa THY uy Suvapévwv aAdoT addas 
Aap Bavew mTwoEeLs Kal poTTas avev TWWOS aiTias Kal 
Stadhopas 7 Epi atta mavTws 7 TEpt TA E&wHev 
ylyvomevns’ TO yap avaitiov CAws avvmapKTov et- 
vat Kal TO avTopaToY, ev dé Tals mAaTTOMEVvaIs OT 
eviwy Kat Aeyouéevats tavTais éedevceow aitias 

1 Soxotvtes -Madvig (4dversaria Critica, p. 663) 3 S0xotv- 
Tos -MSS. 

2 dnapadAdctwv ~-A°'T-(in margin); wapaddaxrav -all other 
MSS. 

3 undév -Stegmann (Prog. Geestemiinde, 1882); pndevt 
-MSS. 

4 With dcaddpew the text in IY begins again (see 1044 c 
supra: mds). > avtn Svvauts -g. 

i: emikAcow -B 5 émixAyow -all other Mss. 
? rovTas -\4, g, y, n, EK. 
3 BueCoikevcns ah ae Bralopevous (is subscript under vs -g:) 

-all other Mss. 9 dvaurion “eo 5 EevavTiw -all other mss. 

10 +Hv dvow...- manner TOY By ee by g. 

* Tod arienenean 2. TOV OT avdTod fe Elpnpevwy 
(1045 p infra)=S.V_LF. ii, frag. 973. - It is not Ariston 
(Rieth, Urundbegriffe, pp. 105-108; Elorduy, Sozialphilo- 
sophie, p. 30) but the Epicureans against whom Chrysippus 
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23. Some philosophers,* thinking to provide the 
impulses with release from the constraint of external 
causes, contrive within the ruling faculty a kind of 
adventitious motion which becomes manifest especi- 
ally in the case of indistinguishable alternatives. 
They argue that, when it is necessary to accept one 
of two things that are alike and of equal import, 
there being no cause directing us to one of the two, 
since it is no different at all from the other, this 
adventitious force in the soul takes a swerve of itself 
and resolves the perplexity. Disputing them as men 
who constrain nature with no cause,? Chrysippus in 
many places cites as evidence dice and scales and 
many of the things that cannot fall or incline now 
one way and now another without the occurrence of 
some cause, that is of some variation either entirely 
in the things themselves or in their environment, it 
being his contention that the uncaused is altogether 
non-existent and so is the spontaneous and that in 
these movements which some people imagine and call 
adventitious obscure causes © insinuate themselves 

here polemized: cf. 1050 n-c infra, De Sollertia Animalium 
964 c, De An. Proc. in Timaeo 1015 s-c; Lucretius, ii, 251- 
293; Cicero, De Fato 18, 22-23, and 46 and De Nat. Deorum 
i, 69; Philodemus, Tlepit onwenidoewr xxxvi, 11-17; Diogenes 
of Oenoanda, frag. 33, col. iii (William)=frag. 30, col. iii 
(Grilli)=frag. 32, col. iii (Chilton); Galen, De Placitis 
Ilippoc. et Plat. iv, 4 (p. 361, 14-16 [Mueller]); Plotinus, 
Enn. un, i, 1, lines 15-16. See also Plutarch, De Genio 
Socratis 580 r—581 a with M. Pohlenz, Gnomon, xxi (1949), 
pp. 351-352 and Sambursky, Physics of the Stoics, pp. 56 
and 64-65. 

>» Apparently a pun was intended: (1) forcing upon 
nature the state of causelessness and thereby (2) violating 
nature without cause. 

°‘ Cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 965, 966, 967, 970, and 971. 
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(1045) adirous ov Smorpexew" Kal Aavbdvery 7 pas emt Oarepa. 
THY oppny ayovaas. rabra pev ovv ev Tos yvape- 

D pwratas’ €oti tHv bm’ adtob moAAaKts e€ipnuevwr. 
A ’ 

a d€ tTovTos waAw* adros e& evavTias elpnKer, 
odx Opolws ovTws év péow Keipeva, dt adTav 
Tmapabjoowa: THY exeivov A€Eewv. ev pev yap TO 
mept tod Arkalew d7roféuevos dvo0 Spopets opod 
cuvextintew adAAndAous Ovamropet ti 7T@ Ppapevrh 

J ~ KabnKer TOUHoAL. “ mOTEpoy gna”  ESeoTe TOV 
BpaBevrnv® TOV powviKa omroTépw BovrAeTau d.mr0- 
dotvar Kal’ av’ t¥xwow ab’T@ ovvybéorepor dvTes 
ws av évratda t&v attobt’ te yapicdpevov® <7)° 
Tpotrov Twa pbaAdAov ws Kowod Tod dotviKos yeyo- 

7 VOTOS GpipoTepwy otovel Tivos KApou yryvopevou 
\ > 4 A 

E [ev adrw |” Kata Thy emixdAvow™ ws Eetvye Sotvat”™ 
ee t ee at > 7 BS) at OTe , avTov; éyw O€é Hy Etvyxev emixdow™ ota™ yiyvetar 

A aA ‘ 

orayv, dvely mpoKeipevwv Spaxuav opoiwv KaTa Ta 
/ 

Aowrd, émt thy érépayv émixdivavtes apBavwpev 
ea Be ie ) \ A ¢ - 415 \ 6 , s t avtnyv.’ év d€ T@ ExTw” Trept Kabyxovtos, etvai 

, 4, A 4 “~ + > Twa dyoas mpaypata pn mavu odds aka |el- 
vat|"* mpaypareias pyndé mpocoxns, adrévar sept 

; dmorpepew -n ; “ie a -Vat. Reg. 80. 
2 yveopuLesT€ pots -X4, 
3 @ d€ modAaKis TAAL TovTOLs -X4, B. 
<< gnoiv -omitted by g. 
5 ra BpaBeura -F, g. 
® Kad? av -Madvig (Adversaria_ Critica, p! 668) ; Kav -MSS. 
7 sv. adtod -Wyttenbach ; rod avtod -g3 tdv adrod -all 

-— MSS. 
° xapiodpevov -g, Es yaprovpevor -B. 
® <> -added here by Sandbach (Class. Quart., Xxxv 

[1941], pp- 114-115), after tpdmov tia by Wyttenbach ; <7 
KabiKke> tporov twa Pohlenz (Hermes, Ixxiv [1939], p. 11, 
n. 2). 

10 [éy d\Aw] -deleted by Sandbach (Class. Quart., ibid. : 
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and without our notice direct our impulse in one way 
or the other. Now, these are among the most 
familiar of the assertions that he has frequently 
made ; but he has himself again made statements 
contrary to these, and, since they are not similarly 
accessible to everyone, I shall quote them in his very 
words. So, for one, in his work concerning Decision 4 
he supposes that two racers have run a dead heat and 
raises the question what the umpire ought to do. 
“Is it permissible,” he says, “that the umpire 
award the palm to whichever he pleases depending 
upon their comparative intimacy with him consider- 
ing it in this case to be one of his own possessions 
which he would be giving away <or) that in a way 
rather considering the palm to have become the 
common property of both he give it, as if by casting 
a lot, according to his chance inclination? By 
“chance inclination’ I mean the kind that occurs 
when two drachmas that are for the rest alike have 
been set before us and we incline to one of them and 
take it.’’ Again, in the sixth book concerning Duty 
he says ® that some matters are not worth much 
trouble or attention at all, and he holds that in 

* §.V.F. iii, frag. 699. 
0 S.V.F. iii, frag. 174. 

KAjpou ‘yevoxévou <Kara Thy émikrow> [ev adrA\w Kara THY emi- 
KAnow]) ; KAnpoupevou ev addAw -g 3 KANpou YUyvopevon evaAdws 
(eva\Aws -Vat. Reg. 80) -all other mss. ; «Ajpou ywopévou ad7- 
wes -Pohlenz. 

1 énixAnow -F}, g, d, y}, n, B. 
dovvar dotvat -a. 

13 enixAnow -l, g, d,n, B. 
14 ofa -B ; ofa -all other mss. 
18 Exdtw -a, A'(a erased), Aldine. 
16 [,. . .] -omitted by Basil.; dvra -E.; efvar -all other mss. 
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(1045) radra 7H ws Ervxev emikXioe’ THS Svavolas oleTat 
A 7 

deiv THY atpeow amoKAnpwoavtas: “ ofov”’ dynow 
‘et Tov’ dokipalovTwr Tacde Twas dpaxLas dvo 
ee: 6 ¢ \ 7 e \ / A Ss ETL TOGOVOE ol prev THVOE OL bE THVOE haley eEivat 

\ / A / 3 > ~ a an? > 

Kadjv déor dé piav® abra@v AaBetv, tHviKatr ad- 
RF / € 4 A > \ Net ? C EL eae wee E rv so 8 evres’ 70 emt mActov enulyretv iy eTuxe Anpoueba, 

Kar aAXov? Twa. aroxAnpwcavres avTas Aoyov,” 
Kal er padora THv LoxOnpav rare AUTO.” 
ev TovTols ap “ amoKArjpwats " KO. “SPOR ws 
eTuyeV emikXtvov oe dtavotas ”’ 3] avev’” ma0ns 
airlas cladyeu 7 * ddvapopwr™ Ajuav.™ 

24. “Ev 7@ rTpitw oe THS Avakenruxtis,” OTeL- 
row ote TAdtwy earovdace Tepe THY OiaAeKTLKnY 

Z ETLKAR CEL -F}, £. : 

2 ef trav -Emperius (Op. Philol., p. 340); of r&yv -Mss. ; | 
7 tov -Aldine, Basil.; «2 tparelirdv -Reiske; mudyv -Wytten- 
bach. 

3 Séor dé piav -Wyttenbach ; 8€ ovdepiav -Mss. 
4 adévres -Reiske; adévras -g 3 adevra -all other mss. 
5 ddndov -Wyttenbach. 
§ atras Adyov -Wyttenbach ; adr... vac. 3... Adyov -I; 

avra édeye (or adra* €deye) -all other mss. 
7 ef -Diitbner; ér -mMss.3 eZye -Wyttenbach. 
8 dp’ -H. C.3 yap -Mss. 

<ro> -added by Reiske. 
10 [76] dveu -Wyttenbach ; 76 ywpis -g 3 70 avev -all other 

MSS. 5 Thy avev -Reiske. 
elcadyew -g- 

12 ppp -X4C0rT-(7m superscript over w), B. 
18 gdcadopwr -Meziriac ; dcadopayv -Mss. 

THY Anus -n. 
15 zepi -omitted by X4, B. 
16 Scarexris -l ix superscript over ty -1°?). 

© 

¢ éml roddvie . . . KaAtv=“‘ fine to this extent,’’ ae, to the 
quantity of a drachma. 
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these we should make a random cast and leave the 
choice to the chance inclination of the mind: “ for 
example,’’ he says, ‘if of those assaying two given 
drachmas some should say that one is a sound 
drachma® and some that the other is and if we 
should have to take one of them, we would at that 
point give over further investigation and choosing 
from them at random according to some other 
principle would take whichever we chanced to, even 
at the risk of taking the bad one.” With these 
notions, then, “ random choice’’ and “ the chance 

inclination of the mind,” he introduces acceptance 
entirely without cause® of the things that are 
indifferent. ¢ 

24. In his third book concerning Dialectic @ after 
remarking that dialectic was treated as a subject of 
serious concern by Plato and Aristotle and their 

> If Wyttenbach’s emendation in the preceding sentence 
(kar ddynAov twa) is correct, Chrysippus referred quite 
clearly to the airias adjAovs (1045 c supra) to which he is 
there said to have ascribed the apparently random impulses ; 
but even with the text of the mss., car’ adAAov twa... . Adyors 
his statement here cannot fairly be called inconsistent with 
his explanation as there reported. 

¢ Chrysippus was here speaking of the ‘ middle class ”’ 
or “ zero grade”’ of aduadopa (see note a on 1047 & infra), 
matters of absolutely no moment (7.6. the use of Ajuis, for 
in Stoic terminology only the dédvddopa xara dvaw are AnmTa, 
whereas only the true dya9a are aipera): cf. S.V.F. i, frag. 
191 and iii, frags. 118-122, 131-132, and 142; Plutarch, 
De Comm. Not. 1068 a, 1070 a, 1071 a. 

4 S.V.F. ii, frag. 126. The work here referred to is 
thought by von Arnim to be identical with that entitled 
mept THs SuadextiKys mpos "Apioroxpéovta (cf. S.V.F. iii, p. 19-4, 
35-37). For the importance attached to “ dialectic’ by 
Zeno and Chrysippus see 1034 © supra and S.V.F. ii, frags. 
45 and 130. 

‘ 
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(1045) cai “ApuororeAns Kal Cot)’ amo ToUTwY axpt [oAe- 
1046 pwvos Kat LTpaTwvos pdAtara dé LwKparns Kal 

emupavyoas ¢ OTL Kat ouvegapapTavery av TUS DeAnj- : 
, cele” TOUTOLS ToooUTOLS Kat TowovTots ovow, em 

gpeper kata Ackw- “et wev yap éx mapépyou zrept 
~ 3 , it 9 ’ 

auTa@VY €ipnKecayv, Tay av Tis Suecupe TOV TOTOV 
TovTov: ovTw 6 avtav® éemipedAds EipyKdTwY ws ev 

A , , A 3 ~ 

Tals peyloTas Ouvapeot KL avayKaLoTaTals avTHSs 
/ ae ak | ~ 4 

ovons, ov mavov emt ToootTov diapapravew av- 
3 A @ ~ 

Tovs, €v Tots OAots OvTAas oOlovs brovoodmEV.”” Ti 
oy , / 4 3 z 6 

ovv ov, PHTAaL Tis ay, avTos avopact TOLOUTOLS KAL 
ToaovTots ovd€TrOTE TOOT pax opevos ove’ éréy- 

> 

B xywv, ws vopilers, ev Tots Kupiwrarous KaL peyi- 
ato. dtapaptavovtas; od yap dyrov mrept pev d.a- 
Aentuciis® EoTTOVvoaTpLEVWS eypaibay, mept 5° dpyyis 
Kat téXous Kal Gea Kal Sucaroovvns EK Tapépyou 
Kal Trailovtes, ev ols TudAov adt@v azoxarets Tov 

/ ~ A / x 

Adyov Kal paxopevov atT@ Kai puptas adAdas apap- 
4 

Tlas €xXovTa. 
\ > , ’ \ ee 4 6 25. Tv emiyaipexakiay o7ov pev aviTapKTov 

> oF ae 1 § a \ > / oC A liad 28008 
elvat Pyow, eTEL THY ev AGTELWY OVOELS ETT AAAO- 

1 <oi> -added by Wilamowitz ; kai azo tovtwv <oi> -Mezi- 
riac. 

2 edAnoee -£. 
a avrovs - "(ods changed to @v -g?). 
: avrais odious -g?(a. superscript over 7 and 7). 
5 wept pev Siadextixjs -, g; pév omitted by all other 

MSS. 3; epi d€ aXexTiKis -a, AlGlia of d:aAexTixjs Over erasure 
-A?*}). 

6 dv avimapxrov -y, n, Tolet. 51, 5. 

@ Polemon of Athens, who in 315/14 succeeded Xenocrates 
as head of the Academy, died in the archonship of Philo- 
crates (now dated 276/5 by B. D. Meritt); and Strato of 
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successors down to Polemon and Strato? and especi- 
ally by Socrates and after exclaiming that one would 
be willing even to go wrong with so many men of 
such stature as these? he continues in so many 
words: “ For, if it had been in passing that they 
spoke of the matter, one might perhaps have dis- 
paraged this subject °; but, since they have taken 
such care to speak as if dialectic is among the greatest 
and most indispensable of capacities, it is not plau- 
sible that they, being on the whole such men as we 
surmise, are so utterly mistaken.’’ Why then, one 
might say, will you never yourself stop quarreling 4 
with so many men of such stature and convicting 
them, as you believe, of being utterly mistaken in 
the greatest and most important matters? It is not 
the case, I presume, that, while they wrote of 
dialectic with serious concern, they wrote in passing 
and in jest of principle and goal and gods and Justice, 
matters in which you stigmatize their discourse as 
being obscure, self-contradictory, and full of countless 
other faults. 

25. In one place he says ® that spiteful joy is non- 
existent since no decent man has joy in another’s 

Lampsacus, who upon the death of Theophrastus (288/7 or 
287/6) became head of the Peripatetic School, died between 
270 and 268. 

» Cf. Cicero, Tuse. Disp. i, 39-40 (for a similar remark con- 
cerning Aristarchus the grammarian see Scholia in Homeri 
Iliadem IV, 235=I, p. 182, 6-7 [Dindorf]=I, p. 493, 44-45 
[Erbse]); and contrast Plato, Republic 595 c 2-3 and 
Aristotle, Eth. Nic. 1096 a 14-17. 

¢ Diogenes Laertius (vii, 39=S.V.F. ii, frag. 37) says 
that the three parts of philosophy were called rézo. by 
Apollodorus but ¢/8y by Chrysippus. 

Sa. Vd i, trap. ol. 
* S.V.F. iii, frag. 672 (p. 168, 10-12). 
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' V4 al 4 A \ / 9 \ / 

(1046) tptots Kakots Xarper (Trav o¢ pavAwv ovdets xat- 
\ 4 pet)” TO mapamav. ev de TH devTEpy TE pl “Aya- 

Foo tov ¥ovov eénynodpevos o7t Avan €oTiV 
em aAAorptous ayabots, ws On7oTE Povdopeveny Ta 

C mewotv tovs tAyciov, CTws tbrepéxwaw adrol,’ 
ouvarres (TavTn) THY eTLxaLpekakiav®: “ ravTn’ dé 
OUVEXNS 1) ETLYALPEKAKLA ylyveTaL, TamreLVods Pov- 
Aopevey elvat Tovs wAnoiov dua. Tas Opoias airias: 
Kal? ETEpas de® dvoukas popas® EKTPETO[LEVUWY 6 
edeos yeyvera. i OfjAos dip eoTly evtavba Ty 
emiyaipekakiay vrapKTyY womep tov POdvoy Kat 
Tov €Acov™ amodimwv, Hv” ev eTépois aviTTapKTOV 
clvat ¢now womep Tv pLcoTOVnpiay Kai THY al- 
OVpoKEepoeiav. 

26. "Ev aodAots elpyxws o7t mapa Tov mAet- 
f s0e AAA 10 ~ ? A 

ova xpovov ovdev padAdAov eddatpovodcow adda 
Kaxois -omitted by 2 
<...> -added by Meziriac. 
d€ rH -omitted by F (added superscript -1]*?). 
trayalod -2. 
UrrEpeXwar Kal avo -X4. 

6 <ravrn> THY émxarpexaxtav -H. C.3 emt tis xatpexaxias 
-I°1(79[?] superscript over emi, THS cancelled, vy superscript 
over final s -I**); ra ris emxarpexaxias -Z3 THv emyapexakiav 
-all other mss. 

7 ravrys -}I', a, A}(?[erasure after y]). 
° 8¢ -omitted by g. 
2 diadop as -g. 
heap sPohtenes 3 yap -MSS. 
A LrOY $Odvov Kal Tov €Acov -12; tov EAcov Kai Tov dOovov -Z 5 

d0ovov Kat Tov €Acov -all other MSS. 
12 ov -n. 13 67u Tov mapa -l* ‘(corrected EP Py: 

oo fF OO tS 

o OF, Ss. V.F. i, frag. 434 (especially pp. 95, 33-96, 3)= 
Dionysius of Heraclea reported by Cicero, 7'usc. Disp. iii, 19. 

> Cf S.V.F. iii, frags. 435 and 671. 
¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 418. At 1048 a infra and De Comm. 
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ills ¢<and no base man has joy) at all®; but in the 
second book concerning Good ¢ he explains envy as 
grief for another's goods, taking it to be felt by 
people who desire their neighbours’ abasement in 
order to be superior themselves, and then <with this 
grief) he connects spiteful joy: ‘‘ And conjoined 
with this grief spiteful joy occurs when people 
through similar causes desire their neighbours to be 
abased ; and, when they are diverted along the line 
of other natural tendencies, there occurs pity.” 4 
Here, then, he has clearly admitted that ‘like envy 
and pity spiteful joy has existence, though in other 
places he says @ that like hatred of evil and covetous- 
ness it is non-existent. } 

26. Although in many passages he has said / that 
the happy are no more happy for being longer happy 

. 1070 pn what } 
tept *"Ayabay. 

4 Pity like d0ovos is according to the Stoics a species of 
Avr (cf. S. VF. iii, frags. 412-416). For dopa cf. S.V.F. 
ili, frag. 169: rv 8€ dpprny evar popav wuyys emi Tu KaTa TO 
€vos. 

ie S.V.F. iii, frag. 672 (p. 168, 13-14). Different defences 
of Chrysippus against this charge of self-contradiction are 
attempted by C. Giesen (De Plutarchi ... Disputationibus, 
p. 91) and E. B. Stevens (4.J.P., Ixix [1948], p. 186). In 
fact, Chrysippus by his arguments against the *‘ existence ” 
Of emixaipexaxia, pucotovnpia, and aicypoxépdera. probably 
meant not to deny the existence of the emotions commonly 
so designated but rather to impugn the designations them- 
selves as self-contradictory and strictly meaningless. 

1 S.V.I. iii, frag. 54 (p. 14, 5-7). Cf. De Comm. Not, 
1062 a; Stobaeus, Ecl. ii, 7, 11¢ (pp. 98, 17-99, 2 [Wachs- 
muth]); ‘Themistius, Oratio viii, 101 d (these three passages 
printed as parts of S. VI. iii, frag. 54); Cicero, De Finibus 
lii, 45-48 ; Seneca, De Beneficiis v, 17, 6 and LE’pistle Ixxxv, 
20-23; Goldschmidt, Le systéme stoicien, pp. 198-205. 

_presumably the same work is called 
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(1046) duoiws Kat émions Tots Tov apeph ypdvov’ evdat- 
a 3 A Uy 

povias petacxovow, ev moAAois mad. eipnKev wes 
/ A 4 D ovde" tov ddxrtvrov KabyKer mporeivar yap ape- 

4 4 3 > ww piaias Ppovycews Kalarep’ aorpamys Sumrape- 
A > qn a 

vys.. apkéoe: 6€ mapabeivar Ta Ev TH EKTW TOV 
“~ > ~ 

"HOcay Zyntnuatwv tr’ adrod yeypappéeva crept 
ToUTwY: UTETWY yap ws oUTE Tav ayalov emians” 
els xapav mimre. ovTe av KaTop0wpya Els GEpvo- 
Aoyiav érevyvoxe Tatta: ‘ Kai yap, et povov péAdor 
awe py Xpovov 7) TOV é€ayaTov ekew ppovnow, 
ove” av TOV daKxtvAov KabyKou' extetvar € eveka, Tis 
oUTW TapEecopevns Ppovicews,” KalTEp Tapa TOV 

4 / ? \ lan ? , > A mA€Etova xpovov ovdev padAov evdatpovovv Tey ovde 
, 

THS ddiou evdanpovias aipeTwTEpas yeyvoperns’ 
Tapa ld dpepiaiayv. €b pe otv THY dpovyow 
Hyetro® _TOUNTLKOV elvau THs evdatpovias ayabov® 
womep 6 ’Emixoupos, adrhs edeu ovo Tijs ATOTUAS 
Kat tapado€odoyias émAapPavecOa tod doypatos: 
emet O€ 1 Ppdvnats ovKY ETEPOV EoTL THS EddaLpLO- 
vias Kat avtov’® add’ edéaovia, mas od waxeTat 
To Aéyew emions pev aiperynyv™ elvar THY apeptatay 

1 After xpovov g has ovdév padAov evdaovoto. repeated 
i the previous line but dotted for deletion. 

2 odde -F, g; ovdeév -all other mss. ; odd’ av with KxabyKor 
-W yttenbach. 

3 dpovicews Kai Kabarep -I', g. 
Sepouevns -g. 
éemians -omitted by g. 
KabynKee - 
yevomwevns “A, By ys Bon: 
nyotTo -£. 

® ayabov -£3 7o ayafoy -all other mss.; 76 deleted by 
Reiske ; 7 ayafov -Usener. 

10 nar’ avtov -g 3 Kal? avrov -F (py erased -F?), n; Kal” avro 
-al] other mss. 
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but are happy in the same manner and degree as 
those who have had happiness for an instant, yet 
again in many places he has said@ that one ought 
not even tg extend a finger for the sake of prudence 
that is momentary like a fleeting flash of lightning. 
It will suffice to cite what he has written on this 
matter in|the sixth book of the Moral Questions, for 
after remarking that neither does joy apply to every 
good in the same degree nor Eighon non to every 
right action ® he has proceeded as foHows >“ For in 
fact, if it should be that a man would get pr udence 
for nate an instant or for his final moment, it would 

even to stretch out his finger on 
account of such possession of prudence,” —and yet 
the happy are supposedly no more happy for being 
longer happy and everlasting happiness when com- 
pared with that which is momentary turns out not to 
be more an object of choice. Now, if he had held 
prudence to be a good productive of happiness, as 
Epicurus did,° only the mere absurdity and para- 
doxicality of the doctrine would have had to be 
attacked ; but, since prudence according to him @ is 
not different from happiness but is happiness, how is 
it other than inconsistent to say that momentary 
happiness is an object of choice in the same degree 

¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 210 (p. 50, 18-26). Cf. De Comm. Not. 
1062 a (S.V.F. iii, p. 50, 27-30) ; Goldschmidt, Le systéme 
stoicien, p. 201, n. 7. 

» Cf. 1038 E—1039 bD supra. 
¢ Frag. 515 (Usener, Epicurea, pp. 316-317, where 

Alexandri Libri De Anima Mantissa, p. 160, 4 [Bruns] is 
also given); cf. Epicurus, Epistle iii, 132 and K. A. v. 

© Par. Wi, trae. 53, 

alperny v -g*(in margin and . superscript over a in text); 
dpetyv -all other mss. 
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/ \ \ » Set 4 A > (1046) evoatpoviay Kal THY aidiov, pndevos O° akiay THY 
aplepracay ; 

a7 Vas dpeTas pacw* dvraxohovbetv GdAjAaus, 
ot povov TH Tov pilav exovta® macas exew dAAa 
Kal TH TOV KATA plav* OTLODY evepyotvTa KaTa’ 
macas evepyeiv: ovTe yap® avdpa dact’ téXeov 

F civar® tov pt) Tacas ExovTa Tas apEeTas ovTE Tpa- 
/ 

Ew redeiay yrs o¥ KaTa Taoas TMpaTTETAL Tas 
> , 5 \ {egiis ae ate A 
apetas. adda pv? ev TO ExtTw TOV “HOixkdv Zy- 

, e , 5 aie 10 >? Ie 
TY [LATWVY O Xpvour7os OUK QéL pyow avdpilecbac 

1 > A 2O\ | \ a ¢ / Tov aoTetov ovode detdaivery tov daddov, ws déov 
ev" davtaciats emipepopevwv TWaV TOV” jLev eu- 

/ ~ / \ > > / \ ‘d 1047 every Tots Kpipaot Tov 6 adiotacbat, wiavov dé 
dyot pnd axodactaivew act Tov datAov. eimep 

> va , Ps oe eile * 15 2 , ovv TO avdpilecBar TovodTov™ Eat oiov” avdpeia 
A ‘ © / ~ 

xpjoGat Kat" ro detAatverv ofov delta yphobat, 
paxoueva A€yovor A€yovTes KaTA TaGas pev apa 

1 §’ -omitted by g. 
2 daow -F, g, Es gdnow -all other mss. 

. 3 tov pilav ExovTa -£ 3 THY play €XOVvTa -B, Tolet. 51, 5, 

Basil. ; 77 pilav éxovr: -all other ss., Aldine. 
4 zov Biov -g. 5 ras -\", 
§ vap -g, omitted by all other mss. 
7 dnoi -d. 
8 efvac -omitted by g. ® Kal -p. 

40 pnow -l', £, E; daciw -all other mss. 

11 ais be EV -Wyttenbach ; ws Sewadv -Madvig (Adversaria 
Critica, p. 668) 3 ws Seadv ev -Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxv 
[1941], p. 115); os 8€ <dvTa ToLwwdT>ov ev . . . dewayv (instead 
of twodv) -Pohlenz (lermes, Ixxiv [1939], p. 11, n.3)3 as déov 
devvav -R. G. Bury 

1s Trev -g (corrected in ghee 
13 yh op. 

‘ TowodTov -F, g, a3 rovdro -all other mss. 

ss oia -N4, 
16 kal 70... derrAla xpjoPa -omitted by g. 
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as that which is everlasting/ and yet that momentary 
happiness is worthless ? 

27. They say ¢ that the virtues imply one another 
not only in the sense that he who has one has all but 
also in the sense that he who performs any act in 
accordance with one does so in accordance with all, 
for they say that neither is a man perfect if he have 
not all the virtues nor a deed perfect which is not 
done in accordance with all the virtues. But now in 
the sixth book of the Moral Questions Chrysippus 
says® that the decent/ man is’ not always being 
courageous or the base’ man cowardly » Lite, necessary 
condition being that when there are certain presenta- 
tions in mental images the former abide by his 
resolutions and the latter recoil ¢ ; and it is plausible, 
he says, that the base man is not always being 
intemperate either. If then being courageous 
amounts to exerting courage and being cowardly 
to exerting cowardice, they make conflicting state- 
ments when they say that he who has virtues or 

oS. bf. ii, frag. 299. . For ‘the doctrine cf. 8.172". iii, 
frag. 557; Diogenes Laertius, vii, 125-126 (S. VF’, iii, frag. 
295); Sextus, Pyrrh, Hyp. i, 68 ; S.V.F. ii, frag. 349 and 
i, crag. 27h... With S. V2. ii, frags... 302 and 310 (from 
Olympiodorus and Proclus) cf. Albinus, Epitome xxix, 3-4 
(pp. 143-145 [Louis]=pp. 182, 30-183, 14 [Hermann]). 
Plutarch has already raised difficulties (1034 c-p and 1041 
a-B) about the Stoic theories concerning the unity of virtue 
and the interrelation of the virtues, which like the vices are 
according to the Stoics real entities (1042 E-r supra, cf. 
S.V.F. iii, frags. 305-307 [with all of Seneca, E’pistle exiii]). 

oS. VF. iii, frag. 243. 
¢ Cf. Aulus Gellius, xrx, i, 15-20=—Epictetus, frag. 9 

(L.C.1. ii, pp. 448-452); S.VLF ii, frag. 988 (p. 288, 7-35) 
and ili, frags. 63 (p. 16, 1-12), 64 (p. 16, 13-24), 229 a (p. 55, 
7-11), 394 (p. 95, 38-41), and 473 (p. 123, 9-12 and 28-33). 
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N 3 \ \ \ , > a \ ” 1 
(1047) tas aperas Kat Tas KaKlias Evepyety TOV ExoVTA, 

wh tien \ \ 3 i tae. | , \ ? pn aet d€ Tov aaretiov’ avdpilecbar unde Serdrai- 
ve Tov paddrov. 

\ 28. Tay pnropucny opilera® réxyvnv mept Ko- 
cpov* eipoyévov Adyou Kai’ tag: ett 8 ev TH 
mpwtTw Kal’ Tatra yéypadev: ‘od povov dé Tob 
D>] 4 \ b) lon 47 nan ” ? éhevflepiov Kai adedotds Koapov detv otopat éem- 

, > \ > A’ A , 7 \ A ’ atpépcabar (adda) Kari TO Oyw' Kat TV ot- 
Keiwy bToKpicewy KaTa Tas eTiPadAovoas TaceEts® 

B ris dwvis kal oxnwatiopovs Tob TE TpOTWrTTOV Kal 
ToV yeipov.”’ ovTw dé Tis diAdtipos ev7abba rept 

4 ig 9 , / >? “A >] ~ / \ Tov Adyov" yevomevos madw é€v TH adT@ PibrAtw, rept 
Ths TOV dpwvnervTwr ovyKpovcews UEevTWV,'” ov 

1 rv éyovra <piav> -Kronenberg (A/nemosyne, lii [1924], 
pp- 104-105). 

2 doretov -F’, g ; dvdpetov -all other mss. 
3 With fera: the first hand of X begins again (f. 150 recto). 

See 1045 B supra. 
4 xdopov -Xylander; xdcpou -g (v made from y» [?]) and 

all other mss. 
5 eipoevov Adyou Kal -Wyttenbach (kai etpouevou ddyou 

-Meziriac) ; kai eipnwévov (kai... vac. 2... payevov -B) 
Adyou -MSS. 

8 kat -X, g; omitted by all other mss. 
7 <ddAd> Kar T@ Adyw -Sandbach (privately communicated, 

1955); Kami (kano -y, E, n) trav Adywv @ -MSS.3; Kamil TaYV 
Adywv adda -Xylander. 

8 traces -X, Z, B; ordoers -all other mss. 
® epi rov (Adyov Omitted) -a, Al; Kat wepitros -A?*, B, y, E, 

n. 
10 éreurwv -X, g, B. 

* thy pyTopiKny ... Kal Tov xepdv (1047 w)=S.V.F. ii, 
frag. 297. In 1034 B supra Plutarch cited the zepi ‘Pyropixjs 
of Chrysippus, which is assumed to be identical with his 
mept ths ‘Pyntopuxjs mpos Acocxoupidyy in 4 books (ef. S. VF. 
li, p. 9, 36 and iii, p. 203, 29-37). 
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vices acts in accordance With all of them at once 
and yet that the decent man is not always being 
courageous and the base man cowardly. 

28. Rhetoric he defines\? as an art concerned with 
the order or arrangement of continuous speech ? ; 
and in his first book, moreover, he has even written 
as follows: “I think that) attention must be given 
not only to unconstrained and smooth order but) 
also besides the speech eyen to the/kinds of deliyery 
suitable according to thé appropriate Aye of 
the voice and expressions or gestures of the counten- 
ance and hands.” ° Yet, after having thus been a 
zealot for speech in this-passage, in the same book 
again, when he has mentioned the matter of 

ety. 5.V.P. i, p. 22, 2-3 and 8-9: 8. VF. ii, p. 18, 24 
and p. 95, 33-34; Alexander, Topics, p. 5, 7-13; and 
especially Seneca, Hpistle lxxxix, 17. For xdéapos cf. Philo- 
demus, Rhetorica ii, p. 274, 7-9 (Sudhaus): ov8’ émi trav 
auvTagewy eudaais Kdajou Tis Hv. 

¢ or delivery, recognized by the Stoics as a part of 
rhetoric (S. V.F. ii, frag. 295), see besides Aristotle (Jthetoric 
1403 b 21—1404 a 19) especially Theophrastus as cited by 
Athanasius (Prolegomenon Sylloge, p. 177, 3-8 [Rabe}), 
Longinus (Ihetores Graeci i/2, pp. 194, 21-197, 12 [Spengel- 
Hammer]), and [Cicero], Ad Ierennium i, 3 and iii, 19-27 
(with the notes of H. Caplan, Z.C.L., pp. 6 and 188-204) ; 
cf. also W. Kroll, &.-l7., Suppl. vii (1940), col. 1075, 23-61. 
Taces THS dwvns, Which sometimes means specifically the 
** pitch,” ¢.¢. the “ accents ’’ (cf. Dionysius Hal., De Comp. 
Verb. xix, 133=p. 86, 18 [Usener-Radermacher]), may 
include also the quantities and aspirations (cf. Scholia in 
Dionysii Thracis Artem Grammaticam, p. 131, 25-30 [Hil- 
gard|; Philo Judaeus, Legum Alleg. i, §§ 14-15). For 
oxynpatiopovs ef. Dionysius Hal., De Vi Dic. in Demosthene 
liv, 1120 (p. 246, 3 [Usener-Radermacher]) and Plutarch, 
Demosthenes ix, 2 (850 a). 

* 8. VP. ii, frag. 298. 
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/ ~ / “~ (1047) povov gynct tadrTa maperéov tod BeXrtiovos exope- 
> \ \ \ 5 / ve. / \ \ 

vous adda Kat Trovas acadelas Kat €Aretibers Kal v7) 
Ad r / eA fee € LAA “A > a / 

ia codouktapovs, ep ois adAow av aicyuvbeinoay 
x\7 4 \ A \ + A \ ovK OAtyot. TO dx TOTE LEV AxXpL XELPOV Kal oTOpa- 

TOS EvTpETrEetas emLywpetv Tots A€yovow ev KOaLW 
\ / S28 

tov Adyov’ dtatibecbar more dé pyr éAdetbewv 
> \ a £ 

emioTpepeciar Kat academy pte codorxilovras 
aiaytvecGa” tedws G TL av emin® r€éyovTds aT. 

> A A “ / \ = > 

C 29. ’Ev d€ tats Duoixais O€oeot epi TaY éeu- 
Tretpias Kal toroptas Seopevwy draxehevadpevos THY 
qovxiay exew av" a tH Kpetrrov Kal EvapyEeaTEpov 
exwpev A€yeu, “wv nat ; pre IAdreve Tapa- 
TAnoiws BabA caine THYV ev by pav tpognyy 
els Tov TrAcvpova’® hepecbat THY dé Enpav eis THV 

a. el , 

KotAlav py? éerepa mapatAnoa yeyovdTa TovTOLSs 
1 zOv Acyov -omitted by FE. 
2 gororxilovros (aicxdvecbar omitted) -g. | 
3 énin -Reiske; etzroe (with tvxe superscript) -B 3 efmy -all 

other mss. 
4 av... wWwa-omitted by I’, a, A, 8, Ys Eos 
5 mAevpova -I", X13 avedpova -X? and all other xss. 

¢ Cf. Plutarch, De Gloria Eh AR mint 350 E edd De 
Vitioso Pudore 534 Fr; Demetrius, De Llocutione 68-74 
(Theophrastus, TTepi ee Libri Fragmenta coll, A. Mayer, 
pp. 122-124); F. Blass, Die -1ttische Beredsamkeit, ii (1892), 
pp. 139-144. » SVL. hfe 

¢ Cf. S. VF. ili, frag. 548 (p. 147, 20-21): oS’ drovoety 
d€ dace Tov coddov Kat yap THY Urdvotav axataAnntTw elvar TA 
yever ovyxatabeow. Observe that in the present passage 
** surmise ’’ is contrasted to that conception which because 
of its “ clarity ”’ (évapyéorepov) is according to Chrysippus 
worth maintaining. lor the Stoic “ advocacy ” of évapyea 
and its relation to their theory of xowwat évvorac see De Comm. 
Not. 1083 c and 1074 n infra; and cf. Sandbach in Cl. 
Quart., xxiv (1930), pp. 50-51, who argues that the Stoics 
adopted the term from the [picureans. 
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hiatus, he says that we must hold fast to what is 
better and disregard not only this matter but also 
certain kinds of obscurities and ellipses and—yes, by 
heaven—solecisms, of which \not a few other people 
would be ashamed. Now really, at one time to 

concede to speakers the orderly disposition of their 
speech even as far as the decorum of hands andmouth 
and at another to concede neither attention to 
ellipses and obscurities mor shame for the com- 
mission of solecisms, this is the mark of a man who 
says absolutely anything that may come into his head. 

29. In the Physical Prepositions ° he has exhorted 

us to be quiet about matters requiring scientific 
experience and research if we have not something of 
greater force and clarity to say, “ in order,” he says, 
“not to make surmises ¢ either like Plato’s that the 
liquid nourishment goes to the lungs @ and the dry 
to the belly or other errors that there have been like 

¢ Timaeus 70 c-p and 91 a. The theory is refuted by 
Aristotle (Part. Animal. 664 b 6-19) and by the author of 
chap. 56 of the Hippocratic Tepi vodowyr iv (vii, pp. 604-608 
[ Littré]) ; it is discussed at length and Plato is defended in 
Plutarch’s Quaest. Conviv. 698 a—700 B (cf. Aulus Gellius, 
xvir, xi and Macrobius, Sat. vi, xv). Galen observes (De 
Placitis Hippoc. et Plat. viii, 9=pp. 721-728 [Mueller]) that 
elsewhere in the Timaeus (70 p-£, 72 ©, 78 a-B, 78 E—79 A) 
drink as well as food is said to go to the belly ; and so he 
would take Plato to mean that only a small part of the liquid 
drunk goes to the lungs, the theory which is found in the 
Hippocratic Tepi xapdins § 2 (ix, pp. 81-82 [Littré]; cf. 
G. Leboucq, Rev. Et. Grecques lvii, [1944], pp. 23-25) and 
Ilepi doréwv Pvauos, § 13 (ix, pp. 184-186 {Littré]) and which 
Galen himself here defends (cf. Galeni In Platonis Timaeum 
Commentaria Irragmenta ed. H. QO. Schrider [‘Teubner, 
1934], p. 17, 31 fF.). See also M. Wellmann, Die Fragmente 
der Sikelischen Arzte (Berlin, 1901), pp. 98-102 and pp. I12- 
113 (=Philistion, frag. 7). 
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, ~ \ \ A (1047) dtar7wpata.” Sox 57 To éyKadetv érépots etra 
/ A * 3 a \ TEpimimTELW avTOV ols eyKaAe Kal’ pn dvdAdtTe- 

~ > , ~ 

cfat THY evavTiwpdtwv péytotov elvar Kal TOV 
7 f 

SvaTTWLATWV aicxtoTov. GAAG pv avtos Tas bia 
/ / 4 déxa akwwpdatwv cuptAokas TAnOe dnow sTep- 
/ f » ~ BadAew eK ATOV pupiddas ovre du avtod Cn7joas 

D emedas ovre dia TOV epmetpoy Tadnbes t toropy- 
cas. Kaito. [Adtwy pev Exel TaY laTp@v Tods 
b] 

evdofoTatous japtupobyras, ‘Immoxpatny DiAL- 
otiwva Aw&irmov tov ‘Immoxpdteov,” Kal Tov 

~ > A 

montav Etpimidnv “AAkatov Edvmohw ’Epatoobé- 
U \ ~ 

vnv, Aéyovtas OTL TO” ToTOv 61a TOD mAEJpovos* 
/ , ‘ / > / € 3 dieEcrou’ Xpvoimmov de mavtes €A€yyxovaw ot aprb- 

/ a \ > 

untikol, wv Kat “Immapyds €otw atrodetkvUwY TO 
/ ~ ~ “A diaTrTwua Tod Aoyiopod traypéeyebes adT@ yeyovos,° 

\ A 

elye TO prev KatadatiKoyv Tole? ouptreTrAcypevwv 
? / 

a€iwuaTwv pupiddas O€Ka Kal 7pOs TAaUTALS TpLO- 
xikia TEecoapaKovta evvea TO 8 amodatikov éva- 

EK koowa® mevTjKovtTa Svo mpos TplaKovTa Kal pua 
| pupidot. 

1 wat defended by Castiglioni (Gnomon, xxvi [1954], p. 83) 
against deletion by Pohlenz. 

2 immoxpatiov -I*! and X? (« changed to e in both). 
3 70 -F, X, g, a, B; ov -all other mss. 
4 mAevpmovos -H. C. (cf. 1047 c supra) 3 mvevpovos -MSS. 
5 yeyovos -X*(erasure of 2 letters between o and s), g, B; 

yeyovotos -all other mss. 
6 Corrected by Pohlenz; évvaxdaia -Mss. 

¢ 8. V4. ii, frags 2103) cf. Quaest. Convio. 132 2: ; 
> Quotations from these four poets and from Homer are | 

given, and the physicians Philistion, Hippocrates, and | 
Dioxippus are cited in Quaest. Conviv. 698 
port Plato’s statement in the Timaeus. The mss. there 
(except T!: xai &£im7ov) like those here all read S:a£cazov (so 
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this.” Well really I think that to lodge complaints 
against others and then to fall oneself into the errors 
of which one complains and not to be on one’s guard 
is the height of self-contradiction and the most 
shameful of errors. But now he says himself? that 
the number of conjunctions produced by means of 
ten propositions exceeds a million, though he had 
neither investigated the matter carefully by himself 
nor sought out the truth with the help of experts. 
Yet, while Plato has testifying for him the most 
renowned of physicians—Hippocrates, Philistion, 
Dioxippus the Hippocratic—and among the poets 
Euripides, Aleaeus, Eupolis, Eratosthenes,? who say 
that what is drunk passes through the lungs, Chrysip- 
pus is refuted by all the arithmeticians, among them 
Hipparehus himself who proves that his error in 
calculation is enormous if in fact affirmation gives 
103,049 conjoined propositions and negation 310,952.° 

also Aulus Gellius, xvi1, xi, 6); but this is changed to 
Aeéimov by M. W ellmann (Die Fragmente der Sikelischen 
Arzte, p. 112, no. 7 and #.-E. v [1903], col. 294, 6 ff.). 

¢ Scil. ““ as Hipparchus says they do”; ‘te. efye . . 
expresses Plutarch’s own cautious reservation about the 
results of the calculations, which—with the variant yiAca 
for tpioxiia here (7.e. 101,049 instead of 103,049)—he says 
in Quaest. Conviv. 732 F Hipparchus ‘ ‘ demonstrated.” In 
Stoic logic a proposition (aéiwya) is either “ atomic "* (azAodv) 
or “ molecular ”’ (ody dzAody) and a ** conjunction ” (cupmoKy 
Or cupmemAcypévov <agiwua>) is a molecular proposition pro- 
duced by joining atomic propositions by means of the con- 
nective xai, while “‘ negation ’’ (dzod¢arixdv) is a proposition 
to which the negative ov« has been prefixed and “* affirma- 
tion ” (xaradatixdy) is a proposition without the prefix ovdk 
(cf. Mates, Stoic Logic, pp. 27-33 and the Glossary, pp. 139- 
136). ‘These technical Stoic definitions should have been 
assumed by Hipparchus if his calculations were supposed 
to refute Chrysippus (though the latter may himself have 
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(1047) 30. Tév mpeoBuTepwy Ties &@ TO Tov o€ivny E- 
xovtt auveBawe uy0 ws ofos drrodécbau duvapevay" 
pn? ws olvov epacay TO Live ovpPaivery * 
TO yap TponyLevov" avrT@ phe WS ayalov une 
ws advadopov® exe Sidbeow. Gadd’ ot Xpvoummos 
ere paAAov TO mpGypa Svodiabetov meTOinKeD : 
ore pev yap ojo patveatar Tovs TOV mAobrov 
Kal THY dylevav Kat THY amoviav Kal THY oAo- 
KAnptav Tob awpatos ev® pnoevi ToLtovpevous nd 
aVvTEYoLLEvoUsS THY ToLOvTWY, Kal’ Tapafepmevos® Ta 

pene , 6 , , - / 9 9 
tot ‘Harddov “ epyalev, Llépan, dtov yévos ’’ éem- 

1 duvayzevwy -F1, X1(final y erased in both). 
2 azponyovmevov -f3. After vo both F and X have an asterisk 

and in the margin in the first hand of each a scholium which 
is out of place, referring as it does to ry pév bypav tpodjvy 
KrA, in 1047 c supra (ef. Pohlenz, [lermes, Ixxiv [1939], p. 4 
and Pohlenz-Westman, Moralia vi/2, p. iv). 

3 aduadopov -X*(first a added superscript), g 3 dsddopov 
-all other mss. 4 6 -omitted by g. 

5 dace -l’, X41, a, A, B, y, 0. 
6 év -omitted by Dh A Ga AP 
7 6ré 8€ -Bs Kai -all other mss. 
Ciacci -n. 

used oupmdony non- ieciaticlly in the context ciiticiede 
but, whether they were or not, his calculations must them- 
selves have been methodical and serious, for this Hipparchus 
is certainly Hipparchus of Nicaea in Jithynia (ca. 194- 
120 n.c.), the astronomer whom Plutarch mentions in several 
other places (De Pythiae Oraculis 402 Fr, De Facie 921 bv, 
Non Posse Suaviter Vivi 1094 c) and who was celebrated for 
his industry and accuracy. Nevertheless, how he could have 
obtained the results which Plutarch records or any ap- 
proximation to them remains, so far as I know, an unsolved 
mystery (cf. A. Rome, Annales de la Société Scientifique de 
Bruxelles, 1 [1930], Serie A, Seiences JMathématiques, 
pp. 101-104; K. R. Biermann and J. Mau, Journal of 
Symbolic Logic, xxiii [1958], pp. 129-132). 
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50. It was said by some in earlier times that Zeno 
was in the predicament of the man with wine gone 
sour which he could sell neither as vinegar nor as 
wine, for there is no disposing of Zeno’s “* promoted ”’ 
either as good or as indifferent. Chrysippus, how- 
ever, has made the disposition of the matter still 
more difficult. For at one time he says ® that they 
are raving mad who set at nought wealth and health 
and painlessness and soundness of body and do not 
hold on to ¢ such things and, quoting the words of 
Hesiod, “‘ Perses, noble of race, keep labouring,’’ @ 

* Among the dé&addopa Zeno and after him Chrysippus 
distinguished from what is of absolutely no moment (cf. 
1045 E-F supra) two classes, 7a péca Kata dvow and mapa 
drow (cf. 1042 pv supra), which were called respectively 
mponypeva and amomponypeva (cf. S.V.F. i, frags. 191-196 
and iii, frags. 127-139 and especially Cicero, De Finibus iii, 
50-54 and Diogenes Laertius, vii, 104-107). These ternis, 
which Cicero found impossible to translate adequately, are 
often rendered in English by ‘“ preferred”’ and ‘ unpre- 
ferred ’’ (or “‘ rejected ’’); but such words are likely to be 
misleading, for the zponyyéva and adzomponypéva are in- 
commensurable with good and evil and so are not objects 
of choice and avoidance (cf. Dyroff, Die Ethik der alten Stoa, 
pp- 108-126; Kilb, Hthische Grundbegriffe, pp. 64-91; 
Pohlenz, Stoa i, pp. 121-123 and ii, pp. 69-70). Ariston of 
Chios (see 1034 p supra) rejected the distinction made among 
adivadopa (S. VI’. i, frags. 351 and 360-362). To him, there- 
fore, Dyroff (op. cit., p. 115) ascribed the bon mot at Zeno’s 
expense which Plutarch here reproduces ; but Pohlenz sug- 
gests that Arcesilaus was its author, and Festa (Stoic? 
Antichi i, p. 65) calls it “* probably Academic.” The phrase 
éxev Siafeow is a pun, Of course, meaning “‘ to be market- 
able ’’ and “ to be in a (certain) condition.” 

> S.V.F. iii, frag. 138. With rov mAodrov . . . rHv 6AoKAn- 
piav here cf. rob Civ . . . dAoKAnpias in 1041 E supra. 

¢ Cf. avréxeoOa (S.V.F. iii, p. 34, 36) and Bonhdéffer, 
Die Ethik..., pp. 170 and 234. 

* Hesiod, Works and Days 299. 
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« / ~ 

Tehpwvynkev OTL TaVaVTia Tapatveiy paviKdY’ €o7TL, 
<1 Ex 5 aS , 2 , A , oe) \ \ to “un epyalov,’ Ilépon, dtov yeévos.’’ Kal Tov 

A A ~ 

pev aogov ev Tots mept Biwy Kat Baotrcbor ouv- 
4 

eceobat! prow EVEKG Xpnwatropod Kal codioTev- 
cewv em apyupiw, Tap WV pev mpodapBdvovra 
mpos ous d€ ovvTilépevov TaV pabyTav, ev dé TO 
¢ / a , \ y 6 Seargaens 
epdoum Tod’ Kabyxovtos Kat kupioTHaew® Tpis ézt 

/ ? A 

tovTw' AaBovtra tddavrov.’ év d€ TH TPWTW TEpt 
9 ~ A ? A 

Ayalayv tpomov twa ovyywpet Kai didwoat Tots 
, aA Q 

PovdAopéevous Ta tponypeva® Kadety ayaba Kal Kaka 
) , , = t oo” 10 , Tavavtia TavTais Tats Aéfeaw: “‘ et tis’? BovAerar 

\ > 

Kata” Tas TovavTas mapaAAayas To péev ayabcy av- 
~ 42 / , ON , =a 7% A 14 , \ 

Tov” déyew To b€ Kakov,” emt TADTA™ hepopevos TA 
s \ 5 eT > , 15 > 

mpaypaTa Kat pn addAAws azroTAavapevos,” Catro- 
dexTéov ws)? ev pev Tots onpawopevots ov dta- 

~ > Fond 

mimtovTos atTtot Ta 6 adda” otroxalopevov Tihs 
\ A 

KaTa TAS Ovopacias ovvnbeias.’’ oUTW dE TO TpPO- 

1 avaynn -£. 2 épyalev -g. 
3 ouvécba -g 3 avvePecIa -Vat. Reg. 80. 
4 codtotevew -X, 2, B, Vat. Reg. 80. © <epi> rod-Pohlenz. 
§ xuBiorew -B. *, totro ~F, dy. Ay \Bs ysrlg En 

tadravra -X1(? [—ov over erasure -X4]),. g. 
mponyoupeva -B ; zpoecpnyéva -Vat. Keg. 80. 

10 <éfectw> ef tug -Wyttenbach ; <éorw> ef reg -Diibner. 
ll xara -F, X, 2, a, B; «axa -all other mss. 

12 aiva@v -X3(Sv over erasure), g, B, Marc. 2483; adra@(c) 
-all other mss. 

3 +o $€ Kaxov -\*(after erasure of 10 letters), g, Bs; 70 d¢€ 
kaxov (xaxa -I') ro &€ Kaxov -F'?, a, A, B, y, n, E. 

14 gy’ aira -Reiske; éni y’ attra -Wyttenbach; én tadra 
Pepopevos {ra] -A. Riistow (Der Liigner, p. 80). 

15 Kai pq GAAws atroTrAavwpevos abet rae by g. 
16 <Gmosextéov ws> -added by Sandbach ; <dzodexdpel” uis> 

-von Arnim; <od carayvworéov> -Pohlenz. 
17 pon aaa ae -X, g, ACT, Bs dcazinrovra -all other mss. 
18 d\\a -X3(a Over erasure), g, B; dAdAws -all other mss. 
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he has exclaimed that it is mad to recommend the 
contrary, ‘‘ Labour not, Perses, noble of race’; in 
the books on Ways of Living he says @ that the sage 
will both live with kings for the sake of profit and 
give lectures for money, from some of his pupils 
collecting his fee in advance and with others making 
a contract for it, and in the seventh book of Duty ° 
that the sage will even turn three somersaults if he 
gets a talent for it ; and in the first book concerning 
Goods he gives way in a sense to those who wish to 
call the “ promoted” things goods and their con- 
traries evils and grants the point in these words ¢: 
‘“ If one in conformity with such distinctions wishes 
to use the designation ‘ good’ for the one class of 
them and the designation * evil ’ for the other, pro- 
vided that these are the objects intended by his 
reference and it is not a random aberration, (it must 
be accepted on the ground that) in the matter of the 
significates he is not in error and for the rest is 
aiming at the customary linguistic usage.’’* Yet, 

"waer.l. in, frag. 695 (p. -174, 21-24) ; ;_¢f. 1043 c-e and 
1043 r—1044 a supra. o S.V.F. iii, frag. 688. 

So.’ f. ii, frag. 137 3- ¢f...1,,.4. Kidd, Class. Quart., 
N.S. v (1955), 188-189. 

4 In this sentence xara tas tovattas aapaddayds has 
usually been taken to mean “ by such a change of termin- 
ology ” ey -leuad Chrysippus here permits the use of dyafov and 
kaxov instead of zponypévoy and dzomponyuévov only on con- 
dition that the distinctions signified by the latter pair are 
not thereby obscured, and this is clearly expressed only if 
mapaAAayas refers not to the terminological variation but to 
the distinctions in the significates that Ariston denied (... 
pnde mprivoov év avrois maparAvaynv amodeirovra [S.V.F. i, p. 
79, 8]). radra ra mpdypara does not mean external entities 
or events but is identical with 7a onwaivdpeva, the significates, 
which the Stoics also called Aexrad and which, being in- 
corporeal (whereas 7a onpatvovra, the signs such as vocal 
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4 1 > a ~ 

(1048) nypeévov’ taya0@® cuvayaywv éyyds éevtatéa Kai 
/ ES e ‘4 rb e] \ s / / oupyigas, ev eTepots maAw ovdev elvat dyat tov- 

Aor ‘ A ¢ ~A 1AA 5 A \ No 

Twv Kalodou mpos nuds, aAA amoonay tov Aoyov 
e ~ \ > / / ~ 

Bynuas Kal amootpéepery amavtwy tev ToLovTwY. 

TavTa yap ev TH mpwrTw mept Tod Iporpémecbar 
/ > A na / \ 4 / 

yeypagev, ev 0€ TH TpPiTwW EPL DUcEews pwaxapile- 

afai dnow eviovs Bactrevovtas Kat mAovtobvras 
OpoLov El xpvaais apiot xpwpEvot Kal YpvGots Kpa- 

t > , A > 3 eH \4 \ Sip 
amédois euakaptlovto T@ 8° ayale to* THY ovotav 
> A ¢€ \ ba) ees A A \ Font 

amoPadetv otover Spaxpnv® amoBaretvy Kat TO voon- 
e ~ ? 

cat° olov mpookoyar. 610 TOV evavTiwuatwv Tov- 
’ / \ > \ ’ \7 \ \ , 

Twv ov povov THY apeTnv adda’ Kal THY Tpdvotav 
e \ >? 

avaTeTAnKEV. 1 fev yap apEeTn puKpoAdyos €oxa- 

Tws* daveirar Kal avontos mEpi TabdTa mpaypya- 
Tevopevn Kal ToUTwY evexa TAEtv eis Boozopov 

iA \ ~ A / e \ A 

C xeXevovoa Kat KuBioradv tov aodov, o dé Leds 
A >? K 4 / \ > f A 

yeAotos et Kriyois yaiper Kal “Emuxapmios Kat 

' 1 ponyoupevov -B; mpoeipnevov -Vat. Reg. 80. 
2 ro ayalov as M 

3 +H -omitted by Tolet. 51,53; 7@ mpdtw 7 -E. 
4 ro -X%(0 over erasure), B; 7@ -all other ss. 

5 Spaypny -F1, Xt, : 
§ vojoa -a, A}, K, Tolet. 51, 5, Vat. Reg. 80 

7 @d\Aa -X3(in margin), g, Bs; omitted by all other mss. 
8 goydrw -F!; omitted by g. 

expressions, and ra ruyyavovra, the external entities, are cor- 
poreal), are according to the Stoics not évra (S.V.F. ii, 
frags. 329-335); and I have therefore translated mpdypara 
not by “ entities’? but by “ objects,”’ using that word in 
the sense of ‘‘ what is presented to the mind ” (cf. 8S. V.F. ii, 
p. 48, 19-20). With the phrase, yp dAAws aromAaveaevos, cf. 
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after having thus in this passage closely united and 
combined with the good the class of “ promoted,’ 
elsewhere again he says ¢ that none of these is of any 
concern to us at all but reason? pulls us back and 
turns us aside from all such matters. This, in fact, 
is what he has written in the first book on Exhorta- 
tion; and in the third book concerning Nature he 

says © that some men are felicitated upon their royal 
position and their wealth much as if they were being 
felicitated for using golden chamber-pots and wearing 
golden tassels @ but that to the virtuous man the loss 
of his fortune is like the loss of a drachma ¢ and 
falling ill is like having stumbled. Consequently he 
has infected with these self-contradictions not only 
virtue but providence as well. For, while virtue will 
look utterly petty and stupid busying herself about 
these matters and bidding the sage for their sake 
sail to the Bosporus / and turn somersaults, Zeus will 
look ridiculous if he delights in being addressed as 
Steward of the Household and Guardian of Harvests 

S.VOR. il, p. 107, 1-2: ... rod onpawopévou reAéws amom\a- 
V@VTaL. 

oS. V.F. iii, frag. 139 (p. 34, 3-8); cf. 1041 & supra and 
De Comm. Not. 1060 v-r. | 

> In the version of this statement given in 1041 § supra 
Tovrov Tov Aoyov means “‘ the doctrine’? propounded (ef. rdv 
mep. ayadav Kai Kaxa@v Adyov at the beginning of the pre- 
ceding sentence there); but here whether purposely or 
by inadvertence Plutarch has interpreted the original differ- 
ently, for the simple vor Aoyor in this context can be taken 
and could have been meant to be understood only as 
‘‘ reason.” 

¢ S.V.F. iii, frag: 153 (p. 36, 36-41). 
@ Cf. De Comm. Not. 1069 c. 
¢ Cf. 1043 © supra. 
t Cf. 1043 c-p supra. 
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: ae / o \ o (1048) Kapidorys Tpocayopevopievos, oT. SynAady xpucdas 

/ ‘ a / / “A auidas Kal xpuod Kpdotreda yapilerar Tots dav- 
r a 5 > a A + 6 al & , 

os Tots 0 ayallois aia dpayphs’ oTav mAovator 
y 8 \ \ “A 

yévwvTat Kata THY Tod’ Atos mpdvorav: ere dé 
4 2 , >] \ ~ / yeAotorepos 0 “AmoAAwy et rept xpvoay Kpaomédwv 

Kat auidwy Kabyntar Oepiorevwv Kal meEpl mpoo- 
/ KOppLaTwY aTroAvcEws. 

31. "Ext d€ paddov 7H amodei€er To evarTiwpa 
Towovar pavepwTepov. Ww yap eoTw ed ypnoacbar 
Kal KaK@s, TovTO dace pyT ayalov ecivar pre 
Kakov. mtAovTW O€ Kal Dyleia Kal pWwLN BwWELATOS 

D kak@s xp@vTa. mavtes of avontor: didmep ovdev 
€oTt ToUTwY ayabov. cimep otv 6 Geds aperny pev 
od didwow avbpwros adda tO Kadov adfaiperov 
€or’ tAotTov b€ Kal Bylevav ywpls apeTAs Sidwow, 
ovK €U ypnoopevots Sidwow adda KaK@s, TovTEdTt 

“~ \ > la \ > , , >) 

BrAaBep@s Kal atoyp@s Kat oAcApiws. Kaitou et 
pev StvavTa THY apeTHY Tapexetv OL Deol, OVK ELL 
ypyotol py mapéxovres: ev de pur) OVvavTat TroLEty 

ayalovs, 00d wohereiy SUvavrar, uNndevos ye* THY 

1 Spaypr7s -F1, NX}. 
2 rob -omitted by A, B, y, n, E. 

3 gorw avots (but with v dvos cancelled) -g. 
_ 4 ye -Reiske ; ze -ss. (omitted by B). 

a §.V.F. ii, frag. 1177 (p. 338, 22-23). For Kriyaus cf. 
De Vitando Aere Alieno 828 a-B and Cornutus, ix (p. 9, 16 
(T.ang]); for Eadpmos cf. Cornutus, ix (p. 9, 12-13 [Lang}) 
and [Aristotle], De Mundo 401 a 19. Xapiddrys is an epithet 
of Dionysus in Sept. Sap. Conviv. 158 © and Quaest. Convir. 
613 p and of Hermes in Quaest. Graecae 303 v (ef. W. hi. 
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and Giver of Joy @ for the reason, no doubt, that he 
bestows golden chamber-pots and golden tassels upon 
the base and upon the virtuous things worth a 
drachma when in the course of his providence they 
get rich ; and Apollo will look still more ridiculous 
if he sits giving oracles about golden tassels and 
chamber-pots and about deliverance from bruises on 
the shin. 

31. Moreover, by the demonstration they give 

they make their self-contradiction still more mani- 
fest. For what can be put to good use and to bad, 
this, they say,® is neither good nor bad ; but wealth 
and health and bodily strength are put to bad use 
by all who are stupid ; consequently none of these 
things is good. If, then, god does not give men 
virtue but what is fair is an object of free choice ° 
and does give wealth and health without virtue, he 
gives these to men who will put them not to good 
use but to bad, that is to injurious, shameful, and 
pernicious use. Yet,? if the gods are able to grant 

' virtue, they are not benignant if they do not grant 
it ; and, if they are not able to make men virtuous, 
they are not able to benefit them either, if in fact 

Halliday, Plutarch: Greek Questions, pp. 206-207). See 
further A. B. Cook, Zeus ii, pp. 1065-1067 and iii, pp. 912 
and 964; and for lists of cult-names and epithets of Zeus 
and their Stoic connexions see J. Amann, Die Zeusrede des 
Ailios Aristeides (Stuttgart, 1931), pp. 100-109. 

> §.V.F. iii, frag. 123 (p. 29, 40-44) ; of. S. VF. iii, p. 28, 
14-16 and p. 29, 28-31. 

Stee of, il, frag: 215 (p.i-51,' 24-26) ; ef. 8S. VF. iii, p. 10, 
2-5. ‘The dilemma developed from this (cf. S. V.F. ii, p. 324, 
31-34) is answered by Marcus Aurelius, ix, 40 (ef. W. Theiler, 
Phyllobolia fiir Peter Von der Miihll, p. 83, n. 3). 

Kaito... . 070 TOY avOpdrov=S.VE. iii, frag. 215 (p. 
51, 26-31). 
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aAAwy ovTos ayabod pnd wpeAipov. TO dé Tovs 
adAws Yevopevous ayaGous Kpivew KaT d.peTHy n 
laxdv ovoev €or Kal yap Tous Deovs ot ayabo* 
Kplvovot Kat d.peTny Kal loxuy" WOTE pendev pan- 
dov® wohereiv 7 wdhedciobar tods Geods* bo THY 
> rf) t \ \ “i? OL 4ogrse , > 
avOpwrwy. Kat pny ovf avrov’? o Xpvoirmos asro- 
paiver omovdatov ovTe Twa THV adtod yuwpipwv 7 

‘ae \ ~ a Kabnyenoveny. TL OUV TEpL TOV aA ppovovaw ; 
7 Tabro. darep Aéyouau patvecar TAVTOS , dppai- 
velwv, avocious €ivalt, Tapavopous, eT akpov HKELY 
dvoTuxias, KaKOdaimovias amdons; «lira mpovoig 

“~ A \ > ae “A 4 > ? 6 ? Gedy diotxetobat ta Kal’ nds ovTws abdtws* mpart- 
3 a € \ f q / Tovtas; et yowv ot Beot peraParopevor’ BAarrew 

eJédorev Huds Kal KaKobv Kal diacTpédew Kal TpoC- 
emiTpipew, ovK av dvvawTo Sdiabeivar® yetpov 7 
viv €xopev,’ ws Xpvointos aodaives unre Kakias 

4 

dmepPoAnv amrodAcitrew pyTe Kakodalpovias Tov Biov: 

ayafot -X*(afor over erasure) and all other mss.; dvor 
(7.@. dvOpwaor) ? -Westman. 

icxvovaww -F}, X}, 
pGAdov paAdov (second paAdov erased) -a. 
rovs Jeovs -F, X, g, Bs: rods -a, A!; avrovs -A*, B, y, 

n,-E. 
5 avros -g. 
§ GOAiws -omitted by X, g. 
? peraBadAduevor -F2, x g. 1. 
8 dradejvar dvuvatvTo -E, 
® éxonev -omitted by B 

a Scil. except virtue, as the Bette aa ea UO cf, Sal ak. 
i, frags. 188 and 190 (cf. i, frag. 362); S.V.F’ iii, frags. 30, 
75, 76, and 658 (p. 165, 21). See, eS S.. VF. iy p23, 
99-96, p. 24, 3-8 and 13-17, pp. 24, 41-25, 3, p. 26, 27-37 
with Rieth, Grundbegriffe, pp. 29-35; and for the formula- 
tion, ‘‘ only the fair is good,’’ see 1038 p and 1039 c supra. 

> There is no justification for the many attempts to emend 
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nothing else is good or beneficial.¢ Their judging by 
the criterion of virtue or of strength men who have 
become virtuous otherwise (than by their aid) 
amounts to nothing, for virtuous men judge the gods 
too by the criteria of virtue and strength, the result 
being that the gods confer benefit no more than they 
receive it from men.? What is more,’ Chrysippus 
does not represent as a good man either himself or 
any of his own acquaintances or teachers. What, 
then, do they think of the rest of mankind? Or do 
they think just what they say, that all are madmen 
and fools, impious and lawless, at the extremity of 
misfortune and utter unhappiness? @ And yet that 
our state, thus wretched as it is, is ordered by the 
providence of the gods?¢ At any rate, if the gods 
should change and wish to injure, maltreat, torment, 
and finally crush us, they could not make our con- 
dition worse than now it is,f as Chrysippus declares 
that life admits no higher degree either of vice or of 

the first part of this sentence. As Madvig saw (dAdversaria 
Critica, pp. 668-669), Plutarch here rebuts the suggestion 
that the beneficence of the gods consists in their favourable 
judgment of human virtue. [or the sense of iayus see 
1034 p supra and S.V-.F. iii, frags. 278 and 473; and for 
the criteria according to which the gods are revered cf. 
Plutarch, De Facie 935 c¢ (. . . 10 Kpeittov dpeth Kai duvdper 
Kal Tiiwrepor). | 

° §.V.F. iii, frags. 662 and 668 (p. 167, 14-28); of. De 
Comm. Not. 1076 s-c. 

4 Cf. S.V.F. iii, frags. 657-676. 
¢ For the réle of providence in the Stoic system cf. 1050 

A-B and 1051 p-& infra, De Comm. Not. 1075 © and 1077 bp; 
S.V.F. ii, frags. 634, 933, and 1107; Pohlenz, Stoa i, 
pp. 98-101 and ii, pp. 55-58; Goldschmidt, Le systéme 
stoicien, pp. 79-111. 

t Cf. Cicero, De Nat. Deorwm iii, 71 (in reply to the Stoic 
defence given in iii, 70 [S.V.F’. ii, frag. 1186]). 
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, > >) / if > Col 5) ~ 

(1048) wor’, «¢ AaBot dwviv, eimeiv dv attov' ta TOO 

‘HpakAgovs 
4 ~ 5 is \ a ee a SF, 3 ~ 

yeuw KaKa@v O71), Kal oUK Eo” Gov’ TEbH. 
, 5 ” ¢ / ~ > 4 Twas ovv av TIS EUpoL payopevas pLGAAov adArAats 

> te “a \ ~ os atopacets THs wept Oe@v Xpvoinmov Kal rhs mept* 
> G / A \ € ” 4 5 A 

1049 avépwiarwy, tTovs pev ws eve PéATioTA’ TpovoEty 
\ \ e U4 / -. 

Tovs d€ ws Eve xXElptoTa mparrew A€yovTos; 
? ~ ~ a a 82. “EyKadotow at7@ twes tv IvOayopikadv® 

ev tots tept Atkavoovyyns ypadovtt mept THY aAEK- 
Tpvovwv oT. “‘ xpynoiuws yeydovacw: émeyetpovat 
VAP NLAS KAL TOUS OKOpTioUs EKAEgyovaL Kal KATA TAS 
payas ematpepovar, CiAdv Twa mpds GAKiY €p7rOL- 
obvtTes' Opws be’ det Kateobiew Kal TovTous, iva 

\ , , A ”~ 

pn THY xpetav wrepBadry® ro mAHPos THY veEorT- 
~ / A ~ \ 

Ttav.” 6 d€ ovTws KaTayEAd THY él TOUTOLS ey- 

1 adrov -omitted by B. | ’ 
2 «at odx -Mss. here and in De Comm. Not. 1063 3 Kov«Kér’ 

-Kuripides (cf. Sandbach, Class. Quart., xxxv [1941], pp. 115- 
116). 

5 6zov -mss. here and 1 in De Comm. Not. 1063 vp; oxy 
-Furipides (L, P) and B in 1063 D3 620 -De Sublimitate 
ad Pe 

THs Tept -omitted by B. 

padoTra -g£. 
mubapiedy -a, Al. 
dé -oinitted by B. 
UmrepBadrAy -X3, EB. zaruon & 

¢ Kuripides, Hercules Furens 1245, quoted again in De 
Comm. Not. 1063 D. 

o> S.V.F. iii, frag. 705. For the Pythagorean reverence 
of the cock and especially of the white cock see Plutarch, 
Quaest. Conviv. 670 c-p; Diogenes Laertius, viii, 934: 
Aelian, Var. Hist. iv, 17; Tamblichus, Vita Pyth. 84 and 
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unhappiness, so that, if it should get the power of 
speech, it would recite the line of Heracles : 

I’m now replete with woes, and there’s no room. ¢ 

What more inconsistent assertions, then, could one 
find than the two about gods and about men made 
by Chrysippus saying that the former exercise pro- 
vidence in the best possible fashion and that the 
latter are in the worst plight possible ? 

32. Some of the Pythagoreans object to him for 
writing of cocks in the books concerning Justice ° 
that “ they have come into being for a useful purpose, 
for they wake us up © and pluck out scorpions ¢ and 
arouse us for battle by inducing an eagerness for 
valour ¢; but all the same they too must be eaten, 
in order that the number of chicks may not exceed 
what is useful.’”’ Those who make these remarks 
ground for objection he so far laughs to scorn, how- 

147, Protrepticus 21 (pp. 107, 18-19 and 116, 11-12 [Pistelli]) ; 
cf. A. Delatte, Etudes sur la Littérature Pythagoricienne 
(Paris, 1915), pp. 289-290 and T°. Cumont, Lux Perpetua 
(Paris, 1949), pp. 409-411. Notice that the ‘‘ Pythagoreans”’ 
who object to the statement by Chrysippus are not said to 
have been contemporaries of his (contra R. Philippson, 
Philol. Woch., lviii [1938], col. 1040, n. 3); Plutarch may 
mean to refer to such Neo-Pythagoreans as are mentioned 
in Quaest. Conviv. 727 w-c. 

¢ Hence, it was supposed, their name: Athenaeus, ix, 
374 d; cf. Aristophanes, Birds 488-492 and Pliny, V.H. 
x, -LO. 

4 Cf. De Capienda ex Inimicis Utilitate 87 a-»s and 
Aristophanes, JVasps 794. 

¢ Cf. Aelian, Var. Hist. ii, 28. 
t Cf. Quaest. Conviv. 729 r—730 a and Porphyry, De 

Abstinentia i, 11 (pp. 93, 23-94, 22 [Nauck])=Hermarchus, 
frag. 24 (pp. 25, 29-26, 18 [Krohn]; cf. M. J. Boyd, Class. 
Quart., xxx [1936], pp. 188-191 and M. Gigante in L’picurea 
in memoriam Tlectoris Bignone [Genova, 1959], pp. 105-112). 
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(1049) kaouyTwy, wore Tepe tov Atos, Tob LwTHpos Kal 
Levéropos* Kat matpos Aixns Kat Edvopias Kal 
Eipnvys, Taba ypagew ev TH TpiTeD TEpL Oedv- 

B“ ds 8€ af méXews tAcovdoaca eis dmouxias dar- 
a.tpovar™ TO mri Oy KaL Troh€ Lous EVIOTAVTAL POS 
TWAS, OUTWS o Beds Plopas a apxas didwou’- Ka TOV 
Edpemidny paprupa Ka tovs aAdAous mpooayera 
tovs Xéyovras ws 6 Tpuwikos moXdeuos tro THV 
Jedv amravtAjcews Eevexa® Tob mAnbous THY avOpa- 
Tw yévotro. TtovTwy de Tas pev addAas atomias 
ades (ov yap® et Te pn KaA@s GAAa Goa pds Eav- 
Tovs dtadopws A€yovow e€eTacat Lovov mpoKerTac') 
oKoTrer O€ OTL TO Deg kahas pev emuxAjaets Kal 
diravOparrous act” dypia 8 epya Kal BapBapa Kal 
Dadatica’ mpoatiOnaw. ov yap amo.Kiaus eotKa- 

Caw at tocatra: dfopai Kat mravwAcPpias THY av- 
Opditwv, otas 0 Tpwikos eipyaocato méAeuos Kal 
maAw 6 Myédixds kat IleAomovvyoakds,” €¢ por 

1 yeverhpos -X, g, B. 
2 dmapitova. -Wyttenbach; admepdar -Bernardakis; but 

cf: Quaest. Conviv. 673 a (és ASovas ... THY Biavorav azat- 
povawy). 

* xdpw -£. 
TOU THY dO parm yévous -g. 
aA’ -F, X, gs od yap -all other mss. 
TPOOTKEL ~ 
EMLKAIOELS Re by diravOpwrous -£. 
épya -omitted by g. 
yadraTixa Kat BapBapa -B. 

106M. xaio I. -g; 6 I. kat M. -b. 

aS, VF. ii, frag. 477. - een: re Ws Boden 
(privately) Plutarch means not that Chrysippus wrote the 
following in reply to a Pythagorean objection but that it 
shows what scorn he had for any possible objection of the 
kind (cf. Quomodo Adolescens Poetas Audire Debeat 25 c: 
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ever, as to write the following ¢ in the third book on 
the Gods about Zeus the Saviour and Sire, the father 
of Right, of Order, and of Peace®: “ as states, when 
they have become too populous, move the masses off 
into colonies or begin wars against someone, so god 
gives occasions for destruction to begin’; and he 
calls Euripides to witness and the rest who say that 
the Trojan war was brought about by the gods for 
the purpose of draining off the surplus population.° 
Never mind the other absurdities in these remarks 
(for the subject of our examination is not whether 
the Stoics say anything wrong but only how much 
they say in disagreement with themselves) ; but 
observe that, while his epithets for god are always 
fair and humane, the deeds which he imputes to god 
are harsh, barbarous, and Galatian.? For there is no 
resemblance to colonization in the destruction and 
annihilation of human beings to the extent wrought 
by the Trojan war and again by the Persian and 
Peloponnesian,? unless the Stoics know of some 

... 7 Opnpov noAda ravu trois UtwwKois xaipew Ppalovaa... and 
35 €: ovtTws “Opnpos KatayedG THY aicoxvronévwy emt xwroTyow 
a3 

>” Cf. Hesiod, Theogony 901-902 and Cornutus, Thevlogia 
(iraeca 29 (p. 57, 6-12 [Lang}); for owrnp Kal yevérwp cf. 
[Aristotle], De undo 397 b 20-22. 

¢ Cf. Cypria, frag. i (Hlomert Opera v, pp. 117-118 
[Allen}); Euripides, Hlectra 1282-1283, Helen 38-40, and 
Orestes 1639-16-42. 

¢ §.V.F. ii, frag. 1177 (p. 338, 19-21). 
¢ By the Persian war Plutarch means that which was 

waged from 490 to 4490/8 B.c., 4.é. the “ peace of Callias ” (ef. 
Plutarch, Cimon xiii, 4-5 [486 r—487 B] with W. W. How 
and J. Wells, 1 Commentary on Herodotus 11 [Oxford, 1928}, 
pp. 188-191 on Herodotus, vii, 151) and by the Pelopon- 
nesian that which lasted from 431 to 404 r.c. (ef. Plutarch, 
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> ¢ \ A ~A Uy eo 

(1049) twas ev “Aidov Kat bro yis* toacw obtot KtiCo- 
/ / 2) A ~ / A pevas odes,” aAAa tH Tadarn Aniordpw moret 

4 / j ~ X pvowtos opLoLov Tov Gedv, os, Tevoveny avre 
TALOWV yEyovoTwy evt BovAcpevos THY apxnVv a.rro~ 
Aumetv® Kat Tov olkov, amavTas exeivous® d.mré~ 

¢ opatev, wotrep aumédov BAacrovs amoTreuwv Kat 
KkoAovoas twa eis 6 Aeidbeis layupos yévntar Kal 
peyas. Kaitou ye’ o pev apreAoupyos ETL piKpav 
ovTwy Kal aobev@v® Todto Tovet THY KAnpaTwY,’ 

al la rn) 4 ~ 

Kal Nels veoyvav Kal TUPADV ovtTwy TOV oKvdAa- 
D kiwv thaipobuev Ta TroAAa hevdopevor THS KUVOS* 6 

de Zevs od povov edoas Kal mepudwv® ev HAtKia 
, 3 \ \ , > 1 9 \ .¢? yevomevous aAAa Kal puaas avTos’ Kal avenoas 

amrotuptaviler, Plopas kat oA€fpou ENXavespevos 
mpopacets, d€ov aitias Kal apxyas yeveoews pL) 
Tapacyeiv. 

> ~ \ Ss 19 U6 V4 > 3 -“ 1 A 3. Todto pev ody edXattov €ott KaKeivo™ pet- 
bs 291 \ , *\12 2 / , Cov’ ovdeis yap dvetar Crap )’” av@pwrois mode- 

1 yay -g, B. 2 wodets xTiCopevas -f. 
3 dmodmeiv THY apxny -b. 4 éxetvos -a, Aldine, Basil. 
5 ve -omitted by B. § Kat acbevav dvTwy -X, B. 
7 rv KAnpatwv totro Tovei -h. 
8 Kaimep towy -E 
9 avrous -2. 

af oby -omitted by A, B, ys K. 
€orw Kaxeivo -F', a3 éot Kaxeivo de -L. 

12 <qap’> -added by Castiglioni (Gnomon, xxvi [1954], p. 
84). 

——— Se 

Pericles xxxiii, 4 [170 8]; Fabius Maximus xxix, 3 [190 F] ; 
and Lysander xiv, 5—xv, 6 [441 a-r]). For the comparative 
magnitude of these and of the Trojan war and of the de- 
vastation caused by them cf. Herodotus, vii, 20-21 and 
Vhueydides, i, 23, 1-3 and with these Plutarch’s famous | 
remark that almost all the inhabited world and especially 
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cities colonized in Hades and beneath the earth. No, 
it is the Galatian Deiotarus ¢ that Chrysippus makes 
god resemble, Deiotarus who, since he had got many 
sons and wished to bequeath his realm and household 
to one, slaughtered all the rest just as if he had 
pruned and cut back the shoots of a vine in order 
that one, the one he had spared, might grow large 
and strong. The vine-dresser, however, does this 

while the twigs are still small and weak, and we out 
of consideration for the bitch make away with the 
majority of her puppies when they are newly born 
and blind; but Zeus after he has not merely from 
inadvertence let men grow up but has himself 
created them and caused them to grow then tortures 
them to death, contriving pretexts for their ruin and 
destruction whereas he ought to have disallowed the 
causes and origins of their coming to be. 

$3. This is a minor point, to be sure. It is the 
former that is the more serious,” for no war springs 

Greece had been depopulated by earlier wars (De Defectu 
Orac. 413 F—414 a). 

@ See B. Niese, R.-H. iv (1901), cols. 2401, 18-2403, 67 
with Suppl. iii (1918), col. 328, 38-45; I’. K. Adcock, J.R.S. 
xxvii (1937), pp. 12-17. Niese questions the identity of the 
Deiotarus of Mu/lierum Virtutes 258 p with this tetrarch of 
the Tolistobogii of whom Plutarch speaks in Pompey 658 0, 
Cato Minor 764 v and 765 © -766 a, Antony 945 3, and 
Crassus 553 s-c. See also P. A. Stadter, Plutarch’s /lis- 
torical Methods (Cambridge, Mass., 1965), pp. 107 and 15-4. 

> The difficulties that have been made about these words 
are groundless. roéro refers to the last point in the pre- 
ceding passage, i.e. that Zeus permits men to be born and 
to grow to maturity before destroying them; and éxeivo 
refers to the main point preceding, @.e. that the gods in- 
stigate wars, the point which is now taken up again and 
developed in what follows, od8cis yap... , to show that 
(hrysippus explicitly contradicts himself, 
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(1049) pos avev Karas, aAAd Tov pev prdndovia tov de 
mcovesio Tov de prrodogia TLS i, pirapxia” oup- 
pnyvuow. ovKodv" Ec Trohepous | 6° Geds evepydle- 
Tat, Kal KaKias, mapof vv Kal dvaotpépe Tous 
Bpbodircuet Katou Ayer 5° adros év TO TEpL Tob 

K Aucdlew KaL° mad ev TO Sevrépy mept Medv ws 
TOV aicxpav TO Detov TrapaiTLov yeyvecBat OvUK 
eUAoyov €aTiv' OV TpOTrOV yap oUTE vOUos Too 
Tapavopety TApaiTLos av yevour’ " ov? ot Geot Tob 
accBewv, OUTWS evdoyov Und alcxypotd undevos elva 
jTapaitious. Ti oy ataxiov avOpwrots dbopas tr’ 
aAAnAcoY yuyvoperns, is pyar Xpvoummos EVOLOOVAL 
Tas dpxas tov Gedv; “‘adda vy Ala,” dPjoe® rus, 
‘ €rawvet? maAw Tov. © EpumiSou A€éyovTos 

et Deoi Tt Sp@aw aicxypov, odK elow™ Beoi 

Kal 

TO paatov el7as, aitiadcacbat Deovs,”’ 

woTep nudyv aAAo Tt viv TMpaTTOYTWY 7] TAS Evay- 
tias avtotd dwvas Kat brodnbers tapariWepevwr. 

F 34, Ob pv add’ adre ye todTo™ To viv eratvov- 
diAapyupia -B. 3 odk obv -F. 
6 -omitted by 8. * epyalera -£. 
y -Reiske ; [8] -deleted by Wyttenbach. 
Siucalery pied wae, AIFS... one -B 
yevo.r’ av oe 

pyat “Fy Xa, CAA, 
erawe? -Hartman (De Plutarcho, p. 606);  éa.veiv 

orn ot CO = 

-MSS. 
+8 maw ro -Reiske ; awdAw <70> rot -Hartman (loc. cit.). 
11 efow -A?, B, Vat. Reg. 80; efou -all other mss. 
12 rodTo -omitted by g. 

ao Cf. iPinto, ‘Repos 373 p-r and Phaedo 66 c 5—-D 
(quoted in the Consolatio ad A pollonium 108 a), and he 
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up among) men without vice but one breaks out 
from lust for pleasure, another from greed, and still 
another from a lust for glory or for power. Well 
then, if god induces wars, he induces vices too by 
inciting and perverting human beings. And yet 
Chrysippus himself states ® in his work concerning 
Decision and again in the second book on the Gods 
that for the divinity to become an accessory to 
shameful things is not reasonable, for just as law 
could not become accessory to illegality or the gods 
to ungodliness so it is reasonable for them not to be 
accessories to anything shameful either. What, 
then, is more shameful for human beings than their 
destruction of one another, for the beginning of 
which Chrysippus says ° god presents the occasions ? 
“Yes, but by heaven,’ someone will say, “he 
applauds again when Euripides asserts 

If gods do something shameful, they’re not gods ¢ 

and 

You've made the easiest plea, to blame the gods,” ° 

as if we are now engaged in anything else but citing 
the utterances and notions of his that are contrary to 
one another. 

34. All the same, there would be countless occa- 

implication of the remark ascribed by Plutarch to Lycurgus 
(Lycurgus 52 s= Apophthegmata Laconica 228 © [27]}). 

® S.V.F. ii, frag. 1125. ¢ 1049 B supra. 
@ Frag. 292, 7 (Nauck, Trag. Graec. Frag.*, p. 447). In 

Quomodo Adolescens Poetas Audire Debeat 21 a, where 
Plutarch quotes this verse, the mss, have dAadpov or d¢adAov 
instead of aicypov. 

¢ Frag. 254, 2 (Nauck, Trag. Graec. Frag.*, p. 434), 
quoted with the preceding line ,to which it is the reply, in 
Quomodo Adolescens Poetas Audire Debeat 20 v. 
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(1049) jLevov odx amrak ovoe dts ovde Tpis adAG pupLaKis 

1050 

EoTat 7pos Xpvourmov eizetv 

TO pGoTov eimas, aitiaoacbat beove 

Tp@Tov yap ev TO MpPwre” TEpt Dvcews TO Gidtov” 
THS KIHOEws KoKeave TOpELKaoas, GAN’ dAAws 
oTpegovTt Kal TAapaTTOVTL TAY yLyvopévwy, TADT 

” ¢ “~ ~ 

eipynKev’ “‘ ovTw d€ THS TMV OAWY olKOVOLLLAS TpO- 
ayovons, avayKaiov KaTa TaUTHY, ws av TOT eEXw- 
pev, exe uds, elite rapa’ dvow THY diay 
VOGOUVTES ELTE TETNPWHEVOL ELTE ypappLaTLKOL 
YEYOVOTES n povarkot.” Kal maAw per odtyov: 
i Kara Tovtov b€ TOV Adyov Ta TmapamAjova € Epodpev 
KGL TEpL Tijs aperijs pay Kal rept Tijs KaKias KaL 
TO OAV THY TEXVOV Kal TOV aTEexvid@v, ws Eedyv.”’ 

\ Sie SNe ef > ~ > Lf ‘6 > Kat eT OA’yov amracay avaip@v audiPoriar: “ ov- 
wf ~ 

dev yap eoti adAws THY KaTa pepos® yevécbar 
b) \ SS ovde TovAdyLoTOV 7) KaTa THY KOWNHY gvoWw Kal 

\7 \ ee 8 , v9 e hee A , 
Kara’ Tov eens doyov.”’ o7t de 7 Koy gvais 

¢€ 

Kal O Kowos Tijs AVTEWS Aoyos ELLAPLEVN KAL TTPO- 
voia Kat Zevs €otw ovde Tovs avtitodas’ AéAyOe: 

1 apwitw -X, g, B; omitted by all other mss. 
2 aidiov -F. 3 adéotov -all other Mss. 

3 tpedovte -l", a, A, B, y, n. 
* gxonev -B, Tolet. 51, 5, Vat. Reg. 80. 

> wept -g. 
6 wépos -X, 2, B, E 3 pépous -all other mss 

7 «ara -omitted by g. 
8 exeivou -F4, X}. 

® avrimadas -X3, g, b. 

¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 937 (p. 269, 1-18). 
® Chrysippus apparently meant the solid bits of the posset 

to represent matter and the liquid to represent the pervasive 
and perpetual motion which continually reshapes and re- 
arranges it (cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 311, 916, and 919). The 
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sions and not just one or two or three for addressing 
to Chrysippus this very remark which is here the 
object of applause : 

You've made the easiest plea, to blame the gods. 

In the first place, in the first book concerning 
Nature,? after having likened the perpetuity of 
motion to a posset turning and jumbling in different 
ways the different things that come to be,? he has 
made this statement: “Since the organization of 
the universe as a whole proceeds in this way, it is 
necessarily in conformity with this organization that 
we are in whatever state we may be, whether 
contrary to our individual nature we are ill or are 
maimed or have become grammarians or musicians.” 
Again a little later: “ We shall on this principle 
make similar statements both about our virtue and 
about our vice and generally about skills and the lack 
of them, as I have said.”” Anda little later, removing 
all ambiguity : “ For no particular thing, not even 
the slightest, can have come about otherwise than in 
conformity with the universal nature and its reason.” ¢ 
Now, that the universal nature and the universal 
reason of nature are destiny and providence and 
Zeus, of this not even the Antipodes are unaware, 

simile is supposed to have been suggested by a saying 
of Heraclitus (frag. B 125 [Diels-Kranz]; cf. Philodemus, 
De Pietate ec. 14, 12-18 [Gomperz] with Peterscen’s supple- 
ment). Marcus Aurelius (iv, 27; vi, 10; ix, 39) uses nuKxedv 
in a pejorative sense of the Epicurean world as opposed to 
the Stoic «déapos diateraypévos. For the composition and 
uses of the posset cf. A. Delatte, Bull. cad. RK. de Belgique, 
Cl. des Lettres, 5 Sér. xl (1954), pp. 690-751. 

¢ Cf. 1050 c-p and 1056 c infra and De Comm. Not. 
1076 ©. For 7 xow) dois, “* the universal nature,” see note 
con 1035 c supra. 
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~ \ ~ las ~ mavTaxovd yap TadTa OpvAcirau’ bm’ adtadv, Kat To" 
\ > > / 

“Atos 6 erehelero® Bovdy ”” -rov , Opnpov elpynKe- 
val gnaw" opbas emi THv etwappevny® avadépovra® 
Kal THY TOY ohww dvow Kal? iy TAVTO Ovouxetrar. 
Tas ovv apa pev ovdEVOS alaypot mapaiTios 6 
6 C9 ue = see > , ? 8 J 8 , cos’ aya 8 ovde TovAdxioTov évddyerat® ylyve- 

” 9 ae \ , la ee aba addAws 7° Kata THY KoWHY dvoW Kal TOV eKEl- 
vys Adyov; €v yap maat Tots yryvopevots Kal Ta 

> \ , * 10? / (TEER Bee , atoxpa dnovlév™® eatw. Kaitor 6 pev ‘Emixoupos 
€ ~ nn 

apwoyeTws aTpépetar Kat piroreyvet, THS atdtov 
KWHGEWS pHnxXavwpevos EeXevPEp@oar Kal amrodtoat 

/ A \ A TO EkOUGLOV UTEP TOD” Uy KaTaATEtY avéeyKAnToV™ 
THY KaKiav, 6 d€ Xpvoitmos” dvarentapevnv Trap- 

1 @puAdeira -X*, g, n, FE, B (ef. De Facie 935 ¥F [L.C.L. 
xli, p. 144, n. 4]). % 76 -X, g, B; omitted by all other mss. 

3 6. éredelteto ~y 3 diereAelero -Tolet. 51, 5. * daolr -g. 
> eipnuerny -E. 8 avadpaiporra -}!. 
7 6 Beds -omitted by 8. 8 evdéxyecOar -B. 
a3 5 7 -omitted by g. 

10 Snrovbev -g 3 Saou Beds -1"1, N 5 Syrou Gedy -1*? and all 
other MSS. 

iy 12 umép dé rod -X 3°, g, B avemixAnrov -£. 
at 0 Bt X ovarnwer -A (added in margin), Vat. Reg. 80 ; 

omitted by all other mss.; ‘‘ sufficeret etiam <6 §’>” 
-Pohlenz ; “ cestui-ci ”’ - A myot. 

i Cf. Aa ca frag. 176 and ii, frags. 1024 and 1076 
(p. 315, 1-11); Seneca, Nat. Quaest. ii, 45; W. Theiler in 
Phyllobolia fiir Peter Von der Mihll, p. 46, n. 2. 

> Iliad i, 5. For the interpretation w hich follows ch. 
Scholia Graeca in Homeri [liadem ed. Dindorf, i, p. 6, 7; 
Eustathius, Ad Iliadem, 20, 10-13 (i, p. 33, 11-15 [Van der 
Valk]); and Plutarch himself in Quomodo Adolescens Poetas 
Audire Debeat 23 v. 

¢ Krag. 378 (Usener, /picurea, p. 254). Cf. 1045 B-c 
supra and the passages cited in note a there, in all of which 
it is said or implied that the ** swerve ’’ of the atoms was 
introduced for the purpose of avoiding determinism and of 
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for the Stoics keep harping on this everywhere “ and 
Chrysippus declares that Homer was right in his 
statement, “and Zeus’s design was maturing,’ ? 
since he was there referring to destiny and the 
nature of the universe as a whole, in conformity with 
which all things are ordered. How, then, can it be 
that god is not accessory to anything shameful and 
at the same time that not even the slightest thing 
can come about otherwise than in conformity with 
the universal nature and its reason’ Tor among 
all the things that come about are included, I pre- 
sume, the shameful also. Yet, while Epicurus, in 

order not to leave vice free from blame, squirms 
this way and that and resorts to artifices in devis- 
ing the liberation of volition and its release from 
the everlasting motion,° Chrysippus gives bare-faced 
providing for free choice and moral responsibility. Epicurus 
opposes determinism without referring to the “ swerve,” 
however, in Hpistle iii, 133-134 and in Ilepi dvcews incerti 
libri... reliquiae, frag. 7 (Epicuri Ethica ed. C. Diano, 
pp. 30-51=G. Arrighetti, Hpicuro Opere®, pp. 335-358 [but 
see the latter’s note, pp. 631 f., on 7, iii, 13 ff.]); and the 
‘““swerve”’ is mentioned without reference to the moral 
problem in Aétius i, 12, 15 and 23, 4 (Dow. Graeci, pp. 311 
and 319-320) and Plutarch, De Pythiae Oraculis 398 8. From 
Lucretius, ii, 216-250 and Cicero, De Finibus i, 18-19 it 
would appear that the device was introduced primarily to 
explain how atoms falling in the void could intercept and 
clash with one another ; and that its original purpose was to 
answer this physical problem posed by Aristotle’s objection 
to Democritean atomism appears to be confirmed by a com- 
parison of Epicurus, Lpistle i, 61+46> with Aristotle, 
Physics 215 b 21-22 and 216 a 20 (cf. J. Katz, A.J.P., Ixiv 
[1943], pp. 432-435; G. Capone Braga, Studi su Hpicuro 
{ Milano, 1951], pp. 43-45 and Sophia, xxiii [1955], p. 109 ; 
D. J. Furley, 7'wo Studies in the Greek Atomists { Princeton, 
1967], pp. 173-183 and pp. 232-233, and on this M. C. Stokes, 
Class. Rev., N.S. xix [1969], pp. 288-289). 
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(1050) pyatav ours didwow ws ov Hovey e€ avayKns ovde 
4 Kal’ eiwapwevnv a.AAa Kat! Kara, Aoyov Geod Kat 

KaTa Pvow mEeTonevyn THY aploTyv. eT. de Kal 
Tatil opatav® Kata A€Ew ovTws Exovra®: “THs yap 
Kowns ducews els mavtTa duaTewovons, Sejoer Tav 
TO OTWOOUV yryvopevov ev TH OAW* Kal TOV jLO- 
piwy? oTwobv® Kat exeivnv yevéobar Kal Tov EKEL- 

, \ VP ey > / \8 \ gory vns Aoyov KaTa 70 efijs arcwhd ros dua TO PAT 
efwlev evar TO eVOTNOOHLEVOV TH oLKcovopiig pare 

D Tay pLepa@v pndev EXew o7rws Kun Onoerat 7 oXa- 
cev adhws <)>” Kata THY Kownvy dow.” TIVES 
otv at TOY pep@v oyéoes Elo Kal” Kiwihoes; O7- 
Aov pev OTL oX€oELS AL KaKiaL Kal TA voonpara, 
podapyupia pidndoviae ftAodo€tat detAtar adukiaw” 
KWIOELS de porxetar KAoTrat mpodoata' avd popo- 
via TAT pPOKTOViaL. TOUT oleTaL XpvautTos ovUTE 
puucpov OUTE Heya Tapa Tov Tob Atos Aoyov evar” 
Kal vopov Kal Sikyv Kal mpdvotay’ waTE pn Yly- 
veo$at mapa Tov voyov TO Tapavopely WNdE Tapa 

\ YA \ 10 a 15 be) \17 \ \ Thy duKny TO adLKely’” unde’® Tapa’ THY TpOVOLaY TO 
KQKOTTOLELW. 

1 xat -omitted by X, g, B, E. 
2 opate -Meziriac; dpa 7a = Wyttenbach ; eipntar R. G. 

Bury. 3 éxovtt “2. 

5 Bhp -W yttenbach ; Adyw -MSS. 
TO popiw -B. 

8 6 7 otv -X*3 dr0bv -g, aX(?), B, E 
Gre “Thy 
8 Here the first hand of d begins again, as does the text in 
and z: see 1044 ¢ supra. 
® oxéce -X, g, B. 

10 <y> -added by Meziriac. 
11 Kat -X, g, B; omitted by all other mss. 
12 drrodofia (dirodogiar -N, @) Seda adi«ia -F, XN, B, a 
18 mpocoodtat ~}'1, V, Ze 
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licence “ to vice as having been caused not merely of 
necessity or according to destiny but also in confor- 
mity with god’s reason and with the best nature. This 
too, moreover, is seen put word for word as follows ® : 
‘ For, since the universal nature extends to all things, 
everything that comes about in any way whatever 
in the whole universe and in any of its parts will ne- 
cessarily have come about conformably with that na- 
ture and its reason in due and unimpeded sequence, 
for neither is there anything to obstruct the organiza- 
tion from without nor is any of its parts susceptible of 
being moved or of assuming any state save in con- 
formity with the universal nature.’’ What, then, are 
the states and movements of its parts? Obviously 
the vices and disorders—the lusts for riches, for 
pleasures, for glories, the forms of cowardice and of 
injustice—are states ; and acts of adultery, thefts, be- 
trayals, homicides, and parricides are movements.° 
Of these Chrysippus thinks that none either great or 
small is contrary to the reason and law and right and 
providence of Zeus—-with the consequence that 
illegality does not occur contrary to law or wrong- 
doing contrary to right or knavery contrary to 
providence.? 

¢ This phrase, used also in Conjugalia Praecepta 139 ¥ 
and Quaest. Conviv. 712 a, is a reminiscence of Il’lato, 
Phaedrus 240 ¥ 6. 

* S.V.F. ii, frag. 937 (p. 269, 19-33) +cf. A. A. Long in 
Problems in Stoicism, p. 196, n. 24 and pp. 178-183. 

¢ Cf. S. VF. iii, frags. 421-430. 
¢ Cf. Plotinus, Hnn. ut, ii, 16, lines 1-8. 

14 elvar Adyov -E, 
15 unde... dduxetv -omitted by g. 

16 unde -X, gf, Bs pare py -d, v, 23 pyre -all other mss. 
17 xara -K, Vat. Reg. 80. 
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E 

PLUTARCH’S MORALIA 

? \ \ A 35. “AAAa pv tov Oedv Koddlew dyot rH 
/ \ a“ > ~ a KaKiav Kat ToAAG rovety emt KoAdGEL THY TOVNnPaY, 

Lf 1 3 ~ lanl j 

womep ev T@ OEevTepw epi Me@v more prev Ta 
4, ~ ~ / 

dvoxpynoTa ovppaivev® drnai Tots ayabots* odx wo- 
ad 4 / 4 > A a mep tots pavAots KoAdcews ydpw adda Kat adAAnv 

/ e “A > olKovopLiay WomEep ev Tats moAcor. Kai maAw ev 
7 ~ aA ~ fe 

Tovtois’ “‘mpa@tov de TOV KaK@v trapamAnotws 
A a“ > 7 a 3 

EOTLY GKOVOTEOV TOS TpoELpNpEevots. €i0° OTL TADT 
‘ ~ 4 Ul \ 

amroveweTar KaTa TOV Tov’ Atos Adyov HToL emt 
: / aA 3 y ” / \ \ 4 KoAaoet Kar aAAnv Exovadv ws mpos Ta OAa 

Vf ” \ oo aA 

olkovopiav.” €oTL ev OvY Kal” TOUTO dELVOV, TS 
Kal’ ylyveobar THY Kakiav Kal KoAaleobar Kata 

“a \ / » tov tod’ Atos Adyov. émuretver b€ THY brEevayTiw- 
> a , \ , 8 , , ow ev T@ SevTepw mept Dicews® ypadwv Tade: 

€ } \ > ‘““n d€ KaKLA TpOs TA SEA GUUTTMpaTa LoLoV TLV 
A , EXEL Opov”: yiyveTar prev yap Kal” adTH TwSs KATO 

~ # Tov THS dvoews AOyov Kal, wa oUTWS ElTW, OUK 
1 wore -d, V, Z. 
2 cupPaivew -X, 8,3 ouvpPaiver -all other Mss. 
3 rots ayabois dyai -B. 
4 rod -omitted by a, A, B. 
5 kat-X, g, B; omitted by all other mss. 
6 xai -omitted by d, v, z. 
7 rod -omitted by A (~ in margin), B, y. 

® xpjoews -B. 
® 6pov -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 15) from De Comm. Not. 

1065 a ; Adyov -mss. here. 
10 «ai -X, g, B; omitted by all other mss. (adrimws -y, n). 

¢ §.V.F. ii, frag. 1176; of, 1040 c supra (S. V.F, iy frag. 
Lys): 

> Cf. Maximus of Tyre, Philos. xli, iv g (p. 480, 4-8 
[Hfobein]) and the ultimate source, Plato, Laws 903 8 4—p 3; 
so with the example given by Chrysippus of his “ incom- 
moda... per sequellas quasdam necessarias facta, quod ipse 
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35. Nevertheless, he says * that god chastises vice 
and does many things with a view to chastisement of 
the wicked. For instance, in the second book on the 
Gods he says that inconvenient things do sometimes 
happen to the virtuous not as they do to the base for 
their chastisement but in the course of other arrange- 
ments, as happens in cities ; and again he puts it in 
these words: “ First, evils are to be understood after 
the fashion of what has been said before ; and then 
it must be understood that these things are dispensed 
according to the reason of Zeus either with a view 
to chastisement or in the course of other arrange- 
ments the nature of which is relative to the uni- 
verse as a whole.’ Now, this is itself dreadful, 
that the origin and the chastisement of vice are both 
in accord with the reason of Zeus ; but Chrysippus 
intensifies the contradiction by writing as follows in 
the second book concerning Nature’: “ Vice is 
peculiarly distinguished from dreadful accidents, for 
even taken in itself it does in a sense come about in 
accordance with the reason of nature and, if I may 
put it so, its genesis is not useless in relation to the 

appellat xara mapaxoAov@naw ” (Aulus Gellius, vir, i, 9-11 = 
S.V.F. ii, p. 336, 15-25) cf. Plato, Timaeus 75 a 7-c 7. 

¢ §.V.F. ii, frag. 1181 (p. 339, 14-19) ; cf. De Comm. Not. 
1065 a-sB, where the quotation begins 7 8€ xaxia mpos ta 
Aoira cupntwmpata éxyer Gpov. In the present passage Adyov 
of the mss. is probably a mistake for 6pov induced by Aoyov 
in the next line, but otherwise the text here probably repro- 
duces the words of Chrysippus more accurately (cf. Pohlenz, 
Hermes, \|xxiv [1939], p. 12, n. 2). The authenticity of 
Sea is supported by Plutarch’s play on the word just above 
(€or. wev odv .. . Secvov) ; Chrysippus distinguishes from the 
dreadful accidents that may befall virtuous men (cf. 1050 & 
supra and 1051 c-p infra) xaxia, which according to him is 
not a ovprrwua. 
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(1050) axXpnoTws ViYVETAL POS To oda: obd€ yap av Taya 
ov Hv.* Kal ovTos® eT UT LG Tots emions T™pos 

/ 

1051 tavavria dvadeyopuevois, Os bo TOD TAavTwWSs TL Bov- 
Acobar Kal MEpt TavTos® eElmety tOLov Kal mEpiTTOV 
ouK aX PHOTWS Aeyet BoAdavrvoropetv ovKopavreiv" 
Kal adpaivey, ovK aypynaTtws® axpyorous elvat, 
BAraBepovs, Kakodaipovas. elra motds tis’ o Zevs, 

, \ “16 / / a a, 
Aéyoo d€ Tov Xpvoinmov, Kodalav TpaypLa LAT 
ab abrob LAT axpnoTws YUYVOLEVOY 5 a) pev yap 
Kata TAVTWS dvéyKAnros € EOTL KATA Tov Tob ° Xpv- 
cinmou Adyov' 6 be Leds eyKAnTéos eit’ axpyHaTov 
ovoay THY KaKiay TETolnKey ElTE TOLnGAasS OvK 
axypnatws KoAdaler. 

36. dAw év 7 mpwrw mepi Atkatoatvys, «t- 
Tov epi TOV Oedv ws eviaoTapéevwy eviots’” adiKn- 

‘6 / ame ie 6 , > ” B pac, ‘ Kxaxiav d€’’ dyat “ KafddAov dpat ove 
/ > wy #3 # ipl on’ ) ~ >? > > 

Suvarov €or ovr exe Kadds apiivac. (adr 
el pev ovK exer KaAds dpPjivar)™ THY dvoplay THY 
dduktay THY dBeAreptav™ ov Tob TapOvTos €or do- 
you To Cyreiv: avtos de” THY Kaktav, doov ep 

1 oddé . . . Fv -De Comm. Not. 1065 » (Rasmus, luc. eét., 
and Emperius, Op. Philol., p. 340); ovre yap rayaba wv 
-mss. here. 

2 odros -Meziriac ; otrws -MSss. 
‘Tept TOU TavTos -£. 
Kat cukodavteiv -B. 
edvhpaiverw -d, 23 evdaivery -v. 
axpyortous -E. 
TOLOGTL - 
rov -F}, X1, d, v3; 6-z; 7o -all other mss. 
708 -omitted by Gy iVin: Bia B 
evioTapeveny eviors Sy and -o.s Over erasures), Bs d, 

v, 2, Bs; évorapévos (wy Superscript over org -ACT-) eviey 
-F, a, A, B, y, n, E. 

is ine “V, 2 

oon Dm or RP & 

10 
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universe as a whole, since otherwise the good would 
not exist either.” And this man censures those who 
impartially argue the opposite sides of a question,? 
this man who from a desire at all costs and on every 
subject to say something original and extraordinary 
asserts that purse-snatching, blackmail, and folly are 
not useless, that it is not useless for there to be men 
who are useless, injurious, and wretched. What kind 
of being, then, is Zeus, I mean the Zeus of Chrysippus, 
who chastises a thing that comes about neither of 
itself nor without use? For, while vice according to 
the reasoning of Chrysippus is entirely free from 
blame, Zeus must be blamed whether he has created 
vice which is without use or having created it not 
without use chastises it. 

36. Again, in the first book concerning Justice 
after having spoken of the gods as opposing some 
wrongful acts he says*: “ To abolish vice com- 
pletely, however, is not possible ; nor is its abolition 
a good thing.”’ The present treatise is not concerned 
with the investigation ¢whether the abolition of} 
lawlessness, injustice, and stupidity <is not a good 
thing) ; but, as by philosophizing he is engaged in 

« Cf. De Comm. Not. 1066 pv (=S.V.F. ii, p. 340, 1-6) ; 
Aulus Gellius, vir, i, 2-6 (where Chrysippus refers to Plato, 
Phaedo 60 s-c) and 13 (=S.V.F’ ii, frag. 1169 and frag. 
1170 sub fin.) ; Diogenes Laertius, vii, 91 (from Posidonius = 
frag. 29 [Edelstein-Kidd]) ; Plato, 7'heaetetus 176 a 5-8 (ef. 
Proc. American Philos. Soc., xlviii [1954], p. 24, n. 7). 

® See 1035 r—1037 c supra. 
Pas.) 2". ti, fran. 1182. 

12 ¢. | .> -supplied by Bernardakis after Reiske (dAX’ ed peév 
ov Kalas exer apOjvac) ; Omitted by all mss. without indication 
of lacuna. 13 GBeArnpiav -Mss., corrected by Diibner. 

14 +4 -omitted by g. 16 §€ -omitted by g. 
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¢ A A ~ ~ > ~ a > + é€avT@, dia Tod dirocodeiv avaiphv, nv ovK exer 
a > a / 6 ~ \ ~ / 

KarAds avapety, waxopwevov TL moved Kal TH Adyw 
\ A 6 am \ Se , te 2 7 = , 

Kal T@ Yew. mpos d€ ToUToLs Acywv Eviois adLKN)- 
re 2 G \ i] \ ” , ~ 2 ~ 

pacw eviotacba Tov Beov Eeudacw madw tHs* Tov 
/ / 

apapTnatav Sidwow avicdtytos.” 
y A ~ 37. "Eru’ mept tot pndev eyxAntov elvar pnde 
\ ’ NPs , \ \ ae, , peutrov (ev TM)” KOCUW, KATA THY aploTHY vow 

¢ os , 6 , 7 ; ” 
ATaVTWY TrEepaivopevwr, moAAdKis’ yeypadws, €o- 

/ Tw OTrov TmaAW eyKAnTas Twas aper€cias Ov TreEpt [Lt- 
Kpa Kal patAa KataXeiter. é€v yoov TH Tpitw TeEpt 

Ovdcias pvynabeis ote cupBaiver twa Tots Kadoits 
> A ~ ¢ id 1) \ (Sod Kayabots tovadta, ‘‘ moTepov’’ dyaiv ‘ apedov- 

~ , > eee , pevwy zwav, Kalamep év oikias® peiloo. trapa- 
/ \ \ A 

TINTEL TWA TITUPA KAL TrOGOL” TUpoi TiVEs’? TAY 
Py girs / a A ‘ / ul dAwy eb otkovopovupevwy, 7 d1a TO KabioTacBar Eri 

a , , — ’ a ae t TOV ToLlovTwY Sayovia dada ev ois TH OvTt yly- 
Maer 2 , 3 / Te ‘ A \ A vovTat Kal eyKAnreat apeActat;’’? dyoi dé modAv Kat 

w~ a 4 Ss ~ 

TO THS avayKns peutyGar. TO fev ovY Ta TOLAITA 

1 §é -omitted by B. 
* ris -omitted by a(~ in margin), A, f, y, n, EF. 
3H. C. after Amyot (“. .. qu'il y a doncques quelque 

inégalité entre les pechez’’) 3 dvoovdrnTos -MSS. 
4 re -aCFF- s Sou -all other mss. 
5 ¢év t@> -added by Wyttenbach and iniplied by Amyot’s 

‘“en ce monde’’; peumrov xoopw (Kdopov - Vat. Reg. 80) -mss. 
8 zapayopevwy ~-X%(ay over erasure), 2; mapayoperny -B. 
7 moAAakts -omitted by E. 
8 olKetats -d, Vv. 

® woot -a', ys N (moat Tupi), F. 
10 tyes -omitted by g (but cf. S.VLP. ii, p, 223, 21: mo- 

gous Tivas xpovous). 
11 +9 €dv Kal -£. 
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abolishing so far as it is in his power to do so the vice 
which it is not a good thing to abolish, he is himself 
doing something that conflicts both with his doctrine 
and with god. Besides, in saying that god opposes 
some wrongful acts, he suggests in turn that there is 
inequality among wrong actions. 

87. Moreover, although he has often written on 
the theme that there is nothing reprehensible or 
blameworthy <in the) universe since all things are 
accomplished in conformity with the best nature,” 
yet again there are places where he does admit 
instances of reprehensible negligence about matters 
which are not trivial or paltry. At any rate, in the 
third book concerning Substance he mentions the 
fact that things of this kind do happen to upright and 
virtuous men and then says °: “ Is it because some 
things are neglected, just as in larger households 
some husks get lost and a certain quantity of wheat 
also though affairs as a whole are well managed, or is 
it because base spirits have been appointed over 
matters of the sort in which there really do occur 
instances of negligence that must in fact be repre- 
hended?” And he says that necessity also is involved 
in large measure. Now, I say nothing about the 

@ In saying that the gods make such a distinction Chrysip- 
pus implicitly contradicts his doctrine that all wrong actions 
are equally wrong, for which see 1038 c supra, De Virtute 
Morali 449 v (S.V.F. iii, frag. 468), and S.V.F. iii, frags. 
527-529 and 531-533. 

> Cf. 1050 ¢ supra: Kata Adyor Veod Kai Kara dvow .. . THY 
apioTny. 

¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 1178. Cf. Cicero, De Nat. Deorum ii, 
167 and iii, 86 and Babut, Plutarque et le Stoicisme, pp. 291- 
293 and p. -£39. 

2 Cf. [Plutarch], De Placitis 885 a=S.VVF. ii, frag. 976 
with Plato, Timaeus 47 ¥ 5-48 4 2. 
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(1051) cuprrwpara Tov Kadov Kayaladv avdpav, otov 7 
LwKpatovs katadixyn Kat 6 Ilu@aydpov Cavros éu- 
mpnopos v0 THv KvAwvetwv kat Zyvwvos bo 
Anpvdou' Tov TUpavvov Kal “Avripayros” bro Ato- 

D vuotov otpeBAovpéevwv avaupecers, muTspous” mapa 
TinTovow armeiKacew ¢ Sons €oTly evxepetas €@" TO 
dé pavAous Saipovas é€k mpovolas éml Tas TovavTas 
emiotacias Kabioracba: Hs obK €oTw éyKAnpa* 
tot Geot, Kkabdrep Baci\éws Kakots Kal eprrAnK- 
TOLS GaTpaTrats Kal OTpaTHYOts StoLKHOELS ETITPE- 
TOVTOS® Kal TEPLOPOVTOS U0 TOUTWY apEeAOUpEVOUS 
KQL TTAPOLVOUPLEVOUS TOUS aplaoToUS; Kal nv El TOAD 
TO THS avayKns péuiKTat Tols mpaypacw, oUTE 
Kpatet mavtTwv o beds ovTE TAaVTA KATA TOV eKELVOU 
Aoyov dtorketrac. 

38. [Ipods tov ’Emixouvpov uddiota paxeTat Kal 
TpOS TOVS avalpobvTas THY Tpdvolay a7ro° THY Ev- 

E voiwdv'’ as éxopev rept Oe@v evepyetixovs Kat puA- 

1 Siyuvrov -X%(c over erasure), g, B (so also Kk, B in Ade. 
oe 1126 »). 

2 *Avripdvros - -Basil. ; TUPAVOS “MSS. 
avaipéceis, muTUpois -B 3 avaipécer emt mtvpois -]°, Neri 

oC 

erased -X\? )s a3 avaipécer mTvpos -B; avaipecers (-pe “yz: 
-péay -V) émi mutvpous (Tupiows -V) -al) other MSS. 

4 aveykAnpata -d, V, Z 
5 €miTpamevTos -d, vs, 2 
6 dro -X, g, Bs é« -all other mss. 
7 edvvormv -a, .\?. 

3 

a FOr thet term cupmtapata See 1050 F supra, 
> Cf. Plutarch, Nieias xxiii, 4 (538 r) ) and Ade. ('olotem 

1126 Bn; Cicero, De Nat. Deorum iii, 82; Diogenes Laertius, 

ii, 3 42. 
¢ Cf. De Genio Socratis 583 4, where Plutarch does not 
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degree of insensibility manifested in likening to husks 
that get lost the accidents * to upright and virtuous 
men such as were the sentence passed upon Socrates ° 
and the burning alive of Pythagoras by the Cy- 
loneans © and the torturing to death of Zeno by the 
tyrant Demylus ¢ and of Antiphon by Dionysius ¢ ; 
but to say that base spirits have been providentially 
appointed to such offices of charge, how can this be 
anything but an accusation of god as of a king who 
entrusts provinces to evil and demented governors 
and generals and pays no attention to their neglect 
and abuse of the most virtuous men? Moreover, if in 
events necessity is involved in large measure, then 
god does not control all things nor are all things 
ordered in conformity with his reason. 

38. He fights especially against Epicurus and 
against those who do away with providence, basing 
his attack upon the conceptions that we have of the 

say explicitly that Pythagoras himself died in the fire set by 
Cylon’s partisans. lor references to the various accounts of 
his death cf. Zeller, Phil. Griech. 1/1, p. 417, n. 2 and A. 
Delatte, La Wie de Pythagore de Diogéne Laérce (Brussels, 
1922), pp. 186-137 and pp. 241-944. 

4 The Zeno referred to is the Eleatic, the friend and fol- 
lower of Parmenides. Vhe name of the tyrant, which 
Plutarch gives here and in Adv. Colotem 1126 p-Er but omits 
in Ve Garrulitate 505 p, varies in the various versions of the 
story (cf. Diogenes Laertius, ix, 26-27; Zeno, frags. \ 
6-9 [D.-K.]; Cicero, De Nat. Veorum iii, 82 with A. S. 
Pease’s note in his edition, ii, p. 1190). 

© Uf. Quomodo Adulator ab Amico Internoscatur 68 a-z 
and Aristotle, fhetoric 1385 a 9-13. The Antiphon meant 
here is the tragic dramatist (cf. Nauck, Trag. Graec. F’rag.*, 
pp. 792-793 and Dieterich, R.-F. i [1894], col. 2526, 40-61), 
who is confused with Antiphon of Khamnus in the Pseudo- 
Plutarchean Vitae Decem Oratorwn 833 8, and by Philo- 
stratus in his Jitae Sophistarum 1, 15, iii. 
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F émAoyiovpcba. Bedv Tou voodpev C@ov pada 
piov Kat adbaprov Kat” evroiuntikov avOpwruv.”’ 

5 / ” 13 OO , , 14 ¢ eita ToOUTWY EKacToY vdyyovpevos* dna ovUTWS- 

ypadopevwy Kal Aeyopevey -X, 2g, Bs Aeyouéevwr Kai Aeyo- 
pevwy -F; Aeyouevwy kai voovpevwy -d, Vv, 23 Aeyopevwy (alone) 
-all other MSS. ‘ mrepiTiBeoBax -d, v. 

3 Kal TO A S(over erasure), g B ; Kaitou -all other Mss. 

: MEG dmavras -g, E.; od xpnorovs dzavras -b. 
5 eixos --\. D. Nock (ef. Sandbach, Class. Quart., xxxiv 

[1940], p. 29, n. 2); elvac -Mss. 
§ rpochapPavew -F, X, g, Bs mpoBatvew -v ; mpo\apBavew 

ae other mss. (cf. Non Posse Suaviter Vivi 1092 c). 
7 éumémAnra -a) ; eurérAnnra -Vat. Reg. 80. 
8 Serdaovias -Z; 8 o Wamovias -a*(erasure between § and o 

and between o and 1); dvodaiporias -n. 
® yernrov -X*(ye over erasure), ACT, Ks yevvnror -£, By ys 

n, B; wryrov -I’, a, A}, d, Vv, z. 
10 apo -X, g, B, Bs mpos -all other Mss. 
1l yapyecav -\eziriac ; évépyecav -MSs. | 
"2 «at -omitted by v, z. | 
13 Exaoros -B. 
14 ddnyovpevos -H. C.; ddnyodpevos -uss. (defended by 

Westman in Pohlenz-W pag Moralia yi/2, a 231; but 
cf. De Se Ipsum Laudando 543 a, Non Posse Suaviter Vivi 
1097 a, and especially De -1n. Proc. in Timaeo 1027 ¥ with 
app. erit.). 
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gods in thinking of them as beneficent and humane. 
Since this occurs frequently in what the Stoics write 
and say, there was no need to give quotations. And 
yet the likelihood is that not all men have pre- 
conceptions of the gods as benignant, for look at the 
kind of notions Jews and Syrians have about gods ? 
and see how full of superstition the notions of the 
poets are. One may say, however, that no one 
supposes god to be subject to destruction and 
generation.© Not to mention any of the others, 
Antipater of Tarsus in his book on the Gods writes 
word for word as follows @:; “‘ As a preliminary to the 
whole discourse we shall take a concise reckoning of 
the clear apprehension * which we have of god. Well 
then, we conceive god to be an animate being, 
blessed and indestructible ‘ and beneficent towards 

> men.” Then, explaining each of these predicates, he 

* TIpos tov "Enixovpov . . . mapariBecPa=S.V.F. ii, frag. 
1115. Cf. De Comm. Not. 1075 & (S.V.F. ii, frag. 1126), 
and for Epicurus on providence see 1043 B, page 492, note a. 
In the text here there is no need either to change ée. to ei, 
as Reiske did, or to suppose with Pohlenz (Hermes, Ixxiv 
[1939], p. 12, n. 2) that it is the apodosis of a condition 
contrary to fact, the protasis of which has been lost. 

> Cf. De Superstitione 166 a, 169 c, 170 pd; Jones, 
Platonism of Plutarch, pp. 26-27 and Latzarus, Idées 
Religieuses, pp. 161-166. 

¢ Cf. De Comm. Not. 1074 E—1075 a. 
¢ Antipater, frag. 33 (S.V.F. iii, p. 249, 10-15). 
¢ Pohlenz adopts Wyttenbach’s évoay, giving as his 

reason for rejecting é¢vdpyeay a reference to Bonhdffer, 
Epictet und die Stoa, p. 220, n. 2; but see Sandbach, Class. 
Quart., xxiv (1930), pp. 50-51 and note ¢ on 1047 c supra. 
Besides the passages cited in that note see also S.V’.F. i, 
frag. 346 (Ariston of Chios). 

? Cf. Plato, Phaedrus 246 p 1-2; Aristotle, Metaphysics 
1072 b 28-30 and Hth. Nic. 1178 b 8-9. 
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1 Gpadds -omitted by d, v, z. 
2 dpa -H. C.3 yap -mss. (deleted by Wyttenbach; _ re- 

tained by Pohlenz, who places a colon after caf érepov Adyor, 
taking this as a formula of transition, which is improbable 
in view of mapamAjo.ov exovtes Adyov infra). 

X3, d, EK; yevvnroi -all other mss. 
héyovras -X3(in margin), g, B; omitted by all other mss. 
X38, E 3 ayévynro -all other Mss. 

avapyys -1, EB. 
of -omitted by g 3 of ddAor Peot <ot> -Pohlenz. 
X3, d, Es yevynroi -all other mss. 
Omotos 2. ; 

10 60ivew -Diibner ; dpovety -mss.; P0apfva -Leonicus. 
U gicbdavecbar -X, g, B (FE! in margin: yp. aicBavecBar). 

2 «al wept Tod -F. 
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says: © Moreover, all men hold them to be in- 
destructible.’ In that case, Chrysippus is not one of 
Antipater’s “all men,’”’® for he thinks that in the 
gods there is nothing indestructible except fire but 
that all of them alike have come into being and are 
going to be destroyed. This he states practically 
everywhere ; but I shall give a quotation from his 
third book on the Gods®: “ Corresponding to a 
difference of constituent principle some, therefore, 
are said to be subject to generation and to destruction 
and others to be unsubject to generation. An ex- 
position of this from the beginning is rather a topic 
for physics, for sun and moon and the rest of the 
gods, since they have a similar principle of constitu- 
tion, are subject to generation, but Zeus is everlast- 
ing.”’ And again further on: “ Similar assertions 
will be made about decaying and having come to be 
in regard to Zeus and the rest of the gods, for the 
latter are subject to destruction but the parts of the 
former are indestructible.” ° Beside these state- 
ments I wish to set a few more words by Antipater ¢ : 
“Those who divest the gods of beneficence are in 

* Cf. Plato, Republic 398 c 7-8; Ilippias Major 293 a 
oe A 

> S.VF. ii, frag. 1049 (p. 309, 14-25); cf. De Comm. Not. 
1075 a-c and De Defectu Orac. 420 a (S.V.F. ii, p. 309, 26- 
36 and p. 310, 1-4). 

¢ Pohlenz, referring to S.V.#’. ii, frags. 589 ff., says that 
one would expect to find here pépn pév POapra, adros Se 
ap@apros. In frags. 589-595, however, the Stoic contention 
that the xoapuos is d@aprds is supported by the principle, od 
Ta pepn P0apra €or: Kai 7d SAov (ii, p. 181, 1-2); and in the 
face of this Chrysippus is not likely to have asserted that 
Zeus is himself dé@apros though his parts are ¢@apra. 

¢ Antipater, frag. 34 (S.V.F. iii, p. 249, 16-20); ef. 
Babut, Plutarque et le Stoicisme, p. 461, n. 1, 
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eis ot “Giesen (De Plutarchi ... Disputationibus, p. 42). 
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@ Cf. Plutarch, Non Posse Suaviter Vivi 1100 r—1101 ¢ 
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partial conflict with the preconception of them in the 
same sense as are those who believe them to partake 
of generation and destruction.” If, then, he who 
holds that the gods are subject to destruction is as 
absurd as is he who believes that they are not 
provident and humane, Chrysippus has erred as much 
as has Epicurus, for the latter eliminates the bene- 
ficence of the gods ¢ and the former their indestructi- 
bility. 

89. Moreover, in the third book on the Gods 

Chrysippus makes the following statement about the 
nourishment of the rest of the gods®: ‘ Nourish- 
ment is used in a similar way ¢ by the rest of the gods 
—-it is through it that they are sustained, but Zeus 
and the universe sustain themselves) in a different 
way <from those that periodically) are absorbed <into 
fire) and arise out of fire.’ @ Here, then, he declares 
that there is nourishment of all the gods except the 
universe and Zeus, but in the first book on Providence 

he says ¢ that Zeus goes on growing until all things 
have been consumed in his growth: “ For, since 

and 1103 pv; Adv. Colotem 1108 c; Pyrrhus, chap. 20 
(395 E-F). 

> S.V.F. ii, frag. 1068. 
¢ For wapamAnoiws Pohlenz refers to 1050 © supra (aapa- 

mAnciws é€oriv axovoréov), but cf. rather 1052 a supra: ot 
GAAot Geol mapamAjoaov exovres Adyov. 

“ As the first clause of the next sentence shows, Plutarch 
did not understand ztp0¢f ypévra: or anything with a similar 
meaning to be the predicate of 6 Zeds kat 6 Kécpos. Giesen 
was therefore right in rejecting the conjectures of Reiske 
and of Rasmus, and the same objection holds against 
Madvig’s emendation and against von Arnim’s supplement 
with or without Pohlenz’s variation of it. 

‘ S.V.F. ii, frag. 604 (pp. 185, 43-186, 3). Cf. De Comm. 
Not. 1075 8 and 1077 pb; S.V.F. ii, frag. 526. 
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Xwpropos puxis -B- 
fi [EXPL X,d, v3 dypis -23; peéxpes -all other mss. 
: eauriy Karavahcioy -2. 
‘ rts ovv av - 
5 éavtod -H. 
6 vov pev . . . A€yovtos -X, g, Bs omitted by all other uss. 

(one line left vacant by EF). 
7 -xatadAatropéevwy -Meziriac; xatarerpopievewy -V 3 Katatro- 

pevy -a, Al; Katatarropevwy (karatrato...-)-all other mss. 
8 dGrodawopevwy -y, n, Tolet. 51, 5. 
® GAda Ti -&3 GAd’ é€ore -Vat. Reg. 80. 
ete! -2. 

glo) Meo VF. ii, Prakég 790 cy 791 aid for this definition 
of death Plato, Phaedo 67 pv 4-5 and Gorgias 524 8 2-4. 
From it follows the distinction referred to in De Comm. Not. 
1075 c: Ovnrov elvac tov advOpwrov, od Ovnrov dé Tov Gedy adda 
dbaprov. 
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death is the separation of soul from body @ and the 
soul of the universe is not separated but goes on 
growing continually until it has completely absorbed 
its matter, the universe must not be said to die.” 
Now, who could more plainly contradict himself than 
the man who says of one and the same god now that 
he grows and again that he does not take nourish- 
ment? And inference is not needed to reach this 
conclusion,®? for in the same book he has himself 

clearly written ©: “ The universe alone is said to be 
self-sufficient because it alone has within itself every- 
thing it needs, and it gets from itself its nourishment 
and growth by the interchange of its different parts 
into one another.” So he is in conflict with himself 
not only because in the former passages he declares 
that except for the universe and Zeus there is 
nourishment of the rest of the gods and in the latter 
he states that there is nourishment of the universe 
also but even more because he says that the universe 

' grows by getting nourishment from itself. The 

likelihood was just the contrary, that this alone docs 
not grow, since it has its own decay for nourishment,@ 

> Cf. De Comm. Not. 1075 8B: ratra 8 ody ws d\Aa mOAAG 
. avdAdoyilopcBa. . . 
OS had . My frag, 604 (p. 186, 4-7). Cf. Plato, Timaeus 

33 c 8—p 3 and on the imitation of this passage by Chrysippus 
see Bréhier, Chrysippe, p. 148, n. 1. Not recognizing the 
origin of the notion, Sambursky says (Physics of the Stoics, 
p. 114): ‘“‘ Here the Stoics hit upon an important physical 
law which applies to closed systems that are not subject to 
any interference.” 

4 Against the use that Chrysippus made of Jimaeus 33 
c 8-p 3 Plutarch turns the words immediately preceding that 

passage (Timaeus 33 c 7-8): adro yap éavte tpodiy tiv éEavtod 
Piow mrapéxov. 
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1 mss. and Clement, Strom. v, 75, 23; ovrws -Euripides 
(L, P). 

2 Goida@v owe -Clement, Strom. v, 75, 23; doaddv 8 otde 
-Euripides (L, P); avdAdv of 8€ -F1, X, 23 adray of Se -F? 
and all other mss. 

8 The testimony of d, v, z ends here. In all three mss. the 
words év ofs are followed without warning by De Defectu 
Orac. 412 c, rod xpnornpiov Kri. 

* mapabenny -ay A. 
TO pOvov TOV one avTapkKn -- 

§ huxdpevov -X9, 3, Puxeimevoy -2 3 yuyovpevoy -all other 
MSS. 

5 

@ Hercules Furens 1345-13146. The ‘S wretched tales ” are 
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whereas the rest of the gods, since they get nourish- 
ment from without, do have increase and growth and 
that it is rather the universe that is consumed in 
their growth if it is a fact that, while it is its own 
source, they are always drawing upon it for their 
nourishment. 

40. A second factor included in the conception of 
the gods, moreover, is happiness, blessedness, and 
independence. That is the reason why they applaud 
Euripides too for having said : 

God wants for nothing if he’s truly god ; 
It’s poets who contrived these wretched tales. 

Chrysippus, however, in what I have quoted ° says 
that the universe alone is self-sufficient because it 
alone has within itself everything it needs. What, 
then, is the consequence of the assertion that the 
universe alone is self-sufficient ? That neither the sun 
nor the moon is self-sufficient nor any other of the 
gods. And, not being self-sufficient, they would not 
be happy or blessed either. 

41, He believes © that the foetus in the womb is 
nourished by nature @ like a plant but that at birth 
the vital spirit, being chilled and tempered by the 
the stories of the illicit loves and internecine wars of the gods 
referred to by Theseus in lines 1316-1319 (cf. 1341-1344). 

> 1052 D supra. 
© +6 Bpépos . . . paxydpevos adt@=S.V.F. ii, frag. 806 (p. 

992, 18-24). Cf. 1053 c-p infra, De Comm. Not. 1084 p-F, 
De Primo Frigido 946 c, and Porphyry in Eusebius, P’raep. 
Mvang. xv, 11, 4 (all printed as part of S.V.F. ii, frag. 806) ; 
S. VF. ii, frags. 804, 805, and 807; and Pseudo-Galen (i.e. 
Porphyry), 4d Gaurum xiv, 4 (p. 54, 15-20 [Kalbfleisch]) ; 
F, W. Kohnke, Hermes, xciii (1965), pp. 383-38 4. 

¢“ Nature” (fdas) as the Stoics used it technically to 
designate the “‘ vegetative grade ”’ (dutc«ov) of the vital spirit 
(avedpa): cf. S. VF. ii, frags. 710-712, 714-716, 718, and 787. 
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mepl Dvcews: ‘9 S€ aupos petaBodn € EoTL TOLOUT I) 
du’ depos eis® vdwp TpETETAL’ KAK TOUTOV, yHS* 
bdiotapyevyns, anp avabuyiarat: Aemtuvopevov de 
Tod aépos, 0 al@ap mepixetrar’ KiKAw, ot 8 aoté- 
pes ex Badatrrns peta Tod HAtov avamTovTaL.” TL 
otv avarer mepupifews evavTiwrepov 7 diaxvoer 
TUKVWGEWS; TA pLEV® VOWP Kal yHv’ EK mupos Kal 

1 €avT@ -g. 2 maxupepods yeveo$ar Kal -£. 
3 wetaBaddAovons -!", N1(first A erased -X°), geo'r- (second 
added superscript), a. 
4 apwrw -g 3 tpitw -all other mss. (but cf. 1049 r and con- 

trast the topics of the third book in 1038 c, 1042 a-s, 1048 B 
supra). 

> ets -omitted by Bb. 
6 ris -F, X1 
” mepryetrar -Wyttenbach ; mepréyerar -Mss. 
8 <div> ra pev -Reiske; ra pev <yap> -Bernardakis: <as> 

ra ev -Pohlenz. 
ry -F. 

@ 4.6. wea is derived jot Wakisy | ‘ chilling ies fe VF. il, 
frags. 807 and 808), an etymology which is pre-Stoic (cf. 
Plato, Cratylus 399 p 10-f 3 and Aristotle, De Anima 405 
b 28-99). 

®’ Cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 715, 780, 785, 787 and i, frag. 45+ 
(>. 108, 28-29). 
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air, changes and becomes animal and that hence soul 
has not inappropriately been named after this pro- 
cess.2 On the other hand, he holds soul to be vital 
spirit in a more rarefied and subtile state than 
nature ®; and so he contradicts himself, for how can 
a subtile and rarefied state have been produced from 
density in the process of chilling and condensation ? 
What is more, how is it that, while declaring anima- 
tion to be the result of chilling, he holds the sun to be 
animate, when it is igneous and the product of 
vaporous exhalation which has changed to fire?* For 
he says in the first book concerning Nature @: “ The 
transformation of fire is like this: by way of air it 
turns into water; and from this, as earth is pre- 
cipitated, air evaporates ; and, as the air is subtilized, 

ether © is diffused round about, and the stars along 
with the sun are kindled from the sea.’’ Now, what 
is more opposed to kindling than chilling or to 
diffusion than condensation? The latter produce 

° éuyvyov nyetrar . . . petaBadovons=S.V.L’. ii, frag. 579 
(p. 179, 28-30): ef. De Comm. Not. 1084 5 and S.V-F. ii, 
frags. 652, 655, 663, 677, and 690. The self-contradiction 
is denied by Rieth (Grundbegriffe, p. 125), who contends 
that the ‘* tempering ”’ at birth was supposed to intensify the 
rovos of the vital spirit by concentrating the heat within it. 
Some support for this might be found in S. V.F. ii, frag. 446 
(p. 147, 13-25); but even this would not wholly resolve the 
difticulty. 

¢ §.V.F. ii, frag. 579 (p. 179, 30-34); cf. ii, frag. 581 
and frag. 413 with W. Spoerri, '‘Spéthellenistische Berichte 
tiber Welt, Kultur und Gotter (Basel, 1959), p PP. 40-42. 

¢ The Stoic ether was not a “ fifth essence” like Aris- 
totle’s but a kind of fire: cf. S.V.F. i, frags. 120, 134, and 
171; ii, frags. 527 (p. 168, 17-31), 580 (p. 180, 10-12), 596 
(p. 184, 2-5), 601 (p. 185, 11-15), and 1067 (p. 313, 18-20) ; 
Plutarch, De lacie 928 c-p. 
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led Se 1 A \ > A . 

(1053) aépos* rrovet, Ta 8° Ets TEP Kal dépa TpéieEL TO Bypov 

( = 

Kat ye@des. GAA’ dpuws dzrov pev TIv dvaxw? Orrouv 
de tHy mepubvéw® apynv emibvyias moet. Kal pny 
drav exmUpwors yevytar didAov, (tov Kodopov 816- 
Aov)* Civ Kat C@ov elvai dno. cBevvipevov 8’ ab- 
Bis Kal TaXVYOLEVOY Eis VOwWpP Kal yHV Kal TO CwWULA- 
toeides TtpeTecbar. Adyar 8 ev TH TpwTw epi 
TTpovotas: “‘ dudAou prev yap wv? 6 Kdapos TUPwdNS 
evOds Kat Yuyy eoTw eavTod Kal yyEemovuKdy GTE 
dé, petaBadwy ets Te® TO Dypov Kal THY évaTroAEt- 
dlcioav vyyjv, TpoTov Tia eis apa Kal wuynv 
petéBarev’ wore ouveotava® €k TovTwy, GAAov 

twa eaxe Adyov.”’ evtadla dymov cadds TH pev 
eExTTUpwoEL Kal Ta arbvya TOD KéopOV Pyalv Eis TO” 
épisvxov tpetecOar TH S€ oBéoer maAWw Kal THY 
wuynv aviecbar Kat avuypaivecBar yetaBaddovoav 
Els TO owparoedes. aTOTFOS OvY paiverar Th Tep.- 
poter vov pev €€ dvaro Ont wy Tov eyisvya vov 

els avaic@nta Kal aivya petaBddAAwv To 

| dépa -h. 2 avayvéw -n. 
i Trepiipvty -\F5ig.,.Bs Be Traparpugwv -X} and all other sss. 
4 <rov Kdopov Seekoa> -H. C.3 <rov xécpor> added after 

elvat ¢now by Wyttenbach (not Amyot), after Cdov by 
Bernardakis 5 S:oAou Civ Kat Cdov <éuisvxor Tov Kdcpov> -Poh- 
lenz. 

5 ay -a°°'Trs' (qw over erasure), -\, B, y, n, B, Ketan 
X\, g (preceding yap omitted), adopted by Pohlenz with 
<yevyras> after mupwdys. 

6 [re] “deleted by W yttenbach (but ef. De An. Proc. in 
Timaeo 1018 c: && Te THs apyfs Kat roo. ..3 Gonda, Mne- 
many nes 4. Ser. vil [1954], pp. 284- 285). 

? peréBadev -Reiske ; petaBddou dv -X”, & 3 “wetaBaddwy -all 
other mss. (rpd70v .. . weraBadAwy -omiticd in text but added 
in margin by X}?), 
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water and earth from fire and air, and the former 
turn into fire and air what is liquid and earthy ¢; 

but nevertheless in one place he makes kindling and 
in another chilling the origin of animation. More- 
over, he says that, when conflagration has become 
thorough, <the universe is thoroughly) alive and 
animal but, as it burns out again and condenses, it 
turns into water and earth and what is corporeal. In 
the first book on Providence he says®: “ For the 
universe, being thoroughly fiery, is zpso facto both its 
own soul and its own ruling faculty; but when, 
having changed into liquid ° and the residual soul, it 

has in a way changed into body and soul so as to be 
a composite of these, it has got a different con- 
stituent principle.’’ Here, surely, he plainly says 
that even the inanimate parts of the universe are by 
the conflagration turned into what is animate and that 
by the burning out again even the soul is slackened 
and liquefied, changing into what is corporeal. So his 
absurdity is manifest in that by the process of 
chilling he now makes animate beings out of in- 
sensible objects and now changes into insensible and 
inanimate objects the largest part of the soul of the 

a“ The Jatter ’’ = chilling and condensation, ‘‘ the former ”’ 
=kindling and diffusion. 

o S.V.F. ii, frag. 605 ; cf. S. VF. ii, frags. 606 (De Comm. 
Not. 1067 a), 1052, and (from the point of view of Peri- 
patetic polemic) 1047. For ether as the jyenorndy of the 
universe cf. also S.V.L. ii, frags. 642 and 643 with o+4 
(Diogenes |aertius, vii, 139). 

© Pohlenz adds <xai 76 yeddes> after 7d bypov, but against 
this see the following paraphrase in c infra, . . . ri puyiv 
aviecOa Kal avvypaivecbar..., without mention of yeddes or y7. 

8 guuotava -F, X\!, a! 3 cuveorarar -X”. 
9 tov -£. 
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(1053) mhetorov Epos Tis Tob KOOPOU puxhs. avev 0 
TOUT WY O TE pl puxns yeverews avTa@ dyos* ba- 
Xopeevny eXet TpOs TO Ooypa THV dmd8cukw. viyve- 
cBar pev yap dyou THv buxny OTaVv TO Bpédos 
amore x OF Kaldmep oTopwoe TH mrepupvger TOU 

D avevparos® peraBaddvros” arrodetEec de Xpijrae TOD 
yeyovevat Thy bvyyv Kal peTayeveoTepay eivat pda- 
LoTO T@* KOL TOV TpoTrov Kat TO Hos eLoporovalar 

Ta, TEKVO. Tots yovebou. BAremerau dé 7 TOUT 
evayTiwats: od yap olov te thy puyny T™po Tis 
GMOKUITEDS nOoroteto ban, yeyvoperny’ PETA THY 
dmoKinow, 7 ovppnoerat, mpi 7 yeveotat pox, 
opotay evar buyn, TovTEoTL Kal Elvar TH OpoLoTyTt 
Kal pun elvar dia TO pHTW yeyovevar. et O€ dyoer® 
Tus OTL, Tals KpdoEoL TAY GWLATwWY eyyryvoperns’ 
THS O[LOLOTHTOS, at wvxat yevouevau” petaPaAdovor,” 
diadbetper TO TEKH pov Tob yeyovevat THY puxny: 
EvOEXETAL yap OUTWS Kal ayevnTov™’ ovcay, oTav 

EK ézrevo€éAOn, peraBadrew TH KPAcEL THS OMOLOTHTOS. 
42. Tov cepa. TOTE Lev dveopeph Kat Kovdov 

eivat pou TOTE O€ [LITE Bapov unTe KoUdov. ev 
pev ovv TH Sevtépw mepi Kivjoews tO Te Tip 

1 Aoyos atre@ -g, E. 2 mvevpovos -|*, a}. 
> peraBdMovros -2, a'(first A erased), E. 
4 ro yeyovévar . . . TH -omitted by y! but added in margin 

by eerie 

5 ywoyerny -X*, g, Boor. ; yevopevny -E 3) yerwyevyy a’, 
Val. Reg. 80 ; yevvaperny -}, X43; Bt, ooo ae. Boe 

8 dyoe -Z; and note in margin of Kuso coe Pyoe Tis tows 
ofpua 5 : gat -all other mss. 

” ywopevns -E. 
vyevopevat -\*, &, 3 yervamevon -all other vss. 

® wetaBadovatv ek 
% ayevntov 7, BE. ayevynTov -all other mss. 
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universe." Apart from this, however, in his account 
of the generation of soul the demonstration is in 
conflict with the doctrine, for, while he says @ that 
the soul comes to be when the foetus has been 
brought to birth, the vital spirit having changed under 
chilling as if under tempering, yet as proof that the 
soul has come to be and is junior to ‘body he uses 
mainly the argument that the offspring closely re- 
semble their parents both in bent and in character.” 
The discrepancy of these assertions is obvious : it is 
not possible for the soul, coming to be after the 
birth, to have its character formed before the birth 

or else it will turn out that before soul has come to be 
it is similar to a soul, z.e. both exists, in that it has 
similarity, and, because it has not yet come to be, 

does not exist; but, if one should say that, the 
similarity originating in the blends of the bodies, the 
souls change after they have come to be, the argu- 
ment for the generation of the soul is ruined, since in 
this way the soul may also be ungenerated and upon 
entering the body © may change under influence of 
the blend that constitutes the similarity. 

42. Sometimes he says that air has an upward 
tendency and is light and sometimes that it is 
neither heavy nor light. Thus in the second book 
concerning Motion he states 4 that fire, being weight- 

* SN. VF. ii, frag. 806 (p. 222, 25-35) ¢ cf. the beginning 
of this chapter and note c on page 569 supra. 

> Yor this argument cf. S.V.F. i, frag. 518 (Cleanthes) 
and Cicero, Tuse. Disp. i, 79 (=van Straaten, Panaetii 
Rhodii Fragmenta | 1962), p. 27, 25-27) ; Verbeke, Kleanthes, 
pp. 152-156 ; van Straaten, Panétius, pp. 116-117. 

¢ For the expression cf. Aristotle, De Gen. Animal. 736 
b 7 (Ovpabev emevovevat). 

¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 434. The fact that here and in S.V.F. 
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5) .u. on > a s (1053) aBapes ov avwdepés elvar' A€yer Kal TovTw* Tapa- 
/ \ > ~ Ul ons ~ A TAnGiws TOV aépa, ToD pév VdaTos TH yh padrdAov 

/ a “~ A Tpoovepopyevov’ TOO 6 aé€pos TH Tupi. ev b€ Tals 
a , ee A ¢€ / tad ld e Dvoixais Téxyvais ei tHv érépav péerer Sdfav, ws 

7 A 3, 5 ~ ~~ 

pnte Bapos €€ atrod pijre Kouddtyta Tod aépos 
EXOVTOS. 

f > 6: 43, “Ett tov* aépa dvce. Codepov civar’ Aé€yen, 
\ 6 / a aA A Kal TOUTW TEKLNPLW xXpHTat Tod Kat Wvyxpov civar 

TpwTws’ avTiketobar yap avtov® To pev Codepov 
A / \ F pos THv Aapmpotntra TO b€é Yuypov mpos THY Oep- 

oTnTa Tov mupds. Taira Kwadv ev TH TPWTW 
~ ~ , ? ~ tov’ Dvoikdv Lyntynpatwv madw ev Tots epi 

\ 

"“E€ewv odd€v addo tas e€eus® mAnv aépas® etval 
dyow: “ bio TovTWY yap ovvéxeTaL TA OWpaTa: 

~ A Ld ant / Kat TOU Trowov Exaorov elvar THY cEer GuvExopevwY 
; lA QiTLos © Guvéywr'? anp eat, ov" oxAnpoTnTa pev 

> / , > 9 , / 12 92 » 
ev oloypw tmuKvoTynta 5 év Ai~w AevKdTHTAa™ 8° ev 

aBapes elvai dyna elz’ avwdepes -B. 
TovTo -N. F 
Tob pev . . . mpoovepouevou -omitted by X, g. 
ér. tov -Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxiv [1940], p. 21, 

n. 3); 7 rov -F1(H erased -F?), X, g, B; 7vov -all other mss. 
elvac -omitted by g. 
awTa -E 
Tepi -£. 
rau (at end of line) fects -g. 
aépos -E. 

10 § auvéxwy aitios -£. 
11 6y -F, X, g, B; 6s -a®°!?- and all other mss. 
12 gxAnporatov .. . TuKvoTaTov . . . AeuvKdTaTOV -£. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

ors go wo 

i, frag. 99 (especially pp. 27, 31-28, 1) aBapés and not Koddov 
is used is made much of by Sambursky (Physics of the 
Stoics, pp. 6-7 and 111), who insists that the Stoics really 
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less, has an upward tendency and that the case of air 
is much the same as this, since water is more closely 
associated with earth and air with fire; but in the 
Arts of Physics he leans to the other opinion,¢ 
assuming that of itself air has neither weight nor 
lightness. 

43. Moreover, he states® that air is naturally 
murky ; and this he uses as an argument for its 
being primarily cold also, saying that its murkiness is 
opposed to the brilliance and its coldness to the heat 
of fire. This argument he advances in the first book 
of the Physical Questions, but in the books on 
Habitudes again he says ¢ that habitudes are nothing 
but quantities of air: “ For it is these that produce 
the cohesion in bodies ; and each of the things that 
habitude makes cohesive owes its particular quality 
to the cohibiting air, which in iron is called hardness, 
in stone solidity, and in silver whiteness.’’4 These 

regarded fire and air as “ gravitationally neutral’; but cf. 
S.V.F. ii, frags. 473 (p. 155, 32-36), 555 (p. 175, 19-22 and 
31-35), and 571, where these elements are explicitly called 
xodg¢a. On the other hand, according to the Stoics the 
primary natural motion of all bodies is to the centre of the 
universe (1055 a infra=S.V.F. ii, p. 173, 31-33; cf. S.V.F. 
i, p. 27, 25-29), and so all could be said to have weight (cf. 
the doubtful text in S.V.F. ii, p. 115, 39-40; Pohlenz, Stoa, 
i, p. 76). 

* §.V.F. ii, frag. 435; cf. Pseudo-Galen on Stoic matter, 
mers’. ii, frag. 327, 

> S.V.F. ii, frag. 429 (p. 140, 35-39); cf. ibid., pp. 140, 
40-141, 4 and frag. 430 (= De Primo Frigido 952 c-p and 
948 p—949 s) and also S.V.F. ii, p. 143, 14-17, p. 178, 6-10, 
and p. 180, 8-9; O. Gilbert, Die meteorologischen Theorien 
des griechischen Altertums (Leipzig, 1907), pp. 243-244. 

¢ §.V.F. ii, frag. 449 (p. 147, 38-43). 
4 On this passage and what follows cf. P. Duhem, Le 

Systéme du Monde i, pp. 302-308 and Sambursky, Physics 
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1054 apyupy kahovor,’ * Toh nv aromiav Kaul pany ToU- 
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TavTaxov THY vVAnY apyov e€ éauvTAs Kal axivynTov® 
drroketabat Tats TroLOTNOW amopatvouat Tas d€ TroL- 
OTNTAS, TVEUMATO. ovoas® Kal TOVOUS depwoets, ois?” 
dv éyyévwvTar pépect THs vAns eldomoleity Exacta 
Kal oxnpatile. taidra 6° odk éveots Aéyew at- 
Tois, TOV dépa dvaet TowodTov varoTiWepevois: E&ts 
yap WY Kal TOVOS aUT@ ovveEopowwoe, TOV owpd- 
Twv EeKaoToV, wWoTe péday"” eivar Kat padbakov> Et 
S€ TH mpos éxeiva Kpacer Tas evavtias AapBaver 
popdas ais é€xyew mépuxev, vAN TpoTOVv TiWa TIS 
VAns odK aitiov ovde SUvapis eoTLV. 

1 xadodor -omitted by Io (dpyvpm . . . vac. 14 lines... 
ToAAnV). 

2 dmotos -NX3, & B83 omotes 7° -all other Mss.: dzoids y’ 
ps8 TO altace “E X*. * oxAnpor -y. 

t@ -N\% (added superscript), ins a omitted by all 
ge MSS. ° paved -g. 7 -&: Kai -E. 

° apyny Kat axivyntov e€ éauTas -E. 
: ovoas -X3(as over erasure), g, B; ods d¢ -all other oss. 

10 ofos -X (erasure left vacant between of and Po Sad 
11 §’ -X, g, B; omitted by all other mss. 
gc che -X, g, Bs adda -all other mss. 

> 8s . 

of the ES pp. 1-11. Bodies that are cohesive units 
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assertions are full of absurdity and inconsistency, for, 
if air remains such as it naturally is, how does what 
is dark become whiteness in what is not white and 
what is soft become hardness in what is not hard and 
what is subtile become solidity in what is not solid ? 
If, on the other hand, by being mixed in these things, 
it alters its character and conforms to them, how is it 
a habitude or a power @ or a cause of the things that 
dominate it? Change of a kind that makes anything 
lose its own qualities is characteristic of a patient, not 
of an agent, and not of something that cohibits but 
of something too feeble for resistance. Yet every- 
where they declare ® that matter is of itself the inert 
and immobile substrate of qualities and that qualities, 
being vital spirits or aeriform tensions, give character 
and shape to the various parts of matter in which 
they come to be. To say this, however, is not 
possible for them, supposing air to be naturally the 
kind of thing they do, for as a habitude and tension 
it would make every several body conform entirely 
to itself so as to be dark and soft ; but, if by blending 
with them it acquires characteristics contrary to 
those which it naturally has, it is in a way the 
matter’s matter and not cause or power. 
(jvwueva) and not mere aggregates of discrete units (81eordra) 
or combinations of separate but contiguous units (ovvnp- 
peva) are each held together by the tension of the zvedua 
which by pervading them constitutes the peculiar, homo- 
geneous character of each, the ééis being thus at once the 
* bond ”’ and the “ state’ of the cohesive body. Cf. S.V.F. 
ii, frags. 368, 391, 458, 473, 474, 716, 989, 1013, and 1132; 
Rieth, Grundbegriffe, pp. 125-126, 130, and 171-172 ; Poh- 
lenz, Stoa i, p. 83 and ii, p. 49. 

@ Cf. De Comm. Not. 1085 c-p (S. VF. ii, p. 146, 33-34) ; 
S.V.F. ii, p. 113, 1-73 p. 308, 17-18 and 38-42. 

> S.V.F. ii, frag. 449 (pp. 147, 44-148, 2). 
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mavTeA@s av avT@ ovvarto. 7 Plopa.” Kal pera 

> 7 
D puxpov atéts- ‘‘ ovTw yap mws Kai 7 ovoia ovvTé- 

TeAeuTHY -X3, g, Bs reAevraiov -all other mss. 
tovTw -X, g, K.3 tovtwy -B 3; todro -all other mss. 
iSpicacba -A, B, y, n. 
et -I", X, g, B : omitted by all other Mss. 
X, g, Bs; adrov pbaprov efvac -all other mss 
olopa “A, g, B 3 oiopevoy -all other ss. 
aAAa. kal HaAAov -g (not X or X3, pace Pohlenz). 

me b¢ THY oiovel ei yttenbach (cf. De Defectu Orar, 425 
D-E); olovel 8’ eis THY WomeEp -MSB.3 ota Te 5’ Eis THY WamTeEp 
(with auvepyeiv for cuvepyet) -Pohlenz after Reiske (8oxez 8 

. ouvepyety). 

Ns onrron = 

¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 539. Of. 8 S.V.F. ii li, i, frags. 524, 5 535, . 543, 
552, 554 and i, frags. 94-96. 

> Of. De Defectu Orac. 425 pv and Adv. C'olotem 1111 3, 
printed with this passage as frag. 299 (l'sener, Lpicurea, 
pp. 212-213). For the downward motion of the atom ¢ef. 
Epicurus, Epistle i, 60-61 and frags. 276 and 281. 

¢ §. VF. ti, frag. 551 (p. 174, 5-17). Cf. De Defectu 
Orac. 425 p-E(S. VF. ii, p. 174, 20-29) and De Facie 925 r— 
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44. It is frequently asserted by Chrysippus @ that 
outside of the universe there is infinite void and that 
what is infinite has no beginning, middle, or end ; 
and this the Stoics use especially to annihilate the 
downward motion which Epicurus says ® the atom 
has of itself, their contention being that in an infinite 
there is no difference by which to distinguish one 
part as being up and the other as down. In the 
fourth book on Possibilities, however, he assumes 
that there is some middle ‘place and midmost space @ 
and says that here the universe is situated. These 
are his words: “‘ Consequently, even in the case of 
the universe the question whether it should be said 
to be subject to destruction requires deliberation, I 
think. All the same, to me the case seems rather to 
be as follows : to its virtual indestructibility a good 
deal is contributed even by the position that it has 
occupied in space, that is to say through its being in 
the middle, since, if it should be imagined to be else- 
where, destruction would most certainly attach to it.”’ 
And again after a bit: “ For it has also in some such 

926 a (with my notes in L.C.L. xii, pp. 76-77). In what 
follows here concerning the middle of the infinite void 
Plutarch has been charged with obvious misinterpretation 
both by Pohlenz (Stoa i, p. 77) and by Sambursky (Physics 
of tre Stoics, p. 112); but see rather the treatments of the 
question by Bréhier (Théorie des Incorporels, pp. 44-51) and 
by Goldschmidt (Le systéme stoicien, pp. 29-30 and p. 43). 
According to the latter Chrysippus meant that the position 
of the universe determines the centre of the void ; but, if so, 
how could he have thought that the position occupied by the 
universe makes any difference to its indestructibility ? 

@ ¥or the Stoic distinction of place (rdzos) and space 
(x@pa) and void (xevdv) cf. S.V.F. i, frag. 95 and ii, frags. 
503, 504, 505, 1141; see Bréhier, Théorie des Incorporels, 
pp. 52-53 and Goldschmidt, Le systéme stvicien, pp. 26-28. 
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(1054) revyev aidtws Tov pécov KateiAndvia Torov, evOvs 
TOLGOE TLS OvGA, Wore Kal” ETEpov TpdTOV GAXG Kal 
dua THY ovvTvyiay pn) éemidéxecOar adTnv Pbopav 
(Kat) KAT avTo Toor elvat aidtov.” Tabra play 
pe exet KkaTapavy Kal Brerropevny € evavTiwow,” ev 
GTTEipW [LEGOV TLVA TOTTOV Kal peony xpav amodci- 
TOVTOS, devTépay 5 adnAorépay pev adoywrépay dé 
TAVTNS. olopevos yap ovK av aplaprov Ovaprevew 
TOV KOO HOV el KAT dAAo pépos avTa Tod KEvOU™ 
OUVTETEUXE yeveoUar ray lopvow, Sijrds eoT. dediws 
Un, TOV pepav THS ovoLas emt TO jegov PEpopevany, 

Hi dudAvars Kat dUopa Tob KOoMov yevorro. TATA 
ovK av edopeiro, Pa gvoe TA CWmLaTA Pepeabar 
mavraxyobe €7L TO pecov YOvEVOS ov THs ovotas 
aA THs Teptexovons THY otvotay* XHpas. mepi ob 
Kal TroMaxes etpnKev ws dduvdrov Kat Tapa pvow 
ovTos® od yap vmrapyew ev T@ KEVO Ovapopav’ y 
TO ow para Seupt parXov 7 7 devpi mpooayerat, THY 
be Tob Koo pov" ovvragw airtay elvan THS® unoews 
€ml TO KEVTPOV KaL TO pécov adTov vevovTwY Kal 
depopevwv (ravTwy TOV pepOv»)* mavTaydbev. ap- 
Kel O° Ets TOTO” mapabeobar A€Ew ex Tod" SevTéepov 

1 <xai> -added by Reiske; xar’ atdro tot7’ -X%, B; Kar’ 
avtod 7 -I*1, X13 Kai rotr adto -23 Kara Tod? -F? and all 
other Mss. 

2 evavriws ~-F}, X1. | 
3 vod -g. ) 
4 aitiay -B. | 
: d.apBopav -F?, | 
6 7 -X*, & 5 4a-Fy K1(?), at, ms ap =F? a?) Ap 6) 4 ee | 

, dojo TovTou -£. 
8 zs -omitted by g. 
9 <...> -suggested by Pohlenz (cf. 1055 a infra and S.JV’.F. 

i, p. 27, 27-28). 
10 +95 -F, a, A}. 
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way been an accident of substance, from the very 
fact that it is the kind of thing it is, to have occupied 
everlastingly the middle place, so that otherwise but 
also accidentally it does not admit of destruction 
<and» in this very way is everlasting.’* There is in 
these statements one discrepancy which is manifest 
and glaring, the admission of some middle place and 
midmost space in an infinite ; but there is a second, 
which, while less evident, is more irrational than this, 
for in thinking that the universe could not be remain- 
ing indestructible if by accident it has got situated 
in another part of the void he is evidently afraid ° 
lest the universe be dissolved and destroyed because 
the parts of substance move towards the middle. 
This he would not fear, however, did he not hold 
that bodies naturally move from all points towards 
the middle—the middle not of substance but of 
space that encompasses substance. Yet of this he 
has very frequently said ° that it is impossible and 
contrary to nature because in the void there exists 

no difference by which bodies are drawn in one 
direction rather than another but the structure of 
the universe is responsible for the motion (of all the 
parts) moving from all points and tending towards 
its centre or middle. For this it is sufficient to give a 
quotation from the second book concerning Motion, 

¢ The central position, while sufficient to make substance 
everlasting, is only incidental to substance, which in its 
essential nature also—and so xaé? é€repov tpdmov—is ever- 
lasting (cf. S.V.F. i, frag. 87; ii, frags. 317 and 599). 

» SHAds dors. . . yevorro=N.V.F. ii, frag. 551 (p. 174, 
17-19). 

Seay) .t. i, frag, 550 (p, 173, 15-33). 

11 +99 -over erasure in X ; omitted by g; 8€ rod -F! (8 
erased -I*?). 
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(1054) TrEpt Kujoews. dreumwv yap ote TéA€eov pev 6 
F Koo pos Gps. cor ov TéAca de TO TOU KOopov 

pepn TH mpos to oAov TOS éxew" Kat pr) Kal? 
aita elvar Kal mépl THS KwHoews avTod dieAPwv 

e O20 \ ‘ \ \ \ \ € lo WS El THY OVpPoVyVY KAaL THY GUVOXnY THY EaUTOD 
Kkwetoba dia TOY pLEp@v TavTwY TEdUKOTOS, ODK 
emit THY dudAvow Kat THV Opdyiv, TadT éemeipyKer*: 
‘“ouTw de Tob" Odov TELVOHEVOU Els TATO Kau° 
KWOUPEVOU Kal TOV jopiwy" TAaUTHVY THY Know 

1059 EXOVTWY EK THS TOU ow paros puocus, mBavov TAaGL 
Tols oWpaow elvat THY TPWTHY KaTa Pvow Kivynow 

\ \ ~ / / a \ / e€ \ 

TpOS TO TOD KOOMOV PEGOV, TH EV KOOL OVTWOL 
KwWoUupevm mpos atdrov Tots de pepeocw ws av peé- 
peow ovow.” eita, dyjca tis av, W avOpwre, Ti 
TraGay emehabou TOV Aoywy TOUT, WOTE TOV KOG- 
[LoV, EL [L7) THY peony xwpav ek TUXTS Karednger,” 
dvaAvrov Ka plaprov amTopaivew; et yap avros YE 
vevew em TO AVTOD'” fLecoy GEL TEPUKE Kal TA pEep7 
mpos TobTO KaTaTeivew TavTaxeUer, OrroL™ trot’ av 
Tob Kevod’” petarebn, cuvexwy eavTov ovTwsS Kal 

B meptatéAAwv, apGapros Kai abpumros diapevet”: ra 
yap OpumTopeva Kal oxedavvdpeva TodTO TacxEL 

Bro -a, A, B, y, Nn. 
; Exel -I*, vei a; At. 
. €melpr KEV -X, g, Bs etpnxev -all other mss. 
4 tod -omitted by g. 
5 vevouevov -&; Omitted by B 
6 elcauro (eis avTo ~-N*) Kat -X 3 els €avTo Kai -¢ 3 omitted by 

B 
TOU poptov a Chee Gea 

8 xuwoupevon -F, X12), i oe 
° Kar fore erasure of 3 spaces) Arjder -X1. 

20 avrov -F, X, g, Bs adro -all other sss. 

om TBs 

12 +06 Kxeivov -I*1, X1(?) 3 exetvos -X%, 2. 
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for after remarking that the universe is a perfect 
body whereas the parts of the universe are not 
perfect, since their existence is not independent but 
is their particular relation to the whole,* and after 
explaining its motion as that of something which by 
means of all its parts is naturally moving towards its 
own continuance and cohesion, not its dissolution and 
dispersion, he has added this statement : “ Since the 
tension and motion of the whole have thus a single 
direction and its parts have this motion as a result 
of the nature of body, it is plausible that motion 
towards the middle of the universe is the primary 
natural motion for all bodies,® for the universe, which 
thus is in motion towards itself, and for its parts, 
inasmuch as they are parts.’ Why then, sir, one 
might say, what made you so far forget these argu- 
ments as to declare the universe subject to dissolution 
and destruction if it had not by chance occupied the 
midmost space? If, in fact, it is always natural for it 
to tend itself towards its own middle and for its parts 
to strive towards this from all points, then by cohibit- 
ing and compressing itself in this way it will remain 
indestructible and undispersible in any part of the 
void to which it may be transferred,* for what 
happens to things that are dispersed and dissipated 

— @ See Rieth, Grundbegriffe, p. 87 (but the passage of 
Cleomedes cited ibid., p. 84, n. 3 is neither parallel nor 
relevant) ; and for Stoic formulation of the relation of part 
to whole cf. Sextus, Adv. Math. ix, 336 and xi, 24. 

> Cf. on 1053 E supra page 575, note d sub fin. 
¢ Cf. Plutarch’s argument in De Facie 924 p-r with my 

notes ad loc. in L.C.L. xii, pp. 68-71 and especially p. 68, 
note c. 

13 S:ayevet -Reiske (implied in the versions of Amyot and 
Xylander) ; dcapeéver -mss. 
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(1055) dvaxpices Tov jepeov ExdoTOU Kal dvaddcer pos 
/ TOV olKetov TOTrov EK TOU Tapa poow GTOppEOVToOS. 

¢ ov 6, et’ Kat dAdo Tod Kevod TeAein 6 KdopOS” 
22 v4 A / -73 \ sees ovtw TavTeAct ouvarrecbar pfopa*® Kat 
, 74 \ Nga ~ a na 

héywv ovtTws Kat dia TodTO pécov ev TH peNdev 
(4 ~ , A 

exe meduKoT. pecov® Cnta@v ameipw,’ Tas pev 
TAGELS KAL OUVOXAS Kal vEeUaELs EKEivas Ws ODOEV 

> id b] / ~ ~ EXEeyyuoV Els OWTYNpLaY ExoVOAS adnKas TH O€ KaTA- 
/ ~ , \ 4 > ~ Anper tod TOTOV THY GvUpTTAaGAaV alTiav THS dLa- 

~ > / / A povis’ avéOnKas. Kaito Tots mpoeipnuevots TavTt 
7 a ts ¢ Vig LS , 

ovvamTels, womep adTos éavTov® e£eAeyEar didro- 
4 ce / A “A U ~ 

TiyLoupevos* ““ Gv Tporrov de” KiWEtTaL EKaCTOV THY 
/ \ oN ~ ~ Me 7 \ C popiwy ovppves ov TH AoiT@, EVAOYov oUTWS Kat" 
> \ A \ 3 / / iA Kal’ atro Kivetabar, Kat €t Adyou xapiv voncatpev 

\ e / s ~ la , 

avTo Kat vToboimefa”™ eivar ev KEV@ TIVE TOD KOO- 
e oh) 4 / > 

jov ToUTOU: Ws yap av avvexomevov TravTobeV Exi- 
~ A 5 ~ / 3 

VELTO ETL TO [LETOV, [LEVEL EV TH KWHOEL TAUTY, KAY 
> 

Aoyou yapw e&aidvyns tept adto” yévytat Kevov.”’ 
~ \ ~ \ cita pépos pev oT.odv™ tro Kevod mepitAndier ovdK 

3 , \ 95.3 V15 pa ae , 16» 
amopadde THY ETL TO” TOD KOGLLOU LEGOV'’” ayouvdav 

/ b) \ x 

pom7yv, avtos d€ 0° KéGpLOS, av pn THY eon” 
1 od 8 ef -Basil.; 68 ef -F,n3 6 8) -X(q over erasure), 

B ; 6 81) “f3 6 8 ef -all other ss. 
2 refein 6 KOopos -F?, a, A, B, yn, hs; reév 6 Kdopos -1", 

NI Be rebévta Tov Kéopov -X%, g, B. 
3 savreAct o. bO0pa -X*, g, Bs mwavteAW o. dOopay -all other 

MSS. 

4 wéoov . . . ameipw -omitted by E (weduxore . . . vac. ¥ line 
. Tas). 

5 Unrav ametpw -Diibner (azeipw -Meziriac); 79 (7 -B, 
rns -Tolet. 51, 5) raév dzetpwy -Mss. 

® Kai Tas auvoxas -£. 
7 diaporijs -X, g, B; dravop7s -all other mss. 
: ceauTov 3 ne 9 év dé TpoTrov -13. 

10 «ai -omitted by B. 1 rufoineda -2 3 vrobe(ucba -L. 
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is the separation and dissolution of their parts, each 
of which glides away towards its proper place from 
that which is unnatural to it. But you, in thinking 

that for the universe to be put anywhere else in the 
void is tantamount to its being involved in utter 
destruction and in asserting this ¢ and for this reason 
seeking out a middle in the infinite, which by its 
nature has no middle, you abandoned, as affording no 
assurance of preservation, those “tensions ’’ and 
‘“ cohesions ”’ and “ tendencies ”’ of yours and at- 
tributed the entire cause of its persisting to its 
having occupied the place it has. Yet to the afore- 
said you subjoin the following ° like a man ambitious 
to refute himself: “‘ It is reasonable that the way in 
which each of the parts moves when cohering with 
the rest is also the way in which it moves by itself, 
even if for the sake of argument we should in imagina- 
tion suppose it to be in a void within this universe, for 
as it would be moving to the middle when cohibited 
from all sides so will it continue in this motion even 
if for the sake of argument all about it suddenly 
comes to be void.’ Then in that case, while no part 
whatever, though encompassed by void, loses the 
inclination that draws it to the middle of the universe, 
yet the universe itself, unless accident provide it with 

* Cf. 1054 c supra. 
> S. VL, ii, frag. 550 (pp. 173, 34-174, 4). 
eS e 

2 wevet -Pohlenz (** il demourera ” -Amyot) ; peéver -ss. 
13 giro -X, g, B; adrov -all other mss. 
14 Ort od vov -F4, X13 driody viv -X3, g. 

15 +6 -X3, g, B; omitted by all other mss. 
6 wéoov -I*, XN, 2, Bs pécov -a: peony -all other mss. 

17g 6 -omitted by a. 
18 TO pL€oov -N. 
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/ / ~A \ = (1055) tapackevaon xywpav att@ To adtouatov, amodAet 
A \ ~ Tov auvextiKov Tovov, adAAois adAayooe THS Ovatas 

avTOU pEepEeot PEpopevots.” 
12 m 1» / e , 45. Kat TadTA pev EexeEL peyahas dTevavTibaets 

D mos TOV PvorKov Adyov, exeivo 6 70n Kat mpos 
Tov Tepl Geob KOL Tpovoias, TO TO puKpoTara TOY 
atriwv® TovToLs avaribevra TO KUPUSTATOV dpat- 
petoPat kal péyiotov. Ti yap €oTt KUpLwWTEpOY THS 

“~ 4 “A \ ~ \ e 

To KooMOov diapovns Kat Tob" TV ovotay TV pLe~ 
vnv Tots Jépeot ouvéeyecbat m7pds adr iy ; aAAG TObTS 
ye CULTMENTWKED aVTOULATWS Kara Xpvourrov. Et 
yap 7) Tov TOoTov KaTaAnyus aitia THs adfapaias 

, ~ 

eorly avurn be OVVTVXLG yEyove, OfjAov ore OUVTU- 
xias Epyov 7 owTnpto. Ta@v oCAwy €aTiv,” ody Et- 
pappevns Kab TMpovotas.. 

/ \ \ a e 46. ‘O b€ t&v duvaradv Aoyos mpos Tov Tis €t- 
pappevns Adyov aita mas od paxdpevos’ €otw; 

E ci’ yap odK €or duvarov omep 4 eotw dAnfés 7 
1 dawopevors -l*1; dawouevns -X*® (y over erasure and 

erasure before ¢), gs depopevars -F* and all other mss. 
et ar oe > oy gy SE 

7 alrion -X3, @3 aizedy -all other mss. 
4 Kal Tod - Bi kat (rod omitted) -g 3 «ai ro -all other Mss. ; 

7 ro -Basil. 

KaTa TOV -E. 

7) Tov GAwy €oTt owrnpia -Z 3 TeV GAwY 7 Gwrnpia ear -B. 
[axoytevos -F, X, Bs Bs; payduevoy -all other mss. 
et yap . . . duvatov eorw -omitted by g. 

a ee ——s — ae — = 

@ Not that this was his ee but that it is implied. by 
his expressions quoted in 1054 c-p supra (ef. Giesen, De 
Plutarchi ... Disputationibus, p. 54), 

>’ S.V.F. ii, frag. 202 and Doring, Megariker, frag. 134 ; 
cf. A. A. Long, Archiv fiir Geschichte der DPhilosophie, lii 
(1970), p. 247, ne S. 

¢ With this Diodorus, nicknamed ‘“ Cronus,” son of 
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the midmost space, will lose its cohibiting tension 
with the various parts of its substance all moving in 
different directions. 

45. Moreover, while his physical theory is involved 
in serious contradictions by these statements, his 
theory of god and providence too was already so 
involved by that in which he attributes to them the 
most trivial of causes and takes from them the 
greatest and most important. For what is more 
important than that the universe persist and that its 
substance by unification with its parts be cohesive 
with itself? Yet according to Chrysippus? this has 
happened accidentally, for, if its having occupied the 
place it has is responsible for its indestructibility and 
that has come about by accident, the preservation of 
the universe as a whole is obviously the work of 
accident, not of destiny and providence. 

46. And how does his theory of possibilities ® not 
conflict with his theory of destiny? For, if “ pos- 
sible ” is not defined in the manner of Diodorus ¢ as 
Ameinias of Iasus and pupil of Apollonius of the school of 
Eubulides, Zeno, the founder of Stoicism, is said to have 
studied dialectic (cf. P. Natorp, R.-E. v [1903], cols. 705, 
29-707, 5 and K. von Fritz, R.-#. Supplement v [1931], cols. 
719, 19-721, 25 and 723, 54-724, 25). For the definition of 
‘* possible ’’ formulated by Diodorus, in support of which 
he is said to have constructed the argument called 6 xupictwv 
(see note e on De Comm. Not. 1070 bv infra), and for the 
rejection of it by Chrysippus cf. Cicero, De Fato 12-20 
(S.V.F. ii, frag. 954); Epictetus, Diss. 1, xix, 1-9 (S.V.F. 
ii, frag. 283); Alexander, Anal. Prior., pp. 183, 34-184, 6 ; 
Boethius, In Librum Aristotelis mepi éppnveias Secundae 
Hditionis iii, 9 (pp. 234, 22-236, 4 [Meiser]); Mates, Stoic 
Logic, pp. 36-41; Sambursky, Physics of the Stoics, pp. 73- 
79; Wm. and Martha Kneale, The Development of Logic 
(Oxford, 1962), pp. 117-128; M. Frede, Die stoische Logik 
(Gottingen, 1974), pp. 110-117. 
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eorat Kata Avddwpov, adAa may TO emidextiKoV" 
Tob yeveobar, Kav pn pedAAn yevnoecfar, SvvaTtov 
€oTW, €OTaL duvara ToAAa TOV yen Kall Etpucep [Le 
vyv. (wor a) my)” avixenTov Kal avexBiaoTov Kat 
TE pLyEV TLE RY ardvr ov 1 ElLapmevy® Ovvapuy amoA- 
vow 7 TavTys olay’ a€vot Xpvoimmos ovons To 

EmLOEKTLKOV TOD yeveobat ToAAdKLS Els TO AdVVATOV 
EuTEeceiTat. Kat av prev aAnbes avayKaiov €oTat, 
Th KUplwraTn Tac@y avdyKn KarerAnppevor, may 
Oe peddos advvaror, THY peyiorny eXov airiay 
dvruminrovoay avTa Tos TO adnbes yeveobar. 
yap ev YadatTn meTpwpuevoy €otiv amobavely mas° 
olov TE TOUTOV EMLOEKTLKOY elvaL TOD ev YH amo- 
Bavety, Tt Oe" TOV Meyapot duvatov eotw €Abetv els 
aS b770 Tis ELJLO PLEVNS KwAvOMEVoy ; 

*AdAa pen Kal Tae mrEpl TOV pavTracray 
nenesu VEAVLKMS TpPOS THY ElapuEevynV evavTiob- 
Tat. THY yap pavtaciay BovAdpevos ovK ovcay adv- 

1 embdextixov -\3(7ux** over erasure), B, E3 éméexrov -all 
other mss. 

® <@ar’ 7} tHv> -added by Pohlenz; <i} dpa riy> -von 
Arnim (S. ag li, p. 64, 44), who conjectured a lacuna here. 

be -omitted by g. 
7a -omitted by Xx}, 

3 4 eiwappern -Reiske ; 7 e(uapyévny -MSS. 
4 t 

ot +f - 

5 otav -B 3 ofov -all other mss. (added superscript -g). 
® nOs av -£. 
7 
8 

Of, S. Vie iy face: 201 és 64, 17-18 Ae 27-29) ant 
949 (p. 279, 15- 18) ; and see the “ stricter definition ”’ of 
TO OvvaTor in [Plutarch], De Fato 571 a sub finem. On the 
circularity of the Stoic definition see Wm. and Martha 
Kneale, op. cit. (see preceding note), p. 125. 

> Whereas according to Chry sippus what is true nay not 
be necessary (cf. S. V. °, ii. p. 64, 22-23 and p. 279, 31-33 
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that which either is or will be true but if everything 
is possible that is susceptible of coming about, even 
if it is not going to come about,* many of the things 
that are not in accordance with destiny will be 
possible. (Consequently, either) destiny loses her 
invincible and ineluctable and all-prevailing force ; 
or, if she is what Chrysippus maintains, that which is 
susceptible of coming about will often fall into the 
category of the impossible, and everything true will 
be necessary,? being constrained by the most 
sovereign necessity of all,° and everything false 
impossible, since the mightiest cause is adverse to its 
becoming true. Tor how can he whose death at sea 
has been determined by destiny be susceptible of 
dying on land, and why is it possible for the man at 
Megara to go to Athens when he is prevented by 
destiny from doing so? ¢ 

47. But furthermore what he says about mental 
images is in violent contradiction to the doctrine of 
destiny.¢ For in his desire to prove that the mental 

¢ 4.e. destiny. Cf. the thesis of Chrysippus, 76 zavé’ bro 
Tis avayKns Kal THs efuapuevns KareAndba (S.V.L. ii, p. 266, 
36-37) and the expression of Pletinus, efuappévny ravrnv Kai 
Kupiwrarny aitiay béuevor (S.V.F. ii, p. 273, 37). 

¢ The same two examples occur in the Stoic reply to 
Diodorus as given by Boethius, /n Librum Aristotelis repi 
Epunvetas Secundae Editions iii, 9 (p. 235, 6-26 [Meiser]). 

¢ In order to reconcile the Stoic doctrine of destiny as a 
universally coherent causal nexus and that of individual 
human responsibility involving a voluntary choice of action 
Chrysippus denied that in human beings the cause of re- 
action to a mental image is the image itself. The images 
presented to the mind, being fully determined and so links 
in the causal chain of destiny, are a necessary precondition 
of action; but action or impulsion follows only upon the 
mind’s assent to the image presented, and the mind is free 
to give or to withhold this assent which is of itself the 
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(1055) roreAH 7HS ovyKarafécews'’ airiav® damoderkvuew, 
»” e , ¢ \ A / 
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* 11% \ a e / SI U7 A abl Le 5 
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~ ~ ? Ss 5) ~ ~ 

KaL THS amarys. tatir’ ov dv Tis arto Too copou 
peTapepwy emt TY etpappevyy reyn® py Oud, THY 
etpappevny yryvecbau Tas ovyxarabécets, ETEL OLA 
THY _tpappevny eoovTat Kal pevdets ovyKarale- 
Gets” kal drrodjiers kal amaTat Kal BroBjoovrat 
dua TV EtLapLEVTY, O Tob Brdarewy TOV oopov 
efarpovuevos Adyos dpa Kal TO py mavT wy airiav 
elvar THY etpappevny amTooEiKYUGLY.” EL yap" pyre 

¢ Sofdlovar pnte BAdmrovrar dua THY €iwappervny, 
B d%Aov dtu ovde KatopAotaw"™ odd€ pPpovotow ovde 

e , / 9993 >] ~ A ‘ 

brokapBavovor BeBaiws od’ whedAobyvtar da THY 

ovyKadéoews -N. 
airiay -omitted by B. 
av... vac. 8 (at end of line) . . . adroredets -g. 
maptor@ot -K, Vat. Reg. 80. 

... vac, 3... €orar -£. 
Aéyet -Fl; héyor -I, b. 
EEL . wevdeis ovyxatabéoers -omitted by gs: in Vat. 

Reg. 80 misplaced after zo.dow adroteAds in 1055 F supra. 
® anoderxviovow -g (ovo Over erasure). 
® ei yap -omitted by F? and X'; ef de -A3. x, B. 

10 xatopbotrra -B. 

yo 87 mB WO WH = 

sufficient and decisive cause, although whether any individual 
will assent to any image depends upon his own character 
as it has heen formed by nature and by education, lor a 
summary of this theory ef. Aulus Gellius, vir, it, 1-15 CS. Pe 
ii, frag. 1000) and xix, i, 15-20= Epictetus, frag. 9 (L.C.L. 
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image is not of itself a sufficient cause of assent he 
has said ¢ that, if mental images suffice of themselves 
to produce acts of assent, sages will be doing injury 
when they induce false mental images, as in dealing 
with base men sages do often employ falsehood and 
suggest a specious mental image, which is not, how- 
ever, responsible for the assent, since in that case 
it would be responsible also for the false assumption 
and the deception.? Then, if one transfers to destiny 
this statement about the sage and says that not 
because of destiny do acts of assent occur, since in 
that case erroneous assents and assumptions and 
deceptions would be due to destiny too and men 
would be injured because of destiny, the argument 
that exempts the sage from doing injury proves at 
the same time that destiny is not cause of all things. 
For, if it is not because of destiny that men get 
fancies and suffer injuries, obviously it is not because 
of destiny either that they perform right actions or 
are sensible or have steadfast conceptions ° or are 

ii, pp. 448-452) and see Pohlenz, Stoa i, pp. 104-106 and ii, 
pp. 60-61 ; Pohlenz, Griechische Freiheit (Heidelberg, 1955), 
pp. 135-140; and especially W. Theiler, Phyllobolia fiir 
Peter Von der Mihll (Basel, 1946), pp. 61-66 and A. A. 
Long in Problems in Stoicism, pp, 173-199. See also Sam- 
bursky, Physics of the Stoics, pp. 61-65. 

¢ §.V.F. ii, frag. 994. 
> The Stoic sage does no injury and cannot be injured 

(S.V.F. iii, frags. 587 and 588); he neither deceives nor is 
deceived (S.V.F. iii, frag. 567 Ip. 150, 14]); and, though he 
employs falsehood in certain circumstances, he never “ is 
false’ or “a liar” (S.V.F. ii, frag. 182 [p. 42, 35-39] ; 
S.V.F. iii, frags. 554 and 555). 

¢ Of. S.V.F. iii, frag. 548 (p. 147, 2-3): pndev sodap- 
Bavew (scil. rov codov daar) aofevads adAG pGAdov acdardis Kai 
BeBaiws, d10 Kai pnde Soédlew tov codor. 
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¢ > / , 

(1056) cLpLappevqy ana OLXYETAL TO TAYTWY aiTiay elvat 
© \ ¢ 

TV etmappevny 0 dé A€ywr ort Xpvourmos ovK 
avroreAi TOUTWY atria dda. TPOKATOPKT LAY po- 
vov emoletTo TV etwappevny excel madw avrov azro- 
deter pay opLevov Tpos: avTov O7ov Tov pev “Ounpov 
beg emawvel wept tod Aws A€éyovta 

Ta exe", TTL KEV UU KaKOV TéuTYNOLW EKAOTW 
aN b] , \ 4 3 / 

7 ayalov: Kat tov Kvpumidny 
> ~ / “~ \ ; / A 

@ Zeb, ti Sta tovs tadaitupovs Bpotods 
a > an > 

ppovetv A€younw’ av;’ cot yap éEnpryucba, 
“aA f/ TX OX ~ dpHpev Te Toad’ av od Tvyyavys* dpovav.’ 

\ \ 4 ? < , C adros 6€ moAAa TovTaLs OpodAoyovpeva ypdader, tedos 
dé" dyou pndev laxeoDau poe Kwetobar unde Tov- 
Aadxvorov aAws 7) Kara TOV too’ Atos Aoyov, 
OV TH elpappévn Tov adrov elvar. ett Toivur® To 

\ Ay 5 ~ 

fev TpoKaTapKTLKOV’ aiTiov acbevéaTepov eat. TOD 
lan \ “A 

avtoteAots Kat ovK e€tkveiTar KpaTovpevoy U1 
” > , tm 8 Vee / > 7 > + 
aAAwy eviotapevwr,'” THY O€ EluappevnY attiay avi- 

1 GAN olxerar . . . THY eipappevynv -omitted by X and g. 
2 74 -X3, g; omitted by B; 7 (or 7d) -all other mss. 
3 réyovat -Kuripides. 
: roLabe av ov Whe al -Diogenes Laertius, ix, 71; Toudd” 

ad av tvyxavers -MSS.; Toad? dv (a-P, corr. p) ad TuyXavns 
-Furipides 5 rot?” a 8h ruyxavers -Suidas, s.n. Tuppedvecor. 

5: #éXwv -Euripides. 
6 téAws yap -X!3 téAos yap -X3, g. 
7 rod -omitted by y, n, Tolet. 51, 5. 
8 roivuv -omitted by g. 
2 T pOKATAPKTUKOV -X3, g, B,n; Karapxrixov -all other uss. 

10 enorapevwy -X, £3 eanoraperoy val other MSS. 

° S.V.F. ii, frag. 997. 
’ Against Schmekel’s contention that this formulation 

comes not from Chrysippus himself but from the interpreta- 
tion of his position by Antipater of Tarsus see W. Theiler, 
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benefited ; and there is nothing left of the doctrine 
that destiny is cause of all things. One who says 
that for these things Chrysippus considered @ destiny 
to be not a cause sufficient of itself but only a pre- 
disposing cause ° will show him to be again at odds 
with himself there where he gives Homer extravagant 
praise for saying of Zeus 

Therefore accept, each and all, whatsoe’er he may send 
you of evil ° 

or of good and Euripides for saying 

O Zeus, why should I say that wretched men 
‘Take thought at all? Yor from thee we depend 
And act such deeds as thou may’st chance to think.¢ 

He writes at length himself in agreement with these 
sentiments and finally says ¢ that nothing at all, not 
even the slightest, stays or moves otherwise than in 
conformity with the reason of Zeus, which is identical 
with destiny.’ Furthermore, the predisposing cause 
is feebler than that which is of itself sufficient, and it 
falls short when dominated by others that obstruct it; 
but Chrysippus himself, declaring destiny to be an 

Phyllobolia fiir Peter Von der Mihll, p. 64, n. 1. On 
adroteAjs and mpoxatapxrixy (usually translated “ initia- 
tory ’’ or “‘ antecedent ’’) cf. Cicero, De Fato 41-44 (S.V.F. 
ii, frag. 974) with A. Yon’s introduction in his ‘‘ Budé” 
edition, Traité du Destin, pp. xxvi-xxxii; Pohlenz, Grund- 
fragen, pp. 104-112; W. Theiler, op. cit., pp. 62-63; and 
A. A. Long, Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophie, lii (1970), 
pp. 248-254, 257, and 260-262. 

¢ Iliad xv, 109; cf. S.V.F. ii, frag. 925. 
¢ Euripides, Supplices 734-736. 
¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 937 (pp. 269, 39-270, 2); cf. 1050 a-r 

supra and De Comm. Not. 1076 ©. For the expression 
taxecbar Kai Kwetofa see Rieth, Grundbegriffe, pp. 171-172. 

5 Cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 929 and 931, and see note a on 
1050 B supra. 
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(1056) KNTOV Kal akwAvtov Kal ATpEeTToV" amopaivay av- 
tos “Atpotrov kadet Kau ‘Adpdorevay Kat “AvayKny 
Kab [lempapevny ws qTépas amacw emiTieioar. 
TOTE POV ovv Tas ovyKarabeces pn) Aéyeope’® ep 
Tpiy elvar punde Tas dperas pede Tas KaKtas bade 

D to KatopBoiv pndé To GpapTavery, yy THY ElpLap- 
peevny Aéywpev® eMeitrovoar" elvat Kal Tay Hempw- 
pevay GTEpaTWTOV Kal TAS Tob Avos KWT}TELS Kau 
axéoers aovvTedearous ; TOUTWY yap ETETaL TA pLev® 
TO jabroreAn Ta d€ T@* TpoKaTapKTiKnY® Hévov" 
airiav elvat THhV cipappevny. atroreAns pev yap” 
airia mavTwY ovca TO ép’ jp KQL TO ExovaLov 
avaipel mpoKkatapKTiKn d€ TO axwAvTos” elvar Kal 
TeAcovoupyos amoAAvawv. ovde yap atraé 7 dis aAAa 
TmavTaxod paddov 6° év maar tots DuaiKots yéypade 

1 drpeorov -N. 

2 rNéywpev -A, B, y, n, E, B, Tolet. 51, 53; Adyoper -all 
other MSS. 

) -A%(4 in margin), KE; e¢ -all other mss. 
azAptaisey -E.; Aéyoev -X3, Bs; A€yoper -all other mss, 
° eMetrovaw -£. 
6 ra pev yap -I'', X(yap erased as a), 
7 adroreAq -X, a®, E?, Tolet. 51, 53 adroredciy -Vat. Reg. 

Bo Aldine ; abroreNet -all other mss. 
| Te -omitted by F, a, A, B, y, n. 
9 mpwroKarapKTiKny -F, x1), a}(?). 

ovny “ 
1 yap omitted ep Kok, pea. 
a lisse dae -F, a} 

¢ iP or “Atpozros etymologized as ATEN TOS, TAB dite as 
dvamodpacros, and Ilempwyevn aS mépas émreica or meme- 
pacpevy cf. Plutarch, frag. xv, 2 (vii, p. 112, 3-8 pBetiaa 
=frag. 21 [Sandbach]=Stobaeus, Hel. i, 5, 19 [p. 81, 21-26, 
Wachsmuth], where in lines 23-24 read: Kai | Hempuopérn o> 
Sua rodro.. .); [Aristotle], De Mundo 401 n 8-22 ; Cornutus, 
Theologia Graeca 13 (p. 18, 1-17 [Lang]); S. V.F. ii, pp. 169, 
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invincible and unimpedible and inflexible cause, calls 
her Swerveless and Inescapable and Indomitable and, 
as setting a term for all things, Determination.* So 
then, shall we say that we do not have control over 
acts of assent or over virtues or vices or right action 
or wrong-doing; or shall we say that destiny is 
deficient and Determination is indeterminate and the 
motions and stations of Zeus are frustrate ?® For 
the former is the consequence if destiny is a cause 
sufficient of itself, and the latter if it is only a pre- 
disposing cause, since, if it is of itself sufficient cause 
of all things, it abolishes the sphere of our control] and 
volition and, if a predisposing cause, loses the 
character of being unimpedible and fully effective. 
Not once or twice but everywhere, in fact, or rather 

in all his Physical Works he has written ° that 

34-35 and 265, 8-22 and 319, 25-26 ; Etymol. Gudianum, cols. 
9, 57-58 and 460, 57-461, 8 (Sturz). The etymology intended 
for ’Avdyxy is uncertain. In the De Mundo (loc. cit.) it 
seems to be derived from avixnros. Cornutus (loc. cit.) 
offers two etymologies: jv dfa.. . ovx €or 7 ep’ Hv may 6 
dv yévnta THY avaywynyv AapBave. In the Ltymol. Gudianum 
(p. 129, 17-22 [De Stefani]) there are three: it is connected 
with ayxds and dyxy, ened TO Tais dyxdAas KpaTovpevov KaTa 
Svvapuv apuxTotepoy Kpateira, it is derived from dxos as that 
against which no remedy can be found, and as the name 
of the goddess it is derived from dvdgow, For axwdAvros as 
descriptive of destiny cf. S.V.F. ii, pp. 296, 15 and 297, 8 
and axwdAvtws in 1050 c-p supra. 

’ AS dmepdtwrov and davvredéatous are Sarcastic references 
to the use made by Chrysippus of the Homeric tag, Acds 8’ 
éreXeteto BovAy (cf. 1050 B supra), and to such formulations 
as rhv Ilezpwpévnv memepacpéevny twa elvar Kat ovvtTeteAeopevny 
dtoixnow (S.V.F. ii, p. 265, 10-11), so is éAXetzoucay to the 
doctrine that destiny is a universal causal nexus efpovoa tas 
éxdotwy aveAXuma@s Kal adiactatws airias (S.V.F’. ii, p. 265, 
5-7 and pp. 272, 38-273, 19). 

OSV df. dip frag. 935. 
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(1056) rats pev Kata pépos pucect Kal KUnoEow" evorn- 
pata todd yeyveaBac Kal kwhdpara TH be TOV 

E odwy pndév. Kat mas Els Tas KATA pépos 77 TOY 
oAwy daretvouce. KiVyOLS, eprodiLopeveny Kal 
kwAvopevev € exeivony, dveumdd.atos av7T) Kal dic) 
Rutos € €oTW; otde yap 4 TOU avOpusrov vats a VE pL~ 
mrod.aTos El Ende ” TOO Tro60s 1 7 Tis Xetpos, ovde y 
TiS vEws Kumots axwhutos av ety av at” tepi TO 
toriov 7 THY etpeciav evepyerau” KkwAvaets Twas 
Exwow. avev dé ToUTWY, Et ev al PavTaciat py yly- 
vovtat Kal” ciapyevnv, (ovd’ aitiav elvar det THhv 
etuappernv»® Tav ovyKatabécewv: et dé, OTL Trove? 
avracias dywyovs emt Thy ovyKatabeow, Kal’ 

etpappevny at ovyKaraveces yiyvecbar Aéyovrau, 
TOS ov paxXETAL Tmpos eauTnv moAdaKts év Tots 

F peyiotos duaddpovs trovotoa davtacias Kal mept- 
omwoas em Tavavtia THhv didvotav, OTE TOdS TpOO- 
TiWepévous® TH érépa Kai wn eTéxovTas apapTavery 

2 Kat Kunoeaw -omitted by X and g. 
2 av ai -X*(added in margin), g, B; omitted by all other 

MSS. , 

3 eipeciay evépyeca -X, g, B; elpeoiay evépyeav -F, a’; 
Oe evépyecay -a* and all other mss. (elpecias evépyecav av 

. hak apt xX, g. 
PR MGUO ot et elyapyevny? -H. C.; lacuna first indicated by 

Xylander ; 3; <m@s elow airia> -Meziriac ; ; <ov8d aitia> -Em- 

perius (Op. Philol., p. 340); <a@s épotpev airiay elvar rhv 
cipappevny> -Bernardakis. 

6 mrpoariOeyevous -X*, g, B, Acot-, 8, Tolet. 51, 53 ampoti- 
Bepevous -F, X}, a, Al, y, n, E. 

el 

? rll 1050 c supra: ris yap Kowns dvcews eis mavta da- 
Te.vouv .(S. VF. ii, p. 269, 22-28). 
mS 7 ii, frag. 993, of which only ore rovs mpooti- 
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to particular natural entities and motions many 
obstacles and impediments present themselves but 
none at all to that of the universe as a whole. Now, 
how does the motion of the universe as a whole, 
extending as it does to the particular motions,? itself 
remain without hindrance or impediment when those 
motions are being hindered and impeded? The 
nature of a man is not free of hindrance if that of his 
foot or his hand is not unhindered too, nor could the 

motion of a ship be free of impediment if there be 
any impediment to the operation of its sails or its 
oarage. All this apart, however, if it is not in con- 
formity with destiny that the mental images occur, 
<destiny need not be responsible either) for the acts 
of assent; but, if because she produces mental 
images conducive to assent the acts of assent are said 
to occur in conformity with destiny, how is it that she 
is not in conflict with herself when often in matters 
of the greatest moment she produces mental images 
which differ from one another and drag the mind off 
in contrary directions? When this happens, the 
Stoics say > that they err who instead of suspending 
judgment adhere to one of the images, that they are 

Oeevous . . . So0€alovras (p. 291, 9-12) reproduces Stoic 
doctrine (cf. S.V.F. ii, frag. 131 [pp. 40, 9-41, 2 and p. 41, 
23-27 with Crénert, Gnomon, vi, 1930, p. 143] and iii, frag. 
548 ; for the wise suspense of judgment cf. S.V.F, ii, frags. 
275-277 and 763 [=1047 c supra] and Epictetus, Diss. 1, 
xviii, 23-26 and 111, xii, 15). Of what is stated in the previous 
clause (moAAakis . . . THY Siavorav) the Stoics admitted, of 
course, that the mind is often torn between different mental 
images; but, while they held that these are “ products of 
destiny,’ they explicitly denied that therefore the acts of 
consent to which these are conducive can also be said “ to 
occur in conformity with destiny ” (cf. Cicero, De Fato 42- 
44=S.V.F. li, p. 283, 12-38). 
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es) 35 , > uo hie ee 5 
ofa pnd artiBaivew adda emeofar Kai Etkew ey- 

\ ~z 

KAntov got. Kal pny ev ye Tots mpos Tovs 
coe PS oe 1 ea) lil | > “ € Ar ~ ee r , 12 > ~ Kadnuaikovs' ay@ow 6 mAEtatos Adyos” avT@ TE 

>] / 

Xpvoinma «at “Avtimatpw epi Tivos” yéyove; 
TEpL TOU pyTE TpaTTeL nO opuav acvyKatale- 
tws adda mAdopata A€yew Kai Kevas trobécets 

~ , / 

Tovs aftodvtas olketas" dhavtacias yevojevys’” ev- 
1 

3 

av HN +B Fe 2 Salmasius ; TpoomimtrovTos “MSS. 

KOLVOLS kscoudle -£) dxataAnnruws -X, g, B. 
* $i -Wyttenbach (implied by the versions of Xylander 

and Amyot) ; 87) -MSs. 5 davraoias -!’, a, A}{?). 
/ \ / 

§ davtucias Kat ovyxarabeow -£ 3 Kat cuyxatabeow pavtacias 
-all other Mss. 

1 -X “(over erasure), £, BF 3, set -F yd, op eee 
ue 51,5; 4 et -A%(y added superscript), Vat. Reg. 80. 

® yap -omitted by (erased), g, B. 
® uy -omitted by X}(added superscript -X 3). 

10 avéyxAnzov -E. 
if ‘Axadnpuxovs - -X.; ’Axadnpuaxovs -I, a, A, B, y, n 
12 Adyos “K",.8 omitted by all other mss. 
13 epi Tivos -X3, g; rivos -X1, Tolet. 51, 5; sdvos -all 

other mss. ; mdvos -Stephanus ; 6 mAciatos Deeds! . 1. TOVOS 
TeEpt TUVOS ~ paniene (Llermes, Ixxiv [1939], Ds dhe 

af Tous a€ous (or alias [?]) tas otkelous -l'! 3 tas aftws tis 
oiketas -X3(as and 4 over erasures), g, By; rods agéiotvras 
oixeias -F'? and all other mss. (zads -omitted by Vat. Reg. 80). 

15 vyeyopevas -N3(vas Over enipare) eB, 

ad Ch Diogenes Lacs, Vil, 5] (yer cthee is Kal ouyKaTa- 
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precipitate if the images to which they yield@ are 
obscure, deceived if the images are false, and fanciful 
if the images are commonly inapprehensible. And 
yet of three things one must be true : it must be that 
not every mental image is the work of destiny or that 
every acceptance of a mental image, z.e. every act of 
assent, is faultless or that destiny herself is not in- 
culpable either, for I do not understand how she is 
free from blame for producing the kind of mental 
images that it is reprehensible to yield to and follow 
and not to struggle against and resist. Look you, 
what is the subject to which Chrysippus himself and 
Antipater in their contentions with the Academics ? 
have devoted the most extensive argument? The 
thesis that there is neither action nor impulsion with- 
out assent and that they are talking fiction and 
making idle assumptions who maintain that upon the 
occurrence of an appropriate mental image impulsion 

Oécews) and Bonhidffer, Epictet und die Stoa, pp. 164-165 
and 177-178. The opponents of the Stoics treat this moment 

- in the process as if it were a purely passive “‘ yielding ”’ (é.g. 
Alexander, De Fato, pp. 183, 21-184, 22 [Bruns]); but, as 
Plutarch knew (De Virtute Morali 447 a=S.V-F. iii, p. 111, 
34-36), the Stoics themselves considered it to be an évép- 
yeia Tov HyepovKod (cf. W. Theiler, Phyllobolia fiir Peter Von 
der Mihll, p. 61, n. 1). 

> S.V.F. iii, frag. 177 (Chrysippus {p. 42, 22-31]) and 
Antipater, frag. 19 (S.V.F. iii, pp. 246, 35-247, 2). The 
Academics in question are chiefly Arcesilaus and Carneades 
(see 1036 a-B with the notes supra). Chrysippus argued 
against the former, who had attacked the Stoic doctrine 
propounded by Zeno; Carneades later attempted to refute 
Chrysippus and was attacked in turn by his own contem- 
porary, Antipater of Tarsus (cf. S.J". iii, pp. 244, 12- 
245, 4). On the course of the controversy see O. Gigon, 
Mus. Helveticum, i (1944), pp. 50-52 and 58-61; Pohlenz, 
Stoa i, pp. 174-175, 180, 184-185. 
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éhxovow at avyKatabéceis: ws El’ ye, prypwoKwy 
OTL TPAKTLKNY OpNnY Ov TraplaTHat pavracia' dix. 
ovykatabeccus, ipevdets evepyaterau Kat muBavas 

C pavracias, EKWY alTLOs €aTL TOU mMpoTrimTew"® Kat" 
dpaptavew axataAnntos ovyKxatarilepevous. 

Tav Gedy -F?. 
kara -y, n, E, Tolet. 51, 3. 
povwy -F, X3, a, A1(?); omitted by E. 

ets ot 

7 € -f. 
tas davraaias -X%, g, B; rats davracias -all other mss. 
6 -B 
foe -I, 
mponinrev -Passow (cf. Rasmus, Prog. 1880, p. 12) 3 apoa- 

mimterv -MSS. 

10 wai -omitted by F*!. 

oon nn rr WO we 
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follows immediately without any prior yielding or 
assent. Again Chrysippus says, however, that both 
god and the sage induce false mental images, wanting 
of us not assent or yielding but only action and 
impulsion towards the presentation, but that we 
because we are base are led by our weakness to 
assent ® to such mental images. It is not very 
difficult to discern the confusion and mutual discord 
of these statements. He who wants not assent ¢ but 
only action of those to whom he presents mental 
images knows, be he god or sage, that the mental 
images suffice for action and that the acts of assent 
are superfluous, just as, if he knows that an effective 
impulse is not prompted by a mental image without 
assent and yet he induces in men false and specious 
mental images, he is by intention responsible for 
their precipitate and erroneous behaviour in assent- 
ing to images that are inapprehensible. 

¢ Cf. Adv. Colotem 1122 a-p (especially c-p and the end 
of the chapter: 6rav odv davi 76 750 oixeiov . . ., FADev evOds 
e e ‘ ° ° ee 46 

waaay .. .)3>Cicero, dead. Prior. ii, 108 (". ..Carneade 
quod ... ex animis nostris adsensionem . . . extraxisset ’’) ; 
Helfried Hartmann, Gewissheit und Wahrheit (Halle, 1927), 
pp. 42-47; Babut, Plutarque et le Stoicisme, pp. 281-282. 

> Cf. Adv. Colotem 1122 c (eléw odcav in’ dobeveias TH 
darvonéevw) and S.V.F. iii, frag. 473 (p. 123, 1-13). 

° S.V.L, iii, frag. 177 (p. 42, 32-38). The content of this 
sentence, however, is not Stoic doctrine but argument in 
support of the charge of self-contradiction brought against 
that doctrine in the preceding sentence, which von Arnim 
omits. For the Stoic doctrine itself cf A. A. Long in 
Problems in Stoicism, pp. 100-102. 
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CONSPECTUS OF 

THE ESSAY, 
“THE STOICS TALK MORE 

PARADOXICALLY 

“THAN THE PORTS” 

(COMPENDIUM ARGUMENTI 
STOICOS ABSURDIORA 

POETIS DICERE) 



INTRODUCTION 

Amone Plutarch’s works listed in the Catalogue of 
Lamprias there is one (No. 79) called “Ort wapadofo- 
Tepa ot LTwikol THv mointa@v Aéyovar and another (No. 
143) called “Ori mapadofdrepa ot "Emixovpero. tav 
mowntav A€yovor. Of the latter nothing is preserved. 
The former has sometimes been identified with the 
present short piece, though this is entitled a Lvvoris 
of that essay in the Planudean mss., which alone pre- 
serve it * and where it is followed by an ’Emropy 

@ It is No. 40 in the Planudean corpus. M. Pohlenz main- 
tained that Xvvoyrs tod was prefixed to the title by Planudes 
and that Plutarch wrote the piece as it stands for a zatymov 
or playful trifle which he may have read to his friends but 
did not publish (Hermes, Ixxiv [1939], p. 2 and Moralia 
vi/2, p. 59). Amyot in his translation had omitted Lvvoyis 
vod from the title and had called the piece “‘ une petite 
déclamation ”’ (“‘ une vraie déclamation ”’ in the later edition 
by Brotier). J. J. Hartman argued that the extant piece 
is complete as Plutarch wrote it, but he called it a “ frag- 
ment ”’ and suggested that Plutarch may have done so him- 
self just as modern writers often publish their short pieces 
as ‘‘ fragments ’’ (De Plutarcho, pp. 594-596). Hartman in 
his earlier work on Plutarch had given a Dutch translation 
of the piece under the title, ‘‘ Het fragment van Plutarchus’ 
betoog...” (De Avondzon des Heidendoms, ii, pp. 285-288). 
Bruno Snell in his German translation (Plutarch - Von der 
Ruhe des Gemiites und andere philosophische Schriften 
[Ziirich, Artemis, 1948], pp. 75-76) omitted without com- 
ment both Lvvoyus tod of the title and chapters 5 and 6 of 
the extant Greek text. 
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of the lost ’Aprorodavous cai Mevdvdpov avyxprats (No. 
121 in the Catalogue of Lamprias) and an ’Emropy 
Tov Trepi Tis ev 7T@ Tiypaiw pvyoyovias (1030 p—1032 F 
supra). The last of these three save for its first two para- 
graphs, in which the “ epitomizer ”’ refers to Plutarch 
in the third person, is not an epitome or compendium 
of the original essay, which is extant, but a single 
continuous excerpt from it. The second as it stands 
begins with a reference in the third person to the 
author of what follows,¢ which seems thus to be 
introduced as an extract or extracts from the original 
essay. The first of these, the present piece, though 
it has no such introduction and contains no internal 
evidence of incompleteness,? is probably also a 
literal extract from the original essay of Plutarch’s, 
for it is thoroughly Plutarchean in language and style 
and has none of the characteristics of a conspectus 
or summary but is unlikely to be the whole of No. 79 
in the Catalogue of Lamprias, since in an essay with 
such a title Plutarch would hardly have restricted 
himself to the Stoic statements and doctrines used 
in the extant piece and have refrained from exploit- 
ing others that in his opinion, as is shown by his 

* 2.€. 853 A (... mpoxpiver... Tadta mpooribnar: ‘‘ ro hop- 
tuKov,” dna, ‘ev Adyas ...), cf. 853 B(. .. ematvetra yap,” 
gnaw, “or. ..). The first person singular in 853 p (olov 
Aéyw Baore?...) and in 854 c (Kal ov« old’ ev ols . . .) must 
be direct quotations from the original essay. 

> In 1058 a (see note 6 there) something is missing ; but 
this need be no more than a sentence or a clause, which may 
have been omitted by a copyist rather than by the “ epi- 
tomizer.”” Sandbach assumed a lacuna at the beginning of 
chapter 4 also, a reference to the change of sex in Caeneus ; 
but for what he took to be indications of this in the text see 
notes c and d on 1058 B infra. 
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references to them elsewhere, were susceptible of 
similar treatment.¢ 2vvoyus in the inscription is in- 
accurate, but it is no more likely that Planudes 
arbitrarily and mistakenly prefixed it to the title 
of this piece than that the equally inaccurate 
"Emirouy is his arbitrary addition to the titles of the 
two vieces that follow it. 

The relative chronology of the original essay, if 
this were itself extant, might still be as difficult to 
determine as is that of the De Storcorum Repugnantits 
and the De Communibus Notitiis. So, for example, 
even if in that original essay the change of sex in 
Caeneus, which is not mentioned in the excerpt, was 
used as it is in Quomodo Quis . . . Sentiat Profectus 
75 ©, this latter passage would not be demonstrably 
later, for it contains nothing to suggest that Plutarch 
here intended ° to recall or refer to the use of the 
theme in an earlier passage of his own. There is, 
however, near the beginning of the De Communibus 
Notitus a passage thought certainly to be a veiled 
reference to the essay from which our excerpt was 
taken,° for there (1060 Bs) everyone is said to have 
had his fill of arguments against the Stoic paradoxes 
concerning those who alone are opulent and fair and 
alone are kings, citizens, and Judges and these notions 
are dismissed as being “ stale goods.’ These para- 
doxes do appear in our excerpt; but this does not 
decisively identify it or the original essay, for what 

¢ Such e.g. us those in De Comm. Not. 1076 c-p and 1083 
c-F and De Facie 923 s-c. 

>’ As Babut thinks he did (Plutarque et le Stoicisme, 
p. 50, n. 3). 

¢ Ziegler, R.-E. xxi/1 (1951), cols. 757, 16-23 and 760, 36- 
54; but cf. Babut, Plutarque et le Stotcisme, p. 40. 
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is essentially peculiar to them and not here mentioned 
at all is that they attempt not to refute the Stoic 
statements, that of which everyone is said to have 
had his fill, but, as the title itself indicates, simply 

to show that they are more paradoxical than those 
of the poets,* whereas even in another extant work 
of Plutarch’s (Quomodo Adolescens Poetas Audire 
Debeat 25 c) the poets Homer and Euripides are cited 
in refutation of the Stoic doctrine that is the principle 
of the paradoxes specifically mentioned in 1060 B. 

For the text of the L'vvoyus here printed I have 
collated a AB y E Bn e from photostats but for 
Toletanus 51, 5 have relied upon G. B. A. Fletcher’s 
report in Class. Quart., xxi (1927), p. 173. The re- 
sulting apparatus differs from that of Pohlenz- 
Westman in several details, the most interesting of 
which are two in 1058 c-p (p 1-2=p. 61, 13-14 
[Pohlenz-Westman}): « alone has the correct wveirat, 
which may have been derived from a! (now illegible) ; 
and e with a, B, and n has the correct perarta@v, where 
A’, B, y, E, and Tolet. 51, 5 all have pera rap. 

@ Ziegler (loc. cit., col. 760, 36-39) may have intended to 
anticipate this objection by saying: ‘* Da auchin... 1059 c . 
Diadumenos die ruhmredigen Behauptungen der Stoiker 
mit den Erfindungen der Dichter auf eine Stufe stellt und 
dann 1060 8 sagt....”’ The former passage, 1059 c-p, calls 
comparably credible the Stoic claim of Chrysippus’ pro- 
vidential birth—to turn life upside down, as Diadumenus 
adds—and the poets’ story that the providence of the gods 
in chastising ‘Tantalus overthrew Sipylus; but this has no 
connexion whatever with the later passage about the Stoic 
paradoxes in 1060 8, where nothing at all is said about 
poets, poetry, or myth. 
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(1057) SYNOVIE 
TOY! OTI TTAPAAOZOTEPA OI ZTQIKOI 

TON IIOIHTQN? AETOYZIN? 

1. “O* [lwédapou Kawveds ev@uvav® tretyev, am- 
D @avws appyKtos ovdypw Kat amabys TO o@pa AaT- 

TOMEVvos €iTa Karadvs atpwros bare yhv ‘ oxioas 
3 ~ \ ~ 3 opb@ modi yav”’ 6 be UrwuKos Aamifys, wamrep €& 
adapavrivns vAns vn avrav THS dmafeias Kexad- 
KEULEVOS, OUK ATPWTOS eaTLV OVS dvoGos Ovd av- 
aAyns® apoBos dé péves kal dAvros Kal antTnTOS 
Kat apiaoTos, TiTpwoKdpevos aAya@v otpeBXov- 
pevos ev KatacKadais matpioos év trafeau oiketors.’ 

1 rot omitted by E and B in title ; ovvoyis rod omitted by 
E S subscription and by Catalogue of Lamprias 79. 

TOV ToinTa@yv of atwikot -f. 
A¢yovor -E (title and subscription). 
‘O -omitted by A. 5 edOvrny -B. 
aveAy?s -N 3 ovd’ avadyns -omitted by B. 

7 oixetous -Pohlenz (cf. Plutarch, Demosthenes xxii, 5-6 
[856 a-B]); Tovovrors -MSS. 

a > w& 

¢ Pindar, frag. 167 (Bergk, Schroeder, Snell)=204 
(Turyn)= 150 (Bowra) ; for op0@ zodi cf. B. L. Gildersleeve 
on Olympian xiii, 72. Concerning Caeneus, the invulner- 
able Lapith who was overwhelmed by the Centaurs with 
tree-trunks and beaten into the ground, see Acusilaus, frag. 
22 (F. Jacoby, F. Gr. Hist. I A, p. 33 and a, p. 379)=frag. 
40 a (i, pp. 59-60 [Diels-Kranz]); Apollonius Rhodius, 
Argonautica i, 57-64; Orphet Argonautica 170-174; Ovid, 
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“THE STOICS TALK MORE 

PARADOXICALLY THAN THE POETS” 

1. Tue Caeneus of Pindar used to be taken to task 
for being an implausible fiction with his invulner- 
ability to iron and his physical insensitivity and his 
having at last sunk down underground unwounded 
“as erect on his feet he split the earth asunder ”’ @ ; 

but the Lapith of the Stoics, whom they have made 
out of insensitivity ° as if they had forged him of 
steel, is not immune from wounds or disease or pain 

but remains fearless and undistressed and invincible 
and unconstrained while wounded, in pain, on the 
rack, in the midst of his country’s destruction, in the 
midst of his own private calamities. And, while the 

Metamorphoses xii, 189-209 and 459-535; Apollodorus, 
Epitome i, 22 (L.C.L. ii, pp. 150-151); J. T. Kakridis, Class. ' 
Rev., lxi (1947), pp. 77-80. Plutarch in Quomodo Quis... 
Sentiat Profectus 75 © refers to the earlier transformation 
of Caeneus from a woman and does so there too in comparison 
with a Stoic paradox. Cf. also Servius on Vergil, Aeneid vi, 
448 (ii, p. 69, 13-18 [Thilo-Hagen]) and E. Kraggerud, 
Symbolae Osloenses, xl (1965), pp. 66-71. 

® The Stoics in fact distinguished the azd@ea of the sage, 
which is imperturbability, from the callous insensitivity of 
base men (S.V.F. iii, frag. 448). For what follows con- 
cerning the sage in this paragraph cf. S.V.F. iii, frags. 363, 
381, 438, 567-588, 591 and the story of Persaeus in S.V.F’. 
i, frag. 449. 
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(1057) kai 6 pev Ilivdapov Kawveds BaddAcpevos ot tiTpw- 
oKeTat, 0 d€ THY UTwiKaV Godos eyKAEropevos ov 

E kwAverat kal Kkataxpnyvilopevos ovk avayKalerau 
Kat otpePAovpevos od Bacaviletar Kal mnpovpevos 
od PAanretat Kal Tintwv ev TH TraAatew ayTTy- 
TOs €OTL Kal mepiTerytCopuevos amoALopKnTos Kal 
mwArovpevos tro TOV ToAcpiwvy avaAwros, ovdev 
Tov TAciwy dSiadépwv ols emyéeypamta: pev Kv- 
mAota Kat IIpdvora (Kal) Lwlovaa® Kai Oeparreia 
xed era de Kat ouvtpiBerat KQL dvarpemerar. 

aie O Edpumidov ‘IéAaos ef adpavods Kal TrapT}- 
AuKkos exh TIL véos Kal taxupos él THY paxny 
apvw yéyovev, 0 b€ THv LUtwikav aodos xbes pev 
Hv atoxiotos* dua Kat KaKioTos THyEpov 8 advw 

F peraBeBAnnev els apetny Kal yéyovev €k puaod” 
Kal Wypot Kat® Kat AtoyvAov 

e€ oogvadyots Kwduvoamdéos’ Avypod 
VE pOVTOS 

evmrpemns Deoevdys KaAAinopdos. 
1 «aTavayKalerat -e. 
2 Kronenberg (Mnemosyne, lii [1924], p. 105); mpovora 

awlovoa -MSS. 
3 Hv pev -e. 

aisxvatos -Wyttenbach ; éyf&oros -Mss. 
puood -a!; puvacot -a°°lt- and all other Mss. 
kai -omitted by y and Tolet. 51, 5. 
Diibner ; «ai dduvocmados -Mss. jy fa oO 

¢ Hartman (De Plutarcho, p. 593) thought dvayxdletar 
inappropriate here; but cf. S.V.F’. iii, pp. 88, 40-89, 6 and 
p. 150, 10-11. 

’ The formulation and implication of this sentence are 
compared with Paul, II Corinthians 4, 8-9 and 6, 10 by 
A. Fridrichsen, Coniectanea Neotestamentica, ix (1944), pp. 
30-31. 
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Caeneus of Pindar is not wounded when he is hit, 
the sage of the Stoics is not impeded when confined 
and under no compulsion® when flung down a 
precipice and not in torture when on the rack and 
not injured when mutilated and is invincible when 
thrown in wrestling and is not blockaded by circum- 
vallation and is uncaptured while his enemies are 
selling him into slavery °; he is just like the boats 
that are tempest-tossed and shattered and capsized 
while they bear inscribed upon them the names Bon 
Voyage and Providence (and ) Protectress and Escort.¢ 

2. The Iolaus of Euripides makes a prayer, and 
all of a sudden his superannuated impotence has be- 
come youthfulness and martial might?; but the 
sage of the Stoics, though yesterday he was most ugly 
and at the same time most vicious, to-day all of a 
sudden has been transformed into virtue and from 
being a wrinkled and sallow and, as Aeschylus says, 

Lumbago-ridden, wretched, pain-distraught 
Elder ¢ 

has become a man of comely bearing, divine aspect, 
and beauteous form.’ 

¢ For these names of ships cf. F. Miltner’s list in R.-2#. 
Supplement v (1931), cols. 947-952, where @epameia does not 
appear, however. 

¢ Euripides, Heraclidae 849-863. 
¢ Aeschylus, frag. 361 (Nauck*)=frag. 111 (Mette). 

Plutarch’s ascription was charged to an error of memory 
and the original of which he was thinking was claimed for 
Hipponax by A. D. Knox, who “ restored ”’ it as frag. 58 
(Herodes, Cercidas and the Greek Choliambic Poets [L.C.1.], 
pp. 40-41). 

f According to the Stoics only the sage is beautiful (cf. 
S.V.F. i, frag. 221 and iii, frags. 591, 592, and 619): for 
the instantaneous change see 1058 B infra. 
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A ~ 3 A A e 4 1058 3. Kat rod "Odvacéws 7 *AOnva thv pvadtyra’* 
A 

Kat dadaxporntra Kal apopdiay adijpynKev, omws 
Vj / e A M4 ld > > 4 pavein Kadds: 6 b€ TovTwWY oodds, ovK amroALTOV- 

\ om me A 

ToS’ TO G@pa ToD yipws adda Kal (KaKa)* mpoo- 
emiBévros* Kal mpocemiywoartos,” pévwy KupTos, 
ba) ¢ / \ € / b | ee | > \ 

av ovTw TUxn, vwOos ETEpdPOaAmos OUT’ aiaxpos 
4 / 

ovre dvapopdos ovTe Kakompoownds €oTw. <<...) 
€ \ @ 0 yap UTwWiKOs Epws WoTep of KavOapor A€yovTat 

‘ \ , > 4 7 ‘ A / i! TO pev pvpov amodcirew’ ta de dvawdyn diwKeww 
ovTWws Tois aiaxiaTois Kal auophoraTois opidAdy, 
e ? > / \ 4 © A / oTay ets edpoppiay Kai KaAXos bro codias peTa- 
Badwow,* amorpeémerat. 

€ 4 a A 4 vn 4 4. ‘OQ mapa trois Ltwikois KaKioTos, av ovTw 
B V4 ae PS) iN 4 \ re) Q \ ” TUxn, Tpwt deidns dpiotos, Kai KatadapOwy éu- 

TAnKTOS Kal apalns Kai adiKos Kal aKoAaoTOS Kal 
‘\ / “A vai pa Ata Sotdos kat mévns Kal amropos av€npepov 

sb) 119 \ \ ? . 
avioratat [Kat] Baowdevs Kai mrAovatos Kai dABLos 

1 pvodryta -a!; puaodrnra -a°°FF: and all other mss. 
2 anohnovtos -Bernardakis ; amoAeizovros -Mss. 
8 <xaxa> -added by Pohlenz; <7> -Bernardakis; <dA\a> 

-Castiglioni (Gnomon, xxvi [1954], p. 84). 
* mpocemiriévros -y; mpoemitibévros -Tolet. 51, 5. 
5 mpoemywaarros -Tolet. 51, 5. : 
¢ Lacuna identified by I’. H. Sandbach (Proc. Cambridge 

Philological Soc., cxlii-cxliv [1929], p. 11). 
7 amodeimey -van Herwerden (Leetiones Rheno-Traiectinae 

[1882], p. 122); dzrodcreiv -mss. 
8 neraBdAwow -E, B; peraBaddAwow -all other mss. 
® [xai } -deleted by Pohlenz. 

* Homer, Odyssey vi, 229-235 ; xvi, 172-176; xxiii, 156- 
162. 

> As Sandbach saw, the next sentence has to do not with 
the immediately preceding paradox, that the sage with all 
the ravages of age upon him is nevertheless beautiful, but 
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8. Moreover, that Odysseus might appear hand- 
some, Athena removed his wrinkles and baldness 
and unshapeliness*; but without the body’s having 
been quitted by old age, which on the contrary has 
heaped and piled additional <ills) upon it, the sage 
of these Stoics, though remaining hunchbacked, if 
so he chance to be, and toothless and one-eyed, is 
not ugly or misshapen or unhandsome of face. 
<...)° The reason is that as beetles are said to leave 
perfume and to pursue foul-smelling things ° so the 
Stoic love consorts with the ugliest and most un- 
shapely and turns away when by wisdom these are 
transformed into shapeliness and beauty.4 

4. Among the Stoics the man who is most vicious 
in the morning, if so it chance to be, is in the after- 
noon most virtuous.¢ Having fallen asleep demented 
and stupid and unjust and licentious and even, by 
heaven, a slave and a drudge and a pauper, he gets 
up the very same day changed into a blessed and 

with the additional one to which De Comm. Not. 1072 r— 
1073 B refers, that just because he is beautiful he is according 
to the Stoics unloved and unworthy of being loved. This 
must have been expressed at least in a lost sentence or 
clause, which may have begun with a contrasted and lesser ° 
poetic marvel, e.g. the love aroused in Nausicaa by the 
miraculously beautified Odysseus (Odyssey vi, 242-245). 

¢ Cf. Quaest. Conviv. 710 © and Non Posse Suaviter Vivi 
1096 a. 

« Cf. De Comm. Not. 1072 r—1073 8 and S.V.F. iii, 
frags. 716 and 717. 

¢ Contending that in the complete essay this sentence 
must have been preceded by a poetic parallel to the Stoic 
paradox, I*. H. Sandbach appealed to od yévera ducas ovdé 
nBnv infra and to Quomedo Quis . . . Sentiat Profectus 
75 v-E as proof that the poetic parallel was the story of the 
transformation of Caeneus from female to male (Proc. Cam- 
bridge Philological Soc., exlii-cxliv [1929], p. 11). 
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(1058) yeyovws, owppeov" Te Kal dikatos Kat BéBatos Kal 
adogaoros, ov yevera. dvoas ovde 7Pnv ev owmare 
vem Kal atrar@ adn’ ev aobevet Kai amaAn puyy Kat 
dvdvdpw Kat éBeBatw voov téAevov, akpav dpovn- 
ow, iaBeov didbeow, ddofaorov CTLOTT LN Kat 
dperdmtwTov eu" EoxynKws, ovdev evdovans Tpd- 
TEpoV atre THs poxOnpias, ard aAN’ efaiprys, oAtyou 
d€w elrreiv, TPws Tus n Oaipewy 7 uy feds ex Onpiev 

C Tob Kakiotov yevopevos. ex THS LtTods yap Aa- 
Bovra thy apeTny €otw €imety 

evar et Tu’ BovAet: mavTa cou yevycerat. 

TAotrov deper, PaciAeiav exer,” TUXHY Sidwaw, €d- 
TOT[LOUS TOLEL KAL dmpoodecis® Kal aUTAPKELS, pLiav 
oixolev Spaxpny ovK eXovTas. 

5. ‘O pev yap’ moutixos po0os to Kata Adyov 

1 gwdpov -n. 2 rhv ew -B 
3 eidovons A}(?), corrected by A?. 
4 mss. (et re -B [?]) 3 evfar 7 ef (S, M) or edéac7’ ei (A, Tr) 

-mss. Of Stobaeus (v, p. 743, 8 [Hense]) ; evéal TL -Comp. 
Menandri et Philistionis 13; edfac ri -Gesner!; «df ef re 
-Meineke; ev&ar ri -H. Jacobi and J. Madvig; cf. Poh- 
— Hermes, Ixxiv (1939), p. 2, n. 4. 

5 rapexes -Hartman (De Plutarcho, p. 594). 
$ azmocdecis -e. 7 yap -omitted by e. 

° Cf. De Comm. Not. 1060 8, De Tranquillitate Animi 
472 a, and S.V.F. iii, frags. 617-622. 

>’ For addfacros here and dddéacrov emorhynv infra see 
De Stoic. Repug. 1056 a-B and F supra and cf. S.V.F. i, 
frags. 53, 54, 347, 625 and iii, frags. 548-550. 

¢ »By here probably means the pubic hair (Hippocrates, 
Tlepi dp0pav 41=iv, p. 180, 13-14 [Littré]; Aristotle, Hist. 
Animal. 544 b 27-29 and De Coloribus 797 b 30-34 [cef. nBav 
in De Gen. Animal. 746 b 23-24]). Even when the word 
means the hypogastric region itself, it is used of both sexes 
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opulent king,* sober and just and steadfast and un- 
deluded by fancies.o He has not sprouted a beard 
or the token of puberty © in a body young and soft 
but in a soul that is feeble and soft 4 and unmanly 
and unstable has got perfect intelligence, consum- 
mate prudence, a godlike disposition, knowledge 
free from fancy, and an unalterable habitude and this 

not by any previous abatement of his depravity but 
by having changed instantaneously from the most 
vicious of wild beasts into what may almost be 
called a kind of hero or spirit or god.¢ For, if one 
has got virtue from the Stoa, it is possible to say 

Ask, if there’s aught you wish; al} will be yours./ 

It brings wealth, it comprises kingship, it gives luck, 
it makes men prosperous and free from all other 
wants and self-sufficient, though they have not a 
single drachma of their own. 

5. The poetic fable, preserving its consistency, 
and not of the male alone (cf. Aristotle, Hist. Animal. 
493 b 3 and De Gen. Animal. 728 b 26-27 and 784 a 9-10). 
So what Plutarch here contrasts to the sudden transforma- 
tion of the Stoic sage is not, as Sandbach supposed, a 
mythical metamorphosis of female to male but the natural 
change of the youthful body at puberty. 

* Cf. Plato, Republic 563 p 5 and Theaetetus 173 a 5-7 
for aad pvyy and Phaedrus 239 c 8-9 (amadijs Kai avavdpou 
diairyns). There is no reason, therefore, to question a7a)7 here. 

¢ For the Stoic thesis that, all wrong action being equally 
wrong, the change from viciousness to perfect virtue is in- 
stantaneous (1057 E-F supra), so that the subject of the 
change may be unaware of its occurrence, see Quomodo 
Quis... Sentiat Profectus 75 c—76 8, De Stoic. Repug. 
1042 r—1043 a, De Comm. Not. 1061 © and 1062 s—1063 c, 
S.V.F. iii, frags. 527-541. 

f Menander, frag. 614, 6 (Koerte-Thierfelder) = frag. 537 
(Kock) =Stobaeus, Anth. iv, 31, 30 (v, p. 743, 8 [Hense]) ; 
cf. Philemon, frag. 65, 3-4 (Kock). 
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(1058) duAarrwy ovdapod mpodeize: tov’ ‘HpaxdrAéa trav" 
dvayKatoy® Seopievov, adn’ woTep ex mys emip- 

"Apadbei 6 : pei (rod tis “Apalbetas Képaros Tmavt apbovws) 
avT@ Kat Tots ouvodaw: o bé Thy LTwuKnv AaBwv 
"ApddBevay movovos bev yeyovev epavilerat de 
tpogpiy map’ éTépwv, Kat Baotreds pev €ore pobob 
8’ avadver cuAAoyiapovs, Kal mavTa pev EXEL Lovos 

D évotkiov dé TeAct Kat aAdit’’ wvetrat,® moAAdKts da- 
vet(opevos 7 peTaiTav’ Tapa THv ovdev exovTwv. 

6. Kat 6 pev “TOaxnoiwy Bactreds mpocaitet 
Aavbavew os é€ott BovAdpevos Kai rowdy EavTov ws 

J &¢ ~ / 9 / ) ¢ > > 

partota “ rrwxy@ Aevyaré€w evartyKiov,”’ 6 8 éx 
Ths LTods Body péya Kal Kexpayws ‘ éya) pwovos 

> \ 7 gt aa Os f > A , 9 € ett BaotAevs,® eya povos evpt mAovatos ’’ oparat 
4 2072 > 4 4 / moAAdKis em aAAoTtpiats B¥pats A€ywr 

A A ¢ ¢ 4 \ e ~ dos xAatvay ‘Immudvaxti: Kapta yap pry®@ 
kat BayBaxilw.” 

1 rv -a! (ov superscript -a*), Al(o over w erased -A?). 
a 

2 é in erasure with a superscript over ¢ (i.e. . . . A€rav) 
-q’. 3 dgvayxaiwy -Leonicus ; avayxa@y -MSS. 

4 <...> -H. C. after the supplements, <radr’ vel wav7’> 
-van Herwerden (Lectiones . Rheno-Traiectinae [1882], p. 122) 
and <roé ris “ApadBetas K€paros _aG8ov'> -Pohlenz esP res 
Ixxiv [1939], p. 3); émppet adr@ -mss. (excepting e,; which 
omits émppet). 5 d)\dira -a*(di over erasure), n 

6 wreirat -€; aveita -a? (?), m3 avetvar -all other mss. 
7 peraray -a, B, n, €3 peta tov -A*(a Over erasure) and 

all other mss. 
& gyw ... Bagrev’s -omitted by A (added in margin by 

A?). ° BapBaxilw -e; BapPadvfw -Schneidewin. 

¢ Jn the text of the mss. as it stands the intransitive émppet 
wants a subject, and mention of the mythical horn of 
Amaltheia in this clause is almost certainly implied by rj 
Cranxynv "AuddOeav inthe nextone. Pohlenz based his supple- 
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nowhere leaves Heracles in want of the necessities 
of life, but on him and his companions stream as from 
a fountain (all things without stint from the Horn of 
Plenty); but he who has got the Stoic Cornucopia, 
though he has become opulent, begs his bread from 
others and, though he is a king, analyses logical 
arguments for pay and, though he alone has every- 
thing,’ pays rent for his lodgings and buys his bread 
and cheese, often doing so by borrowing or by asking 

alms of those who have nothing. 
6. Furthermore, whereas the king of the Ithacans 

sues for alms because he wishes to escape recognition 
and is trying to make himself as nearly as possible 
“ like in mien to a pitiful mendicant,”’ © he who comes 
from the Stoa loudly shouting and bawling “ I alone 
am king, I alone am opulent ”’ often is seen at other 
men’s doors saying 

Oh please, a cloak, for Hipponax is freezing cold. 
My teeth are chattering.4 

ment on the passage in which Apollodorus (Bibliotheca ii, 
7, 5) after telling how Achelous recovered his horn from 
Heracles by giving him in place of it the horn of Amaltheia 
says that according to Pherecydes (frag. 42 [F. Jacoby, - 
F. Gr. Hist. I A, p. 74]) this horn ddvayuy elye toravrny wore 
Bpwrov 7 moTov, Omep <av> evEaiTo TIS, mapexew adGovov. For 
Heracles and the Cornucopia see Scholia in Iliadem xxi, 194 
(Pindar, frag. 249 [Bergk]=71 {(Turyn]=70 b [Snell}) ; 
Hesychius, s.v. "AuaABeias xépas; and Gruppe, &.-#. Sup- 
atari iii (1918), Peak 1085, 8-46. 

> Cf. S.V.F. iii, frags. 590, 591, 596, and 597. 
© Odyssey xvi, 273 and xvii, 337 (for-the begging of alms 

see xvii, 365 ff.). 
¢ Hipponax, frag. 17 (Bergk) = 24 b (Diehl) = 56 (Knox) = 

33 (Masson). The first line alone is quoted by Plutarch in 
De Cupiditate Divitiarum 523 © and in De ae Net. 1068 
B infra; cf. lambi et Elegi Graeci... ed. M. L. West, I, 
pp. 119-120 (frag. 32). 
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AGAINST THE STOICS ON 
COMMON CONCEPTIONS 

(DE COMMUNIBUS NOTITIIS 
ADVERSUS STOICOS) 



INTRODUCTION 

THE authenticity of this work, No. 77 in the Catalogue 
of Lamprias (where t&v xowdv is omitted from the 
title) and No. 74 in the Planudean order, nas been 
challenged and denied; but the arguments ad- 

duced for doubting Plutarch’s authorship were feeble 
and have all been successfully refuted. In rebutting 
one of them, however, the defenders of authenticity 
sometimes overreached themselves by professing to 
find in this work references to the De Stotcorum 
Repugnantits or in that work references to this. There 
is in neither any certain intentional reference to the 
other ; and that Plutarch in writing either had the 
other before him cannot be inferred from the fact 
that in both many of the same Stoic passages are 
quoted or paraphrased.’ Since such passages are 
used differently, in different contexts, and for differ- 
ent purposes in the two works, it is most probable, 

¢ They were most fully stated by Weissenberger (Die 
Sprache Plutarchs ii, pp. 51-53) and decisively refuted by 
Kolfhaus (Plutarchi De Comm. Not.). <A review of the 
controversy is given by Ziegler (R.-#. xxi, 1 [1951], cols. 
758, 35-759, 46). 

> As both Pohlenz (Hermes, lxxiv [1939], pp. 17-18 and 
p. 32) and Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxiv [1940], p. 23) 
conclude that such passages were taken by Plutarch from 
the De Stoicorum Repugnantiis and made to do duty again 
in the present work. See supra p. 400, n. a and p. 401, n.c 
in the Introduction to the De Stoicorum Repugnantiis. 
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as has been said before,® that Plutarch’s source for 
both was his own note-books or his own compilation, 
Selections and Refutations of Stoics and Epicureans, 
and that this is the reason why neither work refers 
to the other and why their relative chronology can- 
not be decisively determined, though from the 
general impression made by the two the De Com- 
munibus Notitiis may seem to be the later.? 

This begins without any indication of time or place 
as a dialogue between an Academic philosopher 
called Diadumenus © and an unnarned interlocutor, 
addressed as “ comrade ”’ or “ companion.’’¢ The 
latter says that he comes to Diadumenus to be cured 
of the feverish perturbation induced in him by some 
Stoic friends, who have been denouncing the older 
Academics for subverting philosophy by nullifying 

@ See supra, pp. 398-401 in the Introduction to the De 
Stoicorum Repugnantiis. 

» For the contention that this in 1060 8 contains a veiled 
reference to the original of the excerpt, Stoicos Absurdiora 
Poetis Dicere, see supra pp. 608 f. in the Introduction to that 
work. 

¢ He is so addressed in the first sentence and again in 
1060 a (chap. 3 init.). No such person is mentioned by 
Plutarch in his other extant works ; but the name is frequent 
in inscriptions from the first to the third centuries (cf. also 
Martial, iii, 65; v,46; vi, 34). Assuming, then, that under 
this name Piutarch is here representing himself as the head 
of a philosophical entourage whom a younger associate 
would recognize as authoritative, Babut contends that he 
could not have done this unless he had been at least forty 
years old when he wrote the dialogue (Plutarque et le 
Stoicisme, pp. 52-53). Its composition was assigned to 
Plutarch’s thirties by Ziegler (R.-H#. xxi/1 [1951], cols. 759, 
47-760, 19). 

4 Cf. & ératpe in 1063 © and 1066 ». Diadumenus is so 
addressed by him in 1072 p. 
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the common conceptions and in whose belief divine 
providence sent Chrysippus to refute Arcesilaus, the 
initiator of the outrage against common experience, 
and to intercept Carneades by succouring sense- 
perception and eliminating the confusion about pre- 
conceptions and conceptions (chap. 1). To this 
appeal Diadumenus responds with the retort that 
nature should then be believed to have produced 
Chrysippus providentially in order to turn life upside 
down, for he was most diligent in overthrowing 
common experience, that his dialectic by subverting 
the conception of demonstration and the preconcep- 
tion of proof destroyed its own principles and so left 
no other conception free of suspicion, and that the 
fault for which the Stoics blame the Academics is 
really their own, for they more than anyone else 
distort the common conceptions. Here Diadumenus 
checks himself, proposing to stop his denunciation 
and instead to speak in defence of the Academics on 
the charge brought against them by the Stoics (chap. 
2). To this the interlocutor demurs, however, saying 
that, though he had come seeking such a defence as 
Diadumenus proposes to make, he has now changed 
and gone over to the prosecution instead, wishing to 
enjoy the revenge of seeing the Stoics themselves 
convicted on the very same charge that they had 
brought.? This alteration in his attitude had been 

* This. is the plain meaning of 1060 a (chaps. 2 sub finem 
—3). The complication made of it by Babut (Plutarque et 
le Stoicisme, pp. 35-38) is a mare’s nest, for the interlocutor 
certainly does not ‘‘ approve with enthusiasm,’’ as Babut 
says he does (loc. cit., p. 35, n. 2), “ the decision already 
taken by Diadumenus ”’ to exchange the réle of accuser for 
that of defendant but instead objects to the proposal, much 
as he later objects to the proposal to turn from the subject in 
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dramatically prepared by the initial denunciation of 
the Stoics put into the mouth of Diadumenus (chap. 
2), who now without another word about the defence 
that he proposed to make® proceeds to prosecute 
the charge as formulated by the interlocutor: that 
the Stoics in their philosophizing are at odds with the 
common conceptions and preconceptions while yet 
maintaining that their system is developed from 
these as from its seed and is alone in agreement with 
nature. 

Now, these ‘‘common conceptions’ that the Stoics 
regarded as the seeds of their system they did not 
simply identify with “‘ common opinion,’ what men 
generally assume or believe to be true, for this they 
held to be often false, the result of distortion or per- 
version.2. Some of the former, on the truth of which 

hand to another (1066 p [chap. 16 init.]); and so there is 
nothing enigmatic about the exchange between him and Dia- 
dumenus, nothing surprising in the fact that the latter, his 
proposal having been rejected, attempts thereafter not to 
defend the Academy but to prosecute the Stoics themselves, 
as he has been asked to do, and no reason to suppose him to 
mean and the interlocutor to understand him to mean by his 
proposal that he is provisionally renouncing the réle of 
accuser and reserving for another work the direct refuta- 
tion of the Stoic dialectic and theory of common experience. 

¢ Any defence other than an attack of the kind that 
follows would, as Babut recognizes (Plutarque et le Stoicisme, 
p. 38), hardly be possible for Diadumenus, who at the very 
beginning of the dialogue is said to be unconcerned about 
the charge that his school is at odds with the common con- 
ceptions, since he disdains their chief origin, the senses, and 
lacks the confidence in phenomena, which is their foundation. 

> Cf. S.V.F. iii, frags. 228-234; Musonius Rufus, vi 
(pp. 26, 11-27, 10 [Hense]); Seneca, Epistle lxxxii, 23 ; 
Cicero, Tusc. Disp. i, 30 (‘‘ multi de dis prava sentiunt ; 
id vitioso more effici solet’’); and on the other hand 
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they insisted, they themselves called mapdéo€a, i.e. 
contrary to common opinion or belief* ; and to this 
Diadumenus calls attention when as a preface to the 
prosecution he gets his interlocutor’s consent to 
exclude from it consideration of these Stoic para- 
doxes (1060 B [chap. 3]). Plutarch may have had 
him do this by way of acknowledging the obligation 
to prove his case by convicting the Stoics of con- 
tradicting not just “common opinion’”’ but the 
common conceptions that they do themselves accept 
or can be required in consistency with some doctrine 
of theirs to accept as truly such.® At any rate, in 
the course of his argument he several times expressly 
asserts that it shows them to be at odds not only 
with the common conceptions but with their own as 
well and even often to abandon their own in their 
eagerness to say something at odds with the former.® 

Epictetus, Diss. 111, vi, 8: eort Twa a of un mavtamaow dce- 
oTpappevor TOV avOpumwy Kata Tas KoLwas apoppas dpwaw (cf. 
Bonhoffer, Epictet und die Stoa, p. 224). 

¢ Cf. Chrysippus in De Stoic. Repug. 1041 ¥ supra:... 
mAdopact Soxotpev opora Adyev. . . 

’ Cf. Babut, Plutarque et le Stoicisme, p. 40 and p. 42, 
lines 8-17. 

¢ Cf. 1068 pv (chap. 20 sub finem); 1070 © (chap. 25) ; 
and 1062 a-s (chap. 8 sub finem) with 1084 pb (chap. 46 init.). 
The last of these passages, occurring as it does in the second 
part of the prosecution, that which is concerned with the 
Stoic physical theory, is by itself enough to indicate that 
between this part and the first there is not the difference of 
‘‘ critical conception’ that is found in them by Babut 
(Plutarque et le Stotcisme, pp. 42-45). According to him in 
the second part the conceptions and preconceptions of the 
Stoics themselves are no longer shown to be contradicted by 
the Stoic doctrines, as they were in the first part, but are 
now confused with the sensus communis and it is only with 
this that the Stoics are here accused of being at odds. 
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Yet, as he brings the first part of his argument to 
a close, he says that he is trying to convict the Stoic 
system of doing violence to ‘‘ our common concep- 
tions,” z.e. those held by men generally*; and 
throughout both parts of his attack he frequently 
cites as examples of conceptions with which the 
Stoics are at odds those that are held by “ all men.”’ > 
To such conceptions held by men generally the 
Stoics did themselves at times appeal as evidence in 
support of their own doctrines or in refutation of 
others,° and even those that they rejected as errone- 

Such a simple differentiation between the two parts is in- 
compatible with the explicit statements at 1084 3B in the 
second part and 1073 s-c (chap. 28) at the end of the first 
(see the next note infra) as well as with the intention of 
the arguments in both; and, since the supposed “ change 
of perspective ”’ does not exist, Babut’s hypothesis designed 
to account for it (loc. cit., pp. as au is needless. 

. In chapter 28 (1073 c): ee Ty aipeciy avTay eddy xopev 
. . TAS KOLVaS eles toed pov Kal TrapaBralopevny evvoias 

and later specifically .. . 6v mdavres av@pwrot Kai maaat voodat 
Kat dvopalouar. 

® So in the second part besides 1079 a (ratra yap émicravra 
Kat Scavootvrac mavres av px Lrunrkol yévwyrar ...), cited by 
Babut (Plutarque et les Stoiciens, p. 43, n. 3) as typical of 
that part and peculiar to it, cf. e.g. 1074 B (dreAés per ovdeis 
voet . . . odor S€ . . .), 1074 r—1075 B (ris yap eorw aAdos 
avopurwy 7 yéyovev ds ovK adfaprov vot... ; ...- aAAa Xpvo- 
ummos Kat KXedvOns. . .), 1081 E-¥F (of 8 dAAoe wavres avOpwrror 

. TiHevrac Kai voovat Kal vouilovar. tovtwy <d’> ’Apyédnpos 
pev... Xpvoummos Sé.. .) but likewise in the first part 1061 
B-C (wavres yap. . . voodpev.... adda obroi ye rovvarriov .. .), 
1068 c (advres yap dv purroe . +s VOULLOVOLE... « 5 Ge OCs «als 
1069 a-8 (kat pqv tmavtes avOpwro .. . vroAapBavoua .. . dAAa 
pny Tobro THs UTwiKys opodroyias . . +)» 1070 B (ézei 5€ KaBoAov 
rayabov amavres avOputro: yaprov poobaty, . +. . Opa TO TOUTwWY 
mapatiBeis ayabov). 

¢ Cf. 1075 © (chap. 32 init.) with De Stoic. Repug. chap. 
38, 1076 c (chap. 34 init.), 1082 © (chap. 43 init.) ; Seneca, 
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ous they regarded as distortions or perversions of 
the common. preconceptions that they accepted 
themselves.? Consequently, to prove that the Stoics 
are at odds with their own common conceptions 
Diadumenus besides showing that one of these is 
contradicted by some Stoic doctrine © or that those 
implied by different Stoic doctrines are incompatible 
or contradictory ° may argue that some doctrine of 
theirs contradicts a conception generally held, a 
“common opinion ”’ that they elsewhere themselves 
explicitly or by implication accept as a genuine 
common conception.4 

Epistle cxvii, 6; Sextus, Adv. Math. ix, 132 (S.V.F. ii, 
frag. 1018); Alexander, De Mixtione, p. 217, 2-9 (Bruns)= 
S.V.F. ii, frag. 473 (p. 154, 28-36). 

2 See page 625, note 6 supra. 
> As e.g. in chapter 14 (1065 p-r) their own conception of 

god by their explanation of the origin of vice, in chapter 
40 (1080 r—1081 a) their own conception of contact by their 
doctrines of interaction and of blending, and in chapter 47 
(1084 r—1085 8s) their conception of conception itself by 
their doctrine of the nature of the soul. 

¢ As e.g. those implied by the doctrines that the soul is 
generated by chilling and that the sun becomes animate by 
the change of liquid to fire (chap. 46 [1084 p-r]) and those 
implied by the doctrines that matter is without quality and 
that all qualities are bodies (chap. 50 [1085 —e-1086 a]). No 
genuine common conception or preconception can con- 
tradict or be incompatible with any other (cf. Epictetus, 
Diss. 1, xxii, 1 and tv, i, 44). 

2 So he argues e.g. in chapter 25 (1070 p-r) that the 
common opinion about the nature of the goal, with which 
statements by Chrysippus concur, is contradicted by the 
doctrine that no good is more or less good than any other ; 
in chapter 34 (1076 c-p) that the commonly held conception 
to which the Stoics appeal against a remark of Menander’s 
is contradicted by their own doctrine of the origin of evil ; 
and in chapter 35 (1077 a-c) that the conception generally 
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Beyond this, however, it may be asked by what 
right the Stoics use not all but only some of the 
common conceptions, which according to them are 
the natural criteria of truth,¢ what justifies them in 
appealing to those that seem to accord with their 
doctrines and rejecting as erroneous those that do 
not. So Diadumenus accuses them of playing fast 
and loose with the common conceptions, shifting 
them about like pieces in a game of draughts (1068 c 
{chap. 20]), and argues that instead of rectifying, as 
they ought to have done, the supposed confusions 
and aberrances they have left no conception intact 
(1074 © [chap. 31 znzt.}), that they reject as illegitimate 
those common conceptions that by their own canon 
of “‘ clarity ’’ have a better claim to legitimacy ® than 

held of the relation of seed to its product, though implied by 
the Stoic etymologies, is contradicted by the Stoic doctrine 
of fire as the seed of the universe. 

@ So Alexander, De Mixtione, p. 218, 10-21 (Bruns). 
> @.g. oUTws ovdev evapyés €oTt Kal THY KoLWwY eydpmeEvor ev- 

vor@y ws... TAUTHY OLY GvaTpEeTOVaL THY evdpyeray otro: (1074 B 
’ [chap. 30]); «atrou mas ovK evapyés €oTt . . . Gv py Lrunkot 
yévwvtat. .. (1079 a [chap. 38]) ; rodvavriov yap 6 Adyos peta 
Tis evapyeias voeiv diéwor.. .(1079 F[chap. 39]). Cf. Epictetus, 
Diss. 1, xxvii, 6 (mpos tas t&v mpayparwv mBavdrnras Tas mpo- 
Anes evapyeis . . . Exe Set ) with 11, xx, 1 and 11, iii, 4; and 
Alexander, De Mistione, pp. 217, 32-218, 1 (Bruns) =S. V.F. 
ii, frag. 473 (p. 155, 24-30) and p. 227, 12-17 (Bruns)=S. V.F. 
ii, frag. 475 (p. 156, 19-23) with Alexander’s reply, ibid., p. 
927, 20-22 (Bruns). According to Sandbach (Class. Quart., 
xxiv [1930], p. 50; cf. J. M. Rist, Stoie Philosophy [Cam- 
bridge, 1969], p. 141) the word evdpyeca does not occur in any 
fragment of any Stoic earlier than Antipater (De Stoic. 
Repug. 1051 e-r); but in fact it occurs in a fragment of 
Ariston of Chios (S. V.F. i, frag. 346) and from what Plutarch 

_ says elsewhere it appears that the adjective had been used of 
conceptions by Chrysippus (see note c on De Stoic. Repug. 
1047 c supra). 
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do the spurious ones that they seek to introduce 
instead, and that, while making themselves the 
advocates of “‘ clarity ’’ and the standards of the 
common conceptions over which they profess to keep 
watch and ward,’ they force upon us misconceptions, 
conceptions that are inconceivable ° and that involve 
the ruin of “ clarity ’’ and even of sense-perception,? 
the very basis of their own common conceptions sup- 
posedly made secure by Chrysippus against Academic 
assault (1059 B-c (chap. 1]). 

The proof of these charges against the Stoics con- 
stitutes the whole body of the work (chaps. 4-50). It 
is in form a continuous speech by Diadumenus, which 
is interrupted only infrequently by a remark of the 
interlocutor’s or a brief passage of dialogue with 
him ¢ and which ends without any formal résumé or 

* Cf. 1070 c (chap. 24, where n.b. also . . . & waAov eer 
. cadeatépay exe THY evapyecav) and 1084 a (chap. 45 init.). 
> Cf. of mpodixor tis evapyeias obra Kal Kavoves THY evvoiwy 

(1083 c [chap. 44]), .. . dws cuvidys dv rpdmov SuedvAatre Tas 
Kowvas evvoias (1079 c [chap. 38]), and odrws érjper tas évvoias 
(1079 pv {chap. 39]). 

° @.g.... ovd€ Siavonroy €oTt. Tobdro d¢€ Bidlovra voeivy nuas 
(1081: [chap. 40]) and... &s wapavoeiv Huds paddAov 7H voeiv 
dvaykalovras (1083 F [chap. 44]). 

4 Cf. 1082 a (... THY wdcav Exar avyyvaw THs évapyeias) and 
1082 p (. . . oddevds ards aicOnais eatw. . . . ovdev <odv,> ovd’ 
av map Tt, alcOnrév e€o7w...) in chapter 42; 1084 B(... 
birepBody tis éorw dAtywplas Kal mapavojtas Els THY Evapyeray Kat 
thv ouvv#Jecav) in chapter 45, retorting the Stoic charge that 
Arcesilaus began ris ets tnv ovvibevav vBpews Kat mapavopias 
of the Academics (1059 B [chap. 1)). 

¢ In chapters 4-50 there are only seven such passages : 
1066 p-E (chap. 16), 1068 e-F (chap. 22), 1071 8 (chap. 26), 
1072 8 (chap. 27), 1072 p- (chap. 27), 1073 s (chap. 28), and 
1079 8 (chap. 38). Against the argument that this paucity 
of dialogue in the body of the work is a reason for doubting 
Plutarch’s authorship cf. C. Kahle, De Plutarchi Ratione 
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conclusion.? I[t is divided into two parts by Dia- 
dumenus himself, who in chapter 29 says that, having 

shown into what troubles the Stoics plunge ethical 
theory, he will now in what follows show how their 
physical theory “‘ confounds the common precon- 
ceptions no less than does their theory of goals.” 

In the first place, Diadumenus contends, the Stoics 
in professing that their doctrine is in agreement with 
nature are at odds with their conception of what is in 
conformity with nature, for the latter, the things to 
which man is by nature congenial, they conceive as 
being not good or useful but indifferent (chap. 4) ; 
and so it contradicts their conception of nature as 
indifferent to assert, as they do, that to be in agree- 
ment with nature is the greatest good, while either 
this assertion or their conception of nature as attract- 
ing us to things that contribute nothing to happiness 
is contradicted by the statement of Chrysippus that 
to live happily consists solely in living virtuously 
(chap. 5).° 

Moreover, they contradict their own conception 

of the good, according to which all good things and 
actions are equally good, for they maintain that not 
all good actions are equally estimable and not every 

Dialogorum Componendorum (Diss. Géttingen, 1912), pp. 
109-113. 

¢ See supra p. 396, n. a in the Introduction to the De 
Stoicorum Repugnantiis. 

» The common conception said to be contradicted by the 
Stoic assertion that life in conformity with nature is a goal 
but the things in conformity with nature are indifferent, 7.e. 
Ka0amep Ta alpera mpos TO whedipws ovTWS TA KaTAa daw TpOS 
to Civ xara pvow, is not one accepted as legitimate by the 
Stoics but one which Plutarch apparently thinks they can- 
not rationally reject (see infra note ¢ on 1060 £). 
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object of choice, z.e. every good, is commendable at 
all (chap. 6), that their sage, z.e. the perfectly good 
man, is indifferent to the presence or absence of some 

things that to them are great goods but not to that 
of what they call indifferent (chap. 7)¢ and is un- 
concerned even about the blessed state of perfect 
good that he has achieved upon his escape from what 
they regard as utter wretchedness and depravity, 
and that, though duration does not augment good- 
ness, z.e. virtue and happiness, there is no value at 
all in goodness and virtue of brief duration (chap. 8). 
Furthermore, their conception of the good as per- 
ceptible and greatly different from what is not good 
is contradicted by their contention that a man may 
have acquired perfect goodness without perceiving 
either its presence or the absence of the evil that has 
left him, a doctrine which implies besides other 
absurdities and contradictions of common concep- 
tions that, since according to the Stoics the change 
from the summit of progress to happiness and virtue 
is instantaneous, either progress towards virtue is 
contrary to their conception of it not a state of vice 
and unhappiness or the difference between evil and 
good is contrary to their conception so minute as to 
be imperceptible (chap. 9). As do these conflicting 
propositions of theirs, so do their actions contradict 
their own common conceptions, for they conceive 

* In this the Stoics are said at the beginning of the 
chapter (1061 s-c) to be at odds also with the conception 
generally held of what is aiperov Kai ayafov Kal whédAwov and 
of what is adsadopov, for all men conceive the latter to he that 
about which one would not be concerned at all and the former 
to be that the presence of which is accompanied by advantage 
(6vnois) and the absence by a kind of want and yearning 
(€vdera Kai opegis). 
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vice to be without difference of degree and insist 
that all men who are not sages are equally vicious but 
treat some of them as tolerable and some as men 
whose words and acts and lives are worthy of their 
own emulation (chap. 10). 

Twice in the foregoing (1060 c-p [chap. 4 sub finem] 
and 1061 p-E [chap. 7 sub finem]) Diadumenus has 
referred to the doctrine of the Stoics that suicide is 
justified by the absence of some things and the 
presence of others that they yet insist are neither 
good nor evil but are indifferent. Now reverting to 
this, he calls it contrary to the common conception 
to maintain, as the Stoics do, that the sage, possess- 
ing all good and so perfect and secure happiness, 
ought to renounce life because he lacks something 
indifferent whereas one who has not and never will 

have anything good ought to remain alive; and he 
argues that the Stoics thus destroy their own con- 
ception of virtue as the good, which alone is an object 
of choice and alone beneficial, since it is by the 
things in conformity with nature and according to 
them indifferent that their own philosophy and their 
lives are governed, the standard by which life must 
be measured being according to Chrysippus himself 
not goods and evils but the things in conformity with 
nature and contrary to it (chap. 11). Having thus 
argued that the Stoics in fact esteem the indifferent 
as better than virtue and so contradict their own con- 
ception of the good, Diadumenus now adds (chap. 12) 
that Chrysippus puts the finishing touch to this him- 
self by his argument against the suicide of those who 
are not sages, for in saying that to live a fool forever 
is better than not to be alive he says in effect that 
what the Stoics call indifferent is worse than what 
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they call evil and so contradicts their conception of 
evil as being without difference of degree and of folly 
as being the only object of avoidance.* 

This leads to the reminder that Chrysippus ex- 
plicitly declared the genesis of vice useful to the 
universe because without vice the good would not 
exist either, a notion that, Diadumenus immediately 
objects, would imply the absence of good among the 
gods and in the state of the Stoic ecpyrosis and 
would require the gods to maintain depravity in the 
world in order to ensure the existence of virtue 
(chap. 13). The analogy drawn by Chrysippus 
between vice and the vulgar lines in comedy ascribes 
the origin of vice to divine providence, thus con- 
tradicting the Stoic conception of the gods as dis- 
pensers of good only and of vice as god-detested, and 
is in accord neither with the Stoic conception of the 
universe as a concordant commonwealth of gods and 
men nor with that of human life as entirely dis- 
ordered and vicious (chap. 14); and, moreover, 
when one asks for what in the universe is vice useful, 
one finds the Stoics themselves denying that it is 
useful either for things celestial and divine or for 
human affairs, so that the utility of vice is reduced 
to a name of nothing (chap. 15). 
When Diadumenus now proposes to drop this 

subject and turn to another, the interlocutor objects, 
saying that he is eager to know how the Stoics give 
evil and vice precedence of good and virtue,’ and, 

¢ The implication of chapters 11 and 12 together is that 
the Stoics in esteeming the indifferent as better than virtue 
and as worse than evil do in fact give evil precedence of 
good. 

> i.e. the implication of chapters 11 and 12. 
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himself eliminating as invalid one of the two Stoic 
arguments that Diadumenus gives in reply, asks for 
the Academic answer to the other, that prudence, 
being the knowledge of good and evil, would not 
exist if evil did not exist (chap. 16). This dialogic 
exchange is apparently meant to emphasize the im- 
portance of the answers now given by Diadumenus. 
In the first place, prudence is the name given to the 
means by which are distinguished the good and evil 
that do exist but do not exist in order that there may 
be prudence any more than black and white exist in 
order that there may be sight ; in the second place, 
the Stoic conception of prudence as necessarily im- 
plying the existence of evil is contradicted by the 
Stoic doctrine that in the ecpyrosis the whole of 
existence is prudent and sage though there is no 
evil? ; and it is merely a matter of names if the 
Stoics because of their conception of prudence as 
knowledge of good and evil refuse to call prudence 
the equivalent faculty by which good things alone 
or good and indifferent things would be known if 
only these and no evils existed (chap. 17). Moreover, 
even the notion that there could be no knowledge 
of good and evil, z.e. that the conception of evil is 
inconceivable, if only good existed is inconsistent 

with the assertion of the Stoics that men, who are all 
entirely evil and vicious, can yet conceive of prudence 
and the good and without having virtue can yet in- 
duce an apprehension of it, the implication being 
that according to the common conceptions with 
which the Stoics profess to be in accord folly by itself 

¢ A similar argument was used by Diadumenus in his 
original objections to the doctrine that without vice good 
would not exist either (chap. 13 [1065 8]). 
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can apprehend prudence but prudence by itself can 
apprehend neither itself nor folly (chap. 18). 

This use of the Stoic doctrine that in all men there 
is nothing of good but only evil suggests the argu- 
ment that the conception of evil as required by 
nature for the reason alleged by Chrysippus, even if 
this be granted, does not justify that doctrine of the 
viciousness of all men and even of those at the summit 
of progress (chap. 19); and this brings Diadumenus 
back to the usefulness of vice according to Chrysippus 
and specifically to the question in chapter 15 for 
what it is useful, since, as Chrysippus held that to 
these men who are not sages nothing is useful, vice 
cannot be useful for the base who have it (chap. 20 
[1068 a}). This leads to the argument that the 
Stoics wilfully pervert the common conceptions held 
by all men of “ to have use for,” “ to be in need of,”’ 
‘to be in want of ”’ * and in so doing abandon their 
own as well (chap. 20 [1068 a-p]). Returning to the 
Stoic assertion that no base man can receive any 
benefit, Diadumenus argues that from this, itself at 
odds..wath the common conceptions generally held, 
an inference is drawn which is nevertheless contra- 
dicted by the Stoics themselves. They infer that the 
base man, because he can receive no benefit, cannot 
be gratified and so cannot be ungrateful ; but they 
then extend gratification to the intermediates, admit- 
ting that these may gratify though not benefit even 
the base man, and thereby imply further that con- 
trary to their own conception one can be gratified 
by that for which one has neither use nor need 
(chap. 21). 

* Partially foreshadowed in 1061 B-c (see p. 632, n. a 
supra). 
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Here the interlocutor intervenes again, ostensibly 
to cut short a digression by asking Diadumenus what 
the highly prized benefit is that he has just said the 
Stoics reserve for sages alone.t This question with 
the brief reply that it is every act of every other sage 
everywhere serves as a transition and an emphatic 
introduction” to the contradictions now to be 
revealed in the Stoic conception of the beneficial. 
Whereas all other men suppose that selection is a 
beneficial action only if the objects selected are bene- 
ficial, the Stoics, while holding that the only good is 
the selection of what is in conformity with nature, 
maintain that these objects of the selection are not 
beneficial but are indifferent, though, if they are not 
selected and obtained, life is not worth living (chap. 
22 [1069 a-E}) ; and so in their attempt to deny that 
what is in conformity with nature is beneficial they 
call the same things unbeneficial but yet useful and 
of no concern to us but yet principles of our duties, 
appealing to nature for some of their doctrines and 
for others rejecting her or rather in their own actions 
cleaving to the things in conformity with nature as 
good and objects of choice but in their talk spurning 
them as indifferent and useless (chap. 23). Since 
they maintain that for the sake of these indifferent 

* The interlocutor says (1068 E-F) raira pev obv ades. % Sé 
troAuTipntos whéAca Tis Eat, HY ws péya TL TOIs Godois eEaipeTov 
puAatrovres . . ., referring to the words in the preceding 
chapter, 70 pev wherctv Kai wheAciobar coddv earr (see note d 
on 1068 E infra). 

> This character of the interlocutor’s question and the 
reply to it (“Av els codds dmovdjmore . 2. Kav i) ovvdar pydSE 
yiyvwoxovres tuyxavwor [1068 r—1069 a]) is disregarded by 
Sandbach, who calls the following xai py “* the most abrupt ”’ 
of the ‘‘ fresh starts’ in the first part of the work (Class. 
Quart., xxxiv [1940], p. 23, n. 1). 
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things reason often requires the good to be sur- 
rendered and that without them life even with what 
they call the good is not to be endured, their con- 
ception of the good is at odds with that universally 
held of it as being what is of the highest value and 
sufficient in itself? ; and this, Diadumenus adds, is 
a prime example of the outrage they do to common 
experience and of their way of substituting spurious 
for legitimate common conceptions even in matters 
the clarity of which should be most manifest 
(chap. 24). 

A transition from the beneficial selection of un- 
beneficial objects to the topic of the goal is provided 
by the next chapter, where Diadumenus.argues that 
the Stoic conception of goods as not differing in 
degree is in conflict with the common conception 
generally held of the goal as a greater good than 
goods that subserve it and, in effect making what is 
not the goal equal to the goal, is therewith in conflict 
with Stoic doctrines too, since according to Chrysip- 
pus himself a good that subserves the goal is eo zpso 
not the goal, just as his recognition of evils that 
injure but do not make us worse, being in agreement 
with the common conception of these as lesser evils 
than those that do make us worse, contradicts the 
Stoic denial of a difference of degree in evil (chap. 25). 

The Stoic conception of the goal itself, Diadumenus 
now argues, requires the Stoics to accept one of the 
alternatives, both of which are in conflict with the 
common conceptions accepted by the Stoics them- 
selves, for they deny both that life has more than one 

¢ In chapters 11-12 it had been argued that this doctrine 
of the Stoics contradicts their own conceptions of good and 
evil (see pp. 633-634 supra). 
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goal and that each particular action is to be referred 
to something other than this one goal. They say 
that the primary things conforming with nature are 
not themselves good and the goal is not the obtaining 
of them but is the rational selection of these things 
that are a kind of matter with selective value,* and 
they thus deny both that the attainment and the 
rational selection are two separate goals and that the 
former is the goal of the latter; but, since it is 
absurd to make the latter the goal of the former or 
its own goal, rational selection must have another 
and different goal, for according to the Stoics them- 
selves to be rational it must be related to some goal, 
and so in short the doctrine that the goal itself is 
rational selection contradicts the Stoic conception of 
rational selection (chap. 26). Testimony to this con- 
tradiction is provided by Chrysippus himself in his 
argument against Ariston that the conception of in- 
difference to what is not good presupposes a con- 
ception of the good unless indifference is to have 
subsistence prior to itself, for a fortiort then the 
Stoic conception of the good as prudence, this being 
knowledge of good and evil, requires a prior con- 
ception of the good, so that, if the only good is prud- 
ence, the conception of either requires the prior 
conception of the other.’ The procedure is then 
applied to the Stoic conception of the essence of good 
as the rational selection of the things in conformity 

* At this point (i071 3%) the interiocutor applauds the 
accuracy with which the Stoic position has been reported, 
but incidentally by the interruption he sets it off from the 
attack upon it which follows. 

> Here (1072 B) a brief exchange of question and answer 
emphasizes the circularity involved. 
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with nature (1072 B-£): since rational selection, as 
was said before (in chap. 26 sub finem), is selection 
that is made relative to some goal and the goal is 
rational behaviour in the acts of selection, this be- 
haviour proceeding from the habitude rationality so 
that no conception of good is involved, the conception 
of rationality presupposes that of the goal and that 
of the goal implies that of rationality ; and, since the 
objects of the selection are selected not because they 
are good but because they have value relative to the 
goal, the goal turns out to be rational behaviour in 
the acts of selecting the things that have value for 
rational behaviour. This argument is repeated and 
explicated in the form of a brief dialogue between 
Diadumenus and the interlocutor (1072 £), who pro- 
fessed not to understand from the first formulation 
of it how the result was reached (chap. 27). 

The first part of the work might have been ex- 
pected to end with this dialogue emphatically re- 
stating the argument that even the Stoic doctrine of 
the goal of life is in conflict with a common concep- 
tion employed by Chrysippus himself to refute 

_ Ariston ; but instead Diadumenus, conceding that 

his last argument is thought by some to be directed 
against Antipater rather than the Stoic system 
(1072 r [chapter 27 sub finem]), makes this concession 
a transition to the charge (chap. 28) that all members 
of the school hold a doctrine of love that is in conflict 
with the common conceptions.* They hold that none 
of the fair, z.e. the wise and virtuous, is loved or worth 
loving and that the lovers of the young, who being 

° Cf. the pev ... S€ connecting the last sentence of 
chapter 27 (dAAa todro pév eiow of .. .) and the first sentence 
of chapter 28 (ra&v de wept Epwros .. . maow avrois., .). 
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base and stupid are ugly, stop loving them when they 
have become fair ; but, Diadumenus maintains, their 

notion that love is incited by a semblance of beauty 
in the ugly and vicious is in conflict with their own 
doctrine that the outward form is defiled by depravity 
of character, while it is contrary to the common con- 
ception for the ugly to be lovable because he will one 
day have beauty and once he has got it to be loved 
by no one (1073 a-B). Here the interlocutor inter- 
venes and intervenes for once to defend the Stoics,@ 
explaining that by love they mean the pursuit of an 
undeveloped stripling with a natural aptitude for 
virtue. Whereupon Diadumenus replies that this is 
precisely the kind of thing of which he is trying to 
convict them, for it would have been unobjectionable 
to call the zeal of sages about young men a “ pur- 
suit ’’ or a “‘ making friends ”’ of them but in calling 
it ‘‘ love,” the common conception of which is entirely 
different, the Stoics use words in a Pickwickian sense 
to turn inside out our legitimate common conceptions 
(1073 B-c), which is to say that with the pretence of 
replacing spurious conceptions by legitimate ones 
they in fact substitute the former for the latter (cf. 
1070 c [chap. 24] supra). The particular subject of 
this chapter, which has been called “ an inorganic 
appendix ”’ to the 7@iKos Tézos,° was chosen for the 
sake of the interlocutor’s defence of this Stoic 
doctrine ; and this unique defence was introduced in 
order that Diadumenus in his reply to it might con- 

* ‘This seems to have been misunderstood by C. Kahle, 
De Plutarchi Ratione Dialogorum Componendorum (Diss. 
Gottingen, 1912), p. 112. 

» Cf. M. Pohlenz, Hermes, |xxiv (1939), p. 23 and Babut, 
Plutarque et le Stotcisme, p. 46. 
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clude the first part of the work by clearly restating 
the nature and limits of his accusation. 

Dismissing the Stoic dialectic in a formal transition 
from ethical topics to the principles of Stoic physical 
theory, Diadumenus now proposes to prove that the 
latter confounds the common preconceptions no less 
than the Stoic theory of goals has been shown to do 
(chap. 29). He begins with what the Stoics call the 
sum of things (ro wav), arguing that according to 
their own conception of the existent it must be non- 
existent, that their conception of it is identical with 
the common conception that all men have of nothing, 
and that in all this they subvert clear apprehension, 
t.e. the guarantee of legitimacy for the common con- 
ceptions with which they are at odds (chap. 30). 
From this, which he says may seem to be too much 
of a logical difficulty, he proceeds to matters of a 
more physical nature and of these first to the Stoic 
conception of divinity (chaps. 31-36).¢ 

This, he argues, is in the first place at odds with 
the conception of the gods held by all men who have 
or ever have had a conception of god, for according 
to it divinity is indestructible and everlasting, where- 
as Chrysippus and Cleanthes hold that none of the 
gods is so excepting Zeus, in whorn all the rest are 
consumed © and who also therefore has destruction 
as an attribute, so that moreover there is no genuine 

*¢ For theology as the consummation of Stoic physics cf. 
Chrysippus in De Stoic. Repug. 1035 a-p: ... tdv dé gu- 
ouK@v €axaTos elvar 6 TrEpi THY Dewy Adyos: 510 Kai TeAETAS TpoC- 
ie gee Tas rovrov mrapadoces (=S.V.F. ii, pp. 16, 38- 

> In the ecpyrosis, the doctrine of the Stoics that was used 
for a different argument against them in chapters 13 and 17 
supra. 
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difference between the conception of man and the 
Stoic conception of god as a rational animal subject 
to destruction—and in fact according to Cleanthes 
even contributing to that destruction (chap. 31). 
Furthermore, the Stoics contradict their own con- 
ception of the gods, for they must accept as legitimate 
the common preconception of god as not only im- 
mortal and blessed but also humane, protective, and 
beneficent, since they denounce the Epicurean 
denial of providence for violating this preconcep- 
tion, and yet they maintain themselves that what 
the gods provide is only indifferent and neither good 
nor beneficial (chap. 32), that the human sage and 
Zeus himself are equally virtuous and blissful and 
of equal benefit to each other, and that human affairs 
are in the worst plight possible though administered 
by Zeus in the best possible fashion (chap. 33); and 
this contradiction is aggravated by their appeal to 
the common conception against Menander’s making 
good the origin of human ills, for they make god, 
though good, the origin of evil, since according to 
their physics matter cannot be the cause of it and no 
part of the world, even the slightest of which is 
according to them a part of Zeus, can be otherwise 
than in conformity with the will of Zeus (chap. 34). 
This refers to the doctrine of Zeus as the differenti- 
ated and articulate world in the diacosmesis, as the 
first chapter of this section (chap. 31 [1075 B-p}) did 
to the ecpyrosis, when all the other gods are con- 
sumed in Zeus ; and now it is charged that the Stoics 
in their more strictly physical statements of this 
doctrine * contradict their own common conceptions, 

*¢ That this doctrine in chapter 35 has already appeared 
in chapters 31 and 34 is overlooked by Pohlenz when he 
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for, whereas their etymologies of the words for 
“seed ’ and “ nature ’’ commit them to the common 
conception of the former as smaller and more com- 
pact than that which is developed from it, they 
assert that the seed of the universe, which is fire, is 
larger and more diffuse than the universe, which is 
developed from it by shrinkage and dwindling and 
which by diffusion of its lesser mass turns into its 
seed again (chap. 35). This fire, moreover, in the 
ecpyrosis is according to them both Zeus and pro- 
vidence, that is to say a single substance with two 
individual qualifications, which conflicts with the 
common conception as the Academic assertion of 
indistinguishable likenesses does not, though they 
attack this for confusing everything by requiring 
that there be several substances with one and the 
same qualification (chap. 36).4 

Here Diadumenus formally turns from theology 

says (Hermes, Ixxiv [1939], p. 27) that what is said of it in 
35 “ kniipft unmittelbar an 30 an” and that, whereas 30, 
35, and 36 treat physical problems, “ die religids-ethische 
Kritik in 31-34 unterbricht den Zusammenhang.” More- 

over, the more logical character of the difficulty raised in 
chapter 30 is admitted at the beginning of chapter 31; and 
it is there that Diadumenus says a~apeba tHv dvotxwréepwr (see 
p. 642, n. a supra), to which apparently Pohlenz thinks Plu- 
tarch expressly returns with the trav dvarxadtepov Aeyouévey 
here at the beginning of chapter 35. 

*¢ Here Plutarch does not make as clear as he might have 
done the argument that the Stoics are in conflict with their 
own conception. They maintain that two or more different 
substances cannot have one and the same individual quali- 
fication, because substance is differentiated by one such 
qualification ; but this conception of theirs of the differentia- 
tion of substance is contradicted by their doctrine that in 
the ecpyrosis there is a single substance with two such 
qualifications (see the notes on 1077 n-F infra). 
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to the Stoic treatment of the elements, beginning 

with the doctrine of thorough blending, on which all 
the Stoic physics was held to depend. Whereas ac- 
cording to the common conception a continuous body 
that is a plenum cannot penetrate another such body 
and one of these cannot be the place of the other, 
the Stoics, he says, assume the contrary of this 
common conception and make a doctrine of it, with 
the consequence that they must admit propositions 
such as “ three are four” which to other men are 
expressions of what is inconceivable and must main- 
tain that it is inconceivable for one body to encom- 
pass another or to be the receptacle of another, since 
in the blend the bodies thoroughly interpenetrate 
each other (chap. 37); and, whereas it is contrary 
to the common conception that body have no ex- 
tremities or ultimate parts, without which one magni- 
tude could not be conceived to be greater or smaller 
than another, so that inequality would be inconceiv- 
able and therewith unevenness and corporeal rough- 
ness also, all these are abolished by the Stoics, for 
whom bodies have no terminal parts but in number 
of parts all extend to infinity. For support of the 
common conception of all men that the parts of a 
man are more than those of his finger and those of 
the universe more than those of a man Diadumenus 
appeals to the canon of clarity, and he maintains 
that the Stoics must assert the contrary of this clear 
conception because their division of bodies reduces 
all to an equally infinite number of parts (chap. 38 
(1078—1079 s)). 

Here for the last time and the only time in the 
second part of the work the interlocutor interrupts 
Diadumenus, asking whether the Stoics do not 
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grapple with these difficulties and by this question 
marking the transition from the preceding develop- 
ment of the difficulties to the specific ‘ contradic- 
tions ” in the Stoic resolutions of them. To the 
question Diadumenus replies ironically that the 
Stoics do grapple with them ingeniously and man- 
fully, and therewith he begins his detailed exposure 
of the way in which by these doctrines of theirs they 
“keep watch and ward over the common concep- 
tions.”’ First, he quotes Chrysippus on ultimate parts 
and, interpreting him to mean that the number of 
constituent parts of any body is “ neither infinite 
nor finite,’ argues that this implies either a concep- 
tion of an intermediate between finite and infinite, 
which Chrysippus does not identify,* or the equival- 
ent of a premise neither true nor false, which is itself 
in conflict with the Stoic conception (chap. 38 [1079 
B-p]). Then he argues that Chrysippus involves 
himself in similar contradictions with regard to the 
equal and unequal when he tries to resolve the 
difficulties concerning them caused by the denial of 
ultimate parts and the doctrine of the continuity of 
body,® for his way of “‘ preserving the common con- 

¢ And does not, it is implied, because such a conception 
is inconceivable ; cf. eimovra ti tod’ eotiv Ser Adcat THY atropiav 
here (1079 c) with the statement in the next chapter concern- 
ing an intermediate between equal and unequal: .. . Kat Tair’ 
igov Kal avigou péaov, 6 undérepdv eativ, ovK Exovtas eimeiv OvdE 
vojoa Suvapevous (1080 B), 

> Since these are the first of the two kinds of difficulties 
raised in chapter 38 (1078 F), chapter 39, the whole of which 
is devoted to them, as 1079 s-p had been devoted to the 
second kind (1079 a-s), is not a “‘ digression ”’ as it is called 
by Babut (Plutarque et le Stoicisme, p. 46 with n. 1), who 
cites with approval the suggestion made by Sandbach (see 
infra note 6 on 1078 £). 
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ceptions ’’ is to say that the inclined faces of a 
pyramid do not exceed where they are larger, though 
this implies that what is larger is not larger and what 
is unequal is equal, and his resolution of the Demo- 
critean dilemma about the cone is that of the conic 
segments the bodies are unequal but the surfaces of 
those bodies are neither equal nor unequal, though 
this is contrary to the common conception provided 
by reason together with clear apprehension (z.e. by 
what according to the Stoics themselves guarantees 
the legitimacy of a common conception) ; and, if it 
be granted that the surfaces of unequal bodies can 
be neither equal nor unequal, it must be granted 
that there can be such magnitudes and numbers too, 
though an intermediate between equal and unequal 
is inexpressible and inconceivable,* while for the 
Stoics to posit bodies that are neither equal nor un- 
equal, as they must if they posit such surfaces, and 
to deny that not to be equal to each other is to be 
unequal is to contradict the conception implied by 
their censure of the Epicureans for supposing certain 
indivisible movements to be neither in motion nor 
at rest. Finally Diadumenus returns to his citation 
of Chrysippus at the beginning of the chapter, argu- 
ing that his “larger without exceeding ”’ is a self- 
contradiction, since, if of two things neither exceeds 
the other, the two coincide and therefore neither is 
larger and, if one of the two is larger, they do not 

coincide and therefore one does exceed the other— 
unless according to Chrysippus and contrary to the 
common conception because neither exceeds the 

* Cf. in 1079 c the statement about an intermediate 
between finite and infinite (p. 646, n. a supra). 
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other they do not coincide and because one is larger 
than the other they do (chap. 39). 

From these contradictions of the common con- 
ceptions into which the Stoics because of their denial 
of ultimate parts are supposedly forced by the 
problems of increments in the faces of the pyramid 
and of the contiguous surfaces of conic segments 
Diadumenus goes on to the question of bodily con- 
tact as such and argues that this for the same reason 
forces them into similar contradictions. To the 
Epicurean indivisibles the Stoics object that there 
can be no contact of whole with whole, for that is 
blending and not contact, or of part with part, for 
indivisibles have no parts (z.e. the Epicureans must 
contradict the comnmon conception of bodily contact), 
and themselves maintain that bodies are in contact 
not at a part of themselves but at a limit, which is 
not body, but then, Diadumenus contends, con- 
trary to the common conception implicit in their 
refutacion of the Epicureans they must admit that, 
since an incorporeal always intervenes between 
bodies and according to them only bodies are exist- 
ent, nothing ever touches anything and that, since 

bodies always touch each other with an incorporeal, 
they touch each other with nothing. Moreover, this 
conception of contact is contradicted by their own 
doctrine of interaction and blending, for, since it is 
by contact that bodies affect one another, they would 
have to do so by incorporeal limits ; but in the blend- 
ing of bodies these limits must either persist or be 
destroyed, and either alternative, the persistence of 
limits of bodies in a blend or the destruction and 
generation of incorporeals, is contrary to the common 
conceptions accepted by the Stoics themselves and 
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inconceivable by anyone, as it is inconceivable also 
that a body should tinge, heat, or crush another by 
contact of incorporeal limits, though it is such mis- 
conceptions that the Stoics would force upon us in 
place of the common preconceptions of incorporeals 

and bodies that they annihilate (chap. 40). 
This denial of ultimate parts also entails contra- 

diction of the common conception of time as past, 
present, and future, for the Stoics must either deny 

the existence of present time altogether, as does 
Archedemus, who calls ‘now ”’ a juncture of past 
and future and so unwittingly resolves the whole of 
time into limits, or though asserting its existence 
must divide it exhaustively into parts that are all 
either past or future, as does Chrysippus, who main- 
tains that of time only what is present exists and 
yet that of present time part is past and part is 
future, so that in fact he leaves no time existing 
(chap. 41); and this involves the utter ruin of clear 
apprehension, for, since actions and motions are 
divided in correspondence with time, it abolishes all 
initiation and termination of them, so that whatever 
is occurring never began and will never stop occur- 
ring and, as every part of it either has occurred or is 
about to occur but neither what is past nor what is 
future is an object of sensation, there are no objects 
of sensation at all (chap. 42), which is to say that this 
Stoic doctrine of continuity with its denial of ultimate 

¢ The pair of “ contradictory quotations ’’ from Chrysip- 
pus at the end of the chapter, which Sandbach unaccount- 
ably says “* could be dispensed with ” (Class. Quart., xxxiv 
[1940], p. 24, last paragraph), provides the evidence for the 
second alternative (7... “‘ €or xpdvos eveotnKxws,”’ od To pev 
evecoTnKe. TO 8 evorhoeTat, .. .). 
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parts destroys what the Stoics themselves hold to be 
the source and the guarantee of their own common 

conceptions. 

So it does also when applied to locomotion,? for it 
constrains them to contradict the common conception 
more flagrantly than does Epicurus, whom they 
castigate for violating this by having his atoms all 
move with equal velocity, since by making infinitely 
divisible the space to be traversed they make it in- 
conceivable for one moving body to be overtaken by 
another or for any effusion of a liquid or locomotion 
of a solid ever to be completed (chap. 43). 

From this Diadumenus passes to the problem of 
growth, marking the transition with a reminder that 
he is confining himself to those of the Stoic ab- 
surdities “that are at odds with the common con- 
ception.” > The Stoics, he says, accuse the Academics 
of annihilating the preconceptions and contradicting 
the common conceptions by concluding that what 

* It should be observed that Diadumenus reaches this 
topic after having treated in order the contradictions implied 

_by the doctrine as to number (chap. 38 [1079 3-p]), to 
geometricals (chap. 39), to corporeal solids (chap. 4.0), and 
to time and temporal process (chaps. 41-42). 

» According to Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxiv [1940], 
p. 24, 1. 2) this is nearly a confession that chapters 40-43 are 

‘ not really suitable to Plutarch’s purpose ” : but this shows 
disregard both for Plutarch’s way of arguing that the im- 
plications of Stoic doctrine contradict common conceptions 
accepted by the Stoics themselves and for the sequence of 
his argument, for which in chapters 38-43 see the last pre- 
ceding note. The connexion of the topic of chapter 37 (also 
thought by Sandbach [loc. cit.] to be unsuitable to Plutarch’s 
purpose) with that of chapters 38-43 and of both with the 
Stoic doctrine of the elements was recognized by Pohlenz 
(Hermes, \xxiv [1939], pp. 29-30). 
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is called growth and decay is really generation and 
destruction because substances are constantly in flux 
and with the accession and loss of particles are con- 
stantly passing from one existing state into another ; 
and yet these Stoics admit the Academic premises 
about the flux of substance and then invent for each 
individual as the persistent subject of its growth and 
diminution a quality that is affected in all ways 
contrary to the substance but is coalescent with it 
and not perceptibly distinguishable from it. This 
assumption of an undiscerned and _ indiscernible 
doublet of each individual, however, is contrary to 
the clear apprehension of which they are the ad- 
vocates and to the common conceptions of which 
they profess to be the standards and so by their own 
canon is a misconception, which they force upon us 
because they see no other way of saving the pheno- 
mena of growth (chap. 44); but there is not even 
such an excuse for them to abolish the common con- 
ceptions and substitute alien ones as they do by 
making virtues and vices and all mental states and 
acts corporeal and even living beings and by cram- 
ming them into a single point in the heart, where the 
ruling faculty of the soul is filled with this indis- 
tinguishable multitude of bodies (chap. 45). 

While they thus contradict the common precon- 
ceptions and scornfully outrage clear apprehension 
and common experience with their conception of 
states and acts as corporeal and animate and with 
their invention of an indistinguishable multitude of 
animate bodies within the soul, their doctrine of the 
soul itself implies preconceptions that are in open 
conflict with those implied by other doctrines of 
their own. So their account of the generation of soul 
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implies the conception of animation as the product 
of chilling and condensation ; but, whereas according 
to this the sun too should be generated by chilling 
and condensation, they say to the contrary that it 
has become animate by the change of liquid into in- 
tellectual fire, z.e. by subtilization and heating, and 
do not in consistency with their doctrine of the soul 
generate by heat things that are cold, by diffusion 
those that are solid, or by rarefaction those that are 
heavy (chap. 46). Moreover, according to them the 
soul is a vaporous exhalation perpetually in flux and 
constantly being altered and transformed and con- 
ception is a mental image, which is an impression in 
the soul; but, since a substance continually in 

motion and flux cannot receive and retain an imprint, 
their conceptions of conception as a conserved 
notion, of memory as a stable impression, and of the 
forms of knowledge as unalterable and steadfast are 
contradicted by their own doctrine of the nature of 
soul (chap. 47). 

The whole attack upon the Stoics might have been 
made to culminate in this proof that their doctrine 
contradicts their own conception of conception, and 
it has been proposed to make it do so by removing the 

* There is a psychologically natural sequence from the flux 
of all substance and the indistinguishable doublet of each 
individual (chap. 44) to the indistinguishable multitude of 
animate bodies in the soul (chap. 45) to the generation of 
soul (chap. 46) to the nature of soul as flux in relation to the 
conception in the soul (chap. 47). Chapter 46 does not 
interrupt the continuity, as Pohlenz says it does (Hermes, 
Ixxiv [1939], pp. 18 and 30 [where ‘‘ unterbreitet ”’ is a mis- 
print for “‘ unterbricht ’’]); but it would be interrupted if 
chapters 48-50 were inserted between 44 and 45 as suggested 
by Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 24). 
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following chapters to an earlier place in the speech 
of Diadumenus ; but the modern preference for such 
a climax need not have been shared by Plutarch and 
does not justify the proposed transpositions, which 
would themselves produce other difficulties, while 
with the text as it stands Diadumenus makes the 
conclusion of the last part of his attack the specific 
subject that upon leaving the theology he had de- 
clared it his intention to consider, the Stoic treatment 
of the elements. 

Beginning with the common conception generally 
held of element or principle as simple and incom- 

_ posite, he argues first that the Stoics contradict this 
conception in holding god to be a principle and yet 
to be intellectual body, for this is intelligence in 
matter and so not simple or incomposite, and then 
that their own conceptions of matter and of god as 

* That which would be created by the proposal of Rasmus 
has been mentioned in the last preceding note. Sandbach 
suggests that a better place for chapters 48-50 would be 
between 43 and 44 (Class. Quart., xxxiv [1940], p. 25, n. 2), 
saying that 44 would be linked to 50 by the subjects of 
ovota and zo.Tys ; but this disregards both the real topic of 
44 and the express transition with which it begins, and it 
would place 43 and 48 in juxtaposition, though there is 
neither sequence of subject nor express transition from one 
to the other. 

® Cf. 1077 = (chap. 37 init.), and for the relevance of the 
intervening chapters to this subject see note d on 1077 x. 
Sandbach maintains (loc. cit., p. 24) that chapters 48-50 like 
chapters 40-43 (see p. 650, n. 6 supra) are “ not really suit- 
able to Plutarch’s purpose ” but are his not very successful 
adaptation of some book of different aim. Whatever Plu- 
tarch’s ultimate source may have been, the subsequent 
résumé should show that he made the material serve the 
purpose of this essay as successfully as any of the rest that 
he used in it. 
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both being principles, the former being without 
quality and the latter being rational body, are incom- 
patible, for the latter would require rationality and 
matter to be one and the same, so that matter would 
not be without quality, and the former would require 
them to be different, in which case god as rational 
body would be not simple but something composite 
participating in both (chap. 48). So also in the case 
of the corporeal elements, Diadumenus contends, 
the doctrine of the Stoics contradicts the conception 
of element that they apparently accept, for, though 
they call earth, water, air, and fire primary elements, 
yet according to their doctrine earth and water are 
not simple, primary, and self-sustaining as are air 
and fire, by which they are preserved in being and 
from which they derive their substantiality, but in 
fact are simply matter condensed and rarefied to 
different degrees by air (chap. 49). Furthermore, 
substance itself as the Stoics define it and what they 
say of quality imply incompatible conceptions. They 
call the former matter that underlies the qualities 
and say that qualities are corporeal substances ; but, 

_ if the latter is so, substance as defined is superfluous 
and, if the former is what it is said to be, qualities 
must be different from what underlies them and so, 

participating in body, are not bodies. In short, the 
conception of unqualified matter involved in the 
Stoic definition of substance implies the conception 
of quality as incorporeal, and the doctrine of the 
Stoics that qualities are corporeal makes inconceiv- 
able their notion of substance as unqualified matter. 
This dilemma, Diadumenus adds in conclusion, is 
not to be evaded, as some try to do, by contradicting 
the common conception even to the extent of assert- 
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ing that substance is called “ without quality ”’ 
because it has all qualities, for nobody (and by im- 
plication not even a Stoic) conceives as “ without x ”’ 
what is “ without part in no x,” or by protesting 
that matter is always involved in the conception of 
quality, for even so it is conceived as other than 
quality and different from it (chap. 50). 

To comment on the justice and fairness of this 
attack, which is acknowledged to be a “ speech for 
the prosecution,” on the accuracy of Plutarch’s 
quotations and paraphrases of Stoic texts, or on the 
validity of his own arguments would be merely to 
repeat what has already been said in the Introduction 
to the De Stotcorum Repugnantis (pp. 401-406 supra) or 
to anticipate the comments on particular passages 
in the notes to this essay. ‘These will show that 
Plutarch sometimes clearly misunderstands or mis- 
interprets Stoic doctrines and expressions and some- 
times exploits for his own purpose their obscurity 
or ambiguity ; but it remains true nevertheless that 
the Stoic doctrine of common conceptions is a dubious 
one, a precarious base from which to attack the 
Academics as the Stoics did and itself vulnerable at 
many points to the kind of counter-attack here made 
upon it by Plutarch. 

The most recent translation of this essay known 
to me is that into French by E. Bréhier revised and 
published with introduction and brief notes by 
V. Goldschmidt in Les Stotciens (Paris, Bibl. de la 
Pléiade, 1962), pp. 88-92, pp. 135-183, and pp. 1264- 
1269. The studies of it that I have constantly con- 

sulted and to which frequent reference is made in the 
present introduction and in the notes on the text 
and translation are the following: E. Rasmus, De 
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Plutarcht Libro qui inscribitur De Communibus Notitiis 
(Frankfurt a.O., 1872); C. Giesen, De Plutarch 
contra Stoicos Disputationibus (Monasterii Guest- 
falorum, 1889); O. Kolfhaus, Plutarcht De Com- 
munibus Notitas Librum Genuinum Esse Demonstratur 
(Marpurgi Cattorum, 1907); M. Pohlenz, “ Plu- 

tarchs Schriften gegen die Stoiker,’’ Hermes, lxxiv 
(1939), pp. 1-33 ( = Kleine Schriften {Hildesheim, 1965] 
i, pp. 448-480); F. H. Sandbach, “ Plutarch on the 
Stoics,” Classical Quarterly, xxxiv (1940), pp. 20-25 ; 
and D. Babut, Plutarque et le Stoicisme (Paris, 1969). 

The essay is preserved in two mss. only, I. and B. 
These I have collated from photostats and have re- 
ported fully in the apparatus, correcting silently for 
the most part the occasional errors in Treu’s report 
and in the latest Teubner edition (Pohlenz-Westman, 
Morala vi/2). In this essay B and E have the same 
errors in 253 passages including 28 lacunae indicated 
by spaces left blank in both mss. Agreement in error 
does not prove, however, that one ms. depends upon 
the other, as is strikingly shown by the common 
omission of the necessary 7) before Brody in 1064 E 

_(p. 74, 27 [Pohlenz]), for all mss. make this same 
mistake—and another besides—in De Stoic. Repug. 
1042 a (p. 22, 28 [Pohlenz]) where the same passage 
is quoted. As evidence that B is a copy of E one 
might adduce the fact that in 1071 a (p. 88, 17 
[Pohlenz]), where both have a lacuna of three letter- 
spaces before afa, the lacuna in F. is an erasure. On 
the other hand, in 1068 F (p. 83, 21 [Pohlenz]) B has 
atvtois tots codots despite the fact that in E the 
original of of adrois had been correctly changed to 7 
by the first hand.¢ There are seven passages in 

¢ For corrections in B which result in readings of E ef. 
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which the readings of B and E are different but are 
both wrong. The variant of B in one of these was 
explicitly rejected by Manton as an erroneous con- 
jecture by B himself (Class. Quart., xliii [1949], 
p. 103); and such originality or oversight might 
explain the other cases in this category and most of 
the 59 cases in which B is in error though E has the 

correct reading. Original conjecture might also ac- 
count for most of the twenty cases in which the 
reading of B is right though that of E is wrong. 
There are cases, however, for which neither origin- 
ality nor negligence on the part of B seems to be a 
plausible explanation. The eleven cases in which for 
no obvious reason the order of words in B differs 
from that in E suggest that in the ms. which B 
copied these words had been inadvertently omitted 
at first and had then been added above the line and 
that B mistook the place where they were meant to 
be incorporated. This might well explain the strange 
misplacement of a single letter in the curious mistake 
at 1083 v(p.117,10[Pohlenz]), where B has wapavope tv 
nas and E correctly wapavoeiv nuds. If such was the 
exemplar of B, it might still, of course, have been 
not independent of E but the copy (yn) of E that 
Manton postulated. Other phenomena remain, how- 
ever, that are not easily explained by this hypothesis. 
In 1060 c (p. 66, 1 [Pohlenz]) B has ¢ (z.e. tov) whereas 
the scribe of EK seems first to have written tov and 

° 

dAAw in 1071 a (p. 88, 14[ Pohlenz]), mporwv with w changed to 
o in 1078 pv (p. 105, 13 [Pohlenz]), and the miscorrection, 

érépas in 1070 c (p. 86, 29 [Pohlenz]). 
¢ Variations merely of spelling, aspiration, or accentua- 

tion are not included in this account. 
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then to have corrected the o to 6 immediately. Here 
almost certainly B copied an abbreviation which E 
also had in his exemplar but which he expanded and 
then reinterpreted ; and there are other mistakes 
of B also that are most easily explained as erroneous 
interpretations of abbreviations which FE. had cor- 
rectly expanded : e.g. cai -B, 7 -E. in 1077 B (p. 102, 
19 [Pohlenz}); tod -B, ro -E in 1079 B (p. 107, 7 
[Pohlenz])*; é€orw -B, éora: -E in 1080 a (p. 108, 23 
[Pohlenz]) ; Aewrowepéotepov -B, Aemtopepéeotatov -E 
in 1084 p (p. 118, 27 [Pohlenz]). Furthermore, in 
1078 c (p. 105, 5 [Pohlenz]), where E has det tod and 
the right reading is certainly either dou or 67, 
anyone correcting E as he copied it would surely 
have written d770v ; but here B has simply 67, and 
this he is more likely to have copied from his exemplar 
than to have substituted for the two words of E. 
This being so, it is also likely that such readings of 
his as 76m in 1064 p where FE. has dy7ov (a variant 
not recorded by Pohlenz, p. 74, 12) and 7v in 1081 £ 
where E has ofov (p. 112, 20 [Pohlenz]) are neither 
‘“ emendations ”’ nor oversights of his own. It is well 
to remember that in essays where E and B can be 
compared with other mss. E has many unique read- 
ings which are probably his own emendations or 
errors. There is no good reason to suppose that in 
this essay E, even when he is right as against B, 
must always be accurately reproducing his exemplar 
while the source of variation in B can be only his 
own ingenuity or negligence. In 1071 a (p. 88, 19 
[Pohlenz]), for example, the éé of B need not be a 

¢ T have myself adopted the reading of E here; but this 
too may be a mistaken expansion, and Wyttenbach’s 7a 
may be right. 
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misreading of E’s de¢ but may be the faithful copy 
of the archetype which was correctly emended to 
det by E. 

ADDENDUM 

Among the publications relevant to Plutarch’s treat- 
ment of Stoicism which became available to me only 
after this volume had been set in type I call atten- 
tion especially to the following : 

L. Bloos, Probleme der stoischen Physik, Hamburg, 
Buske Verlag, 1973. 

M. Lapidge, “’Apyai and orovyeta: A Problem in 

Stoic Cosmology,” Phronesis, xviii (1973), pp. 
24.0-278. 

Ruth Schian, Untersuchungen iiber das “‘argumentum 
e consensu omnium,’ Hildesheim, Olms, 1973, 
pp. 134-174. 

R. B. Todd, “‘ The Stoic Common Notions: A Re- 

examination and Reinterpretation,’’ Symbolae 
Osloenses, xlviii (1973), pp. 47-75. 

R. B. Todd, “ Chrysippus on Infinite Divisibility,” 
Apeiron, vii, 1 (May, 1973), pp. 21-29. 

6 
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(1058 E) 

F 

1059 

HMEPI TON KOINON ENNOION TTPOX 
TOYS LTOMKOYS? 

1. ETAIPOS.” Lol pev eikds, @ Atadovpeve, p7) 
mavu peéAew et Tur SoKEiTE Tapa Tas KoLWas Piro- 
cogeiv evvoias, opodoyobrti ye Kal TOV aicOnoewv 
mepippoveivy ad wv oxedov at mAciotar yeyovacw 
Evvolat, THY Ye TEpl TA Pawo pera. more edpay 
Exovoar Kal dopadciay. eye Oe TroAAijs, ws y ep 
ave paivopar, Kal aTOTOU peoTov TKovTa Tapax‘is 
etre tiat Adyous et’ emmoats eit aAdov* emloTaoa 
TpOTrov Tapnyopias OUK av POdvors ¢ latpevey. ovUTW 
co. dvacécEeropar Kal yéyova peTéwpos Bro UtTwi- 

a > ~ \ A A / i \ , K@v avdpa@v, Ta pev aAXda BeAtiotwy Kai vn Aia 
cuvnbwy Kat dilwy mikpas 8 dyav éeyKepevwv TH 
“Axadypeia® Kai amexO@s, of ye mpos puKpa Kal 

1 i and B in title; za» xowdv omitted in Catalogue of 
Lamprias 77; mpos rods orwixods mepi THv Kowdy evvordy -E, 
in subscription. 

2 Cf. & €raipe (1063 £ infra). The interlocutor of Diadu- 
menus is never named in the dialogue (AAMIIPIAZ -Amyot 
without reason), and in the mss. no name is prefixed to 
indicate change of speakers. 

3 EK, B; ze -Aldine, Basil. ; [ye] -deleted by Wilamowitz. 
4 ddXdov <dv> -Westman (Pohlenz-Westman, Moralia vi/2, 

p. 232). 
eee -E, B. 

@ The conceptions which by implication are here excluded 
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1. comrape. You are in all likelihood quite uncon- 
cerned, Diadumenus, if anyone thinks that the 
speculations of your school are at odds with common 
conceptions. After all, you admit that you disdain 
the senses themselves ; and from them have come 
just about most of our conceptions,? the secure 
foundation of which is, of course, confidence in 
phenomena.’? But here am I, full of tumult which, 
as it seems to me, is great and strange. Hurry and 
treat me either with arguments of some kind or with 
spells ° or if you know some other way of assuage- 
ment. I have been thrown into such confusion as 
you see and so distraught by Stoics who, though 
otherwise excellent gentlemen and intimates, by 
heaven, and friends of mine, are bitterly and spite- 
fully vehement against the Academy. To my re- 

may be those which according to the Stoics are formed 8’ 
nuetepas SiudacKxaXrias Kal émyedeias (S.V.F. ii, frag. 83 [p. 
28, 20-21|); or it is possible that Plutarch means to draw 
the distinction between moral conceptions and others that 
he draws in 1070 c infra. 

> The unreliability of all sense-perception was the basis 
of the Academic attack upon the Stoic epistemology (¢f. Ci- 
cero, Acad. Prior. ii, 42; Robin, Pyrrhon, p. 80; O. Gigon, 
Mus. Helveticum, i [1944], pp. 51-53). 

¢ Cf. De Facie 920 n-c and De Pythiae Oraculis 395 F. 
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> ? A \ 3 “A nm (1059) yer’ aidots ra map’ euot AexOévTa cepvdds (od yap 
4 ‘ 

pevoouat) Kal’ mpdws eviotavto,” Tous dé mpeaBu- 
/ 3 bd] aA 4 an) A TEPOUS [LET Opyhs codiotas Kat Avpedvas TOV ev 

didocodia Kat Soyud 96@ Badilo l ypatwv od@ Badilovtwy avatpo- 
3 , meas Kai toAAa TovTwY aToTWTEpa A€yovTEs Kal 

> / 4 f > \ \ 3 , 5 , 7 , B ovopalovtes* téAos emi Tas évvolas éppvycay, ws 57 
TWa ovyxvow Kal avadacpoyv atrats émdyovtas 

‘ ? abe / ( Ss 7 s eo tous ex THs “Axadnpetas.” elra tis elev adTa@v 
e b) > \ , > > > , A , 

ws ovK ato TUyNns GAN’ ex mpovolas Bedv vopilor 
3 > / \ \ id / 

pet “Apxkeciraov Kat mpo Kapveddou yeyovevat 
Xpvoittov, wv’ oO pev vaApke THs els THY oury- 

24 \ / e 2a Bh / 

Jevav vBpews Kat 7apavopuias 6 6 nvOynce padtora 
trav “AKxadnyuaikav. Xpvoummos yotv' év péeow 
vevomevos Tats mpos “ApKeciAaov aytvypadats Kat 
thv Kapveddov dewotnta evédpate, oda pev TH 
alcOyoe. KataAitwv wor7rep eis troAvopKiay Bon- 
Oyjuata Tov de mEpt Tas TpoAnbers Kal TAS EvVvotas 

1 kat -Wyttenbach (cf. Kolfhaus, Plutarcht De Comm. 
_ Not., pp. 49-50) ; od -E, B. 

2 évioravto -H. C. 3 Aridoavro -E, B 3; nvridcavro -Reiske ; 
amnvrnoavy -Kronenberg (Mnemosyne, lii [1924], p. 105); 
nvtiocav -Pohlenz after Wilamowitz (but .b. mpos . . .). 
8 davatpoméas -Leonicus ; avatpomais -K, B. 
4 dvopalovres -Wyttenbach (cf. 1073 B infra, Quomodo 

Quis... Sentiat Profectus 78 », and Cobet’s correction in 
De Herodoti Malignitate 868 a); vouilovres -F, B. 

5 axadnpias -K, B. 
8 dy -Leonicus, Basil. ; ofov -K, B. 
7 yoov -E, B; ody -Aldine, Basil. 

¢ For raév év didooodia cf. Plato, Republic 489 sp 4 and 
Aristotle, Politics 1341 b 33. 

> See S.V.F. ii, p. 39, 31 and i, frag. 490 (Cleanthes’ 
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marks, which were few and respectfully made, they 
kept objecting in a sober (for I will not falsify the 
facts) and mild manner ; but of the older Academics 
they spoke in anger, calling them sophists and cor- 
rupters of philosophers ¢ and subverters of methodical 
doctrines ® and many things still more monstrous, 
and finally they swept in a torrent upon the concep- 
tions,° talking as if the men of the Academy were 

moving to nullify and to rescind’ them. Then one 
of them gave it as his belief ¢ that not by chance but 
by providence of the gods had Chrysippus come after 
Arcesilaus and before Carneades, the former of whom 

_had initiated the outrage and transgression against 
common experience and the latter of whom was the 
fairest flower of the Academics. At any rate, by 
coming between the two Chrysippus with his re- 
joinders to Arcesilaus % had intercepted the clever- 
ness of Carneades as well, for he had left to sense- 
perception many succours, as it were, against siege 
and had entirely eliminated the confusion about pre- 

’ definition of réyvn); and for 0660 Badilovtwv cf. De Iside 
371 c, De Genio Socratis 595 ¥, Lycurgus xxix, 1 (57 p). 

¢ Plutarch uses 4 é€vvora (ai evvorac) in place of 4 Kow? 
évvoia (ai Kowal evvorat) where the context makes his mean- 
ing clear, e.g. 1060 vp, 1061 bp and x, 1063 c, 1067 c, 1068 
p, 1070 « and Fr, 1071 a and r, 1073 pn, 1076 a, 1077 a and £, 
1078 «, 1080 v, 1081 c, 1082 §, 1085 a. 

“ For the metaphor cf. D. Ruhnken, Timae: Sophistae 
Lexicon Vocum Platonicarum (Leipzig, 1828), p. 29, col. a. 

¢ §.V.F. ii, frag. 33. 
f See the notes on De Stoic. Repug. 1036 a-B, 1037 a, 

and 1057 a supra; for cuv7feca and the relation of Chrysip- 
pus to the Academic attack see also 1036 c supra and the 
note there. 

’ The title of one of these is identifiable in the partially 
preserved list of the writings of Chrysippus (S.V./". ii, 
p. 8, 20), Ipods ro "ApxeatAdou pePddcov mpos Udaipor a’. 
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(1059) 
PLUTARCH’S MORALIA 

( Tapaxov apeduy TavTaTragt at SvapOpucas: Exa- 
Se kal Bépevos ets TO OLKElov' WOTE Kal TOUS 

avOis exkpovew Ta mpdypaTa Kat mapaPialecbar 
/ \ , 3 baal / 

Bovdopévous pndev TrEpalvel adr’ edéyyeobar [Bov- 
Aopevous |” Kkakoupyobvras Kat codilopevous. tard 
TowoUTwW € eyw oywv dvaxeKavpLevos ewlev oBeorn- 
ptwv* déouat, Kabamep tia dreypovny adatpovv- 
TWY THY aTropiay THs buys. 

2. AIAAOTMENOS. “Oywota aoAdAois tows mémov- 
Bas. «¢ d€ of morntat ce meiPovar A€yovtes Ws ex 
Gedy mpovoias avatpomny €axev 7 madara LimvdAos 
tov Tavradov Kodaldvtrwy, meifov tots amo THs 
rods €ratpows OTs Kat Xpvourmov odK amo TvyNs 
aad’ €k mpovolas 7 dois NveyKev, avwW TA KATW 
KaL TovpTraAw aver pepo deopevy Tov Biov: ws od 
yEyove Tpos TobTo TOY ovTwy ovdELS eVpvEaTEpos, 
ag\Aa womep 6 Kdtwyv éAeye rAjv* Kaioapos éxet- 
vov pndéva vighovta pyndé ppovobvta emi avyyvoes 
Ths moAuretas tots Sypociois tpoceAGety mpdypa- 
GW ovUTWS Epot SoKEl pEeTa TAEioTNS EeTtLpEereias Kal 

1 [xat| -deleted by Pohlenz. 
2 diapPpwoas -Wyttenbach (cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 8, 28); 

diophadcas -K, B. 
3 [BovAropuevous] -deleted by Reiske. 
4 Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 13, comparing Quaest. Convie. 

652 F); oBeothpwv -E, B. 
5 wAnv -Diibner (“‘ neminem alium praeter Caesarem ”’ 

-Xylander’s translation; ... pndéva <dAdAov> vadovra -Xy- 
lander, Adnot., p. 55); mepi -E, B; apiv -Meziriac; apo 
~Bernardakis ; epi Kaioapos <mAjv> exeivov -Reiske; epi 
Kaicapos undéva <mpo> exeivov -Wyttenbach. 

6 +7s -B; omitted by E. 
a ——— 

¢ That is to say he not only defined each severally but he 
produced an articulated classification in which each had its 
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conceptions and conceptions both by his differentia- 
tion of each one from the rest and by his assignment 
of each to its proper place *; and the result is that 
even those who thereafter wish to evade the facts or 
to do violence to them get nowhere but are exposed 
in their captiousness and sophistry. I have been 
overheated by such talk since early morning, and | 
want febrifuges that clear the mind of bewilderment 
as of an inflammation. 

2. pIaDUMENUS. What has happened to you is 
probably like the experience of many. Well, if you 
are persuaded by the poets when they say that the 
overthrow of ancient Sipylus proceeded from the 
providence of the gods in their chastising of Tan- 
talus,? believe what your comrades from the Stoa 
say, that nature brought forth Chrysippus too not by 
chance but providentially when she wanted to turn 
life bottom side up and upside down. Certainly 
there has not arisen any being with greater natural 
aptitude for this; but, as Cato said that save for 
the famous Caesar no one while sober and of sound 
mind had entered upon public affairs for the purpose 
of ruining the commonwealth,° so it seems to me 
that this man exerts the utmost diligence and 

own place in relation to all the others. For the implica- 
tion of dsapfpwaas cf. Goldschmidt, Le systéme stoicien, 
p. 162, n. 3. 

® Cf. Pherecydes, frag. 38 (F. Jacoby, F. Gr. Hist. I A, 
p. 73); Antoninus Liberalis, Metamorph. 36 (p. 118, 15-18 
{Martini]); Strabo, i, 3, 17 (58) and with this last Pliny, 
N.H, ii, 91: “ devoravit ... Sipylum in Magnesia et prius 
in eodem loco clarissimam urbem quae Tantalis vocabatur.”’ 

¢ Cf. Suetonius, Divus Julius 53 and Quintilian, Jns¢tzt. 
Orat. viii, 2, 9. For Katoapos éxetvou=Julius Caesar cf. 
Plutarch, Cato Minor lxvi, 1 (791 F). 
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, ~ 

(1059) dewornrtos obtos 6 avnp dvatpémew Kat KataBadr- 
r \ ,0 ee, na 1 > 
ew THV ovvnfeiay, ws Evia yoor’ KavToL papTu- 

A 4 A ; aA ~ povawy ol Tov avdpa GEpVvUVvoVTEs OTaVv avT@ TEpL TOd 

pevdouevov udxwrvtat. TO yap doplaTtws*® cupTe- 

mAeypevov Tu Oi avTiKeymevmy py) pavat Wevdos €v- 

E zropws etvar Adyous S€ madw ad Pavar tivas adnOF 

1 €wa yoov -K, 8, Aldine; éx yotv -Basil. ; évayod Turne- 
bus (but cf. Pericles xv, 1 [161 B]: .. . dao@pumtopévns ena 
dénuaywyias and Menander, frag. 354 [Koerte-Thierfelder | = 
frag. 421 [Kock]). 

2 xadrot -li. C. (kati avrol -Wyttenbach) ; xairo. -i, B. 
3 dopiorws -Wyttenbach; @ dpiore -F, B. 
4 -E $ Tet -B. 

* This paradox, mientioned again at 1070 c infra (see also 
De Recta Ratione Audiendi 43 c), is ascribed to Eubulides, 
who polemized against Aristotle (Diogenes Laertius, ii, 108- 
109; cf. Déring, Megariker, pp. 105-114). Aristotle refers 
to it as the argument that the same man lies and tells the 
truth at the same time, and he treats it as a sophism de- 
pending upon confusion of the qualified and the absolute 
senses of an expression (Soph. Hlench. 180 b 2-7; see 
A. Riistow, Der Liigner (Leipzig, 1910], pp. 50-53 and 
against his criticism S. Ranulf, Der eleatische Satz vom 
Widerspruch {Copenhagen, 1924] and G. Calogero, Giorn. 
Crit. Filos. Italiana, viii [1927], pp. 418-419). It was the 
subject of a treatise by Theophrastus (Diogenes Laertius, v, 
49) and of many books by Chrysippus (Diogenes [Laertius, 
vii, 196-197), who rejected all previous solutions, denying 
that the difficulty could be solved by impugning the truth 
of the premises or the validity of the inference from them, 
but explained the paradox himself, though Cicero seems to 
deny it (Acad. Prior. ii, 96; cf. Riistow, op. cit., p. 68), as 
involving an expression without significance (S. V.F’. ii, frag. 
298 a [pp. 106, 34-107, 2]; of. Riistow, op. cit., pp. 80-86 ; 
I. M. Bochenski, Formale Logik [F reiburg/Miinchen, 1956], 
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cleverness in subverting and overthrowing common 
experience. So on occasion anyway even the man’s 
devotees themselves testify when they quarrel with 
him about “ the liar,’’ @ for what kind of conception 
of demonstration or what preconception of proof ° is 
not subverted by denying that a conjunction formed 
of contradictories without qualification © is patently 
false and again by asserting on the contrary that 
some arguments the premises of which are true ¢ 

pp. 152-153). The exact formulation that Chrysippus had 
in mind is not recorded and can only be conjectured on the 
basis of Plutarch’s remarks and Cicero’s in wfcad. Prior. ii, 
95-98 (cf. Riistow, op. cit., pp. 88-91 and QO. Becker, Zwei 
Untersuchungen zur antiken Logik [Wiesbaden, 1957], pp. 52- 
54) ; but the strongest formulation is that given by Pseudo- 
Alexander, Soph. Elench., p. 171, 18-19: ‘* He who says 
‘1 am lying’ both lies and tells the truth at the same time.” 
‘The position taken by the Stoics who according io Plutarch 
disagreed with Chrysippus is unknown; but it has been 
suggested that on the basis of the definitions of true and 
false (Sextus, ddv. Math. viii, 10=S.V.F. ii, frag. 195) 
they simply refused to accept the liar’s statement as a pro- 
position (E. W. Beth, British Journal for the Philosophy of 
Science, iii [1952/53], p. 80). The modern as well as the 
ancient controversy about the paradox is reviewed by 
F. Riverso in Rassegna di Scienze Iilosofiche, xiii (1960), 
pp. 296-325; cf. also R. L. Martin, Paradox of the Liar 
(New Haven, 1970). 

>» Cf. De Defectu Oraculorum 422 c(. .. pndepiav amdderEw 
Tob Adyou pndé miotw emdépovros) and S.V.F. iii, p. 147, 10- 
1. 

¢ For ovpmemAeypévov te see note ¢ on De Stoic. Repug. 
1047 pv supra. For dopictrws cf. Ammonius, De Interp., 
p. 138, 15-17; Alexander, Anal. Prior., p. 91, 26-27 ; Galen, 
Institutio Logica xiii, 5; and S.V.J*. ii, p. 277, 8 with p. 66, 
16-18 and 38 ff. Notice the titles in S. V./’. ii, pp. 7, 39-8, 7 
(cf. Plutarch, De Recta Ratione Audiendi 43 a), on which 
see Riistow, op. cit., p. 66. 
Pes: VAk..i, po8y6. 
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(1059) ra Anppara Kal TAS aywyas vytets Exovras, eT 
/ , 

Kal TQ dvTuKeipeva TOV OULTEpAGHLaTOY EVELY adn- 
a“ 

o7, motav EVVOLOY dmrod<ifews Tia TioTEws OdK 
avatpere. mpodAnwuwv; tov pév ye modvmoda dace 

, ~ ~ 

tas mAeKTavas avTotd mrepipiPpwoKew wpa xXELu@- 
e \ 

vos, 9 O¢ Xpvotmmov diadeKtixy) TA KUpLwTaTa 
/ \ \ > \ z ~ \ fepyn KaL Tas apyas avTis avaipotoa Kat TeEpi- 

KOTTOVGa Tiva TOV AAAwY evvoiwmy arroAéeAoLTEDV 
/ 3 

avUTOTITOV; ov yap olovTal dnTOVv KAL TA ETrOLKO- 
Souovpeva d7° BeBata KeioPar Kal maya, Tdv 
TPWTWY LN LEVOVTWY A7ropias dé KaL Tapayas ExXOV- 

F twv tnAtkavtas. adda worep ot myAOv 7) KOVLOpTOY 
~ / ~ 

ETL TOU GWpATOS EYOVTES TOV aTTOMLEVOV ALT@Y Kal 
TMpocavaypwrvupevoy ov Kiveivy aAAa mpooBarrew 
TO Tpaxdvov SoKovaw, ovTws exeivor® Tods >AKadn- 
paikovs aiTti@vTat Kat vopidovor tas aitias map- 
e€xew wv avatretAnopevous atrodeckvvovaw avtous: 
Emel Tas ye° KoWas Evvoias Tives uGAAov diacTpeE- 

1 vyvets -K, B*(superscript) ; aAn@eis -B', Aldine, Basil. 
2 én. -E, B; é€o7re -Aldine; eiza -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, 

p. 13). 
3 olovrat -E, B; oiov re -Turnebus. | 
4 8) -H. C.: py -E, B; [pq] -deleted by Reiske. 
8 é€xetvo. -Wyttenbach ; evo -F, B. 
6 ve -Reiske; ve -K, B. 

¢ Yor dywyy in this sense cf. Alexander, nal. Prior., 
p. 265, 16-17 ; Simplicius, Phys., p. 531, 15-16 and p. 759, 
14;  Pseudo-Alexander, Soph. Elench., p. 60, 6-7 and 
p. 188, 6-7. 
oS Vee Sal, frag. 250. Cf. Riistow, op. cit., p. 67 and 

pp. 92-93, who is in error, however, in charging Plutarch 
with saying that Chrysippus held the conclusion of the 
paradox to be “ uneingeschrankt wahr.” 

¢ Cf. De Sollertia Animalium 965 ¥© (with Helmbold’s 
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and the inferences @ of which are valid still have the 
contradictories of their conclusions true as well ?® 
The octopus is said to gnaw off its own tentacles in 
winter-time ° ; but the dialectic of Chrysippus docks 
and destroys its own most important parts, its very 
principles, and what conception among the rest has 
it then left free of suspicion ? Tor surely they ¢ do 
not think that what is in fact the superstructure rests 
steady and solid if the foundations are not stable but 
are in such great bewilderment and confusion. Yet 
just as people with mud or dust on their bodies 
when they are touched or brushed against by some- 
one think that he has struck them with the thing 
that irritates them and not that he has just dis- 
turbed it, so these men blame the Academics in the 
belief that they are causing what they are proving 
them to be defiled with,—as they are defiled, since 
what men distort the common conceptions more than 

note [L.C.I..]) and 978 ¥, where the story is called false as it 
is in frag. xi, 53 (vii, p. 77, 9-12 [Bernardakis]=frag. 72 
[Sandbach] on Hesiod, Jor ks and Day ys 524) after Aristotle, 
Hist. Animal. 591 a 4-6 (cf. Athenaeus, vii, 316 e-f and 
Pliny, V.H. ix, 46); Hesiod is vindicated by T. I. Higham, 
Class. Rev., N.S. vii (1957), pp. 16-17. The comparison 
with the octopus is used differently against the Epicureans 
in Non Posse Suaviter Vivi 1098 £; the comparison in the 
present passage is an adaptation of that made by Carneades 
(frag. 42 [Wisniewski] =Stobaeus, Ecl. ii, 2, 20 (pp. 23, 23- 
24, 3, Wachsmuth]): ... Kat yap éxetvov (scil. modvmo0da) 
av&énbeicas tas mAextdvas KateoBiew, Kat trovrous (scil. da- 
Aextixovs) mpotovons Tis Suvdews Kal TA ofeTepa avarpére (cf. 
Cicero, Hortensius, frag. 30 [Miiller}]=27 [Ruch]). For 
Carneades on Chrysippus see De Stoic. Repug. 1036 n-c 
supra, 

@ Scil. the Stoics ; cf. éxetvo. in the next sentence. 
¢ For the figure cf. Plato, Laws 793. c; Lucretius, iv, 513- 

521; Epictetus, Diss. 11, xv, 8-9. 
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1060 dovow; ef d€ BovAer, TO KaTnyopeiv éexelvwr ader- 
TES, UTEP WY eyKahobouy npetv arrohoynowpeba. 

3. ETAIPOS. "Kyo [Lou doKa” THLEPOV, w Ava- 

SovUpeveE, mrouctAos Tus avOpwr7ros yeyovevat Kal 
TavTooaTos’ apt pev yap atrodoyias dedpevos 
Tpoonew Tamewos Kat TEAopupyevos, viv dé yweTa- 
BaddAopat mpos THY KaTyHyopiay Kat BovAopar amo- 
adoat Ths apvyns edeyxopevous ets Tavrov TOUS 
avopas emduv, TO" Tapa TAS evvoias Kal Tas 7 po- 
Aippets Tas KOLVaS prrocogety, ap wv uadiora 7 
aipeouy WS OTE pwaTwV ava(BAaoteiy)® Sokobor Kal 
pLovnv opodoyety TH puoer Aéyovow. 

AIAAOTM. “Ap ovy él 7a Kowa mpara Kal 
mepiBonta Padioreov, & 57) mapddofa Kat advroi 
pet evdKorias dexopevor THY aToTiav eToVvopalov- 
ot, Tovs povous BactAeis Kat povouvs zrAovatous* 
Kal KaAovs avT@v Kal moAitas Kal duKaoTas [Oo- 
vous ;° 7) TavTi pev Els THY TOV EWAwWY Kal Puxpav 
ayopav BovAe: tapadpev ev d€ Tots ws eu padtora 
mMpaypwariKots Kal wEeTa OTTOVOHS AEyopmevois TroLNn- 
cwpeba tot Adyou tov e€eracp0ov; 

ETAIPOS. “Epot yotv ndvov ovtTws* TOY yap mpos 
eketva yevouevwy eA€yywy Tis odK Oy didrrAcdds 
€OTLW ; 

3 oe -EK.; doxet -B, Aldine. 
TO -Reiske : ; To -K, B. 

; i C. (cf. Philo Jud., De Congressu Bruditionis Gratia, 
146=i1i, p. 102, 16-17 [Wendland)) ; Womep emi TOV ava... 
ae 4 -E, B; domep émBalpav auncoatees -Pohlenz ;_ alii 
alia. 

4 mAovacious -B 3 aAovaias -E. 
6 So both mss., pace Pohlenz and Treu. 

¢ Cf. Quomodo Adulator ab Pi mico Interne ae 52 B. 
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they ? But, if you please, let us give over denouncing 
them and make our defence on the charge that they 
bring against us. 

3. COMRADE. It seems to me, Diadumenus, that I 
have to-day become a man of protean form and 
colour. It was just now that cast down and put to 
rout I came to you in want of a defence ; and here | 
am going over to the prosecution and wishing to 
enjoy the revenge of looking on as the gentlemen 
are convicted of the very same thing, speculation at 
odds with the common conceptions and preconcep- 
tions,® the very things whence, they believe, their 
system <grew) up as from seed and is alone, they 
maintain, in agreement with nature. 

DIADUMENUs. Well then, should the first objects 
of our proceedings be the common and notorious 
notions which even.they in easy-going admission of 
the absurdity themselves entitle paradoxes,° their 
notions as to who alone are kings and alone are 
opulent and fair and alone are citizens and judges,4 
or would you rather have us let these go to the 
market for stale and wilted goods * and direct our 
examination of their doctrine to the parts that are 
as material as is possible for them and are earnestly 
meant? 

COMRADE. For my part, I prefer the latter course. 
For who has not already had his fill of the arguments 
in refutation of those paradoxes ? 

® See 1058 r-F and 1059 B supra. 
¢ §.V.9F’. i, frags. 281 (Zeno) and 619 (Cleanthes) ; Cicero, 

Paradoxa Stoicorum, Prooem. 4. 
@ Cf. Stoicos Absurdiora Poetis Dicere 1057 F-1058 pb 

supra with the notes there; S.V.F. i, frag. 222; Cicero, 
De Finibus iv, 74. 

¢ Cf. De Curiositate 519 a. 
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/ - ~ (1060) 4. araaorm. “H6dn toivey adto roito oKomer 
~ 3 , 

MpOToVv, €l KATA TAS KOWds €oTLV evvoias Opodo- 
a tant 4 A A \ 4 Dias oe 4 yew TH hvae. Tovs TA KaTAa PUaw adiddopa vopit- 

C Covras kat unl byievav nr eveElav punte Kaddos 
(ave Gh ) \ ¢ ? € \ > 3 , \ LNT laxvdv Hyoupevous aipeta pnd wdéAwa pyde 

AvoiteAH nde cupTAnpwrika THS Kata dvow Te- 
, ; / > / \ \ 4 evdtHTOS pyTE TavavTia devkTa Kat PAaBepa, 

Tmypwoers adrynddovas alayn vocous, wv avToi Aé- 
\ a \ > A \ eA ) 9 ~ youvot mpos a pev addotpiotv mpos a 5° oiKetobv 

nas THY pvow, ed para Kal Tov’Tov Tapa TH 
\ A KoWnV evvoltay OVTOS, OlKELODY TpPOS TA [LN GUELdeE- 

b] > \ \ 4 A > ~ ‘ 

povra pnd ayala thy dvow Kat addAotpioby mpos 
\ A \ \ / , a Ay? > Ta py Kaka pynde PrAanTOVTA Kai, O peilov ear, 

olKetobv é€mt TooovTo Kat adAdorpioty wore Tav" 

pev un TUyXavovTas Tots Se TEpiTimToVTas EvAdyws 
? / A an e \ \ \ / > , 

D e€ayew tod Civ eavtods Kat tov Biov azroréye- 

obat. 
> A \ 

5. Nouilw 8’ eyo KaKelvo” rapa THY evvorav 
Ui A \ \ / 3 4 > / S AéyeoOar, TO THY prev dvow adrnv adiadopoy «tvat 

To 6€ TH dvoe Opodoyety ayabov péyioTov.’ ovdE 

1 7Qv -E (w corrected from o immediately ?); 7 (7.e. rév) 
-B. 

2 EK; kaxeiva -B. 
3 wéytorov -Turnebus ; pereorw -E, B. 
em a at — 

@ }.e. whether the doctrine of the Stoics is itself in accord 
with ‘“‘ the common conceptions . . . whence, they believe, 
their system (grew> up... and is alone, they maintain, in 
agreement with nature ” (1060 a supra). 
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4. DIADUMENUS. Consider straight away, then, this 
very question @ first. Is it in accord with the common 
conceptions to say that ® they are in agreement with 
nature ° who believe indifferent the things that are 
in conformity with nature and who hold health and 
vigour and beauty and strength not to be objects of 
choice or beneficial or advantageous or constitutive 
of natural perfection and their opposites—mutila- 
tions, pains, deformities, diseases—not to be in- 
jurious and objects of avoidance? The Stoics 
themselves say that nature endows us with repug- 
nance against these latter things and with congeniality 
to the former; and this too is sharply at odds with 

' the common conception, to say that nature induces 
congeniality to the things that are not useful or good 
and repugnance against the things that are not bad 
or injurious,? congeniality and repugnance so intense, 
moreover, as to make suicide and the renunciation 
of life a reasonable course for those who miss the 
former things and fall in with the latter.® 

5. This too I believe to be at odds with the common 
conception,‘ the assertion that, while nature itself 
is indifferent, to be in agreement with nature is the 

o> S.V.F. iii, frag. 146. 
¢ As the Stoics profess, for whom ro 79 dvcer opodoyeiv 

ayalov wéyotov (1060 p infra and note g on De Stoic. Repug. 
1033 c supra). On the charge of inconsistency between this 
profession and the Stoic attitude towards ra Kata dvaw cf. 
Grumach, Physis und Agathon, pp. 32-43; Pohlenz, Stoa 
i, p. 178 and ii, p. 90 (ad S. 178, Z. 22) and p. 68 (ad S. 119, 
Z. 6 v.u.): I. G. Kidd, Class. Quart., N.S. v (1955), pp. 181- 
194, especially pp. 187-188 and 194. 

@ Cf. Cicero, De Finibus iv, 78. 
¢ Cf. 1063 c-F infra and De Stoic. Repug. 1042 c-E supra. 
t Yor rHv evvorav see note c on 1059 B supra. 
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~ \ / ¢€ > ? 4 / > \ \ 
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adtapopa eivar vopiCovow. 
3 i % \ YE \ \ A v 6. Ody Arrov d€ TovTov Tapa THY KoWNY ev- 

170... 70 -Meziriac; r@..... 7 -E, B. 
2 <aoreiov> -added here by Reiske; <xat doreiov> -added 

after omovdaiov infra by Pohlenz; but cf. S. VF. ili, frag. 
a / / o ~ 

613: Tov Te vopov orovdaiov eivai dace . . . TOD b€ vOmov doTeiov 
> ~ 

OVvTOS Kal O vOpLmos GoTEtos. .. . 

* Jn saying that the védos is “‘ to be in agreement with 
nature ’’ the Stoics identified nature with the op@os Adyos ba 
mavrwy epxomevos, 6 adTos wv 7H Av (Diogenes Laertius, vii, 
87-88; cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 273, 25-28 and p. 305, 33-36), and 
certainly did not call this “ indifferent ’’ (cf. Bonhdéffer, Die 
Ethik ..., p. 172, n. 1). Plutarch’s intimation that they 
did is probably just an inference from the fact that they 
declared 7a xara dvaw to be adiadopa. Cf. Cicero’s infer- 
ence: ‘‘ ergo id est convenienter naturae vivere, a natura 
discedere ” (De F'inibus iv, 41). 
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greatest good,* for it is not good either to comply 
with the law or to listen to reason if the law and the 
reason be not good and decent. This is a minor 
point ; but, if as Chrysippus has written in the first 
book on Exxhortation ® living happily consists solely 
in living virtuously, “ all other things,” in his words, 
“ being nothing to us and contributing nothing to 
this end,” not only is nature not indifferent, but she 
is stupid and silly in endowing us with congeniality 
to things that are nothing to us, and we too are stupid 
in holding that happiness is to be in agreement with 
nature which attracts us to the things that contribute 
nothing to happiness. Yet what is more in accord 
with the common conception than for the things that 
are in conformity with nature to be related to living 
in conformity with nature as the objects of choice 
are to living beneficially ? The Stoics do not talk 
this way, however; but, while making life in 
conformity with nature a goal, they believe the 
things that are in conformity with nature to be 
indifferent.°¢ 

6. It is not less than this at odds with the common 

6 S.V.F. ili, frag. 139 (p. 34, 9-12); cf. De Stoic. Repug. 
1041 © and 1048 a-B supra. 

¢ Plutarch’s point is that, if 7a aipera in respect of ro 
wherijiws Cov are 7a whéAa (as they are for the Stoics), one 
would reasonably expect ta xara gvow to be ra aipera in 
respect of ro xara dvow Cnv. ‘lo the Stoics, however, only 
the good is aiperov (cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1042 » supra) and 
all good is both wdéAmov and aiperoy (Diogenes Laertius, 
vil, Y8-99), so that ra aipeta are ra WhéAa inasmuch as both 
ure goud; but 7a xara dvow as such are not good and so 
are not atpera at ali but only Anmra (cf. 1070 a infra; S.V.F. 
i, frag. 191 and iii, frag. 142; note ¢c on De Stoic. Repug. 
1045 r supra). On the inconsistency alleged see the refer- 
ences in note ¢ on page 673 supra. 
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1 <¢rov> -added by Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxiv [1940], 
p. 24, n. 3). oan 

2 <<. ..> -H. C. (after Castiglioni, cf. De Stoic. Repug. 
1039 a supra); atrol to’tw TO owdpovws -E, B; lacuna 
variously located and supplemented by ‘Turnebus, Amyot, 
Xylander, and others, ¢.g. adroit [rov] TH <avépetws rupavvwy 
eAevdepdou Tv maTpida> TO owdpovws -Pohlenz after Reiske. 

a eS ES 

° Cf. S.V.F, iii, frag. 92 and, for this and what follows 
here, De Stoic. Repug. 1038 c-p and 1038 rF—1039 a supra. 
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conception to say that <the)> sensible and prudent 
man is not impartial to equally good things but holds 
some in no esteem and for the sake of others would 
endure and suffer anything whatever, though they 
do not differ from one another in magnitude at all.¢ 
They say themselves that for this man ® it is the 
same <soberly to abstain from Lais or Phryne or 
courageously to endure scalpel and cautery and 
courageously to bear the bite of a fly or) soberly to 
repulse an old woman with one foot in the grave, 
for they who do either are alike performing right 
action; but for the former, as being great and il- 
lustrious actions, they would even suffer death, 

whereas to glory in the latter actions is a shame and 
amockery. In fact, Chrysippus says ° in the treatise 
on Zeus and in the third book on the Gods that it is 
insipid and absurd and repugnant to praise such in- 
cidental results of virtue as the courageous endurance 
of the bite of a fly and the sober abstention from an 
old crone with one foot in the grave. Aren't their 
speculations at odds with the common conception, 
then, when they acknowledge nothing to be more 
fair than those actions that they are ashamed to 
praise ? For where or how is that an object of choice 
or acceptance 4 which deserves neither praise nor 

> 4.e. for the sage (rov Evvouy kal dpdviysov avdpa), and for 
him because everything he does is done xara macas ras 
aperas (cf. S.V.F. iii, frag. 557 and De Stoic. Repug. 1046 
E-F supra). 

¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 212 (p. 51, 5-9); cf. De Stoic. Repug. 
1038 r—1039 a supra. 

¢ Had Plutarch observed the niceties of Stoic terminology, 
he would here have written in referring to mpafers not atperov 
.. . amodextov but afperéov . . . dmodexréoy (S.V.F. iii, frags. 
89-91). 
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1 pyre amovrwy pyre amovTwr -K. 
2 Madvig (4ddversaria Critica, p. 669); mapew atta 

dpovtilwy -EK, B. 
3 av -deleted by Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. I-4) but cf. Le 

Se Ipsum... Laudando 539 ¥r, 544 wv. 
4 Quaest. Conviv. 743 ¥, De Fraterno wLmore 485 c (G}), 

and Plato, Protaguras 345 c and 346 »; etpuédous -F, B, Ve 
Tranquillitate Animi 470 v (I exc. J), De I’raterno Amore 
485 c (Gor-) ; edpuddous -all other mss. in 470 p and 485 c. 

5 So 470 pv, 485 c, and Plato (cf. preceding note) ; xapmov 
...vace.5-K,4-B... peda. 

8 éy rots <avrois> epyors -Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxv 
[1941], p. 115); & rots epyos <icov> -Pohlenz. ; 
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admiration and of which the commenders or admirers, 
moreover, are believed by the Stoics to be absurd 
and insipid ? 

7. It will, I think, appear to you to be still more 
at odds with the common conception for the prudent 
man to be unconcerned about the presence or absence 
of the greatest goods but in their case too to be just 
as he is in that of indifferent matters and their treat- 
ment and management. [Jor surely all 

Those of us who as men take the fruit of the spacious 
earth 4 

think that that is beneficial and good and an object 
of choice the presence of which is accompanied by 
advantage and the absence by a kind of want and 
yearning and that that is indifferent which one would 
take no trouble about, not even for the sake of amuse- 

ment or recreation. In fact, we use no other criterion 

than this in distinguishing from the industrious man 
the frivolous bustler, busily at work as he often is : 
while the latter labours at useless things and without 
discrimination, the former labours for the sake of 
something useful and advantageous. These Stoics, 
however, think the contrary, for their sage and 
prudent man holds ® that few of the many appre- 
hensions and memories of apprehensions which he 
has experienced have anything to do with him and, 
unconcerned for the rest, thinks himself to be neither 

« Simonides, frag. 5, 17 (Bergk)=4, 16-17 (Diehl) = 542, 
94-25 (Page, Poetae Melici Graeci, p. 282). The line is 
quoted by Plutarch in De Tranquillitate Animi 470 p, De 
Fraterno Amore 485 c, and Quaest. Conviv. 743 F also; cf. 
Plato, Protagoras 345 c 9-10 and 346 p 4-5. 

> SVP. iti, frag. 213. 

7 advadopa -Meziriac. 
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ovr ... ovre -Pohlenz; ovdé... odde -E, B. 
B ; wépiov -E. 
E, ; odvpilovtos -B. 

; emAurovans -B. ; 
5 EK; ddpovriords -B (cf. Kolfhaus, Plutarche De Comm. 

Noti;i ps5?) 
6 {Sdvoupsov -E; ivdabupaov -B; cf. De Stoic. Repug. 

1043 c supra. 

eS wo to 

¢ For the use of Aiwv and O€wyv ef. Quaest, Romanae 271 £ 
and 1076 a infra; S.V.F. ii, frag. 193; Sextus, Pyrrh. Hyp. 
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better nor worse off for remembering that last year 
he had an apprehension of Tom sneezing or of Dick 
playing ball. Yet in the sage every apprehension 
or memory, being certain and steadfast as it is, is 
ipso facto knowledge and a great, in fact the greatest, 
good.’ Is the sage, then, similarly without concern 
about failing health, the affliction of a sense-organ, 
the ruin of his substance and similarly of the belief 
that none of these has anything to do with him? 
Or does he pay fees to physicians when he is ill and 
to make money sail to Leuco, the prince in the Bos- 
porus, and go abroad to Idanthyrsus the Scythian, 
as Chrysippus says,° and even refuse to endure life if 
certain of his senses be lost ? How, then, do they 
avoid acknowledging that their speculations are at 
odds with the common conceptions when they give 
themselves so much trouble and concern about in- 
different matters and are indifferent to the presence 
or absence of great goods ? 

8. Yet this is also at odds with the common con- 
ceptions, that one be human and not rejoice at 
having got out of the greatest evils into the greatest 
goods. So it is with the sage of these Stoics, however, 
ii, 227-228. With the example, oda:pifovros M€wvos, cf. the 
remark ascribed to Cleanthes (S.V.F. i, frag. 598). 

» All the apprehensions of the Stoic sage are certain and 
steadfast (S.V.F’. i, p. 17, 6-8 and iii, p. 147, 2-3); certain 
and steadfast apprehension is knowledge (S.V.F. i, p. 20, 
10-16 and ii, frag. 90) ; and this knowledge is a good, pure 
and per se(S.V.F. iii, p. 24, 35-36 and p. 26, 38-41). For the 
contradiction alleged between this doctrine and that in the 
preceding sentence cf. Bonhdffer, Epictet und die Stoa, 
p. 187. 

¢ dp’ odv opoiws .. . ovdé Civ dropevee=S.V.F. iii, frag. 691 
(p. 174, 3-9); but this is not a ‘“‘ fragment’ of Chrysippus 
(see De Stoic. Repug. 1043 B-p supra and note a on 1043 F). 
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1 rov -E; 76 -B. 

2 <éri> mapa -Leonicus, but cf. the beginning of chap. 11 
and of chap. 26 infra. 

3 Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 14) 3 oddevi -K, B. 

¢ The Stoics, if they said any such thing, were probably 
referring to the man who was not yet aware of suddenly 
having become a sage (see the next chapter and De Stoic. 
Repug. 1042 r—1043 a supra), for according to them joy is 
an evAoyos émapars of the soul which is experienced by the 
sage and by him alone (S.V.F. iii, frags. 431-435 and 671), 
though not constantly or necessarily even by him (S.V.F. 
iii, frags. 102-103). Since joy arises “cum ratione animus 
movetur placide atque constanter” (S.V.F. iii, p. 107, 7-8), 
what Plutarch here ascribes to the Stoics cannot be ex- 
plained, as Giesen supposed it could (De Plutarchi ... 
Disputationibus, p. 100), merely by saying that the Stoics 
‘“summam sapientis virtutem in animi constantia ponunt,” 
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for after his change from consummate vice to con- 
summate virtue and after his escape from the most 
wretched life and simultaneous acquisition of the 
most blessed one he showed no sign of joy and was 
not exalted or even stirred by such a great change 
as this,? though he had left utter depravity and un- 
happiness and had arrived at a sure and steadfast 
culmination of goods. It is at odds with the common 
conception to hold ® that to be unalterable and stead- 
fast in one’s judgments is the greatest of goods and 
yet that the man who is progressing towards the 
summit doesn’t want this ® and is not concerned 
about it when it has come to him and in many cases 
didn’t even extend a finger for the sake of this 
certainty and steadfastness which they believe to be 
a great and perfect good. Now, it is not only these 
assertions that the gentlemen make but besides 
these the following also 4: a good is not augmented 
by addition of time ; but, if one be prudent even for 
a moment, one will not be at all inferior in happiness 
to him who exercises virtue for ever @ and blissfully 

> S.V.F. iii, frag. 542, 
¢ That is because while he is progressing and until the 

very instant of his achievement he remains base (see 1062 r— 
1063 a infra), and Chrysippus maintained 008’ éyew ypetay 
tov dadrov oddevds ovde Seiafar (1068 a-c infra and De Stoic. 
Repug. 1038 a supra). By this was meant that the base 
man does not need what he does not know how to use, but 
Plutarch here purposely takes the de?ofa: to mean “to want ”’ 
in the sense of to desire something of which one feels the 
lack. 

¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 54 (pp. 13, 38-14, 4). With this and 
the rest of the present chapter cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1046 
c-§ (chap. 26) supra. 

¢ For rov aiwva cf. S.V.F. ii, frag. 163 (“. . . aidva, id ait 
Chrysippus dei ov’’) and Aristotle, De Caelo 279 a 23-28. 
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dpovipos Kat paKapios yeyovev. ov yap povoy 
A aA A éxovTa Twa THY dpdvynow TodTO povov py Ppoveiv 

OTe hpovel pyse yryvwoKew OTe TO ayvoety dvatré- 
2 / / > 2 \ , o¢ ame Se devyev evtpatedov eotiv, aAAa Kati, oAws Etreiv, 

Tayalov appemés trowovot Kal Gpaupov, el und al- 
acOnow adtob Tovel Tapayevopevov. hvoet yap av- 

1 Wyttenbach ; adrov -K, B (but cf. the last sentence of 
this chapter and the first of the next). 

2 dAws <ws> elmetv -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 14); but ef. 
S.V.F. iii, p. 42, 15 and Aristotle, Physics 202 b 19. 

& §.V FL ii, frag. 210: (p50, 27-30). 
» The herald who had brought to Heracles from Deianeira 

the robe anointed with the blood of Nessus and whom 
Heracles in his torment flung into the sea (cf. Sophocles, 
Trachiniae 772-782). 

¢ With the whole of this chapter cf. De Stoic. Reng 1042 
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lives out his life in it. But then again, after they 
have so vehemently insisted upon this, they say 4 
that there is no use in virtue of brief duration : “ For 
what's the use if prudence come to one who is 
straightway going to be shipwrecked or flung down 
a precipice ? Or what’s the use if Lichas ° change 
from vice to virtue while being hurled to his death 
by Heracles? ”’ These are assertions, then, of men 
who in their speculations are not only at odds with 
the common conceptions but are making a muddle of 
their own as well if they believe that to have got 
virtue for a little while is nothing short of consum- 
mate happiness and at the same time is absolutely 
worthless. 

9. What would most amaze you about them, how- 
ever, is not this but their belief that frequently the 
man who has got the virtue and happiness in ques- 
tion does not even perceive their presence but is 
unaware of having now become both prudent and 
blissful when a little earlier he was most wretched 
and most foolish.¢ In fact, not only is it ludicrous ¢ 
to say that the only thing not understood or known 
by anyone who has prudence is this, that he does 
understand and has escaped from ignorance ;_ but 
also, generally speaking, they make a slight and 
faint thing of the good if it does not even make itself 
felt when it has come to one, for according to them it 

¥r—1043 a (chap. 19) and Stotcos Absurdiora Poetis Dicere 
1058 B supra with the notes on those passages. 

@ For edrpdameXov in this sense (despite Pohlenz, Hermes, 
Ixxiv [1939], p. 20, n. 1) ef. edrpamedav .. . Kal yéAwra Kal 
Bwpodroxiay in 1065 r—1066 a infra and Paul, Ad Ephesios 
5, 4 (uwpodoyia 7 edtpamedia) ; and on the ambiguity of the 
word see F. Dirlmeier, Aristoteles : Nikomachische Ethik, 
pp. 392-393 on Hth. Nic. 1128 a 12-15. 
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, b) ” > b) , > 4 \ erataOyntov ovK eo. Kar’ adtovs, dAAa Kal A€yer 
6 j0nv Xpv 2y TOL t TéAous aicbnrd Lappynonv Apvourmos ev Tois mept TéAous aicbynrdv 

> / ¢ >? LU 5 

elvas tayabdv, ws 8’ olerar, kal amodetKvuct. del- 
meTat Towvv aobeveia Kal pKpoTnte diadedyew 

\ \ yw / “A 

avTo THV atabyow, oTOTAY TapoV ayvonTar Kal dta- 
Hi \ 2 

AavOavn Tovs €xovTas. €Tt Toivuv aToTOV peév €oTL 
\ an > ~ 

THY TOV aTpéua Kat péows AevKadV’ aicbavoyervny 
y 3 z, \ Sos +? A \ \ \ oxy expevyew Ta é7 aKpov AEevKA Kal Ti Ta 
padakas Kat aveyuéevws Sepia KxatadauPBavovoar 

A > a ~ ; ~ 

ag¢ynv avaobnreiy THY ofddpa Depudv: aromutepov 
d€, Eb TIS TO” KOWaS KaTA Pow, oldv éoTW byiera 

b \ A Kat evegia, KaTaAapPavwy THY apeTHY ayvoel Tap- 
otcav, Hv pdadtota Kat dxkpws Kata dvow etvar 

~ \ f 

TifevTar. mOs yap ov mapa 7HYv evvoiay é€oTw 
€ / \ ; \ 3 s 
dyretas Kal vooov dvafopayv KatadapuBavew <dpo- 

, de \ r 4 3 ae / LAA CE 

vioews de un KatadapPave)® Kat appoovyys adda 
» n~ \ Thy pev amnddAaypevnv oleobat trapeivar tHv dé 

A > ~ 

KEKTNLEVOV GYVOElY OTL TAapEaTIV; ETTEL O EK THS 
akpas mpoxomnys petaBaddovow ets eddatpoviav Kal 

A a \ \ apeTnv, Svety avayKn Gartepov, 1 THY mpoKoTTV 
\ f a \ > \ 

KaKiav [Ly elvat Noe KAKOOALLOViAaY 7 THY apETHV 
“~ \ ~ / \ ~ 

Ths Kaklas un TOAA® TrapadAaTtrew pynde THS KaKO- 

1 Kolfhaus (Plutarchi De Comm. Not., p. 52); Aevedy Kat 
péows -Diibner; arpéya Kat peowy Aevxdv -EK.; azpeya (not 
atpéuas) AeuK@v Kat peowy -B. 

2 +a -Bernardakis. 
3 <. ..>-added by Bernardakis after Meziriac (<¢povijcews 

Sé> Kai adpootvyys <p} KatarapBavew>) and Reiske (<p Kara- 
AapPavew dé dpovyicews>). 

¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 85 (p. 21, 38-41). 
> Cf. the Aristotelian doctrine that ai vmepBodai trav atcby- 

tav avaicbnrou: De Anima 422 a 20-26, 4294 a 28-32, 4126 a 
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is not by nature imperceptible to sense. To the 
contrary, Chrysippus in the books concerning the 
Goal even states? expressly that the good is per- 
ceptible and, as he thinks, also proves it to be so. 
The only way left, then, is to suppose that its weak- 
ness and minuteness cause it to elude sense-percep- 
tion whenever those who have it are ignorant of its 
presence and unaware of it. Furthermore, absurd 
as is the notion that the sense of sight which per- 
ceives slightly or moderately white things is eluded 
by things white in the highest degree and the sense 
of touch which apprehends tepid or mildly hot things 
is insensible to those that are extremely hot,? yet it 
is more absurd if one, while apprehending what is in 
the usual way in conformity with nature,° such as 
health is and vigour, does not recognize the presence 
of virtue, which they suppose to be especially and 
supremely in conformity with nature. For how is it 
not at odds with the common conception for one to 
apprehend a difference between health and disease 
<and not to apprehend any between prudence) and 
folly but to think that the latter is present after it 
has been removed and not to recognize that the 
former is present after one has got it? And, since 
it is from the summit of progress that men change 
to happiness and virtue, one of two things must be 
true: either progress is not a state of vice and un- 
happiness or else virtue is not far removed from vice 
nor is happiness from unhappiness but the difference 
30—-b 8, and 429 a 29-—b 3; Theophrastus, De Sensibus 32 
(Dou. Graeci, p. 508, 18-21). 

¢ With 70 xowds xara dvow cf. Kowads axatadnmros in De 
Stotc. Repug. 1056 F swpra; and for health and vigour as 
examples of what is xara dvow on this level cf. 1060 B-c 
supra. 
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/ \ 3 Ud > \ \ \ 3 dauovias THY eddaioviay GAAG puKpav Kal av- 
Zt \ \ 4 \ ~ ~ errais@ntov elvar thy mpos Ta KaKa TOV ayabdr 

lg > \ ba) e \ , > 2 42 Ls Stapopay: ov yap av éavtovs dueAdvOavov avT’ éKet- 
a > vw TAOT €xXOVTES. 

¢ A > \ ? ~ ~ 

10. “Orav pev otv pndevos exorhvat TOV paxo- 
/ > \ 3 > ¢ ~ / 1 \ / - pevwy adda travé” opod A€yew" Kai TYevar Bédwar, 

TO TOUS TpoKOTTOVTAs GVOHRTOUS Kau Kakous €lvat, 
TO Ppovipous Kat ayabovs VEVOpLEvous SiaAavOdvew 
éavtovs,, TO peyadny Siadopav tis Ppovycews pos 
TV appoovyyy b dmapxew, H Tov aot Sokobat Gavpa- 
ciws ev Tots Ooypace THV opohoyiav BeBacody ; ETL 
d¢ HaMov € €v Tots mpdy pace, oTav mavras emions 
KQaKOUS Kal GOiKoUS Kal amriaToUSs Kal appovas Tovs 
41) cofovs atrodaivovtes elra maAw Tovs pev abt@v 
éextpétwvTar Kal BoeAvTTWVTAL Tovs 6” aTTaVvTa@VTES 
poe mpooayopevwor Tos S€ xpyyaTa mortevwouw, 
dpxas eyxeipilwow, exdud@our Ovyarépas ; TadTa 
yap €l pev mailovTes Aéyovor, Kabetobwoar® Tas 
oppis: et 8° amo omovdts Kat didocodpobytes, apa 
Tas Kowas €oTW evvoias Wéeyew pev Opoiws Kal 

4 a A Kakilew mavras avOpwrous xphabar dé Tots pev ws 
pletpiots Tots b€ ws KakioToLs Kal Xpvour7ov pev 
drepexmemAHnYOar KkatayeAav 5° ’AdreEivou pndev dé 

‘. »” vere > Va > , \ parAov oteabar unde Hrrov adAnjAwy adpaivey Tovs 
1 opod A€yew -Pohlenz ; cpodroyetv -K, B. 
2 Cf. Castiglioni (Gnomon, xxvi [1954], p. 8+). 
3 xabeicbwoav -Bernardakis (xafécf8woav -Wyttenbach) ; 

katabéobwoav -E, 3; cf. Amatorius 753 8 and S.VUF. i 
frag. 246 (odpds pun xaberpevn). 

¢ For the emphasis which the Stoics placed upon the 
internal consistency of their system and Plutarch’s conten- 
tion that their actions were inconsistent with their doctrines 
see De Stoic. Repug. 1033 a-¥F supra. 
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between the evil things and the good is minute and 
imperceptible, for otherwise men would not have 
the latter instead of the former without noticing it. 

10. Well then, when the Stoics refuse to abandon 
any of the conflicting propositions but wish to assert 
and maintain all of them together—that men who 
are making progress are stupid and vicious, that 
when they have become prudent and virtuous they 
do not notice it, that there is a great difference 
between prudence and folly—, does it perhaps seem 
to you that they are in an amazing way confirming 
the consistency ¢ in their doctrines ? And still more 
so in their deeds, when declaring ® that those who 

are not sages are all in the same degree vicious and 
unjust and unreliable and foolish they then again, 
while avoiding and abominating some and to some 
not even speaking when they meet, to others entrust 
money, hand over offices, and give daughters in 
marriage ? Ifit is in jest that they say these things, 
let them unbend their solemn brows ; but, if it is in 
earnest and by way of philosophizing, it is at odds 
with the common conceptions to deal with some men 
as tolerable and with others as extremely vicious 
while subjecting all alike to blame and reproach 
and, while marvelling at Chrysippus and deriding 
Alexinus,¢ to think that the men are not a bit more 

> S. VE. iii, frag. 668 (p. 167, 29-31); cf. 1076 c infra 
and De Stoic. Repug. 1048 © supra. 

© Déring, Megariker, frag. 79. See Plutarch, De Vitioso 
Pudore 536 a-z and S.V.F. iii, frag. 720 for anecdotes con- 
cerning this Alexinus of Elis, one of the Megarian School, 
nicknamed *EXey£ivos because of his contentiousness (cf. 
Doring, op. cit., pp. 115-123). He made Zeno the Stoic a 
special object of attack (Diogenes Laertius, ii, 109; cf. 
Sextus, Adv. Math. ix, 108-109). The title of a rejoinder to 
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wv U \ ¢ ron (1063) avdpas. “vai,” gaciv, “adda worep 6 mHYUV 
> 4 > / ~ > / e 

améxwv ev Gadrarty THs ETipaveias ovdev Hrtov TVvi- 
VEeTal TOD KaTAdEdUKOTOS OpyuLas TEVTAKOGIas OU- 

‘ e / b) ~ ~ 5) Tws ovde ot TmEAaLOYTES apETH THY paKpay OvTwY 
e hd > > 4 \ / ¢ \ / HTTOV €Etow ev KaKia’ Kat Kabamep ot TUPAOL TUPAOL 

> av b) / 7 > / / id Etow Kav OAtyov VvaoTepoyv avaPrérew péAAWow, Ov- 
e \ \ 

TWS OL TPOKOTTOVTES, Xp ov THY apeTHY avadrd- 
ee 2 ¢ 

B Pwo, avonror Kat pox8npot diapévovow.”’ ote 
fev ovv ovte tuddAois €oikacw ot mpoKdmToVvTes 
> \ a > = / £ > \ 

aAka Arrov d€vdopkotow ovTe Tvvyopevois GAAGa 
vnXopEevois, Kal TAaDTA TANnaiov Aywévos, avTol dia 

~ / ~ b ~ 

TOV TpAypLaTWwY apTupovow. ov yap av éxypavTo 
cupPovAois Kal oTpaTnyots Kal voobéTats WomeEp 

a 2 A *Q> * bap ans ” \ 

tudrois® yeipaywyots, o0d' av elndovv épya kai 
mpaters Kal Adyous Kat Bious eviwy ei mavtas Woat- 
TWS TVLyOpLEvoUs UTO THS adpoc’yns Kat poxOn- 

e > \ ~ 4 b] 

plas ewpwv. adets® d€ TOOTO Gavpaocov EKElvn TOUS 
> ? a ¢€ ~ / 

avopas, €l pnde Tots eauTa@v diddoKovTat Tapa- 
! / VM ACd , eek 

delypact mpoéabat Crovs)* dsadeAnbortas éxetvous 
1 dxypis ov -E, B (but see Moralia vii [L.C.L.], p. vii); 

dxpis av ov -liasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 14) but cf B. Weissen- 
berger, Die Sprache Plutarchs i, p. 37. 

2 ruddois -Meziriac ; tuddoi -E, B. | 
a dbel Ts! 4 <code> -ndded byt Reiskel 

his attacks is preserved in the list of the writings of .\riston 
of Chios (S. V.F. i, p. 75, 23). Other writings by Alexinus 
are mentioned by Eusebius (Praep. E'vang. xv, 2, +) and 
Athenaeus (xv, 696 e-f and possibly x, £18 e); and a frag- 
ment of one is preserved in the De Rhetorica of Philodemus 
(cols. XLIV-XLVI =i, pp. 79-81 and Supplementum, pp. 39- 
42 [Sudhaus]). 

oS. V.F...iu,. frag. 539 (pp. 143, 39-144, 2). Cy ee 
iii, frags. 527 and 530; the unnumbered fragment of a 
papyrus in Milan published by Anna Maria Colombo. 
Parola del Passato, ix (1954), pp. 376-381 ; and St. A\ugus- 
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or less foolish one than the other. “ Yes,” they say,? 
‘but just as in the sea the man a cubit from the 
surface is drowning no less than the one who has 
sunk 500 fathoms, so neither are they any the less 
in vice who are approaching virtue than they who 
are a long way from it; and just as the blind are 
blind even if they are going to recover their sight ° 
a little later, so those who are making progress con- 
tinue to be stupid and depraved until they have 
attained virtue.”” That those who are making pro- 

gress resemble neither blind nor drowning men, how- 
ever, but men whose sight is less than clear or men 

who are swimming and near to haven too, to this the 
 Stoics by their deeds testify themselves. Tor they 
would not be using councillors and generals and 
legislators as blind leaders ° and they would not be 
emulating the works and actions and words and lives 
of some men either if in their eyes all men were in the 
same way drowning in folly and depravity. But let 
this pass, and be amazed at the former point that 
the gentlemen are not taught even by their own 
examples to give up these men who are sages with- 

tine, Hpistle 167, 12-13. The comparison of the puppy given 
by Cicero (S. }’.J". iii, frag. 530) justifies neither the emenda- 
tion of Plutarch’s text nor the assumption that Plutarch 
changed the comparison used by Chrysippus (Pohlenz, 
Hermes, \xxiv [1939], p. 20, n. 2), for Chrysippus probably 
used both comparisons: cf. S.V.F. ii, frag. 178 and, for the 
significance of this fragment and the comparisons with 
lindness, QO. Luschnat, Philologus, cii (1958), p. 210. 

> For dvaBAévew in this sense cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 52, 21 and 
Plato, Phaedrus-243 ps. 

¢ Cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1033 ¥F supra, and for the pro- 
verbial phrase tudAds yeipaywyds De Fortuna 98 3B with 
Wyttenbach’s note ad loc. in his Animadversiones in 
Plutarchi Opera Moralia. 
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\ \ 4 / > > , ° Ci copovs Kal py) cuvievtas nd aicbavopevous drt 
TVLYOMEVOL TETTAVYTAL Kal POS OpMot Kal THs Kakias 
ETAVW YEVOVOTES AVATETVEVKACL. 

11. Hapa’ thy evvoray €or avOpwrov, @ mavTa 
Taya, mapeote Kal pindev éevdet pds evdarpoviay 
Kal TO paxdpiov, TOUTW Kane eSdyew eauror, 
ETL O€ padov, @ pndév ayaloy é €or pnd corau TO 
dewd d€ mavTa Kal Ta Ovoxeph Kat KaKG TOpEaTe 
Kal TMOpET aL dua Tédovs, TOUTw L47) Karen aTro- 
Acyeobau TOV Biov, av pe TL vy Nia? Ta adiaddpwr 
avTm TMPooyevyrar. TatTa Towvy ev TH UToG vo- 
uobereirat, Kal tmoAdovs pev eEayouot TOV copav 
ws duewov® eddatmovobvtas memada8at, moddovs O€ 
KaTéxovar TOV pavrtwv ws KabyKovTos’ adtois CHv 
KaKodarpovodvTas. KaiTOL O ev Godos oABtos pa- 
Kaplos Travevdai pov aapalns akivduvos, 6 5é dab- 
Aos Kat avontos otos etzety 

SF 6 Q” ” 7 én 
yew KAKOV Y KL OUK €O O7TOU TE aM 

3 \ A , ye 428 , * aAAa Kal TovToLs povnv® otovrat KabyjKovoay eivat 
> Ud > 7 (6 > / 49) \ , KaKelvois e€aywynv. “ exxotws dé,’ dynat Xpvo- 

A \ a a 

ummos, ‘‘ od yap ayabois Kat Kakots det mrapape- 

1 Kai wapa -Basil.; “Er. mapa -Bernardakis; but cf. the 
beginning of chap. 26 (1070 F) infra. 

2 7. vy Ata -Turnebus 3 tux dca -E, By; 7 dca -Basil.; 7 
[dca] -Wyttenbach. 

3 Guewov <ov> -van Herwerden (Lectiones Rheno-Traiec- 
tinae [1882], p. 123), Hartman (De Plutarcho, p. 607). 

‘ | ReaD -van Herwerden (7d7d.). 
5 yéuw -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 14); yeuwr -E, B (cf. De 

Stoic. Repug. 1048 F supra). 
6 EK, B (8) -omitted by B); 61) Kxovxeér’ -Diibner (cf. De 

Stoic. "Repug. 1048 F supra). 
7 6rov -E; éz7y -B (cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1048 F supra). 
8 novnv -Basil.; povnv -E, B, Aldine. 
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out being aware of it and who do not understand or 
even perceive that they have stopped drowning and 
are seeing daylight and, risen above vice, have 
drawn breath again. 

11. It is at odds with the common conception to 
hold that, unless there befall a man to boot some 
one of the things that are—yes, by heaven—in- 
different, he who is attended by all the goods and 
lacks nothing that makes for happiness and _ bliss 
ought to commit suicide but—and this is still more 
at odds with it—he who has not and will not have 
anything good but is attended and will be perpetu- 
ally attended by all things dreadful and vexatious 

_and evil ought not to renounce his life. These, then, 
are the laws enacted in the Stoa®; and the Stoics 
speed many sages from life on the ground that it is 
better for them to have done being happy and 
restrain many base men from dying on the ground 
that they ought to live on in unhappiness. Although 
for them the sage is blessed, blissful, supremely 

. happy, unliable to lapse or peril and the base and 
stupid man one fit to say 

I’m now replete with woes, and there’s no room,? 

nevertheless they think that it behooves the latter 
to abide and the former to take leave of life. “‘ And 
this is reasonable,” says Chrysippus, “for the 
standard by which life must be measured is not 

¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 759 (p. 188, 11-20). See 1060 c-p and 
De Stoic. Repug. 1042 c-£ supra; and for the Stoic dogma 
of the complete happiness of the sage and the complete un- 
happiness of all others cf. Cicero, De Finibus iii, 26 and 
S.V.F. i, frag. 216. 

» Furipides, Hercules Furens 1245 (cf. De Stoic. Repug. 
1048 F supra). 
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(1063) TpetoGat TOV Biov adda tots Kata puow Kal Tapa 
pvow.” ouTWs avOpwrrous” owlovot THY ouv7Jevay 
Kal Tpos. tas Kowds evvolas diAocodotar. ti dé- 
yes; ov det oKomeEty 

4 2 > / / 3X3 > / OTT” ToL Ev preyapotat KaKov <7T’)*® ayabov TE 
TETUKTOL 

\ \ , \ / / ? \ oe tov Trept Biov Kat Gavarov oKomrovpevov ovdE WamEp 
Kemi Cvyotd ta mpos evdatpoviay Kal Kakodatpoviav 

e€eralew emionua paAdov wheACoivta)* addr’ &ex 
TOV pear wapedovvTwv unre PBranrovTwv TOUS 
(aroTEpov»” Buotéov 7 7 py Trovetobat Aoyeopous ; ov 
ucAXer pos Tas ToLavTas vTobeces Kal apxas 
KabyKovtTws atpetabat te Tov Biov @ TaV hevKTav 
ovdev améaTt Kal PEevyEe @ TAaVTA TA alpeTAa TAP- 
€oTL; KalTou mrapdAoyov ev, @ eTaipe, Kal TO 
pevyew Tov Biov € ev pndevi KaK@ yevopevous Tapa- 
Aoywrepov bE €t Le) TVYXavoV Tis TOU ddvapopov 
Trayabov apinow, O7rep obTot Tovovor, THY EvOat- 

F poviay mpotepLevor Kal TV apeTny Tapovcav avl’ 
byvelas Kat OAoKAnpias wv od TUyyYavovcw. 

1 E, Bs; av8pwao -Basil. ; av8pwro -Pohlenz, Bury. 
2 Reise; on 1, By 
3 <7’> -supplied by Reiske ; omitted by EF, B. 
4H. C.3 wed... vac. 5 -E, vac. 6 -B; érionpa paddor 

wherovvtwy Kat BrAamrovrwy -Turnebus, Vulcobius ; «7 re ém- 
Cypcov aGddrov 7 whéApov -Reiske; émljysa paddAov 7 whéAma 
-Bernardakis (cf. contra Kolfhaus, Plutarchi De Comm. 

, p. 54) 3 extonua paddov aderrev -Pohlenz. 
5 Pohlenz ; TOUS . .. vac. 8 -K, B. 

* On guviOeen se see 1059 B and De Stoic. Repug. 1036 c— 
37 a supra; ow ovo is used as in the phrases 7a daivopeva 

giles (De Facie 923 a) and o@aai kai dtadvAdéar tas avféyoes 
(1084 4a infra, cf. De Primo Frigido 947 E-F). 

» mpos here as in De Stoic. Repug. 1042 p-E supra (... pA 
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goods and evils but the things in conformity with 
nature and contrary to it.’’ ‘This is the way in which 
they save common experience @ for men and _ philo- 
sophize with a view to® the common conceptions. 
What do you say ? The man who deliberates about 
life and death musi not consider 

Whatsoe’er hath been wrought both evil and good in the 
palace ¢ 

and must not as it were test in the balance the 
minted coins “ that are of greater use in respect to 
happiness and unhappiness but must take the things 
that are neither beneficial nor injurious as the basis 

_ of his calculations about the necessity of living or not 
living ? On such premises and principles will one not 
properly choose the life from which is absent none of 
the objects of avoidance and avoid that in which are 
present all the objects of choice? Yet, irrational 
as it is, comrade, for men to flee life when nothing 
evil has befallen them, it is more irrational if one 

resigns the good because he misses that which is 
- indifferent ; and that is precisely what these men 
do in giving up the happiness and the virtue which 
they have for the sake of physical health and sound- 
ness which they miss. 

mpos Ta atpera . . . TiMecPar Aoyiopovs, GAN’. . . mpos Tabra 
Kat Cav Kat amobvyoKev). 

¢ Odyssey iv, 392, quoted also in De Tuenda Sanitate 122 p 
and [Plutarch], Stromat. 9 (VII, p. 41, 5 [Bernardakis]= 
Dow. Graeci, ». 582, 3); ef. the purpose for which Diogenes 
the Cynic is said to have quoted the line (Diogenes Laertius, 
vi, 103). 

4 Cf. Pollux, iii, 86 sub finem and Philo, Quis Rerum Div. 
Heres 180 (iii, p. 41, 13-17 [Wendland]); for comparing 
minted coins by weight and the simile based on this ef. 
oe. si, frag. 81. 
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ev?’ atte TAavew Kpovidns dpévas é€éAeto Zevs, 

OT’ ypvceta yadKeiwy exaTouPora evveaBoiwy €- 
weAde Svaperpeotar.” KQITOL TA pe X4Axea TOV 
omy ovx HTTOV 7 TQ Xpvoa mrapetxe Xpelav paxo- 
pevots, eUmpemrera de TOMATOS KaL vylela Tots 
LTwiKots ovtTe xpelav ott dvnolv Tia déper mrpos 
evoaioviav: adAa Ouws odTOL THS Ppovycews avTt- 
KataAAaTrovTa: THY vylevav. Kal yap “Hpakreltw 
dact Kat Depexvdn KabrjKew av, eimep HdvvavTo, 
Thy apeTyv adeivar Kal THY dpdovnow woTe Tavoa- 
afar Pbeipidvras Kat ddpwmavras Kat THs Kipxys 
€yxeovons dvo dappaka, TO pev ToLtodv adpovas 
ex dpoviuwv To 6 d(vous €€ avbpumwy dpdvynow 
d° €xovtas, oplas av y* TOV ‘Odvecea Tue TO THS 
apoovns parrov 7 7 petaparety eis Onptov Hoppny 
TO eldos, ExovTa THY dpovnow—Kal META THs ppo- 
vyncews SnAovoTs THY Evdatpmoviav—, Kal TabTA da- 
ow* adrtnv dbhnyetabar Kat mrapakedeverbar THv 
dpovnow “ ades pe Kat Katadpovycov amoAAvpe- 

1 ore -Reiske. 2B; dcapeibaoba -E. 
8H. C.; ro d€ 0... vac. 22+19 (in two lines) -E, vac. 

32 (at bottom of page) -B ... Tov; 7o & d<vous dpovipous && 
adpovwy avopwmwrv, ovk av> tov -Bernardakis after Wytten- 
bach (ef. contra Kolfhaus, Plutarchi De Comm. .Not., 
pp. 54-55); 70 8 6<vous €&€ avOputwy, dpAds av €A€aBa> Tov 
-Pohlenz. aT ee -b. 

@ Jliad vi, 234. 
* 8. Vo. iiyrfrage 162. 
¢ In Non Posse Suaviter Vivi 1089 r Plutarch speaks of 

Heraclitus and VPherecydes as victims of severe diseases 
which he does not specify, but in Sulla xxxvi, 5 (474 F) he 
names Pherecydes “ the theologian ”’ (cf. Diels-Kranz, Fraq. 
Vorsok.® i, pp. 43-51) among those who succumbed to 
pediculosis (cf. Aristotle, Jdist. cfnimal. 557 a 1-3 and 
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Then was Glaucus bereft by Cronian Zeus of his reason, ? 

in that he was about to exchange golden arms worth 
a hundred oxen for brazen arms worth nine. Yet 
for men in combat brazen arms were no less useful 
than golden ones, whereas the Stoics find bodily 

comeliness and health neither useful nor advantage- 
ous for happiness at all; but nevertheless these 
Stoics accept health in exchange for prudence. That 
is clear from their statements ® that it would have 
behooved Heraclitus and Pherecydes, if they could 
have done so, to resign their virtue and prudence 
so as to be quit of their pediculosis and dropsy ° and 
that, if the philtres poured by Circe were two, one 
making fools of prudent men and the other asses 
of human beings ¢ but asses with prudence, it would 
be right) for Odysseus to have drunk the philtre of 
folly rather than to have changed his form to the 
shape of a beast though thereby keeping his prud- 
ence—and with his prudence obviously his happi- 
ness °—; and this, they say, is the precept and 

- prescription of prudence herself: “ Let me go and 

W. Nestle, Griechische Studien [Stuttgart, 1948], pp. 577- 
578). For the fatal dropsy of Heraclitus and its embellish- 
ments (Diogenes Laertius, ix, 3-5) cf. H. Frankel, A.J.P., 
lix (1938), pp. 309-314 and p. 325 and R. Muth, <Anzeiger 
fiir die Altertumswissenschaft, vii (1954), cols. 250-253 and 
viii (1955), cols. 251-252. 

¢ Although in Odyssey x, 210-243 only wolves, lions, and 
swine are mentioned, in Bruta Animalia Ratione Uti 986 B 
Plutarch expressly includes asses among the beasts into 
which Circe has transformed men (cf. also Apollodorus, 
Epitome vii, 15 [L.C.L. ii, pp. 286-287]; Bethe, R.-E. xi 
[1921], col. 502, 21-29). 

¢ The interjection is Plutarch’s ironical reminder that for 
the Stoics dpovnois and evddaovia are identical (S.V.F. iii, 
frag. 538= De Stoic. Repug. 1046 © supra). 
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> ~ \ 

(1064) vns ewod Kai diapberpopevns ets dvov mpdowrov.”’ 
> > / e ~ 

adX’ ovov ye, djoet Tis, ) ToLadTa TapayyéAAovea 
; / ? . > A A fon a ppovnais é€atw, ei TO pev dpoveiv Kai evdatpoveiy 

B) / > \ 

ayalov eats TO dé (Stopopdov>' wepid€per mpda- 
> 

wiov adidpopov. éfvos elvai dacw AOidmwr, 
24 z 

o7ov Kvwy Paaidever Kai Bactreds mpocayopeverau 
\ at: \ \ ” , ” \ Kat yepa Kat Tipas exer Baotléws, avdpes de 
/ v4 e / 

mpatrovolw amep ynyeucoc. woAEwv TpoonKEer Kal 
” > 3 5 \ me - 
apxovaw. ap ovv mapa tots LtwiKols dpoiws Td 

\ + A \ a ~ a fev Ovoua Kat TO oxHpa Tayalot mapEeoTL TH ape- 
~ \ 4 / ¢ 

TH Kal povynv TavTNnVY alpeTov Kal WhéeALov Kal 
t pa , \ / 3 \ 

C cupdépov Kadotor, mpatrovat b€ mavra® Kai drdo- 
csopotot. Kat Cou. Kat amobvyoKovow wamep amo 
TpOOTAYLATOS THY GdLAPopwv; KaALTOL TOV KUVA [LEV 
“Semen »O_\ Py ee, > , go. \ 
€xetvov ovdets AtOtomwy amoxtivyvuow,* adda ce- 

~ / e A \ 

pvas® KaOnrat tpoaKuvotpmevos: obToL Se THY apEeTHYV 
> , e ~ \ / A 4 amtoAAvovow eauT@v Kai diadGeipovar, THs vyvetas 
TEPLEXOMEVOL KAL THS amrovias. 

ww ene ~ > / ~ \ fA 12. “Eouxe d€ nuds amradAarrew Tot mEpi TovTwWY 
v / iA e \ FAN “A ¢ ? ert mActova r€yew 6 KoAodwv atros ov 6 Xpvoir- 

A ~ mos Tots doypaow emréferkev. OvTwy yap ev TH 
dvoe Tov pev ayabav Trav de Kak@v Tov de Kat’ 

1 <¢8vcpopdorv> -H. C.; dé... vac. 9 -E, vac. 3-++ 1 (in two 
lines) -B . . . wepupepev; <dvov> -Turnebus. 

2 yépa -Reiske ; tepa -F, B. 
8 szavra -Hartman (De Plutarcho, p. 607), implied by 

Amyot’s version ; ratra -E, B. 
4 Stephanus ; dazoxrévyvaw -E, B. 
5 adXa CeLVWS (sic) -Basil.; adda aoéuvws -E; add’ aoéuvws 

6 «ai -deleted by Wyttenbach; Papabasileios excised as 
a gloss on petragév the following kat xadovpévwy ddraddpwv 
(Athena, x [1898], p. 227). 
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regard me not, for I am being undone and perverted 
into an ass’s head.” * But the prudence thai gives 
such orders, one would say, is the prudence of an 

ass, if in fact to be prudent and happy is good and 
to wear a (misshapen) face indifferent. There is 
said ® to be a tribe of Ethiopians among whom a 
dog reigns and is addressed as king and has the 
perquisites and honours of a king, but the functions 
of political leadership and government are per- 
formed by men. Do not the Stoics in like manner 
give the title and rank of the good to virtue and call 
virtue alone an object of choice and beneficial and 

useful but perform all their actions and do their 
philosophizing and live and die as it were at the 
command of the things that are indifferent ? While 
that dog, however, is slain by none of the Ethiopians 
but sits in majesty receiving their obeisance, these 
Stoics undo their own virtue and destroy it by their 
attachment to health and painlessness. 

12. It seems that the finishing touch which 
- Chrysippus has put to his doctrines itself * absolves 

us from saying still more on this subject. For, there 
being in nature some things that are good and some 
that are evil and some also that are intermediate 

¢ Crénert (Symbolae Osloenses, xiv [1935], pp. 126-133) 
argued that these words are verses taken by Chrysippus from 
the Flpenor of Timotheus and put into the mouth of his 
personified dpovnats. 

o Cf. Pliny, W.H. vi, 192 and Aelian, De Natura Ani- 
malium vii, 40=Hermippus, frag. 76 (C. Miller, Prag. Hist. 
Graec. iii, p. 53 with Heibges, R.-E. viii [1912], col. 852, 
32-47). 

¢ Pohlenz (Moralia vi/2) punctuates so as to construe 
autos not with Kohopeby but with Xpvourmos, as is implied by 
Amyot’s version, “‘ que Chrysippus mesme adjouste....” 
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ae peTagv Kal kahoupevoy ddvapopu, ovdets ear 
D avépwrrwy ¢ Os ov BovAerau Tayaboyv éxew HaMov 7 ” 

TO adudpopov {Kat TO adiddopov)* 7 TO KaKOV. 
adda Kal Tovs Geods Sy7rov" movovpucba pdprupas, 
aiTovpevo Tats evxais Tra. avTav padiora pev 
KTNOW ayaa, El oe As KORY amopuyny, TO 
[de]}*® pyr ayalov pare KQKOV QVTL [eV tayabod Ly 
DeAovres exew avti de Tob KaKoo Oédovres. 0 be 
tThv pvow éevadAdtTwv Kal THY Ta€wv avactpéedwy 
> ~ / 4 \ / > \ > 4 EK THS peans ywpas TO pécov eis THY eayaTny 
petaTiOnor To 8 e€oxatov eis THY peony emravayer 
Kat peTtockiler, Kafamrep ot tUpavvor Tots Kakots 
mpoedpiayv didovar, [Kat]* vouoler@av mp@tov diw- 
Kew Tayalov devrepov d€ TO KaKOV EayaTov O€ Kal 

K xetpiotov yyeiofat TO pnt ayafov pyre Kakov, 
WOTTEP El TIS ETA TA OVpavia TA Ev “Aidov TiMEin 
THhv O€ yHVv Kal Ta TEPL yHv els TOV TAapTapoV a7- 
WOELE 

THAc par’, hye Babiorov tro xfovos eat Bépe- 
pov. 

eimwmy obv ev TH TPITW mept Ovcews oti AvorteAc? 
ony adpova 1 (ui)? Brody Kay pd€erore edn ppo- 
phoew emipeper Kata AeEw: “‘ rovadTa yap Tayaba 

<. . .> -added by Stephanus. 
dyzov -E, 757 -B. 
[de] -deleted by Hartman (De Plutarcho, }). 607). 
|xat] -deleted by Pohlenz ; d:d0vs «ai -Basil. and Madvig 

(Adversaria Critica, p. 669) but cf. contra Rasmus (Prog. 
1872, p. i3). 

5 <¢un> -added by Stephanus (cf. paddov 7 <u> in De 
Stoic. onan 1042 a supra). 

ma Oo ft re 

———-—_ _-- - ——— 

a This i tee as Sextus says, was common to the 
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and are called indifferent,? there is no human being 
who does not wish to have the good rather than the 
indifferent (and the indifferent) rather than the evil. 
Nay, of this we make the very gods our witnesses, I 
take it, as in our praycrs we beg them first of all for 
the possession of good things and, if this may not 
be, for deliverance from evils, being unwilling to 
have what is neither good nor evil instead of what is 
good but willing to have it instead of what is evil. 
This man, however, by a transposition of nature and 
an inversion of order transfers the middle from the 
midmost space to the last and, just as tyrants give 
evil men precedence, removes what is last and 

elevates it to the midmost space, making it the 
law to seek first the good and second the evil and to 
regard as last and worst what is neither good nor 
evil, as if one would place after celestial things the 
infernal realm and expel the earth and earthly 
things to the nether world 

Far and afar, where lies under earth the profoundest of 
chasms.? 

So in the third book concerning Nature ° after he 
has said that to live a fool is better than (not> to be 
alive even if one is never going to be sensible he 
continues in so many words: “ for to human beings 

Old Academy, the Peripatus, and the Stoa (Adv. Math. xi, 
3-6=S8S.V.F. iii, frag. 71 [p. 17, 22-25] and Nenocrates, frag. 
76 [Heinze]): cf. Plato, Gorgias 467 1 6—468 B 1, Lysis 216 
pd 5-7, Symposium 202 8 1-5; Aristotle, Categories 12 a 13- 
20; Divisiones Aristoteleae §§24 and 68 (pp. 31, 16 ff. and 
65, 26 ff. [Mutschmann]); O. Luschnat, Philologus, cii 
(1958), pp. 211-214. 

> Tliad viii, 14 (cf. Plato, Phaedo 112 a). 
¢ For the remainder of this chapter see De Stoic. Repug. 

1042 a-c supra (N. VF. iii, frag. 760) and the notes there. 
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> a 

(1064) €or tots avOpurTrois, Wore TpOTOV TWA KA TA KAKG 
A x 11 a) EN A U tov [addAwy]' ava pecov mpotepeiv: é€ott 8° ov 

~ ~ > Fry uk, A Ds & FAY a 2? 

TabTa mporepobvra aA 0 dAdyos pe ob Brody eT L~ 
Barer paAAov el Kal’ ddpoves ecopeba. * 8 FjAov 
ovy, et KL GOLKOL Kal TrapdvopLot Kal Deots exOpot 

F kai et* Kaxodaipoves: obdév yap ameott TOUTWY TOS 
> / ~ > / . / ~ 

adpovws Biotow. émParrer Tolvvv Kakodatpovety 
~ “ A A \ / ~ 

HaAAov ) py KaKodatpovety Kat BAdwTecfat wadAov 
n py PArAamrecbat Kal adiKety H py adiKety Kal 
Tapavopety 7 py) Tapavopety’ TouTéoTw éemiBadrer 

\ 6 eee, , * \ , nn \ Ta (un emiBadovra ToLely KAL Kabyet chy Kal 
Tapa TO [ua] Kallhicor ; vat: xetpov yap €oTL TO 
adoyov Kal TO dvaleByrov elvat TOU appaivew.”” 
cira Arty mrafovres ovx opoAoyotow «ivat KaKov 
6 Tob KaKod X€tpov éo7t; dia (iy pevKrov a7r0- 

1065 patvovar [LOvov THY agpootuny, El Ovx. HTTOV aAXra 

Kat uddAdrov émiBaddrov é€oti hevyew tHV py SExXo- 
pevynv TO adpaivew didbesw; 

> \ fe 37 Pins 4 / 13. “AAAa ti av ris emt TovTOLs SuvayEpaivot, [E- 
pvnpevos @v ev TH Sevtépw mept Dicews yéeypa- 

EV, d.mopatvesy ovK xen ERTS THY KaKiav TpOoS TA 
dda YEVUNLEVIY 5 agvov 6  avaraPety To d6ypa Tals 
exeivouv AdEcouw, wa Kal pans atws of Tob” Hevo- 

1 [ddAwv] -deleted by Reiske (cf. <xat> Ta Kaka TOY ava 

péoov in De Stoic. Repug. 1042 B supra). 
2 Brody -E 3 Biovvras (?) -B. 
3 «ai et in De Stoic. Repug. 1042 c supra. 
4 «{ -deleted by Reiske but defended by Pohlenz (*‘ con- 

sulto Plutarchus xaxodaiuoves extollit ’’), 
5 <un> -added by Reiske (implied by Xylander’s version). 
6 [uy] -deleted by Wyttenbach (as by implication from 

Be a version). 7 ¢ri> -added by Stephanus. 
8 g.a <7i> -Meziriac (implied by versions of Xylander and 

Amyot); &’ ¢-EB, B. 
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goods are of such a nature that in a way even evils 
have the advantage over intermediates ; but it is 

not these that have the advantage but reason, and it 
is incumbent upon us rather to be alive with reason 
although we are to be fools ’—obviously, then, 
although unjust and lawless and hateful to the gods 
and although wretched, for those who are foolishly 
alive are without none of these characteristics. It is 
incumbent upon us, then, to be wretched rather than 
not to be wretched and to suffer injuries rather than 
not to suffer injuries and to do wrong rather than not 
to do wrong and to transgress the law rather than 
not to transgress it; that is it is incumbent upon 

- us to do things incumbent upon us (not) to do, and 
it is a duty to live even in violation of duty? “ Yes, 
for to be without rationality and sensibility is worse 
than to be a fool.”’ Then <(what> makes them refuse 
to admit that there is evil which is worse than evil ? 
For <what) reason do they declare that only folly 
is an object of avoidance if it is not less incumbent 
upon us but even more to avoid the state which does 
not admit of folly ? 

13. But why would this annoy anyone who re- 
members what he has written in the second book 
concerning Nature,* where he declares that the 
genesis of vice has not been useless in relation to 
the universe as a whole? It’s worth repeating the 
doctrine in his own words, in order that you may 
in a way understand what position is given to vice 

¢ Cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1050 F (S. V.F. ii, frag. 1181 [p. 339, 
14-19]) supra with the notes there. 

® Wyttenbach after Leonicus (7d@s of 70d); ads érov -E 
B; of tod (without 7s) -Basil. 
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(1065) Kpdrous Kat Larevoimaov KATH YyOpovvTEs emt TH BL 
THY bylevav adudpopov nyetobat pnde Tov TAodTov 
averperes ev tive TOT Thy KaKtav adrot riGev rat 
Kal Tivas Adyous TrEpi avrhs dueEtaow: ‘ 1 de Kaka 
™mpos TO dewva oupmTwpara (lovov zu) EXEL Opov' 

B yiyverat yap aver” mos KATO TOV THs puoews do- 
/ 

yov Kal, W ovUTws elimw, ovK axpyoTWws ylyveTaL 
\ Ve? +O \ \ nv > \ Ss 1) > “A > mpos Ta OAa* ovde yap av Tayaloy jv.’ odKotby év 

a] A > Ac ry) \ 5d > \ x ¢ Pp] / eois ayalov ovdev Eat, ETEL NOE KAKOV’ OVOE, 
¢ ¢ A 3 e | > ? 3 \ e ee 

oray © ZLevs els €aUTOV avadvoas® THV VAnY aTracay 
els yevntar Kal Tas aAXdas avéAn duapopas, obdév 
eoTw ayalov THVIKGOTAL, pendevos ye KaKOU Tap- 
OVTOS. dda xopob pev cor eupeAcca pndevos 
amgdovTos Ev av7Ta, Kal Tw pLaros byleva pndevos 
popiov vooobvTos, cipern) 5 divev Kakias ovK €xeL 
yeveow, aAAa womep Eviats THY LatpiK@yv buvdpewy 
los ofews Kat XoAn vatvys avayKatov €oTLW ouTus® 

C emuTnOELo7ns ETEpa TH MeAyjrov* _HoxOnpig mpos 
THv UwKpatovs Sikatoovvynv Kal 7H KAewvos ava- 

1 Sewa lien <iétov tw’> -Pohlenz (/ermes, Ixxiv 
{1939], p. 12, n. 2), of. De Stoic. Repug. 1050 F supra; 
Aoira ovprTapata -E, B. 

2 yap <xal> avd77 -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 15), cf. De Stoic. 
Repug. 1050 F supra (pév yap Kai avy). 

3 dvadwoas -Meziriac; but cf. Kolfhaus (Plutarchi De 
Comm. Not., p. 55). 

4 Wyttenbach ; ovrtws avayxaiov eativ -E, B. 
§ Bernardakis ; pedirou -E, B. 

¢ Nenocrates, frag. 92 (Heinze) and Speusippus, frag. 59 
(Lang). Cf. Cicero, De Finibus iv, 49; De Legibus i, 55; 
Tusc. Disp. v, 29-30; and for the Platonic doctrine that 
health and wealth may be either goods or evils cf. especially 
Plato, Laws 661 a 5—p 4 and 728 p 6—729 Bb 1. The lists of 
works by Speusippus and by Xenocrates both contain a title 
Ilepi wAovrov (Diogenes Laertius, iv, 4 and 11). 
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and what theories concerning it are developed by 
the very men who denounce Xenocrates and Speusip- 
pus for holding that health is not indifferent and that 
wealth is not useless.2 “ Vice is ¢peculiarly)> dis- 
tinguished from dreadful accidents, for in itself it 
does in a sense come about in accordance with the 
reason of nature and, if I may put it so, its genesis is 
not useless in relation to the universe as a whole, 

since otherwise the good would not exist cither.”’ 
So then, among the gods there is nothing good, 
since there is nothing evil either; and, whenever 
Zeus, having reduced all matter to himself, becomes 
one and abolishes all difference else,? then, there 
being nothing evil present, there is nothing good 
either. While in a chorus ¢ there is harmony if no 
member of it is out of tune and in a body health if 
no part of it is ill, for virtue, however, there is no 
coming to be without vice; but just as snake’s 
venom or hyena’s bile is a requisite for some medical 
prescriptions @ so the depravity of Meletus is in its 
way suited to the justice of Socrates® and the 

> That is in the “ ecpyrosis,”’ for which see 1067 a, 1075 
g-c, and 1077 p infra and De Stoic. Repug. 1052 c and 1053 
B-C supra. 

¢ dada xopotd pev... THY adixiov=S.V.F. ii, frag. 1181 (p. 
339, 20-30). 

¢ For hyena’s bile cf. in a similar context Plutarch, De 
Sera Numinis Vindicta 552 ¥ and Steier, R.-E. Supplement 
iv (1924), col. 766, 20-25; for the use of snake's venom cf. 
Gossen-Steier, R.-f., Zweite Reihe ii/1 (1921), col. 505, 
11-23. 

& See De Stoic. Repug. 1051 c supra. For Meletus, who 
brought the action against Socrates (cf. Plato, Huthyphro 
2 B) and who is mentioned by Plutarch several times in the 
Moralia (76 a, 475 ©, 499 ¥, 580 B-c), cf. P. Mazon, Rev. 
Etudes Anciennes, xliv (1942), pp. 177-190. 
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(1065) ywyia mpos tHhv LepixAgouvs xadoxayabiay. ads 
0° av etpev 0 Levs tov ‘HpaxdAda dicar Kal Tov 
Avxobpyov €t pn Kat Lapdavatradrov apiv edvoe 
kat Darapw; wpa AEeyew adtois o71 Kat fOiats 
yeyovev avG partes’ Tmpos eveElayv Kal Today pa Tpos 
WKUTYTA, Kal OUK GV iV “AxeMeds Kounrns El ay 
daXdakpos Ocpoirns. Ti yap Siadépovar Tov TadTa 
AnpovvTwv Kat pAvapovvrov Ol Acyovres HY aX py- 
oTWs yeyovevas Tpos THY eyKparevay THY dicoha- 
ciav Kal pos THY Suxaoovvay THY GOLKiaVv; OTTWwS 

D edxa@pcOa Tots Peots act poxPypiav civar 

wevdea 8 aipvdAtovs te Adyous Kal émikAoToVv 
nOos, 

1 Wyttenbach ; avllpwTrav me em 

2 phe Pluta — iVictas ji, Q—1li, 2 (52-4 c- . and vili, 5 
(528 p-c); Pericles xxxili, 8 (170 p-£); and for Plitarch’s 
estimates of Cleon and of Pericles respectively see further 
Praecepta Gerendae Reipublicae 806 r—-807 a and Pericles 
xxxix (173 c-E). 

> Heracles was a hero of the Stoics (ef. S.V_F. i, frag. 
514 [and J[eraclita Quaestiones Homericae 33]; ii, p. 300, 
31-37; ill, p. 84, 5-7; Epictetus, Diss. 1, vi, 32-36, and 
i, xxiv, 13-17). Lycurgus, the legendary author of the 
Spartan constitution (cf. Plutarch’s Lycurgus and especially 
xxxi [59 a-p]), was with Socrates the subject of a treatise 
by. Sphaerus, the pupil of Zeno and Cleanthes (S8.V.F. i, 
p. 140, 2 and p. 142, 3-7); and he must have been held in 
high regard by some Stoics (ef. Seneca, L’pistle xc, 6; 
Epictetus, Diss. u, xx, 26 and frag. v) despite the denial that 
he was a sage and that his enactments were truly law (see De 
Stoic. Repug. 1033 ¥r and S.V.J°. iii, frag.. 599, and ef. 
Dougan and Henry on Cicero, usc. Disp. v, 7). 

¢ Sardanapalus, king of Assyria, typified for the Greeks 
the life of luxury and sensuality (cf. Plutarch, De cllexandri 
Fortuna aut Virtute 330 ¥ and 336 p; Aristophanes, Birds 
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vulgarity of Cleon to the nobility of Pericles.t* How 
would Zeus have found the way of creating Heracles 
and Lycurgus ® if he had not also created Sardana- 
palus © for us and Phalaris?4 Here it is time for 
them to assert that mankind has been given con- 
sumption with a view to his vigour and gout with 
a view to his fleetness of foot and that Achilles would 
not have had long hair if Thersites had not been 
bald.¢ For what is the difference between those 
who talk this silly nonsense and the Stoics, who say 
that the genesis of licentiousness has not been with- 
out use for continence or that of injustice without 
use for justice? Let us take care, then, to pray 
the gods that there may always be depravity 

l’alsehoods and blandishing speeches and character tricky 
and thievish 

1021; Aristotle, frag. 90 [Rose| and th. Nic. 1095 b 19-22 ; 
Athenaeus, xii, 528 e—530 c) and was used for this purpose 
by Chrysippus in his polemic against the Epicureans 
(Athenaeus, viii, 335 b—337 a [cf. E. Bignone, L’ Aristotele 
Perduto ii, pp. 244-247]). Sardanapalus and Heracles are 
contrasted by Juvenal (x, 360-362), Cleomedes (De Motu 
Cireularé ur, i, 92=pp. 166, 19-168, 7 (Ziegler]), and 
Clement of Alexandria (Stroimata 1, xxiv, 158, 3-159, 1). 

@ Cf. Plutarch, De Sera Numinis Vindicta 553 4: tovodro 
Kat Dadapis hv *Axpayavrivois Pappaxov. ‘The ferocious cruelty 
of this tyrant of Acragas (ca. 570-544) was notorious as 
early as Pindar (Pythian i, 95-98); ef. Aristotle, Hth. Vic. 
1148 b Yt and 1149 b 18-15 and [Plutarch], Parallela 
Graeca et Romana 315 c-p=Stobaeus, nth. iv, 8, 33 (iv, 
pp. 518, 14-319, 4 [Hense]) with Callimachus, frags. 45-47 
(Pfeiffer). For the sage in the bull of Phalaris cf. S.V.F. 
ili, frag. 586 with Epicurus, frag. 601 (Usener, Mpicurea, 
pp. 338-339). 

¢ Iliad ii, 219; cf. Plutarch, Quomodo Adolescens Poetas 
Audire Debeat 28 r—29 a and De Invidia et Odio 537 v-x. 

? Hesiod, Works and Days 78. 
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(1065) e¢ rovtwv avaipebévrwy otxerar Ppoddos 1 apery 
Kal cuvaTroAwaAer. 

"H BovAer to ydtoTov abtob tis yAadupias 
Kat miOaveTnTos toTophaa; “‘ womep yap at Kw- 
pmdiar,” dyoiv, “ emLy pappara. yedoia pepovow, 
a Kal? abra bev €OTL patra T@ de OAwW ToLnpatt 
Xdpw Twa. mpoorilnaw, OUTWS péevas av avray 
Ep eauriis THY Kaktay, Tots de ohors" OUK axpnoros 

) €oTl. Tp@Tov peev ovv THY KaKiav YEeyovevan KaTO 
THY Tob Jeob mpovouay, worep To patdov é émlypap.- 
pa yeyove Kara THv TOD TrounTob BovdAnow, méoay 

Ee emrivovav aTOTIAS dmepBaNher, TL yap pahov aya- 
Gav 7 Kak@v Soripes Egovtar; mas 5° ete Geots 
€xOpov 7 Kakia Kat Jeopucés; 7 TL mpos TA ToOL- 
atta dvodynynpata Adyew e€opev, ws 

feos prev aitiav dver Bporots, 
oTav KaK@oar O@pa trapmHdnv ern?” 

KQL 

tis T ap adae Oedv Epids Evvenke paxeobar; 

emetta d€ TO pev PavddAov emlypappa THY KwWUMOdtaV 
1 Gros -Meziriac (cf. infra chap. 15 init.) ; ardor -E, B. 

2 @é\n -Reiske (ass. in Moralia 17 8); €0éAn -F, B. 

8. Veo fraggle List “(pr S307, S36). Wits Wairces 
Aurelius, vi, 42 (S.V.F. ii, p. 340, 7-8); and for the use of 
the word éntypaypa Dyroff, Die Ethik der alten Stoa, pp. 375- 
376 and Pohlenz, Jermes, Ixxiv (1939), p.21,n.2. Plutarch’s 
treatment of the argument in this chapter was criticized by 
Leibniz in his Théodicée : Essais sur la Bonté de Dieu etc., 
Partie iii, §334; cf. also Babut, Plutarque et le Stoicisme, 
pp. 288-289. 

»’ Cf. 1075 © infra and Maxime cum Principibus Philo- 
sopho Esse Disserendum 778 F. dwripes <dwv was a tradi- 
tional epithet of the gods ( Oaiieeeh viii, 325 and 335; Hesiod, 
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if the abolition of these involves the disappearance 
and destruction of virtue. 

14. Or would you like to examine the most de- 
lightful specimen of his smoothness and plausibility ? 
“ For just as comedies,’”’ he says,* “ contain funny 
lines which, while vulgar in themselves, add a certain 
charm to the piece as a whole, so vice all by itself 
you could censure, but for the universe as a whole 
it is not useless.’’ Now in the first place, for the 
origin of vice to have been due to the providence of 
god as that of the vulgar line was to the purpose of 
the poet is a notion that exceeds all imaginable 
absurdity. For then why would the gods be dis- 
pensers of good rather than of evil,’ and how is vice 

still hateful to the gods and god-detested,° or what 
shall we have to say to such blasphemies as 

In men god makes a fault to grow 
Whene’er he wills a house’s overthrow 4 

and 

Which of the gods brought together the twain in conten- 
tion to quarrel ? ¢ 

In the second place, the vulgar line embellishes the 

Theogony 46, 111, 633, and 664), who according to the Stoics 
themselves can be the cause only of good (S.V.F. ii, frag. 
1117 [with Seneca, De Ira ii, 27], frag. 1125 [= De Stoic. 
Repug. 1049 © supra], frag. 1184; but contrast what is 
reported of Zeno in S.V.F’. i, frag. 159 [ef. Pearson, Frag- 
ments, p. 95] and of Chrysippus himself in S.V./F’. ii, frag. 
997 [= De Stoic. Repug. 1056 B-c supra}). 

¢ As the Stoics assert (cf. S.V.F. iii, frag. 661). 
¢ Aeschylus, frag: 156 (Nauck*)=frag. 273, 15-16 

(Mette). The lines are quoted by Plutarch, Quomodo Ado- 
lescens Poetas Audire Debeat 17 8 in a context similar to that 
in which Plato quoted them (Republic 380 a). 

¢ Jliad i, 8. 
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(1065) Kopel Kal ouvepyet T™pos TO téhos adbrijs, epre- 
pevns Tob yehoiou 7 q KEeXaplopievou tots Jearais: 6 
Oe TATPGOS Kal Umaros Kal Gewiorios ZLevs Kal 
GpLoToTeXvas, KaTO Tadapor, od dpadua Ox7rou 
peya Kal TrouKtAov Kal toAvmTrabes* Onpcoupy av TOV 

F xoopov adda Gedy KOU avOpurtrany QOTU KOLVOV OUV- 
vopnoopevey” pera ouKns Kal apEeThs opodoyoupe- 
VWS KOi UAKAPLWS, TL TpOS TO Kxah\orov TOUTO KAl 
ceuvotatov téAos €deito AnoTav Kat avdpoddvwy 
KQL TATPOKTOVWY KaL TUpavVwWY; od yap Ov TH 
feiw Kat Koppov n Kakia yeyovev emrecaddiov, ovdE 

1066 62°? ettpamediav 7) adixia’ Kal yeAwra Kal Bwpo- 
Aoxiav MPOOTETPUTTAL Tots Tpaypaow, Up wv ovd 
ovap loety € eoTt Ths dpvouper7)s opodoytas. ETL TO 
pev patdov Emly pajiec TOU TOU MLOATOS Tohhoarn- 
[LopLov €oTL Kal pK pov ere XE TAVTAT AGW ev TH 
Kwmppog Xwpiov, Kal ovte mAcovaler Ta Tovabra 
OUTE THY EU mretroujobae” dSoxovvtwy amoAAvot Kat 
Avpaiverar THY Xap: THS d€ KaKias avamémAnoTat 

1 wodvmabes -leiske (cf. Kolfhaus, Plutarchi De Comm. 
Not., pp. 55-56); odAupabes -E, Bs; aodvupepés -lahse (cf. 
Rasmus, Prog. 1872, p. 16). 

2 E, B; cuvveunoopévwy -Madvig (dAdversaria Critica, 
p- 669); edvounooperwy -Haupt (Hermes, vi (1872], p Pee 
but see 8.V.F. i, p. 61, 5 (Womep ayedns auvvopov vou aoe 
-Pearson] Kow® avvrpepoperns) li, p. 192, 24 (tov xdopov... 
ovpTroAitevdpevov Oeois Kat dvOpdsmaws) 5 iii, p.. 83,.. h Gateme 
quoque consociati homines cum diis ’ *) with ii, p. 169, 28-29. 

3 ovde bc -B; ovdc’ EK} (S€ superscript -E?). 
4» dduxia -Reiske ; 7 aduxiav -E, 
5 ed menornoda -Meziriac ; ¢€d 7 moveicfa -E, B. 

¢ As an epithet of Zeus beuiortos seems to occur only here: 
but daros is frequent even in the Iliad (v, 7563 viii, 22 
and 31; xix, 258; xxiii, 43), and for warp@os cf. Aeschylus, 
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comedy and contributes to its goal, the aim of 
comedy being what is funny or pleasing to the 
spectators ; but Zeus the paternal and supreme and 

righteous? and, as Pindar calls him,? master- 
craftsman fashioned the universe not, I take it, as 
a grand and intricate and sensational drama but as 
a town common to gods and men who should live 
lawful partners in right and virtue concordantly and 
blissfully,¢ and for the attainment of this most fair 
and most majestic goal what need had he of pirates 
and murderers and parricides and tyrants? For it 
is not as a clever interlude pleasant to the divinity 
that vice has come to be, nor is it by way of drollery ¢ 
and jest and ribaldry that human affairs have been 
sullied * by injustice, vice and injustice having made 
it impossible to see even a phantom of the concord 
they harp upon. Moreover, while the vulgar line is 
a small fraction of the piece and occupies very little 
room in the comedy and while such lines neither 
outnumber the rest nor undo and spoil the charm of 
the passages that are thought to have been well 
written, human affairs are all defiled by vice, and all 

frag. 162 (Nauck?)=frag. 278 4 (Mette) ; Cornutus, Theo- 
logia Graeca 9 (p. 9, 15 [Lang]); and Maximus of Tyre, 
Philos. xii, ii d (p. 474, 11 [Hobein]). 

> Pindar, frag. 57 (Bergk, Schroeder, Snell) =66 (Turyn) 
=48 (Bowra); see Plutarch, De Facie 927 » (L.C.L. xii, 
pirST ,. 1a). 

é Of. S.V.F. ii, frags. 528, 636, and 1131; S.V.F. iii, 
frags. 333, 338, and 339 ; Epictetus, Diss. 11, v, 26. 

@ See the note on evrpazedov ii 1062 B supra. 
¢ For the use of the verb cf. De Pythiae Oraculis 395 © 

and Wyttenbach, Animadversiones ad 89 F; and for stain, 
rust, or incrustation used as an example in connexion with 
the problem of evil cf. Corpus [ermeticum xiv, 7 (ii, pp. 224, 
17-225, 4 [Nock-Festugieére]). 
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(1066) mdvra mpdywara., KQL Tas O Bios evOvs ék Trapodou 
Ka apxijs aype Kopwvidos aoxnLovav Kat ekTrl- 
TTY Kat L TAPATTOMEVOS Kat pander € EXwv HHEpos Kkaba- 
pov nd’ averiAnmrov, ws otto A€yovaw, aioytoTov 

B ort Sdpapatwv amdvtrwy Kat atrepméatatov. 
“OGev ndéws av rudotpny mpos Ti yéyovev 

EUXpNOTOS 7) KaKla Tots OAOLS. Ov yap 81) Tos Ta 
ovpavia Kal feta dyoer. yeAotov yap €l, iy ye- 
vomevys ev avbpusrrois pnd ovons Kakias Kal 
amdAnaotias Kal pevdoroylas pnd addAjAovs pay 
ayovTwy Kal PepovTav Kal CUKOPAYTOUVTWY KaL 
@ovevovTwry, ovK av ePadilev Oo jALos THY TETAy- 
peevny Tope tay ovd av wpats EXpPHTO Kal TrEpLodors 
Karpav O KOOOS ov6” Cav)" ty vn THY peony xw- 
pay €xouca Tov TavTos, dpxas TVEVHAT OY evediSov 
Kat op Bpwy. amoAcimera TOLVUV TPOS HUGS Kal TO, 

C TIPETE pO. THY KAKLOY eUXpIOTWS yeyoveva: Kal TOUT 
LOWS OL avopes déyovow. ap ovv vy Laivopev pad 
ov Kakol ovtes 4 Tt ON” pGAAov Evrropobmev TOV 
avayKaiwy; mpos d€ KaAAos Huiv 7 Tpos LtaxdY €v- 
xpnotos 7 Kakla yéyovev; ov dacw. 767° mod 
ys €oTw (7 Kakias edxpyotia; 7 Eat)’ “ ae 

1 <dy> -added by ce ReR 4ithena, x [1898], p. 227). 
2 7 tt 67) -Pohlenz ; ére de - 
3 7dn -H. C.3 7 dé -E, B. 
4.Z., |p Haded by’ H.C. lefo# Binov votes Ce 

[.idversaria Critica, p. 669]; contra Rasmus [Prog. 1872, 
p. 17]). 

* Cf. De Alexandre)... Virtute 33& ¢; 
> This is probably meant to indicate not any particular 

Stoic assertion but the implication of the doctrine that save 
for the sage, who exists rarely if ever (S.V.F’. iii, p. 165, 1-3 
and 23-25: iii, p. 167, 34-36 ; iii, p. 216, 39), all men are 
utterly wretched and depraved (see 1076 B-c infra and supra 
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of life, being from the very entrance or beginning to 
the final flourish ¢ indecent and degenerate and dis- 
ordered and without any part undefiled and irrepre- 
hensible, as these Stoics say,® is of all dramas what- 
ever most ugly and most unpleasant. 

15. Wherefore I should like to inquire what it is 
for which vice has proved to be useful to the universe 
as a whole. Surely he would not say that it is for 
the things that are celestial and divine, for it is a 
ridiculous notion that, if in human beings there had 
not been or were not vice and greed and falsehood 
or we did not ravage and blackmail and murder one 
another, the sun would not be following his appointed 
course or the universe keeping its times and seasonal 
periods or the earth occupying the midmost space of 
the sum of things ¢ and giving rise to winds and rains.4 
What remains, then, is that for us and our affairs the 
existence of vice has proved to be useful; and this 
perhaps is what the gentlemen mean. Are we more 
healthy, then, for being vicious or any the better 
provided with the necessities of life? Has vice 
proved to be useful to us for beauty or for strength ? 
They deny it. So finally where in the world is <the 
utility of vice? Or is it) “ only a name of nothing 

1062 x--1063 a and De Stoic. Repug. 1048 e—1049 a 
[S.V.F. iii, frags. 662 and 668]). With the words xafapov 
pnd’ averiAnmrov in the present passage cf. S.J”. iii, p. 165, 
43 and p. 168, 1-2. 

¢ This is Stoic terminology : ef. De Stoic. Repug. 1054 s— 
1055 c supra and Plutarch, De Facie 924 p-F and 925 ¥F (with 
my notes ad loc., L.C.L. xii, pp. 68, note c; 71, note 6; 
and 76, note a). 

4 Cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 699 and 702 ; Seneca, Nat. Quaest. 
v,4; Pliny, V.A. ii, 111 and 114 (with Aristotle, Meteorology 
359 b 27—360 a 13). 
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PLUTARCH’S MORALIA 

(1066) povov KaL dona VUKTEPWTTOV evvUX OV i copiaTay 
ovx (ovTws evapyes Kavrois  Ovap idety)" WOTEp 
7 KAKO maow UTTap EK KETO Kal maow evapy ys; 
ovdevos ws eUXpnoTos” petadaPety qKwora oe a.pe- 
TIS, @ Geot, Oud ny YEYOVApED ; elt’ ov dewor, Et 
VEewpy@ pev Kal KuBepvyyTn Kal mveoxep 7a EUX py - 
ora. Popa Kal ouvepya mpos TO olketov €ote Tédos, 
TO b€ b70 TOO Oeob TpOs apEeTHV yeyovos dmrodcihere 

D THY apETHY KaL duépBaprer ; arn’ tows 76 Katpos 
em adAAo* tpémecbar TobTO }: OpEetvan. 

16. ETAIPOS. Ovdapds, @ piros, epay Xepev 
emOup@ yap tu0éobat Tivo. 67 Tpomov ol avopes Ta, 
Kaka TOV ayab@v Kal THY KaKkiay Ths apEeTHs mpo- 
ELOGYOUOW. 

AIAAOTM. Apenec Kal A€LoVv, @ eraipe. m™oAvs prev? 

O peAAropos avTay, TéXos de THY pLev ppovn- 
ow emLoTH Ny ayatayv Kat KaKOV ovcay (avaipe- 
Oévtrwv TOV Kak@v)® Kat’ TravtTdtacw avaipetobat 
éyovow: ws 8° adAnfav dvtwv advvarov pn? Kal 

<> -addel by ‘Fr. C 
drrap exxectar ~Wyttenbach ; dmepéxxertar -E, 3B. 
expres -H. C. 3 aypiorou -E, B; edypyorov -Reiske. 

-EH 3; dAdw -B. 
pe ga -Bernardakis. | 

6 <...>-supplied by Reiske (cf. 1067 a infra); odcav... | 
vac. 15 -E, 24 -B... Kals <Kaxdv 7 dvtwy dAws> -Wytten- | 
bach ; <avaupeBevriny T@v KaKk®v OAws> -Diibner. | 

7 xat <avtnv> -Reiske; [kai] -deleted by Castiglioni | 
(Gnomon, xxvi [1954], p. 84), but cf... . vmapxdvrwy Kal 
Kaka vUmapyew infra. 

8 ws yap -Reiske. 
® wn <ov> -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 17); but ef. Weissen- 

berger, Die Sprache Plutarchs i, p. 33. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

@ Euripides, Hercules Furens 111-112 (€mea povov .. . ev- 
VUXWY OvEeipwv). 
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and a darkling spectre of benighted ”’ ® sophists not 
<so clear even for them to see in a dream them- 
selves) as vice stands forth for all awake to see and 
clear to all as useful for getting a share in nothing 
and least of all, by heaven, in virtue, to which we owe 

our origin? ® And then is it not awful that, while 
the things useful to a farmer and a pilot and a 
charioteer are favourable to the proper goal of each 
and contribute to it, what god has produced for virtue 
has undone virtue and ruined it ? But perhaps it is 
already time to let this subject go and turn to 
another. 

16. comrRavE. By no means, friend, on my account, 
for I am eager to learn how in the world the gentle- 
men give evil things precedence of good and vice 
precedence of virtue. 

pIADUMENUs. And worth hearing, comrade, too, no 
doubt. They stammer at great length, but in the 
end what they say ° is that prudence, since it is 
knowledge of things good and evil,? is utterly 
abolished too <if evils are abolished)’; and they 
think that as it is impossible for there to be truths 

> The text of this passage (76) 70d yijs . . . yeyovaper) is 
hopelessly corrupt, and no emendation of it yet proposed 
ineluding that printed here is likely to approximate what 
Plutarch wrote. For evypynoria in the first supplement see 
De Stoic. Repug. 1038 a with note d there and Epictetus, 
Diss. 1, vi, 2 (rhv edypnotiav trav yeyovorwr). 

¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 1181 (pp. 339, 37-340, 6); ef. 1065 B 
supra and De Stoic. Repug. 1050 r with note a on page 555. 

4 The Stoic definition is ordinarily given as émorun 
ayabav Kal Kax@v Kai ovderépwv (or adiaddpwv): cf. S.V.F. 
iii, p. 63, 23-25; p. 65, 8-9 and 22; p. 67, 30-31; p. 156, 
1-2, 

¢ Cf. S.V.F. iii, frag. 190 and p. 47, 5-6; Plato, Laws 816 
cB foe Oa 
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(1066) ) pevdy Twa e€lvat TrapamAnauns olovrau 7™poo- 
KEW * ayabay UmapXovTay Kal KAKG UTOpYXeELy. 

KE ETAIPO. “AAA TOUTO pev ov pavAws A€AeKTat, 
TO O€ eTEpOv olpat pnd ewe AavOavery. Opa yap 
duagopay, 7 7) TO pev ovK adnbes evOus peddds € €oTLV, 
od pny evOds Kakov TO py ayabov. lev adnbav 
pev Kat wevdav ovdev €oTt pecov, ayalav 52 Kal 
KaK@V TO Gdiamopov. Kal ovK avayKyn TadTa oUV- 
vTIapYEW €KELVOLS: efrpKet yap THV puow Exe 
Tayauor, ToD KaKOd re) deopevnv® adrd TO pyr 
ayafov pire KaKov exovoay. mpos Oe TOV mpo- 
tepov Aoyov et Tu A€yeTar Tapa Bua@v, akovoTeov. 

17. araaorm. *AdAAa zoAAa pev AéyeTar,* Ta de 
viv Tots avayKaiois xpyoTéov. mpw@Tov prev ovv 
eunfes otecfar Ppovicews evexa yévecw KaK@v 

F troothva Kat ayabdv. ovTwv yap ayabdv Kai 
KaK@V emyiyveTat ppovnais, WoTep laTpiKn voce- 
pOv vToKEevWY Kal Vy“EWaVY. ov yap Tayaloy 

1 otovra -Madvig (ddversaria Critica, p. 670) 3 ofov-K, B. 
2 spoonkew -Wyttenbach ; mpoonke -E, 

3 Seouevny -Meziriac ; deouevoy -E, B. 
4 réAexTar -Leonicus. 

— =. 2 a SS 

¢ Cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 336, 1-4 (Aulus Geltius, vit, i, 5). : 
' Cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 166, 193, 196, 198, 952; Mates, 

Stoie Logic, pp. 28-29. (This applies only to propositions : 
[déiajzara| ; and so dialectic is defined as émotHun adndayv 
Kal Wevda@v Kat ovderépwy [S. VF’. ii, frags. £8, 122, and 123], : 
where the last term refers to Aex7vad that are not propositions. ) | 

Cf. S.VF. iii, frag. 117 and 1064 c supra with note a | 
on page 701. 

é From the fact that ‘ good” entails its contradictory 
opposite, “not good,’’ it does not follow that its contrary, 
‘ evil,”? must exist (cf. Paul Barth, Die Stoa [Stuttgart, 
1908], pp. 71-73=[Stutigart, 1922], pp. 55-57); and for 
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without there being also some things which are false 
similarly it is fitting, if goods exist, for evils to exist 
also.* 

COMRADE. Nay, the one part of this statement is 
not trivial; but I think that even I am not eluded 
by the other, for I discern a distinction in that, 
whereas what is not true is eo zpso false,® the non- 
good is not, however, eo ipso evil.“ Hence, while 
nothing is intermediate between things true and 
false, the indifferent is intermediate between things 
good and evil; and it is not necessary that the 
latter coexist with the former, for it sufficed that 
nature have the good without needing the evil but 
comprising what is neither good nor evil.? If to the 
former argument, however, you people do make any 
reply, it ought to be heard. 

17. piaDUMENUS. Why, many replies are made ; 
but for the present we must do with the indispens- 
able minimum. Well then, in the first place, it is 
silly to think that the generation of evil things and 
good came about for the sake of prudence.’ In fact, 
prudence follows upon the existence of goods and 
evils just as medicine does upon the prior existence 
of things unhealthy and salubrious, for the good and 

Chrysippus to argue as if it did is the more surprising in 
view of S.V.F. ii, frag. 175. 

¢ This is an inference not justified by what the Stoics 
said (cf. Giesen, De Plutarchi . . . Disputationibus, p. 63), 
though defended by Babut (Plutarque et le Stoicisme, 
p. 298, n. 1); but cf. Philo Jud., Leg. All. iii, 73 (i, p. 128, 
22-94 [Cohn]): a yap ets tv THv BeAtiovwv SjAwow yeveaty 
UmooThvat Kal TO xeipdvwy ..., Which suggests that Plutarch’s 
phraseology here, yéveow kxax@v tbroorjqva, is intentionally 
Stoic (for the verb tdioratac see 1066 F and 1081 c and r 
infra). 
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(1066) ddiorarar Kai 70 KQKOV ivo. yevntra dpdvyats, ada 
7) Tayalov Kal TO KaKoV ovra Kal dpeoTara Kpt- 
vopED wvopacbn Ppovnots’ wa7rep opus ” Acukav 
Kal pedaveny aiabynats ov yevopevay ¢ oTrws EXOULED 

1067 oye nets aAAa pGAdov Nudv mpos TO TA TOLAdTA 
Kpivew opews den bevtav. devrEpor, oTav eK 
pwowot Tov KOO MOV OUTOL, KAKOV pev ovde OTLODY 
amoAeimetat TO SE CAoV Ppdovipov €oT. THYLKADTA 
Kal copov. €EoTL ToLVUY Ppovynats OVK OVTOS KaKOD, 
Kal OUK avayKn KaKOv UTapyew et dpdvycis EevL. 
et d€ 67) TavTws det THY Ppdvyncw ayablav eivar Kat 
KaK@V EeTLOTHUNV, TL SELvoy EL TOV KAaK@V aval- 
pebevtaw ovK EOTAL ppovnors ETEpav te GvT €Kei- 
vns apeTynyv e€opev, odK ayalay Kal KaKk@v aA’ 
dyabav joven” eTmLaTH NY ovcay; domep as TOV 
XpwpaTtwy To péAav é€arddoito TavtTamacw cira 

B tis Bialowro Kat THY Oduv arroAwdévar, AevKdv yap 
ovK elvat Kat peAdvwv atofnow, Ti KwAver Pavat 
mpos avTov Ott dewov oddev EL THY pev DO GOD 
Aeyomevny oysv odK Eyouev adAy de TapEeoTW® avT’ 
exeivyns atolnats jp Kat dvvaps, ) Aevkay 
dvTAauBavopeba KaL 7 AevKay Xpwpare 5 eyw 
pev yap ovTe yedow oipat dpoddov av yeveoBa 
mikp@v emiditovtwy ovl adynv adyndovos avatpe- 

1 6 -Pohlenz; but cf. Castiglioni (Gnomon, xxvi [1954], 
. 83) and Westman (.lcta Acad. Aboensis Humaniora, 

xxiv/2 [1959], p. 6). 
2 povwy -E; povov -B, Aldine, Basil. 
3 mapeotiw -F.; mapiornow -B, Basil.; dAdo 5€ mapdoractw 

-Aldine. 

2 Cf. Aristotle, De Anima 422 b 23-24 and 426 b 8-11; 
Sextus, Adv. Math. ix, 145 (et d€ 6pa, cai AevKa 6pG Kai péAava). 

> S.V.F. ii, frag. 606 ; see 1065 B supra and note b there. 
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the evil do not subsist in order that there may be 
prudence, but prudence is the name given to our 
means of distinguishing the good and evil which 
exist and are subsistent. Just so sight is the sense 
that perceives white and black objects, though 
these did not come to be in order that we might have 
sight but it was rather that we needed sight for dis- 
tinguishing such objects. In the second place, when- 
ever the universe has been turned to fire by these 
Stoics, no evil whatever remains, but the whole is 
at that time prudent and sage.® So, then, there is 
prudence though evil does not exist, and it is not 
necessary that there be evil for prudence to be 
possible. Even supposing, however, that prudence 
must be knowledge of things good and evil, what’s 
to dread if because of the abolition of evils prudence 
would not exist and we should have instead of it 
another virtue, which is knowledge not of things 
good and evil but of things good alone? Just so, 
if black should utterly vanish from among the 
colours and then someone should insist that the sense 
of sight had vanished too because sense-perception 
of things white and black does not exist, what is to 
prevent one from replying to him that there’s no- 
thing dreadful about our not having what you call the 
sense of sight and having instead of it another sense 
or faculty with which we perceive white colours and 
those not white? For my part, I think that the 
sense of taste would not have disappeared if bitter 
things had been lacking ° or the sense of touch if 

¢ Cf. Aristotle, De Anima 422 b 23-25 (. . . olov dus AevKod 
Kal péeAavos . . . Kal yedots miKpOU Kal yAuKéos) and 426 b 8-11; 
see also Plutarch, Adv. Colotem 1110 pb (. .. 70 Aevxov. . . 
Kal TO KUavodv . . . Kal TO yAUKD Kal TO mKpOr). 
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e, Y, / a \ , s)\? 
(1067) Geions ovre gpovyow Kakod pn mapovros aAA 

> 4 A > / 

exeivas Te peveiy atcbycers yAvKéewy Kal ndéwv 
\ ~ \ , : 

Kai TOV py TOLOUTwWY avTiAauPavopuevas TavTHV Te? 
THv Ppovynow ayabay Kat pn ayabay éemornunv 

> e \ \ aA y / b] 

C otaav. ois d€ wn Soxel, Tovvoya AaBdvtes atrodt- 
TéeTWOAY NIV TO TpPaypya. 

ae ‘ A wA 18. Xwpis 6€ tovtwv, ti éxwAve tod pev KaKod 
, > ~. es) 's — \ oe 7) s 

vonow eivat TOO 6 ayabot Kai UrapEw; womep ol- 
peat Kat Tots Geots byretas prev €oT! mapovaia TUpeE- 
tod de Kat mAevpitidos vonois. émel Kal TueEts, 
Kakav pev adbdrvws maou TapdvtTwy ayalod dé un- 

devds, ws ovTor Aéyovaw, adAa TOD ye voety® odvK 
> / \ / > \ A >] 

arorcAcippeba thy dpdvynow tayaloy thy evdapmo- 
viav. 6 Kat Javpaordv eoTw El THS ev apETHs pt 
mapovons €ialv ot duddoKovTes Omoiov €oTt Kal 
KaTaAnyiw eptotobyTes THS KaKias dE Un yeEvo- 

D pévns od dvvatov Hy KTHoac8a voyow. Spa yap ota 
meiovow nuds ot Kata Tas evvolas diAocodobyrTes, 
OTL TH prev adpoovyyn KaTaAapPavopev THY Ppdovy- 

1 nevetv -Bernardakis ; pévew -F, B. 
2 ve -Basil.; de -E, B. 
3 Reiske (after the versions of Amyot and Xylander) ; 

tou. yéveow -K, B. 

@ As yducéwv is to mxpav so ndéwv is to adynddvos (ef. To 
nov Kai TO adyewov [De An. Proc. in Timaeo 1026 p| and ris 
dicews axpt Tob Adoat To adyewov adfovans ro Hdv [Von Posse 
Suaviter Vivi 1088 cl); ra nd€a Kai ra aAyewva had been closely 
connected with the tactile qualities by Plato (Timaeus 64 
a), but Aristotle had found no single evavriwors for the objec- 
tive correlative of touch such as he had for the other senses 
(De Anima 422 b 23-34, De Part. Animal. 647 a 16-19). 
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pain had been abolished or prudence if evil were not 
present but that they would remain, the former as 
senses perceiving sweet things and pleasant? and 
those that are not so and this last as the prudence 
which is knowledge of things good and not good. As 
for those who think that this is not so, let them take 
the name and leave us the thing. 

18. Apart from this, what was to prevent there 
being a conception of evil while the good in addition 
has real existence? Just so the gods, I think, 
though they have health as a reality, have yet a con- 
ception of fever and pleurisy, since even for us, 
though all have real ills aplenty and nothing good, 
as these men say,? yet at least to conceive of prud- 
ence, of the good, of happiness, is not beyond our 
capacity. This is amazing too that, whereas there 
are those who teach what sort of thing virtue is and 
who induce an apprehension of it although they do 
not really have it,° yet of vice, if it had not come 
to be, it would not be possible to get a conception. 
For see what sort of thing we are asked to believe 
by the men whose speculations are in accord with 
the common conceptions 4: that, while by means of 

> Cf. 1076 B-c infra and De Stoic. Repug. 1048 er—1049 a 
supra. 

© According to the Stoics virtue is teachable (cf. S.V.F. 
i, frag. 567=1ii, frag. 223) and yet there is virtue only in 
the sage (see 1062 re—1063 a supra ; S.V.F. iii, frags. 103 
and 557 [with p. 166, 10-11] and p. 152, 35-36), who has 
seldom, if ever, existed (see note 6 on page 712 supra). 

¢ For évvoias alone=kowds evvoias see note ¢ on 1059 B 
supra. Xylander and Naber ‘“‘ emended” xara to mapa, 
failing to see that Plutarch ironically refers to the Stoics in 
the terms that they used of their own philosophy (see 1060 B 
{chap. 4], note a), as in 1062 © supra he speaks of their con- 
firming 77v ouwodoyiay in their doctrines. 
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(1067) ow 7 d€ Ppdvnots avev ris adpoovyyns ob” éavriy 
{ouTre THVv)" adpoovyny KatahapBavew TEPUKED. 

19. Ke d€ 6%) mavtws edeito KaKod yevecews 1 pv- 
ous, €v HY OnTOV Tapaderypa KaKias LKAVOV 1 devTE- 
pov: et 6€ BovAc, deKa pavdous 7 7 xiAiovs 7 Huptous 
” 

ede yevéobar Kat pt) KaKklas pev popav tocavrny 
To 7AnVos— 

22 n n , a \ , 3 ’ A 
ov” Udupos 7) KOVIS 7 TTEPAa TroLKLAOTpixwY® Olwra@V 
TOGGOV av yevart’ apiouov— 
> ~ be S 3 / ¢€ \ \ ? ye / 

HK aperhs O€ pnd eEvuiTviov. ot pev yap ev LmapTy 
TOV ProiTtiwv’ emipedovpevor GVO 7 TpEts emiTNOES® 
ct\Awtas e€umepopnuevous akpatou Kat peOvovtas 
CeladyovtTes)” eis KOLVOV emLOELKVUVTAL TOLS VvEoLS 
omotdv é€oTt TO pebtew, omws dvdAdtTwvTar Kal 

lan ? \ lanl / 7 \ \ ~ al cwhpovaaw, ev d€ T@ Piw' ta ToAAa TabTa THs 
KaKias yéyove Trapadeiypata’ vidwv yap ovde eis 
€oTL pos apeTHv, GAAa peuBopyeba TavTEs aoyynpOo- 
VOOYTES KAL KAKOOALMOVODVTES* OUTWS O AOYyos HUGS 

1 ot eautny <ovre THY> -Meziriac ; otrve adrny -b, BL. 

2 ov -Turnebus, Vulcobius; od -E, 1B, Aldine, Basil. 
(pace Wyttenbach et al.); omitted by mss. in De Amore 
Prolis 497 a, . . 

8 i, 53 mocxAo8powy -uss. in De Amore Prolix 497 
moxAotpix ~Page. 

4 JB corr. (6 superscript) ; diAcriwyv -E, B. 
5 émirndes -E 3; omitted by B. 
6 <eladyovtes> -added by Wyttenbach (cf. efofyov [ Deme- 

trius 889 a] and zapecojpyor [Lycurgus 57 A]). 
7 Biw <parnv> -Pohlenz ; Biw <mpos Ti> . . . mapadetypara; 

vydwv ... €CTL. mpos caper ay 5 aAAa ... -Cobet, Kronenberg 
(. nemnosy ne, 3 Ser. x [1942], 2 ie 

* Fragmenta Adespota 15 (Diehl, Anth. Lyr. Graec. ii, 
p. 162)=79 (Edmonds, Lyra Graeca iii, pp. -+#52-45-4) = 1007 
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folly we apprehend prudence, prudence without folly 
naturally apprehends neither itself (nor) folly. 

19. Even supposing, however, that generation of 
evil was required by nature, one example of vice was 
surely enough, or two; or, if you will, there had to 

be brought forth ten base men or a thousand or ten 
thousand and not such a multitudinous crop of vice 

Not sand or dust or the plumage of birds with their down 
parti-coloured 

Could be heaped in such profusion 4 

with not even a phantom of virtue. The curators of 
the common messes in Sparta, for example, by pur- 
posely <bringing in) two or three helots gorged with 
neat wine and drunk give the young men a public 
demonstration of the nature of drunkenness, in order 
that they may beware and keep sober ® ; but most 
of the things here in our lite have turned out to be 
examples of vice, for in respect of virtue not a single 
man is sober but all of us are staggering about in an 
indecent and unhappy condition.¢ Thus the rea- 

(Page, Poetae Melici Graeci, p. 532), quoted by Plutarch 
also in De Amore Prolis 497 a. 

> Of. Plutarch, Lycurgus xxviii, 8 (57 a); Demetrius i, 5 
(889 a); De Cohibenda Ira455£; Instituta Laconica 239 a ; 
Clement of Alexandria, Paedagogus wut, viii, 41, 5; Athe- 
naeus, xiv, 657 c: Diogenes Laertius, i, 103; Plato, Laws 
816 E. 

¢ Cf. Philo Jud., De KHbrietate 95 and 15+ (ii, p. 188, 
10-13 and p. 199, 21-24 [Wendland]) ; Corpus Hermeticum 
i, 27 and vii, 1 (1, p. 16, 21-23 and p. 81, 3-4 [Nock-Fes- 
tugiére|); Porphyry, De Abstinentia iv, 20 (p. 266, 11-13 
{Nauck]). The figure goes back to Plato (Phaedo 79 c 6-8 ; 
cf. Macrobius, In Somnium Scipionis 1, xii, 7-8) and possibly 
to Heraclitus (frag. B 117 [D.-K.]; cf. H. Frankel, 4.J.P., 
lix [1938], p. 318, n. 18= Wege und Formen frithgriechischen 
Denkens [Miinchen, 1955], p. 262, n. 1). 
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(1067) weGvoKer Kat TooavTHS KaTaTipmAnGL Tapayhs Kal 
Tmapappoovyyns, ovdev amoAcimovTas THY KUVaYV, as 
pnow Atowros Sepparev TIV@y eumAcovrwy epue- 

F péevas OppAoae pev extrivey THY OadAatTay p payivac 
d€ ‘TpoTEpov 7 T@v Sepuatwy AaPeobar: Kat yap 
mpas fe) Adyos €Amilovras evdarovycew" du’ adtob 
Kal TH apEeTH mpocotceabar mpi em exetyny apu- 
Keoba dé pbapxe Kat amtoAwdAexe,” Tohfjs ¢ dxparov 
Kal muKpas KAKLOS mpooeppopyGevras Et ye 67) KaL 
Tots em dkpov TpoKkOTTOVOW, Ws ovToL Aéyovow, 
OUTE KOUpLGJLOS OUT AvEaLS ETL OUT avaTVo? THS 
aPeArepias® Kat KAKOOALLOVLAS . 

1068 20. ‘O Tolvuv Aeyov ovK AXpnOTWS yEeyovEevat TV 
Kaktav opa mae oiov avTny dmodeiKvuat XpHHO 
Kal KTHMO. Tots EXOUGL, ypapwyv év tots mept Kar- 
oplwparwy ws oO pathos ovdevos Ociras, ovdevos 
EXEL Xpetav: “ovdev €oTw atvT@ Xpnoumor, ovdev 
oixetov, ovdev GppoTTov. mas otv €evxpyoTos 7 
Kata, ped” Hs ovdE vyteva Xpyoepov ovde TAi0os 
Xpypatoov ovoe TPOKOTIN ; ov dctraw d€ Tis WV 70, 
pev Tmponypeva Kal AnmTa Kal vy Ac’ evypnota Ta 

1 evdayrovnoew -NXylander ; evdoxiyiynoew -E, B. 
2 amoAwAexe -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 17); amdAwie -E, b. 
: mpooenpopnevras -E (cf. 168 a, 547 c, 1104 8B) 3 mpoeu- 

popnbevras - -b. * aPeArepias -Diibner ; : aPeAtnpias -F, Be 

As the ae clause of the paragraph shows ia us 
‘\y ‘itedtaah seems to have understood (“‘ ita ratio Stoica 

”), 6 Adyos here is “‘ reason ’”’ according to the “ doctrine ”’ 
of Vie Stoics. 

’ Aesop, Fabula 138 (Hausrath)=135 (Perry); cf. 
G. Williams, ‘Class."Rer.) NS. 1x'(1959), p. 99: 

¢ See 1062 e—1063 a supra and Quomodo Quis... Sentiat 
Profectus 75 w-c 3 for tots én’ axpov mpoxdmrovoty see Tov em’ 
aKkpov mpoxomtorta in 1061 ¥ supra. 
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son @ intoxicates us and fills us full of confusion and 
delirium no less than were the bitches which, Aesop 
says,’ started to drink up the sea in their craving 
for some hides afloat upon it and burst before they 
had laid hold on the hides. For we too, expecting 
by means of reason to attain virtue and be happy, 
before we arrive at virtue are ruined and undone by 
reason, overloaded as we have been with much neat 
and bitter vice, if in fact, as these Stoics say,° even 
those at the summit of progress have no alleviation 
or abatement or respite in their stupidity and un- 
happiness. 

20. Well then again, the man who asserts that the 
genesis of vice has not been useless, look what a 
useful possession ¢ he shows vice to be for those who 
have it. He writes in his work concerning Right 
Actions * that the base man has need of nothing, 
has use for nothing, that to him nothing is service- 
able, nothing congenial, nothing appropriate. So 
how is it then that vice is useful, vice in conjunction 
with which not even health is serviceable or opulence 
or progress? And does one not have need of the 
things which are, as the Stoics themselves call them, 
some “‘ promoted ”’ and “ acceptable ’’ and, yes by 
heaven, ““ useful’ and others “ in conformity with 

@ See 1065 a-B supra and De Stoic. Repug. 1050 F. 
¢ For this meaning of ypijpa xai x7jpa ef. [Isocrates], Ad 

Demonicum 28; Xenophon, Oeconomicus i, 16; O. Hense, 
Teletis Reliquiae*, p. 37, 6-9 (with Plato, Huthydemus 280 
c-E and Aristotle, Hth. Nic. 1120 a 8-9); Plutarch, Cimon 
x, 5 (484 e-r) and De Cupiditate Divitiarum 525 8. In 
legalizing bequests of property Solon 7a ypyuara xrHpata 
tay exdvTwy éeroinaev (Solon xxi, 3 [90 a)}). 

! S.V.F. iii, frag. 674 (pp. 168, 37-169, 4). See De Store. 
Repug. 1038 a-B with the notes there and also 1061 F supra. 
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dé kata dvow, ws adtoi Kkadobow; elra tovTwy 
ovdels exer xpetay, av pn yevyTar coddos. ovdé TOO 
codos ovv yevecBar xpeiav Eyer 6 Gatirdos. ovde 
dusBGow ode mewdow avOpwror mplv aodoi yeve- 
aba dubdvres yodv' vdaTos ovK Exovat ypeiav od’ 
f i GpTOV TELVAVTES. 

’ 12 , , > , éate” E€vouot petrlyous EouKoTEs 
oTéyns TE’ LoDvOY Kal TUpPOS KEYpNpEVoOLS. 

‘e > ey / e a 2Q\ / b) aA obTos ovK Ele xpEelay UTOd0Y AS; oddE yAaiVyS EKeET- 
vos 0 déywv 

\ A ¢ , , \ ug “eee dos xAatvay ‘Immuvakri: Kapta yap’ pry@; 
, > a 

aAXrAa BovrAer mapadofov ElTrety TL KL TE pUTTOV Kal 
iotov; Aéye Tov copov pendevos exew xpetay pnde 
deioGat TUVOS €xelvos oABvos, EKEDVOS ampooders, 
éxelvos avTapKys paKkdptos TéAetos. vuvi dé Tis O 
iAuyyos obTos Tov pev avevded? detobar wv exe aya- 

~ \ i A > ~ \ “~ SLA 

dav rov dé dadrov évdea® pev elvar todAAdv Set- 
\ , \ \ / J, ‘4 

aBar d€ undevos; touti yap A€éyer Xpvour7os, ws 
> A ~ 

ov dé€ovTat pev evdeovTar d€ of datAo, meTTaV 
dixkny Setpo KaKet Tas Kowwas evvolas peTaTiHeis. 
mavres yap avOpwro. To detaGar mpotepov elvat Tob 

1 yodv -Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxiv [1940], p. 24 
n. 3); ody -K, B. 

2 €ore -Turnebus (pace Pohlenz [éore -Diibner|)}; éarec 
-I, B, mss. of Hephaestion (e superscript over ¢ -I), Macheiri- 
dion v, 2 (p. 16, 13 [Consbruch}). 

3 re -E.; omitted by B. 4 yap -E.; omitted by B. 
5 dvevded -Bernardakis ; avevde7 -F, }3. 
6 évded -Bernardakis ; evde7 -E, B. 

¢ Health, wealth, and progress, which have just been 
mentioned, all fall into these classes (cf. S. VF’. iii, frags. 
135, 136, and 142). See De Stoic. Repug. 1038 a, note d for 
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nature’’?* And then, no one has use for these 
things unless he has become a sage. Consequently 
the base man has no use for becoming a sage. And 
before having become sages men are not thirsty or 
hungry ; at any rate, if thirsty, they have no use for 
water or, if hungry, for bread. 

Like mild and modest guests you are whose wants 
Are shelter only and the warmth of fire.?® 

Did this man have no use for hospitality ? Or for a 
cloak either that man who says 

Oh please, a cloak, for Hipponax is freezing cold? ° 

But you wish to say something paradoxical and extra- 
ordinary and original? Say that the sage has use 
for nothing and has no need of anything : it is he who 
is blessed, he who is free from all other wants, he 
who is self-sufficient, blissful, perfect.¢ But now what 
is this state of vertigo in which he who is in want of 
nothing is in need of the goods which he has but the 
base man, while in want of many things, is in need 
of nothing ? For this is what Chrysippus says,¢ that 
the base are not in need but are in want, thus shifting 
the common conceptions about like pieces in a game 
of draughts.’ All men, in fact, believe that being in 

evxpnota; 1042 pn, note 6 for xara dvaw; 1045 F, note c 
for Anm7a ; and 1047 x, note a for mponypera. 

>’ Anacreon, frag. 85 (Diehl, Anth. Lyr. Graec. i*, 4, 
p- 186)=98 (Edmonds, Lyra Graeca ii, p. 188) = 425 (Page, 
Poctae Melict Graeci, p. 209). 

© See Stoicos Absurdiora Poetis Dicere 1058 b supra. 
@ See supra 1060 B and 1063 c-p and Stoicos Absurdiora 

Poetis Dicere 1058 B-c. 
¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 674 (p. 169, 5-8) with Seneca, Epistle 

ix, 14-15. 
? For the figure cf. [Plato], Eryxias 395 Bn and Shorey’s 

note on Republic 487 c 2-3 (L.C.L. ii, p. 14, note f). 
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(1068) evdetobar’ vopucovow, NYOUJLEVOL TOV oux ETOULUDY 
od" evTropiaTwv deopevov evdetabar. _Kepatov youv 
Kal Tr EpOv oudEls evdens avOpwros €or, Ort pnde 
deirat TovTwv: add’ omdwy evdects Neyeey Kal 
Xpnuarav Kal ipariov, oray €v xXpeta VEVO[LEVOL [L1) 
TuyXavwoe peo” EXwow. ot d€ ovTws emiOupodow 

D det Tl Tapa Tas KoWwdas evvoias patvecbat déyovtes 
mote ToAAaKis e€€icracbar Kal Tov (diwv émiBvpia 
KatvoAoyias, woamrep evtaila. 

Lko7es O€ pLiKpOY avwTépw avayaywr* €av- 
TOV. Ev TL TOV Tapa Tas evvoias Aeyouevwv €or 
TO pndeva. dadAov ageretaban. KQITOL TaLdEevo- 
[Levol ye mroNou TPOKOTITOUGL KAL SovdAcvovres edev- 
Bepobvrar Kai toAvopkovpevor owlovTar Kal mNpov- 
pevou® xe_paywyobvrar Kat Geparrevovtat vooobyTes. 
‘arr’ obk wdhedobvrar ToUTwY TUyxXavoVTEs ODS’ €d 
macxovow ovd eEvepyéeTas Exovaow ovd evepyeTav 
apedotow.”’ ov toivuy obd axapiototow ot dat- 

E Ao Kat pny ovd’ of votv exovTes. avuTTapKToV 
ovv €OTL TO GYaPLOTOV: OL fev yap OvK aTroGTEpoOvat 

1 eydeto8ac -Turnebus and Amyot’s version; px detcPa 
-F, B. 

2 xawodoyias -E (pace Pohlenz), Basil. ; Kevodoyias -B, 
Aldine. 

3 For the hiatus cf. dvw éye and xatw dvwiev in De Facie 
924 c. 

4 Nylander (cf. Reiske ad loc.) ; mAnpovpeva -E, B. 

¢ Cf. Cicero, Tuse. Disp. i, 87-88. 
» Cf. the charge frequently repeated by Cicero in the 

De Finibus, e.g. iii, 5; iv, 7 and 56; v, 22. 
¢ Cf. Plato, Republic 528 a 6 (dvaye . . . els todmiaw) with 

Shorey’s note ad loc. (L.C.L. ii, p. 175, note e); and for 
avwrépw cf. Plutarch, :ldv. Colotem 1110 ¢ (dvwrépw ... 

yeypagev). 
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need is prior to being in want, holding that he who 
needs what is not at hand and not easily procurable 
is in want of it. At any rate, no man is in want of 
horns and wings, because no man is in need of these 
either ; but we speak of them as being in want of 
weapons and money and clothes whenever they have 
got a use for these things without having or obtaining 
them.* The Stoics, however, are always so eager to 

be openly saying something at odds with the common 
conceptions that they often abandon their own too 
in their desire for novel expression ®; and so it is 
in this case. 

21. Fall back to a point a little above © and con- 
_ sider. Among the assertions that are at odds with 
the common conceptions @ one is that nobody who is 
base receives any benefit. Yet there are many men 
who make progress by being educated and who are 
liberated from slavery and who are rescued from 
sieges and who in their blindness are led by the hand 
and who in illness get medical treatment. “ Yes,f 
but by getting these things they do not get any 
benefit or have any good done to them and they 
don’t have benefactors or disregard for bene- 
factors.’’ The base, then, are not ungrateful either ; 
and neither are the men with intelligence. Con- 
sequently, ingratitude is non-existent, for the latter 

4 tas évyvolas=Tas Kowwas evvoias (see page 663, note c 
supra). 

¢ See 1068 a supra (ovdev €oTw ad7T@ xpnomov x.7.A.) and De 
Stoic. Repug. 1042 8 (page 483), note d; and cf. especially 
S.V.F. iii, frag. 94 (p. 23, 18-20): . . . pndéva 8€ dadrov 
pyre whedcioba pyre wohedeiv’ elvar yap To wdedreiv toxew Kar’ 
apeTnyv Kal TO woheAcioba Kweioba Kar’ apeTyHy. 

f arn ovK whedobvra . . . Kal datAo tvyyavovow=S.V.F, 
iii, frag. 672 (p. 168, 15-23). 
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Xdpw AapBavovres of de AapBaver xapuw* od Te 
vKaow. dpa. on Tl ™pos Taira Aéyouow: OTL 7) 

Xapes els Ta péca duaretver, Kal TO pev wpereiv 
KaL wpedrciobar Tope € EOTL, Xapiros d€ Kal pabror’ 
Tuyxdvovew. elf” ois xapuros peTEoTL, TOUTOLS ov 
PeTEOTL XpEelas; O7mrov dé diaTeiver ydpis, Kel Xp1)- 

> / > 7Q3 > ~ ” \ / a \ Giov ovdEV EoTLV OVS olKEtov; aAXo S€ TL TOLEt THY 
/ “A ~ UToupylayv Xap 7 TO Tpds TL XpHotpov brapEar TA 

A 

deopévw) TOV TApAacXoVTa.; 
22. ETAIPOS. Tatra pev obv ades. 7 de todv- 

Tyntos whéereva Tis €oTW, WV ws péya TL Tots 
A I] € / +Q3 yw , 

cofots e€aipetov dudatrovres ovd’ dvoya A€imov- 
aw avTHs® tots (u)>* sodots ; 

nv e \ e , Li / 

aiaaorm. “Av eis codos omovdymote’ mporeivy 
tov daKtTvAov Ppovitws, ol KaTa THY oLKOUpLEVnY 

\ , > A ~ ~ / 6 

cohol mavtes wohedAobvtTat. TovTo THs diAias® Ep- 
yov avT@v, €ts TOUTO Tots KoLVois WHEAT UAGL TOV 

x ¢ >? \ A ee 27 ~~ cop@v at apetat teAevtdow. €éAnjper 6 “Api- 

EK; yapev Aap Bavew -B. 
IK; Kat of datAo -B. 
avtots -E. (with ot changed to 7), b. 
<u> -added by Meziriac. 
KE ; omodyzore -B. 
woedreias -Xylander. 
5° <dp’> -H. van Herwerden (Lectiones Rheno-Traiectinae 

[1882], p. a 

Q2aarewns = 

~ 

2 Cf. Plato, Gorgias 520 ¢ 5-6 (lows av dmootepnoee THV 

xapw). 
> For this argument against the existence of ingralitude 

ef. Seneca, De Beneficiis v, 12, 3-4. 
¢ See De Stoic. Repug. 1038 a-2 supra. 
4 ‘This is implied by the definition of wderety and weeretabar 

(S.V7.F. iii, frag. 94 [see note e on 1068 pv supra} and frag. 
117 [p. 28, 17-18]); cf. S. VI. iii, frag. 587 (7a mapaxetpera 
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do not withhold gratitude * when gratified and the 
former are naturally incapable of being gratified.® 
Now see what they say to this: that gratification 
extends to the intermediates © and that, while to 
confer and receive benefit is characteristic of sages,* 
even base men get gratification.¢ In that case, do 
those who partake of gratification have no use for it ? 
And does nothing serviceable or congenial come 
within the extension of gratification ? But what else 
makes the service rendered a gratification except the 
provider's having been in some respect serviceable 
to the one in need of it ? 

22. comMRADE. Well, let these questions go. But 
what is the highly prized benefit that they reserve 
as something grand exclusively for the sages, leaving 
not even its empty name to those who are (not) 
wise ° 

pIADUMENUs. If a single sage anywhere at all 
extends his finger prudently, all the sages through- 
out the inhabited world are benefited.’ This is their 
amity’s work 2; this is the end in which for their 
common benefits the virtues of the sages issue. It 

tois ayabois . . . wdheAr pata Orta povots Tots amovdators oup- 
Baivev) and frag. 673 for the same restriction of wdéAwua. 

¢ On this and what follows cf. Seneca, Epistle !xxxi, 8-14 
and De Beneficiis v, 13, 2-14, 5. 

f §.V.F< iii, frag. 627; of. S.V.F. iii, frag. 626 (p. 160, 
22-95) and frag. 93 (with Madvig’s note on Cicero, De 
Finibus iii, 69) and Seneca, Epistle cix, 1-16. 

9 According to the Stoics amity can exist only among 
sages and does exist among all of them: cf. S.V.F". i, frag. 
293; S.V.F. iii, frags. 630 (p. 161, 7-9 [cf. p. 160, 15-17]), 
631, and 635; Epictetus, Diss. u, xxii; Bonhdéffer, Die 
Kthik..., pp. 106-109 ; Elorduy, Sozialphilosophie, pp. 160- 
174; A.-J. Voelke, Les rapports avec autrui dans la philo- 
sophie grecque (Paris, 1961), pp. 122-123 and pp. 176-177. 
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(1069) ororéAns, eAjper 5€ Eevoxpatns, wdedetobar pev 
3 A , € \ A a ’ A A @ de e \ , avOpwrous vo Gedv wherciobar d€ bo yovewy 
wpereiobar dé d70 Kabnynray dm oPaLvop.evor TV 
de Dovpacrny a ayvoobvres wercav, Hv of copol Ki- 
VOUMEVWY KaT aperny (on » adAjAwy wdeAobvras 
Kav pa ovvadt unde YUYV@OKOVTES TuyXavwor. Kal 
pny mravreEs avOpemor TAS exdoyas Kal Tas ™7pr- 
ges Kal Tas Oikovopias, orav Xpynoiwwy wor Kal 
wdediuwr,’ TOTE xpnoipous Kai wheAipous BroAap- 
Bavovar, Kat KAcidas wvreitar Kai atobjKas dv- 

B Aarres xpnuatiKos avyp 

TAovTov® diolywv Badapov jdioTov yxeEpt: 

To 8 exheyeoBar TQ TpOs pndev wpehipwa Kal T- 
peiv emueA@s Kat moAvrrovess ov oe pvov ovde KaAov 
adda‘ KatayéAaorov €or. 6 yobv’ ’Oduaceds et 
tov deapov éexeivov expabwv Tapa THs Kipkyns Kat- 
eonpaivero dt avtot uy Ta tap’ “AAKwéov" Sapa, 

‘ \ 4 \ od \ , > \ 

Tpitodas Kat A€BnTas Kal elwaTa Kal ypvaov, adda 
ovppeTov Twa Kai AiBovs Kai (Ta ToLadTa>* ouv- 
ayaywyv Thy TEpl TadTAa TpaypaTeiay Kal KTHOW 
avT@v Kal THpNnOW EvdatpmovLKOV Epyov HYEiTO Kal 

1 <in’> -added by Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 18); Kowvovpevor 
Thy apeTny <vm’> -Reiske. 

2 ypnoipwv ... whedAiwwv -Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxv 
[1941], p. 116); XpHouwor ... aderApor -E, B. 

3 E, B; 6ABouv -Stobaeus (Anth. iv, 97, 16=v, p. 802, 9 
[Hense]). 

4 G\da.-Leonicus, Basil.; «ai -E, B, Aldine; <daAAa@ Kat 
-Diibner ; <add’ azetpoxadov> Kai -Pohlenz. 

5 yoov -Pohlenz; odv -E, B; 8 odv -Helmbold (Class. 
Phil. | {1955], p. 221). 

6 & -E; es -B. 
7 map’ "AAkwoov -Basil.; mapa AnxvOov -E.; mapa AuvKyPou 

-B, Aldine. 
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was silly of Aristotle and silly of Xenocrates* to 
declare that men are benefited by gods and benefited 
by parents and benefited by teachers and yet not to 
recognize the amazing benefit which sages receive 
<from) the virtuous motions of one another ® even if 
they are not together and happen not even to be 
acquainted. Moreover, all men suppose that select- 
ing and safeguarding and managing are serviceable 
and beneficial actions when their objects are service- 
able and beneficial, and a moneyed man buys keys 
and guards his stores 

Wealth’s lovely closet opening with his hand °; 

_but to select and safeguard with care and toil things 
that are of no benefit for anything is not grand or 
fair but ridiculous. At any rate, if Odysseus with 
that knot which he had learned from Circe had sealed 
up not the gifts given him by Alcinous, tripods and 
basins and garments and gold,? but litter and stones 
and, when he had got together <things of this kind), 
had regarded the trouble taken about them and 

_ their acquisition and safeguarding as a work of 
@ Xenocrates, frag. 94 (Heinze); but the reference is 

probably no more to any single statement of his than is the 
reference to Aristotle, for whose remarks on this matter see 
e.g. Eth. Nic. 1099 b 11-13, 1161 a 15-18, 1162 a 4-7, 1164 b 
2-6, 1179 a 24-30. 

> Cf. 1076 a infra (. . . whercioBat . . . Kevoupévov) and the 
definitions of wdeAcivp—wdercioba (S.V.F. iii, p. 23, 19-20), 
quoted in note e on 1068 p supra. 

¢ Euripides, Bellerophon, frag. 285, 8 (Nauck, T'rag. 
Graec. Frag.*, p. 444). 

¢ Cf. Odyssey viii, 438-448 ; and for the gifts themselves 
cf. also Odyssey xiii, 10-14, 120-124, 217-218, and 368-369. 

8 ¢ra rovatra> -H. C.; Kai... vac. 8... cuvayaywr -F, B; 
<oxvBada> -XNylander ; <dyvpa> -Pohlenz. 
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4 I nv > 4 (1069) paxdpiov, tis av elyAwoe THY avdnTrov Tav’THY mpd- 
| / ~ 

C votay Kat Kevoorrovdov emipedcrav; ara pv TOTO 
“A ~ ¢ / A 

THS LTwiKHs opodroyias TO KaAdv éeote Kal cEepvov 
4 ¢ 5° WY: > > > MS A Kal pakdplov, eTepov 0 ovdev add’ éexAoyn Kal 

, >) ~ ? 

THpNnALs avwHerkOv TpaypaTwv Kal advaddopwv"* Tot- 
~ \ \ \ / \ 4 > ~ 

atta yap Ta Kata pvow Kal TA EKTOS ETL” WAaAdor, 
4 A El ye Kpacmédoits Kai apiot ypvoats Kat vy Ala 

tA 4 A 

Ankvbos, dtav TUxwWoLt, mapaBaddrdAovor Tov péyt- 
~ >] 7 ~ 9 atov tAodTov: €«i0’ womep ot Gedy Twwv 7 Sar- 

/ e 4 , Yd 4, 

povwy tepa do€avtes Uaepndavws KabvBpicar Kat 
“A 4 

Aovdopjcat petavojncavtes evOds bromimtovat Kal 
, ~ 

Kabynvrat Tazewot KatevAoyobvtes Kal peyadv- 
vovtes TO Getov, ovTwWs EKEtvo. vepeoeL TIVE THS 

, 

D peyadavyias tavtTns Kal KevodAoylas mepimecovTeEs 
os b] , > , A 

ablis ev tovTas e€eTalovTat Tots adsaddpors Kal 
pndev mpos avtous, peya Bo@yTes ws ev éoti* 

1 dS:addspwv -Leonicus, Basil. ; d:adépwv -E, B, Aldine. 
2 éru -Meziriac; ¢or -E, B. 
3 3 Aux7jbors -B. 
4 €&y éorw -Meziriac (implied by Xylander’s version) ; 

éveotw -E, B. 

@ i.e. that the rédAos is To 77H dicer Ouodoyetv (S.V.I’. i, p. 
45, 28-29: “* quod o6podoyiav Stoici, nos appellemus con- 
venientiam ’’); cf. page 673, note c and 1060 b-E supra. 

> i.e. 9 exrAoyy THY Kata dvow (S.V.F. iii, frags. 14 and 15 
[pp. 5, 40-6, 6], 64 [p. 16, 13-16], 191 [p. 46, 6-113; ef. 
Epictetus, Diss. 11, x, 6|). This explication of the rédos is 
supposed to have been introduced by Diogenes of Babylon 
(S.V.F. iii, p. 219, 11-18) and to have been adopted with 
modifications by his followers, Antipater of Tarsus and 
Archedemus (S.V.F. iii, pp. 252, 37-253, 7 and p. 264, 29- 
24); and chapters 23-27 of the present essay have been 
taken to represent the polemic of Carneades against Anti- 
pater’s formulation (M. Pohlenz, Hermes, Ixxiv [1939], 
pp. 22-26 and Stoa i, pp. 186-189 with ii, pp. 95-96; cf. 
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happiness and bliss, who would have coveted this 
stupid foresight and frivolous diligence ? Neverthe- 
less, in the Stoic doctrine of consistency ¢ this is what 
is fair and grand and blissful: it is nothing but 
selection and safeguarding of things that are useless 
and indifferent,? for such is the character of the 
things that are in conformity with nature and still 
more of the externals,° if the greatest riches are in 
fact placed by the Stoics on a level with tassels and 
golden chamber-pots and, yes by heaven, as they 
sometimes are, with oil-flasks.4. Then, as those who 
have meant arrogantly to insult and revile shrines of 
certain gods or spirits straightway repent and then 
cower and abase themselves, extolling and exalting 
the divinity, just so these Stoics have met with a 

kind of retribution for this arrogance and vainglory 
of theirs and again in the case of these things that 
are indifferent and of no concern to them @ show their 
inetal * by shouting mightily that a single thing is 

Margaret Reesor, T.A.P.A., Ixxxii [1951], pp. 105-106 and 
with emphasis on the orthodoxy of Diogenes and his fol- 
lowers: W. Wiersma, A/nemosyne, 3 Ser. v [1937], pp. 219- 
298; M. van Straaten, Panétius (Amsterdam, 1946], 
pp. 152-153; Goldschmidt, Le systéme stoicien, p. 130, n. 2 
and pp. 136-140). 

¢ For ta xara gvow as ddtadopa Kai avwdedAH see 1060 B-E 
supra; and for ra extés cf. S.V.F. iii, frags. 122 (p. 29, 
25-29) and 764 (p. 190, 16-17) and Plutarch, Quomodo 
zidolescens Poetas Audire Debeat 23 ¥-F and 36 vb. 

4 §.V.F. iii, frag. 153 (pp. 36, 42--37, 3); see De Stoic. 
Repug. 1048 Bb supra. Wealth is a conventional example of 
adiadopa (S.V.F. ili, frags. 70 [p. 17, 20-21], 117 [p. 28, 5-16], 
and 119 [p. 28, 29-31}), and the Stoics denounced the 
Academy for holding that it is not useless (1065 a supra). 

¢ Cf. 1060 v-F supra and De Stoic. Repug. 1041 4r-F 
(=:S.V.F. iii, frag. 189 [pp. 33, 36-34, 12]). 

f Por eeralov7ar cf. Plutarch, Quomodo Adulator ab 
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(1069) dyabov Kal KaXov Kat oepvor, 7 TOUTWY exhoy) 
Kal rept TavTa, ouxovopia., KaL TOUTWY fy) TUY- 
Xavovras” ovK a€iov €ote Proty aAd’ dmoaparrew 
€auvTovs 7 amroxaprepeiy, moAAa TH apEeTH xXatpev 
ppacavras. * tov towvy Odoyrw atrot mavteAds 
ae Kal piKpov yyobvTat A€yovTa 

Xp) Tevinv pevyovra Kal €s peyaxnred TOVTOV 
pimteiy Kat meTp@v, Kupve, cat’ nAiBatwv, 

E ovtws* amodetAiavta mpos THY meviav adiddopov 
5 > - ovoav’ adAX avtoi ye tatdTa”’ mel Adyw TapaKe- 

\ Aevovtar Kat Aéyovaw ott xp} vocov pevyovra peE- 
/ \ 3 / 4 >A \ ~ / 

yaAnv Kai adynddova otvtovov, €av un traph Eidos 
b) 9 ~ ~ 

7 Kwvetov, ets OdAatray adpeiva® Kal Kata TETPaV 
€ val ¢ / * ] fd \ J \ 4 

pimtety €auTov, wv ovdeTepov BAaPepov ovde KaKov 
Jb ye 4 / “A ovd acovpdopov €ativ ode KaKOOaiLOVAaS TLE? TOUS 

TEpLTiMTOVTAS. 
/ > 23. “ lo@ev ody’ ' pnoww 4 apFapar ;' Kal Tia 

AaBw Tob KalyKovTos apXny Kau vAnv Tijs aperiis, 
adets tHv dvow Kal To Kata’ dvow;’’ mdbev & 

1 KE; rvyxavorta -B. 2 E; dacxortas -B. 
8 E, B; Baduxijrea -De Stoic. Repug. 1039 F. 
4 ws -Pohlenz (but cf. Castiglioni, Gnomon, xxvi [1954], 

p. 83). 
5 Wyttenbach ; radra -E, B. 
8 adgvevac -Bernardakis. 
7 Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 18); apfopa -F, B. 
8 xara -Meziriac (implied by Amyot’s version); zapa 

-E, B. 

Amico Internoscatur 74 8 ; Philo in Eusebius, Praep. Evang. 
viii, 11, 7 (i, p. 455, 21 [Mras]); Iamblichus, Vita Pyth. 223. 

¢ See 1060 c-p and 1063 c-F supra and De Stoic. Repug. 
1042 c-E. 

>’ S.V.F. iii, frag. 167 (p. 39, 29-33) and Theognis, 175- 
176; see De Stoic. Repug. 1039 F supra. 
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good and fair and grand, the selection of these 
things and their management, and that, if men don’t 
obtain them, it’s not worth being alive but they 
should bid a long farewell to virtue and cut their 
own throats or starve themselves to death.? So then, 
by these very people Theognis is held to be utterly 
mean and petty for saying ? 

From want you must flee, oh my friend, though headlong 
you plunge in the motion 

Down cliffs sharp and sheer or below the yawning abyss 
of the ocean, 

thus playing the coward in the face of poverty, a 
_ thing which is indifferent ; but they give the same 
prescription themselves in prose and say that, if 
sword or hemlock be not at hand, one must cast 
oneself into the sea or hurl oneself down from rocks 
in flight from severe disease and intense pain,° 
neither of which (according to them) is injurious or 
evil or inconvenient or makes unhappy those who 
meet with it.¢ 

23. ‘“ What, then,” says he,? “ will be my point 
of departure and what shall I take as duty’s principle 
and virtue’s matter, once I have abandoned nature 
and what is in conformity with nature ?”’ Why, my 

¢ Cf. S.V.F. iii, frags. 757 (p. 187, 33-35) and 768 (p. 191, 
3-90). 

@ See 1060 c supra; cf. S.V.F. iii, frags. 117 (p. 28, 5-10), 
166 (p. 39, 15-17), 168 (p. 39, 34-38), and 256 (pp. 60, 31- 
61, 3). 

¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 491 (cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1035 c supra 
and S.V.F. iii, frag. 282), supposedly from the polemic of 
Chrysippus against Ariston (Bonhoffer, Die Ethik ..., p. 185; 
Dyroff, Die Ethik der alten Stoa, p. 43, n. 3). For rod 
Kabynxovtos apyny cf. S.V.F. i, p. 47, 14-16 and iii, frags. 186 
and 497 ; for vAny tis aperjs see 1071 B infra. 
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AptototéAns, © pakapte, Kat Oeddpactos apyov- 
Tat; Tivas de Kevoxparys Kat T[loAguwy AapBa- 
vovow apxas; odxt Kal Zijyvwv Tovtois HKoAoVOn- 
Kev’ vrotiepevors oToryeta THs evdatpovias TV 
gvow Kal TO Kata Pvow; add’ éxetvot pev Em TOU- 
Twv E“evav ws alpeT@v Kal ayabdv Kai wdeXipwv, 
Kal THV apeTnv mpoodafovtes (ev)? adrois évep- 
yovoay olKEelws ypwmernv exaotw TéA€ELov EK TOU- 

1 E; qxodov8noev -B. 
2 <év> -added by Pohlenz (cf. Stobaeus, Fel. ii, p. 130, 

20-21 and p. 132, 8-11 [Wachsmuth]). 

¢ This with what follows through 1069 F is printed as 
frag. 78 of Xenocrates by R. Heinze (Xenokrates, p. 189), 
who took it to be serious evidence for a Xenocratean doctrine 
elaborated in detail by Polemon (op. cit., p. 148). More 
recently K. von Fritz (#.-#. xxi/2 [1952], col. 2527, 51-63) 
has cited it with what follows in 1070 a as confirmation of 
the statement that Polemon Soypariver xwpis pev d.peris pn de- 
Tore ay evdarpoviay v dard pxew dixa d€ Kai TOY owpariKay Kal TOY 
EKTOS THY GpETHY avTapKN Mpos Evdapoviay eivac (Clement of 
Alexandria, Stromata 11, xxii, 133, 7). See the next note 
infra. 

oS. VF. 1, frag. 183. Cf. Cicero, Acad, Fas aaa 
. partem illam bene vivendi a natura repetebant (scil. 

Peripatetici et vetus Academia [i, 18 suwpra]) . . . constitue- 
bantque extremum esse rerum expetendarum et finem 
bonorum adeptum esse omnia e natura et animo et corpore 

46 

et vita.””...22: “‘... utrisque hic bonorum finis videbatur, 
adipisci quae essent prima natura.”’. .. 23: “... Ex hac 
descriptione .. . officii ipsius initium reperiebatur. ...’’ The 
authority expressly cited for this account is Antiochus of 
Ascalon (i, 14, 35, and 43). Before him Carneades had 
maintained that the Stoic doctrine of good and evil was only 
verbally different from that of the Peripatetics (Cicero, 
De Finibus iii, 41 and Tuse. Disp. v, 120); but it was 
Antiochus who made it a basic tenet of his that the ethics 
of the Old Academy was a single doctrine professed alike 
by Aristotle, Theophrastus, Speusippus, Xenocrates, and 
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good sir, what is the point of departure for Aristotle 
and for Theophrastus ; and what do Xenocrates and 
Polemon take as principles? And has not Zeno 
too followed them in their assumption that nature 
and what is in conformity with nature are basic 
elements of happiness ?® Those former men, how- 
ever, held by these things as beneficial and good and 
objects of choice *; and, having taken virtue in 
addition as operating <among) them by making 
proper use of each,? they thought that with these 

Polemon and that Zeno, who had studied with Polemon 
fat ar. 1, sees. 1, 10, 11, and 13s. <7. .Pohlenz, Stoa ii, 
p. 14 and C. O. Brink, Phronesis, i [1955/56], p. 143, n. 107), 
had taken over this doctrine in all its essentials and had dis- 
guised it in a novel terminology (Cicero, De Finibus v, 7 
and 14, 16 with 21-22, and 74-75; De Nat. Deorum i, 16; 
Acad. Prior. ii, 131; De Legibus i, 38 and 53-55; cf. 
Diogenes Laertius, vii, 25). Rejected as historically ‘false 
by Pohlenz (Stoa i, pp. 250-253), this reconstruction in so 
far as it derives from Polemon the principle of dvais and 
To kata gvow in Zeno’s ethics was later defended as sub- 
stantially correct by K. von Fritz (#.-#. xxi/2 [1952], cols. 
2526, 22-2529, 57) and has since been given a somewhat 
more plausible interpretation by C. O. Brink (Phronesis, i 
[1955/56], pp. 143-144). 

With Plutarch’s phrase, orowyeta tis evdauovias, cf. Philo 
Jud., Quod Det. Potiori Insid. Soleat 8 (i, p. 260, 7-10 
{Cohn]). 

¢ Cf. Stobaeus, Eel. ii, 7, 13 and 14 (p. 118, 16-17 and 
p. 125, 10-19 [Wachsmuth]) ; Cicero, De Finibus iii, 41 
(“‘. . . cum Peripatetici omnia quae ipsi bona appellant 
pertinere dicant ad beate vivendum... 

BDO sy, Stopacas; Fcl.-ii; 7; 13';° 7, 14; and T1418 Ge 119, 
11-19 ; pp. 196, 17-127, 2; pp. 127, 25-128, 9; p. 130, 18- 
21; ana p. 132, 8-14 [Wachsmuth]) ; Cieeeo) De Finibus 
ii, 34 (‘. . . sententia veterum Academicorum et Peri- 
pateticorum . . . virtute adhibita frui primis a natura datis ”’) 
with Acad. Post. i, 21-23; St. Augustine, Civ. Dei xix, 3 
(‘*. .. bona sunt tamen, et secundum istos [scil. Academicos 
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(1069) rwv Kat oAoKAnpov wovto avprArnpodv Biov Kat 
/ A ~ a 

cupTrepaive, THY adynbds 7H pvaer Tmpoacdopov Kai 
auvwodov opodroyiav amodiddvTes. ov yap wormep ot 

~ ae t \ f 1 , eee THs yns adadAAcpevon Kai Katadhepopevow madw er 
9 

1070 adriy eTapatrovTo, TavTa mpaypata AnnmTa Kal 
€ 4 A ~ OvX ALPETA KAI OLKELA Kal OK ayala Kal avwhEAH 

plev evxpnata de Kal ovdev fev TpOs NUas apyas dé 
tov KabykovTwy ovopalovres: adda olos 6 Adyos 
ToLovTos Hv O Pios THY avdp@v exetvwv, a ETPAaTToV 
ois eAeyov otikeia Kal ovudwra mapexovTwy. 7 OE 
ToUTwY aipeais, womep y tap’ “ApxiAdyw yuri : 

TH pev vdwp Cepoper)” 
/ \ fd Sey a dorogpovéovaa xetpi Onrépy® de zip, 

1 B; xatadopopevor -E. 
2 <éhdpe> -Amyot, Nylander, Stephanus (Var. Lect.), 

uss. of De Primo Frigido 950 © and Demetrius i, 5 (905 £) ; 
omitted by E and B. 

3 Hiller (after Diibner in 950 F); 77 -E, B (779 érépy Se 
-mss. of De Primo Frigido 950 Fr; 7H 8 €répn -mss. of 
Demetrius xxxv, 6 [905 §E]); 7H7épy -Bernardakis (after 
Schneidewin ;_ but cf. Chatzidakis, Athena, xiii [1901], p. 
483). 

- veteres| etiam ipsa propter se ipsa diligit virtus utiturque 
illis et fruitur sicut virtutem decet ’’ [from Varro’s account 
after Antiochus)). Cf. also the polemical ** correction ’ 
which in order to emphasize 7o XpnotiKov TAS. dperis would 
change the definition of Critolaus into ro €« mavtwy THdv aya- 
Ody évepyovpevov (Stobaeus, Hel. ii, 7, 3b=p. 46, 16-17 
[Wachsmuth]; see the next note infra). 

¢ Cf. Cicero, De Finibus iv, 58 (‘‘. . . naturalia ..., quae 
coniuncta cum honestis vitam beatam perficiunt et ab- 
solvunt’’); Clement of Alexandria, Stromata u, xxi, 128, 5 
(cuprAnpotoba: roivuy thy evdapoviav Ex THS TpryEevelas THY aya- 
Hv) and Diogenes Laertius, v, 30 (rv evdaoviay cvprrAjnpwpa 
€x tprov ayabav elva [cf. cvxptAnpwars ayabay in Alexander of 
Aphrodisias, De Anima cum Mantissa ed. I. Bruns, pp. 162, 
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constituents they were filling out and finishing off a 
perfect and integrated life? by presenting the con- 
sistency that is truly in conformity and harmony with 
nature.2 For they were not in the state of con- 
fusion of those who are leaping from the ground and 
tumbling down on it again, calling the same things 
acceptable and not objects of choice and congenial 
and not good and unbeneficial but yet useful and of 
no concern to us but yet principles of our duties ¢ ; 
but as was the doctrine such was the way of life of 
those former men, who in their conduct exhibited 
actions congenial and consistent with the statements 
that they made.¢ The system of these Stoics, how- 

ever, like the woman of whom Archilochus says ° 
In one of her hands there was water, 

A crafty lure, for fire the other (bore), 
26-27 and 167, 26]). This form of expression may reflect 
the definition of the 7éAos ascribed to Critolaus the Peri- 
patetic, ro ex mavrwy Tav ayabav ovprreTAnpwpyévov (Stobaeus, 
Eel. ii, 7, 3>=p. 46, 10-13 [Wachsmuth]); cf. Clement, 
Stromata 11, xxi, 129, 10 (. . . tH ex THY TpLdv yeror cupmdAn- 
pouvpervny .. .) and for polemical ** correction ’’ of the defini- 
tion Stobaeus, Eel., p. 46, 13-17 and p. 126, 12-18 (Wachs- 
muth) with Pohlenz, Grundfragen, p. 41 and F. Wehrli, Die 
Schule des Aristoteles, x, pp. 67-68 on Critolaus, frags. 19 
and 20. 

> In contrast to ris Urakjs opodoyias (1069 c supra). 
With 77 duce . . . cvvwdov cf. Stobaeus, Hel. ii, 7, 13 (p. 119, 
12-13 [Wachsmuth]). 

¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 123 (p. 30, 1-4); ef. Cicero, De Finibus 
iv, 20; iv, 62-63; iv, 72; v, 90 and see 1060 © and 1068 a 
supra. 

@ Cf. the remark of Polemon (Diogenes Laertius, iv, 18) 
and the commentary on it by Margherita Isnardi, Parola 
del Passato, xi (1956), pp. 429-432. 

¢ Archilochus, frag. 93 (Bergk ; Edmonds) = 86 (Diehl) = 
184 (West), quoted by Plutarch in Demetrius xxxv, 6 (905 £) 
and De Primo Frigido 950 E-F. 
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(1070) rots pev mpooayerar THY dvaw tots 8 amwbetrar 
doypact uaAAov dé Tois pEev Epyois Kal Tots Tpay- 
pacw ws alpeTo@v Kal ayabay exovrau TOV KATO. 
gvow, Tots O° ovopact Kat Tots phuwaow (ws)? adua- 

B Popa. Kat axpnora KaL appeTh mpos evdatpoviav 
avaivovTat Kal mpomnAaKilovow. 

24. “Emer d€ Kabddov tayabov amavtes avOpw- 
Trou Xaprov vootow EUKTAaLOV eUTUXES afta Exov 
THY wEeyloTny adrapKes ampoodees, opa TO TOUTWY 
mapartBets ayabov. dpa VE YApPTOV ToLEt TO Ppovi- 
pws Tov daKTvAov mporetvar ; Tt 8 EUKTALOV EOTL 
ppovipn otpePAwots ; eUTUxeEt dé 0 O KaraKpnpviCey 
€QUTOV evdoyus ; afta om Exel THY pEeyloTny O TOA- 
Adkis atpet Adyos avert Tob ft) ayaod mpoeobax ; 
téAetov de Kat aUTapKeEs €otw ov [en TOApovTos, 
av pn Tvyxavwot THV adiaddpwv, odx brropevovaw 
ovde Bovdovran Cv; yeyove de ETEPOS Adyos th ob : 

C paddov 7 ouvnfera Tapavevounrar, TAS [EV yrnotas 
dpatpobvros avTod Kal amoom@vTOS evvotas WOTEP 
TEKVG vobas dé drroBadovros* erépas’ Oynpiwders 
Kal d.AAoKorous Kal TaUTAS QVT eKELVWY ex Onvet- 
ofa Kat orépyew avayxalovros—Kal Tadr €v Tots 

1 <ws> -added by Meziriac. 
2 ofe. -Reiske; ‘“‘ praestaret voets ’’ -Pohlenz. 
3 [7] -omitted in versions of Amyot and Xylander, de- 

leted by Reiske. 
‘ song (Mnemosyne, lii [1924], p. 105); mpooBarAov- 

TOS -E, 
7 érépas -B (ae leases: over €); éraipas -I. 

° Cf. “Cicero, Des Finibis iv, 43 (“. . . naturam videntur 
sequi.. . rursus naturam relinquunt’’) and 47-48. 

» Cf. Cicero, De Finibus v, 89 (“ Bonum appello quidquid 
secundum naturam est, quod contra malum ; nec ego solus, 
sed tu etiam, Chrysippe, in foro, domi; in schola desinis. 
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calls in nature for some doctrines and for others 
thrusts it out,? or rather the Stoics in their works 
and acts cling to the things that are in conformity 
with nature as good things and objects of choice, but 
in word and speech they reject and spurn them (as) 
indifferent and useless and insignificant for happi- 
ness.? 

24. Now, since the good as universally conceived 
by all men is gratifying, desirable, fortunate, of the 
highest value, sufficient in itself, and wanting noth- 
ing else, look at the good of these Stoics in com- 
parison. Do you consider the prudent extension of 
a finger ° gratifying ? What? Is prudent torture 
desirable? Is he being fortunate who with good 
reason plunges over a precipice? Is that of the 
highest value which reason often requires them to 
give up for the sake of what is not good? And is 
that perfect and sufficient in itself which they can 
have and still not endure or desire to live unless they 
get the things that are indifferent ?? Has there ever 
been another doctrine which did greater outrage to 
common experience,’ itself snatching away and ab- 
ducting the genuine conceptions like babes from 
her breast while substituting other spurious ones, 
brutish and uncouth, and constraining her to nurse 
and to cherish these in place of those ‘—and this 

...) and iv, 22 (“ Quae est igitur ista philosophia quae 
communi more in foro loquitur, in libellis suo? ’’). 

¢ See 1068 Fr supra. 
4 See 1063 © and 1069 bp supra, and De Stoic. Repug. 

1042 pb. 
¢ Cf. 1084 8B infra (dmepBodry} . . . mapavoyias eis... THY 

ovy7nGevav). 
f Cf. 1084 a infra (ras Kkowds Kal ouviPeas eEoixilovres ev- 

volas .. . €Tépas emevadyovow aAAoKkdTous Kai févas). 
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\ > ~ A ~ e ~ \ ~ 

(1070) wept ayabav Kat Kak@v aipeT@v TE Kal pevKTaV 
> / \ 3 Ul eA a ” ~ 

oikeiwy Te Kal aAAoTpiwv, a padAov Eder Oepudy 
[re]? Kat puypa@v AevKav Te Kal perAdvwv cade- 

\ 5) 
oTépay €xew THY évapyeiav’’ exeivwv pev yap e&w- 
Gév eiow at davtaciat tais atofyoeow éreoddior, 
tatta 8° €k THY apxa@v® Tov ev nuiv ovpuduTov ExeEt 
Thy yeveow; ot S€ Womep Els TOV PevddpEvov 7} TOV 

D xuptevovta peta THs duaAeKtiKijs €uBaddovtes eis 
TOV TrEpt EvdaLpovias To7ov EAvoav pev ovdEemiav 

a > 

apdiBodiav ev adT@ pupias O° emoinaay. 
\ \ 4 A > ~ ~ A / 

25. Kai pny ore dveivy ayabav, Tod pev teAovs 
Tob 6€ mpos TO TéAOS, petlov E€oTL TO TéXOS Kal 
TeAevoTEpov, tm ovdEVOS GyvoEiTal. yryvwoKe dE 

1 [re] -deleted by Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxiv [1930], 
p46, ms 3): 2 Stephanus; évépyecav -F, B. 

3 apxyav -Kronenberg (Mnemosyne, lii [1924], pp. 105- 
106); ayaddév -E, B; “ cogitari potest etiam adopydv ”’ 
-Pohlenz (but cf. A. Grilli, Paideia, vii [1952], p. 208 and 
Il problema della vita contemplativa, p. 116, n. 1). 

4 Un’ -Basil.; 6 éx’ -E, B, Aldine. 

@ For otketwv te Kai aAAotpiwv see De Stoic. Repug. 1038 s. 
’ See note ¢ on De Stoic. Repug. 1047 c with the refer- 

ences there to 1074 8 and 1083 c infra; and observe the 
combination, els rH évdpyevav Kal tHv ovv7Peav, in 1084 B 
infra. 

¢ Cf. Hierokles, Ethische Elementarlehre ed. UH. von 
Arnim, col. 6, 1-24; O. Luschnat, Philologus, cii (1958), 
pp. 191-192 ; and note 6 on De Stoic. Repug. 1041 & (eudutor 
mpoaAnpers). For the terminology, éevoddio: . . . avduror, cf. 
Phuitarch, De Virtute Morali 451 c (ovpdutov exer tHv Tod 
mabous apxny, ovK emercddiov GAN’ avayKaiay ovcar) and Quaest. 
Naturales 914 B (the heat of the sea as cvuduros contrasted 
to that of other liquids as émevaddios Kai dAAotpia). 

4 See 1059 D-E supra. 
¢ This argument, mentioned by Plutarch in De Tuenda 

Sanitate 133 s-c and Quaest. Conviv. 615 a, was formulated . 
by Diodorus Cronus to support his definition of “* possible ” 
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too in matters concerning good things and evil and 
objects of choice and avoidance and things congenial 
and repugnant, the clarity ® of which ought to be 
more manifest than that of things hot and cold and 
white and black, since the mental images of these 
are incidental to the sense-perceptions entering from 
without whereas the former are generated intrinsi- 
cally © from the principles within us? The Stoics, 
however, charging with their dialectic upon the topic 
of happiness as they did upon “ the liar ”’ 4 or “ the 
dominator ”’* resolved none of the ambiguities in it 
but created myriads of them. 

25. Moreover, there is no one who does not re- 
cognize that, if one of two goods is the goal and the 
other subserves the goal, the goal is a greater and 
more perfect good. Even Chrysippus recognizes the 

(see De Stoic. Repug. 1055 © [page 589, note c]) and was 
attacked in different ways by Cleanthes and Chrysippus 
(S.V.F. ii, frags. 283, 284, and 954). Diodorus contended 
that, since what has occurred is necessarily so and the im- 
possible does not follow from the possible, what is not or will 
not be is not possible (cf. Déring, Megariker, frags. 130-139 
and pp. 132-135). For recent attempts to reconstruct and 
analyse the course of his argument see A. N. Prior, Time and 
Modality (Oxford, 1957), pp. 86-88 ; O. Becker, Hrkenntnis 
und Verantwortung: Festschrift fiir Theodor Litt (Diissel- 
dorf, 1960), pp. 250-263; P.-M. Schuhl, Le Dominateur et 
les Possibles (Paris, 1960) with the review of Schuhl’s book 
by K. von Fritz, Gnomon, xxxiv (1962), pp. 138-152; 
J. Hintikka, American Philosophical Quarterly, i (1964), 
pp. 101-114; G. Stahl, Rev. Philosophique, cliii (1963), 
pp. 239-243; R. Blanché, Rev. Philosophique, clv (1965), 
pp. 133-149; Dorothea Frede, Aristoteles und die ‘ See- 
schlacht ’ (Géttingen, 1970), pp. 93-125; and R. L. Purtill, 
lpeiron, vii, 1 (May 1973), pp. 31-36. 

f Cf. Aristotle, Topics 116 b 22-26 and Eth. Nic. 1111 b 
26-29 and 1145 a 4-6 (with 1094 a 18-22 and 1097 a 25- 
b 6); Plato, Gorgias 499 £ and Lysis 219 c—220 B. 
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\ , \ “~ ~ 

(1070) kat Xpvourros tHv dtahopav, ws SAAdv éorw ev TO 
/ \ > ~ A 

Tpitw wept Ayaldv: tots yap TéAos Tyoupevots 
A > fob a : 

THVv eTLoTHUNY avopodoyet Kat TiIOnow Cady el- 
A \ > ~ 

vat mpos To TéeAos ayalov atta dé TovTwW 1) TEAOS 
5y ‘O Pee Bes de” a ‘ A , ? evar TUlnow.)” ev de° tots wept Atxatoovyns, ef 

, , A ¢ \ 5 

pev Tis brro8oiTo THY HOovnY TéAOS, OVK OLETAL OW- 
Ceabat (av>* ro Odikavov: ef dé pe TéAos aAXa 
¢ ~ > A ” \ \ / b] ” / 

atAads ayabov, overar. tas de AdEets ot'K olopal ce 
a ~ > “~ / 

deiofa? viv axovew é€yod KataXdéyovTos: TO yao 
? \ / / ? / 

Ei zpitov wept Arcxatoovvyns BiBAtov €or. tavTaydbev 
a v4 > > > / \ b) A AaBetv. orav ovdv atlis, @ dire, pyndev ayabov 

, \ ’ A Ss s > »” 
Aéywou pyndevos ayabot peilov eivar pnd’ €Aartov 
3 28 30. ~ 4 ‘ 4 / > a “~ 

aA’ toov tH Téder TO pH TéAOS, OV Tats KoLWais 
/ = / LAA \ “a e a ro / povov evvotars aAAa Kat Tots adita@v Aoyous Patvov- 

Tat payopevor. Kal wadw et dueiv KaKoly 6vTwr® 
Uh ov prev yuyvoyeba xelpoves GTav mapayevnrat 

A \ 

To b€ PAamtet ev ov Trove? dé yElpovas, Tapa” THY 
évvoiav eoTe py A€yew eKetvo petlov eivat KaKoV 
th’ ov yryvopcba xEtpoves OTav TapayevyTat TOD 

1 Es; 1@ tpitw 7@ mepi -b. 
2 <adtnv . .. TiOnow> -H. C.3 Kai tiOncw ev -i, Bs Kal 

TiOnow <lacuna>: -Wyttenbach. 
3 Meziriac; €&y re -E3; év ye -B. 
4. <ay> -added by Sandbach (cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1038 p 

and 1040 c: owlopev dav). 
5 Seic8a -E; omitted by B. 
6 xaxoiv ovtwy -Pohlenz (xaxoty -Amyot, Nylander); «at 

KOLWAS -E, 
7 mapa ih Evvoidy €aTL... OU mroLel OE xelpovas “omitted by B. 

$i; VF. iii, £ frag. 25 (pp. 8, 38- 9, 4). 
> This refers to Herillus of Carthage, a pupil of Zeno’s 

(cf. S.V.F. i, pp. 91-93 and H. von Arnim, &.-H. viii [1912], 
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difference, as is clear in the third book concerning 
Goods,* for he disagrees with those who hold know- 
ledge to be the goal® and maintains <that it is a 
good subserving the goal and for this very reason 
maintains that it is not the goal.)* Also in the books 
concerning Justice? he thinks that, while justice 
could not be preserved if one should set up pleasure 
as the goal, it could be if one should take pleasure 
to be not a goal but simply a good. I don’t think 
you need to hear me now recite the passage word for 
word, for the third book concerning Justice can be 
had everywhere. So, my friend, whenever the Stoics 
assert on the other hand that no good is more or less 

~ good than any other @ but that which is not the goal 
is equal to the goal, they are obviously in conflict 
not only with the common conceptions but with their 
own doctrines as well. Again, if there are two evils, 
from one of which when it befalls us we become worse 
men while the other injures but does not make us 
worse, it is at odds with the common conception to 
deny that the one from which when it befalls us we 
become worse men is a greater evil than the one 

cols. 683, 20-684, 50), against whom Cleanthes wrote a 
monograph (S.V.F. i, p. 107, 3) and whose position was 
apparently demolished by Chrysippus (S.V.F. i, frag. 414). 
For davopodoyet=“* disagrees ”’ cf. Pseudo-Galen (Porphyry), 
Ad Gaurum xiii, 7 (p. 53, 20-21 [Kalbfleisch]). 

¢ See page 681, note b supra and De Stoic. Repug. 1036 a, 
where émorjunv . . . Kal? nv opodroyoupéevws Biwoducba (cf. 
S.V.I’, iii, p. 5, 6 and p. 6, 9) shows how Chrysippus re- 
garded the relation of émarnun to the réAos. 

¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 23 (p. 8, 17-21); see De Stoic. Repug. 
1038 pv and 1040 c. 

¢ For the doctrine that all goods are equally good and all 
evils equally evil see supra 1060 r-F and 1064 r, De Stoic. 
Repug. 1038 c, and S.V.I’, iii, frags. 92 and 93. 
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(1070) ot Bramres ev od trove? S€ xelipovas pndé Kakiova 

1071 

A / A / e lan > A > A 

BAdBnv tHv Kaktovas nuds aotedotdcav. adda 
e A / 

opodoyet ye Xptounmos elval twas doBovs Kat Av- 
\ / a / ~ 

Tas Kat atatas at BAamrovo. pev nuds xEetpovas 
> os 4 \ ~ “A 

dS od movodow. evtvxe 5€ TH TPWTW THY Tpos 
A \ 

TlAarwva yeypappévwr mept Arkatootvvys: Kai yap 
\ a fol 

add\Awy evexa THY EKEL TOD avdpos edpyotdoyiav 
a ¢ ~ 

a€tov toTophoat, mavTwv amA@s mpayyatwv Kal 
Soypatwv oiKetwy ouod Kal adAdoTpiwy adedotcav.” 

26. Ilapa thy evvoray éatt d¥o0 TéAN Kal GKOTFOvS 
mpoKketabat Tod Biov Kat wn TavTWY doa TPATTOMEV 
Spe S / x > / ” A ~ / ep ev te ylyveobar THY avadopar, ett dé paddAdov 
> \ A ” 7 \ .y , + oe 

€oTt Tapa THv evvoray aAAo pev elvac tédos €7 
” 3 \ A , ¢ > , 
GAAo® b€ THY TpaTToOpEevwy ExaoTov avadéepecbar. 

? 4 

toUTwy 6 avtovs bropevew avayKn Odarepov. ef 
‘ oo. 5 \- \\4 A \ , > V5 

yap atta pev <(ta)* mp@Ta Kata dvow Cay)aba 

1 rod 6 -Wyttenbach ; ro 6é€ -E (missing from B). 
2 Meziriac (implied by Amyot’s version): amédodoav 

3 Eb (with o superscript over w). 
4 <ra> -added by Wyttenbach. 
8 Wyttenbach ; dvow...vac.3... ada -E, B. 

@ wndé is here used with consecutive force as the negative 
of the consecutive kai (cf. W. J. Verdenius, Anemosyne, 
4 Ser. ix [1956], p. 249, lines 5-9 and p. 250, lines I-11). 

o> S.V.F. iii, frag. 455. 
¢ See note 6 on De Stoic. Repug. 1040 a. 
4 gxomds is here a synonym of rédos (cf. S.V.F. iii, frags. 

3 and 10) and was so used by Chrysippus (De Stoic. Repug. 
1040 r-F supra [S.V.F. iii, p. 8, 30-34]) and even by Anti- 
pater (S.V.F. iii, p. 255, 22), despite the distinction between 
the two ascribed to Cleanthes, Chrysippus, and all their 
followers (S. V.F. iii, frag. 16: . . . rHv peév evdauoviay oxomov 
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which injures but does not make us worse and so 4 
to deny that the injury which renders us more evil 
is more evil. Yet Chrysippus does admit ” that there 
are certain fears and griefs and deceptions which 
injure us but do not make us worse. Read the first 
of his books concerning Justice written against 
Plato,¢ for it is worth while for other reasons also to 
observe the man’s verbal ingenuity there sparing 
absolutely no fact or doctrine at all, either his own 
or another's. 

26. It is at odds with the common conception that 
life have two goals or aims? set up for it and that 
the point of reference for all our actions be not some 

single thing, but it is still further at odds with the 
common conception that one thing be the goal and 
each particular action be referred to another. Yet 
in one of these alternatives they (the Stoics) must 
acquiesce.’ For, if / it is not ¢the> primary things 
conforming with nature that are themselves good 2 

_ exKetaOar téAos 8 elvar To Tuxelv THs evSayovias, GmEp TadToV 
elvac T@ evdayoveiv). The Stoics had expressly repudiated 
the charge that their doctrine implied two different réAn (cf. 
Cicero, De Finibus iii, 22 [S.V.F. iii, p. 6, 34-35]). On this 
and what follows in chaps. 26-27 cf. M. Soreth, Archiv fiir 
Geschichte der Philosophie, | (1968), pp. 48-72 and especially 
pp. 58 ff. 

¢ Cf. Cicero, De Finibus iv, 39-41. 
S ei yap... evderxvupevous thy S:apopav (1071 B infra) = 

S.V.F. iii, frag. 195 (p. 46, 28-38). 
9 For ta mpa@ta xara dvaw cf. S.V.F, iii, frags. 140, 1-41, 

and 181; Cicero, De Finibus iii, 20-23 (S.V.F. iii, frags. 
188, 497, and 186); Schafer, Lin friithmittelstoisches System, 
pp. 294-311, who holds that the term was coined in the 
debates between Carneades and his Stoic opponents ; 
Pohlenz, Grundfragen, pp. 13-14 and 17-21, who ascribes 

it to Zeno himself. 
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(1071) HA eoTw a 5 evAoytatos exdoyn Kal | Aajfes avTay 
KQL TO maya. Ta Tapa €auTov mrovetv ekagTov evera, 
Tov TUyXavEeW THY TPWTWY KaTa dvaw, én’ éKEtvo 

a / ” \ / \ del’ TavTa EXEL TA TpATTOPLEVvaA THY avagopay, TO 
TuyxXave TOV TPWTwWY KaTA dvawv. Elmep 6 ap” 
olovTat pun oToxalopevous nd’ éediepievous Tod me 

a ? / \ 4 ” 2a (oe ea ct xeiv excivwy To TeAos Exewv, Cem» GAXO od EveKa 
det* avadépecbar THY TovTwWY eKAOyHY Kal py TAU- 

B +3: 1 \ \ ae +7 0 \ > , To’ TéXos pev yap TO ekAéyeo@ar Kat AapPavew 
exeiva dpoviws, exetva 6 avTa Kal TO TUyxXaVEW 

> A 3 , 6 2 , ¢° ” es \ 
avTa@v ov TéAos® adda worep VAN Tis bTOKELTAL THY 
exAeKTikny a€lav €xovoa: TobTO yap oipat Kal TOU- 

1 $e -E; de -B. 
2 § ap’ -Wyttenbach (reading of 8 dp’); yap -E, B. 
3 <én’> -added by Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 18: ém’ addo 

Gets s al)e 
4 od evexa Set -H. C.3 Evexa ob det -E; ob det evexa -B; 

Exe, GAAo <elvat ro TéAos ToUTOU> Evexa od Set -Babut (Plu- 
tarque et le Stoicisme, _p. 338, n. 5 [on p. 339]). 

5 Tauro -H. C.; saitra -E, 
ov TéAos megs : eoreles -K, B. 

s This appears to be a conflation of the definitions formu- 
lated by Diogenes and Antipater (S.V.F. ili, p. 219, 11-18 
and p. 252, 37-38) ; see note b on 1069 c supra and 1072 c 
infra: ovoiav rayalod Tievrar THY EdAdyLaTOV eKAOyHY TOY KATH 
dvow. Here and in what follows Ajys and AauBavew are used 
in the technical Stoic sense (see note c on 1060 © supra and 
note c on De Stoic. Repug. eo ks 

’ Of. S. V.F. iii, pp. 252, 39-253, 2 (Antipater) and p. 3, 7, 
in the critique by Posidonius (Gie, 187, 26-27 [{Edelstein- 
Kidd}). 

¢ With this conclusion, which is the position assumed by 
Carneades against the Stoics (cf. Cicero, De Finibus v, 19-20 
and ii, 42; Tusc. Disp. v, 843; cad. Prior. ii, 131), all 
actions would be performed in view of something other than 
the zéAos, as Cato in fact asserts in De Finibus iii, 22 (S.V.F. 
iii, p. 135, 17-21). 
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but the rational selection and acceptance of them,4 
that is each man’s doing all that in him lies for the 
purpose of obtaining the primary things conforming 
with nature,? it is to this that all actions performed 
must have their reference, to the obtaining of the 
primary things conforming with nature¢; and, if 
then they think that men achieve the goal not by 
desiring or aiming at the possession of those things,? 
the selection of these must be referred (to) another 
purpose and not to the same one,’ for the prudent 
selection and acceptance of those things is the goal, 
whereas the things themselves and the obtaining of 
them are not the goal but are given as a kind of 
matter’ having “selective value ’ ’—for this, I 

¢ The emphasis is on rod tvyetv exeivwv, as is shown by 
1071 c infra, Bralopevar pn TO Tuyxavew . . . Tod otoyelecba 

. . elvas téAos. ... CF. Cicero, De Finibus v, 20 (S.V.F. iii, 
frag. 44). 

° ze. the Stoics must in fact set up two distinct 7éAn if 
obtaining ta mpdra xara dvow is not the purpose of selecting 
them, for then the selecting itself must have a purpose 
different from the zéAos of all particular actions, since the 
latter according to the Stoics themselves is 70 exA€éyeoIar . . . 
dpovinws but (cf. 1071 © and 1072 c infra) selection can be 
dpovyszos Kal evAdytoros Only if it is mpos 7. TéAos. Cf. Cicero, 
De Finibus iv, 46: ‘‘ non enim in selectione virtus ponenda 
erat, ut id ipsum quod erat bonorum ultimurn aliud aliquid 
acquireret.” 
Cf... . wAnv tis aperfs ... TO Kata dvow (Chrysippus 

in 1069 © supra); Cicero, De Finibus iii, 61 (S.V.F. iii, 
p. 189, 36-38): ‘* prima autem illa naturae... sub iudicium 
sapientis et dilectum cadunt, estque illa subiecta quasi 
materia sapientiae”’; S.V.F. iii, frag. 114; Epictetus, Diss. 
I, xxix, 2-3 and m1, v, 1-8. 

e Cf, S.V.F. iii, p. 28, 27-28 and p. 30, 9-11:(=p. 251, 
35-38 [Antipater, frag. 52]), where the coinage is ascribed 
to Antipater (cf. R. Philippson, Philol. Wochenschrift, \vi 
[1936], cols. 598-599); Cicero, De Finibus iii, 20 (S.V.F. 
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(1071) voua A€yew Kat ypadew adtouvs, evderxvupevous THY 
, 

dtadopayv. 
> ~ A > Os \ 

ETAIPOS. ‘“Avdpik@s ev amrouepvnudovevkas Kal 
“A J A / 0 A€yovot Kat ws A€yovor. 
AIAAOTM. Lkomres b€ OTL TadTO TaGYOVGL Tots 

X \ e / \ e “A > / > 

Thv oxiav brrepadrcoba THY EauTaV ediepevors’ ov 
yap amroXeizovaw aAdAa avppetadepovot THY aTo- 

} “ an ~ 

miav T@ AOyw, Toppwratw TV evvoidy ad.iota- 
, e \ > , 

pevnv. ws yap et Tokevovta hain Tis ovyl mavTa 
Tovety Ta TAPA AvTOV’ EveKa TOD Bareiy TOV GKOTOV 
aAAa eveka TOO TAaVTA TOLHOaL TA Tapa avToV,” al- 
viypacw opoia Kat TepaoTia dd€Eevev av Tepaiver: 

e / \ 

oUTWS ot TpiTrEpTrEAOL Pralopevor fun TO TUyXaveEW 
Tv Kata Pvow Tod otoyaleoBa TeV Kata dvow 
% 

elvat téAos adda TO AapPavew Kat® éxréyecbar 
\ A w “~ e / \ Ul > A e pnoe THY Edeaw THs vyteias Kal diwéw Els TO byt- 

4 A 3 A 

aivewy ExaoTw TeAevTav adda TodvavTiov TO by.ai- 
a4 ‘ ” > ~ \ / > / 

ve emt THY Epecw atvTov Kat diwkw avadépecban, 

1 zap’ avtov -Reiske (cf. 1071 a supra: mavra ta mapa 
€avTov) ; mepi avrov -E, B. 

2 map’ avrov -Reiske ; epi avrov -E, B. 
3 xal-Pohlenz (cf. 1071 B supra: réAos... To exAéyecAat Kai 

AapBavev); ro -E, B. 

iii, frag. 143). This paraphrase of Cicero’s and 8.d3d6vTwy 
tav mpaypatwr (S.V.F, iii, p. 251, 36) seem to support the 
interpretation of the ambiguous exAextixy as ** objective ”’ 
(e.g. Rieth, Grundbegriffe, p. 98 and pp. 100-101); but 
according to Pohlenz (Stoa i, p. 187 sub finem) Antipater 
coined the term in order to emphasize the *‘ subjective ” 
character of the value given to ra xara dvow by selection, 
and there is support for this interpretation in such a text 
as Seneca, Epistle xcii, 11-13 (“*. . . quid erit tunc in illis 
bonum? hoe unum, bene eligi. ...non in re bonum est sed 
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think, is the very expression by which in their talk 

and their writing they indicate the distinction. 
COMRADE. You have done nobly in recalling both 

what they say and their way of saying it. 
DIADUMENUS. Observe, however, that the same 

thing happens to them as to those who long to out- 
leap their own shadow: the absurdity which is 
furthest removed from the common conceptions is not 
outdistanced by their reasoning but is carried along 
with it. For, if someone should say that an archer 
in shooting does all that in him lies not for the pur- 
pose of hitting the mark but for the purpose of doing 
all that in him lies,¢ it would be thought that he was 

spinning some monstrous and enigmatic yarns ; and 
just so the babbling dotards who insist that in aiming 
at the things conforming with nature the goal is not 
the obtaining of the things conforming with nature 
but the accepting and selecting and that being 
healthy is not the end in which issue for each indi- 
vidual his desire and pursuit of health but on the 

_. contrary being healthy has reference to the desire 
and pursuit of it, who consider walks of a certain 

in electione quali. actiones nostrae honestae sunt, non ipsa 
quae aguntur....’). For an attempt to reconcile the two 
interpretations cf. Goldschmidt, Le systéme stoicien, pp. 136- 
140, especially p. 140, n. 3 sub finem. 

* Cf. Cicero, De Finibus iii, 22 (S.V.F. iii, frag. 18) with 
M. Pohlenz, Hermes, lxxiv (1939), p. 24, n. 4. To Carneades, 
who had apparently used the example of the archer to prove 
that obtaining 7a xara dvow must be the réAos, Antipater 
replied that even the archer achieves his réAos when he 
shoots skilfully at his target (cxomés), whether or not his 
arrow happens then to hit it. Cf. O. Rieth, Hermes, Ixix 
(1934), pp. 26-29 and pp. 32-37; W. Wiersma, Ilepi réAous 
(Groningen, 1937), pp. 71-75; Goldschmidt, Le systéme 
stoicien, pp. 145-146. 
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(1071) wepumatous Twas Kal dvadwrjoets Kal Topas v7 
Ata kat dappaxeias eddoyiatovs réAn trovodpevor 
Ths vytetas, ovxl ToUTwWY EkEivny, Sota Anpotot 
T@ éyovtt 

A a / Li / deimv@pev twa Gdwpev, wa ovapeOa. 
~ » IY i wn > 4 : \ 

D padAdrov 8° éxetvos’ etwhds Te Kal vevopiopevov aA- 
, \ , 2 \ , a \\3 e / 

Aarres Kai Taparrer” tiv Ta€w, ad (Sé>* obTor Aé- 
\ va “~ Z. 

youvat THY Tadoav EXEL THY TPAyLaTwWY avaTpOTV 
Kal ovyxyvow: “‘ od omrovddlopev EvKaIpws TEpiTa- 
Tely EveKa TOU TéTTEW THY Tpodnv GAA CmérTEW 

A ¢ ~ A 

THY Ttpo¢ynv)’ evexa Tob TEpiTaTtEety edKaipws.”’ 
oo \ \ e 4 e , ~ > / / HirTov Kal THY vyiecav 7 hvats Tod eAAEBopov yapw 

~ / 

TETIOLNKEV, OD THS UVyretas Tov eAAEBopov. Ti yap 
BY / b) A > e \ 

aAAo KaraXeiteTat adtots ets brepBoAnv wapado€o- 
” ~ “A ; ~ 

Noytas 7 Toradra Anpeiv; Ti yap diadéeper Tod Xé- 
YovTos yeyovevar THY Uyletav THY PapuaKwyv eveka, 

“~ / A 

py) TA Pdppaka THs vyreias, 0 THY EKAoyyY THY 
\ “a an 

E wept ra dappaka Kai ovvbecw Kai xphow abtayv 
~ ~ , lan 

alpeTwWTepay Totmy THS vyretas, uaAAov dé TH pev 

+> 

1 éxeivos -Meziriac ; éxetvo -E, B. 
2 raparte: -Reiske ; mapa -F, J}. 

<de> -added by Meziriac. 
<...> -added by Wyttenbach (implied by the versions 

of Amyot and Xylander) ; aAdc@ evexa (without lacuna) -F, B. 

me 

ee 

@ See Plutarch, De Tuenda Sanitate 133 F and Aristotle, 
Physics 194 b 32-33 (cf. Anal. Post. 94 b 8-9 and Meta- 
physics 1013 a 32-35). 

>’ Plutarch, De Tuenda Sanitate 130 a-r; Galen, De 
Sanitate Tuwenda v, 10, 41-44 (p. 158, 22-34 [Koch]); Caelius 
Aurelianus, Tard. Pass. i, 37 and 164 and ii, 93. 

¢ The relation of medicine to health had been used as an 
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kind@ and vocal exercises” and, yes by heaven, 
surgical operations and rational uses of drugs to be 
the goals of health, not this the goal of those,° they 
are talking foolishness like that of the character who 
says 

Let’s feast that we may sacrifice, that we may bathe. 

Or rather that character alters something customary 
and conventional in that he upsets its order, (where- 
as) what these people say involves the utter over- 
throw and ruin of the facts : “‘ Our concern is not to 
take a walk at the right time for the purpose of 
digesting our food but <to digest our food) for the 

_ purpose of taking a waik at the right time.” Nature 
also, no doubt, has created health for the sake of 
hellebore, not hellebore for the sake of health. In 

fact, to achieve the ultimate paradoxicality what else 
remains for them except to make such silly state- 
ments? For what is the difference between one 
who asserts that health has come to be for the sake 
of drugs, not drugs for the sake of health and one 
who more than health makes the selection of the 
drugs and their composition and use an object of 
choice or rather holds that health is not an object of 

example by Carneades in attacking the Stoic doctrine of 
the réAos (Cicero, De Finibus vy, 16); and the analogy had 
been rejected by the Stoics, who insisted that the relation 
to the rédos is quite different for prudence, the art of living, 
from what it is for such an art as medicine (De Finibus iii, 
24-95 and 32). Aristotle had already stated that, since an 
incurable patient can receive excellent medical treatment, 
the function of the medical art cannot be identical with 
making the patient healthy (Rhetoric 1355 b 12-14 and 
Topics 101 b 5-10; cf. Cicero, De Inventione i, 6 and 
Quintilian, Znstit. Orat. ii, 17, 23-26). 

4 Comica Adespota, frag. 464 (Kock). 
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(1071) odd€ GAws" alpeTov NYOU[LEVOS €V be TH TEpl e€KEiva 
mpayuateia TO TéEAOS TiHEEvos KaL THY Epeaw aro- 
daivwy <TéAos)” THs TEevEEWS, OV THS efecews THY 
Tebéw; “TH yap epéoer v7) Aia ro evAoyiotws Kal 

> Ppoviptws mpdceott.” mavu pev ovv, dPhooperv, 
dv Ws ‘pos TéXos Opa” Thy TevEW av SiwKEL Kal 
THY KTHOW: Et dé LL, TO evAoytaTov adrijs apacpet- 
TOL, TAVTA Trovovons Everca, Tob Tuyxelv od TvxElV od 
Gepvov OvdE paKdpLoV eoTLV. 

Yee CEmedy oe evradla <tob)” Aoyou yeyova- 
pev, Te av® pains paAdAov eivar mapa THY evvoiav 7) 
To pn AaBovras Eevvorav ayabod unde’ cyovtas épie- 
oa tayabos Kal duWKew; Opas® yap oT Kai Xpvo- 
immos eis TaVTHVY LaAXov® ouveAatvver Tov ’Apiotwva 
THY aTropiav, ws TaV mpaypatwy Cov diddovTwr)”” 

1 ovddcAws -E, B. 
2 <réXdos> -added by Meziriac (implied by Xylander’s ver- 

sion); 7Hs TevEews <7réAos> -Reiske. 
3 Meziriac (implied by the versions of Amyot and 

Nylander) ; opav -K, B. 
4 <...> -supplied by Wyttenbach (implied by Amyot’s 

version) ; eorw... vac. 9 -E, 10 -B (at the end of line)... 
evTadéa. 

5 <rod> -added by Kronenberg (J/nemosyne, N.S. lii 
[1924], p. 106). 

ti av -Madvig (Adversaria Critica, p. 18); wav -F, B. 
7 unde -Stephanus ; d€ py -E, B. 
8 pa -Meziriac. 
® [uaAAov}] -deleted by Wyttenbach; but cf. Kolfhaus, 

Plutarchi De Comm. Not., pp. 56-57 and De Stoic. Repug. 
1054 c supra. 

10 ¢, . .> -added by Bernardakis (cf. 1072 a infra [.. . 
emivotav adTHs ov didwat|); THv mpaypatwr thy -E, B 

¢ Health is among 7a mpdra xara dvow and is Anmrov, not 
atperov: see 1060 n-c supra and S.V.F. iii, frags. 141 and 
142, 
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choice at all* but supposes the goal to reside in 
occupation with the drugs and declares desire to 
be <the goal) of attainment, not attainment that 
of desire ? ‘‘ Yes, by heaven,” (they say) “ for de- 
sire has as its attribute ‘ rationally,’ that is ‘ pru- 
dently.’ ’’® By all means, we shall say, if it regards 
the attainment and possession of what it pursues as 
related to the goal ¢; but otherwise its rationality is 
annulled, for it does anything and everything for the 
purpose of obtaining what it is neither grand nor 
blissful to obtain. 

27. <And since) we have come to this point in the 
argument, what would you say is more at odds with 

the common conception than the proposition that 
men, without having grasped or got a conception of 
good, desire the good and pursue it? Because you 
see that this is rather the perplexity to which 
Chrysippus also reduces Ariston, on the ground that 
the objects ¢ do not provide) for getting the notion 

®’ This means not only that what the Stoics regard as 
. tédos is rational é¢eors rather than any or all égeors but 

primarily that “‘ rationally ’’ characterizes ‘‘ to desire’ and 
not “ to attain,” so that, since this ‘‘ rationally,’’ which is to 
say ** prudently,’ distinguishes the 7éAos, they are right in 
regarding the réAos as édeots, 1.€. aS TO evAoyioretv ev Tais.. . 
exAoyais (1072 c infra) and ro exAéyeoBar . . . dpovipws (1071 
B supra) and not as 70 tuyyavew ta&v Kara dvow (1071 c 
supra). For édgeacs cf. Simplicius, Phys., p. 303, 30-31 (70 od 
% epeois, OmEp aKoTrov ot vewTEepor Kadodow ...) and [Alex- 
ander], Quaest. Moral., p. 142, 26-30 (Bruns). 

¢ See 1072 c infra: éxroy7 8 odK Eari eddAdytaTos 7) <p7> 
mpos Tu yevounern Tédos. 

¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 26 (p. 9, 5-11). See for Ariston and the 
attacks on him by Chrysippus De Stoic. Repug. 1034 p (with 
note d there) and S.V.F. iii, frag. 27 (p. 9, 12-17). 
© See note don De Stoic. Repug. 1048 a and S.V.F. ii, 

| Pp. 48, 19-20. 
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(1071) THY zpos TO pHT ayalov pHte Kaxov adiadopiav 
emiwvonoat Tayalod Kat Tod KaKod p17) mpoEeTWoN- 

, ” \ ear | ~ ty > Gévrwy ovTws yap avThs' davetobar tHv adiado- 
play mpotgiotapervny, €l vonow pev avTHs ovK €aTL 

1072 AaBety ux mpdTEpov Tayalot vonfevtos dAdo 5° ov- 
\ > > > A / > 4 b ” \ \ dev add’ adr povov tayabov éatw. ik S€ Kal 

oKoTEL THY EK THS UTOGS TavVTHY apvovupevny adLa- 
/ / Ke / e A 1 i, 

dopiav kadovpéevny d€ opodroyiav, ows 8%) Kat O776- 
4 : fond 

fev wapéoyev atdrnv® ayalov vonbhvar. et yap 
tayalotd xwpis ovK EoTt vofoat THY mpos TO [L1 
3 \ > / 7” la e ~ > ~ , 

ayalov aditagopiay, ett paAAov 7 Ta ayabarv dpd- 
vyois emivovav adtihs* ov didwot Tots ayabov p17) 
mpoevvorjaacw. adda womep vyreay Kal vooep@v 
Téxvns ov ylyveTat vonats ois p71) MpoTEpov avTaY 

= v > “ ~ 

Exetvw yeyovev, ovTws ayatdy Kal KaK@v ém- 
4 b ] ” yA A \ b] \ A 

oTHpuys ovK eoTW evvoray AaBeivy px) Tayafa Kal 
/ Th KAKA TpOEVVOnCAVTAS. 

1 Wyttenbach ; adris -K, B. 
2 Wyttenbach ; atdravy -E, B; adrov -Aldine; adro -Basil. 

3 Wyttenbach ; adrijs -E; avrots -B. 

@ Cf. Marcus Aurelius, xi, 16: .. . ovdev adra&v (scil. trav 
adiaddpwv) vrdAnyv mepi adTod juiv eurrored .. . Hets Sé eopev 
of Tas TEpl avT@v Kpicets yevv@vTes ... . 

> i.e. if the preceding statement, ta@v mpayparwy ... mpoem- 
vonbévrwy, be granted, as Ariston is presumed to have 
granted it (cf. S.V.F. i, frag. 374 for Ariston on émornyn 
cyabav Kai KaKayv). 

¢ As Ariston did assert that aétadopia is the réAos and the 
only good (S.V.F. i, frags. 351, 360, and 362). 

4 If dpvoupévny is thus taken as passive, then just as 70 
yévos THY apvoupévwy erraivwy (Quomodo Adulator ab Amico 
Internoscatur 58 a) is adulation though denied to be such 
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of indifference to what is neither good nor evil if 
there has not been a prior notion of the good and 
the evil,¢ for thus © the state of indifference would 
obviously have subsistence prior to itself, if a con- 
ception of it cannot be had without prior conception 
of the good but only itself and nothing else is the 
good.© Come now and consider this that the Stoa 
denies is indifference @ and calls consistency. How 
and whence did it ever come to provide the con- 
ception that it is itself good? For, if apart from the 
good it is not possible to conceive indifference to 
what is not good, a fortiort prudence about things 
good ¢ does not provide a notion of itself for those 
who have not had a prior conception of good ;_ but 
just as a conception of skill about things salubrious 
and unhealthy does not occur to men to whom there 
has not previously occurred a conception of these 
things themselves 7 so it is not possible for men to 
get a conception of knowledge about things good 
and evil without having had a prior conception of the 

. things that are good and the things that are evil. 

so it is here implied that the réAos of the Stoa, though 
called spodoyia (see 1069 c supra with note a there), is 
despite all protestations really dé:adopia, an insinuation 
which might have been speciously supported by occasional 
obiter dicta (cf. Epictetus, Diss. 1, v, 20; Marcus Aurelius, 
vii, 31 and xi, 16). It is possible, however, that dpvoupévny 
is not passive and that Plutarch means “. . . this Stoic 
principle which disowns indifference and is called con- 
sistency.” 

¢ For the objective genitive with dpovnas cf. Aristotle, 
De Sensu 437 a 2-3 (9 te T&v vontav .. . dpdvynots Kal 7 THY 
TpaKT@v). 

f See 1066 E-F supra and Sextus, Adv. Math. xi, 186-187, 
where the same argument is used against the existence of 
Stoic dpdvyars. 
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ETAIPOS.’ ‘Ti ovv ayabor éoru; 
AtAAOTM. Oddev aad’ 7 ROC 
ETAIPOS. ‘Tt de 7 ppovnars ; 
alaaorm. Ovdev ad’ u] ayabar é eMLOTH LN 
ETAIPOS. IloAds otv o Atos Keépw6os emi tov 

Aoyov abrav apixran. 
AIAAOTM. e Thy yap dmépov TEpLTpOTHY, iva a) 

oKUTTEW Soxfs, € €agov’ Kaito. Tov ye Adyov avrav 
Gpo.tov exeivw mafos KaTeiAnde. daiverar yap Ets 
THv Tayabod vonow avTHy vonoa Sedpevos ppo- 
vnow (rv 6 ad ppovnaw) ev TH mEpt Tayabov 
onT av vorjaEL Kal po THS ETEpas dvayKalopevos 
det THY éTépav SiwKew azroAeitopevos b€ ExaTéepas 
T@ T™po adrijs vooupevov' detabar Tod xwpis von- 
Ova yn Suvapevov. Kat kat ddAdov de TpoTrov 
EOTL THY ovKeET dtaotpogdyy aAX’ EKOTPOPHY avTay 
Tod Adyou Kat ataywynv TeAgws eis TO pNoEV KaTa- 
pabeiv. ovciay tayabod rifevtar tiv evdAdyiotov 

1 The distribution of questions and answers here was 
made by Wyttenbach. Madvig objected (4dversaria 
Critica, p. 670), and Pohlenz gave both questions and 
answers to Diadumenus, who thus speaks without interrup- 
tion down to IIoAds ody... 

2 Pohlenz has Diadumenus recommence here ; but Sand- 
bach (Class. Quart., xxxv [1941], p. 116) has the comrade 
continue through éaoov and makes Diadumenus begin with 
Kaira. ... 

3 <...> -added by Bernardakis ; <adtriyy 5€ tiv dpovnow> 
-Meziriac after Amyot’s version. 

4 voougsévou -H. C.3 vooupevw -E, Bs; 1 <1d> apd adrijs 
voovpevov -Wyttenbach ; 7@ <mpdos 70> apo av’ris voovpevov 
-Pohlenz. 

@ For dpovnats is identical with eddaovia (De Stoic. Repug. 
1046 ©) and with apery (De Stoic. Repug. 1034 c-p), which 
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coMRADE. What, then, is good ? 
pIADUMENUs. Nothing but prudence.? 
comravse. And what is prudence ? 
piaDUMENUs. Nothing but knowledge of goods.? 
COMRADE. So “ Corinthus, Zeus’s son,’ © has come 

with a rush upon their doctrine. 
pDIADUMENUus. Yes, for, lest you seem to scoff, leave 

out “‘ the pestle’s endless roundabout,’ 4? although 
it is a condition like that in which their doctrine is 
involved, since it is obvious that for the conception 
of the good it needs to conceive prudence itself (but) 
seeks {prudence again) in the conception of the good 
and that it is compelled always to pursue the one 
before the other and falls short of either by needing 
that conceived before it which cannot be conceived 
apart from it.¢ There is another way also of dis- 
cerning in their doctrine that which goes beyond dis- 
tortion and is dislocation and complete reduction of 
it to nullity. They suppose‘ the rational selection 

alone is good (see 1064 B supra and S.V.F’ iii, pp. 154, 6 
_and 165, 21). 

» See 1066 p supra with note d there. Cf. Plato, Republic 
505 B 6-c 5: there are those who say that the good is 
gpovnas but who, when asked to say what dpdvnas, can say 
only dpovynais ayabod. 

¢ Proverbial for ‘“‘ the eternal refrain,” ‘“‘ the same old 
story over and over again.” Cf. Pindar, .Vemean vii, 105 ; 
Plato, Huthydemus 292 3 Leutsch, Corpus Paroem. Grace. 
i, P- 63 (no. 21). 

« Cf. Plato, Theaetetus 209 p 8-n 4; Leutseh, Corpus 
Paroem. Graec. i, p. 168 (no. 25). 

¢ For the construction, voovpévov deioPar Tob . . . ur) dvva- 
pevov, cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1057 s-8 (od ovyxatatepev . . 
Seopevous av aAAG Tpattovtrwy ...), Conjugalia Praecepta 
143 B (.. . ws Seopevas avrav BonBovvrwy), and 1085 p-r infra 
(. . . dé€pos Seita: oumoravros avTyy.. .). 

! S.V.F. iii, p. 253, 8-11 (Antipater, frag. 59). 
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(1072) é€xAoyny TOY Kara puow: exdoy) 5° ovK eorw Ev- 
Aoytotos 7; n Kuny Tos Tu yevopern TeAos, ws ™po- 
eipyrau. Tt ovv Toor €oTUW; ovdev addo, paciv, 7) 
To evrAoytoTetvy ev Tats THY Kata Pvow éexdAoyais. 
TMp@Tov fev ovdV olxEeTaL Kal dtamréhevyev 7 Evvora 
Ttayabod: To yap evdoyrorety ev Tats exdroyais ovp- 
TTwpa OyATovvey EoTt YUyvOpEVvor amo efews Tis 
evAoytoTtias. 610 TOUT HY ev amo tov TéAous TO 
tédos 58 ovK avev TavTNS avayKalopevor voeiv, 

D dmoAcuropieBa Tis appotv vonoews. emerra, 6 O pet- 
Cov €ott, TH pev dikacoTtatw Adyw THY evAdyLoTOV 
exdoynyv ayabdyv eder kal wheAiwy Kal ovvepyav 
mpos TO TéXoS exAoyny elvan TO yap exeyeotau TO. 
[LATE ouppepovTa pre TULLO. pno ohws aipera 7 TOS 
evAdytaTov €oTW; €oTw yap, ws avTot Aéyovow, 
evAdytatos eKAoyy TOV a€iay éxovTwY mpos TO €v- 
Oauovety’ Opa Toivuv ws els mayKaAdy TL Kal GEpU- 
vov avtots 6 Adyos €€jKer KedadrAauov. EaTL yap, ws 
€oixe, TéAOS KAT avTovs TO evAoyLoTEiy EV TH EK- 
hoy tTav akiav é€xovtTwy mpos TO EvAoytoTetv. 

ETAIPOS. "“AAAa odTwai? ev akovovTt TOV OVvo- 
pdtwy adAdKotov Tt haivera: dewa@s, @ ETalpe, TO 

E dpalopevov: ere b€ déoprar pablety mas TodrTo oup- 
Baiven. 

AIAAOYM. IIpocexreov otv aor paddov. ov yap 
: <em> -added by Meziriac ; 7 mpos -E, B. 

2 oitwoi -Wyttenbach ; ovrw go -E, iat 

f 1071 E supra. 
> Cf. S.V.F. iii, frag. 512 (. . . rov copov. . . edAGytoTOV . . 

amo efews Kal Sides evAoyiarov). For the relation of tba 
and évépyea cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 130, 7-8 and iii, p. 57, 35- 
37 (with Epictetus, Diss. 11, xviii, 1-7 and 1, xxv, 8); 
and for ovunrwya cf. S.V.F. ili, p. 49, 19-14. 
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of the things that are in conformity with nature to be 
the essence of the good ; but, as was said before, a 
selection is not rational which has (not) been made 
relative to some goal. What, then, is this ? Nothing 

else, they say, but rational behaviour in the acts of 
selecting the things that are in conformity with 
nature. Well then, in the first place the conception 
of the good has gone and fled, for rational behaviour 
in the acts of selecting is, I presume, an occurrence 
proceeding from a habitude, rationality.? Con- 
sequently, since in conceiving this we are compelled 
to start from the goal and in conceiving the goal not 
to leave this out, we fall short of the conception of 
both. Then, what is more, in strict reason the 
rational selection ought to be a selection of things 
good and beneficial and conducive to the goal, for 
what is rational about selecting things that are not 
useful or valuable or objects of choice at all? For 
grant that it is, as they say themselves,° rational 
selection of the things that have value for being 
happy ; then observe that the sum total reached by 
their calculation is something exceedingly fair and 
grand, for what is the goal according to them, it 
seems, is rational behaviour in the selection of the 
things that have value for rational behaviour. 

COMRADE. Nay, at first hearing of the words, com- 
rade, the formulation does strike one as something 
terribly strange ; but I still need to learn how this 

result comes about. 
DIADUMENUS. You must attend more closely, then, 

¢ S.V.F. iii, p. 253, 12-18 (Antipater, frag. 59), only lines 
14-16 of which should be printed as a “ fragment ”’ of Anti- 
pater’s. Cf. W. Wiersma, Ilepi réAovs (Groningen, 1937), 
pe Fi. 
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(1072) rob TUXOVTOS €oTLV alvey ia.” ouyeEva. dicove 7) 
Kau amoKpivov. dap ovv TédAos éoTi KaT avTods” 
To evAoytotety ev Tals exAoyais THY Kata dvoww; 

ETAIPOS. Aéyovovv* ovTws. 
AIAAOTM. Ta d€ KaTa pvow TOTEpOV” ws ayaa 

exhéyovta 1 7 ws agias TWas €XovTa 7 Tpoaywyas 
(Kaly® TovTO mpos TO TéAOS N TPOS ETEPOV TL THY 
OvTwV; 

ETAIPOZ. OU vopilw, adAa tpos TéAos. 
AIAAOTM. “Hdy tolvuv azroxadvibas dpa TO cup- 

Baivov avtois, ort TéAos €ati TO EvAOpLoTeEtv ev Tats 
éxdoyais Tay afiay exovTwy mpos TO evAoyoTeEtv: 
aAAnv yap ovotav tayabob Kai THs evdatpmovias 
ovr éxew haciv ode voeiy of avdpes 7) THY TOAv- 

F tipntov «vAoytotiay tavTHy Tept Tas éxAoyas TAY 
afiav éydvrwv. adda Toiro pév elow ot mpos 
"Avritatpov oidpevor A€yecBar pu) Tmpos THY aipe- 
aw: exetvov yap bo Kapveddou melopevov eis 
Tatas KatadvecGar’ Tas edpyotdoyias.” 

1 €oti <ro> alvypa -R. G. Bury (Pohlenz, Jloralia vi/2, 
p. 224). 2 xar’ avrovs -Basil. : Kara rods -, B. 

3 ro -E; omitted by B, Basil. 
4 E, B (v7as superscript over vow -B!); A€yovras -.\ldine, 

Basil. 5 szpotepov -, B (zo superscript over mpo -}3*). 
§ <xai> -supplied by Xylander: mpoaywyas ... vac. 3 

-K, 4 -B... todro; <; e d€> -Kronenberg (JJnemosyire, 
3 Ser. x [1942], p. 43) 3 <; FTAIPOS. ‘Os €yovra mpoaywyds. 
AIAAOYM. Kat> -Wyttenbach. 

7 Wyttenbach (Index Graec. Plutarchi, s.vv. katadvw and 
Katadtw) ; KatadvecOa -E, B. 

8 edpnoroytas -cf. 1070 F supra, De Stoic. Repug. 1033 z, 
and I.. Dindorf in Stephanus, Thes. Ling. Graec. s.v. evpeat- 
Aoyéw 3 evpectAoyias -E. 3 evpectodoyias -B. 

@ Cf. 1072 c supra. 
¢ Wyttenbach’s longer supplement, adopted by Pohlenz, 
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for it is a riddle not to be read by just anybody. 
Listen now, and answer. Isn't the goal according to 
them rational behaviour in the acts of selecting the 
things that are in conformity with nature ? 4 

COMRADE. So they say. 
prapuMENus. And the things that are in conformity 

with nature, do they select them on the ground that 
they are good or on the ground that they have certain 
values or advantages (and) ® that relative to the goal 
or to some entity other than the goal ? 

COMRADE. Not to anything else, I believe, but to 
the goal. 

DIADUMENUS. Well then, look at their predicament, 
for you have already revealed it : the goal is rational 
behaviour in the acts of selecting the things that 
have value for rational behaviour, for the gentlemen 
deny ° having or conceiving any essence of the good 
or happiness other than this highly prized rationality 
about the acts of selecting the things that have value. 
But there are those who think that this argument is 
directed against Antipater and not against the Stoic 
system, for, they say, it is he who under pressure from 
Carneades takes cover in these verbal ingenuities.@ 
is wrong, as is proved by the fact that Diadumenus on the 
basis of the reply to his question says .. . r@v afiav éydvTwr 
mpos... In other words, 7 mpoaywyas here is not an alter- 
native to agias but an explication of it; cf. S.V.F. iii, p. 
35, 15-19: ra oixeia <Kai> mponypéva Kal evypnora Kal agtiav 
EXOVTG . . . MpOS TL TMpoHKTat Kal... dia ToUTO Aéyerar Kai mpo- 
Ax8ar mpos TO TéAoS Kai 7 TMpoaywyn avradv SHAov ws ovvepyel 
mpos evdapoviav (which the Stoics denied, of course, as they 
denied that the objects of selection are aya@a [cf. S.V.F. iii, 
p. 31, 10-22]). 

¢ S.V.F. iii, p. 253, 19-23 (Antipater, frag. 59). 
4 See note 6 on 1069 c supra. The expression, efow... 

ot mpos ’Avrimarpov otduevor . . ., which according to von 
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(1072) 28. Tév d€ mepi epwros dirdocodovpéevwy ev TH 
Xrod mapa Tas Kowas evvolas Tis aromas Taow 

1073 avrots peTEOTLV. aloxpovs pev yap elvat Tous 
vEous, pavrous ye ovTas Kal avonTtous, KaAovs oe 
TOUS copous: exetvuy d€ TOV Kahav pndeva par 
épacbar nr af ve paorov elvar. Kal ov TOUTO Tro 
dewov, aAAa Kal Tovs epacbévTas alcyp@v mave- 
aBat rA€yovot Kad@v yevopévwv. Kal Tis Epwra 
ylyVWOKEL TOLOUTOV, OS aya owpyatos poxOypia 
(uox8npias)* ypuxis BAemropevns® OUvEXETAL Kal 
avamrerau Kaous dé apa dpovicer peta Ou- 
Katoavvns Kal awopoovvns eyytyvouevov KaTa- 
oBevvurat KQl GTOMApalvEeTat ; ovs punoev olopat TOV 
KWVOTOV Ovapepew” Xaipovor vap Adpumn Kal o€et, 
TOV Oe TOT LLOV KQL XpnoTov oivov ATOTETOMEVOL PEV- 

B yovow. nv de AéyovTes Kat ovopalovTes Eupaocww 
KdAXous émaywyov eivat ToD Eepwtos r€éyovat, mpa- 
Tov pev ovUK exer TO TmOavdv’ ev yap ataxiaTots Kat 

1 <uoxOypias> -added by Pohlenz. 
2 Breropéevns -Pohlenz; Brexouevy -E, B. 

3 avanterat -Pohlenz ; ibis -E; yivera -}. 

Arnim (S.V.F.. i, p. x11) proves that Plutarch “ argumenta 
ab aliis tradita et accepta prodit,” is a concession which 
suggests that Plutarch himself thought or wished to think 
the argument relevant against the whole Stoic system. 
Bonhéffer contended (Die Ethik ..., p. 181, n. 1) that in 
any case the restriction was meant to apply only to the 
polemic against the last formulation ascribed to the Stoics, 
evrAdytatos exAoyT . . . mpos TO Evdamovety (1072 i Schafer’s 
contention (Ein Srithmittelstoisches System, p. 298) that 
"Avrimatpov is a mistake made in ignorance by Plutarch’s 
source and that it should have been Avoyévn is merely an 
attempt to make the evidence fit his own historical hypothesis. 

¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 719 (p. 181, 3-9). See Stoicos Ab- 
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28. All members of the school, however, are in- 
volved in the absurdity of the philosophical tenets of 
the Stoa that are at odds with the common concep- 
tions on the subject of love. [For their position is 4 
that, while the young are ugly, since they are base 
and stupid, and the sages are fair, none of these who 
are fair is either loved or worth loving. And this is 
not yet the awful part. They say further that, when 
the ugly have become fair, those who have been in 
love with them stop. Now, who recognizes love like 
this, which at the sight of (depravity) of soul to- 
gether with depravity of body is kindled and sus- 
tained and at the birth in them of beauty together 

_ with prudence accompanied by justice and sobriety 
wastes away and is extinguished ? Lovers like that, 
J think, do not differ at all from gnats, for they delight 
in scum and vinegar but palatable and fine wine they 
fly from and avoid.® And in the first place there is 
no plausibility in their assertion ¢ that love is incited 
by what in their terminology they call a semblance 
of beauty,? for in the very ugly and very vicious a 

surdiora Poetis Dicere 1057 r—1058 a supra with the notes 
there; Zeller, Phil. Griech., III/1, p. 291, n. 2; Bonhéffer, 
Epictet und die Stoa, pp. 288-290; Pohlenz, Stoa ii, p. 76 
(lines 3-16); D. Babut, Rev. Ht. Grecques, Ixxvi (1963), 
pp. 55-63 and especially pp. 61-63. 

® Cf. Quaest. Conviv. 663 v and Aristotle, Hist. Animal. 
535 a 1-4; in Stoicos Absurdiora Poetis Dicere 1058 «a it 
is with xavIapor that the Stoic love is compared. 

¢ §.V.F. iii, frag. 719 (p. 181, 9-13). 
@ Cf. in the Stoic definition of iove 81a xadAous Eudaow = 

dua. KaAAOos euhavopevoy (S.V.F. iii, p. 180, 18 and 34-35 with 
p- 164, 10-11 [ev pulchritudinis specie]). For €udacts cf. 
S.V.F. ii, p. 24, 20-21 (eat Sé trav davracidy Kai euddoes, at 
ws av amo vrapydvTwy ywouevar) with Bonhoffer, Epictet und 
die Stoa, pp. 159 and 164 and Epictetus, Diss. 1, xi, 15. 
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(1073) KaKLOTOUS OUK a EpLPacts YEVOLTO KaAXous, Etrep, 
ws Aéyovow, n poxOnpia Tob m0ous: avamipmAnay 
To €ldos. emeua Kopuon Tra.po, Thv evvowdy" eoTL 
agiépacrov elvar Tov altoypov ort péAAcr TOoTe Kal 
mpoodoKaTat® KdAdos efew Ktnodpevov S€ TobTO 
Kal yevouevov Kadov Kayafov tao pndevos épa- 
oBa. ) 

ETAIPOS. ©7pa yap tis, pacity, €oTiv 0 epws 
atedots pev eddvots d€ petpakiov mpos apeTny. 

AIAAOT™M. Eira, @ BéATwo TE, mpatTopev aAAo viv 
CH TH aipeow attav edeyxouey OvUTE mBavots mT pay- 
pacw ovl’ copudnprevors ovopace Tas Kowas éx- 
otpépovoay nua@v Kal mapaPialopevnv eévvotas; 
ovdeis yap Hv 6 KwAvwY Thy TEpt Tods VveoUS THV 
copay omovdny, et 7aB0s attH uy mpoceoTt, Onpav 
7 piroroav® mpocayopevopevnv.* Epwra & Eder)” 
KaAeiv ov mavtes avOpwro Kal maoar voovat Kal 
ovoudtovat’: 

<ravtes 8° Apjaavto Tapai)’ rAexyéecar KAORvat* 

1 Wyttenbach ; éel xoud7 tapa Twwyv olov -F, B. 
2 E; wédAre nai mpoodoxarat more -B. 

a 3 giro7oviavy -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 19); diromadetav -E, 

4 mpooayopevey -Hartman (De Plutarcho, p. 608) but cf. 
Praecepta Gerendae Reipublicae 818 a (kwdvew e€auapravor- 
Tas). 

5 8’ <édeu> -Wyttenbach ; de -E, B. 
6 dvoualouct <, olov to> -Wyttenbach ; dvopalouc <, ws 

“Opnpos> -Pohlenz. 
7 <. ..> -supplied by Wyttenbach from Odyssey i, 366; 

ovopalovar... vac. 20 -E, 24 -B... Aexeeoat. 
8 KAnOjvat R, By corrected by Stephanus, 
eee 

9. SVE. i) frag 019 (p) 18h it 15): of S. VF. 
p. 180, 30-31. See also Plutarch, Amatorius 751 4 Ce 
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semblance of beauty could not appear if in fact, as 
they say, depravity of character defiles the outward 
form. In the second place, it is utterly at odds with 
the common conception for the ugly person to be 
worth loving because he is going to have beauty some 
day and is expected to get it but to be loved by no 
one once he has got it and has become handsome 
and virtuous. 

COMRADE. Yes, for love, they say,? is a kind of 
chase after a stripling who is undeveloped but natur- 
ally apt for virtue.? 

pIADUMENUS. Why then, my dear sir, are we now 
trying to do anything else but convict their system 

of doing violence to our common conceptions and 
turning them inside out with implausible facts and 
unfamiliar terms? For there was nobody trying to 
keep the zeal of sages about young men from being 
called a “‘ chase”’ or “‘ making friends ”’ © if passion 
is not part of it; but one <ought) to call “ love” 
what all men and women understand and call by the 
name : 

<All of them hotly desired> to be couched <by her side> 
in the bride-bed @ 

"i, , e / > > ‘ ww A / 

pws yryows 0 maidiKds ect... avdrov oper... mept Onpav 
véwy .. . eyKeevdpevov mpos apeTnv Tots akious émyeAeias); and 
for the earlier use of the figure cf. C. J. Classen, Unter- 
suchungen zu Platons Jagdbildern (Berlin, 1960), especially 
pp. 5-6, 11-13, 24, and 29. 

> Cf. S.V.F. i, frag. 248 (. . . raév véwy t&v émpaivovtwr 
dua Tod eldous THY mpos apeTHv edpviav) and with this the words 
of Plutarch (Amatorius 767 8B), wovety Eudaow evddvias mpos 
apeTny. 

¢ émBoAn diAomoatas (cf. S.V.F. iii, p. 96, 18 and 29, 
p. 97, 2-3 and 33-34, p. 164, 3-4 and 10 [“* conatum amicitiae 
faciendae ”’|, p. 180, 18). 

¢ Odyssey i, 366 and xviii, 213. 
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1073) (Kat 

od yap mumoTe pp woe beds)’ Epos” obd€ yuvat- 
KOS 

<Ovyov)® evi ory fecor Aeporsereiee eddpacoev. 

29. Kis rotatra pévrow mpaypata tov nOcKov 
Aoyov éxPadAovTes* 

éhixta Kovddev” bytes aAXAa wav Tépié 

edrehiLovor (rovs dAAous )* Kat Svacvpovaw, ws 07) 
pLovou THY puaw Kal ouvnGevay opfodvtes 7%) xpi) Kal 

D Kabioraytes TOV Aoyov aAd’ amoorpepey Kab em 
dyew" Tats epeceat Kal duwEeou Kal oppiais T™pOs TO 
oiketov ExaoTov. 1 O€ ovr feva THS duahenrurfs 
d1épop.a” yeyvopevn Xpnoror pev ovdev ovdde bytes 
arrodehavKer, aAAa. WoTrEp aon voowdns vmT0 KEe- 
vOv nywv dSvonkoias Kal acageias eumémAnorar: 
mept Hs avlis éerépav apynv AaPdvres, ef BovAcr, 
diadeEdpeba. vuvi d€ Tov duatkov ad’tav Adyov, 
ody HTTOV TOD TEpL TEAMY OLaTapaTTOVTA Tas Kot- 

1 ¢, . .> -supplied by Wyttenbach from Jliad xiv, 315; 
KAnOjvar... vac. 15 -E, 16-B... €pws. 

2 gows -E, B; corrected by Stephanus. 
8 ¢. . .> -supplied by Stephanus from Jliad xiv, 316; 

yovarkos... vac. 5-FE,9 -B... ei. 
4 E>; éxBaddov -B; euBdAdortes (?) -Pohlenz, but cf. Eu- 

ripides, Cyclops 20 and Plato, Politicus 298 8 5-6. 
5 Diibner ; Kai ovdev -E, B. 
6 <rovs adAdovs> -added by Wyttenbach after Xylander’s 

version 3 <ed pada tods addous> evteAifove: -Pohlenz. 
7 Wyttenbach ; xafioravra -E, B. 
: Apelt (Philologus, | Ixii [1903], p. 288); adda amoorpepe 

Kat éraye -E, B; 6s dua (dua -Wyttenbach) drocrpéde kal 
emayet “Madvig (Adversaria Critica, p. 670). 

® Wyttenbach ; diepa perv -EK, B. 
10 Aldine, Basil. ; Scadeeoneete -E, B. 
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<and 

Coine, for never before> hath desire <of a goddess» or 
woman 

Thus overwhelmed the cheart> in my breast and reduced 
it to bondage. * 

29. Yet, while casting the theory of morals off 
upon troubles like this 

Twisted, unsound, and all circuitous,® 

they belittle and disparage <the rest of us) as if they 
alone uphold nature and common experience © as it 
must be done and alone put reason in a position to 
avert all else ¢ and to bring each man by his desires 
and pursuits and impulses to that which is naturally 
congenial.@ Common experience, however, in be- 
coming a funnel for their dialectic has made no sound 
or useful gain but like a sickly ear has been filled by 
senseless noises with uncertainty and hardness of 
hearing. Later on, if you wish, we shall make a fresh 
start and discuss that subject f; but now let us run 
through the fundamental principles of their physical 

@ Iliad xiv, 315-316. 
> Euripides, Andromache 448, quoted also in De Herodoti 

Malignitate 863 © and Non Posse Suaviter Vivi 1102 c. 
© See owlover tHv ovvypfecay at 1063 D supra and cf. Epi- 

ctetus, Diss. 1, xxvii, 20-21. 
@ See De Stoic. Repug. 1048 a-B supra (... admoomay tov 

Aoyov Huds Kal amootpédew ardvrwy THv ToovtTwr) with the note 
there. ¢ Cf. S.V.F. iii, p. 43, 16-20. 

f Supposedly a promise of the essay, Ilepi ouvnfeias mpos 
tovs Ltwikovs (no. 78 in the Catalogue of Lamprias), cf. 
Pohlenz, Hernies, xxiv (1939), p. 1 and Ziegler, R.-H. xxi/i 
(1951), col. 761, 5-17, and the consequences drawn from 
this by Babut (Plutarque et le Stoicisme, pp. 35-39); but 
abdéis . . . ei Bove is sometimes a way of dismissing further 
discussion of a subject (cf. Plato, Protagoras 361 © 5-6 and 
Republic 430 c 4-5 with Adam’s note ad loc.). 
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(1073) vas mpodnjibers, ev tois Kuptwrdrots Kal TPWTOLS 

es 

ETLOPALWLEV. 
\ / \ 4 30. Kafodov pev aromov Kai rapa tiv évvorav 

3 > ‘ te > > A \ / EoTW €ivar prev TL Uy Ov O Elva, (rovTWY dé TOAAA 
> a > = 

Tw elvat)’ prev odK ovTa 8 elvar AEyovTwY aTo- 
/ / > ~ 

TWTATOV EOTL TO ETL TOD TaVTOS AEyomEevoV. KEVOV 
A Va ~ / 5) 

yap ameipov eEwlev TH Kocpw trepibévtes ovTE 
~ ~ a > ¢, 

oMpa TO Tav ovT acwpartov elvar A€yovow. Eze- 
vA \ \ Ss A a + 

Tat d€ TOUTW TO [1 Ov Elva TO TGV: OvTA yap ova 
A ~ > \2- 9 \ aA 

Ta Gwpata KaXdovaw eEmeLdy” OvTOS TO TroLEty TL Kat 
id ~ + e 

macyew. TO d€ TaVv ovK OV éoTLV, WOTE OUTE TI 
? ” 3 , \ ion »\\? 299 9 

ToujoeL ouTE® TL TELGETAL TO TGV. GAA’ ovd’ eV 
~ \ 7 ‘ > / / 

TOoTmW EoTaL’ o@pa yap dr7ov TO eEméxov TOTOY, 

1 <¢,..> -added by H. C. (cf. Adv. Colotem 1116 8); <Kai 
elvau> péev <tiwa> pn ovta 8 elvac <: moAAa S€ Tovatita adra@v> 
Aeyovtwy -Wyttenbach ; <aAAa 70AX’ adrav elvar> -Pohlenz. 

2 xadrotow. émera -Madvig (Adversaria Critica, p. 670) ; 
ereita 8 -Pohlenz; eed) <de> . . . [wore] -Rasmus (Prog. 
1872, p- 19). 

3 otre -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. ote ovdé -E, B. 

@ Plutarch machi ane thought that this objection would 
not be valid against Plato’s yu ov, which Colotes misinter- 

— preted (Adv. Colotem 1115 v [¢f. Sophist 258 p—259 B}). 
’ S.V.F. ii, frag. 525 (p. 167, 19-26). 
: Cf. Adv. Colotem 1116 B (7oAda yap Kal péyada .. . ovra 

pev pt) elvae tiva 8 eivar Aéyovor). For 7i as the most general 
class or highest category of the Stoics, comprising both 
bodies (évra) and incorporeals (7 ovra), cf. S.JF". ii, frags. 
329, 332-334, and 371; Sextus, ddv. Math. x, 234-236; 
Rieth, Grundbegriffe, pp. 90-91; Goldschmidt, Le systéeme 
stoicien, pp. 13-19. 

4 For the Stoic terms 70 zav, to GAov, and 6 Koopos and 
their distinctions see the references in note ¢ on 1066 B 
supra. 

¢ See De Stoic. Repug. 1054 B-c (chap. 44) supra with 
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theory, which confounds the common preconceptions 
no less than does their theory of goals. 

30. While in general it is absurd and at odds with 
the common conception to say that something is but 
is non-existent,? (these men), asserting ? <that many 
things are something) but are not existent,’ reach 
the height of absurdity in what they say about the 
sum of things.“ For, after enveloping the universe 
on the outside in infimite void,’ they assert that the 
sum of things is neither body nor incorporeal. The 
consequence of this is that the sum of things is non- 
existent, for they call bodies alone existent’ since 
it is the property of an existent to be subject and 
object of action 2; but the sum of things is not ex- 
istent, so that the sum of things would be neither sub- 
ject nor object of any action. But it would not be in 
place either, for it is body surely that occupies place” ; 

note a and for the Stoic distinction of romos, ywpa, and Kevdv 
the references in note d there. 

S Cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 319, 320, 329, and 361; Anon. 
Proleg. to Platonic Philosophy ix, 2-4 and 14 (p. 19 Wester- 
ink=p. 204 Hermann [Platonis Dialogi vol. vi]); S.V.F. 
ii, frags. 316 (with iii, p. 249, 8-9), 328, and 469. 

9 For this formula cf. Plato, Sophist 247 p 8-r 3; Aris- 
totle, Topics 139 a 4-8 and 146 a 22-23; Lucretius, i, 440- 
441, The attempts to emend ézeid4 are misconceived, for 
the clause gives the reason why the Stoics call bodies alone 
existent, the second premise, here unexpressed, being that 
what is incorporeal ovre movet te ovTEe maaxe (cf. 1080 F 
infra; S.V.F. i, frag. 90 and ii, frag. 363; Alexander, 
De Sensu, p. 73, 19-20 [Wendland]); compare the Stoic 
proof that ¢dwry is body (S.V.F. ii, frags. 140 and 387) and 
the similar Epicurean proof that the soul is corporeal 
(Epicurus, Epistle i, 67 and Lucretius, i, 440-448). 

r ** Place”’ being defined as that which is occupied by 
body (S.V.F. i, p. 26, 23; ii, p. 163, 20-22 [ef. p. 163, 6-7] 
and p. 164, 1-2 and 10-12). 
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(1073) ov o@pa de TO may, Wor ovdapoo" TO 7aV. Kal 
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TObTO 70° pévov' WOT Ov Jever TO Tay: ov yap 
emeXEL TOTOV. add’ ovoe Kwetrae, mp@Tov OTL Kal 
T® Kivoupevwm TOTTOV OEt Kal XWpas VTOKELpmErNs, 

F emeita 67 TO [un|* Kwovpevov 7 abto Kiweiv 7 Ud? 
érépov Tacyew TEepuKEe. TO pev odv Bh EéavTod 
KLVOUPLEVOV EXEL TWAS VEvoELs EE EaUTOD Kal potas 

\ 4 Bh) , / \ \ / 6 

Kata Papos 7 KoupoTnta, KovgoTyns dé Kat Bapos 
NTOL OXeoELs TivEes 7) SuUVadpers Elolw 7 Stadopal 

, 6 Ps \ \ ~ 4 > ee Py 
1074 TAVTWS GWPATOS* TO de av’ ov CWEA COTW, WOT 

avayKY pare Bapo Ente KoUdov eivar TO may pnd 
exew ef eavToo KWHTEWS a.pxny. aAAd pen ovde 
op’ éTEpou KWI}GETOL TO Tay" ETEPOV yap ovder € €OTL 
Tob TmavTés. wor avayKyn Aéyew adtots omep Aé- 
youot pyTE pevov® evar TO TGV pnTE KLVOvpEVOV. 
” i) Fouls \ , A \ a San 9 
OAws d€, evel TO A€yetv O@pa TO Tay pnd Eveori 
KaT avTovs capa 6 ovpavos Kal yh Kai C@a Kal 
duta Kat avOpwrrot Kat Aifo., TO 7) Ov CHa aw- 
para pepyn e€e. Kal Tov pn dvTos pépy dvTa €aTat”® 

1 ovéapod -Diibner ; ovd’ addov -E, B. 
2 <a> -added by Wyttenbach. 
8 zotrd €or. -Wyttenbach ; todéro [70] -Kronenberg (Mne- 

mosyne, lii [1924], p. 106). 
4 {p7]| -deleted by Hutten (omitted by versions of Xylander 

and Amyot) ; sev -Wyttenbach. 
§ Wyttenbach (implied by versions of Xylander and 

Amyot) ; xouddrntos 5€ Kai Bapous -K, B. 
6 Meziriac (‘‘ omnino ”’ -Xylander) ; zavros -F, B. 
7 Bernardakis; 708’ amav-E, B. 8 Leonicus; povov-E, B. 
9 und éveort -Pohlenz ; px) Sov e€orit -K, B. 

10 égrat ovra (but with order corrected superscript) -B. 

OOF) 0. alc i, Tram. gUU: 
>’ Motion is ‘‘ change of place ’”’ or “‘ change from place 

to place’ (S.V JF’. ii, frags. 492 and 496); and space is to 
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and the sum of things is not body, so that the 
sum of things is nowhere. Moreover, (what) has 
happened to occupy the same place, this is what is 
at rest* ; consequently the sum of things is not at 
rest, for it does not occupy place. Yet it is not in 
motion either, first because what is in motion also 
must have a place and space underlying it ° and then 
because what is [not] in motion is naturally either 
moving itself or being acted upon by another. Now, 
what is moved by itself has of itself certain tendencies 
and inclinations according to its weight or lightness,° 
and lightness and weight are either some kind of 
relative states or forces or at all events differentiae 
of body ; but the sum of things is not body, so that 
of necessity the sum of things is neither heavy nor 
light and does not have of itself a principle of motion. 
But furthermore the sum of things would not be in 
motion by the agency of another either, for there is 
nothing other than the sum of things. Consequently 
it is necessary for them to say, as in fact they do,? 
that the sum of things is neither at rest nor in motion. 
Quite generally, since according to them there is 
not even a possibility of saying that the sum of 
things is body but heaven and earth and animals 
and plants and men and stones are body, what is 
not body will have bodies as its parts and of the non- 
existent there will be parts that are existent and 
the place of any body as the partially occupied to the fully 
occupied (S.V.F. i, p. 26, 24; ii, p: 162, 42 f. and p. 163, 
22-24), so that space might be called the sum or the place 
of all places (cf. S.V.F. ii, frag. 1141). 

¢ Cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 499 and 989 (p. 289, 1-9), and De 
Stoic. Repug. 1054 r—1055 c with note d on 1053 © supra. 
Spee sib, araeS25. (p.) 161,-26-2T) +. cf..ii,. frag. 600 

(p. 161, 39-40). 
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may, ob ve On) pendev HHEpos amEoTL, obToL de Téhew- 
ov OU paw elvat TO may" wpio peVvov yap. Tl TO Té- 
devov, TO S€ Trav bm arrEeiplas adpLioTOV. ovKOdY EoTL 

3 e ? eee | , 4 

Tu KaT avTovs O pnt ateAes pte TEeAELOV EoTL. 
A \ > A ~ = 

aAAa pqVv OUTE Epos EOTL TO TaV—ovdEV yap avTOD 
~ b) 

petlov—ov? odov, ws adtot A€yovow TETaAypEVvoU 
A ~ > 

yap TO OAov KaTnyopetobat, TO de may Ou amretpiay 
” 

Kal GOploToY. €ivat KL GTAKTOV. alTLOV ToLVvUY 
oUTE TOU TaVTOS ETEpov EoTL TH pNdev Elva Tapa 

A > ~ > ~ 

TO 7aV ETEpov, oVT GAAov TO TGV GAN’ OvdE adTOD: 
“~ ~ za y A 

Tovey yap ov mépuKe, TH SE Trovety TO atTLov voet- 
1 Leonicus ; Bapéow opios -E, B. 

2 Leonicus, Basil. ; évépyeav -E, B, Aldine. 
3 Madvig (Adversaria Critica, p. 670) ; otrw -E, Be 

4 dopiotiay -Kronenberg (Mnemosyne, lii [1924], p. 106). 

@ See note c on De Stoic. Repug. 1047 c supra. 
> S.V.F. ii, frag. 525 (p. 167, 27-28). They maintained, 

of course, that the cosmos itself is animate (S. /’.F. i, frags. 
110-112 and ii, frags. 633-635). 

¢ S.V.F’. ii, frag. 525 (pp. 167, 28-168, 3). 
@ It is the xdopos by itself without the surrounding void 

that is 6Aov (cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 522-524). 
¢ amepia is called draxros (Adv. Colotem 1114 B) and 

element or principle of aragia (De Defectu Orac. 428 F). It 
has already been said above that ro wav of the Stoics is 
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what is not heavy will possess heavy members and 
what is not light light ones. One could not find even 
dreams that are more at odds with the common con- 
ceptions than this. Moreover, nothing is so clear 
and so coherent with the common conceptions as the 
notion that, if something is not animate, it is in- 
animate and contrariwise, if something is not in- 
animate, it is animate. Well, this clear apprehension ¢ 
too these men subvert when they acknowledge ” 
that the sum of things is neither animate nor in- 
animate. All this apart, while no one thinks incom- 
plete the sum total, which of course lacks none of its 
parts, these men deny © that the sum of things is 
complete because what is complete is something 
determinate and the sum of things is made indefinite 
by its infinitude. Well then, according to them there 
is something that is neither incomplete nor complete. 
But furthermore the sum of things is neither a part 
—for nothing is larger than it—nor a whole, as they 
say themselves,? for it is of orderly arrangement that 
wholeness is predicated and the sum of things by 
reason of its infinitude is both indefinite and without 
arrangement. As to cause, furthermore, neither 
does the sum of things have another as cause, since 
there is nothing other besides the sum of things, nor 
is the sum of things cause of anything else or of itself 
either, for to produce is not in its nature and produc- 
ing is implied in the conception of cause. Well then, 

Um amepias aoprorov, but that is no reason to object to the 
repetition here in the combination xai dépictov Kai araxtov 
(cf. Quomodo Quis... Sentiat Profectus 76 n, De .An. Proc. 
in Timaeo 1014 pd). Being reraypévov, a whole must also 
be wpispevov; and ro rav of the Stoics is by its decpia pre- 
vented from being either. 
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D pare oc Lo. LAT dowparoy, TOOTO Kat ovK aAdAo Tt 
TO ovdEV EOTLV; OTaV OvV OGa TaVTES ot ADLTOL TOD 

\ e ~ ~ LLNOEVOS OUTOL LOVvoL TOD TaVTOS KaTYNYOpOtaL, TAv- 
TOV ws €oiKke HaivoyvTat TH pysevt TO Wav movobyTEs. 

ran Ni OD A / ovdev ody ETL det A€yewv TOY XOdVOV, TO KATNYOPTLA, 
; TO aFiopea, TO TUVTLLEVOY, TO ouprreTAcypEVvor, 

ois Xp@vrat ev ahora TOV prrocogwy ovra O° 
od A€eyovow civar. Kaito: TO y aArnoes ov my 
etvat pindé” varapyxew, adArAa KatadapPavecfat Kat 
KaTadynnTov €ivat Kal micTOY W THS odctas TOD 

~ > ~ / OvTOS pn péTEoTL, TAS [otv]® ed Taoav ato7iayv* 
direpPePAnKer ; 

“oie 4 \ 6 “ ~ / 5 v iad, pn OoKH TadTta AoyiKwTépav” Exe 
\ > , ¢ / / ~ / > \ E anv amopiav, apwpeba tOv dvoixwtépwv. Emel 

TOLWUV 
1 Kolfhaus (Plutarchi De Comm. Not., p. 57) 3 pyre -b, B. 

2 Bernardakis ; pre -E, B. 
: [ody] -deleted by Meziriac. 

4 NMeziriac ; arvyiayv ik Bb. Aoyeeg ncaa -13. 

8. dee i, ae S505 The last eae items here belie to 
the class of ra Aexra listed with the void, time, and place in 
Adv. Colotem 1116 b-c as things that the Stoics say ovTa 
pev pn elvar tiva O° eltvat. They are all incorporeals (S.V.F. 
ii, frags. 331, 166 [p. 48, 22-24], 170, and 521) and therefore 
not existent. For xarnyépnua (predicate) ef. S.V.F. ii, 
frags. 183-184 and PlIntarch, Plat. Quaest. 1009 c-p; for 
afiwna (proposition) and ovpsemAeypévov (conjunction) sce 
note c on De Stoic. Repug. 1047 pv supra; for ovvnupévov 
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suppose all men are asked what they conceive nothing 
to be, that is what notion they get of nothing. 
Would they not say that what neither is a cause nor 
has a cause, is neither whole nor part, neither com- 
plete nor incomplete, neither animate nor inanimate, 
neither in motion nor at rest anywhere, and is not 
either body or incorporeal, this and not anything 
else is nothing ? So, since all that for the rest of 
mankind are predicates of nothing are by these 
Stoics alone predicated of the sum of things, it seems 
that they are clearly making the sum of things 
identical with nothing. Nothing must, then, be 
meant moreover by time, predicate, proposition, con- 
ditional, conjunction, of which they among philo- 
sophers make most use but which they say are not 
existent.2. Yet to hold that what is true is not 
existent and does not subsist but that that is appre- 
hended and apprehensible and credible which has 
no part in the reality of what exists,” how can there 
be any absurdity unsurpassed by this ? 

31. Lest the difficulty involved in these matters 
seem to be too much of a logical one, however, let 
us take up those of a more physical character. Since, 
then, as they say themselves, 

(conditional) cf. Mates, Stote Logic, p. 43 and Plutarch, 
De E 386 r—-387 a. 

> Cf. Adv. Colotem 1116 B (76 T&v AexTav yévos, ev @ Kat 
TaAnOy mavr’ eveorr) and Plat. Quaest. 1009 c (aéliwya..., 
6 mp@rov Aéyovtes dAnevovow } yevdorvra) with S.V.F. ii, p. 
48, 22-26 and p. 61, 34-42. Plutarch disregards the Stoic 
distinction between 70d adAnfés and adAyfeva, according to 
which the former, being a proposition and so incorporeal, is 
not existent whereas aA7jfeva, being knowledge, i.e. the mind 
in a certain condition, is corporeal and therefore existent (cf. 
S.V I. ii, frag. 132 and Mates, Stoie Logic, pp. 33-36). 
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Stephanus (so De Defectu Orac. 436 D): peéoa -E, B. 
<7i> -added by Leonicus. 
Pohlenz ; @évrds -E, Bs pedévtas -Wyttenbach. 
y -Bernardakis ; ve -E, B. 
od yap Towdv kat xbes -E, B; corrected by Diibner. 
Kal ovdeis oldev e€dtau (€€ dtou -B) davyA -Kh, B; corrected 

by Wyttenbach. 
7 bya -Bernardakis. 
8 <ovd>éev -H. C.; ev-EK, Bs @ &v -Basil.; <4 70 & -Leo- 

nicus ; 7¢ [ev] -Pohlenz. 

aa r OO DPD 

436 p and by the Scholiast on Plato’s Laws 715 ©. The line 
appears with xedady instead of dpyy in [Aristotle], De 
Mundo 401 a 29 and Porphyry, Ilepi ayadparwr, frag. 3 
(J. Bidez, Vie de Porphyre, p. 3*, 13). See Orpheus, frag. 
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Zeus is beginning and middle and Zeus the fulfilment of 
all things, ¢ 

they ought above all to have straightened out and 
set to rights the conceptions about the gods by re- 
pairing ¢anything) in them that may have become 
confused or have gone astray but otherwise ought to 
have let people persuaded by the law and common 
experience be each as he is in his relation to the 
divinity— 

lor these things live not now and yesterday 
But always, and none knows when they appeared ° ; 

but instead they began to upset from the very 
hearth and foundation, as it were, the established 
traditions in the belief about the gods © and, gener- 
ally speaking, have left no conception intact and un- 
scathed. For what other human being is there or 
has there been in whose conception the divinity is 
not indestructible and everlasting ?4 <¢No)thing has 
ever been uttered that is more consistent with the 
common preconceptions about the gods than words 
like these : 

There in delight dwell days without end the divinities 
blessed ° 

B 6 (D.-K.) and Orphicorum Fragmenta coll. O. Kern, 
pp. 90-93 (frags. 21 and 21a). For Stoic use of verses 
ascribed to Orpheus and Musaeus cf, S.V.F. ii, frag. 1078 
and Cicero, De Nat. Deorwm i, 41. 

® Sophocles, Antigone 456-457 ; quoted by Plutarch in 
Quaest. Conviv. 731 c. 

¢ With the language and sentiment cf. Amatorius 756 B : 
and for the proverbial expression ad’ €orias adpfduevor see De 
Sera Numinis Vindicta 549 © with the note by De Lacy and 
Einarson (1.C.2., vol. vii, p. 189, note d). 

4 See De Stoic. Repug. 1051 E-¥ supra. 
€ Odyssey vi, 46; quoted by Plutarch in Quomodo .do- 

lescens Poetas Audire Debeat 20 rE. 
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1 Added by Diibner (** item ” -Xylander’s version). 
2 Basil. ; "Ketvo. -EK, B, Aldine. 

3 E; rot Jeod de -B. 

® Iliad v, 442. 
®’ Pindar, frag. 143 (Bergk, Schroeder, Snell) = 147 

(Turyn)=131 (Bowra); quoted by Plutarch in De Super- 
 stitione 167 © and Amatorius 763 c. 

¢ Cf. Cicero, De Nat. Deorum i, 62; Simplicius, /n 
Epicteti Ench. 222 c—223 a (pp. 356-357 [Schweighaeuser | = 
p. 95 [Diibner]). 

¢ Besides De Stoic. Repuy. 1051 -F and the statement of 
Antipater which Plutarch there quotes cf. Epicurus, Epistle 
iii, 123 with Cicero, De Nat. Deorum i, 45 and Sextus, ddv. 
Math. ix, 33 and 44. 

¢ Hippo, frag. A 8 (D.-K); G. Giannantoni, 1 Cirenaict 
VIII: Teodoro, A 27 (p. 473)=1i. Mannebach, Aristippe 
et Cyrenaicorum Fragmenta, p. 100 (Adnot. 269), Theodorus 
of Cyrene is mentioned as an atheist by Plutarch in De 
Tranquillitate Animi 467 B and Phocion xxxviii, 3 (759 c); 
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<and)> 

Gods, who are proof against death, and the treaders of 
earth, who are mortal, ? 

and the verse 

These are ageless and proof against all disease, 
Iimmune from labours, having been spared 
Woe’s Acherontical flood of wailing. 

One might perhaps chance upon barbaric and savage 
tribes that have no conception of god,® but not a 
single man has there been who having a conception 
of god did not conceive him to be indestructible and 
everlasting.¢ At any rate, those who have been 
called atheists, Theodorus and Diagoras and Hippo 
and their like,° did not venture to say of divinity that 
it is subject to destruction but did not believe that 
there is anything indestructible, preserving the pre- 
conception of god while not admitting the existence 
of what is indestructible. Chrysippus and Cleanthes, 
and Diagoras of Melos (concerning whom cf. F. Jacoby, 
Diagoras ‘O “A@eos [Abhand, Deutschen Akad, Wiss. zu 
Berlin, Wl. fiir Sprachen, Lit. und Kunst, 1959, Nr. 3}) is 
coupled with Critias in De Superstitione 171 c. Diagoras 
and Theodorus together are Cicero’s examples of absolute 
atheists (De Nat. Deorum i, 2; i, 63; andi, 117); cf. also 
[Plutarch], De Placitis 880 p and Sextus, Pyrrh. Hyp. iii, 
218 and Adv. Math. ix, 51-59. The charge that Hippo was 
doeBys is early (frag. A 2 [D.-K.]), but the testimony for 
his atheism is later and weaker (cf. frags. A 4, 6,9 and B 2-3 
[1).-K.]). 7 

f Their very atheism testifies to the universality of the 
conception of divinity as necessarily indestructible, for it was 
because they could not admit the existence of anything in- 
destructible that they denied the existence of gods. There 
is no other evidence that any of the atheists named by 
Plutarch here did so argue; but cf. the arguments, formu- 
lated apparently by Carneades, to prove that god, if there 
were a god, would be ¢@aprds, that this is absurd and at 
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. , e ” >) A A , wa (L075) Kotes, ws mos etreiv, TH Adyw Oedv Tov odpavdv 
4 ~ \ > 4 A / ~ 

B rnv yhv tov aépa tTHv Gadarray, ovdéva TOV ToGov- 
td 2 Se ‘ 

Twv abbaprov odd’ aidvov amroAcAolract ANY pLovov 
~ 4 > » 

tot Atos, ets ov TavTas KaTavadloKovat Tovs bA- 
a a A Aovs, wote Kal TovTw TO POEipew mpoceEivar Tob 

4 Ny 33 

POetpecOat pu) Emveckeotepov: aobeveia yap TwWe Kal 
To petapaddAov eis Eetepov Pbeciperat Kat TO Tots 
addras ets auto POeipopd po ya S popevats tpehdpevov awletar. 

~ > > ¢ 4 4 lanl > / 

tabTa 6 odx ws adda toAAa TOV atoTmwY ovdAdoyt- 
Copeba exew' tas vmobécers adt@v Kal Tots doy- 

> ~ A 

pacw emecbar, aA’ adrot péya Bodvtes év Tots 
\ ~ ‘ U e , \ Ud mept WMeadv Kat Ilpovotas Eiwapyevns te Kat Dv- 

, 

sews ypdupact dtappndnv Aéyovot tovs aAdAous 
C Beovs amravras €lvat yeyovoras Kal plapnoopevous 
U0 TUpOs, THKTODS Kar avrovs domrep Knpivous 7 
KarriTepivous ovTas. €oTW ovv Trapd THY EVvVOLaV 
ws TO avOpwrov afdvatov evar Kal TO Geov Oyynrov 
> a > > ee oo» A \ ” 

elvar: waAAov & ody op tis E€otat Geod mpos av- 
YF > \ e A ~ \ 4 Opwrov dtadopa, ef Kai 6 Beos Cov AoyiKov Kai 

dbaptov €orw. av yap av To aopov totTo Kal 
\ > ~ \ + \ 7 > kadov avTib@au, Ovyrov etvar Tov avOpwrrov od Ov7y- 

tov d¢ Tov Bedv adda dlaprov,’ dpa Tro avpBatvoyv 

1 <mepi>exew -Pohlenz (but cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1054 a: 
\ > , > , 

mOoAAnY aToTiav ... TOUTWY EXOVTWY). 
: Basil. ; aAd’ ad@aprov -E, B, Aldine. 

odds with the common sits Belt and that therefore god 
does not exist (Sextus, Adv. Math. ix, 140-181 [cf. Cicero, 
De Nat. Deorum iii, 29-34), 2.b. ix, 143 and 147). 

a Cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 315, 19-23 and ii, frag. 1077. 
> §.V.F. i, frag. 536 and ii, frag. 1049 (p. 309, 26-36). 
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lhowever, who in theory have, so to speak, filled full 
of gods heaven, earth, air, and sea,* have held ° that 
none of all these many is indestructible or ever- 
lasting except Zeus alone, in whom they consume 
all the rest.© The result is that he too has the at- 
tribute of destruction, which is not more fitting than 
that of being destroyed, for some weakness is the 
reason both why what changes into a different thing 
is destroyed and why that is preserved which is 
nourished on the destruction of others that it absorbs. 
These absurdities unlike many of the others we do 
not infer as involved in their premises and as con- 
sequences of their doctrines 47; but they shout aloud 

_ themselves in the writings on the Gods and Provi- 
dence, on Destiny and Nature and state expressly 
that all the other gods have come into being and will 
be destroyed by fire,’ being in their opinion capable 
of melting as if made of wax or of tin.f Now, as the 
notion that man is immortal is at odds with the 
common conception so also is the notion that god is 
mortal, or rather I do not see what difference there 
would be between god and man if god too is an 
animal rational and subject to destruction. For, if 
they retort with this fine subtlety that man is mortal 
whereas god is not mortal but is subject to destruc- 

¢ See De Stoic. Repug. 1051 r—1052 a and 1052 c supra; 
cf. De Defectu Orac. 420 a (S.V.F. ii, p. 310, 1-4): 
Gedv Gvtwy tocovtwy ro mAAOos Evi ypapévous adiw Kal d- 
Pbaptw.... 

4 See De Stoic. Repug. 1052 c: Kat todr’ ot Set auAdoyi- 
Ceafa. 

¢ See De Stoic. Repug. 1052 a supra; cf. De Defectu 
Orac. 425 r-F and 426 B. 

! Cf. S.V.F. ii, frag. 602 (v.6. p. 185, 31-32); Pohlenz, 
Stoa ti, pp. 45-47. 
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Se ea ” \ 2n7 > 1 / e \ 
avrois* 1 yap ddavarov eivau pygovow apa Tov 
feov Kat POaprov 7 nH pnte Ovyntov eivar pnt’ abdva- 
TOV. wv ovK EOTUW ovde mwAaTTOVTAsS eCemirndes 
eTEpa. Tapa THY KoWny evvo.ay drrepBadAcw TI 
aromtay" Aéyen dé Tovs dddous, ETEL TOUTOLS ye 
TOV aroTmT aT wv ovdev dppytov ovo dvemixetpn- 
TOV €OTL TApELevoyv. ETL TOiVUY Emaywvilopevos 6 é 
KAcdvbns TH ExTTUPWOEL A€éyer THY oedquny Kal TO. 
Aowra dorpa Tov nALov (ws TYE woveKoY )* eLopoud- 
oan TaVvTO. EauT@ Ka petaBahety eis € EauTov. aad’ 
ovte <y’, €l)° ot aorepes Geol GvTes pds THY éav- 

A ~ ~ C ~ 

TOV Pplopayv avvepyoda, TA Ate ouvepyobvres ae 
TpOs THY exTrdpwow, Todds av ein yeros 7 Tpas Trept 
owTnpias avTots mpooevxeobat Kal owThpas av- 
Opdmwy vopilew, ois kata dow eoTl TO omevoew 
emi THv avT@v POopav Kal avaipeow; 

ye \ \ ee, 5 \ Se oA, ’ 
32. Kai pny avrot ye’ mpos tov “Emixovpov ot- 

va / ~ 

dev amodcimovor TOY mpaypatwr® “ tov, tov, ded, 

1 elvar -E.; omitted by B. 
2 <as Wyepovxov> -supplied by H. C.; yAwv... vac. 44 

7 -E; vac. 11 -B... e€opordoa; <wderciv ev 7@> -Kalb- 
fleisch (cf. Kolfhaus, Plutarchi De Comm. WNot., p. 58); 
<ouvvexrupovpev’> or <adta auvepyobv7’> -Pohlenz (Termes, Ixxiv 

[1939], p. 28, n. 2); <rdére ovameddov7’> -Sandbach (Class. 
Quart., xxxv [1941], p. 116). 

3 GAN otre <y’, «i> -H. C.3 aAd’ Oru... vac. 3 -E s vac. 
5-B...0t3; aA of -Xylanders; dAdo 7: <otv, €> of... 
avatpeow ; -Kalbfleisch (cf. Kolfhaus, loc. cit.); ddA e 
a<avres> of -Sandbach (loc. cit.); add’ bre <87 Kai> of -Pohlenz. 

4 guvepyobvrés tt -Basil.; ovvepyodvros €or -E, Bs; ovr- 
epyoouvtés ye -Wyttenbach ; ocuvepyotvrés <yé> 7 -Pohlenz ; 
[7@ nAlw, avvepyodvrés te mpos tiv exm’pwo.} -deleted by 
Sandbach (loc. cit). 

5 ye -Wyttenbach ; ze -E, B. 
6 <éy> oddevi .. . ypaypatwy -Wyttenbach; <xar’> oddév 

.. » Ypapparuwr -Pohlenz. 
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tion,* look at their predicament : they would be say- 
ing either that god is at once immortal and subject 
to destruction or that he is neither mortal nor im- 
mortal. Not even by purposely inventing fictions at 
odds with the common conception is it possible to 
surpass the absurdity of this. I mean it is not 
possible for others, since there is nothing, however 
absurd, that these Stoics have left unsaid or untried. 
Cleanthes, furthermore, in his championship of the 
conflagration asserts® that the sun Cas ruling 
faculty) ° assimilates to itself and transforms into 
itself the moon and all the rest of the stars. <If} the 
stars,? however, while being gods, contribute to their 

- own destruction by giving the sun some co-operation 
towards the conflagration,® would it not be highly 
ridiculous for us to address prayers for our safety to 
them and to believe them to be saviours of men, 
when what is natural to them is eagerness for their 
own destruction and abolition ? 

32. Moreover, the Stoics themselves‘ make no 
end of fuss crying woe and shame upon Epicurus for 

9 S.V.F. ii, frag. 1049 (p. 309, 37-38) and see De Stoic. 
Repug. 1052 c with note a on page 566 supra. 

> S.V.F. i, frag. 510 (cf. Festa, Stowchit Antichi ii, p. 149) ; 
cf. S.V.F. i, frags. 511, 512, and 497. 

¢ De Stoic. Repug. 1053 B supra and S.V.F. ii, frag. 1052 
suggest that in this context Cleanthes may have emphasized 
the sun’s réle as yepouxdr, which was peculiar to his 
doctrine (cf. 8. V..F'. i, frag. 499). 

@ Plutarch apparently makes no distinction between ao77jp 
here and do7pov, used just above. 

¢ Cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 189, 24-25 (Pohlenz, Hermes, Ixxiv 
[1939], p. 29, n. 2 and Stoa ii, p. 47). 

t §.V.F. ii, frag. 1126 and Epicurus, frag. 368 (Usener, 
Epicurea, p. 248, 11-14); see De Stoic. Repug. 1051 p-x 
and 1052 B supra. 
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ded” Powvres, ws ovyxéovta THY THY Oedv pd- 
Anyiv avaipovpevns Tis mpovoias: od yap abava-~ 
Tov Kal pakdaptoyv povov aAAG Kai dirddvOpwrov Kat 
KNdELoviKOV Kal wheAyov mpoAapPavecBat Kai vo- 
etoBar tov Oedv: Sep adAnbés eorw. ef 8 avat- 
povot THv tepi Geot mpoAnyiv ot py) amrodeimovtes 
mpovoiayv, TL Trovobow ol Tpovoety pev Tay TOUS 
Feds” dEeyovres ay wherciv dé pas und ayabay 
elvat SotHpas add’ adiapopu, d.perhy piev ma) du- 
dovras mAovTov O€ Kat dylevav KQL TEKVWY YEVETELS 
Kal Ta ToOLavTa dLdoVTas, WY ovdeV WhEeAOV OvdE 
Avatrehes oBSE aipeTov oBdE oupdépov eoTiv; 7 
EKEVOL LEV OUK™ avaipovat Tas Tepi Ded evvoias, 
obro. b€ Kal mepiuPpilovor Kai xAevalovaw, *Em- 
Kapmuov Tiva Gedv A€yortes elvar” Kai Tevébdrov Kai 
Waiava kai Mavreiov,* odk dvtos ayabot Tis dyt- 
elas Kal THS YEveoews ode THs modvKaptias aAX’ 
aotapopwv kal dvopeday Tots AapBavover ; 

33. To TpiTov Tolvyy THs TmEpt Gedy evvotas €or 
pndevi tocotrov tovs Oeods tHv avOpwrwy dia- 
dhépewv Coov evdarpovia Kal apeTh Suadhepovow. ar- 
Aa xata Xpvairov ovd€ Tobto TeEpicatw adtois: 

2S ee ~ \ ? e 4 \ / lanl / 

apeTH TE yap ovx vrepexew Tov Aia tot Aiwvos 

1 EK; rovs deovs judy -B. 
2 [ovx] -deleted by Hartman (De Plutarcho, p. 608) ; 

ovk exeivor pev -Madvig (Adversaria Critica, p. 671). 
3 FE; elvar A€yovres -B. 
4 pavteiov -E 3; pavtixoy -B. 

¢ See page 709, note b supra. 
> Cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1048 pv supra. 
¢ For this use of 7 cf. Bonitz, Index Aristotelicus 312 B 

57—313 a 18. The negative, the force of which despite its 
position goes through the whole sentence, should not be 
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violating the preconception of the gods because he 
does away with providence, for they say that god is 

preconceived and conceived to be not only immortal 
and blessed but also humane and protective and 
beneficent. ‘This is true. If, however, the precon- 

ception about god is annulled by those who do not 
admit providence, what are they doing who assert 
that the gods do provide for us, to be sure, but do 
not benefit us and are dispensers of things not good 
but indifferent,* since they do not give virtue but 
give wealth and health and the birth of offspring 
and the like, none of which is beneficial or advantage- 
ous or useful or an object of choice ?® Or °¢ do the 
former not annul the conceptions about the gods, to 
be sure, while the latter in addition insult and make 
a mock of them by asserting that there is a god 
Guardian of Harvests and Guardian of Births and 
Healer and Oracular ¢ though health or birth is not 
a good nor is abundant harvest either but they are 
indifferent and of no benefit to those who get them ? 

33. The third feature of the conception about gods 
is the notion that the gods differ from men in nothing 
so much as they do in happiness and virtue. Accord- 
ing to Chrysippus,* however, they have not even 
this advantage, for Zeus does not excel Tom / in 

tampered with (cf. P. Shorey, T.A.P.A., xlvii [1916], pp. 2:20- 
229 in his article, “* [llogical Idiom ”’). 

@ See De Stoic. Repug. 1048 c supra, For Tevé@Xos cf. 
Adv. Colotem 1119 © and Plato, Laws 729 c 5-8; for Haav 
cf. Quaest. Conviv. 745 a and Cornutus, xxxii (pp. 69, 17- 
70, 2 [Lang]) ; for Mavveios cf. De Tranquillitate Animi 472 
s-s and Aristophanes, Birds 722 and Euripides, T’roiades 
454, 

¢ S.V.F. iii, frag. 246; cf. De Store. Repug. 1038 c-p 
supra. t See page 681, note a supra. 
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(1076) woedAciobat 0 Opotws vn adArAwv TOV Ata Kat Tov 
Aiwa, copovs ovTas, OTaV drepos® Jarépou Tuy 
XavNn Kivoupévov. TodTO yap €OTW ° Kat Tropa 
Gedv avipdros ayabov? Umapxet Kal Geots Trap: 
avOparraw, copav yevouevwy, adAdo 8 ov. ape- 

B rjs* d€ un amoAeitopevov dvOpwrov odbdév amrodetv 
evdaiovias A€yovow aA emions elvar pakdpiov 
T@ Aw? TH owripe Tov atvxh, 61a vdcovs Kal mHpw- 
Gels owpatos e€ayovTa tod Civ éavTov, eimep 
ein codds. ott S€ obtos ovdapod ys obd€e yé- 
yovev, amAetou de pupiddes avOpuimwyv KaKodatpo- 
voovres en a. pov év tH Tob Atos mroduteia Kal 
apxn THY apiorny €XovoT] OvouKnow. KalTOL Ti 
paMov ay Ye€VvoLTO Tapa THY EVvVoLay a tot. Atos 
ws eve apiota SwoikobvTos Huds ws eve yEipiota 
mMpaTrew; €l yoodv, O pnde Bemis e€orw eizrety, 
eeAjoere pony UwTnp pynde MerdAyros etvar yd’ 

C’AdeEikakos adda’ tavavtia TeV Kad@v TovTwr 
mpoonyopi@v, ovdev EeoTt mpoobEtvar Tots ovat 
KaKOV’ ovT €ts 7ANVOS ovT’ eis weyeDos, ws odToL 

1 drepos -van Herwerden (Lectiones Rheno-Traiectinae 
{1882}, p. 123)3 €repos -K, B. 
ts ayabov avOpwrrous an 
3 xwvoupevwy -Pohlenz. 
4 dper7js -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 20 [cf. Stobaeus, Hel. ii, 

p. 98, 15, Wachsmuth]) ; aperq -l, B. 
BS S'S. Ob, ew o WAGs. Die fans Gh 
6 7 -Wyttenbach (implied by versions of Amyot and 

Aylander) ; hv -E, B. 
? dAda -Meziriac ; px dé -E, B. 
8 KaKoV -Xylander ; ; KaXov aE B. 

@ See 1068 r—1069 a supra. 
’ This phrase is a proper and necessary limitation of 

avpwrwv, and Pohlenz’s emendation is therefore at best 
unnecessary. 
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virtue and Zeus and Tom, being sages, are benefited 
alike by each other whenever the one encounters a 
movement of the other.? For this, not anything 
else, is the good that men get of the gods and the 
gods also of men, once these have become sages. 
They assert that not being deficient in virtue man 
has no lack of happiness ° but the unfortunate who 
commits suicide because of bodily disease and mutila- 
tion @ is blissful, if he be a sage, in the same degree 
as Zeus the Saviour. This sage does not exist, how- 
ever, and has not existed anywhere on earth ¢; but 
there are countless myriads of human beings at the 
extremity of unhappiness in Zeus’s commonwealth 
or realm which has the very best administration. 
Yet what could be more at odds with the common 
conception than the notion that with Zeus administer- 
ing affairs in the best possible fashion we are in the 
worst possible plight? At any rate, if—what is 
illicit even to mention—he should wish not to be 
Saviour or Gracious or Averter of Evil’ but the 
contrary of these fair appellations, any evil in addi- 
tion to the number or magnitude of the evils there 
are is impossible, according to the assertion of these 

¢ Cf. S.V.F. iii, frags. 248 and 764, and Stobaeus, Hcl. 
ii, 7, 118 (pp. 98, 14-99, 2 [Wachsmuth], partially printed 
in S.V.F. iii, p. 14, 8-13). 

4 See 1069 E supra. 
¢ With this and the remainder of the chapter cf. Cicero, 

De Nat. Deorum iii, 79 and see 1066 a-B supra with the 
references in note 6 on pages 719 f. 

t In Non Posse Suaviter Vivi 1102 © MecAryios and ’AXe&i- 
kaxos are distinguished from Zeus; for the latter as an 
epithet of Zeus cf. H. Usener, Gétternamen*, p. 313, n. 33 
and for the former cf. M. P. Nilsson, Geschichte der grie- 
chischen Religion i (1955), pp. 411-414. 
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(1076) A€yovor, mavtwv avOpwrwy én’ axpov abdiws Cicaly' 
la ; \ \ ~ 

poxbnpas Biovvrwy Kal pndé THs Kaktas émidoow 
& uf \ “A i 

unde vmrepBoAny THs Kakodayovias Sexopuevys. 
? \ b] A \ / > 3 ‘ 

34. Od pny éevradda ro dewdratov éeotw, adda 
Mevavdpw ev etrrovre Beatpikds 

\ ~ A apy peyloTn THY ev avlpwros KaKdv 
7a Aiav ayaba 

dvoKxoAatvovar—robro yap elvat Tapa Hv évvoray— 
avTo. d€ TAY KaK@y apxny ayabov* ovra TOV Beov 
Trovovow. ov yap " YE vAy TO KaKoV ef eaurijs 
TAPE XYKEV® d7roL0s yap €oTt Kal maoas doas 

D dé€xetat Stadopas bao Tob Kivodvtos avtyVv Kal 
oxnpatilovros €oxe. Kwet 6 adtny 6 Adyos év- 
uTdpYwv Kat oxnwaTtiler, prjTE KivEety EavTHY pLATE 
oxnpatilew medukviav. wot avdyKn TO KakoV, EL 
pev du odb€v, Ex TOD 7H OVTOS, «t dé dia THY KLVOD- 
cav apynv, ex To Geot yeyovos Umapyew. Kal yap 
El [Lev OLOVTAL TOV Ata pn Kpatety TOV éavTob pep@v 
pede XphoGau Kata Tov avTov Aoyov eKdoTw, Tapa 
THY € evvouay" Aéyovat Kal mAatrovat Cov, o8 TroAAa 
TOV popiwv expevyer THY BovAnow tdiais evepyEtats 
Xpwpueva Kat mpateow, ais To dAov dpunv ov di- 
dwow ovdE KaTapPXEL KIVHTEWS. OUTWS yap KAaKaS 

1 <¢xat> -added by Wyttenbach. 
2B; ayaldy -K. 
3 gaye. «wet -Meziriac (implied by Amyot’s version) ; 

éoxynxev «i -K, B. 
4 Meziriac ; émivo.ay -E, B. 

© SUP. ii, frag: 1168. 
» Menander, frag. 786 (Koerte-Thierfelder)=frag. 724 

(Kock). . 
¢ See 1085 p-c and 1085 »—1086 a infra (S. IE. ii, frags. 
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Stoics, since all human beings are living in the 
extremity of wretchedness and depravity, and vice 
does not admit of increment or unhappiness of 
augmentation. 

34. The most dreadful part about it is® not this, 
however, but that, while they are cross with Men- 
ander for his theatrical pronouncement 

Of human ills the chiefest origin 
Is things exceeding good ” 

—for this, they say, is at odds with the common con- 
ception—, yet they do themselves make god, though 
good, the origin of things evil. For matter has not 
of itself brought forth what is evil, for matter is 
without quality and all the variations that it takes on 
it has got from that which moves and fashions it.° 
That which moves and fashions it, however, is the 
reason existing in it, since its nature is not to move or 
fashion itself. The necessary result is that what is 
evil, if it has no cause, is a product of what is non- 
existent but, if its cause is the moving principle, is a 

__ product of god.¢ For, if they think that Zeus does 
not have control of his own parts and does not use 
each of them in conformity with his own reason, 
their assertion is also at odds with the common con- 
ception and they are imagining a living being many 
of whose parts elude its will in performing their own 
private operations and actions without impulse given 
or motion initiated by the whole organism. For, in 

313 and 380), De Stoic. Repug. 1054 s-B supra (S.V.F' i, 
pp 147, 44-148, 2), De Iside 369 a (S.V.F. ii, frag. 1108) ; 
ef. Diogenes Laertius, vii, 184; S.V.F. ii, frags. 303, 309- 
311, 2918, and 326; and Plotinus, nn. t, viii, 10 on the 
question, how matter can be evil though dzozos. 

4 Uf. De An. Proce. in Timaeo 1015 z. 
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(ovdev)’ ovytétaxtar tav duynv eydvTwy wor’ 
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> tA \ A 
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\ e A ~ KaL padtoupyotor Kal Tolywpuyoto. Kal aToKTI- 

? > ? , vuovaw adAjdrous. «t d€, ws dynow XpvoiT70s, ovdE 
b) / 7 ~ ~ yi 7 b Die BN TovAdylioTov Ett TAY pEepa@v exew ddAAws aAd’ 77 

x \ A \ / 3 \ “A \ 4 

Kata tHv Tov Atos BovAnow adda av pev ep- 
yuxov ovTws taoyec0at Kal ovTw KiveiaBat TéeduKEV 
ws eKeivos aye. KaKElvos erLoTpEeper KaL taxEL KAaL 
diatibnow, 

66° abr’ éxeivov dbdyyos €Ewdéatepos. 
, 3 \ a 9 , 3 6 / \ Js 

pLupiakis’ yap hv émueukéatepov acbeveta Kat adv- 
/ ~ “tas > / \ 4 \ ~ vapia tod Atos éxBialéueva Ta pepy amoAAa Spay 

Td A \ > td / A / wv i ee 

atoTa Tapa THY eKeivou dvaw Kat BovAnaw 7 pyT 
a a ¢ 

akpactay elvas pyTe KaKoupylav 7s ovK EOTLW O 
\ ? 3 \ \ \ \ , 4 9 a Zevs aitios. adda pny To Tov Koopov* €tvat ToAWw 

A , \ > / >] \ ~ \ te 

Kal woAitTas Tovs aoTEpas, ef S¢ TodTO, Kal pud€tas 
Nee / \ » \ \ “p \ Kal apyovtas SyAovott Kat BovAevTnv Tov HALov Kat 

\ 2 ? > , > ee W5 TOV EaTTEpov TmpUTAaV 7) aoTUVOLOV, ODK Old Et) 

1 goddév> -Bernardakis (ob8év yap ottw Kak@s ovvTéraxtat 
~Basil.) 5 <rc> -Diibner. 

2 EK, B; «épa -Diibner. 
3 Meziriac ; pupia -E, B. 
4 +6 rov xdopov -Pohlenz ; 76 roveixos pev -E (ef apparently 

a later insertion) ; 76 76 vetkos pev -B 3 Tov pev Kdopov -Xy- 
Jander ; td6v ye xdopov -Meziriac. 

tr 

5 of’ <ei> -Giesen (De Plutarchi., . Disputationibus, p. 45, 
n. 2); ofda -E, B. 
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fact, <nothing) that has life has been so badly or- 
ganized that against its will its feet move forward or 
its tongue gives utterance or its horns butt or its 

teeth bite ; but most of this must be what happens 
to god if, contrary to his will, the base, while being 
parts of him, deceive and cheat and rob and kill one 
another. If, however, as Chrysippus says,? it is not 
possible for even the slightest of his parts to be 
otherwise than in conformity with the will of Zeus 
but it is the nature of every animate thing to stay 
and to move as Zeus guides it and as he turns and 
stops and arranges it, 

This has a more pernicious sound than that.? 

_ For it was ten thousand times more fitting to think 

that owing to the weakness and impotence of Zeus 
his parts break out and do many monstrous deeds 
contrary to his nature and his will than to say that 
there is neither incontinence nor villainy for which 
Zeus is not responsible. But furthermore the thesis 
that the universe is a city and the stars citizens— 
and, if so, obviously fellow-tribesmen too and officers 
of state and the sun a senator and the evening-star 
presiding magistrate or chief of police °—I know not 
«whether notions like this do not show those who 

* S.V.F. ii, frag. 937 (p. 269, 34-38) ; see De Stoic. Repug. 
1050 a-p and 1056 c supra. 

» Nauck, Trag. Graec. Frag.2, p. 417 (frag. 417) and 
Kock, Comic. Attic. Frag. iii, p. 614 (frag. 1240). 

¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 645; cf. especially Manilius, Astro- 
nomicon v, 734-745 and Philo Jud., De Specialibus Legibus 
i, 13-14=v, p. 4, 1-7 (Cohn). Plutarch’s De Evvilio 601 A 
is not a parallel despite the similar terminology ; nor despite 
Pohlenz is Dio Chrysostom’s Oratio xix (=xxxvi [von 
Arnim]), 29-38, which is rather closer to the more general 
thesis that the universe is a city common to gods and men 
(see 1065 F supra with note c there). 
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(1077) xx Tovs eAeyxovTas Ta TovatTa THY AcyovTwy Kat 
aTopaivopEevwy GATOOEiKYVOLY ATOTTWTEpOUS. 

Ps ? \ a / , Oper: ? 35. AMa TOV PuowxwTepov" Acyopevay dp’ ov 
Tapa. THY EVVOLAV €OTL ome pp mAéov eivat Kat pet- 
Cov 7 70 YEvvasrevov e€ avroo ; THY your ovaw 
op@mev” maou Kal Cwous Kal dutois (Kat Auepos)® 
Kat ayplols apxYas TA pikpa Kal yAtoxpa Kai ports 
opaTa THs THY péeyiotwr yevéoews AauBdvovoayv. 
od yap ek TuUpov oTdxuv ov’ aduTredAoV eK yuydpTou 
povov add’ é€k mupyvos 7 Badavov Tivos opveov 
dvaguyovans waomep ék puuKpod" omwOfpos efaipaca 

B kat puTicaca Ty yeveaw épvos 7) Patou 1) dpuds 7 7 
poivikos 7) TEvKYS TrEpPULAKLOTOV dvadidwow, F Kat 
gacw Catto.” To pev oméppa Cmapay® thy ém 
puiKkpov OyKov ek mroAAod omeipaow wvopacbar THV 
de dvow eudvonow' ovcayv Kat diayvow Tov br 
avTHs avovyomevwy Kat Avopevwv Adywr 7° apib- 

1 Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 20); dvoixwrépwr -E, B. 
2 dpa@pev <ev> -Pohlenz. 
3 <xal nuepois> -added by Wyttenbach. 
4 puxpod tivos -B. 
5 <adroit> -supplied by Wyttenbach; daow...vac.5-EF; 

vac. 7 -B .. . 703 <ewou> -Kronenberg (Mnemosyne, lii 
[1924], p. 106); <¢dp@a@s> -Pohlenz. 

6 <mapa> -added by Kronenberg (Mnemosyne, lii [1924], 
p. 106), cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1052 F (rHv puxnv wvoyaoba mapa 
Thy pot), 

7 éudvonaw -Leonicus; eudvcea -K3 edthvccow -B; exdu- 
onow Bak vse 8 7 -E 3; Kai -B. 

. Ww ith thie bale of this Sines cf. Philo J ud., De ee 
nitate Mundi 100-103 —vi, pp. 103, 11-104, 13 (Cohn- Neiter), 
of which 101-103=S. V.F. ii, frag. 619. 

> S.V.F. ii, frag. 744. For this kind of Stoic etymologiz- 
ing cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1052 r supra; S.V I. ii, frags. 896 
and 914; and K. Barwick, ‘“ Probleme der stoischen 
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try to refute them to be more absurd than the people 
who assert and maintain them. 

35. Of their more strictly physical assertions, how- 
ever, isn’t it at odds with the common conception to 
say that a seed is ampler and bigger than what is 
produced from it ?* At any rate, we see that nature 
for all things, both animals and plants<, both culti- 
vated» and wild, takes as origins for the generation 
of the biggest what are little and petty and scarcely 
visible. Tor it is not only that she sends up an ear 
of wheat from a grain or a vine from a grape-seed ; 
but from the pip of a fruit or some acorn missed by 
a bird, from a tiny spark, as it were, she kindles 

generation and fans it into flame and sends up a 
lofty shoot of bramble or of oak or of palm or of pine, 
wherefore they say ® (themselves) that the seed has 
been named sperm after) the spiraling of a large 
mass into a little one ° and nature has been named 
physis because it is diffusion or expansion of the 
formulae or factors which it explicates or resolves.4 

' Sprachlehre und Rhetorik ” (Abhand. der Sdchsischen Akad. 
der Wiss. zu Leipzig, Phil.-Hist. Kl., xlix, 3 [1957]), pp. 29- 
33 and 58-79. 

¢ Of. Seneca, Nat. Quaest. iii, 29, 2-3 and Epistle xxxviii, 2. 
SCHEV I. i, p- 36,)5-9-and: p.:111,:25-28 S.V iF. ii, 

p. 161, 28-30 and p. 212, 21-34. The Adyo. are the Stoic 
oneppatixot Adyo (cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 713, 717, 739, and 
1074), which as constitutive factors are here called alter- 
natively dpwyoi (cf. Plutarch, De Recta Ratione Audiendi 
45 c; S.V.F. iii, p. 20, 20-22 and p. 136, 14-15; A.-J. 
Festugiére, Class. Phil., xlviii [1953], pp. 239-240). The 
latter term used in this sense is no indication of “‘ Platonic- 
Pythagorean influence,’ even though the Neo-Pythagoreans 
did give their dp:60/ the characteristics of the Stoic omeppati- 
Kol Adyou (M. Heinze, Die Lehre vom Logos in der grie- 
chischen Philosophie, p. 116 and pp. 179-180). 
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(1077) Hav. aAAa Tob ye KOO MOU mraihuy® 70 mip otov® 
omepua A€yovow elvat Kal Kata’ TV exTUpwow 
Eis oTreppa peTafdArcw* Tov Koopov, ek Bpaxu- 
TEpov Tw pLaTos Kal oyKouv yvau" EXOT TOAANY 
Kal TOU Kevod mpooemtAapBavovra ywpav amdA€eTov 
emiwvepopevyy TH avEyjoer, yevvwpevou O° abAs bro- 

C ywpetv to péyefos Kat avvodicbaive, dvopévyns 
KQaL GvVAyomEVnS TEpl THY yeveow Els EaUTHY THS 
vAys. 

wet wn / ” b) a A , 

KOovGaL TOLVUY EOTLY AUTOV Kal ypajLuaoww 
3 A wn \ ‘ > ee \ 

evtuxety moAAots mpos tovs “Akadynuaixovds dia- 
fpepoprevwy kat Bowvtwy ws TavTa TpdypaTa auy- 

1 rot ye -Wyttenbach ; rodre -E, B; tod [re] -von Arnim. 
2 sX€ov -Pohlenz. 
3 olov -Kolfhaus (Plutarchi De Comm. Not., p. 59); 

-E, B; [6] -deleted by Wyttenbach ; [dp 6] -von Arnim, 
Pohlenz. 

4 xara -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 20); wera -E, B; eivar 
<uetlov> Kai wera -von Arnim; elvac<, 70 mip 46> [Kai] pera 
-Pohlenz. 

5 eis -Wyttenbach from the version of Xylander; « -l, 
B; <6re> es -von Arnim. 

6 peraBadAAew -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 20); pereBare -K, 
be peraBareiv -Wyttenbach. 

7 yvow -Madvig (Adversaria Critica, p: 23) ; vow =] -, B. 

a §.V.F. ii, frag. 618 (pp. 187, 41-188, ays er the Sibi 
doctrine of the periodic conflagration and restoration of the 
universe see 1065 B, 1067 a, 1075 B-p and De Stoic. Repuy. 
1052 c and 1053 B-c supra. 
CF Aquane an Ignis Utilior 955 E (ro TOP ss olov 

o7épua ToT &€€ €auTov TE MaVTa TrOLEtY Kal Els EaUTO cohen: 
Kara Thy exmipwow) and S.V.F. ii, p. 183, 42-43 and p. 184, 
192-14; S.VLF. li, p. 188, 6-9 and 28-29, 

Cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 188, 19-26 and p. 189, 8-10. 
q Oi. S. VF. iig-p. 171, 28-29 ; p. 185, 34-35; p. 186, 27- 

is -and-p. 183, sigs 98. 
¢ Of. S.VLF. ii, p. 188, 20-21 and 29-32 and De Stove. 
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On the other hand, however, they assert * that fire 
is as the seed of the universe and that in the course 
of the conflagration the universe changes into seed,? 
having its lesser corporeal mass greatly diffused °¢ 
and taking over from the void an immense additional 
space upon which it encroaches by its growth,? but 
that when the universe is being generated again the 
magnitude shrinks and dwindles, the matter sub- 
siding and contracting into itself in the process of 
generation. 

36. Furthermore, they can be heard and in many 
writings can be seen quarrelling with the Academics 
and crying out’ that the latter confuse all things 

_ Repug. 1053 B supra (oBevvipevov 8 adfis Kai maxuvopevoy eis 
. TO owpaTtoedes Tpétec0at). 

tS §.V.F. ii, frag. 112. This controversy between the 
Stoics and the Academics (for which cf. Cicero, Acad. 
Prior. ii, 49-59 and 84-86 ; Sextus, 4dv. Math. vii, 252 and 
403-411) was part of their debate about the possibility of dis- 
tinguishing true mental images or impressions from false 
ones. The Stoics maintained that every existing thing is 
qualitative individuation (idiws mous) of substance or matter 
(Stobaeus, Eel. i, 20, 7=pp. 178, 13-179, 5 [Wachsmuth] = 
Dox. Graeci, pp. 462, 22-463, 4 [cf. Rieth, Grundbegriffe, 
p. 15, n. 8]; Marcus Aurelius, xii, 30 and ix, 25; S.V.F. 
ii, frags. 395 and 378), matter itself being without quality 
(see 1076 c-p supra and note ¢ there), so that a single 
qualification of any quantity of substance must bea single 
individual and there cannot ever be two or more discrete 
things that are exactly alike (S.V.F. ii, frags. 113 and 114; 
Seneca, Hpistle cxiii, 15-16). To this the Academic reply 
was not a proof that discrete substances otherwise identical 
really exist but the contention that there are existing things 
which, though admittedly many, are yet in fact indistinguish- 
able from one another (Cicero, Acad. Prior. ii, 85-86 and 
Sextus, Adv. Math. vii, 408-411; cf. S.V.F. i, frags. 347 
and 625). The notion that no two things in nature are 
exactly alike was not exclusively Stoic: ef. Lucretius, ii, 
342-376 ; Quintilian, Jnstit, Orat, x, 2, 10. 
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/ A 2 rd 2 4 A ~ 

(1077) yéovot rats amapoAAakias, emt dvety ovary EVO. 
\ / 

TLV elvau PraCopevor. KalTOL ToUTO bev ovK 
cor ooTIS avOpamay ov Ovavoetrat Kab TobvavTiov 
oveTaL Pavpaorov elvar Kal Trapadofov Ec pnre 
patra garry pyre pehirry pedurra, mare TUp@ 
TrUpos 7 ovKy TO Tod Adyou adKov ev TO mayer 
xXpove yeyovev dmapadhaxrov. éxetva 8’ dvtws 

D wapa 7Hv évvoudy eoTW, a Aéyovow ovToL Kal TAdT- 
Tovol, emt pas ovoias dv’ idiws yevéobat moLovs 

4 4 3Q 7 54 

Kal THY adTHY odaiaY Eva TOLOV LOiws EXoVoaY ert- 
4 \ een / \ / e , 

dvtos eTépov déxecbar Kai diadvdAarrew opoiws 
\ A a 

dpdotépous. ef yap dvo, Kai Tpets Kal TéTTApeES 
E€COVTAL KAL TEVTE KAL ODOUS OUK AY TIS El7OL TEpL 

, b] A rNé 5: > > , , pilav ovalav: Aéyw otk év pépeot Staddpors 
> \ , © , oo ‘ 3 , , 
GAAG TaVvTAs Opoiws meEpt GAnY Tods a7retpous. Aé- 
yer your Xpvowmmos €oukevar TH pev avOpwrrw Tov 
Ala Kat Tov Koopov TH Se uyh THY Tpdovotay’ GTaV 
otv 7 éxm’pwois yevntat, povov apaptov dvra 

1 4-E; omitted by B. 

¢ Cf. Cicero, Acad. Prior. ii, 53 (‘‘ eorum qui omnia 
cupiunt confundere ’’) and 54. 

’ Cf. Comica Adespota, frag. 189 (Kock); Herodas, vi, 
60; T.eutsch, Corpus Paroem. Graec. i, p. 293 (no. 37). 

¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 396. This is not, as J. R. Mattingly 
contends it is (Philos. Rev., xlviii [1939], pp. 278-279), what 
the Stoics said or meant but is an inference drawn from the 
statement about the ecpyrosis that Plutarch proceeds to cite 
(Aéye. yotv Xpvournos). For the Stoics any amount of 
matter is aS many and only as many discrete and different 
substances as it has (8iws mooi, and Chrysippus expressly 
stated (S. VP. ii, frag. 397 ) that 8vo idiws zovot mepi ro adbro 
UTOKELLEVOV OV Siete etvac (cf. A. C. Pearson, Journ. of 
Philology, xxx {1907], pp. 212-214; E. Bréhier, Rev. d’ Hist. 
de la Philos., i {1927], pp. 219-220). The contradiction 
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with their indistinguishable likenesses ¢ by insisting 
upon the existence of a single qualification in the case 
of two substances. Yet there is no human being who 
does not make this supposition and think that on the 
contrary it is amazing and paradoxical if in all of 
time there have not been two doves or two bees or 
two grains of wheat or the proverbial two figs ® in- 
distinguishably like each other. What’s really at 
odds with the common conception are those asser- 
tions made by these Stoics and their fictions about a 
single substance’s having got two individual qualifica- 
tions,° which is to say that one and the same sub- 
stance with a single individual qualification takes on 

-a second when it supervenes and continues to keep 
both of them alike. For, if two, there could also be 
three and four and five and more than could be told 
in a single substance—I mean not in different parts 
of it but all the countless qualifications alike in the 
whole of it. At any rate, Chrysippus asserts ¢ that 
Zeus, that is the universe, is like the human being ¢ 
and his providence is like its soul,‘ that consequently, 

_ when the conflagration has taken place, Zeus, who 

cannot be explained away as Miss Reesor has tried to do 
(A.J.P., xxv [1954], pp. 46-47) or accounted for in the way 
attempted by C. Petersen (Philosophiae Chrysippeae Funda- 
menta, pp. 90-91). 

4 S.V.F. ii, frag. 1064. 
¢ Cf. S.V.F. iii, p. 217, 10-12 (Diogenes of Babylon ror 

Koopov ypade TH Aci rov adrov Urdpxew 7 mEprexerv Tov Ala xab- 
amtep avOpwrov wuxyv). The universe, identified with Zeus 
(De Stoic. Repug. 1052 c-p supra and De Facie 926 p; cf. 
S.V.F. ii, p. 168, 5-8 and p. 169, 32), has body and soul in 
the ‘“‘ diacosmesis ’’’ but becomes all soul in the “ ecpy- 
rosis ’’ (De Stoic. Repug. 1053 B-c supra). 

f Cf. Cicero, Acad. Post. i, 29 and De Nat. Deorum ii, 58 
(S.V.F. i, p. 44, 19-21); S.V.F. ii, p. 187, 13. 
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\ / “A aA > A (1077) tov Ata tOv GeGv dvaywpety emi tHhv mpdvorav, €t6? 
4\ Se ~ f \ ~ a ~ 

E duo yevopevous emt puds THs Tod aifepos otclas 

duateActy audorépous. | 
3 Ss ’ 

37. “Adévtes otv 75 Tovs Deods Kat mpocev- 
Lh x 4 / \ \ lan \ 

Edpevoe Kowas dpévas Siddvat Kat Kowdv vobv, TA 
\ ~ an MEpl OTOLXYELWY TS EXEL aVTOIS LOwWLEV. Tapa THY 

/ ~ ~ 

Evvolay €oTt O@ua cwpaTos €lvat TOTOV Kal O@pa 
A \ 

Ywpety dua TwWyaTOS, KEvOY pnoETEpOU TrEpLEXOVTOS 
b) \ A Vd > \ “A > , \ aAAa tot mAnpous eis TO TApes Eevdvoyevov Kat 

deyopevov TO éemiysyv¥pevovy Tod SdiaoTacWw ovK 
” 1 IQA , . esc \ \ , EXovTos’ ovdEe XWpav ev ad’T@ Sia THY GvVEXELAV. 

1 €yovtos aAXa tod mAjpovs -E, Bs [aAAa rot mAjpous]| -de- 
leted by Hutten. 

——— ee ___ 

@ See 1075 B supra and note c there. 
®’ Implying that a single substance has two qualitative 

individuations, Zeus=xoopos (cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 186, 35-38) 
and mpévora=soul alone. The opponents of Chrysippus then 
argued that in conformity with his paradigm for avoiding 
such a conclusion (S.V.F.. ii, frag. 397) mpdévora should be 
destroyed in the “ ecpyrosis ”’ (Philo Jud., De Aeternitate 
Mundi 47-51=vi, pp. 87, 14-88, 25 [Cohn-Reiter]). 

¢ For the Stoic “‘ ether’ see note e on De Stoic. Repug. 
1053 a supra, and for the “ ecpyrosis ”’ as “* etherialization ”’ 
of the body of the universe cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 188, 22-23. 

4 Explicitly as such this subject is not attacked until 
chapter 48 (1085 B infra); but the doctrine of thorough 
blending, with which Plutarch here begins and on which all 
Stoic physical theory was held to depend (cf. S. V.F. ii, frag. 
475, especially p. 156, 16-18), and the related questions of 
continuity and discreteness and of the corporeality of all 
existents are fundamental to his criticism of the Stoic treat- 
ment of crocxetov, so that despite a few digressions suggested 
by the context the intervening chapters are not irrelevant 
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alone of the gods is indestructible,* withdraws to his 
providence, and then both, having come together, 
persist in the single substance ° of the ether.¢ 

37. So, leaving the gods at last with a prayer for 
the gift of common sense and common intelligence, 
let us see how the Stoics treat the subject of the ele- 
ments.? It is at odds with the common conception ¢ 
for one body to be place for another f and for one to 
pass through another if void is contained in neither 
but plenum enters into plenum and the admixture 
is received by that which because of its continuity 
has not interval or space within itself. These men, 
to the subject here announced (cf. Pohlenz, Hermes, |xxiv 

[1939], pp. 29-30). 
¢ mapa THY evvorav . . . TH peylorw=S.V.F. ii, frag. 465 

(p. 151, 16-23); cf. Alexander, De Mixtione, p. 218, 10-24 
and p. 220, 23-34 (Bruns) with p. 227, 10-12 (=S.V.F. ii, 
p. 156, 16-19) and for the Stoic doctrine of thorough blend- 
ing, the compenetration of one another by two or more 
bodies, each itself a plenum, cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 463-481 
and W. J. Den Dulk, KPAXI= (Leiden, 1934), pp. 41-48. 
Our most extensive sources for the doctrine are the present 

_ chapter, the essay De Misxtione (Ilepi xpaoews Kai adf&joews) 
by Alexander of Aphrodisias (cf. De An. Libri Mantissa, 
pp. 139, 30-141, 28 [Bruns] and Quaestiones, p. 57, 7-30 
{Bruns]), a discussion by Plotinus (Han. u, vii; cf. rv, vii, 
82), and the attack on blending by Sextus Empiricus (Pyrrh. 
Hyp. iii, 56-62). Sympathetic interpretations of the doctrine 
have been attempted by Bréhier (7héorie des Incorporels, 
pp. 39-44), A. Schmekel (Die Positive Philosophie... i 
| Berlin, 1938], pp. 250-255), and Sambursky (Physics of 
the Stoics, pp. 13-17). 

f Cf. S.V-.F. ii, frag. 468 (. . . 70 capa €orar ev iow érepw 
cwyat....) and Alexander, De An. Libri Mantissa, p. 140, 
10-20 (Bruns). 

¢ Cf. Alexander, De Anima, p. 20, 8-10 (Bruns); De An. 
Libri Mantissa, p. 139, 33-36 (=S.V.F. ii, p. 156, 36-39) ; 
De Mixtione, p. 218, 21-24 (Bruns) and, for 81a tiv cuvexecav, 
ibid., p. 218, 5-6 (=S.V.F-. ii, p. 155, 35-36). 
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(1077) ot 8° ody Ev eis Ev odd€ SUo odd€ Tpia Kat' déKa 
auvwloivtes adda TavTa pépn Tod KdopoU KaTa- 

4 > Ul > a ¢ "“ vA F xeppatiobevtos e€uPaAdovres els Ev 6 TL av TUYWOL 
\ \7 > 9° / 2% / 3 Kat TOVAAXLoTOV atcOnTrov atropacKovTes’ emircibery 

emovTe TH peyloTw, veavrevovtar Sdypya troLov- 
A ” 5 € ? + A v4 A pevot Tov EAeyxov’ ws ev addots ToAXois, are 57) 

payopevas vrolécers tails evvolats AauPBavovTes. 
bp roms! f A 3 / 6 ~ / 4 A avTika yotv <axodAovfov)® 7@ Aoyw TovTw TroAXG 

, 7 ES , s \ \ / TEpaTwon Kai adAcdKoTa TpogdéxecOa Tovs TA GW- 
1078 para Tots cwpaow oCAas OAa KEpavvivTas. WV EoTt 

Kal TO ‘‘ Ta Tpia Tegoapa elvat’’* TouTi yap ot 
pev adrXov Aéyovow ev v7epBoAj Trapadevypa TOV 
advavorrev, TovTous dé oupPatver Tov eva Kvabov 
Tob olvov mpos dvo0 Kepavyvpevov vdaTos, et pwéeAAer 

veo r ’ ya: 3 ms 6 , > 18 
un amodAeimew arr’ e€icoto0a, tapdyovtas emi 
mav Kat Suacvyxeovtas ev’ Ovta dvo ToLEiv TH pos 
tovs’ 600 THs Kpdcews eiawoe.* TO yap péevetv Eva 
Kal Svety TapeKTeivery Kal Trotety’’ tcov CéauTov 

1 xat-E, B; <> xat-von Arnim; 7-Pohlenz (but cf. Ad 
Principem Ineruditum 780 £: ov Mediou... odde IloAvKAEtrov 
kat Mupwvos). 

2 amodaoxovtes -Bernardakis; eémddacxovres -E, B; ere 
gdcKovtes <ovK> -Wyttenbach; <ovdé> rovAdyiorov aiafyrov 
[ émtjdaoxovres -Kronenberg (Mnemosyne, 3 Ser. x [1942], p. 
43). 

$ Stephanus ; emAnpew -EK, B. 
4 émov -von Arnim. 
6 76 avéAeyxtov -Pohlenz (but cf. Sandbach, Class. Rev., 

N.S. iv [1954], pp. 249-250). 
6 <axdAovGov> -added by Pohlenz. 
7 repatwdn <dei> -Giesen (De Plutarchi ... Disputationi- 

bus, Theses # 5). 
° emt -Wyttenbach ; «7 ie E, By: 
® rods -E ; omitted by B; [79 ... e&tadoe| -deleted by 

Sandbach (Class. Quart., SXXV [1941], p. 116). 
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however, compressing into one thing not one other 
and not even two or even three or ten but stuffing 
all parts of the finely shredded universe into any 
single thing they find and denying that the slightest 
perceptible thing would be inadequate for the largest 
that encounters it,? recklessly make themselves a 
doctrine of the objection advanced to refute them 
just as they do in many other cases, inasmuch as they 
make assumptions that are in conflict with the com- 
mon conceptions. It is <a consequence) of this 
reasoning, for example, that many prodigiously 
strange things are admitted by those who blend 
bodies with bodies in their entirety. Among them is 

even the proposition, “three are four,” for, while 
others use this expression by way of hyperbole as an 
example of things that are inconceivable,® for these 
men it does turn out that, if the single ladleful of 
wine being blended with two of water is not to fall 
short of the water but is to match it, in dispersing 
the ladleful over all the water and dissolving © it 
throughout they make it two, though it is one, by the 
equalization of blending it with two. For to remain 
one ladleful and to make <itself) coextensive with 

¢ Cf. Alexander, De Anima, p. 20, 10-15 (Bruns) ; 
Simplicius, Phys., p. 530, 19-24; Philoponus, De Aeternitate 
Mundi vii, 17 (p. 281, 12-22 [Rabe]}). 

> Cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1038 F supra. 
¢ Not to be taken in the technical] Stoic sense of ovyyvais, 

which is distinguished from kpdois (cf. Alexander, De 
Mixtione, p. 220, 29-35 [Bruns]; S.V.F. ii, p. 153, 23-26 
and 39 ff. and p. 154, 15-28). 

10 [xai movetvy] -deleted by Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 21); 
Kai mrovet -Giesen (De Plutarchi .. . Disputationibus, p. 31, 
n. 2). 
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(1078) €oras TO Hustov Tovety tcovy’ T@ dirAaciw: €f bé,” 
omws e€iknTrar TH Kpdoer mpos Tovs dvo, Sveiv 
AapPaver* pérpov éev tH diaxvoer, ToOTo’ péTpov 
apa Kal TpL@v €oTL KaL TECOdpwY, TPLOV pEV OTL 
tots dvo els wéepiKTar Tecoapwy de OTL Svat pepty- 

B pévos tgov eaynKe AHGO0s ofs piyvuTar. totro® $7 
cuppaives TO Kadov adtois euPaddAovow eis adpa. 
CWPaTA, Kal’ TO THs TEpLloyAs adiavonTtov. avayKy 
yap, «ls addAnda ywpotvtwy 7TH KEepavvucba, 1) 
Odrepov pev mreprévew mrepréexecbar dé Barepov Kai 
TO pev d€xeoGar To 5° evuTapxeww: ovTW yap ov 
Kpaous agi de Kat patous eoTat TOY emipaverov, 
THs pev evtos UTodvopEvnsS THS 6 EKTOS TEPLEXOU- 
ons tav 8 dAAwy pepd@v apixtwv Kat Kkabapav 
{kat Kal’>® ey d€ dvadepopevwy. add’ avayxn,” 
yeyvopevns Womep akovor THs avaKkpacews, ev ad- 
AnAots Ta pryrdpeva yiyvecbar™® 

Cr@ evurdpyew mepréxeobar Kat TH Séxeo0ar meEpi- 
éxew Oatepov: Kat pndérepov™ adt@v at madw dv- 

+ <€avrov... toov> -added by H. C. (cf. Alexander, De An. 
Libri Mantissa, p. 141, 13-14 (Bruns]); zoveiv toov 7@ durrda- 
ciw <To tutov mapadoyov €orw> -Sandbach (Class. Quart., 
xxxv [1941], p. 116); ovety toov <icov> 7T@ dimrAactw -Pohlenz. 
2 ér_ b€-Madvig (Adversaria Critica, p. 671 [with AauBavew 

infra)). 
3 ef S€ ovTws e€toodrar -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 21). 
4 Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxv [1941], p. 116), and im- 

plied by Amyot’s version ; AapBavew-E, B; AapBavwy-Giesen 
(De Plutarchi ... Disputationibus, p. 31, n. 2). 

5 zo avto -Sandbach (loc. cit.). 
tobre <te> -Sandbach (loc. cit.). 
kara -Wyttenbach. 
<kai xa’> -added by H. C.;  Kxabapadv evocadepopevar 

\ > \ e ~ 

KQL TQAVTOV O/OU 

on om 
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two and equal to them (would be to make what is 
half equal) to its double ; but, if in order to suffice 
for blending with the two it does acquire in the 
diffusion a measurement of two ladles, this is at the 
same time a measurement both of three and of four 
—of three because one ladleful has been mixed with 
the two and of four because, once having been mixed 
with two, it is equal in amount to those with which 
it is mixed.* This pretty pass they come to, then, 
by stuffing bodies into body—and to the inconceiv- 
ability of encompassment. For it is necessarily not 
the case ® that of bodies permeating each other in 
being blended one encompass and the other be en- 

' compassed or one be the receptacle and the other be 
in it, since in that case there would be not blending 
but contact,° that is contiguity of the surfaces, the 
one within subjacent and the one without encom- 
passing it and the rest of the parts unmixed and pure 
and severally distinct too. If blending occurs in the 
way they require, however, it is necessary that the 
things being mixed get into each other and the same 
thing be at once encompassed by being in the other 
and encompass it by being its receptacle ; and on 

¢ Cf. Alexander, De An. Libri Mantissa, p. 141, 9-22 and 
Sextus, Pyrrh. Hyp. iii, 60-61 and 96. 

> avdyKn yap. . . avamipmAacba Bialopévys=S.V.E. ii, 
frag. 465 (p. 151, 24-33); of. Alexander, De Mizxtione, 
pp. 220, 37-221, 6 (Bruns). 

¢ Cf. 1080 © infra: 70 peéev yap ody adjny aAAa KpGow mocelv. 

-Wyttenbach; «xafapdv ovdé diadepopevwy -Rasmus (Prog. 
1872, p. 21). 

® Wyttenbach ; avdyxys -K, B. 
10 Ki; plyvvoba -B. 
11 yon Arnim ; p78’ erepov -E, B; pj? erepov... ovpBaiver 

pyr’ apdorepa -Madvig (Adversaria Critica, p. 671). 
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(1078) varov etvar cup Baiver, audotepa’ Tis Kpacews bv 
> s , \ \ > , 2 \ aAAjAwy duevar Kal pndev emideitrecOar’ pndevos 

/ > \ an 3 \ b) / 

popiov adda <rdv)* mavtos avamipmAacba Pra- 
opevns. evtTatOa dyov* Kal to OpvdAovpevov’ év 

Tats dvatpipais "ApKeatAdov okéAos KEL Tats aTo- 
mias emepuPatvov’ ait@v peta yéAwTos. el yap 
Elow at Kpacers dt’ GAwv, Ti KwAvEL,’ TOO oKéAoUS 
GTOKOTEVTOS Kal KATGCaTEVTOS Kal pidevTos eis 

\ / A 4 2 \ > / 

Thv Oadatrav Kat diaxyvievros, od tov “Avtvyovou 
povov otodAov duextAciv, ws éedeyev *“Apxecidaos, 

D adda tas HépEov ytAias Kat duaxootas Kai Tas ‘EA- 
Anvikas oOpod Tpiakocias tpinpers ev TH oxeAet 
vavpaxovoas; ov yap emdeiver djmovlev mpoiov® 
ovde TravoEeTaL Ev TH peiCove ToUAaTTOV: ] Tépas 1 
KpGo.s e€eu Kal TO TEAEvTAaiov adbTis adjv o7rov 

4 / ’ v4 ? / P] > 2 Ajyer Tornodpevov ets OAov ov dietow aA’ atrayo- 
/ 9 , > fe ; 5 . ox ’ \ pevoet” puyvipevov. et d€ pepi€eras du’ CAwy, od pa 

Aia*® to okéAos evvavpayjoat mapetes Tots “EA- 
Anow: aAAa Tobro pev Setrar onfews Kal peTa- 

1 cupBaive 8 aydotepa -Wyttenbach; ovpBaiver 6’ audo- 
tepa -von Arnim; ovpPaivew, audorepa -Pohlenz. 

2 éru NeimecPar -von Arnim (but cf. Epinomis 978 B 1). 
3 <zav> -added by Madvig (dAdversaria Critica, p. 611). 
4 8yaov -Bernardakis ; det rod -E. 57 -B. 
5 Diibner ; @puAAotpevov -E, B (cf. De Stoic. Iepug. 1050 8 

supra). 
6 B; emepBatvwr -E. 
* Bs xwdAvew -E. 
8 EK; mpowy (but with w changed to o) -B. 
® Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxiv [1940], p. 24, n. 3); 

dtrayopever -K, B. 
10 6B aid EE) Ba ER ee aud Pobilena 
a Cf. Alexander, De Misxtione, p. 215, 10-12 (Bruns) and 

p. 217, 9-12 (=S.V.F. ii, pp. 154, 36-155, 3); Hierokles, 
Ethische Elementarlehre ed. H. von Arnim, col. 4, 6-10. 
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the other hand again it follows that neither condition 
is possible, since the blending constrains both things 
to penetrate each other and no part to lack any part 
but <every part) to be filled full of all.* Here, I 
presume, is where the leg too that Arcesilaus made 
a commonplace in his discourses enters trampling in 
mockery upon their absurdities. In fact, if blends 
are thorough, what is to prevent not only the fleet 
of Antigonus, as Arcesilaus said, from sailing through 
the leg that has been amputated, decayed, flung into 
the sea, and dissolved but the 1200 triremes of 
Xerxes together with the 300 of the Greeks ® from 
fighting a naval battle within the leg? For surely 

_ the lesser spreading in what is greater would not run 
short and would not stop either; otherwise the 
blend would have a limit, and its extremity, having 
made contact at the point where it terminates, would 
not penetrate the whole but would leave off being 
mixed. If it should be, however, that the mixture 
has been thorough, it is not the leg, by heaven,° that 
would be affording the Greeks room for a naval 
battle ; but, while this does require decay, that is a 

>’ Approximately the number of ships engaged at Salamis 
in 480 s.c. according to Aeschylus, Persae 337-343, the 
passage to which Plutarch himself refers in his Themistocles 
xiv, 1 (119 B). 

¢ Pohlenz’s emendation (ed uada) is superficially attrac- 
tive but spoils the sense. Plutarch recognizes that the jest 
of Arcesilaus is beside the point because, since it implies 
alteration of the leg before blending occurs, the leg is not 
an element in the blend. ‘The elements that enter into the 
blend must retain their own characters (cf. Alexander, De 
Misxtione, pp. 216, 28-217, 2 [=S.V.F. ii, p. 154, 23-28] and 
p- 220, 26-35 [Bruns]); and this according to the Stoic 
theory a single drop of the putrefaction fallen into the ocean 
should do. 
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(1678) Bodjjs, eis’ 6€ tis Kvalos H pla oTayoy abTolev 
Els TO Atyatov epmecovon. mreAayos 3 7 TO Kpntixov? 
epi€eta® tod "Qkeavot Kat THs "ArAavrikns Oa- 

i Adrrns, ovK emumoAis pavovoa Tis emupavetas ada 
TravTN dia, Padous eis tAATOS Opuob Kai pHKOS ava- 
Xeopery. Kal TabTa TpoodéyeTat Xpvourmos ev00s 
Ev TH TPWTYW TOV Dvoikav Lyrnparov ovdev a am 
exe ddpevos olvov otadaypov eva’ Kepaoar THV 
Gararrav’ Kai, wa 8% py) TodTo Savpalwyev, «is 
SAov dynoi Tov Kdopov StaTevely TH Kpdoer TOV OTA- 
Aaypov. dv otvK olda Ti av atoTWwTEpoy daveln. 

38. Kat pv mapa tHv evvoway pnt akpov ev 
TH pvoe TOV CWpLATWY PTE TPATov HAT’ EcyaTov 
<uepos elvat) pndev eis 6 Afjyes TO péyeos Tod 

1 efs -Diibner ; ei -E, B. 2 E 3 xpitexor -B. 
: Wyttenbach ; ; adifera -K, B. 
4 otadaypa éevi i -Giesen (De Plutarchi ... Disputationibus, 

p. 32). 
5 <uépos elvat> -added by von Arnim(S.V’.F. ii, p. 159, 9) ; 

<elvart> -Pohlenz. 

8. VF. ii, frag. 480. Cf. Alexander): Deraia Oe rarT F 
Mantissa, p. 140, 22 (SVE. ily p.. 157, "1-2)-and pias, 
19-21; Diogenes Laertius, vii, 151 (S. VF. li, frag. 479). 
In this passage of Diogenes ovpdPapyoera: conflicts with the 
other accounts of the Stoic theory, for ovud@apors character- 
izes avyyvois as distinguished from xpdas (cf. S.V.I. ii, 
p. 154, 15-19 and 32-34); and so the preceding éai zrocov 
avrimapextabjcerat, which has been used to discredit Pin- 
tarch’s assertion (H. A. Wolfson, The Philosophy of the 
Church Fathers i [Harvard University Press, 1956], p. 383, 
n. 81), is also suspect as a misinterpretation if it is not simply 
an error for éml rocodrov avrimapextabycera (cf. S.V.F. ii, 
p. 155, 24: eis rHv emi rocotrov Exraow). Chrysippus made 
his assertion in direct contradiction of Aristotle's (De 
Generatione 328 a 26-28). 

b S8.V.F. ii, frag. 485 (p. 159, 7-11).- Sandbach (Class. 
Quart., xxxiv [1940], p. 25) suggests that Plutarch included 
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transformation, a single ladleful or just a single drop 
once fallen into the Aegean or the Cretan sea would 
reach the Ocean and the Atlantic, not in superficial 
contact with the surface but everyway diffused from 
top to bottom throughout both breadth and length 
at once. And this Chrysippus straightway admits in 
the first book of the Physical Questions,? where he 
says that nothing keeps a single drop of wine from 
tempering the sea; and, no doubt in order that this 
may not amaze us, he says that the drop in the blend- 
ing will extend to the whole universe. What could 
be manifestly more absurd than this I do not know. 

38. Moreover, it is at odds with the common con- 

ception that > <there be)> in the nature of bodies 
neither extremity nor any first or last <part) ¢ in 

chaps. 38-39 because, “‘ having turned to duoixa Cnripata a’ 
for his quotation at the end of 37, [he] could not resist pick- 
ing out a couple of points from the same book ”’; but that 
the subject of chaps. 38-40 was regarded as essential to the 
question of xpdois 6’ 6dAwy may be seen from the way Alex- 
ander treats the former when attacking the latter in De 
Mixtione, p. 221, 25 ff. (Bruns). 

¢ Cf. of c@pa pndev eis Exyatov pépos mepaivovtes in 1079 a 
and pndév pépos eaxatov pndé mp@tov amodeimovres in 1080 & 
infra, where it appears that the Stoics did not deny “ ex- 
tremities ’’ to body but insisted that these extremities are in- 
corporeal limits and not parts of the bodies which they 
limit. Plutarch in his attack here, however, disregards the 
distinction which they drew between zépas and €oxarov pépos ; 
and, perhaps misled by this and by Bréhier (Théorie des In- 
corporels, pp. 39-40), Sambursky (Physics of the Stoics, p. 
96) misinterprets the passag‘e as evidence for the notion that 
the Stoics “‘ discarded the conception of the distinct surface 
of a body....” Sextus in Adv. Math. x, 28 assumes that 
Ta €oxaTa Tod Gwpyatos wépata are parts of the body; but in 
Adv. Math, iii, 24-25 he tries to prove that every zépas is a 
part of that of which it is the extremity and as such has 
magnitude. 
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(1078) cajparos adr aet <7)’ Tod AndOevtos eméKewa 
Patvopmevov €ls aTEtpov Kal adpiaTov éuBddAew TO 

¥ drroKxeipevov. ovre yap petlov ovr’ €hatrov éarat 
voely eTepov éeTtépov péyelos, €¢ TO mpotévat Tots 
pepeow em ameipov aydotépots woCavTws)” ovp- 
BéBnxev, GAN’ aviooTyTos aiperar? duots: avicwy 
Yap VOOULEVWY, TO ev mpoaTrorEimETAL Tots eaxa- 
Tos pepeot TO Sé mapadAarre: Kal TEpieoTL. 7) 
ovons 5 dvioo7nros, EMETAL 11) avepodtay elvau 
poe TPAXUTHTA OW@PaTos cvepaNta pev yap €or! 

1079 puas emipaveias aviorns TpOs cavT HY, TpAaxUTns 
5° avepahia pera oxAnpornros, cy ovdev azro- 
Aeimovow of c@pa pydev eis €oxatov jépos 
mepaivovtes GAAG Travta TAGE pep@v én’ azreipov 
e€dyovres. Kaito. 7@s ovK evapyes eat. TOV av- 
Opwrov ék mAElovwY ovveoTnKeval opiwy 7 TOV 
daKxtvAov tot avOputrov Kai madi Tov KoapoV 7 
Tov avOpwrov; Tatra‘ yap emtotavTat Kai Siavoobyv~ 

1 ¢ri> -added by Diibner. 
2 Pohlenz; ws -F, B; [ws] -deleted by Wyttenbach. 
3 avaipeirac -van Hlerwerden, Westman; but see De Séoie. 

eenag. 1051 B supra. 
ee ; atta -H, B. 

¢ Any part taken as ultimate must as a mie be corporeal 
and so have ‘ ‘beyond it’ an extremity, which, if a part, 
will also be corporeal and have “ beyond it ”’ an extremity, 
and so on without limit. See 1080 p- infra (rots .. . aed te 
Tob Soxodvros antecGat mpdtepov AapBdavover Kal pyndémote Tob 
mpodyew émekewva TraVvopevors), and cf. Sextus, Adv. Math. ili, 
Sl (et yap GGG €oTw [scil. TO mépas|, €mret TWav od pa, mépas EXEL, 
KaKELVO TO Tépas awa ov eter mépas, KAKELVO Opolws, Kal TOUT 

eis dvecpov) and for the pattern of the argument Zeno of Elea, 
frag. B 1 (i, p. 255, 15-21 [D.-K|]=Simplicius, Phys., p. 141, 
9-6 with the remark of Simplicius [/bid., p. 189, 17-18]: 

. 7p0 TOD AapBavopevov del Te eivar Sia THY En’ ATrELpOV TONY). 
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which the magnitude of the body terminates but 
that, whatever be taken, the invariable appearance 
<of something) beyond it reduce the object to 
infinity and indefinitude.? For it would not be pos- 
sible to conceive one magnitude as greater or less 
than another if for the parts of both alike it is char- 
acteristic to proceed to infinity ; but the nature of 
inequality is abolished, for, when things are con- 
ceived as unequal, it is by the ultimate parts that the 
one leaves off before the other and the other passes 
it by and is in excess of it.2 And, if inequality does 
not exist, it follows that unevenness does not exist 
or roughness of body either, for unevenness is in- 

equality of a single surface with itself ¢ and rough- 
ness is unevenness along with hardness,* none of 
which is left by those who ¢ bring no body to an end 
in an ultimate part but in number of parts extend 
all bodies to infinity. Yet is it not completely clear 
that a man consists of more parts than the man’s 
finger does and the universe again of more parts 
than does the man? This all men know and have in 

® The reason given here is simply that the extent of 
magnitudes not determined by ultimate parts could not be 
distinguished. It is not, as it has been said to be (S. Luria, 
Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte der Mathematik, B ii 
[1933], p. 169), the objection that any two magnitudes 
would be equal because both would contain infinitely many 
parts ; nor is it the objection raised by Epicurus in Epistle 
i, 56-57 (p. 16, 6-12 [Usener]). 

¢ Cf. Anonymi Logica et Quadrivium ed. J. L. Heiberg, 
p. 73, 16-17, and Hero, Dejinitiones 10 (p. 22, 10- 13 (Heiberg]) 
with Sextus, Ad v. Math. iii, 95 (7d éxov ues igov Ta éepn KEl- 
eva, TouTéoTt TO duaddv); for heterogeneity or lack of uni- 
formity in general ef. Plato, Timaeus 58 a 1. 

« Cf. Plato, Timaeus 63 ¥ 8-10. 
¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 485 (p. 159, 11-12). 
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B rou Bparre:’ Ta owWpata, TOV 5° arreipwv ovdev 
€att mA€ov ovd EeAdaTTov ovde SAws trepBarren” 
TARGos* 7 mavoeTar TA pépyn TOO brodevTopévov 
peptlopueva, Kal TapéxovTa TAROos €€ adTav. 

/ s ETAIPOS. ‘Ti ovv; ovK apdvovra* tavTas Tas 
F a7mroptas ; 
AIAAOTM. Evunxavers Kopudy Kal avdpeiws. 

Ayer yap Oo Xpvourros epwTwpevous npas El TLWa 
EXopev Hep Kal 7O0a Kal €K TiVwY ouyKeipeva [Le 
p@v Kat moawv diaotoAnH xphocaIa, TO wev dAo- 
oxepes TIWWevTas ws ex Kedhadts Kai Awdpakos Kai 
oKeAdy avyKeieba: todTo yap Hv av To CyTov- 
Levov Kal atropovpevov: “‘ eav 6 emi TA EaxXaTA 

1H. C.3 mparre -E, Bs; mpoaye -Wyttenbach. _ 
2 Stephanus; depBadrAcw -E, B 3 daepBaddAov -Pohlenz ; 

vmepBadrAer <Tt KaTa TO THY pwepw@v> -von Arnim (S.V.F. ii 
p. 159, 5 [with ém’ azepov yap... €Xatrov in parentheses}). 

3 [wAjOos| -deleted by Wyttenbach. 
4 Ti odv; ovx aptvovra -Pohlenz (Ti odv ovK apvvorras 

-Diibner ; Ti odv ; audvovrac -van Herwerden) ; otodv ovk 
apvvovra -K, B (dpetvovra -B)3 mas obv apvvovra -Basil. ; 
tiaw ovv aptvvovta -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 21); ... dtidbv. 
AAMUP. Ids ovv apvvovra -Bernardakis. 

@ yevouevor 5€ Lrwikoi . . . mapéyovta wAAGos €€ avTav= 
S.V.F. ii, frag. 484. This is not Stoic doctrine, however, 
but an argument against the Stoics based upon the supposed 
implication of their doctrine, an argument used by [.ucretius 
also (i, 615-627) to prove that there must be minima. The 
sstoics themselves refused to say that any body or any 
continuum consists of an infinite number of parts (S.1.F. 
ii, frag. 482 [p. 158, 17-19 and 24-26] and the remark of 
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mind if they have not become Stoics ; but, once they 
have become Stoics, their statements and opinions 
are to the contrary effect? that the man is not made 
up of more parts than the finger is or the universe 
of more parts than the man, for by division bodies 
are triturated ° to infinity and among infinites none 
is more or less and none exceeds another in multi- 
tude at all¢ or else the parts of the one exceeded 
would stop being divided and making multitudes of 
themselves. 

coMRADE. What then? Don’t they grapple with 
these difficulties ? 

DIADUMENUS. Oh, quite ingeniously and manfully. 
_ For Chrysippus says ¢ that, when asked whether we 
have any parts and how many and of what parts 
they are composed and how many, we shall make a 
distinction, in the large sense affirming that we are 
composed of head and trunk and limbs—for this was 
all there is to the difficulty in question— ; “ but,”’ 

Chrysippus infra=S.V.F. ii, frag. 483), so that this passage, 
if it anticipates the notion of an infinite set containing an 
equivalent sub-set, indicates not that this was formulated 
by the Stoics (Sambursky, Physics of the Stoics, p. 97) but 
rather that their opponents formulated it as a “ gibe at the 
Stoics ” (D. A. Steele in Paradoxes of the Infinite by Dr. 
Bernard Bolzano translated from the German [London, 
1950], p. 38, note 5). 

> For the word Bparre: in this sense cf. Aristophanes, frag. 
271 and Plato, Sophist 226 8 6; for the figure cf. the scholia 
to Iamblichus, In Nicomachi Arithmeticam Introductionem, 
p. 126, 4-8 (Pistelli). 

¢ Against such arguments based upon the position that 
all infinites are equal cf. Newton’s letter to Bentley, 17 
January 1692/93 (Correspondence edited by H. W. Turnbull 
{Cambridge, 1961], iii, p. 239), quoted by H. A. J. Munro 
in his note (ii, p. 82) on Lucretius, i, 622. 

¢ S,V.F. ii, frag. 483. 
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we 3 > 5 3 , ” 3 3 U4 »? , out <e&)° dreipwy ovr éx memEepacpevwy.” Kat 

~ A > / A A pot OoK@ Tats exetvov Kexypnobar AdEcow adrats, 
U 

omws avvidns Ov TpoTov StepvAaTTE Tas KoLWaS €v- 
4 A aA ~ 

volas, KeAevwY Huds voeivy THY OWUaGTwWY EKAOTOV 
ie / b ¢ ~ ~ 

ovT eK Two’ ovr €€ dmocwvobiyv pepayv, ott && 
3 , > > 

A7TELPWY OUT EK TETEPAGLEVWY OVYKELMLEVOV. EL 
\ , > A 2 \ ev yap, ws ayalot Kat Kakov TO aditddopov, ov- 

TWS TETEPAGLLEVOU TL KAL ATELpOU pEecOV EaTiV, El- 
TOVTO TL TOUT eEoTiV Eder ADoaL THY amropiay: «i dé, 
€ 4 ‘ yw 50% / ‘ \ \ \ 

WS TO pH toov evlds avicov Kat TO pH PUapTov 
y \ apfaptov, oUTWS TO Ln TETEPATMEVOV aTELpOV vo- 
obpev, Oporov eotiv, oluar, [T@|’ TO cHpa eivar 

Me hk: , , Lee ’ ast ky 
D pnt €k meTrepacpevwy pnt ef ameipwv TH Aoyou — 

176-E; tof -B; 1@ -Wyttenbach (?). | 
2 E, B; €&€« twwv -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 21), but see | 

ex Tivwy... Kal moowy (1079 B supra). | 
3 [kal opuoiws| -deleted by Giesen (De Plutarchi ... Dis-  — 

irae a Sean P- Saye 
4 E, B; cémocwvodv -Giesen (loc. cit.) 3 [Kat opotws] ovr’ 

ex Toow@y <Kal opuoiws> -Rasmus (loc. cit.). 
5 ovr’ <é&> -Rasmus (loc. cit.) ; atdre -E, Bs ove -Basil. ; 

cir’ amelpwv elre memepacpéevwy -von Arnim (S.).F. ii, p. 158, 
34). 

6. Bernardakis ; ex rivwy -E, B. 
7 [7@] -omitted by Basil., deleted by Rasinus (Prey. 1872, 

p. 21). 
8 +@-H. C.; xat-E, B; 70-Pohlenz (retaining 7@ ro capa 

supra). 
an ed ee es es we eS ee OS a Oe Ee SS SR we ee 

« This injunction must fit the question in 1079 B supra to 
which it was addressed, é« tivwy .. . Kal mocwy NOW pressed 
émi 7a €oyata pépy, and not necessarily Plutarch’s tenden- 
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he says, “' if they press their questioning on to the 
ultimate parts, nothing like these is to be taken up 
in response but one must say neither of what ultimate 
parts one consists nor—in like manner too—of how 
many, neither infinitely nor finitely many.” | 
think it well to have made use of his very words, in 
order that you may behold the way in which he kept 
watch and ward over the common conceptions, bid- 
ding us conceive each several body as composed 
neither of any particular parts ® nor of any number 
of them whatever, neither an infinite nor a finite 
number. For, if there is something intermediate 
between finite and infinite as the indifferent is 
between good and evil, he ought to have resolved the 

difficulty by saying what this is*; but, if we con- 
ceive what is not-finite to be infinite in the way we 
do what is not-equal to be eo ipso unequal 4 and what 
is not subject to destruction to be indestructible,? 

then to say that a body is made up of parts neither 
finite nor infinite is, I] think, like saying that an 

' tious interpretation of it infra, ovr’ Ex Twwv ott’ &€ dmocwr- 
ody pep@v . . . cuyKeipevov. 

® Plutarch forgets or quietly suppresses for the sake of his 
polemic the fact that the injunction of Chrysippus had to do 
with ultimate parts. 

¢ ‘This does not mean, as Luria supposed (Quellen und 
Studien zur Geschichte der Mathematik, B ii [1933], p. 139), 
that Chrysippus assumed any péoov between finite and in- 
finite ; Plutarch’s statement here is not even parallel to his 
ascription of pyr’ toas elvat put’ dvicous to Chrysippus in 1079 
E-F infra. For the indifferent as intermediate between good 
and evil see supra 1064 c (page 701, note a) and 1066 Fr. 

¢ Cf. Aristotle, Topics 147 b 4-6 and Plato, Parmenides 
161 c 7-8. 

¢ Cf. De Sollertia Animalium 960 n-c and see 1075 c 
supra. 
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(1079) eva pnt €€ adn Gav Anppatev unr ek wevdav 

es 

AT ef CamAav par ef ovx amAdy.)" 
89. *Esri oe ToUTOLS ETWEAVLEVO[LEVOS dyo. THs 

Tupapidos EK TpLywYwY ouVLOTapEevys Tas TmAEUpas 
Kara THY owvary eyKekAtevas: avicous pev €lvat 

74 FS 

pe dmrEpe Xe "Oe i) pietLoves Elo. ouTWs ETNpEL TAS 
evvolas. €l yap €o7L TL peilov Kal pn dmEepéxor, 
yA 7 EOTAL TL pLLKpOTEpov Kat pn) €AXEiTOV, WoTE Kal 
EY 4 fj}? > A Yj 

avioov nO’ dmepéxov unt eAA€etrov, TovTéaTW toov 
TO avioov Kal ov peilov TO peilov ode puiKpoTEpoV 
TO PLKpOTEpov. ETL TOLVUY Opa Tiva TpOTOV aTHV- 

fan ~ \ tyoe Anuoxpitw, diatopobtytt dvaik@s Kat épid- 
~ ‘ Ui yws* el K@vos TEpvoLTO Tapa THY Paow EmiTEdw, TL 

xp7) Siavociofar tas THY TuNUaTwWY Eemipavetas, 
l <4.) supplied: by H. G. (ef. 8. Vi. il, \p. Ghee Gace 

e€...vac.10+8-E; vac. 16-B; <aduvarwy pyr’ ex dvvatav> 
-Pohlenz. | 

2 Bernardakis; éxxexAysevas -E, B. 
3 Leonicus, Basil. ; vmapyev -E, B. 
4 émitvya@s or evhuads -Wyttenbach (evAdyws in Index Graer. 

Plutarch). 

@ Both of which the Stoics would declare to be impossible, 
for they insisted that every proposition is either true or false 
(S. VLE. ii; frags: 16650186, 187, 192, 193,196 4 Seemnore t 

on 1066 & supra) and either atomic or molecular (S. VF. ii, 
frags. 182, 203, 205; Mates, Stoic Logic, pps 28a) 

o> §. VF. ii, frag. 489 (p. 159, 31-34). 
¢ Chrysippus meant that they do not protrude (cf. Aris- 

totle, Categories 10 a 23 with Porphyry, Categ., p. 134, 11- 
12) beyond the straight edge in which any two of the tri- 
angular faces meet and which is their common zepas, 
although down that edge the faces become continuously 
larger. By KaTa THY ouvadrV eyKeKAqsevas he could not have 
meant *‘ inclined towards the apex,”’ and as reported here he 
did not say that adjacent sides or faces are unequal to each 
other or refer to laminae into which the pyramid is divided 
by parallel sections or to any process of convergence to a 
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argument is made up of premises that are neither 
true nor false, neither (atomic nor molecular.) 4 

39. In addition he has the audacity to say ° that 
the pyramid, being composed of triangles, has its 
faces unequal, to be sure, as they are inclined along 
the juncture but without exceeding where they are 
larger.° This was his way of preserving the common 
conceptions. For, if there is something larger with- 
out exceeding,? there will be something smaller 
without falling short, so that there will also be some- 
thing unequal without either exceeding or falling 
short, that is what is unequal will be equal and what 
is larger will not be larger or what is smaller smaller. 
Turthermore, look at the way in which he met the 
difficulty raised by Democritus’ scientifically and 
vividly with the question, if a cone should be cut by 
a plane parallel to its base,’ what one must suppose 

imit,—all of which is read into the passage by Sambursky 
(Physics of the Stoics, pp. 94 and 140-141), as some of it 
was by Luria before him (Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte 
der Mathematik, B ii [1933], pp. 171-172). Luria con- 
jectured that Chrysippus had borrowed this example of the 
pyramid from the Atomists, whereas it is more probable 
that he put it forward as counter-evidence in his polemic 
against Democritus about the cone (1079 r-¥ infra). 

4 'The word which Chrysippus had used in its meaning 
‘‘to protrnde’”’ is now taken in its common mathematical 
sense, for which cf. Plato, Phaedo 96 & 3-4 and Parmenides 
150 p 5-e 53 Aristotle, Topics 125 a 20-22; Nicomachus, 
Arithmetica Introductio 1, xvii, 3 (p. 44, 13-20 [Hoche]}). 

é §.V.F. ii, frag. 489 (pp. 159, 34-160, 8). 
f Democritus, frag. B 155 (D.-K..). 
9 Contrary to what Heiberg, Heath, and many others 

have asserted this does not imply “ indefinitely near to the 
base ’’; for the expression cf. Aristotle, Jopics 158 b 31 with 
{Alexander], Topics, p. 545, 7-12 and Archimedes, De 
Sphaera 1, xvi, lemma 2 (I, p. 7-4, 1 [Heiberg]). 
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(1079) ioas a) aVvicoUs yryvopevas’ avicoL pev yap ovoat 
Tov K@vov avwparov mapegovor, mrohAds amoxapa- 
evs AapBavovra Babpoedeis Kal TpaXUTHTAS: Lowy 
5° ovedy, toa Tunpata €orat Kat daveitat TO Tod 
KvAtvdpov tetrovOws 6 Kavos, €€ towy avyKeEipevos 
KQL OVK avicwy KUKAWY, OTEp eoTlY aTOTWTATOV. 
evrat0a 57) Tov Anpoxperov dmopaivey ayvoobyra 

F ras pev emipaveias gol pyr ioas elvan par’ avi- 
cous advice. d€ Ta OWpaTa TH par ioas elvat pene 
avioous Tas emupaveias. TO pev 67) vopolerety THY 

2 How Democritus resolved the dilemma, if he tried to dé 
so, is not indicated here or elsewhere. Some have thought 
that by it he meant to prove the inapplicability of atomism 
to mathematics (O. Apelt, Beitrdége zur Geschichte der 
griechischen Philosophie {Leipzig, 1891], pp. 265-266; 
A. Wasserstein, J.H.S., Ixxxiii [1963], p. 189). It is usually 
assumed, however, that the dilemma is somehow connected 
with the theorem concerning the volume of a pyramid (and 
of a cone ?), the undemonstrated enunciation of which is 
ascribed to Democritus (Archimedes, Opera Omnia iterum 
ed. J. L. Heiberg, II, p. 430, 2-9); and on this tenuous 
basis some scholars have maintained that he believed the 
cone to consist of an infinite number of infinitely thin 
laminae (e.g. Sir Thomas Heath, A History of Greek Mathe- 
matics i, pp. 179-181) and others that he believed it to con- 

- sist of a large but finite number of atom-thin laminae 
(J. Mau, Zum Problem des Infinitesimalen bei den antiken 
Atomisten [Berlin, 1954], pp. 22-25) or of sub-atomic and 
mathematically indivisible magnitudes (S. Luria, Quellen 
und Studien zur Geschichte der Mathematik, B ii [1933], 
pp. 138-148). ‘he way in which he came to the theorem 
being unknown, however, it is possible that theorem and 
dilemma had entirely different contexts, for he may have 
posed the latter as a stumbling-block for Protagoras in his 
polemic against him (cf. Democritus, frags. A 114 and B 156 
with Protagoras, frag. B 7 [D.-K.] and R. Philippson, 
Hermes, xiv [1929], pp. 180-182). 

> This does not imply, as Plutarch contends (1080 8 infra), 
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the surfaces of the segments prove to be, equal or 
unequal :—for, if unequal, they will make the cone 
uneven by giving it many step-like notches and 
asperities ; and, if they are equal, the segments will 
be equal, and the cone, being composed of circles 
that are equal and not unequal, will manifestly have 
got the properties of the cylinder—which is the 
height of absurdity.* Here is just where Chrysippus 
declares Democritus to be in ignorance and says that 
the surfaces are neither equal nor unequal but the 
bodies are unequal in that the surfaces are neither 
equal nor unequal.? Now really, to ordain that, the 

that Chrysippus posited *‘ an intermediate between equal 
and unequal which is neither one nor the other.”” Such a 
pécov or tpitov yévos (S. Luria, op. cit., p. 139 [see note c 
on 1079 c supra}) is ruled out by Plutarch’s own unwitting 
testimony to the Stoic assertion that the predicates ‘‘ equal ” 
and “ not-unequal ”’ are equivalent (1080 c [page 826, note )] 
infra). Nor has the passage anything to do with the “ limit- 
ing process’ read into it by Sambursky (Physics of the 
Stoics, pp. 93-95). Chrysippus meant simply that neither 
of the predicates, “ equal ’’ and “ unequal,” is applicable to 
what Democritus called the “* surfaces,’”’ because these are in 
fact just the single geometrical plane which cuts the cone into 
segments and is the incorporeal zépas of their division and 
contact (see 1080 e infra). The“ equality ” or “* inequality ”’ 
of the surfaces in the dilemma of Democritus implies a 
“cut”? that is not geometrical but physical and so is the 
removal of an intervening segment, however fine ; and this is 
why Chrysippus went on to say (1080 a infra) that the nicks 
envisaged in the first horn of the dilemma are produced by 
the inequality of the bodies (¢.e. the segments remaining 
after the removal of the physical “ cut’’) and not by any 
inequality of the supposedly contiguous surfaces, which in 
geometrical division are the one common zépas. When this 
is taken twice in thought, as Aristotle would say (e.g. Physics 
263 a 23-26 and b 12-14), to be the upper surface of one 
segment and the lower of the next, it is because ‘‘ they,” 
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2 “~ Te Fm 3h eee ee: ~ 

(1079) emdaver@y unt tow (unt avicwyv)' odo@y Ta ow- 
pata ovpPaive avica eivat Savpaoryy e€ovoiav 

las ~ 4 7 nv > 

atta” Tob ypapew Oo TL ay emin dudovros €OTl. 
Tovvavriov yap o Adyos pera Tis evapyelas: voety 
didwot TOV aviowy Twpatov avicous €lvat Tas em 

1080 daveias Kal petLova THY Tob jetCovos, el ye iy) 
peAXren THV DITEPOXTYs i) pcilov € coTw, eoTepnmevny 
emupavetas e€few. €l yap ovx dmep aAAovot Tas 
tov eAaTTOVvwY emiaveias at TOY perlovwy adda 
TMpoaToAcimovaw, EGTA’ GWpPATOS Tépas EyovTos 

4 

pepos avev TépaTos Kal amepaTwrov. et yap Aé€yeu 
ort Bralopevos ovTw CravTas voetabar ower Tov 

oo > / 3, 5 oo \ ¢€ ~ 

K@vov, eAéyxetar packwy-) “as yap thoparar 
mepl TOV K@VOV dvaxapagers TOV CWUATWY av- 
tadTns SHmovev ovdx 7 Tov eTmipaver@y amrepyale- 
TOL. yeAotov ouv TO Tas emipaveias Ume€apov- 
pevov® ev Tots owpaow edeyxomevny” amoAuretv 
avenpaAiay. aAN’ av PEVOULEV emt Tijs drobecews, 

Bri paddAdbv é€ott mapa THY-Evvotay 4 TA ToOLAdTa 
mAaTrew; el yap empaverav emipaveia Onoopev 

ek 4 ‘ unr tony elvar pnt avicov, Kat TO peyefos EoTat 
/ / 8 ek \ > A sooo» 5 

peyeber davar® kat apiluov apilud pt’ toov elvat 
1 unr’ lowv <pyr’ avicwy> -Bernardakis after Wyttenbach 

(41) towy <pnr’ avicwy> or pw <ay>lowv) ; pn towv ovody -F, B. 
2 ai7v® -Stephanus (ad7@ -Basil.) ; adra -F, B. 
8 Leonicus, Basil. ; évepyeias -E, B. 
4 €orar -E; é€o7w -B 
6 <...> -supplied by H.C.; ovrw... vac. 14416.. 

+E: otr@. 2. Vac. < 2 ... d¢-B 3; ovrTw <rnv evapyecav edéeyyxe- 
tat (Anpodxpitos), adtov edeyyer pacKkwv-> “as -Pohlenz. 

E ; e€apovpevor -B. 7B; &AcAeyxoperny -E. 
8 Stephanus; ¢éva -E, B. 

being really one, are neither equal nor unequal that the con- 
tinuous segments so delimited can be unequal. 
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surfaces being neither equal (nor unequal), the bodies 
are consequently unequal is the mark of a man who 
gives himself amazing licence to write whatever 
comes into his head, for what reason together with 

clear apprehension ® provides is the contrary con- 
ception that of unequal bodies the surfaces are un- 
equal and the surface of the larger body is larger, 
unless, of course, this body is to have the excess by 
which it is larger deprived of a surface. For, if the 

surfaces of the larger bodies do not exceed those of 
the lesser but leave off before doing so, there will be 

of body that has a limit a part that is without limit 
and so limitless. For, if he says that by insisting 

upon such ¢a conception of these surfaces he saves 
the cone, he is confuted by his own remark :) “ for 
the nicks in the cone about which he has misgivings 
are produced by the inequality of the bodies, surely, 
and not by that of the surfaces.’”’® It is ridiculous, 
then, to exclude the surfaces and in the bodies leave 

unevenness confirmed. If, however, we adhere to 

the assumption, what is more at odds with the com- 
mon conception than to imagine things like this? 
For, if we do affirm that surface is neither equal nor 
unequal to surface, it will be possible also to say of 
magnitude in relation to magnitude and of number 
in relation to number that it is neither equal nor un- 

@ See 1074 8 and 1070 c (page 745, note 6) supra. 
> ds yap... amepydterar, as Pohlenz saw, are certainly 

the words of Chrysippus (the subject of tdoparac being 
Democritus) ; and the sentence should have been included 
in S.V.F. ii, 489. For its meaning in the reply of Chrysippus 
to Democritus see note 6 on 1079 Fr supra. 
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(1080) LL th \ a > + nt ee 1 / “\ 
pT avicov, Kat TadT icov Kal avicou’ pécov, O 

/ i ¥% ” A wn 

pindeTepov coTW, ouK €xovTas elmreiv ovde vorjoa 
/ 

Ouvapevous. evs O ovady ETLPAVEL@V [LT iowy 
pnt aviowy, Tt KwAvEL Kad KUKAous vociobar pyr 
ioovs par dvicous ; avTal’ yap Ojmouben au Trav" 
KWVLK@Y TUNUATWY emipaverat KUKAOL €iaiv: Et bE 
KUKAoUS, Kal dtapeTpous KUKAWY DeTéov HT’ iaous 
pnt dvicous: et b€ TobTO, Kal ywvias Kal Tpl- 

C ywva Kal TrapaAAndoypapyra KaL TrapaAAnhemimeda 
Kal cuwpata. Kal yap El ene €oTl par oa. par 
avioa addnAors, Kat Babos® core Kal mary! Kal 
cwpata. elTa m@s toAu@ow emtiysav tols Tas 
KOLWOTHTAS ELGayoVaL Kal GpEph Twa KIWHULaTAa 
payopevws® pyre Kivetobar pyte pevew troTbe- 
[pLevols, AVTOL TA ToLADTA akidipata evdh AdyovTes 

1 +qdta toov Kat avicov -Basil. ; ravrats ovK avicov -K, B. 
2 6 undérepov -Wyttenbach ; 6 py devrepov -., Bs 70 pndé- 

tepov -Aldine. ~ 8 avrat -Basil.; advra -E, LB. 
ai trav -Wyttenbach ; ovrwy -E, B. | 
BaOos -Bernardakis (Ba@n -Wyttenbach) ; Bapos -E, B. 
mAarn -Wyttenbach ; wAny7 -E, B 
KEVvOTHT AS -Leonicus. 
Kunpata paxoperws -H. C.3 Kai payopevoy -F, By; Kail 

payoueva -Basil.; Kat “AxMéa -Wyttenbach (‘nisi forte 
spo ae exciderunt ")3 Kal evdexouevov -Rasmus | Prog. 

, p. 22)3 Kal waxdpevor <70> -Pohlenz. 

oan on 

. Body being tpiaitionaily defined by the ‘hie aie 
sions (cf. Aristotle, Toptes 142 b 24-25), though later with 
the addition of dvzi7umia to distinguish physical body from 
geometrical solid: ¢f. Dox. Graeci, p. 310 a 9-12 ue be 449, 
6-11; S.V.F. ii, frag. 357 (with p. 127, 5-7 and p. 162, 29- 
31) and iii, p. 259, 24-26; Sextus, Adv. Math. i, 21 and 
iX, hagriaae 

> rohu@ow . . . UroTWELevors is One Stoic * fragment ”’ and 
the rest of the sentence (atrol ... €ort tar’ dAAjAos) another, 
neither of which is to be found in S. VF. 
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equal, and that too though we are unable to mention 
and cannot even conceive an intermediate between 
equal and unequal which is neither one nor the other. 
Moreover, given surfaces neither equal nor unequal, 
what’s to prevent the conception of circles also 
neither equal nor unequal? For the surfaces of the 
conic segments are themselves, I presume, circles. 
And, if circles, one must affirm that diameters of 
circles too are neither equal nor unequal ; and, if so, 

angles also and triangles and parallelograms and 
parallelepipeds and bodies, for, if lengths are neither 
equal nor unequal to one another, so will it also be in 
the case of depth and breadths and so of bodies.* 

_ Then how do the Stoics dare to censure ? those who 
adduce the common characteristics © and who sup- 
pose certain indivisible movements to be self- 
contradictorily neither in motion nor at rest,? when 

they say themselves that propositions like the fol- 

¢ On these the Epicureans based their analogical infer- 
ences against which the Stoics polemized (cf. P. H. and E. A. 
De Lacy, Philodemus: On Methods of Inference [Phil- 
adelphia, 1941], p. 23, n. 1 and pp. 162-171), the kind of 
argument used by Epicurus (Fpistle i, 58-59) to establish 
the existence of the minimal and partless parts that con- 
stitute the atom and measure it (cf. } yap Koworns . . . ixavi 
TO péxpt TovTOv ovvreAdaa [pp. 17, 20-18, 1, Usener]}). The 
‘* emendation ”’ of Leonicus adopted by subsequent editors 
is therefore unnecessary and wrong. 

4 The text is corrupt, and the exact restoration is un- 
certain; but dyepf should be governed by simotiBepevors 
(not by eiodyoucr), and in view of dpepy .. . unre Kweiobar 
pyre every what the Stoics are here said to censure is most 
probably the doctrine ascribed to Epicurus in frag. 278 
(Usener), on which cf. J. Mau, Philologus, xcix (1955), 
pp. 99-111. According to Plutarch (1073 E—1074 a supra) 
the Stoics themselves had said that ‘‘ neither at rest nor in 
motion ”’ is true of ro wav. 
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(1080) etvas: “et twa pry eorw toa aAAjAots, exeiva dvicd 
eotw adAnros” Kat “ odK €oTL ev toa TatT aA- 

’ > ~ 

AndAots, odK avioa 6° €ott Tabr’ aAAjAots’”’; erel 
4 = / “~ b | 4 € / v 

d€ yaw elivai te petlov od pv brepéxov, aévov 
3 nw , ~ 3 3 / 3 4 >} 

aTrophaat moTepoy TadT edapudoe adAdAnjAots. et 
\ \ > f A A J, b , > > D pev yap edappocer, mas pwetlov €or Odrepov; et 6 

odK ehappoce:, THs OvK avaykKn TO jev UTEpeyeu 
‘ ia 3 / BUNT A f e 4 2 \ 

To 0 eAdEitrEWw; ())' TH wNndeTEpov Urepexew® Kal 
3 ? / “~ / N13 . 3 f aad 

ovK ehappocer TH pretlove |q]* Kal edappocer TO 

petlov elvar Oatepov; avdyKyn yap ev TovavTats 

amroptais ylyveabat Tovs Tas KoWas Eevvoias [1 du- 

Aarrovras. 
\ \ ¢ 40. Kat pny To pndevos amrecbar puydev mapa 

1 ¢y> -added by Madvig (Adversaria Critica, p. 671). 
2 Leonicus ; tmapyev -E, B. 

3 [7] -deleted by H. C.3 7 petlov elvar -Madvig (loc. cit.). 
4 7@ -H. C. (7@ <p> -Madvig, loc. cit.) ; 70 -E, B. 

¢ The Stoics are right in calling this proposition false, for 
uy eivat toa, “* not to be equal,” is not the same as eivar 
py toa, “ to be not-equal”’ (cf. Aristotle, Anal. Prior. 51 b 
25-28). 

2 > This is the regular form of a Stoic negation of a con- 
junction (cf. 1084 pv infra and Mates, Stoic. Logic, p. 31). 
It was inattention to this that led to the excision or ** emenda- 
tion ’’ of the ovx before duoa. Literally translated the pro- 
position is “ not (z.e. not both): these are equal to each 
other and these are not-unequal to each other.”’ Since ac- 
cording to the Stoics this negation is false, they held to be 
true the corresponding unnegated proposition, “ both these 
are equal to each other and these are not-unequal to each 
other,”’ ¢.¢. equal and not-unequal are equivalent. Plutarch, 
however, must have taken the negated proposition to mean 
‘* these aren’t equal and not unequal ”’ in the sense that they 
aren’t equal without being not-unequal and the Stoics to 
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‘ ‘if certain things aren’t equal to 
7a 

lowing are false : 
each other, those things are unequal to each other ’ 
and “‘ it is not so that these things are equal to each 
other and are not-unequal to each other’? And, 
when Chrysippus says that there is something larger 
without, however, exceeding, it is proper to raise the 
question whether these things ° will coincide with 
each other. For, if they will coincide, how is one 
larger ?; and, if they won’t, how can it fail to be 
necessary for one to exceed and the other to fall 
short ? <Or) will it both not coincide and coincide 
with the larger, the former in that neither exceeds 
and the latter in that the other is larger? ¢ Vor 

_ such are the difficulties into which those who do not 
observe the common conceptions necessarily get 
themselves. 

40. Moreover, the proposition that nothing 

have declared this to be false. In short, he misinterprets 
the first example to mean that they denied the equivalence 
of ovx toa and auoa and the second to mean that they denied 
the equivalence of toa and ovx« dvuoa. So the initial odv« 
before €or should not be excised either, as it was by 
D. Konstan (Class. Rev., N.S. xxii [1972], pp. 6-7), who 
has generously informed me by letter that he has had second 
thoughts about this proposal. 

° 2.é. the peilov ov pry brepéxov and the pixporepov Kat pH 
€AXeizov, which Plutarch thinks is implied by the former 
(see 1079 pv supra). 

@ Cf. Euclid, Elements i, xowai evvorar 7. 
¢ This is a sarcastic question formulated upon the pattern 

of dvoa...7@ pyT toas pr avicovs ... (1079 ¥F supra) and 
on the basis of 7) brepéxye 5€ F peiloves eiow (1079 D supra) 
as Plutarch understands it. Will Chrysippus in accordance 
with this, he asks, say that just because neither surface ex- 
ceeds the other the two do not coincide and because one 
is larger than the other they do ? 

f Kal phy... mavopevois=S.V.F. ii, frag. 486. 
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A y 4, > ec ~ 

(1080) ryv evvoray €or. ody Arrov S€ TobTO,' adnrecbat 
A LAA a A / } \ Ree ~ 

pev aAAnAwy Ta cwpaTra poet b€ anmtecbar. Tod- 
> cae SBS , A 

To 0 avayKn mpoodexecbat Tots 7) atoAEtzovaLW 
> / / / > 3 ~ ~ 

ehaytota pepn owyatos add’ dei Tu? Tod SoKobvTos 
v4 , ~ 

anreabat mpdotepov AapBdvovar Kat pyndémote Tod 
i > , ~ 

TPOayel ETEKELVA TAVOMEVOLS. O youv advTo. pa- 
, ~ ~ ~ os 

Atora mpodépovor Tots THY apEepOv Tpoictapevors, 
ee ail OR \ *n> © ° eyy > , , TOUT €OTL TO pene oAous OAwy adnv elvar unre pe 

peat pHepa@v: TO pev yap ovx apiy aAAa Kpaow 
Tovey, TO 5° ovK clvae duvarov, Hepy TOV dpep@v 
ovK ExXOVvTWY. TOs ovv ovK adTol ToUTW TEpiTI- 

\ , f n~ 

MTOVOL, [LNOEV [Lepos EgYaTov nde TmpPM@Tov artroAei- 
e A / 

movres;* oTt vn Ata pavew® kara mépas TA cwWpaT 
ee a 26 \ , x ’ \ 5 \ t a 
adAndwy, ov® Kata pépos Aéyouvat’ TO dé Tépas cHya 

wv 4 “ 

ovK €oTw. aberat Toivuy COOpa GwpaTos aowpaTY 
U 4 > / 

Kat odx aeTar TAaAW, GowWpaToV pETAEd OVTOS. EL 

1 rovTou <76> -Pohlenz. 
2 GAN’ aei 71 -Wyttenbach 3 adda ef re -E, B. 
3 rob... . mavopevors -Wyttenbach ; tovs . . . mavopevous 

-K, B. 

4 Bernardakis ; azoAumovres -E, B. 
5 yy Ata pavew -Wyttenbach ; py diapavew -E, B. 
6 GAAjAwy, ov -H. C.; 6Aa cAwy od -E, B; <ovx> dAa orAwy 

pes W Sealers <aAd’ oty> Aa oAwv od<de> -Pohlenz. 

a of. Sextus, Adv. Math. ix, 258-266. This is presented 
here as one of the alternative absurdities implied by the 
Stoic theory of wépas (derar Toivuy . .. Kai odx axerar Taw 
... [1080 & infra]); it does not refer, as Luria supposes, 
to a denial of ady by atomists (Quellen und Studien zur Ge- 
schichte der Mathematik, B ii [1933], pp. 154-155 and n. 129). 

» j.e. of whatever part is taken to be in contact they take 
a part nearer than the whole of the former to that with 
which it is supposed to be in contact, and they continue 
this process indefinitely. See page 812, note a supra; and 
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touches anything® is at odds with the common 
conception ; and not less so is this, that bodies do 
touch one another but touch one another with noth- 
ing. Yet this must be accepted by those who do not 
admit minimal parts of body but are always taking 
some part before that which seems to be touching 
and never cease from going on beyond it.2 At any 
rate, their own chief objection to the advocates of 
indivisibles is this,¢ that there is contact neither of 
wholes with wholes nor of parts with parts, for the 
result of the former is not contact but blending 4 
and the latter is not possible, since indivisibles do not 
have parts.¢ How is it, then, that they do not fall 

_ into this trap themselves, since they admit no last 
part and no first either? Because they say, by 
heaven, that bodies are in contact with one another 
at a limit, not at a part ; and the limit is not body.’ 
Well then, body will touch body with an incorporeal 9 
and, again, will not touch it, since an incorporeal is 
between them.” And, if it does touch, it will be by 

cf. Sextus, Adv. Math. ix, 261=Pyrrh. Hyp. iii, 45-46 (p. 130, 
10-16 [Bekker]. | 

¢ 6 yoy avToi. . . o@pa ovK eorw=S.V.F. ii, frag. 487. 
¢ Cf. Sextus, Adv. Math. ix, 260 and Pyrrh. Hyp. iii, 

42 and 45 (p. 1380, 8-10 [Bekker]); [Aristotle], De Lin. 
Insec. 971 a 28-30. For the contrary see 1078 B supra: 
ovTw yap ov Kpda.s apy dé Kai padars. . . 

¢ Cf. Sextus, Adv. Math. iii, 35 ee | ix, 387; Aristotle, 
Physics 231 b 2-6 with Simplicius, Phys., p. 927, 1-9. 

t Cf. S.V.F. ii, frag. 488 ; Cleomedes, De ari Cirenulari 
1, i, 7 (p. 14, 1-2 [Ziegler]) ; and see note ¢ on 1078 E supra. 

9 Cf. the similar inference drawn by Philoponus (De 
Cieneratione, pp. 158, 27-159, 3 and p. 160, 7-11) concerning 
the atoms of Leucippus and Democritus: .. . 8a tod Kevod- 
ToUTw yap amtovtar adAnAwv. 

h Cf. Sextus, Adv. Math. ix, 265 and iii, 82=ix, 435. 
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(1080) O€ aiperat, KL TroUnjoet TL KaL TEtoET aL TO aow- 
F pare To Sapa Tovety yep Tt Kal maoxew tm aaA- 

1081 

Andwy TO? anreabar Ta, copara TEPUKEV. et O€ 
adny t layer TO aowparey TO oGpa, Kal ouvapny 
efeu Kal Kpdow Kal ouppviay. éorw dp év Tais 
ovvapats Kal Kpaceow, 7) pevew avayKatov y) Ley 
peeve aAX’ epbdpiar 7 me para TOV CWPATWY. 
EK ATEPOV de Tropa, THV EvvoLdy €oTL pUopas Lev Yap 
dowpdr ov Kal yevéoets od? adtol Kkatahctrovon, 
Kpaous de Kal ovvadgy) CwpaTov idiots Xpopeveav 
mepaow ouK av YEVOLTO. TO yop Tépas opiger. kal 
loTnot TV Tob Tw paros pvow: at be Kpaoels €l [Lt 
LLep@v Tropa, pLEepn rapadeaets ecow Ca Ad") aA - 
Aots* oda TA Kipydapeva ovyxeovow, WOTeEp obrot 
A€éyovat, PGopas amroAeumTéov” mepatwr év Tats pt- 
cow elta yeveoets ev tats dvaoracect: Tatta 6 
1 E 3; ayoera -B. 
2 7@ -Giesen (De Plutarchi . . . Disputationibus, Theses 

ad loc.), implied by Xylander’s version ; «ai -F, B. 
8 €or ap -Pohlenz ; ér yap -, B. 
4 <add’> addjdras -H. C. (aAdjAous <aAX’> -Wyttenbach) ; 

aAN’ édos -Bernardakis. 
5 amoAnnréov -K, B (but with e superscript over y -B?). 

¢ The change of kat dareofar to 7H adnreofar is required 
by the argument, of which Pohlenz makes nonsense by 
changing zovetv yap to mwoetv dé. According to the Stoics 
only bodies wove? Kai macxer br’ adrArjAwy (see note g on 1073 E 
supra) ; but, if it is by an incorporeal limit that bodies touch 
one another, it must be by an incorporeal that they act upon 
one another, for this they do only by touching one another 
even according to the Stoics themselves (S./’./°. ii, frags. 
342 and 343). With this cf. the sceptical arruments (Sextus, 
Adv. Math. ix, 255 and 258) that, surface being incorporeal, 
a material effect cannot be produced by superficial contact 
and that, contact being impossible, there can be neither agent 
nor patient. 
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what is incorporeal that the body produces an effect 
and is affected, for it is by touching that bodies 
naturally produce an effect and are affected by one 
another.* And, if body gets contact by what is in- 
corporeal, so will it also have conjunction and blend- 
ing and coalescence.” Then it is necessary that in 
the conjunctions and blendings the limits of the 
bodies either remain or not remain but have been 
destroyed ; but either alternative is at odds with 
the common conception, for not even the Stoics them- 
selves allow destruction and generation of incor- 
poreals and there could not be blending and conjunc- 
tion of bodies possessed of their own limits.° For 
the limit bounds and fixes ¢ the nature of the body ; 
and, if blendings are not the juxtapositions of parts 
to parts <but>, as these men say, fuse with one 
another in their entirety the things being blended,? 
one must admit destruction of the limits in the ming- 
lings and then their generation in the segregations, 

® All three of these Stoic degrees of unification are used 
by Plutarch in Conjugalia Praecepta 142 e—143 a. Cf. 
also S.V.F. ii, p. 302, 18-21 and iii, p. 38, 7-9; for ovvady 
S.V.F. ii, p. 124, 20-22 and p. 129, 13; and for cuudvia 
Plutarch, Adv. Colotem 1112 a and Philo Jud., In Flaccum 
71 (vi, p. 133, 6 [Cohn-Reiter]}). 
Ct Belts Be ps. 158,18 % ‘Simplicius; -Categ.; pi 125, 

5-6 (on Aristotle, Categories 5 a 1-6). 
¢ The text is sound (pace Sandbach, Class. Rev., N.S. iv 

[1954], p. 249 and Class. Quart., N.S. vi [1956], pp. 87-88) ; 
cf. De Defectu Orac. 428 F(. . . dpifovea kai xatadapBavovoa 

. .), De An. Proc. in Timaeo 1023 c(. . . dpilwv Kat mepi- 
AapBavev ...) and 1015 & (. . . odK dvéarnae THY UAnV... 
GAN’ € Lornoey ; 

¢ See 1077 e-F and 1078 B-c supra; here too ovyxéovow 
is used without regard to the Stoic distinction between 
avyxvors and xpGors (see note c on 1078 A supra). 
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(1081) oddets av padiws vonoeev. aArAG pv’ Kal? 6 ye 
° ~ 

anTeTat TA cwpata adAjAwY Kata TobTO Kal mEé- 
A / A / evr J 4 Cera kat OAiBerat Kat ovvrpiBerar tm adAjAwy: 

aowpatov b€ TadTa mdoxEw 7) Tovey Od duvaTor, 
LAA’ PY, } | dae 881 3 ~ de / aAN’ ovde dtavonrov” é€ott. TovTo d€ Bialovrar 

A e ~ aA a B voeiv nds. €¢ yap » odatpa tot émmédov Kata 
onpetov amtetat, SfAov Ott Kal GUpEeTal KATA ON- 
petov Oia Tod émimédov: Kav H pidtw THY ém- 
paveray adnAypern,* puATivnv éevopdpEeTar TO 
emimeow ypaupny: (Kav nH» TEeTUpWLEVN,” TUPWOEL 
TO emimedov: dowpdtw" dé ypwleobar Kai aowpd- 
Tw Tupotabat cGpua Tapa TH Evvoidy €oTw. av de 
67 Kepapeay® 7 KpvoTadAivny® odaipav eis emime- 

/ ‘ 10- 2.13" 4 ” dov depopevny ALBivov"® ad’ visous vonawpev, aAoyov 
El py ovvtpipjoeTas, TANYHS TpOS aVYTiTUTTOY ‘yevo- 
pevns, atoTwtepov dé TO ovvTpiBhvar Kata mépas 
Kal onpclov dowpatov mpoomecotoay. worTe Tdv- 
Ty Tas TEpL TAV aowEaTWwY Kal CwEaTwY adTois 

~ b A 

C rapatrecbas mpodAnbers waAAov &° avarpetabar, ToA- 
Aa TOV advvadtwv Traparilepuevois. 

pyv -Basil. 3 pa te -E 3 pyro -B (701 superscript). 
van Herwerden ; dcavonréov -i, B. 
} piArw -Leonicus (4 piAtw -Basil.); 4 pia 7a -E, B. 
Basil. ; aAnAypevny -E, B. 
<xav > -supplied by Bernardakis ; ypaypyy... vac. 5 

-EK; vae. 7 -B...3 <woatrws> -Westman. | 
6 Basil. ; werupwudvny -E, B; memuppwuévy, muppwoe. .. 

muppovoba -Bernardakis (‘““. . . estant jaulne, elle jaulnira | 
... -Amyot). 

7 Madvig (Adversaria Critica, p. 671); dowpartoy -K, B. | 
8 Diibner ; Kepapéay -K, B. | 
°K; xpuvoraXivny -B. | 

10 Teonicus, Basil. ; mi@wov -E, B. | 
11 gvayxn -Castiglioni (Gnomon, xxvi [1954], p. 84). | 
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and these processes no one could easily conceive.4 
But, furthermore, it is where bodies touch each other 
that they are also pressed and squeezed and crushed by 
each other ; and for an incorporeal to do these things 
or have them done to it is not possible,—nay, it is 
not even thinkable. Yet this is the conception that 
they force upon us. For, if the sphere touches the 
plane at a point, it is also obviously drawn over the 

plane on a point ; and, if its surface has been smeared 
with ruddle, it will tinge the plane with a red line ° 
<and, if) it has been heated, it will make the plane 
hot. But for body to be tinged by an incorporeal 
and to be made hot by an incorporeal is at odds with 

_the common conception. And, finally, if we imagine 
a sphere of earthenware or of crystal falling from a 
height on a plane of stone, it is unreasonable that it 
will not be crushed at its impact upon a resistant 
object but more absurd for it to be crushed by im- 
pinging on a limit, that is an incorporeal point. The 
result is that the preconceptions about incorporeals 
and bodies are everyway upset or rather are an- 
nihilated by the Stoics’ associating with them * many 
of their impossible notions. 

* Cf. the Aristotelian position that the zépara like 
“forms ’’ supervene and disappear instantaneously without 
being subject to the processes of becoming and perishing : 
Aristotle, Metaphysics 1002 a 28-b 11, 1044 b 21-29 (cf. 
Cherniss, Aristotle’s Criticism of Plato . .., notes 279 and 
424); and De Caelo 280 b 6-9 with Simplicius, Phys., 
p. 998, 16-19. 

» Cf. Sextus, ddv. Math. iii, 27. It has been suggested 
that the argument derives ultimately from Protagoras 
(O. Apelt, Beitrdge zur Geschichte der griechischen Philo- 
sophie, p. 263; S. Luria, Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte 
der Mathematik, B ii [1933], p. 119). 

¢ For wapariepevors in this sense cf. Plato, Phaedo 65 & 8. 
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(1081) 44. lapa tHv evvoudty éote xpovov elvar pédA- 
\ A > A 9 

AovTa Kal Tapwxnevov eveoTt@Ta S€ pr) eivar ypo- 
3 A \ \ ” \ \ TA e / A 
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~ a J 4 

Tots Urwikots eAayioTov xpovov pa azroActmovar 
A \ lat > \ > 4 > ‘ ¢ pnde TO viv apepes eivat Bovdropévors aAAa 6 Tt 

A e > \ yy \ aA 4 

dv Tis ws éveatws olntat AaBwv dSiavoeicbar tov- 
\ \ / \ \ , > Vg Tov TO pev pedAdov TO b€ Tapwynpevov civar da- 

GKOVOLWW" WOTE pNdEeV KATA TO VOV Drropevervy Noe 
deitmeoPar opiov ypovov mapovtos av os’ Aéyerat 

a 4 \ \ > \ / A 3 3 

D mapetvat TovTov Ta pev ets Ta peAAOVTA Ta O° Els 

Ta Tapwxnueva Staveuntar. dvely ovv ovpPaiver 
> , 

Oatepov, 7 TO ‘‘ hv xpovos Kat €oTat ypovos”” TL- 
A wv 5) 

Bévras dvatpety to “‘ €ott xpovos’”’ 7 Crifévtas 
» 3 fe 

To» “‘ €ott xpovos eveaTyKws,” OU TO pEV €evEt- 
/ A > > J \3 rNé 4 ~ e oTyKer TO O evoTiaeTat, Kal A€yew Ort TOO br- 

? \ \ 

dpxovtos TO pev peAdov eoTt TO dé TapwynpEevov 
~ ~ A 

Kal TOO vOv TO peVv TpdTEpov TO SE VoTEpoV, WaTE 

1 65 -Leonicus ; ws -EK, B. 
2 <1idévtas to> -added by 12 ae <owlovras 70> -Pohlenz ; 

<ei> -Bernardakis. 
3 [xat] -deleted by Bernardakis and Pohlenz. 

@ Tlapa tHv évvorav . . . eivat pacxovow=S.V.F. ii, frag. 
519. For the Stoic theory of time criticized in this chapter 
and the next see Goldschmidt, Le systéme stoicien, pp. 30-45 ; 
the treatment of the subject by Sambursky (Physics of the 
Stoics, pp. 101-106) is not to be trusted. 

»’ See 1081 F infra (70 pev mapmynpévov . . . Kal TO pédov 
oby tmapxew addAa vpeoTynKEevas dyot . . .) with note a there. 

¢ Cf, S.V.F. ii, p. 158, 15-17; p. 160, 19-21; and p. 164, 
92-96. 
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41. It is at odds with the common conception to 
hold@ that there is future and past time and not 
present time but that, while recently and the other 
day subsist,? now is nothing at all. And yet this is 
what it comes to for the Stoics who do not admit a 
minimal time or wish the now to be indivisible ¢ but 
say that whatever one may think one has grasped 
and has in mind as present is in part future and in 
part past,’ so that there is left and remains co- 
incident with now no part of actual time if the time 
said to be actual be divided into parts that are future 
and parts that are past. What happens, then, is 
one of two things : either in making the affirmation 
“time was and time will be’ they deny the pro- 
position “ time is”’ or ¢in making the affirmation) 
“there is time present,” which in part was and in 
part will be present, they also assert that what exists 
is in part future and in part past and what is now is 
in part before and in part after,‘ so that now is what 

4 See 1081 F infra (rifjou tod eveatnKdTos ypovouv TO peEv 
péAXov eivar To S€ tapeAndAvfos), and cf. the statement that no 
time Kar’ amapticopov éveotavac adda Kata mAdTos Héyecba 
(S.V.F. ii, p. 164, 25-26) with that ascribed to Posidonius 
(Dox. Graeci, p. 461, 19-20 =frag. 98, 9-10 [Edelstein-Kidd]), 
To S€ viv Kal Ta pore ev mAdTEL ypdvoy Kal odxl KaT’ amapTLCpOY 
voeiacbar. In De H 392 ¥ Plutarch makes Ammonius, his own 
teacher, say... 70 “ évéornxe’’ kai To “ mdpeott””’ Kai ro“ vov”’ 

. 6 Adyos amddAvow. eExOABerar yap eis TO pwéAAOV Kal Td 
mapwxnuevov .. . duiordpevov. 

¢ Cf. Sextus, Adv. Math. x, 1197120 (p. 500, 25-27 
[Bekker]). 

f Cf. Posidonius in Dox. Graeci, p. 461, 17-22 =frag. 98, 
7-12 (Edelstein-Kidd): ... tov 5€ wapdvra, ds Ex Tivos pépous 
Tob mapeAnAvbdtos Kai Tod péAXovTos zepi Tov Siopiaumov avdrov 
ouveoTnKe TOV d€ Sopiopov onuewwdy elvar. ... A€yecOar SE TO 
vov kat [kata] tov eAdyiotov zpos atobnow xpovoy mepi tov b1- 
opiopov Tod péAXovTos Kal TtapeAnAvOdTos ovr.cTdpevoy. 
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, > 8 aN as ee , 9 \ 

tovtwy (d»* “Apyédnpos pev apynv® Tia Kal ovp- 
Bodny elvar A€ywv Too Tapwynpevov Kal Tod ém- 
depopevov to “‘ viv’’ A€Anbev adtov ws EorKe TOV 

~ > ~ 

TaVTA KXpovov avaip@v. €l yap TO vov ovd’” ypdvos 
eoTiv aAAa mépas xpovou 74v de poptov xpdvou ToL- 

~ ~ \ 

odtrov olov™ To viv €atwv, ovdev daiveTat pépos exwv 
¢e , , > > > / / ‘ | 

F 6 ovpmas xpdvos add’ els répata duoAov Kat cup- 
\ ven: . 42 2 t ‘ , 

BoAds Kai apyas*” avaAvopevos. Xpvoummos dé Bov- 

1 odxért -Wyttenbach ; ovx €or -E, B. 
2 <avayKxyn 5° ovrw> -supplied by Bernardakis (<davay«n odv 

ovtTw> -Wyttenbach after Amyot’s version) ; peéAAov. . . vac. 
7-E; vac.6-B... dsapotor; <emerar 8’ ovTw> -Pohlenz. 

3° <6... avpiov> -supplied by Wyttenbach ; 67: xai to (76 
-B)... vac. 296+3-F; vac. 10+ 12-B... «ai rot -F, B. 

4 zHres -Wyttenbach ; ¢wros -E, B. 
5 B; mépiov -E. 
6 Wyttenbach ; tatva -E, B. 
? Bs; mowdvros, 0-E; voobvres vo -Kaltwasser. 
8 <§’> -added by Sandbach (Class. Wuart., xxxiv [1940], 

p. 24, n. 3). 
® appv -von Arnim (S.V.F. iii, p. 263, 32; ef. Alexander, 
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is not yet now and what is no longer now,¢ for what 
is past is no longer now and what is future is not yet 
now. In dividing «this way, however, they must) 
assert that even <today is in part yesterday and in 
part tomorrow) and this year is in part last year and 
in part next year and what is simultaneous is in part 
before and in part after. For they make muddles no 
more reasonable than these when they identify “ not 
yet”’ and “ already ” and “ no longer ” and “ now ” 
and “ not now.’’ All other men suppose and con- 
ceive and believe both “ recently ”’ and “ soon ”’ to be 
parts of time different from “ now ” and the latter to 
be after now but the former before now. Of these 
Stoics, however, Archedemus for one asserts ? that 
‘now ’’ is a kind of juncture and connexion of what is 
past and of what is coming on ; and by this assertion 
he has unwittingly, as it seems, annihilated the 
whole of time, for, if now is not time but a limit of 
time and if every part of time is such as now is,° all 
time in its entirety obviously has no constituent part 
at all but is wholly resolved into limits and con- 
nexions and junctures. Chrysippus, on the other 

* Cf. Aristotle, Physics 234 a 11-14 on the consequences 
of taking viv to be divisible. 

» Archedemus, frag. 14 (S.V.F. iii, p. 263, 31-37); ef. 
Aristotle, Physics 222 a 10-20. 

¢ But Archedemus probably denied that vip is a “ part ” 
of time just as Aristotle did (Physics 218 a 6-8 and 220 a 
18-22). 

De Mixtione, p. 216, 19, p. 217, 5-9, and p. 219, 3 [Bruns)}) ; 
apxynv -E, B 

10 oJ -Leonicus, Basil.; 6 -E, B. 
11 ofov-E; Hv -B. 
12 agouas -von Arnim (S.V.F. iii, p. 263, 36); dpuas -F, B. 
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A \ ~ 

(1081) Adptevos pirorexvety TEpl THY Ovatpeowy ev [Lev TO 
rept TOU Kevoo Kal aAous TLL TO pev TAapwYy- 
pevov TOU ypovov Kat TO peAAov ovx Ord pxew aAAd. 
dpeoTHKEvar pyot peovoy de dmrapxew TO €VEOTIKOS” 
év 6€ TO TPITW Kat TeTapTy Kal TrEWT TY rept TOV 
Mepav rlOnor ToU €veoTHKOTOS ypovou TO pLEeV peA- 

> \ \ / e / A 1082 Aov eivat To dé mapeAnAvbos. Wore ovuPaiver TO 
dmapyov avT@ Tov ypovov duaipely Eis TA py) OTEp- 

/ . eae 1 A ine A / xovta TO & dadpyov' padAdov dé cAws Tot ypovov 
pndev dmoActmey" TAPKOV, EL TO EVEOTHKOS OVOEV 
EXEL HH€pos O py péMov ¢ corlv 7 TOPWXNLEVOV. 

42, ev ovv Too xXpovov vonots avTots otov 
iv 4 

voaTos mepiopakis, oow uadrXAov meéletar Siappéov- 
Tos Kat dtoAiobatvovtos,’ Ta d€ THY mpak€ewv Kal 
KWWIOKwWY THY TaGaY EXEL GVyXVOW THS evapyetas.* 
avaykKn yap, €L TOU Vv TO [éV Els TO TAaPWYY/LEVOV 
To 6 ets TO peAAov Siatpetrar, Kal Tod KiVoUpEVOU 

1 +0 & bmdapxov -R. G. Bury (in Pohlenz, AMoralia vi/2, p. 
994) 3 rod vmdpxovros -E, B; [rod bmapxovros| -deleted by 
Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 23) 3 rot vmapyovros <xai Ta UmdgpxovTa 
Tov Umapxovros> -Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxiv [1940], p. 24, 
pepe: B 

2 Bernardakis ; azodurety -E, B. 
8 B (cf. 966 £) 3 droAvcPavovtos -E. 
4 Leonicus ; evepyedas -E, B. 

678. Va ij frag) Sleeve SA apes 26-30 aud 
for ‘the distinction made here between ibeoraeccule and 
tmdpxew see A. A. Long, Problems in Stoicisin, pp. 89-93; 
A. Graeser, Archiv fiir Begriffsgeschichte, xv (1971), pp. 
303-305 ; and V. Goldschmidt, Rev. Etudes Grecques, Ixxxv 
(1972), pp. 336-344; but cf. also ie observation made by 
Apollodorus: of Seleuceia CSV eT: » P. 260, 22-23): Kat 
Umapxev 6 7as xpovos A€yeTat, as Been aerated pLep@yv vmdapxov- 
Tos amapTilovTws. 

> §. V.I'. ii, frag. 517. 
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hand, wishing to treat the division with finesse says 4 
in his treatise on the Void and in some others that 
the part of time that is past and the part that is 
future subsist but do not exist and only what is 
present exists ; but in the third and fourth and fifth 
books on Parts he affirms ? that of present time part 
is future and part has gone by. Consequently it 
turns out that he divides the existing part of time 
into parts that are non-existent and what does exist,° 
or rather that he leaves absolutely nothing of time 
existing if what is present has no part that is not 
future or past.¢ 

42. The conception of time for them, then, is like 
clutching water, which falls away and slips through 
one’s grasp the tighter one squeezes it,’ while as to 
actions and motions it involves the utter ruin of clear 
apprehension.’ For, if now is divided partly into 
what is past and partly into what is future, it is 

¢ Of. Sextus, Adv. Math. vi, 67 (p. 761, 19-21 [Bekker]) 
and x, 199 (p. 517, 14-18 {Bekker)]). 

¢ Cf. Sextus, Pyrrh. Hyp. iii, 145 (pp. 154, 33-155, 2 
[Bekker]) and Adv. Math. vi, 683=x, 192; Aristotle, 
Physics 217 b 32—-218 a 6 (in the initial azop/éaz). 

€ In De EF 392 a-s Ammonius, Plutarch’s teacher, uses 
the same simile for the impossibility of apprehending the 
6yn77) dvas, all of which is ev pécw yevecews Kat Pbopas (cf. 
H. von Arnim, Quellenstudien zu Philo von Alexandria 
(Berlin, 1888], pp. 97-98 on Philo Jud., De Josepho 140- 
143=iv, p. 90, 2-17 [Cohn]). Pohlenz thought that only 
the zeal of polemic could have caused Plutarch in later life 
to turn against the Stoics this argument of his own (/lermes, 
Ixxiv [1939], p. 33), whereas the polemic itself is char- 
acterized as “ shadow-boxing ”’ by C. Andresen (Logos und 
Nomos [Berlin, 1955], p. 289), who holds that Plutarch’s 
attitude towards time and that of the Stoics come to the 
same thing. 

t See 1074 8 and 1079 F supra and 1083 c infra. 
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KaTa TO viv TO pev KeKwHaGar To dé Kwjoccbar 
mépas de KWI}TEWS _avnphobae Kal apyny pnoe- 
vos <6')* é€pyou Tp@Tov yeyovevat und eaxartov 
eocolar poder, To Xpovep TOV mpagewy ouvdiave- 
popevwyv. ws ya.p TOU e€veoT@TOS Xpovov TO pev 
Tapwyncbar to dé peAAew Reyovow ottws Tod 
TparTopevov TO prev TrempAXOas TO de mpayOyjcecbar. 
mote Toivuv Eaxev apyyy mote de E€er TeAEUTHY TO 
apioTav To ypadew 70 Badilew, et ads pev 6 apt- 
oTaV NplaTyHGE Kal aptoTHae Tas 5é 6 Padilwy éBa- 
duce’ Kal Badietrac; : TO O€ dewey, daci, dewdtatov, 
et T@ avr 70 elnkeva Kal Cyoeclat ovpBeBnxer, 
OUT apxnv EaXE TO chy ot?” efeu mépas, adda exa- 
oTOs TL@V WS EouKe yeyove By apfapevos TOD chy 
Kal reOungerau pe TOVOOMEVOS.. Shee yap ovodeV €O- 
TW €oxaTov H€pos aAd’ det tT 7@ Cdvtt Tob 
mapovtTos eis TO péAAov meEpicoTiv, ovdémOTE yiy- 
vetau Webddos to “‘ CycecPar Lwkpatryn (Cadvra.”’ 
Kal)” oadKis adnbés (eatat)® To “ Ci UwKparns ”’ 
El TOGOUTO’ ipebdos Toss TeOunke LwKparys.”’ 
wor, €t To “ bnoeras LwKparns ” adnoés éorw 
év ameipois xpovov pepeaw, ev ovdEVi xpdvou pépEL 

<8’> -added by Bernardakis. 
EK, B (pace Pohlenz); ¢€Badule -Stephanus. 

, B 3 wavodpevos -Bernardakis. 
aX’ aed 71 -Wyttenbach (after Xylander’s version) ; dA)’ 

ei ti-l, By; GAN érc -Stephanus. 
5 <{@vra.’’ Kai> -supplied by H. C.3; cwxpary ... vac. 5 

-K.; vac. 2-B... 6cdnus; Swxparn,’’ <add’> -Bernardakis ; 
this lacuna suppressed by Aldine, Basil. 

6 <éoTal> -supplied by Pohlenz ; adn bes ow vee, does 
vac. 5-B...70; <éo7> -Bernardakis ; <ro C7 Uwxparns, cat 
ep’ Ocov ddnbes> -liasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 23). 

7 i}, Bs; éort tocotdrov -Aldine, Basil. 
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necessary also that of what at the moment now is in 
motion part have moved and the rest be about to 
move and that terminus and initiation of motion have 
been abolished <and) that there be no part of any 
deed that has been first or will be last, since actions 
are divided in correspondence with time. For, as 
the Stoics say that of the present time part has gone 
by and the rest is to come,’ so it must be that part of 
what is being done has been done and the rest will 
be done. When, then, did lunching, writing, walking 
commence and when will they have an end if every- 
one lunching lunched and will be lunching and every- 
one walking walked and will be walking? And, 
what is, as people say, most outrageous of outrages,” 
if it is characteristic of one who is living that he has 
been living and will be living, his living neither had 
initiation nor will have a terminus; but each of us, 
as it seems, has come to be, though he did not begin 
living, and will die, though he will not stop living. 
For, if no part is last but some of the living being’s 
actuality always extends into the future, it never 
becomes false that ‘‘ Socrates will be living <if he is 
living.”” And) as often as <it will be> true to say 
“Socrates is living ’’ so far will it be false to say 
‘‘ Socrates is dead.’’ Consequently, if in infinitely 
many parts of time it is true to say “ Socrates will 
be living,” ¢ in no part of time will it be true to say 

®¢ See 1081 c supra and note d@ there. 
» Cf. ro mdvrwy devvdrarov (Sextus, Adv. Math. viii, 178), 

mavTwy yap OvTrwy .. . deva@v Todro Se.wdtarov (Demosthenes, 
xxiv, 194), and similar turns of phrase common in the 
orators. 

¢ It will be true to say it “ infinitely many times ”’ because 
that part of the specious present which is really future is 
itself infinitely divisible. 
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\ b) 

(1082) 70 ¥ TeOunKe LeKparns % adnBes EOTAL. KGITOL 
Tl mépas ay Epyou VEVOLTO, 7708 de" Angee TO mpar- 
TOmEVO?, av ooaKis adnbes €oTt TO * Bde 
TOTAUTAKIS adnbes 7 7 KOL TO “ mpaxOnaerar”’; ; dev- 
ceTan yap 0 A€ywv mp" Tot ypadovtos Kat dia- 
Aeyonevov TAdtwvos ort Tmavoerat mote Iatwv 

D ypapeny «aly dtadeyopevos, el pndemrore weBd0s 
eo TO S dvadexOnoera ” MEPL TOU Ovadeyopevov 
Kat TO “ ypayser”? rept Tob ypapovros. ert TOLWUV 
(et) TOD yuyvopevov" }epos ovdev cory OmTEp OUK 
HTL VEyovos €OTLY 7 YEV 50 Levov Kal TrapeAndubos 
y peMor, YEyovoTos d€ Kal YEvT}TOpLEvov® Kal TApw- 
xnpévouv Kat wéAAovtos aicbynots obk EaTW, obdEVvOS 
aTtA@s' atoOnats €oTw. ovTE yap Oop@uev TO Tapw- 

/ 2) \ 4 Wied )D , Pi 4 \ xXnpEvov 7 TO weAXAOV OVT aKovomeVv OUT GAANY TWA 
AapBavopev atobnow Tav yeyovotwyv 1 yevnoope- 
vw: oddev Cobv,)® obd av maph TL, alaOnrov éotw, 
El TOO TAapOVTOS GEL TO prev pEeAAEL TO OE TAPWYNKE 
Kal TO Lev YEyovos é€aTt TO S€ ‘yevnadopevov. 

“ \ \ a1 ts / a eae , KH 43. Kat pyv adtoi ye cyérhia trovety tov *Emt- 
Koupov Aéyovat Kal Bidleobar tas évvolas, icoTa- 
xOs TA COWpata KWodvTa Kat pyndev amrodAcimovTa 

1 mob 8 <av> -Bernardakis. 
2 mepi -Wyttenbach ; zépas -F, B. 
3 <ypaddwv Kxai> -added by Kronenberg ( J/nemosyne, 3 Ser. 

x [1942], p. 44). 
4 <¢ei> -added by Pohlenz. 
5 Diibner ; yevouevov -E, B. 
6 Kolfhaus (Plutarchi De Comm. Not. ,p. 59) 3 yeyernuevov 

-F, B. 
7 otdevos odv atrAds -Basil. 
8 <otv> -added Dik Diibner. 

* This does not follow, however, for the * infinitely many 
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“ Socrates is dead.’”’* And yet what terminus could 
a deed have and where could that terminate which 
is being done if as often as it is true to say “it is 
being done ” it is true also to say “ it will be done ” ? 
Tor one who says of Plato writing and arguing that 
Plato will at some time stop (writing and) arguing 
will be making a false statement if it is never false to 
say of him who is arguing “ he will be arguing ”’ and 
of him who is writing “ he will be writing.”” I’urther- 
more, <if> of what is occurring no part is such as not 
either to have occurred or to be about to occur, 2.e. 
to have gone by or to be coming on, and what has 
occurred and will be occurring, z.e. past and future, 
are not objects of sensation,® absolutely nothing is an 
object of sensation. [Tor neither do we see what is 
past or what is future nor do we hear or get any 
other sensation of things that have occurred or will 
be occurring. Nothing<, then,> is perceptible, not 
even if anything is actual, if always of what is actual 
part is to come and the rest has gone by, z.e. part 
has occurred and the rest will be occurring. 

43. Moreover, the Stoics themselves say ° that 
Epicurus does a shocking thing and violates the com- 
mon conceptions by making the velocity of moving 
bodies equal and denying that any is swifter than any 

parts of time ’’ in question are together equal not to all 
time or all time to come but only to that part of the specious 
present of which they are divisions. Cf. the paradox 
(Alexander in Simplicius, Phys., p. 1296, 18-25 and Sextus, 
Adv. Math. ix, 269 and x, 346-350): at what time did 
Socrates die, since it could have been neither when he was 
dying nor when he had died ? 

> Cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 236, 1-3 and Aristotle, De Memoria 
449 Wy 13-15. 

¢ This passage is missing from S. V.1’. 
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pndevos taxvtepov. moAA@ S€ TovTov ayeTAWTE- 
pov eott kat paddAov amjprnta: TOV évvoidv TO 
pndev v7r0 pndevos tmepixataAapPdvecbar, pnd? et’ 
xeAwrvynv, To TOG Adyov, [daci,]? peTtomiabe SiwdKor 
"Adpijotrov taxds immos. avdykn S€ tobiTo oup- 
Batvew, TOv pev KiwWovpevwy KATA TO TpOTEpOV 
<mpoTepov Kivoupevwy) Tav O€ StaoTnUdTwY a b.- 
eflacw €is ATELpOV OVTWY pEpLOTaV, WoTeEp atLod- 
ow ovTo. et yap <mpodlaon)* mA€Bpw pdvov 7 
xeAwvn tov immov, of TobTro pev els ametpov Té- 
PvovTEs EKATEPA SE KIWODVTES KATA TO TPOTEPOY Kal 
TO vVoTEpov, ovderroTe TH BpadvTdtTw mpocd£ovar 
TO’ TAXLOTOV, Get TL SidoTHLA TOD BpaduTepou mpo- 
AapBavovros ets ameipa SiaoTHpata pepilopevov.' 
To 8 Ex Twos diadns 7 KUALKOS VdaTos exxXEopevov 
pnderote av exyv0yjccobar mas od Tapa THY ev- 
voidy €aTW 7 THs odY EmOmEVOV ols OvTOL A€yovat; 
THY yap KaTa TO TpOTEpov CmpoTEpov)’ THY Eis 

1 und’ «& -B; pnde -E. 
2 [daa] -deleted by Madvig (Adversaria Critica, p. 671) ; 

retained by Pohlenz with note, “se. Stoici’’ (contrary to 
sense if not to syntax also). 

3 <mporepov KivoupLevay> -H. C. (cf. Sextus, Adv. Math. x, 
128 [ro KLWOU[LEVOV . . + KATA TO MpOTEpoy mpdoTEpov KiveicAat], 
et saepe); <Kal to torepov> -added by Leonicu . 

4 Gipodtic> -H. C. (cf. Praecepta Gerendae Reipublicae 
806 £); e yap...vac.8-E; vac. 9-B... wA&pw 3 <dbain> 
-Xylander.. 

5 +6 -I; rov -B. 
6 Leonicus ; pepiCopevov -E, B. 
7 <apotepov> -H. C. ; <5.a> -added by Pohlenz. 

« This passage is missing from Usener’s Epicurea; but 
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other ® ; but it is much more shocking than this and 
further removed from the common conceptions for 
nothing to be overtaken by anything not even if a 
tortoise, as the saying goes,’ should from behind be 
pursued by the swift steed of Adrastus.° Yet it is 
necessary that this be the consequence if, while the 
moving bodies <move antecedently) over the ante- 
cedent part, the distances which they traverse are, 
as these men maintain, divisible ad infinitum.? For, 
if the tortoise ¢have got the start) of the horse by 
only half a dozen rods, those who divide this distance 
ad infinitum and make each of the two things move 
in sequence over the antecedent and subsequent 
parts will never bring what is swiftest up to what is 
slowest, since the slower is always getting ahead by 
some distance which is divided into an infinite number 
of distances. And the notion that water being 
poured out of a bowl or a cup will never be all 
poured out, how is this not at odds with the common 
conception or how not a consequence of their asser- 
tions ? For motion antecedent) over the antecedent 

cf. Epicurus, Epistle i, 61-62 and frag. 277 (Usener, Hpicurea, 
p. 197, 14-16); Sextus, Adv. Math. x, 129; and Alexander, 
Quaestiones, pp. 45, 28-46, 21 (Bruns). 

> Corpus Fabularum Aesopicarum i, fase. 2, pp. 130, 17- 
131, 21=Lib. Myth. 2 (Hausrath-Haas); ef. Simplicius, 
Phys., p. 898, 30-33 and p. 1014, 5-6. See also Sextus 
(Pyrrh. Hyp. iii, 77; cf. Adv. Math. x, 154) who refers to 
the argument, however, not in refutation of the Stoic but in 
that of the Epicurean theory of motion. 

° peromoabe . . . immos is adapted from Iliad xxiii, 346-347. 
¢ Cf. Sextus, Pyrrh. Hyp. iii, 76 and Adv. Math. x, 139- 

142; Alexander, Quaestiones, p. 35, 18-27 (Bruns). 
¢ Cf. Aristotle, Physics 239 b 14-20 (Zeno’s ‘‘ Achilles ’’) 

with Themistius, Phys., pp. 199, 23-200, 28 and Simplicius, 
Phys., pp. 1014, 9-1015, 2. 
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(1083) azeipov peptoT@v Kivynow ovK av Tis vonaEle TO 
mav dtavvovaayv, add’ aei Tt’ weptoTov DroAEirovaa 

Ld lan A 

Toinoe, Tacav ev Exyvow maocav 5 oAioOnow Kal 
pvow® vypod Kal Popay orepeod Kat Bapous peber- 
pevou TTMOW aouvTeAcoTov. 

, \ , ~ A 

44. LLapinus de moAAas aromas aura TOV Tapa 
x »” 

THY Evvouay EPATTOMEVOS. 0 ToiVvUY mepl avénoews 
Aoyos €oTt pev dpxatos. nparnrar yap, ws pyat 
Xpvoirmos, tm’ “Emtyappouv: tev 5 év *>AKkadn- 

) as ? \ / c7 5 Ser e 
HEL” OLOMEeVV [A TAVU padLov und adToOeV ETOL- 

\ prov elvat T1)v amopiav moAAa KatyTidcoavl’ Codror 
A A 7 Kat)? KkateBonoav ws tas mpodAnpbers avatpovvTwr 
\ \ \ > 4 uA > A > te B kat mapa Tas evvoias <ftAocodovvtwr: avtot 6 ov 

’ 2O4 n > f 5 , Sy 4 \ 4 pLovov ovbE TAs evvoias)” duAdtTovow aAAd Kat THY 
aic@now mpoodiacrpEepovory. 6 pev yap Aoyos an 

1 Leonicus ; adda et 7 -E, B. 2 Aldine; ptow -E, B. 
3 @é  Acadnpetas -Bernardakis (but cf. De Sera Numinis 

Vindicta 549 £: ta&v ev ’Axadnpeia pirocodovrTwr). 
4 Pohlenz 3 xatyriic0a...vac.4-E3; vac.7-B... Kate- 

Bonoav; KaTyTiacavTo <Kal> -Wyttenbach (after Amyot’s ver- 
sion). 

5 Bernardakis (after Rasmus, Prog. 1872, p. 23: <didro- 
cogovvtTwr ov pdovoy ovd’ adtol Tas evvoias>); <diAocodovvTwr' 
avo. 8 ovy Ott Tas evvoias> -Pohlenz; lacuna suspected by 
~Wyttenbach. 

¢ Cf. Alexander, Quaestiones, p. 35, 27-28 (Bruns): 7 
yiverau fev KATA TO TpOTEpov opiov TOU peyelous mpdTEpoy 7 
Kivgons #1 eh. ie 

’ Cf. De Stoic. Repug. 1042 F and 1049 B supra. Such 
statements by reminding the reader that the essay restricts 
itself to one kind of absurdity insinuate that the Stoics are 
guilty of many other kinds also. 

‘ S. VF, ii, frag. 762 (p. 214, 20-24), probably in his work 
Tept Mik ete teee (SiP2'. i, p. 131,,6-8). 

¢ Cf. De Sera Numinis Vindicta 559 a-B and ufnon. in 
Platonis Theaetetum (Pap. Berl. 9782), col. 71, 12-40 (p. 47 
{Diels-Schubart]) ; Epicharmus, frag. B 2 (D.-K.)=170 
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part of parts ¢ that are divisible ad infinitum could not 
be conceived as getting through the sum of the parts, 
but by always leaving some divisible part remaining 
it would render incomplete all effusion and all sliding 
and flowing of a liquid and locomotion of a solid and 
falling of a weight that has been released. 

44, I pass over many of the Stoic absurdities and 
hold to those that are at odds with the common con- 
ception.2 Well then, the argument about growth is 
certainly ancient, for, as Chrysippus says,° it was 
propounded by Epicharmus ? ; and yet the members 
of the Academy, because they think that the question 
is not a very easy one and not to be disposed of out 
of hand, have been severely accused (by the Stoics 
and» decried on the ground that they annihilate the 
preconceptions and are at odds with the common 
conceptions <in their speculations, whereas by the 
Stoics themselves not only are the common concep- 
tions not) observed but even sense-perception is dis- 
torted to boot.¢ For the argument is simple,’ and 

(Kaibel) = 152 (Olivieri); and L. Berk, Lpicharmus (Gron- 
ingen, 1964), pp. 90-92. 

¢ For the charge and countercharge see 1058 £-F, 1060 a, 
1061 a and v, 1062 a-B supra. At 1080 pv supra the Stoics 
are characterized as tovs tas Kowas évvolas un pvddtrovras, 
and at 1081 sB-c supra the preconceptions are said to be 
annihilated by them. 

* For the argument “in the schools ”’ ef. De Tranquillitate 
Animi 473 pv; Theseus xxiii, 1 (10 n-c); and the title of 
Plutarch’s own lost discussion of the theme, Ilepi tod yxy Tovs 
avtovs Siapeve Huds, del THs odaias peovons (Quaest. Conviv. 
741 c), which is used in De E 392 pn (cf. Plato, Symposium 
207 p 2—208 8 2; Aristotle, Politics 1276 a 34—b 13). The 
sceptic argument against avénors is given by Sextus in Pyrrh. 
Hyp. iii, 82-84; for Aristotle’s discussion of the problem cf. 
De Generatione 320 a 8—322 a 33. 
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‘ r ~ > \ 4 rv , ~ eo A 

(LU83) Aots €ate Kat Ta Ajupata auyywpotow otto. Tas 

ev’ peper Tacas ovatlas peiv Kal depeoOat, Ta” ev 
5 Ca , 13 O27 tiny e€ attav peuetoas Ta” b€ Tofev emiovta Tpoadexo- 

e \ , 4) Le A ’ pévas, ols d€ mpdceiot Kal amretow apiOots 7 7An- 
\ A Jeo. tadta* 7) duapevery GAAG ETEpa yiyvecbar, Tats 

> , , \ sy 7 Et - sy \ elpnuevats mpocddats (Kat adddots) é€adAaynv 
~ b) , 4 ? 7 \ \ , > THs odaias AapBavovans: av&joes b€ Kat dbicers od 

Kata dikny bro ovvnbeias exverixnobar Tas peTa- 
\ , / , 16 \ \ 

BodAas tatvras AéyecOar, yevécers [d€é|° Kat POopas 
paddrov atvras dvopalecbat mpoajKov OTe Tob Kab- 

on > > Va ae ae \ C ecor@tos els Erepov exPiBalovar’ to 6 av&eobar Kat 
A / 

TO petodo8at 7a8n awpaTos EoTw UroKEEevou Kal 
4, 

dtayevovtos. ovTw d€ ws TovTwy AEyouerwv Kal 
TUepevwr, Ti aktovaw ot mpddtKkor THS €evapyeias® 
OUTOL Kal Kavoves THY evvoL@V; EKAOTOV NU@V Oi- 

“~ \ , 

dupov elvar Kat dudvy Kat diTTOV—OUvY WoTEP OL 
x U ~ 

mowntat tovs MoAovidas otovtat, Tots prev” Hvwpe- 

1 ras ev -E, B, Basil.; tas pev -Aldine; ras peév év 
-[Leonicus. 

2 7a -Wyttenbach ; ras -E, B. 
3 ra, -Wyttenbach ; 7zas -E, B. 

_ 4 zat7a -Kronenberg (Mnemosyne, 3 Ser. x [1942], p. 44 ‘ 
[implied by the versions of Amyot and Xylander)). 

5 <xal adddors> -added by van Herwerden. 
6 $¢ -B, and superscript in ligature -F1; deleted by 

Bernardakis. 
7 Wyttenbach (cf. Animadversiones on 243 vd): &xBidlovar 

SL eR pS 
8 TLeonicus ; évepyetas -E, B. 
¥ olovrat, rots wev -Pohlenz; oidpevor-E, B; tots pev -Basil. 

@ §.V.F. ii, frag. 762 (p. 214, 24-36). 
®» See note ¢ on De Stoic. Repug. 1047 c supra; and for 

the contention that the Stoics neglect or subvert this prin- 
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the Stoics admit the premises: that all particular 
substances are in flux and motion, sending off from 

themselves some parts and receiving others that come 
to them from elsewhere, that the numbers or amounts 
which such parts join and leave do not remain the 
same but become different, the substance under- 
going transformation with the aforesaid accessions 
¢<and withdrawals), and that by customary usage it 
has become the fashion for these changes to be in- 
correctly called cases of growth and decay, although 
the appropriate names for them are rather genera- 
tion and destruction because they make a thing pass 
out of its existing state into another, whereas growth 
and diminution are modifications of a body that per- 
sists and is their substrate. Something like this 
being the position taken (by the Academics) and the 
way in which it is stated, what, then, do the Stoics 
maintain,? these advocates of clear apprehension ° 
and standards ° of the common conceptions ? That 
each of us is a pair of twins and biform and double— 
not as the poets think the Molionidae 4 are, unified 

ciple which they advocate see 1084 B infra and 1074 zn, 
1079 F, and 1082 a supra. 

¢ This is meant to be sarcastic, for the Stoics maintained 
that the common conceptions are the objective criteria of 
truth (S. V.F’ ii, p. 154, 29-30) and the natural origin of their 
system (see 1060 a supra). A similar ironical use of Kxavey 
occurs in Philo Jud., De Specialibus Legibus iii, 164 (v, p. 195, 
22-93 [Cohn]), where the nomothetes who have looked to 
Opinion rather than to truth are said to be themselves 
ot Tay Sikaiwy Opot Kai Kavoves. Cf. also Quomodo Adolescens 
Poetas Audire Debeat 25 ©, where Plutarch warns the young 
reader against taking the great heroes of poetry as Kavoves 
apeTis amdons Kal opbdryTos. 

¢ Cf. De Fraterno Amore 478 c and Apollodorus, Biblio- 
theca ii, 7, 2 (with Frazer’s note, L.C.L. i, p. 248, n. 2). 
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£. A > 

(1083) vous pepeos tots 6° amroxpwwopévous, GAAa dvo0 oa- 
\ v ~ lot 

pata TavTov ExovTa xp@pa TavTov b€ oxAwa Tad- 
\ be / ‘ , \ >) \ ny: \ ~ 

tov de Bapos Kat TOTov (Tov adbtov duws dé SimdAd 
, 1 ees \ e) , CHS , 

KalTrEep» UTrO pLnoevos avopwtwv OpW [Eva TT POTE- 

: BO 4 e , 2 ‘5 \ ? a) , 
pov a Q OUTOUL pPovot ELOOV THY OVVVUEOLV TAUTYV 

= et Eo ~ Kat duTAonyv Kat aptPorlav, ws dvo Hudv ExacTds 
> e fi ‘ 

D corw vmokempeva, TO prev ovaia TO dé (moLdTNS),° 
- ago \ \ \ ete ea ca \ / La 7 > / KaL TO Mev GEL pet Kat PépeTar, pyT adv&dpevov 

/ / 4)? ¢, ce 

pre pecovpevov pn cAws oidv éott diapevov, TO 
de duapever Kal advfaverar Kal perobTrar Kal mavTa 

maoxer TavavTia Gatépw, ovpmepuKos Kal ovvnp- 
foapevov Kat ouyKexvpevov Kal THS Siadopas TH 
atoOyjce. pndapod tapéyov disacbar. Kaito déye- 

A e 7 > aA \ 4 \ A \ 

Tat pev 0 Avyxeus €xeivos Oia TéTpas Kat dia Spvos 
© har Ce / > \ “~ > , / opav, ewpa d€-Tis amo oKoTAS ev LuiKkedia Kabelo- 
pcvos tas Kapyndoviwy éx tod Aupévos vats éx- 

1 ¢, ..> -supplied by H. C.; rowov... vac. 10+ 11 -E; 
vac. 10+9 -B ... bm03 <Kai TatdTa> -Wyttenbach ;  <7ov 

avrov, kai Tad8’> -Bernardakis ; <rov avrev, oot’ jv> -R. G. 
Bury. 

2 uwovov -Bernardakis. 
8 <movdtns> -supplied by Wyttenbach; 70 dé... vac. 7 

-E; vac. 6 -B; <zowr> -Zeller (Phil. Griech. iii/1, p. 96, 
n. 4 fon p. 97]) after <zous> -Wyttenbach (in J. Bake’s 
Posidonit Rhodii Reliquiae, p. 266); <ov> -C. Petersen 
(Philosophiae Chrysippeae Fundamenta, p. 51). 

: | 
Of. ra dé évepa tidy Aeyopeva Seiv Kai TOmw KEexwpicba | 

in the explanation why the ié/ws voov is not other than the 
ovoia even though they are not the same (Stobaeus, Fel. i, 
20, 7 [pp. 178, 21-179, 5, Wachsmuth]= Dow. Graeci, p. 463, 
1-4= Posidonius, frag. 96, 20-24 [Edelstein-Kidd]). 

| 
| 

> qoLoTNS, 2.€. TO tdiws mrovov (cf. TaY idiws mov and TryHv 
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in some parts but separated in others, but two bodies 
with colour the same and shape the same and weight 
the same and place <the same“ but nevertheless 
duplicates, although) discerned by no human being 
before ; but these men alone caught sight of this 
combination and duplication and ambiguity, that 
each of us is two subjects, the one substance and the 
other <quality>,? the former being always in flux 
and motion, neither growing nor diminishing nor 
remaining of any character at all, and the latter per- 
sisting and growing and diminishing and being 
affected in all respects contrary to the other,° though 
coalescent with it and conjoined and commingled 
and nowhere affording sensation a perception of the 
difference. Yet it is said that the famous Lynceus 4 
would see through rock and tree, and someone from 
a look-out in Sicily where he sat saw the ships of 
the Carthaginians distant a run of a day and a night 

éxaotov movoTyTa in Dow. Graeci, p. 462, 22-23 = Posidonius, 
frag. 96, 12-14 [Edelstein-Kidd]), the individuation of the 
ovaia i.€. of vAn (see notes f and ¢, pages 799-800 supra). 
The Stoic assertion that this zroudrns is itself cHya (see 1085 £ 
and De Stoic. Repug. 1054 a-B swpra) gave opponents the 
opportunity to object that they made every individual two 
indistinguishable bodies ; but they did apparently, like the 
Peripatetics, themselves assert that each is a double tzo- 
ketpevov (S.V.F. ii, frag. 374 and Porphyry in Simplicius, 
Categ., p. 48, 11-16 { Kalbfleisch]). 

¢ Cf. Stobaeus, Eel. i, 20, 7 (p. 178, 10-21 [Wachsmuth]) = 
Dox. Graeci, p. 462, 20-27=Posidonius, frag. 96, 10-20 
(Edelstein-Kidd). This Stoic doctrine is scarcely more than 
a rewording of Aristotle’s (De Generatione 321 b 22-34; 
cf. Alexander, Quaestiones, p. 13, 9-32 [Bruns]). 

¢ Cf. De Capienda ex Inimicis Utilitate 87 8; Pindar, 
Nemean x, 61-63 with Scholia Vetera in Pindari Carmina 
ill, pp. 179, 4-180, 14 (Drachmann); and Aristotle, De 
Generatione 328 a 14-15. 
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4 e / \ A b] F / e 

(1083) mcovoas, NEpas KaL VUKTOS amTexovoas dpopor, Ou 

K 6€ epi Kaddceparn Kal Muppnccdny" Aéyovrat o7- 
pcoupyetv appara pvias mrepois kahunropeva Kal 
dvaTopevew ev onodpp Ypappaow EY TOV ‘Op7- 
pov: TavTnv dé Thy ev Hiv érepdTynta Kal (dua) 
dopav” ovdeis dretAev obd€ Si€aoTyoEV, OSE’ HyeEts 
noOdpucba Sito yeyovoTes Kal TH pev GEL P€ovTES 
pepe. TH 8 amo yevéoews aypt TEAEUTHS Of avTot 
duapevovTes. amAovotepov dé movotpar Tov Adyov, 
eTMEL TEGOAPA YE TOLODGW DrroKEipLEVaA TEPL EKAOTOY, 
paddXov dé réocapa* ExacTov Hudv: apKet dé Kal Ta 
dvo mpos THY aTomiav. et ye Tod pev IlevOéws 
dKovovTes ev TH Tpaywoia Aéyovtos ws dvo pev 

F mAtous opa dittas b€ yBas ody opay avtov adda 
Tmapopay Aeyopev, EKTPETOLLEVOV Kal TapaxwodvTa 
tots Aoyiopois, TovTous 8 od play moAWw adda Tav- 
tas avbpwrovs Kat C@a Kai dévdpa mavTa Kal 
oKEUN Kal Opyava Kal iudtia ditTa Kal dupvy TLOe- 
evous ov yaipew e@pev, Ws Tapavoety nds? wad- 
Aov 7 voeiv avaykalovras; evtTaila pev odbv tows 
a \6 , ec 7 , € 

1084. adrots cvyyvwora® mAdtTovaw érépas Pvaets Urr0- 

1 Bernardakis ; pupynkidyn -E, B. 
2 Wyttenbach (implied by Xylander’s version) ; ¢opav -I, 

B (‘‘ fortasse servandum’”” -Westman [Pohlenz-Westman, 
Moralia vi/2, p. 233)}). 

3-908 -Bernardakis ; ovre -F, B. 
4 +érrapa -E, B (though both have récoapa in the pre- 

ceding line). 
5 EK; wapavopeiv nas -B. 
© gtyyywota-E3; ovyyvwora -B (with alpha superscript over 

the initial sigma); ovyyyworéov -Wyttenbach (but ef. Adv. 
Colotem 1117 c). 

a (f, Strabo, vi, 25°71 (267) 3" Achan, “Pars tiea, eee 
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sailing out of their harbour,* and Callicrates and 
Myrmecides and their fellows are said to fashion 
carriages canopied with the wings of a fly and to 
engrave in letters on a sesame-seed lines of Homer’s 
poems’; but this diversity and difference within us 
none determined or distinguished, and we did not 
perceive either that we had come to be double and 
are ever in flux in one part but in the other remain 
the same from birth to death. I am simplifying the 
theory, since they postulate four subjects in the case 
of each one or rather make each of us four’; but 
even the two suffice to show the absurdity. If, in 
fact, when we hear Pentheus in the tragedy @ stating 
that two suns he sees and double Thebes we say 
that he is not seeing but, being deranged and out of 
his wits, is seeing amiss, shall we not dismiss these 
Stoics as forcing us into misconception rather than 
conception with their supposition that not just a 
single city but all human beings and all animals and 
trees and furniture and instruments and clothes are 
double and biform? Well, in this case perhaps it is 
excusable for them to fabricate diverse kinds of sub- 

and especially Pliny, .H. vii, 85 (where the works of 
Callicrates and Myrmecides and a different version of the 
microscopic writing are also given) with I’. Miinzer, Beitrdge 
sur Quellenkritik der Naturgeschichte des Plinius (Berlin, 
1897), pp. 172-174. 

o’ Cf. Pliny, N.//. vii, 85 and xxxvi, 43; Aelian, Var. 
Hist. i, 17; J. Overbeck, Die antiken Schriftquellen zur 
Geschichte der bildenden Kiinste bei den Griechen (Leipzig, 
1868), Nos. 2192-2201. 

* de. make each a doxeiwevov in the third and fourth 
of their categories as well as in the first and second already 
mentioned (cf. A. Trendelenburg, Geschichte der Nateqorien- 
lehre [Berlin, 1846], pp. 220-221). 

“ Euripides, Bacchae 918-919. 
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(1084) KELLEVOOY” ddan yap ovdepiia paiverat ENxovy dido- 
ae a o@oat Kal Siapvddga Tas avéjoess. 

“Ev O€ 77 buyh ti wabovres H Tivas maAw aA- 
va baoboes KOOMODVTES EVOnLLOUpyovoL GwUd- 
Twv dtahopas Kai idéas oALyou d€w eimety ameipous 
To TARVos ovK av Exot TIS Elmrety GAAG OTL TAS KOWAS 
Kat ovvyfers e€orxilovres evvoias paAdov dé GAws 
avaipobvTes Kat dtadbeipovTes ETEpas emevadyovot 
aAAoKoTous Kat €€vas. atomov yap «0 pada Tas 
apeTas Kal Tas Kakias mpos dé TavTals Tas TéxVas 
Kal Tas pvypas macas ett b€ davtacias Kai aby 

B Kal oppas Kal ovyKatallécets owpara TOLOUJLEVOUS 
ev pndevi Pavan’ Ketobar unde U dmdpxew TOTTOV (de>" 
TOUTOLS eva. TOV Ev TH Kapdia Topov ory patov a7ro- 
Aumeiv, oTrov TO HyEepoviKOV avaTéeAXoVGL THS puxijs, 

1 Stephanus; davai -EF, B. 
2 <de> -added here by Amyot; tomov rovros eva <de> 

-Wyttenbach. 

4 See page 695, note a supra. 
> Cf. 1070 c supra. 

"¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 848 (p. 230, 1-9). 
@ Since they are all dispositions or states of the soul or 

of the 7#yepouxdy, itself a disposition of the soul (cf. S.J°F. 
ii, frag. 823 and frag. 132 [p. 42, 23-26] with Sextus, Pyrrh. 
Hyp. ii, 81 and Plutarch, De Virtute Morali 441 c-p and 
446 ¥—-447 a [S.V.F. iii, frag. 459]), and the soul itself is 
corporeal (see 1084 p-r infra [S.V.F. ii, frag. 806] and 
S.V.F. ii, frags. 443 [p. 146, 17-25], 467, 773, 774, 780, and 
807), they are all bodies. See 1084 F infra for ¢avtacia : 
1085 a-p infra for prfpa; S.V.F. ii, p. 23, 20-24 for dav- 
racta, pvjpat, and réyvac. And cf. Plutarch’s De Superstitione 
1654; S.V.F. iii, frag. 305; and especially Seneca, Epistle 
cvi, 4-10 (S. V.F. iii, frag. 84) and Epistle cxvii, 2. That the 
virtues, vices, and affections were held by the Stoics to be 
perceptible has already been stated in 1062 ¢ and De Stove. 
Repug. 1042 r-F supra. For the Stoic doctrine attacked in 
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jects, for no other contrivance presents itself to their 
ambition to save and maintain the phenomena ® of 
growth. 

45. What made them manufacture within the soul, 
however, differences and kinds of body infinite, I had 
almost said, in number or what other assumptions in 
turn they are dressing up thereby, this one could not 
say but could say that they evict or rather altogether 
abolish and destroy the common and customary con- 
ceptions and import in their place others that are 
strange and foreign.® For it’s pretty absurd of them ° 
to take the virtues and the vices and all the skills 
and memories besides and mental images, moreover, 
and affections and impulses and acts of assent for 
bodies @ and say that they do not reside or subsist 
in any subject (but) to have left these things a single 
place ¢ no bigger than a point, the duct in the heart, 
into which they cramp the soul’s ruling faculty/ 

the present chapter see Pohlenz, Zenon und Chrysipp, 
pp. 183-185 and Goldschmidt, Le systéme stoicien, pp. 22-23. 

“Cr. 8. )sP. i, pp. 290, 42-221, 2. 
f According to most of the evidence the Stoics located 

the 7yepovexoy “in the heart” without further qualification 
(cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 837, 879 [p. 235, 20-21], 885, 886, 898) ; 
and in [Plutarch], De Placitis 899 a (S.V.F. ii, frag. 838) it 
is said that all of them located it in the whole heart or the 
** pneuma ”’ of the heart, although this is controverted by 
the evidence of Diogenes of Babylon (S. J”. F. iii, p. 217, 18-20 
{cf. Pohlenz, Stoa ii, pp. 51-52]). Chrysippus himself, how- 
ever, at least once specified its location as in media sede 
cordis (S.V.F. ii, p. 236, 15); and, since he also asserted 
that the left ventricle of the heart is filled with ‘‘ psychic 
pneuma ” (S.V.F. ii, p. 246, 13-14), it is most probable that 
the Diogenes said in [Plutarch], De Placitis 899 a (= Aétius, 
iv, 5, 7 [Dow. Graeci, p. 391, 15-16]) to have located the 
nyewovxor in that ventricle is his pupil, Diogenes of Babylon, 
who is known to have written on the subject (ef. S.V.F’. iii, 
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(1084) bm0 TOGOUTWY CWUATWY KaTEXOMEvoV oowy TOUS 

(1 

mavu dokobvTas adopilew Kai amoKpivey ETEpOV 
eTEpou ToAv mAbs Svarrégevye. TO O€ p17) pLOvoV 
CW PATA Tatra, rrovely adda Kai Coa Aoyuca Kal 
Cwwy TODOUTW optjvos ov hidvov® ode LE Pov 
GAN dxAov a QVTLOTATHY (ev) Kapotars” Kal TOA pLLOV 
CUvEeXovTas anopaivew EKAOTOV pay Trapddevaov 
7 pavopay 7 Sovptov® immov—H Tt av TIS a mAar- 
TOUVGLY ovrou Ovavonbetn Kal Tpooayopevoeter ;— 
bmepBoAn tis €oTw ocAvywpias Kal Tapavopias eis 
Thy evapyeiav’ Kal THY ovvyferav. ot 8’ od judvov 
Tas apEeTas Kal Tas KaKias CHa eivar A€yovaw ovde 
Ta 700) povov, opyas Kat POdvous Kai AVTas Kal 
emyaipekakias, ovde Katadrners Kat havTacias 
Kal ayvotas ovde Tas Téxyvas CHa, THY GKUTOTOM- 
KyY THY xaAKoTuTLUKHV, GAAG mpds ToUTOLS ETL Kal 
Tas evepyetas owpata Kal C@a motor, TOV TreEpi- 
matov C@ov THY opxnow THY Drddeow"® THY TpOO- 
aydopevow tHV Aotdopiav. Emetar dé TovTOLS Kal 

1 Wyttenbach (implied by Xylander’s version) ; écov-E, B. 
2 rocotro -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 23); roaodrov -Bernar- 

dakis. 
3 E: didov -B. 
4 <éy> Kapdiais -H. C.; Kaxiaus -FK, Bs; Kai Biaras [xai] 

-Madvig (Adversaria Critica, p. 671); [xaxias] -Rasmus 
(Prog. 1872, p. 23); Kai Biacov -Bernardakis; <év dperais 
Kat> xaxias -Pohlenz. 

5 cuvéxovras -Sandbach (unpublished notes) ; vodv €xovras 
-E, B; vodv €yovra <xai> -Rasmus (Prog. 1872, p. 23) and 
Bernardakis ; voiv €xovra <wor’> -Pohlenz. 

6 Fi, B (so L}, Q in Sertorius i, 6 [568 c]; Aristophanes, 
Birds 1128); Sovpevov -Bernardakis.. 

7 Wyttenbach ; evépyeay -If, B. 
8 Amyot (“‘ le chausser ’’) ; dmddeow -E, B. 

p. 215, 28-29), and not Diogenes of Apollonia (Diels-Kranz, 
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filled with so many bodies that their great multitude 
has eluded those who are highly reputed for dis- 
tinguishing and separating one thing from another.¢ 
But to make these things not merely bodies but 
rational animals as well ® and by confining ¢in) our 
hearts not a tame or friendly hive © but an adverse 
and hostile mob of so many animals to make each of 
us out to be a game-preserve or byre or wooden 
horse “—or what thought and name could one give 
the fictions of these Stoics ?>—, this is about the last 
degree in scorning and outraging clear apprehension 
and common experience. They assert, however, 
that not only are the virtues and the vices animals 
and not only the affections, cases of anger and envy 
and grief and spiteful joy, or apprehensions and 
mental images and cases of ignorance or the skills— 
shoemaking and smithing—animals but besides these 
they further make / the activities bodies and animals 
—taking a walk an animal,9 dancing, putting on 
one’s shoes, greeting, reviling. It follows that laugh- 

I’rag. Vorsok.®, ii, p. 57, 3-4; cf. F. Solmsen, Aus. flel- 
veticum, xviii [1961]), p. 153, n. 21) or a seribal error for 
* Diocles ” (Dow. Graeci, p. 204, n. 1). 

* This is probably another thrust at the Stoics themselves, 
whose elaborate distinctions (e.g. S.V.F. iii, frags. 264-276 
and 391-438) are called casuistry by Plutarch and (Galen 
(S. VF. iii, frags. 499-441). 

» Cf. Seneca, Epistle exiii, 1-26 (printed in part as S. FF. 
iii, frag. 307) and S.J".F’. iii, frag. 306. 

¢ Cf. De Virtute Morali 441 pk (referring to Vlato’s 
Meno 72 a as does also De Amicorum Multitudine 93 1). 

¢ Cf. Plato, Theaetetus 184 p. 
¢ See 1083 ¢ (with note 6) and 1073 c-p (chap. 29) supra. 
! S.V.F. ii, frag. 848 (p. 230, 9-10). 
9 Cf. Seneca, Epistle exiii, 23=S.''.F. i, frag. 525 and 

il, frag. 836 (p. 227, 40-42). 
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(1084) yeAwra C@ov eivar kat KAavOuov: et dé TadTa, Kal 
Bnxa Kal TTAppov Kal OTEVaypoV TTUGW TE TdaV- 
TWS Kal aTopvéw Kal Ta AouTa’ Evdnda yap €oTt. 
Kal ay dvoXepaiverwoay emt Tavr dyOmevor TO 
KATO puuKpov doy, Xpvoinmov LvnovevovTes ev 

D 76 TpwTw@ TAY DvoiuKrdy Lyrnpdroay ovTw Tpoo- 
dyOvTos: ‘“ ovx 7 pev voe cap eoTly 7 Oe comépa 
Kal O op8pos KaL TO }ecov Ths VUKTOS oapar’ ovK 
ET’ OvdE 7 EV HuEpa TH eEaTiv odyxi de Kal 7 
voupnvia cpa Kat n deKaTyn Kal TrEVTEKALOEKATY 
Kal 7) TPLAKAS KAL O LV G@p EoTi Kal TO Bepos Kat 
TO dOwomwpov Kat o eviauTos.”’ 

46. “AAAa Tatra pev mapa Tas Kowas Pialovrat 
mpoAnbers exetva 5 On Kal Tapa Tas Olas, TO 
Jepotatov mrepupvger Kab TmuKvwoEeL TO AcTTTOMEpE- 
OTATOV" YEVVOVTES. n yap ux Depporarov EOTL 
dxyTov Kat em ropepeoT aro Trovodot 5° abtyy TH 

E mepupdéer kat muxvwcer Tob owpatos® olov oToua- 
get TO veda petaBadrAovTos ex PuTiKod WuxiKov 
yevouevov.. yeyovevar b€ Kat Tov yALov Euivyov 

i; Aewrouepéorepov -B. 
omépuatos -Pohlenz. 
To mvevpatos... wuxiKod yevouevou -Rasmus (Prog. I872, 

p: 23). 

wo wo 

a 8. VF. ii, , frag. 66 665 ; of. Zeller, Phil. Griech. iii/1, p. 8 
> odTw=KaTa puikpov, 1.€. ex mpooaywyys (cf. Aristotle, 

Politics 1306 b 14-15 and 1315 a 13); for the use of zpooayeuw 
cf. Avistotle, De Caelo 304 a 13 and De Gen. Animal. 765 b 
3-6. 

° See 1062 a-B supra (chap. 8 sub finem). 
! +6 Oepudtarov... mip voepov=S.V.F-. ii, frag. 806 (p. 223, 

4-9). See De Stoic. Repug. 1052 r—1053 b (chap. 41) supra, 
to the content of which, though not necessarily to that passage 
itself, the éxeiva here refers (cf. M. Pohlenz, Hermes, Ixxiv 
[1939], p. 18). 
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ing is an animal and weeping ; and, if these, cough- 

ing is also and sneezing and groaning and, certainly, 
spitting and blowing the nose and the rest, for they 
are manifest. And let them not be vexed about being 
led to these things by the argument which advances 
little by little but remember that Chrysippus in the 
first book of the Physical Questions ¢ draws to his 
conclusion in this fashion ®; “ It is not so that the 
night is a body and the evening and the dawn and 
midnight are not bodies ; and it is not so that the 

day is a body and not the first day of the month and 
the tenth and the fifteenth and the thirtieth and the 
month and the summer and the autumn and the 
year.” 

46. But, while in their insistence upon these 
notions they are at odds with the common precon- 
ceptions, they are already at odds with their own as 
well © when they insist upon those others, generat- 
ing 4 what is hottest by a process of chilling and what 
is most subtile by a process of condensation. So they 
do, for the soul is surely most hot and most subtile 
and they produce it by the chilling and condensation 
of the body ¢ which by tempering, as it were, changes 
the vital spirit that out of vegetable is become 
animal. But they also say that the sun has become 

¢ Pohlenz to support his change of owyaros to omépparos 
refers to S.V.F. ii, frags. 805 and 741 ff. ; but the tempering 
occurs when at birth the articulated body meets the external 
air (S. V.F. ii, frag. 805 [p. 222, 14-16]; Hierokles, Ethische 
Ilementarlehre ed. H. von Arnim, col. 1, 20-30; Plutarch, 
De Stoic. Repug. 1052 r and 1053 c-p supra and De Primo 
Frigido 946 c [ro mvetpa A€éyovow ev tots cwépacr TH Bpedav 
TH TepupvEer otopotcba ...|). If the text needed emendation 
at all, the simplest expedient would be to read peraBaddovtes 
instead of wera8addovzos. 
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(1084) Aeyouat, Tob vypod petaBadrdAovtos ets ip voEpov. 

#K 

wpa’ Ka TOV TAvov diavoetobar mepubter yevvo)~ 
pevov. oO prev odv Hevodavys, dunyoupevou Twos éy- 

4 e / / -~ ~ xéAers Ewpakevar ev VdaTt Oepud Cadcas, ‘‘ odxodv”’ 
5 3 ~ el7ev “‘ev wvyp@ attas ep ynoopuev.”’ Tovrots 
A ¢ > » ~ 

de EmoiT av, et mrepupvEer Ta Gepudrata yevva@ar 
\ 4 > 

Kal TuKvwoEL Ta KOUPOTATA, DEepudTynT. Tadw ab 
A ‘ \ , 

Ta Wuxpa Kal diaxyvoer” TA TUKVA Kal SiaKpicet 
\ / ~ > A , 

Ta Papéa yevvady, ddoyias twa*® dvdAdtrovow ava- 
, \ € Aoyiav Kat Copodoyiav.)* 

> a 

Evvoias 8’ odoiay abris Kat yéveow ov Tapa 
Tas evvoias bmoTifevtar; davTacia yap Tis 7 €v- 

Vs > ~ a“ 

voia eoTt, davracia dé tUmwois ev uy: puyjs° 
> «A aA ~ dé ducts avabuyiacis, Hy TuTMOjVaL prev epyddes 

1 |; dpa (with w superscript over 6) -5. 
2 Kaltwasser (see 1053 a-B supra); ovyxvoe -E, b. 
3 Sandbach (Class. Quart., XXXV [1941], p. 116), and im- 

plied by Nylander’s version ; tivos -E, B 
4 <opodroyiay> -H. C.3 avadoyiav Kat... vac. 8 -K3 vac. 

7 -B... €woias; avadoyiav Kat <axodovbiay> -Pohlenz: 
dvahoyiay. Kai évvoias -Stephanus (Amyot ?). 

* puxis -Bernardakis ; poy7 -E, B. 

of Non Posse Suaviter Vivi 1107 B; : [Plutarch], De 
_Placitis 890 a (=S.V.F. ii, frag. 655); S.V.F. i, frags. 120 
and 501. ® Xenophanes, frag. A 17 (D.-K.). 

¢ 'There is probably a pun intended in ddoyias . . . ava- 
Aoytav, and Plutarch may well have added a direct thrust at 
the ‘‘ consistency ” of which the Stoics boasted (see 1062 x 
supra [... ev Tots deypace THY Opodroyiav ...| and De Store. 
Repug. 1035 a). 

4 dayracia yap .. . maAw e&ovros=S.N7F. ii, frag. 847 
(p. 229, 35-41). 

© évvoia= evatroxeysevy vonais (1085 a infra and note e 
there), and vonats=Aoyixn davracia (S.V.F. ii, p. 24, 21-23 
and p. 29, 31). 

i Cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 53, 55, and 56 (with the whole of 
Sextus, Ade. Math. vii, 227-242, 372, 376-377 ; viii, 400- 
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animate by the change of liquid into intellectual 
fire.¢ ‘Then it’s time to think of the sun too as being 
generated by a process of chilling. Now, Xeno- 
phanes, when someone told of having seen eels living 
in hot water, said: “‘ Well then, we'll boil them in 
cold ’’®; and it would be consequent for these 
Stoics, if they generate the hottest things by chilling 
and the lightest things by condensation, conversely 
to generate by heat the things that are cold and by 
diffusion the things that are solid and by rarefaction 
the things that are heavy, thus preserving in their 
irrationality some ratio and <consistency.» ¢ 

47. And in what they suppose to be the essence 
and genesis of conception itself are they not at odds 
with the common conceptions ? For 4% conception is 
a kind of mental image,’ and a mental image is an 
impression in the soul’; but the nature of soul is 
vaporous exhalation,’ on which it is difficult to make 

402; and Pyrrh. Hyp. ii, 70). For the “interpretation ”’ 
of tUmwoats as eTepoiwois by Chrysippus cf. Pohlenz, Stoa i, 
p. 61 and ii, p. 36; and for its ineffectiveness cf. Bonhéffer, 
EL pictet und die Stoa, pp. 149-151. 

0 Cf. S.V.F. i, frags. 189 and 141 (=519 and 520) ; iii, 
p. 216, 18-25; Marcus Aurelius, v, 33 (avafupiacts ad’ aiparos) 
and vi, 15 (9 ad’ aiparos dvabvpiacis Kal 4 €K Tod aépos 
avamvevats). Elsewhere the Stoics are said to define the 
soul as mvedpa oupdves Kal avabvpiaars aic@yntixh ex Tav Too 
cwpatos vypav avadidopevyn (S.V.E. ii, frag. 778 and [Plut- 
arch], De Vita Homeri, 127=vii, p. 400, 18-20 [Ber- 
nardakis]) ; but what are probably more accurate accounts 
represent it as essentially ‘‘ pneuma ”’ which is nourished and 
sustained by the vaporous exhalation of the blood and the 
air inhaled in respiration (S. }”.F. i, frag. 140 =521 ; ii, frags. 
777, 779, 782, and 783), and it is critical interpretation which 
reduces this “* psychic pneuma ” either to avafupiacis atpatos 
(S. VF. ii, frag. 781) or to a mere “ blend” of fire and air 
(S.IF. ii, frags. 786, 787, and 789). 
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(1084) dca pavornta, deLapevyy d€ TYPICAL TUTWOW GOU- 
vaTov. 7 TE Yap Tpopn KaL 1 YEvEeors auras ef 

1085 dypav ovoa oUvex’) THY emupopay ¢ €Xel KQl THY ava- 
Awow, 7 TE Tos TOV aépa’ THs avamvons emypgia 
Kaw det Trove THY avabupiacw, eforapevny Kat 
TpeTopevnv bro TOU AUpabev euBdddovtos oyxeTod 
Kat 7aAw e€vovTos. pedua yap av tis vdaTos de- 
popevov padXov" dsravonfein oxjpwata Kal TUTOUS 

1 90 3 , a A , ee ok | 
Kai €i0y* diadvAatrov 7 mvedpa hepdopevov évTos 
> A \ ¢ 4 ¢ , : > a” > ~ aTMOlS Kal VypoTnoWW ETepw dO EEwWHev evdereyds 
oiov apy@’ Kat aAdotpiw mvetdpati Kipyvapevov. 
aAAa ovTws TapaKkovovol® €avT@y WoTE Tas evvolas 
(ev aTrokeipevas’ Tivas opilopevot vorjoers pvyas 

B d€ povipovs Kal axyeTiKas TUTMCELS Tas 5° emLaTH- 
jas Kal TavTatac. THYVUVTES WS TO apLEeTaTTW- 

1 dépa <dia> -added by von Arnim (S. 17.9". ii, p. 229, 39). 
2 E3 tes p@ddov vdatos hepopevov -B. 
3 kai ein -B ; added superscript after tvzous -E. 
4 evros -Kronenberg (A/nemosyne, lii [1924], p. 107); ev 

trois -E, B. 
® veoupy@ -Wyttenbach (but cf. S.V.F’. ii, p. 218, 27). 
6 Wyttenbach ; zapaxovovres -I°, B3 mapakovortés <eiaw> 

-Bernardakis. 
7 Pohlenz (cf. Plutarch, De Solleriia Animalium 961 

C-D) 3 ee -F, B. 

* Var this objection cf. Sextus, A an ine Vii, , 3T4- WIFE 
who, however, emphasizes the tenuousness and fluidity of 
the “ pneuma ”’ rather than its being in constant flux and 
who after this (376) introduces the interpretation of tumwats 
in the sense of €repoiwars as if this had been intended as an 
answer to the objection. 

» Cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 228, 39-40. 
¢ As Alexander says (S.V.F. ii, frag. 785), if soul is 

‘‘ breath,”’ it is breath with a certain rovos (see De Store. 
Repug. 1034 p supra) and not any and every inert breath, 
such as the circumambient is when it is inhaled. 
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an impression on account of its subtility and for which 
to receive and retain an impression is impossible. 
Liquids being the source of its nourishment, ze. of 
its genesis, this is in process of continual accretion and 
consumption ; and its mixture with the air of respira- 
tion is for ever making a new thing of the vaporous 
exhalation as this is altered and transformed by the 
current which rushes in from without and withdraws 
again. For one could more easily suppose shapes and 
imprints and forms being kept by a stream of running 
water than by a moving breath @ which is perpetually 
being blended with vapours and moistures within? 
and with another, an inert and alien breath as it were, 

from without. The Stoics, however, are so heedless 

of themselves @ as to define conceptions as a kind of 
conserved notions ® and memories as abiding and 
stable impressions and to fix absolutely firm the 
forms of knowledge as being unalterable and stead- 

¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 847 (p. 229, 42-46). 
é Cf. Plutarch, De Sollertia Animalium O61 c-b and 

Philo Jud., Quod Deus Sit Immutabilis 34 (ii, p. 63, 16-17 
[Wendland]). These passages, neither of which is in S.V.F., 
confirm Pohlenz’s change to évamoxeévas here and Pear- 
son’s of ezivora to evvoia in S.V.F. ii, frag. 89 (Class. Rev., 
xix [1905], p. 457 ; ef. Helmbold, Class. Rev., N.S. ii [1952], 
pp. 146-147). 

he OF; Epictetus, Diss. t, xiv, 83 Cicero, Tuse. Disp. i, 61 
(““. .. esse memoriam signatarum rerum in mente vestigia’’) ; 
and the definition of memory as Onoavp.op.os pearance 
(S.V.F. i, frag. 64). That these impressions are “ abiding 
and stable’? does not mean that they all have 7d dodadeés 
kai BéBarov ascribed to every memory of the sage (1061 c-p 
supra); but pyyyn was connected with pov7 at least as early 
as Plato (Cratylus 437 8 3; cf. Aristotle, Anal. Post. 99 b 
36—100 a 5 and Topics 125 b 6; Plotinus, Enz. tv, iii, 26, 
lines 52-54). 
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(1085) tov Kat PeParov éxovoas eita TovToLs vroTiGeabar 

Péow Kal edpay ovoias oAvaOnpas Kal oKxEedaoris 
Kal PEpOMevynsS aE KAL Peovons. 

48. Lrouyetou ye pnv Kat apyns evvowa’® Kowy 

ma@aw wes eos eitety av@pwtrais éeumépuKev, ws 
attAobv Kat akpatov eivar Kat aovveTov’ od yap 

a 2Q? bs A \ / > a 4D 2 / GToLxetov 00d apyy TO peEepypevov add’ e€ dv pe- 
puuKTal. Kal AV ovTOL TOV Deov apynY ovTa capa 
voEepov Kal vodv év VAN TroLodYTEs oO} Kabapoy ovdE 
atAobv ovd acatvberov add’ && érépov Kal bia 
77 3 9 / € \ oe 5) as,’ ” 
ETEpOV’ aTropaivovaw. 1 de VAN Kal’ adtHy adoyos 
ovoa Kal diowos TO aTAoby Exe Kal TO apyoEdés: 
¢ \ ae 5 ” p) , BOX» 
6 beds dé,‘ cimep ovK EaTW aowpaTtos ovd dvdAos, 

SL's pny evvoua. Kai apyis -}>. 
2 aia <avvberov> &€€ -Wyttenbach. 

3, B (pace Pohlenz) ; €répov --\]dine, Basil. 
. ae -Pohlenz. 

® Cf, SV Fo it, ps 29,37 and, p. 30, 22-25, and, 34-35qae 
pp. 26, 41-27, 38. 

y Cf. Sextus, Pyrrh. Hyp. iii, 188 (=A. 1d! 1 trapegas 
¢ Cf. éudutor mpodrjbes in note 6 on Me Stoic. Repug. 

1041 &£. 
“ Cf, Aristotle, Metaphysics 1014 b 5-6 and 1059 b 34-35 : 

Sextus, Adr. Math. i, 104 (p. 622, 15-18 [Bekker] and 
Pyrrh. Hyp. iii, 152 (p.. 156, 17-18 [Bekker]) ; Galen, De 
Klementis i, 1 (i, pp. 414, 9-415, 3 [Kiihn]): Tamblichus, 
De Comm, Math. Scientia, p. 17, 12-13 (Hesta). 

Gi sob hake aia ae 3158. 
SOP Shad aids frag 8Syanes ii, fers 300. ‘The Stoies 

differentiated came from orotxetov (S. Vi. ii, frags. 299 [ef. 
A. Schmekel, Die Positive Philosophie i, oT 1938, p. 2405. 
n. 4], 408, and 409); but Chrysippus distinguished three 
senses of arocyetov, and the third of these (S.J 7°. ii, pp. 136, 
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fast * and then to place beneath these things as base 
and foundation a substance that slides and scatters 
and is always in motion and flux.? 

48. Well anyway, of element or principle there 
has been bred in ¢ practically all men a common con- 
ception, that it is simple and unmixed and incom- 
posite,“ for element or principle is not what has re- 
sulted from mixing but the ingredients of the 
mixture. Yet these Stoics *¢ by making god, while a 
principle,’ an intellectual body,’ that is intelligence 
in matter,” make him out to be not pure or simple or 
incomposite but from something else and because of 
something else.* Matter, however, being in itself 
without rationality and without quality,? has sim- 
plicity and so the characteristic of a principle ; but 
god, if in fact he is not incorporeal and not im- 

34-137, 6) fits what is said of god (cf. S.V EF. ii, p. 113, 10- 
11; pp. 185, 43-186, 3; and p. 306, 20-21), one of the two 
Stoic apyai. 

Paro eo. + i. iy p. 112; 31-32: ‘ps 209, 11-12 ¢ =p. 306, 
19-20; p. 307, 1-3. 

% This explication emphasizes the two separate factors 
(cf. 1076 bv supra [xuwet 8 adriy 6 Adyos evuTdpywy .. .| 
and 8. V.F, ii, p. 112, 8 [. . . ro mounrixov aitiov év TH VAN eivar] 
but also S.V.F. ii, p. 111, 10 [vov ev adzH Adyov, tov Aedyr}) ; 
the o@pa voepov could also be interpreted as vAn mws Exovca 
(cf. Plotinus, S.V.F. ii, p. 113, 30 and p. 115, 22) or vods 
vAKos (cf. S.V.EF. i, p. 42, 7-8 [votv mipwov] and S.V.F. ii, p. 
306, 24-25 [voiv evadépiov of Stobaeus compared with vodv ev 
atSépt of Pseudo-Plutarch]). 

* ro €€ 08 =UAn, TO bia G=TO Tédos (cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 162, 
21-22). What is e€ érépov is not an dpy7 (Aétius, i, 2, 2 
{[Dox. Graeci, p. 275 a 24-28], cf. Plato, Phaedrus 245 p 
2-3) ; and what is 61a €repor ought not to be god, since accord- 
ing to the Stoics god is d:a é6v ra wavra (S.V.F. ii, p. 305, 20 ; 
p. 312, 23 and 32-33). 

? See 1076 c-p supra and the references in note ¢ there. 
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e > Lend aA Ly e (1085) ws apyijs peréaynke THs vAns. ef pev yap ev Kal 
\ es > ¢ 5) 

TavTov 4 VAN Kat 6 Adyos, ovK €b THY VAnV dAoyov 
> O O / i 3 6 Lie wed A) 23 ov / 9 

ATOOEOWKAGLW* EL O€ ETEPA, KAL’ APoTepwr Taplas 
4 e it] \ wv \ >) ¢ ~ > \, / 

av tis 0 Yeos cin Kat ody amdAobv adda adtvOeTov 
TpAyLa TH VOEPH TO CwWpLATLKOV EK THS VANS TpoG- 
eAndws. 

49. Ta ye unv técoapa cwyata, yqv Kal vdwp 
aépa TE Kal TEP, TpPH@Ta cToryela TpodayopevorTes, 

>] LA \ \ € “A \ A \ \ , 

ovK olda OTws TA ev aTrAG Kat Kalapa Ta de ovv- 
Geta Kal peprypeva moiotor. yhv pev yap daoct® 

\ e wf f)> e \ 4 vy? 4 

D kat vdwp ov’ attra ovvexew ov” erepa mvev- 
patikhs de petoxy* Kat mupwdoovs dvvapews Tv 
evoTnta diadvAdtrew: aépa d€ Kal Tip avT@y 7 
eivat du EvTOViaY EKTLKa’ Kal Tots dual eKElVoLS 

EYKEKPALLeva TOVOY TApEeXEW KaL TO LOVLLOV Kat 
ovat@des. TAS ovv ETL YH OTOLXELoOV 7) VOwpP, EL 

4a? ¢ r ~ , ~ 4G? < PO TIN a LAA? 

une amdAotvy pyre mp@tov unl avt@ dvapKes a 

1 [xai] -deleted by Wyttenbach. 
2 Ks apdorépwr av rs 6 Beds ein tapias-3 ; dcadépovra, peyas 

-Sandbach (Class. Quart., xxxv [1941], p. 116); [Kat] ajdgo- 
Tépwrv <tapetov, ov> tapias -Pohlenz (//ermes, Ixxiv [1939], p. 

30, n. 4). 
8 dace -von Arnim (S.V.F". ii, p. 146, 32); toa -l, B; 

ets aet -Bernardakis ; 7:@éacor -Pohlenz. 
4 yeroxyy -Wyttenbach (implied by versions of Amyot and 

Nylander) ; petoxys -E, B. 4 
6 éxtixa -von Arnim (S.V.F’.. ii, p. 146, 35) 3 extarixa -E, 

B; OUVERTUKG. -Pohlenz. 

. Cf. Plotinus j in S. V.F. ii, p. 114, 6-7 (kai 6 Beds Bl sat: 
avTots THs vans" Kal yap o@pa é vAns ¢ ov Kat <tdous) and p. 113, 
28-30 (6 yap Geos . . . mapa te tis vUAns Exwv TO eEivat Kal 
ovveros Kai vorepos ...)3 Alexander, De AMixrtione, p. 225, 
13-16 (Bruns). 
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material, has got a share of matter as a participant 
in a principle. For, if matter and rationality are 
one and the same thing, the Stoics have done ill in 

defining matter to be without rationality ; and, if 
they are different things, god would also have both 
on deposit as a kind of trustee ? and would be not a 
simple but a composite object with corporeality 
from matter added to intellectuality.¢ 

49. In any case, the Stoics, while calling ¢ the four 
bodies—earth and water and air and fire—primary 
elements, make some of them, I know not how, 

simple and pure and the others composite and mixed, 
for they say that earth and water cohibit neither 
themselves nor other things but maintain their unity 
by virtue of participation in a pneumatic and fiery 
power, whereas air and fire because of their intensity 
are self-sustaining and to the former two, when 
blended with them, impart tension and permanence 
and substantiality.2. How, then, is earth still an 
element—or water—if it is not simple or primary or 
self-sufficient but for ever in want of something 

® That is god’s relation to both Adyos and vAn would be 
that of a participant, and essentially he would be neither. 

¢ With Plutarch’s argument in this chapter cf. the argu- 
ments of Sextus (Adv. Math. ix, 180-181), Alexander (De 
Mixtione, pp. 224, 32-296, 34), and Plotinus (nn. v1, i, 
26 and 27). 4 §.V.F. ii, frag. 444 (p. 146, 29-36). 

¢ Cf. Plutarch, De Primo Frigido 947 p-r; S.V.F. ii, 
p. 112, 33-34 and p. 180, 4-7; and Sextus, Pyrrh. Hyp. iii, 
31. From S.V.F. ii, frag. 413, however, it appears that 
Chrysippus at least would not seriously have called all four 
bodies primary elements or elements in the primary sense. 

f On é€xrixa, von Arnim’s emendation which is here 
adopted, cf. Rieth, Grundbegriffe, pp. 67-69. 

9 Cf. S.V.F. ii, p. 144, 27-28; p. 145, 1-3; and p. 155, 
32-36 ; and see De Stoic. Repug. 1053 r—1054 B supra. 
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> \ ” 3 \ a / ~ (1085) évdees EEwlev eicaet’? tot ouvéxovros ev TH eivar 
\ / s \ ~ Kat owlovtos; ovde yap ovcias aiTay emivo.ay 

? / > \ \ ” we VS / amoAedoitracw, adda toAAny exer Tapaynv Kal God- 
° e / / ~ ~ Yi 

pevay OvTws” 0 Adyos Acyopevos THS ys (ws ov- 
3 oias peev pn Ow pLaTos 5 ovens > Twos Kad’ €auTnp. 

>) 

cira. TOS ovoa vA, Kal’ EavTnv dépos Oeirat ouv- 
E toravtos avtny Kai auvéxovros; aAd’ ov éot* yh 

wae \ 20\ ¢ ) \ \ ¢ dade es a Kal” éavtny ovde VOwp, adda THY VANY 6 dyp Woe 
\ \ A ae pev ovvayaywv Kal muKVwWOoUs yy eToincev woe 

A , 5 aA A an ¢ 5) 

d€ maAw® dradvbcioav Kat padraybeicav vdwp. ov- 
> A ae ¢ ) 

d€TEpov ovv TOUTWY GTOLYELOV, Os ETEPOY AaUpoTeE- 
pots ovolay Kal yéveow TrapeoyynKev. 

” \ \ > Ud \ \ 7 e - 

50. "Ere tHv pev ovoiay Kat THY VvAnv bheaoTavar 
Tais movoTyot Aéyovat, ws* axedov OUTWS TOV OpoV 

Or / 

aTroOLOOVal, TAS O€ TOLOTHTAS av mah ovolas Kat 
To pora mowotor. taba Oe ToAAny EXEL TAPAX7}V 

” 

el ev yap (diay ovotay at movoTnTEs EXoVoL Ka 

1K, B; ets aet -Aldine; éoriv ae -Wyttenbach. 
2 Kk, Bs; otros -Leonicus ; odtos 6 Xeyouevos ths yas Aoyos 

-Wyttenbach. 
3 ¢, ..>, supplied. by H.C. 94s. .. vVaeo See 

vac. 29 -B... tTiwds; <ws ovons> -Wyttenbach ; <vooupevns 
as ovaias> -Pohlenz. 

4E; é -B. 
5 8é€ madw -Wyttenbach ; mdaAw d€ -F, b. 
6 ws -Bernardakis ; xat -E, B. 

ee nee —_—. 

¢ Cf. Alexander’s argument in De Miatione, p. 224, 15-22 
(Bruns)=8S. VI. ii, pp. 145, 40-146, 7. 

> Its substantiality is derivative, as has just been said ; 
and yet, if it is of itself a definite body, it should be of itself 
a definite substance. So conversely in 1085 ¥r-F «fra, if 
qualities do not have their own substance but only share a 
common substance, they only participate in body and cannot 
be bodies. 

¢ S.V I. ii, frag. 444 (p. 146, 36-40). 
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external to itself that cohibits it and preserves it in 
being ?@ For not even a notion of their substance 
has been left by the Stoics ; but there is great con- 
fusion and obscurity in the account thus given of 
earth <as being) of itself a definite (body, though 
not substance). And then, how is it that, being of 
itself earth, it has need of air to consolidate and 
cohibit it? But in fact ¢ it is not of itself earth or 
water either, but matter is made earth when air has 

constricted and condensed it in a certain way and 
water when again in a certain way it has been 
softened and dissolved.4 Neither of these is an 
element, then, since something else has imparted 
substance and generation to both of them.?¢ 

50. Moreover, while they say’ that substance, 
that is matter, underlies the qualities, so as practically 
to define them in this way,’ on the other hand again 
they make the qualities substances, that is bodies.” 
This involves great confusion. For, if qualities have 

4 Cf. 8. V.F. ii, frag. 309 with ii, p. 136, 21-23 and p. 134, 
11-14. Plutarch’s emphasis upon the agency of air in his 
interpretation here may have been influenced by &’ dépos 
in the original of such passages as S.V.F. i, p. 28, 17 and 
ii, p. 180, 1 and 18, where, however, it does not express 
P| (see De Stoic. Repug. 1053 a supra=S8S.V.F. ii, frag. 
579). 

¢ So Plotinus says that even the Stoic “ elements ”’ are in 
fact vAn mws éxovaa (S.V.F’. ii, p. 115, 17-21). 

f S.V.F. ii, frag. 380 (p. 126, 30-39). 
9 See De Stoic. Repug. 1054 a supra (mavraxobd rhv vAny 

.. UToKEtoBat Tais ToLdTHOW arodaivovar) ; cf. S.V.F. i, frag. 
86 and ii, frags. 317 and 318. 

» Cf. S.V.F. ii, frags. 377, 383, 410 (p. 135, 22-23), and 
467; see also 1084 a-p supra (page 855, note d), and for 
qualities as “ vital spirits or aeriform tensions ”’ see De Store. 
Repug. 1054 % supra, 
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(1085) nv owpara Aéyovra Kad Elou, ovx ETEPAS ovaias 
F S€ovrau tHv yap avray exovow. Et O€ TOUTO MLOVOY 

avTats UPeaTHKE TO KOLWWOV, OTEP OVGLaY ODTOL Kal 
VAnv Kadotot, dHrov 6Tt GwWuaTos pEeTéXoUGL Gw- 
pata 6°" ovK Elot TO yap” bheaTws Kai dExXdmEvov 
diapepew avayKkyn Tav a SéxeTat Kal ois bh€oTHKeEV. 
ot d€ TO HyLav BA€movat: THY yap VAnY aTroLOV oVvo- 

1086 walovar, tas d€ movotnTas ovKEeTL BovAovTaL Kadety 

avAouvs. Kaito. ms oldv Te GMa TOLOTHTOS avev 
vOHOAL, TOLOTHTA GWUaTOS avev pq voobvTas; 6 
yap aupTrAékwy o@pa maon trowTyTt Adyos ovde- 
vos €G@ p21) ovY TUL TOLOTYHTL Ow@paTos abacbaLr THY 
diudvotav. % Tolvuy pos TO GoWpaTOV THs TOLO- 
TNTOS Payopevos payeoOar Kal Tpos TO amoLOV THS 
UAns €oakev 7 Oatépov Odarepov amroKpivwy Kat 
appotepa xywpilew* aAAjAwv. dv b€ Ties adTav 
m™poPadrovrau Adyov, ws dmrovov THV odatav ovo- 
jealovres ovx OTL TAaONS eoTepnTat TOLOTHTOS: ddA 
ort Td.o0s EXEL TAS TOLOTHTAS , pddvora Tropa, TI 

B evvoiay eotw. ovdeis yap amovov voet TO pnoe- 
jutds ToLoTnTOs dpotpov ovd amables TO TavTA 74- 

1 @ -Wyttenbach (implied by Amyot’s version): yap -E, 
om 

2 yap -Wyttenbach ; de -E, B 
3 vojoa -Kronenberg (Mnemosyne, N.S. lii [1924], p. 107): 

moujoa -1, B. 
4 Bernardakis ; ywpile -E, Bb. 

a a ar a rs 

a Cf. S.V.F. i, frag. 87 (including ii, frag. 316) and ii, 
p. 115, 36-39. 

> OF, the argument of Plotinus (Hnn. v1, i, 29, lines 1-6). 
¢ See 1076 c-p and note c there. 
¢ Cf. Albinus, Epitome xi, 1 (p. 65, 11-13 [Louis]=p. 166 

21-23 {[Hermann)}). 
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their own substance, in virtue of which they are 
called and are bodies, they do not have need of 
another substance, for they have their own. But, if 

what underlies them is only this common thing that 
these Stoics call substance and matter,® it is clear 

that they participate in body but are not bodies, for 
what is substrate and receptacle must be different 
from the things that it receives and underlies.® 
These men, however, see by halves, for they give 
matter the epithet “ without quality ”’ ° but will not 
go on and call qualities “ immaterial.’’ Yet how is it 
possible to conceive body without quality if they do 
not conceive quality without body ? Tor the reason- 
ing that implicates body in every quality permits 
the mind to grasp no body unconnected with some 
quality. It seems, then, either that its opposition to 
quality’s being without body is also opposition to 
matter’s being without quality or that in severing 
the one from the other it also separates both from 
each other. The reasoning advanced by some of 
them,’ as giving substance the epithet “ without 
quality ’’ not because it is devoid of every quality 
but because it has all qualities,’ is most especially 

at odds with the common conception, for no one 
conceives as without quality what is without part in 
no quality or as impassive what is naturally always 

¢ S.V.F. ii, frag. 380 (p. 126, 39-42). 
f Cf. Diogenes Laertius, vii, 137=S.V.1’. ii, p. 180, 7-8 : 

Ta 67) TéTTapa Grotxyetia elvar duod THY atroLov ovolay, THY Any. 
J. Westenberger thought that he had detected a refer- 
ence to the reasoning here rejected by Plutarch in [Galen], 
De Qualitatibus Incorporeis, p. 472, 3-5 and p. 477, 11-13 
(Kiihn); cf. Westenberger’s notes on 8, 13 and 13, 8 of his 
edition (Marburg, 1906), pp. 26-27 and p. 31. 
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r ? chen A 999 3 4 A / / 

(1086) oxew aet mepuKos odd akivntov TO TaVvTN KWHTOV. 
> a > 3 / ha je \ / % ec 

exeivo 8 od AéAvTaL, KAY Gel PETA TOLOTHTOS 7 VA 
~ 4 e \ A 

vonTat, TO eTépayv adTnv voeiabar Kai dtadepovoay 
a / 

THS TOLOTHTOS. 

* i.e. 1085 F supra: To yap vpeotws... diadépev avayKy 
Tov... ols dhéarnxev. 
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being affected in all respects nor as immobile what 

is everyway movable. And, even if matter is always 

conceived along with quality, the former statement @ 

has not thereby been refuted, that it is conceived as 

other than quality and different from it. 
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Academic, 441, 447 note c, 480 
note a, 529 note a, 601 and 
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849. Older Academics, 663 

Academy, 419, 436 note a, 441 
note a, 514 note a, 661, 663, 
735 note d, 847 and note f. Old 
Academy, 701 note a, 738 
note b 

Acco (‘‘ Bogy ’’), 469 
Achelous, river god, 619 note a 
Acheron, 783 
Achilles, 707 
Acropolis at Athens, 423 
Acusilaus of Argos, frag. 

(F.Gr.H.) 22: 611 and note a 
Adrastus, 845 
Aegean Sea, 811 
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41 
Aeschylus, Persae 337-343: 809 
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note e 
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and note b 
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(Diels-Kranz) B 12: 257 note g 

Antigonus II Gonatas, 809 
Antiochus of AscaJon, 739 note b 
Antipater of Tarsus, Stoic philo- 

sopher, 417 and note e, 421, 
561, 563, 595 note b, 601 and 
note b, 753 note a, 765 and 
note d, 783 note d. Frag. 
(S.V.F. Lil) 1-2: 417 note e. 
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note e. 19: 601 and note bd. 
Se Ne toe DOLE) te ices DOL, 
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note e 
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e 

Antipodes, 547 
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frag. (Mullach) 121: 465 and 
note d, 467 
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Apollodorus of Seleuceia, frag. 

(S.V.F. IIT) 6 (p. 259, 24-26) : 
824 note a. 8 (p. 260, 22-23): 
838 note a 
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Apollonius, teacher of Diodorus, 
589 note ¢ 

Apollonius Rhodius, i, 57-64 : 610 
note a 

Arcesilaus, founder of the new 
Academy, 25 note d, 429 note 
a, 4837 and note a, 489 note c, 
441 note a, 445, 529 note a, 601 
and note b, 663, 809 and note c 
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osopher, 837. Frag. (S.V.F 
III) 14: 837 and notes 8, C. 
21: 735 note b 
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monds) 938: 741 and note e 

Archimedes of Syracuse, Opera 
(ed. Heiberg) I, p. 8, 3-4: 55 
note A. I, p. 74,1: 819 note g 

Areimanius, Zoroaster’s name for 
spirit, 255 

Aristarchus of Samos, astro- 
nomer, 79 

Aristarchus of Samothrace, gram- 
marian and critic, 514 note b 

Aristocreon, pupil and kinsman of 
Chrysippus, 419 and note b 

Ariston of Chios, Stoic philo- 
sopher, 425 and note d, 509 
note a, 529 note a, 737 note e, 
757 and note d. Frag. (S.V.F. 
1) 346: 561 note e. 347: 799 
note f. 351: 759notec. 351: 
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and note b. Anal. Post, 73 a 
40-b1: 283 notea. 99 b 36— 
100 a5: 863 note f. 100b2: 
257 note hk. Anal. Prior. 24a 
16-17: 107 note b. Categories 
10223: 819 notec. 12a 138- 
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304 note b. ii, 46, 1-3: 304 
notes a, b. li, 56, 14-58, 5: 
304 note e. ii, 57, 11-12: 304 
note b. Frag. (Wehrli) 13: 
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Asclepiades of Bithynia, 67 note a wealth: 501, 503, 505. On 
Athena, 615 Decision: 511, 545. Demon- 
Athens, Athenians, 421 and note Strations concerning Justice : 

a, 591 475, 477, 479. On Dialectic: 
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533, 675. On the Fair: 463. 
Bosporus, 493 and note ¢, 533, 681 On Friendsiip: 461. On the 

Goal: 489, 687. On the Gods: 
Cadmus, 343 459, 541, 545, 553, 677. On 
Caeneus, a Lapith, 611 and note (Good(s): 517%, 531, 7A wOn 
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Caesar, Julius, 665 and note c 467-471, 483, 5389, 555, 747, 749. 
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495 and note Db 497, 501, 503, 507, 538, 547, 553, 
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a, 755 note c, 765, 783 note f. 597. On Possibilities: 581. On 
Frag. (Wisniewski) 42: 669 Providence: 565, 573. On 
note ¢ Rhetoric: 423. On Right Ac- 

Carthaginians, 851 tions: (453,.725.. On VSae- 
Cato the Younger, 665 and note c Stanee:. DD es On Use):oF 
Cephalus, character in Plato’s Discourse: 435, 443, 447. On 

Republic, 469 and note a the Void: 839. On Ways of 
Chaldeans, 329 and note c, 331 Living: 417, 429, 443, 491, 

note g 493, 5381. On Zeus: 457, 459, 
Charidotes (‘‘ Giver of Joy’), 677 

divine epithet, 535 and note a Circe, 697 and note d, 733 
Chrysippus of Soli, referred to Citium, a town on Cyprus, 341 

and quoted in Part II passim, Cleanthes, Stoic philosopher, 415- 
In Part I: 348 note d. Frag. 417 and notes passim, 421, 425- 
(S,V.2. 11) 135; 143 7:107 note 427, 745 note e, 747 note B, 
f. 147: 121 note f, 127 note bd. 749 note d, 783, 737 and note ec. 
£48 2.124, mote fin 1600251 Re. an VF. 1) 484: 570 note 
note f. 203: 122 note a. 205 Be 490: 662 note b. 497: 
(p. 66, 28-37): 122 note a. 27 note b, 787 note 0. 497 
207: 121 note d, 122 note a. ta tik 25- 28): 797 note d. 
208: 121 note d. 216 (pp. 70, 499: 787 note ¢. 501: &60 
36-7402): 122 notecea’ 217: note a. 510-512: 787 note b. 
121 note d. 488: 219 note b. 613.25 42Y note b.. oite 477 
509-510, 515: 84 notee. 815: note b, 706 note b. 518: 575 
61 note c. 1044 (p. 308, 15-18): note b. 519-520: 861 note g. 
32 note a. 1158: 31 note e, 5252 | 857. notecy. 4 536.2 aes 
170%) FUSS Tote wes OS. Fr . and note b. 537 (p. 122, 6-7): 
Ill) 382: 246 note c. 396: 427 note b. 552: 415 note g. 
99 note b. 456, 459, 461, 462: 555: 483 note c. 563 (pp. 128, 
246 note ¢c. Works named in 31-129, 2): 427 and note a, 
text: Against Common Experi- 563 (p. 129, 3-5): 427 note bd. 
ence: 441, 443. Arts of 567: 72. note ¢, , b9Sc6 Gal 
Physics: 577. On Common- note @. 619: 671 note e. 
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Physical Treatises : 427 

Clearchus of Soli, 319 and note c. 
Frag. (Wehrli) 4: 317 and 
note d 

Cleisthenes, Athenian statesman, 
421 and note a 

Cleon, Athenian politician, 707 
and note @ 

Colotes, follower of Epicurus, 772 
note a 

Comica Adespota, frag. (Kock) 
189: 801 note 0. 464: 755. 
1240: 795 

Corinthus, son of Zeus, 761 and 
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7: 265 and note e 

Crates of Athens, successor of 
Polemo in Academy, 436 note a 

Crates of Thebes, Cynic philo- 
sopher, 465 note d 

Cretan Sea, 811 
Critolaus, Peripatetic philosopher, 

739 note d, 741 note a 
Ctesios (“‘ Steward of the House- 

hold ’’), epithet of Zeus, 533 
and note w on p. 534 

Cyclops (Polyphemus), 121 
Cyloneans, partisans of the 

Athenian aristocrat Cylon, 559 
and note ¢ 

Cypria, frag. 1: 541 note c 

Deianeira, wife of Heracles, 684 
note b 

Deiotarus, Galatian tetrarch, 543 
and note a 

Deinades, Athenian politician, 
frag. (Baiter-Sauppe) 13: 123 
and note c 

Demeter, 497, 501, 505 
Demetrius of Phalerum, frag. 

(Wehrli) 196: 109 note d 

Democritus of Abdera, Greek 
philosopher, 821 and notes a, 6, 
823 note b. Frag. (Diels- 
Kranz) A 114: 821 and notes 
a,5; BD 21+ 446 tote 6-4 5B 
155: 819 and notesc, f. B156: 
821 and note a 

Demosthenes, Or. 5.5: 119-121 
and note-@ on p.121. 21. 72: 
119 and note d. 21.110: 119- 
121 and note a on p. 121. 
21. 200: 119-121 and note db 
np. 121 

Demylus, tyrant of Carystus, 559 
and note d 

Diagoras of Melos, ‘‘ The Athe- 
ist,’ 783 and note e 

Diodorus ‘‘ Cronus,’”’ a member 
of the Megarian school, 445 
note a, 589 and note ¢, 591 note 
d. Frag. (Doring) 130-139: 
744 and note e 
ea piculis. 4,695,024 (238 

note 
oe red Tom ’’), 681 and note a, 
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te 

Diogenes of Apollonia, 5th-cent. 
Greek philosopher, 855 note f. 
Frag. Saal Kranz) A 19: 25 
note b 

Diogenes of Babylon, Stoic philo- 
sopher, 417 and note e, 76d 
noted. Frag. (S.V.F. III) 1-4: 
417 note e. 5: 417-419 and 
note a@ on p. 419. 20 (p. 213, 
18-21): 251 note f. 22 (D- 213, 
27-31): 127 note b. 
1-2): 121 note f. oo (p. 215, 
28-29) : 855 note f. 29 (p. 215, 
35-36): 107 note f. 30(p.216. 
18-25): 861 note g. 33 fn2417, 
10-12): 801 note e. 33 (p. 217, 
18-20): 855 note f. 44 (p. 219, 
11-18, 45-46): 734 note b, 750 
note a. 117: 420 note a 

Diogenes of Sinope, Cynic philo- 
sopher, 465 note d, 501 and note 
d, 695 note ec 

Dionysius the Elder, tyrant of 
Syracuse, 559 

Dionysius of Heraclea, Stoic 
philosopher, frag. (S.V.F. [) 
434: 517 note a 

Dionysius Thrax, grammarian, 
Ars Grammatica (Uhlig) 11: 

879 
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105 note d.4 12: 110 note a. 
15: 125 note d 

Dionysus, 534 notc a 
Dioxippus, physician and _ fol- 

lower of Hippocrates, 527 and 
note b 

Egyptians, 255 
leans, 23 and note g 
Empedocles, frag. (Diels- Kranz) 

2, ‘ao, “4s 2hS) note zh. 
B 48: 83 ‘and note a. B 115, 
1-2: 253 note h 

Ephorus of Cyme, Greek histor- 
ian, 495 and note d 

Epicarpios (‘‘ Guardian of Har- 
vests ’’), epithet of Zeus. 533 
and note a on pp. 535, 789 

Epicharmus, 5th-cent. comic 
writer, frag. (Diels-Kranz) B 2: 
847 and note d 

Epicureans, 183 note d, 417 note 
d, 423 and note d, 457, 471, 509 
and note a, 524 note ¢c, 547 note 
b, 825 note e 

picurus, 193, 491 and note a on 
p. 492, 559 and note a on 
pe S61, 565, 3984; THT 71843, 
Epistles (Usener) i, 56-57: 813 
note b. i, 58-59: 825 note c. 
i, 60-61: 580 note b. i, 61-62: 
844 note a. i, 67: 773 note g. 
ly, 76-72-53 492 noted. * H,-072 
492 note a. iii, 123: 782 note 
d. fil, 132.2 519: note vr. Sent. 
Sel. (= KB, Al) £2402. note a; 
v: 519 note ¢. Frag. 13,169; 
423 note d. 276: 581 note b. 
“Wr. (84> note a.” Aira 825 
note d. 281: 193 and note e, 
580 note b. 293: 69 note d. 
299: 581 and note 6b. 368: 
787-789 and note f on p. 7387. 
78:.549and note c. 386-387: 

423 note d. 426: 417 and note 
a. 515: 519 and note c 

Eratosthenes of Cyrene, head of 
the Library of Alexandria, 527 
and note b 

Kretrian School, 443 note c 
}thiopians, 699. 
Kubulides of Miletus, philosopher 

of the Megarian School, 589 
note c, 666 note a 

Euclid, Elements i, Axiom 7: 827 
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note d. i, Post. 3: 30 note e, 
vii, Def: 22:5 278 2nete Sean, 
Defs. 18 and 21: 55 note f. 
xi, Def. 28 2.153 note gaa: 
Prop. 18 :)..325° note wir vene 
Prop. 18, Lemma: 53 note i. 
Sectio Canonis 13: 309 note d, 
16: 304 note ¢ 

Eudemus of Rhodes. pupil of 
Aristotle, frag. (Wehrli) 49; 
195 and note e 

Eudorus of Alexandria, eclectic 
philosopher, 165 note ce, 218 
note g, 267 note ad,° 293,201 
and note } 

Eupolis, poet of Old Comedy, 527 
and note b 

Euripides, 115, 501, 527 and note 
uot, ‘Andes 44ns FTI 
and note b. Baecehae 918-919 + 
853. Cyclops 225: 121 note e, 
Electra 1282-1288 : 541 note e. 
Helen 38-40: 541 note e. 
Heraclidae 819-863 : 613. HF. 
111-112: 713-715 ‘and note a 
on p. 714, 1245: 539 and note 
a, 693. 1316-1319, 1341-1344: 
0969 note a@ 1345-13846: 569 
and note a. Orestes 1639-1642: 
S41 note c. Supplices 734-736 : 
595. Troiudes 454: 7389 note 
d. 886: 255 and note e. 8&7- 
8k&8 : 87 and note bo Frac. 
(Nauck) 254, 2: 545 and note 
¢. 285, 8: 733° and critical 
note 3. 292, 7: 545 and note 
d, 892: 497 and note @°ser, 
205 and note d@. 990: 329. 
991: 469 

Evenus of Paros, 5th-cent. poet 
and sophist, frag. (Bergk) 10: 
115 and note b 

Fragmenta Adespota (\yric) 15 
(Diehl) : 723 and note « 

Genethlios (CS Guardian af 
Birth ’’), divine epithet, 7&9 
and note d 

Genetor (‘‘ Sire ’’), epithet of 
Zeus, 541 and note b 

Glaucus, grandson of Bellerophon, 
697 

Greek, 25, 869 

Hades, 92 note a, 543, Ol 
Helios, 91 note a 
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Heracles, 539, 619 and note a, 
685 and note b, 707 and notes 
be 

Heraclitus, 253, 255 note w, 697 
and note c, Frag. (Diels- 
Wroy B 30: 179 and note A. 
B 51: 253- 255 and note @ on 
p. 254. B54: 257. B 100: 
91 and note b. B I1L7: 723 
note c. B119: 21 and note @. 
B 125: 547 note b 

Herillus of Carthage, Stoic philo- 
sopher, 746 note D 

Hermes, 534 note @ 
Hermippus of Smyrna,  Peri- 

patetic biographer, frag. (Muel- 
ler, FHG) 76: 699 note > 

Herodotus, ii, 64: 507 note d. ii, 
160: 23 note g. viii, 123: 24 
note @ 

Hesiod, Works and Days 78: 707. 
242-243 : 469 and note e. 299: 
b2u. 024: G69 note cc. 757- 
758: 507. Theogony 901-902 : 
D4) note b. Frag. (Rzach) 271: 
427 and note d. 427 and note 
d. (Seutum) 157-158: 119 and 
note ¢ 

Hieronymus of Rhodes, philo- 
sopher, frag. (Wehrli) 11: 417 

Hipparchus of Nicaea, Greek 
astronomer, 325 notes b-e, 527 
and note ¢ 

Hippo, 5th-cent. natural philoso- 
pher, frag. (Diels-Kranz) A 8: 
783 and note e 

Hippocrates, 527 and note / 
Hipponax of Ephesus, frag. 

(Knox, LCL) 56: 619 and note 
d, 727. 58: 613 and note e 

Homer, 117, 853 and note Bb. 
Iliad i, 5: 549 and note b, 597 
eo. is ms fe. i, oe : 
105, 129 note }. i, 343: 433. i, 
544, etc. : 29-31 and note a on 
Bers, 0 ke. fk: Wy eee: 
1838. Vi, 284: 697. 253, etc.: 
bia. 207: 489. viii, ¢4: 701 
and note Bb. 31, etc.: 98. 
xi, 64-65: 101. xiv, 315-316: 
771 and critical note 1. 459- 
460: 117 and notee. xv, 109: 
595. xviii, 536-537 : 
ree. "xe. ida «117 
note f. xxiii, 346-347: 845 

and note ¢. Odyssey i, 45, ete. : 
93. 3866: 769 and critical 
notes 7-8. iv, 892: 695 and 
note ec. vi, 46: 781 and note e. 
229-235: 615. viii, 408-409: 
Its. 4388-448: 7388..ix, £27: 
121. x, 210-243: 697 and note 
hoe kVieleeolsO:: Ole, ose 
ato. . xvii, 337,. 365 f.- 619 
and note c. xviii, 213: 769 
and critical notes 7-8. xxiii, 
Loses. Gilby. feu «hae 
xxiv, 473: 93 note b 

Homeric Hymns ii (Demeter) 62: 
91 and note a 

Horus, 257 

Idanthyrsus, Seythian king, 493 
and note ¢, critical note 6, 495, 
681 

Tolaus, character in Luripides’ 
Heruacleidae, 6 

Isocrates. Adv. Sophistas 19: 
121 note ¢c. (Ad Denionicumy) 
28: 725 note e 

Ithacans, 619 

Jews, 561 
Jupiter, planet, 324 note a, 333 

Lacydes of Cyrene, head of the 
Academy, 441 note a 

Lais, courtesan, 461 and critical 
note 8, 677 and critical note 2 

Lapith, 611 and note a 
Leonidas of Tarentum, Anth. Pal. 

vii, 35: 343 
Leuco, king of Pontus, 193 and 

note c, 495, 681 
Lichas, attendant of Heracles, 

685 and note b 
Lycurgus, Spartan legislator, 421 

and note a, 707 and note b 
Lynceus, mythical figure famous 

for his keen sight, 851 and 
note d 

Manteios (* Oracular’’), divine 
epithet, 789 and note d 

Mars, planet, 324 note a, 333 and 
note d 

Megara, 591. Megarian ques- 
tions, 443. Megarian School, 
443 and note c 

Meidias of Anagyrus, Athenian 
politician, 119 
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Meilichios (‘ Gracious ’’), epithet 
of Zeus, 791 and note f 

Meletus, one of Socrates’ 
cusers, 705 and note e 

Menander, frag. (Koerte-Thier- 
felder) 64, 749: 21 and note ec. 
786: 793 

Menedemus of Eretria, Greek 
philosopher, 443 and note ¢ 

Menedemus of Pyrrha, a follower 
of Plato, 495 and note d 

Mercury, planet, 323 and note d, 
331 and notes c, d, 333 and 
notes c, f 

Molionidae, mythical twins, 549 
and note d 

Muses, 337-339 and notes passim 
Myrmecides, sculptor and cen- 

graver, 853 and note a 

ac- 

Nessus, Centaur, 685 note b 
New Testament: II Cor. 4, 8-9 

and 6, 10: 613 note Db. Eph. 
5, 4: 685 note d 

Odeum, at Athens, 419 and note 
a, critical note 1 

Odysseus, 121, 615, 619, 697, 733 
Olympic Games, 23 and note g 
Olynthus, 495 and note b 
Order, 541 and note b 
Oromasdes, Zoroaster’s name for 

god, 255 
Orphet Argonautica 170-174 : 610 

note a. Orphicorum Frag- 
yrenta (Kern) 21, 2la: 780 
note a. 91 (B 6 Diels-Kranz) : 
343 note d, 780 note a 

Pacan (‘‘ Healer ’’), divine epi- 
thet, 789 and note d 

Panticapaeum, city in the Taur- 
ian Chersonese, 495, 497 note a 

Parmenidean Stranger, character 
in Plato’s Politicus, 211 

Parmenides of Elea, 559 note d. 
Frag. (Diels-Kranz) B 8, 53-61, 
B9: 255-and note 6 

Peace, 541 and note b 
Peloponnesian War, 

note e 
Pentheus, 833 
Pericles, 707 and note a 
Peripatetics, 247 notes d, f, 417 

and note d, 430 note a, 4387 
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541 and 

note a, 515 note @e, 701 note a, 
738 note b 

Persaeus, pupil of the Stoic Zeno, 
443 note ¢ 

Perses, brother of Hesiod, 529- 
HSL. 

Persian War, 541 and note e 
Phaedrus, character in Plato's 

dialogues, 3i 
Phalaris, tyrant of Acragras, 707 
and note d 

Phanias, follower of Posidonius, 
217 note g 

Pherecydes of Athens, genealo- 
gist. Fragment (F'.Gr. Hist.) 33: 
665 note db. 42: 619 note a 

Pherecydes of Syros, early prose- 
writer, 697 and note ¢ 

Philistion, Greek physician, 527 
and note 0 

Philocrates, archon of Athens 
_ 276/5 B.C., 515 note a 
Philolaus, a Pythagorean. Frag- 

ments (Dieis-Kranz) A 16-17: 
323 notes b, d. A 26% 287 
note e. B6: 287 note e, 305 
note f 

Phocylides (pseudo-), early ele- 
giac and hexameter  poct, 
Sententiae (Young) 87: +427 
and note d@ 

Phryne, courtesan, 461 and cri- 
tical note 1, 677 anu critical 
note 2 

Pindar, 343, 611-613. Nemean 
vii, 105: cf. 761 and note*c. 
x, 61-63: cf. 851 and note d. 
Fragments (Turyn) 22: 343 
and note.¢. “24 :.85." G65 900 
and note b. 71: 619 note a. 
147: 733 and. note wn, ee 
611 and note a 

Plato, 19-365 passim, 425 and 
note a, 429, 430 note a, 459, 
465, 467 and note b, 469, 471 
and note c, 475, 477, 513-515, 
525 and note d, 527 and note b, 
749, 843. Clitophon 408 A 4-7: 
465. Cratylus 399 D10-E 3: 570 
note a. 437 B 3: 863 note f. 
Crito 50 c 8-D 1: 417 note f. 
Euthydemus 280 C-E: 725 note 
e. 29258: 761 notec. Gurgias 
452 A-B: 471 noted. 467 £E6—- 
468 B1: 701 note a. 499 E: 
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745 note f. 50406: 471 noted, 
520 c 5-6: 730 note a. 524 B 
2-4: 586 note a. Hippias 
Major 293 a 9-10: 563 note a. 
Laws 631 ¢: 471 note d. 661 
A-D: 471 note d, 704 note a. 
728 D 6—729 B1: 704 note a 
729c 5-8: 789 noted. 793 ¢c: 
669 note e. 816 D9-E 1: 715 
note e. 816 E: 723 note b. 
903 B 4—D 3: 552 note b. 963 
c 5—964 B 7: 424 note a. 
Lysis 216 D 5-7: 701 note a. 
218 E—219 A: 471 note d. 
219 c—220B: 745notef. Meno 
72 A: 857 notec. Parmenides 
150 D 5-E 5: 819 note d. 161 
Cc 7-8: 817 note d. Phaedo 
60 B-c: 555 note a. 65288: 
833 note c. 66 C 5-D 2: 544 
note a. 67 D 4-5: 566 note a. 
79cC6-8: 723notec. 9658-4: 
819 noted. 112A: 701 note db. 
Piaedrus 240 £6: 551 note a. 
245 D 2-3: 865 note i. 246 D 
1-2: 561 note f. Protagoras 
361 E 5-6: 771 note f. Re- 
public 330 D—331 B: 469 and 
note a. 351 D—352 A: 477 
and note a. 357c: 471 noted. 
373 D-E: 544 note a. 380A: 
709 note d. 398 © 7-8: 563 
note a. 427 E—435 B: 424 
note a. 43800 4-5: 771 note f. 
434 B-c: 491 note c. 441 c— 
444 4: 424 notea. 489 B4: 
662 note a. 505 B6—-c 5: 761 
note bd. 528 A 6: 728 note c. 
Sophist 226 B 6: 815 note b. 
247 D 8-E 8: 773 note g. 258 
D—259 B: 772 note a. Sym- 
posium 202 B 1-5: 701 note a. 
207 D 2—208 B 2: 847 note f. 
Theaetetus 176 A 5-8: 555 note 
a 184D: 857 noted. 209 pD 
8-E 4: 761 note d. Timaeus 
33 C 7-D 3: 567 notes c,d. 47 
EF 5—48A2: 557 noted. 584 
1: 818 notec. 63848 8-10: 813 
note d. 64A: 720 notea. 75 
A 7-C 7: 553 note b. [Ery- 
xias|}395B: 727 note f. Works 
named in text: Account of At- 
lantis (=Critias): 211. Laws: 
43, 187, 197. Phaedrus: 63, 

199. Philebus: 185,189. Politi- 
cus: 191, 195, 211. Republic: 
35, 88, 211, 335, 429. Sophist: 
175. On the Soul (= Phuedo): 
175. Symposium: 31,47. The- 
aetetus: 19, Timaeus: 159,189, 
199, 211, 351 

Platonists, 159, 351 
Plutarch, son of the author, 

133 f., 159 
Plutarch, tyrant of Eretria, 121 

and note a 
Polemon of Athens, head of the 
Academy, 515 and note u, 739 
and notes a, b, 741 note d 

betes kingdom in Asia Minor, 
4 

Posidonius, 186 note ec, 217 and 
note g, 219 notes b, c, 223 notes 
g, h, 225 notes b, e, 351. Frag. 
(Kdelstein-Kidd) 96: 851 and 
notes a, b, c, critical note 1. 
98: 835 and notes d, f. 187, 
26-27: 750 note b. F 141 a: 
217-223 and notes passim (esp. 
g-0n.. Dp, 217 £.)) .¥ 142-)-2351- 
353 and notes passim 

Protagoras, 833 note bd. Frag- 
ment (Diels-Kranz) B 7: 820 
note a 

Pythagoras, 85 and note f, 86 
note c, 111, 165 and note c, 306 
note a, 343 note d, 559 and note 
c. Pythagoreans, 269, 273 and 
notes b, c, 285, 287 and note d, 
289, 303-305 and notes passim, 
306 note a, 323 and notes 3b, d, 
328 note c, 331 note g, 341 and 
note g, 539 and note b, 540 
note a 

Roman language, 115 and note ce 

Salamis, battle of, 809 and note 0 
Sardanapalus, king of Assyria, 

707 and note e 
Saturn, planet, 324 note a, 333 

and notes e, f 
Sceptics, 441 note a 
Scythian, 493 and note c, 497 

and note a, 681 
Seleucus, astronomer, 79 and 

note b 
Sicily, 851 
Simonides, lyric and elegiae poet. 
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Fragment (Bergk) 5, 17: 679 
and note « 

Sipylus, a town in Lydia, 665 and 
note d 

Sirens, eight, 335-339 and notes 
passim 

Socrates, 19-29 and notes passim, 
TOF; 111; 136, SEY, S16 aos: 
705 and note e, 706 note b, 841, 
843 and note «a 

Soli, town in Cilicia, 163, 317 
Solon, 421 and note a 
Sophocles, <Antigone 446-457: 

781 and note 6. Trachiniae 
772-782 : 684 note b 

Soter (‘‘ Saviour ’’), epithet of 
Zeus, 541 and note b, 791 

Sparta, 723. Spartan constitu- 
tion, 421 and note a 

Speusippus, Plato’s successor in 
the Academy, 704, 738 note 0b. 
Fragment (Lang) 30, 10-11: 
215 note 6. 40: 219 note c. 
53: 85 and note b. 54 a-b: 
170 note a. 59: 705 and note 
a 

Sphaerus, Stoic philosopher, 663 
note gy. Fragment (S.V.F. I) 
620 (p. 140, 2): -706 note 0b. 
625: 799 note f. 629 (p. 142, 
3-7): 706 note b 

Stagira, town of Chalicidice in 
Macedonia, 495 and note ¢ 

Stilpo, head of the Megarian 
school, 443 and note ec, 445 
note @ 

Stoa, 439 note c, 617, 619, 665, 
693, 701 note a, 759, 767 

Stoic, 85, 99 note b, 107 and notes 
c, d, 121 and note ad, 127 and 
notes a-c, 180 note b, 183 note 
d, 191-193 and notes passim, 
219 notes 0b, c, 241 notes a, e, 
247-and note c, 255 notes e, f. 
The Stoics are the subject of 
Part Il. The following list is 
therefore limited to those pages 
on which the word itself occurs 
in the text or translation : 423, 
439, 443, 453, 485, 487, 541, 
549, 561, 581, 599, 611, 613, 615, 
619, 661, 673, 675, 679, 681, 
689-693, 697, 699, 707, 713, 
719, 725, 729, 735, 741-740, 
765, 779, 7387, 793, 801, 803, 
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815, 825, 831-837, S41, 843, 
847, 849, 853, 857, 865-871. 
Stoic writings named: Ox 
Destiny, On the Gods, On 
Nature, On Providence: 785 

Strabo, vi, 2,1: 853 note w 
Strato of Laimpsacus, head of the 

Peripatetic Schovl, 515 and 
note a 

Syrians, 561 

Tantalus, 665 and note ) 
Tarsus, 561 
Teles, Cynic writer, TV A (p. 37, 

6-9): 725 note e 
Thebes, 853 
Theodorus of Soli, commentator 

on Plato’s mathematical works, 
265 and note d, 317-319 and 
notes passim 

Theognis, 175-176: 467 and note 
a, 737. 4382: 27 and note’ 

Theon (‘* Dick ’’), 681 and note a 
Theophrastus, 79, 437 note a, 515 

note a, 666 note a, 738 and note 
b. De Lapidibus 9: 123 note f. 
Metaphysics 6 A 23-B 5: 40 
note a 9B13-16: 215 note bd. 
Phys. —Opin.: frag "£25 92805 
note c. ‘frag. I1? 177 note a, 
frag. 22: 79 and note c. De 
Sensibus 19: 24 note db. 32: 
687 note 6. 41: 24 noted. 
Fragment (Wimmer) &9, 2: 
305 note h 

Thersites, 707 
Thucydides, 115 
Timaeus, character in 

dialogues, 77, 211 
Timaeus Locrus,’”’ wept Wuyas 
KOOLw Kat Pyatos 93 A: 188 note 
ce. 94 4: 196 note a, 213 note 
d. 94 4-B: 173 note c. 94¢: 
169 note f. 95 E: 213 note d, 
96 B: 300 note c. 960: 237 

Plato’s 

‘ . 

note d. 96 £5, D7 A> 3382 notes 
97 D: BL note dh. OT E28 
note d. 98 E: 53 note d. 101 
pD—102 4a: 65 notes a, b 

Timotheus, dithyrambic poet, 
697, 699 and note a 

Tragica Adespota (Nauck): frag- 
ment 417: 795 

Trojans, 101. Trojan War, 541 
Tyrtaeus, frag. (Diehl) 11: 465 
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Venus, planet, 323 and note d, 325 
and note e, 331 and note d, 333 
and notes ¢, f 

Xenocrates, head of the Aca- 
demy, 91, 156 note 6, 170 note 
8, 175 and note e, 187 note bd, 
218 note g, 223 and notes g, h, 
225 note e, 235 note f, 240 note 
b, 262 note a, 343 note d, 430 
note a, 495 and note d, 514 
note a, 733, 739 and notes a, b. 
Fragments (Heinze) 6: 247 
note f. 15; 229 note e. 18; 
93 and note a. 39: 341 note y. 
54: 171 and note a. 60-61: 
163 note b. 68: cf. 87 and 
note c. 68: 163 and notes B, f. 
169 and note d. 76: 701 note 
a. 78: 739-741 and note a on 
p. 739. 92: 705 and note a. 
94: 733 and note a 

Xenophanes of Colophon, frag. 
(Diels-Kranz) A 17: 861 

Xenophon, Oeconomicus i, 16: 
725 note e 

Xerxes, Persian king, 809 and 
note b 

Zaratas, another name for Zoro- 
aster, 165 and note 0b, 255 
note d 

Zeno of Citium, 412 note 3b, 
415 and notes passim, 417 and 
note e, 421, 423 and note b, 425 
and note d, 427-429 and note a 
on p. 429, 437 note a, 443 note 
c, 529 and note a, 589 note c, 
601 note 0, 689 note c, 706 note 
b, 739 and note b, 746 note b, 
749 note g. Frag. (S.V.F. I) 
27: 415 and note a, 417-419 
and note a. 50: 429 and note 
c. 54 (p. 17, 6-8): 681 note db. 
64: 863 note f. 68 (p. 20, 10- 
16): 681 note b. 75 (p. 22, 2-3 
and 8-9): 523 note b. 78: 
429 and note a. &1: 695 note 
d. 85: 864 note f. 86: 5869 
note g. 87: 583 note a, 870 
note a. 90: 773 note g. 93: 

| 
&4 note c, 94-96: 4380 note a. 
95: 580-581 notes a, d. 5 
(p. 26, 23): 773 note A, 5 
(p. 26, 24): 775 note b. 99 
(Dp, 27, Zo) and 31 f.): 7 
and note d. 102 (p. 28, 17): 
869 note d. 110-112: 776 
note 6. 120: 860notea. 128: 
33 note b&b. 128 (p. 36, 5-9): 
70: note @€. TSE0-141: 361 
note g. 157 (p. 42, 7-8): &65 
note h. 172 (p. 44, 19-21): 801 
note f. 176: 548notea. 179: 
415 note gy. 179 (p. 45, 28-29): 
734 note a. 183: 739 and note 
b. 189 (p. 47, 14-16): 737 note 
e. 191: 487 note b, 513 note e. 
200: 425 and note a. 201: 
424 note b. 202: 246 note c. 
216: 693 note a. 222: 671 
note d, 323: 73l note g. 
248: 769 note b. 253-256: 
507 note aw. 260: 429 and note 
b. 262: 415 and notea. 264: 
423 and note 6. 265: 422 
note ¥&. 281: 671 and note c. 
299; 341 note f 

Zeno of Elea, 559 and note d. 
Frag. (Diels-Kranz) B 1: 312 
note a 

Zeno of Tarsus, Stoic philosopher, 
417 and note e 

Zeus, 93 and note a, 255, 433 and 
note c, 455-457, 459, 469, 533, 
541, 543 and note b, 547-555, 
563 and note ec, 565 and note d, 
567, 595-597, 697, 705-707, 711 
and note a, 761, 781, 785, 7389, 
791 and note f, 793, 801 and 
note e, 803 note b. The ex- 
clamation ry Aca, reguiarly 
translated ‘‘ by heaven,” ap- 
pears on pages 109, 123 and 
critical note 1, 525, 545, 615. 
661, 693-725, 735, 755, 7d7. 
829. Also ov pa Aca on 809 
and note ¢, critical note !0 

Zoroaster, 164 note e, 255 and 
note d 

Zoster, cape on southern coast of 
Attica, 419 and note a 
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